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THE FINANCIAL SERVICES COMPETITIVENESS
ACT OF 1995

TUESDAY, JUNE 6, 1995

House of Representatives, Committee on Commerce,
Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Fi-

nance, AND THE Subcommittee on Commerce,
Trade, and Hazardous Materials,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in Room
2123, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jack Fields [chairman

of the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance] and
Hon. Michael G. Oxley [chairman of the Subcommittee on Com-
merce, Trade, and Hazardous Materials], cochairing.

Members present, Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Fi-

nance: Representatives Fields, Oxley, Moorhead, Stearns, Cox,

Deal, Frisa, White, Cobum, Bliley (ex officio), Markey, Gordon, and
Dingell (ex officio).

Members present. Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Haz-
ardous Materials: Representatives Oxley, Fields, Upton, Whitfield,

Ganske, Frisa, Norwood, White, Bliley (ex officio), Markey, Brown,
and Dingell (ex officio).

Staff present: Robert Gordon, majority counsel; David Cavicke,

majority counsel; Stephen A. Blumenthal, majority counsel; Jeffrey

Duncan, minority counsel; Consuela Washington, minority counsel;

and Timothy Forde, minority counsel.

Mr. Fields. Good morning. Today the Subcommittee on Tele-

communications and Finance and the Subcommittee on Commerce,
Trade, and Hazardous Materials will hold our first joint hearing on
H.R. 1062, the Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995. Fi-

nancial services reform is an issue that has been revisited every

few years for the last 2 decades. Extensive changes have been pro-

posed but consensus and success in the legislative process have
eluded us. This year that will be different.

H.R. 1062 was reported out of the Banking Committee on May
18 and referred in its entirety to the Commerce Committee. We
will be holding an additional hearing on June 8, and the full com-
mittee will report out legislation before June 22. Considering the

importance and the complexity of the restructuring of the capital

raising mechanism of our country, the task that has been set for

us by Speaker Gingrich is enormous, and we will rise to the chal-

lenge.

In our review of this legislation, we ask to consider the wisdom
of allowing banks, securities firms, and insurance companies to

(1)



deal in each other's products and services as if this was not already

the case.

In fact, existing law, no matter what the original congressional

intent was, has not been effective in separating banking from non-

banking financial activities. Banking organizations already partici-

pate in private placement of securities, mutual funds sales, dis-

count brokerage, investment advisory services, the distribution of

asset-backed securities, and through section 20 subsidiaries, many
other securities activities, including underwriting corporate equity

and debt.

On the other hand, diversified financial service organizations,

having been built around the nucleus of a securities broker-dealer

or an insurance company, frequently own any number of limited

purpose banks through which they make consumer loans, offer

credit cards, and perform a host of other traditional banking func-

tions.

The question for Members of Congress is a simple question. Are
we going to continue to permit a fraying patchwork quilt of regula-

tion to distort the development of markets or are we going to ra-

tionalize the system of regulation and open the opportunities of

new markets to all? Imposing well thought out requirements for re-

moving the remaining restrictions that prevent the interface of

banking, securities, and insurance will ensure that the liberaliza-

tion process will be accomplished while bank safety and soundness
is maintained and other participants in the financial markets are

able to compete.
The ultimate goal, of course, is to encourage these firms to de-

velop and offer new and better financial products and services to

their customers. This is particularly important as trends show, in-

creasingly, people in this country must be responsible for their own
financial security. Never in our history have the needs of the popu-
lation for a greater diversity of financial products so intersected

with the desire of the financial service industry to provide those
products to the consumers.
Our subcommittee will not report out a banking reform bill but

rather a financial services reform bill. If history teaches us any les-

son in this field, it is that banks are pretty good salesmen of securi-

ties and insurance and that brokers and insurance companies make
pretty good bankers. We are dealing with one market for financial

services and the competition is only over who gets to divide the pie

into how many slices.

H.R. 1062, the Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995,
is at once evolutionary and revolutionary. It provides a framework
for the efficient integration of the securities and banking indus-
tries, a legislative goal sought long before many of us were elected
to Congress. It accomplishes this by using the existing regulatory
structure of functional regulation of bank holding companies and
their broker-dealer subsidiaries.

Clearly the intent is to minimize disruption of existing business
entities, allowing people to continue to do business as they have
been whenever possible. Billions of dollars of securities business is

currently being done by banks, and billions of dollars of banking
business is currently being done by brokers. We are not writing on
a clean slate. The advantage of working within a familiar regu-



latory environment with an established body of law and regulation

is that it can be most easily adapted to the special needs and cir-

cumstances of the newly merged industries and its participants.

Although I find myself in agreement with much of the legislation,

I have concerns about competitive and regulatory inequalities that

are contained within some of its provisions. The desire to accomrno-

date existing business practices often runs headlong into conflict

with our desire to rationalize the regulation of these industries. We
must insist upon S3rmmetry in our legislation.

People engaged in the same business should be subject to the

same regulation. Regulatory arbitrage is not an acceptable source

of additional profits. We may allow flexibility in the way these com-
panies structure their organizations, but not in the manner in

which rules that protect investors and taxpayers are developed and
enforced. The hearing we hold today addresses exactly this issue.

We welcome our distinguished panel of witnesses and thank
them for taking time. Now I will recognize other members.

I will first recognize the chairman of the full committee. Chair-

man Bliley, the gentleman from Virginia.

Mr. Bliley. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have lost count on how
many opening statements I have given in committee hearings call-

ing for Glass-Steagall reform, so I will make my statement a short

one because my positions are well known.
I support and have always supported legislative efforts to mod-

ernize the regulation of our financial services industry. I do so be-

cause I believe that it is our duty as elected representatives to

oversee the regulation of these markets and remove impediments
to their evolution. We must take these actions after careful consid-

eration and in a manner that does not reduce investor or depositor

protection.

The removal of restrictions must also be done in a way that does

not inadvertently direct the development of the marketplace by giv-

ing an unjustified advantage to one set of participants. Change on
this order of magnitude and direction of national policy in financial

services reform must be the exclusive province of we, the elected

representatives. Such action is inappropriate when undertaken by
the people who staff the regulatory agencies and that enforce these

laws, no matter how well meaning and patriotic their motives.

Today the Commerce Committee begins its consideration of H.R.

1062, Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995, introduced

by my good friend, Jim Leach, the chairman of the Committee on
Banking and Financial Services. H.R. 1062 provides a foundation

for the type of restructuring that I can support and that I am sure

will be supported by a majority of my colleagues in the House of

Representatives.
I have worked closely with Chairman Leach as this bill has pro-

gressed through this panel, and I have instructed our staff to con-

tinue to work with Banking Committee staff as this legislation

moves through our committee. The subject matter of the bill con-

cerns how to include the elements of the financial services industry

into a comprehensive and all-inclusive regulatory framework. This
requires the coordination and cooperative efforts of the affected in-

dustries and the committees of Congress with jurisdiction for over-

sigiit of the process.



I promised the Speaker of the House that my committee would
coordinate and cooperate in this effort. We have done so and will

continue to do so through the remaining legislative consideration

of this proposal.

Mr. Chairman, I commend you and Chairman Oxley for coordi-

nating your efforts today to expedite the consideration of this im-
portant bill in the relatively short time period during which it must
be considered. I want to join you in welcoming our panel today and
yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. Fields. The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Mas-
sachusetts, Mr. Markey.
Mr. Markey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much. I want to

commend you for holding this joint hearing on legislation restruc-

turing the laws governing the financial services industry. As Yogi
Berra would say, it is deja vu all over again.

In i988 and again in 1991, the Congress devoted a considerable
amount of time attempting to enact legislation repealing the Glass-

Steagall Act separation between commercial and investment bank-
ing. On both occasions, a compromise could not be reached. On
both occasions, banks wanted new powers but opposed the requisite

safeguards. As a result, no final bill ever reached the President's

desk.
Banking, securities, insurance, these are huge industries. Their

different interests and agendas make it tempting to view the some-
times arcane policy debate over functional regulation, firewalls, af-

filiate structures, and new powers as little more than a struggle be-

tween the rich and the extremely wealthy, but the outcome of this

debate could have profound implications for consumers, businesses,
investors, depositors, and taxpayers who are just deciding who gets
to increase their slice of the financial services pie.

We are talking about nothing less than changing the fundamen-
tal structure of the capital formation system that is the engine of
our national economy. The decisions we make in this legislation

and the incentives and disincentives we create could affect the
manner in which companies raise capital, what financial products
the public uses for savings and investment, and whether adequate
safeguards and protections will exist to protect consumers from
abusive or anticompetitive practices.

When Congress enacted the Glass-Steagall Act in 1933, it consid-
ered and rejected the option of mixing banking and securities ac-

tivities. It did so because it concluded that the potential abuses
were so subtle as not to be recognized. While we are constantly re-

minded that our financial marketplace has changed considerably
since the 1930's, we must also be mindful that human nature re-

mains basically unchanged.
If the Glass-Steagall wall is finally to be torn down, it must be

replaced with a new structure that effectively ferrets out the sub-
tleties of abuse which inevitablv will occur. This requires elimi-
nation of outdated regulatory schemes in favor of a more efficient
system of functional regulation which allows banking and securi-
ties regulators to focus on their respective areas of expertise.

I am, therefore, troubled that H.R. 1062 permits construction of
a Byzantine structure in which some securities activities could be
carried out inside the bank subject to supervision by the bank reg-



ulators, some securities activities could be done in a so-called sepa-

rp.tely identifiable department or SID regulated by the SEC, other

securities activities could be effectuated through a SID regulated

by bank regulators, while still other securities activities could be

carried out through a fully separate SEC regulated affiliate.

Will Rogers once remarked that a holding company is where you

put the money when the cops show up. Well, the SID's structure

in H.R. 1062 may be just as susceptible to abuse as the complex

holding company structure of Will Rogers' day. SIDs will provide

an open invitation to engage in a regulatory arbitrage that shifts

money and transactions around the bank's corporate structure in

order to avoid regulatory firewalls or obtain favorable capital treat-

ment. The resulting competitive distortions could have a serious

adverse impact on the smooth operation of our Nation's securities

markets.
For this reason, I would like to explore whether we should con-

sider replacing them with a simpler regulatory structure in which
banks generally conduct all of their securities activities in a sepa-

rate affiliate. In addition, any repeal of Glass-Steagall necessitates

the creation of impermeable firewalls to protect against conflicts of

interest and other abuses arising out of the combination of banking
and securities functions. For this reason, I am concerned about the

sweeping role granted to the Fed which includes the power to alter

or lift the bill's statutory firewalls.

Finally, while some have said that financial services legislation

should be focusing on providing a two-way street that allows pro-

viders to offer a full range of financial services, it is clear that H.R.

1062, that under it, all roads lead to the Fed. I will be interested

in hearing from our witnesses about whether the broad new grants

of discretionary authority to the Fed truly are warranted.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you on this impor-

tant piece of legislation, and I want to join with you in welcoming
our distinguished panel of witnesses.

Mr. Fields. This is a joint hearing this morning with the Sub-
committee on Commerce, Trade, and Hazardous Materials, and
staying with a concept that is important to this subcommittee, the

concept of functionality, I will Chair the first and third panel and
Chairman Oxley will Chair the second panel.

I now recognize the distinguished chairman, Mr. Oxley, of Ohio.

Mr. Oxley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, would like to wel-

come our distinguished panel this morning. Today we are hearing

testimony on H.R. 1062, the Financial Services Competitiveness

Act of 1995. This bill is the Glass-Steagall reform package put to-

gether by the House Committee on Banking and Financial Serv-

ices, and I congratulate Chairman Leach and my Banking Commit-
tee colleagues for their fine effort in piecing together this very con-

troversial legislation.

Today's hearing will focus on two primary issues, how to effec-

tively tear down the barriers between the banking and securities

industries to allow for a safe and efficient financial services mar-
ket, and the appropriate role of the State and Federal Government
in regulating the third leg of the financial services market, the

business of insurance.
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As chairman of the Commerce Subcommittee, I look forward to

chairing the second panel later today.

H.R. 1062 in its current form accomplishes a number of tasks. It

repeals the anti-affiliation barriers between banks and securities

broker-dealers, allowing cross ownership under a financial services

holding company; it requires banking and securities activities to be
conducted in separate subsidiaries or separately identified depart-

ments and makes each activity subject to functional regulation by
the appropriate bank regulator or the SEC. It imposes statutory
firewalls between the banking and securities activities to prevent
unfair competition and to protect the deposit insurance system
from additional risk.

H.R. 1062 may be further amended by this committee to break
down the barriers between banks and insurance to complete a
three-way flow among the financial service markets. We have al-

ready had 1 day of testimony on the recent expansion of bank in-

surance powers at the Federal level, and the resulting effect on
State functional regulation of insurance. That hearing focused on
the ability of a State to control the conduct of the business of insur-

ance within a State's borders.

Today we will also be looking at the related issue of State anti-

affiliation laws or the ability of one State to effectively prevent a
federally chartered bank from having an affiliate in any of the 50
States. In examining these issues, we will be looking both at the
public policy question of how to most effectively and safely promote
competition and increase commercial efficiency and also the ques-
tion of which restrictions should be left for the States to control

and which aspects of the financial services market are truly inter-

state or international in nature.
With that, Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. Fields. The Chair will now recognize the gentleman from

Tennessee, Mr. Gordon.
Mr. GrORDON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As has already been

stated, this is an important hearing, one that is going to have great
impact on our financial markets. Being a former member of the
Banking Committee, I feel like I am getting a second bite at this

apple, and I want to give a special welcome to my neighbor and
good friend and Smyrna, Tennessee's finest, Ms. Heifer. It is good
to have a neighbor that is a good advisor from home.
Thank you.
Mr. Fields. The Chair will now recognize the gentleman from

Iowa, Mr. Ganske.
Mr. Ganske. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Current financial services market access preclusions in the

Glass-Steagall Act constrain market competition and restrict

consumer choice. The financial services industry and consumers
would benefit from breaking down some of these anticompetitive
barriers. However, I do want to express a few concerns.

I am interested in functional insurance regulation, an issue that
has been the subject of some controversy in attempting to balance
relevant interests in the past. While I believe that the underwrit-
ing and sale of insurance should continue to be regulated by States,
we must recognize the legitimacy of some of the concerns raised.
We must be careful in defining what products are deemed to be in-



surance and, therefore, subject to State regulation. The definition

must achieve a proper balance between competing interests of Fed-

eral and State regulators.

The United States Supreme Court has stated that the office of

the Comptroller of the Currency will be given deference in its inter-

pretation of Federal law so long as the OCC interpretation is "rea-

sonable." Current case law must be carefully weighed with the

competing interests of State insurance regulators. Another impor-

tant concern is related to discriminatory regulations that State in-

surance regulators might place on the insurance activities of banks.

We must ensure that such discrimination doesn't take place in ei-

ther a direct or indirect manner.
I hear from both sides of the issue that the goal should be a

"level playing field." Easy words to say, but as past attempts have
shown, a hard goal to achieve.

I look forward to the testimony from our guests today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fields. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio, Mr.

Brown.
Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no opening state-

ment.
Mr. Fields. The Chair will now recognize the gentleman from

Georgia, Mr. Norwood.
Mr. Norwood. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do appreciate you

holding these hearings and certainly welcome our distinguished
panel. As unlikely as it may seem, I will forego any opening re-

marks today.
Mr. Fields. An unusual day.

The gentleman from California, Mr. Cox.
Mr. Cox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to congratulate you once again for holding hearings on

such an important matter for American jobs. Last month this com-
mittee met to rewrite 60-year-old telecommunications laws.

Today we meet to review 60-year-old laws which are similarly

hobbling American firms and workers in the global financial mar-
ketplace. Experts the world over are agreed that the Glass-Steagall

Act is in dire need of modernization. In 1933, the segregation of

commercial banks and securities firms didn't have all the anti-

competitive effects that we can so clearly see today. In that era,

these two types of firms offered quite different services, and the
globalization of finance had not developed nearly to the degree that
it exists today.
As we come to the close of the twentieth century, much has

changed. The explosion in information technology has resulted not
only in the convergence of the kinds of services offered by banks
and securities firms, but also in a dramatic expansion of the serv-

ices offered by both of these industries as well as other players in

the financial services market.
The more the distinctions between the services of different finan-

cial firms become meaningless, the more Glass-Steagall becomes
anticompetitive and works against market forces. It constructs arti-

ficial barriers between competition in similar kinds of activities.

The result is increased costs for American consumers and loss of
American market share in international competition. In a world
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where capital moves across the globe instantaneously, Glass-

Steagall imposes unnecessary pack weights on American firms.

These are hardships not suffered by our growing international com-
petition in capital markets.
As our laws increasingly prevent American customers from meet-

ing their increasingly sophisticated needs with U.S. firms, these
customers will increasingly take their business overseas. As early

as 1983, the Council of Economic Advisors concluded that Glass-

Steagall, quote, now makes no important contribution to the protec-

tion of the public against bank failures or undue concentrations of

economic power. Instead, Glass-Steagall serves largely to protect

foreign firms from American competitors. Reform is long overdue.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I look forward to hearing the

testimony of our distinguished witnesses this morning.
Mr. Fields. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The distinguished ranking member of the full committee, Mr.

Dingell of Michigan.
Mr. Dingell. Mr. Chairman, I thank you. Mr. Chairman, I com-

mend you and Chairman Oxley for conducting this hearing today.

I would like to begin by welcoming our distinguished panel, par-

ticularly my friends Mr. Greenspan and Mr. Levitt.

Mr. Chairman, I can't help feeling that we have been down this

road before or, as one of our baseball greats once put it, that this

is "deja vu all over again." As I understand, the SEC will testify

that, while it finds much that it can support in H.R. 1062, the bill

nevertheless contains provisions which cause the SEC to have res-

ervations about the bill. The SEC points out that the bill will im-
pair capital formation, create regulatory overlap and duplication,

impose unnecessary burdens on capital formation, and provide a
situation where a two-way street is not available in equal fashion
for all financial providers.

The Federal Reserve Board, on the other hand, supports the
adoption of the bill as a major step in the evolution and strength-
ening of the financial system. The Board's testimony defends the
significant powers vested in it as an umbrella supervisor and as
gatekeeper for permissible financial activities. It applauds the con-
cept of functional regulation and argues that a holding company
structure creates the best framework for protecting the insured de-
pository institution and the Federal safety net, including deposit
insurance.
The Comptroller of the Currency's testimony indicates that the

OCC detests the bill and says; "we see no compelling reasons to
justify many of the provisions of H.R. 1062" and, contrary to the
Federal Reserve, believes that the banks should be allowed to en-
gage in a full range of securities activity in the bank or in direct
operating subsidiaries of banks with no separation, an event which
we tried in years past and led, as I recall my history, to having a
major impact on the 1929 financial collapse.
Now, lest we forget this committee's insurance jurisdiction, the

American Council of Life Insurance will testify that H.R. 1062 in
its current form is not insurance neutral and must be strongly op-
posed by the insurance industry unless modified by the addition of
H.R. 1317, the Bliley-Dingell insurance bill. They say that they will
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forcefully oppose H.R. 1062 if a purported compromise on bank-in-

surer affiliations is attached.

Hopefully the testimony and questioning today and Thursday
will help sort out these conflicts and define how this bill can best

be perfected. Perhaps Martin Mayer has put it best, that we have

lost sight of the doughnut and we are looking only at the hole.

At the end of the day, Congress should have devised an effective

and efficient system that allocates capital to the companies that

will produce goods and services and create jobs. The system should

encourage savings and investment in a structure that maintains

the safety and soundness of insured depository institutions, and
the liquidity and depth of our capital markets, and that provides

reasonable and adequate protections for investors and taxpayers. I

look forward to working with my colleagues to achieve these goals.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fields. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
The Chair will now recognize the gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr.

Cobum.
Mr. COBURN. Mr. Chairman, I have no opening statement. Thank

you.
Mr. Fields. The Chair will recognize the gentleman from Ken-

tucky, Mr. Whitfield.

Mr. Whitfield. I have no opening statement.

Mr. Fields. The Chair will now recognize the gentleman from
New York, Mr. Frisa.

Mr. Frisa. I have an opening statement. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man.
I would join in welcoming our panelists this morning. We look

forward very much to your expertise and input on this important

issue.

As we move forward in considering this legislation, I think there

are several important purposes that we all would seek to fulfill. I

think the first being that we will more closely reflect statutorily

certain market realities. I think, second, we will seek to take a
number of bold new steps forward to create various other financial

opportunities and, third, trying to ensure that we maintain and
provide for the continued integrity and stability of all of our finan-

cial institutions.

I think none of those are easily accomplished which I believe is

why it is important for this hearing. This is not a pro forma activ-

ity, but one in which we do seek to take to heart your expertise

and experiences and thoughts regarding the legislation.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity, and yield back
the balance of my time.

Mr. Fields. The Chair will now recognize the gentleman from
Florida, Mr. Steams.
Mr. Stearns. Good morning. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you and also Chairman Oxley for holding these

hearings on Glass-Steagall reform, and of course I would like to

welcome our distinguished guest witnesses. I am looking forward
to hearing their comments, concerns, and insights on modernizing
current banking laws to enable banking institutions to offer a
broader range of financial services while at the same time main-
taining their financial soundness.
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Despite the fact that in most of the world there is little or no sep-

aration of banking and investment activities, here in the United
States our laws prohibit a blending of services. The competitive dis-

advantage placed on U.S. banks within our borders hurts them in

the international arena. U.S. banks are plajdng on an uneven play-

ing field.

According to the International Banking Act of 1978, foreign

banks are not supposed to combine most depository and security

services in America. Yet the Federal Reserve has allowed combina-
tions in a couple of occasions. By dropping the 62-year-old prohibi-

tion against banks and security affiliations, the United States com-
panies will be able to compete in the globalized financial market-
place.

One effect this ground-breaking legislation has is that it restruc-

tures the capital raising mechanism for banks. Banks will be able

to grow and, therefore, compete on a level playing field with other
foreign banking entities.

However, Mr. Chairman, we must also ensure that banks remain
financially stable. Our constituents are the ones going to a bank,
applying for loans or depositing savings, dealing with brokers to se-

cure nest eggs to pay for college, a home, or eventually retirement.

Finally, our constituents are the ones buying the security prod-
ucts or using the banking services. By reforming antiquated bank-
ing laws and allowing banking institutions to participate in invest-

ment business, we will allow banks to provide more services to con-

sumers often at lower cost and greater convenience. But we must
enact legislation that contains appropriate limitations intended to

avoid risk to the Federal Deposit Insurance Fund and to protect

the safety and soundness of insured depository institutions.

Under the Financial Services Modernization Act, it is our hope
that U.S. banking organizations and securities firms will be able to

compete in an ever-changing and evolving global financial market-
place while at the same time maintaining their financial sound-
ness.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from Washington State, Mr. White.
Mr. White. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate it, but I don't have an

opening statement at this time.
Mr. Fields. Are there any other members wishing to make an

opening statement? The Chair hearing none, we will now welcome
our guests.

We appreciate all of you for coming and sharing with this sub-
committee today. First, Mr. Arthur Levitt, the Chairman of the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission; second, we will hear from Mr.
Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the Federal Reserve System; third,
Ms. Julie Williams, Chief Counsel, Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency, the Department of the Treasury; and then finally on this
panel, Ms. Ricki Heifer, Chairman, Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration.

The Chair will state that your statement will be in the record in
its entirety. I would ask that if at all possible stay within 5 min-
utes. At 5 minutes, we will try to nudge you along just a little bit.

Chairman Levitt.
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STATEMENTS OF ARTHUR LEVITT, CHAIRMAN, SECURITIES
AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION; ALAN GREENSPAN, CHAIR-
MAN, FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM; JULIE WILLIAMS, CHIEF
COUNSEL, OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CUR-
RENCY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY; AND RICKI
HELFER, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE COR-
PORATION
Mr. Levitt. Chairman Fields, Chairman Oxley, members of the

subcommittees, I appreciate the opportunity to testify on behalf of

the SEC regarding H.R. 1062.

As the Commission stated in our testimony on H.R. 18, the fore-

runner of this bill, we support the bill's principal purpose—to mod-
ernize the financial services regulatory framework by reforming the

60-year-old Glass-Steagall Act. Chairman Leach's bill, by initiating

the debate on Glass-Steagall reform this year, has made, I think,

an important contribution. In particular, the bill proposes a num-
ber of useful changes to the securities laws, including a flexible and
effiective framework for addressing conflicts of interest that may
arise when banks advise or sell mutual funds.

Chairmen Fields and Oxley, the testimony of my colleagues on
this panel has described how Glass-Steagall reform could open the

doors to even greater competition, improvement, and efficiency in

the banking industry. I think they are far more competent than I

to address the question of reform from the perspective of banking.

As the Nation's chief securities regulator, however, and someone
who spent the better part of a lifetime in the securities industry,

I approach this issue with a somewhat different set of concerns.

Those concerns center on the needs of investors as well as the

overall impact of reform on our U.S. markets. Ours are the deepest,

most liquid markets in the world; in one recent year alone, 1993,

they raised more than a trillion dollars. This capital was raised

from investors through the entrepreneurial and risk-taking efforts

of securities flrms without the benefit of Federal deposit insurance.

The continuing success of our capital markets requires that we pre-

serve the securities industry's ability to assume risks, while still

maintaining a strong system of investor protection to support pub-
lic confidence in the securities markets.
For Glass-Steagall reform to achieve these ends, I think an ap-

propriate balance should be struck between preserving bank safety

and soundness and serving the needs of investors and the market-
place as a whole. Although there is a great deal we agree to in H.R.
1062, I think it falls somewhat short of striking that balance.

V7e have specifically four main areas of concern: The location of

securities activities within the bank, the system of financial serv-

ices regulation, the so-called two-way street, and the consequences
of the differing philosophies of the banking and securities industry

and their regulators. Let me describe each in turn.

On the question of location, H.R. 18 would have permitted some
securities activities to be conducted in the bank and required banks
to create distinct entities for other securities activities. H.R. 1062
adds the open-ended alternative of a "separately identifiable divi-

sion or department" of a bank or a "SID" for '^banking products"

as well as asset-backed securities and private placements.
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I certainly would be the first to admit that subjecting securities

activities to some broker-dealer standards is certainly better than
excluding banks from the broker-dealer requirements altogether.

But I think it is no panacea.
Instead of establishing a single, high standard of protection for

investors and depositors, the SID, along with the numerous exemp-
tions for various securities activities, would seem to reinforce the
existing system of multiple securities oversight. Unless SIDs are

subject to comparable marginal capital requirements, banks would
have an additional incentive not only to keep securities activities

within the bank but also to move them there from securities affili-

ates.

One of the most compelling arguments against SIDs, however, is

the way in which they could hamper the SEC's ability to examine
their securities activities, whose capital and records would be de-

pendent on, and intermingled with, those of the bank. Right now,
if the Commission inspects an affiliate, we can follow the paper
trail wherever it leads. We can obtain, in effect, the complete pic-

ture that we need. But in a SID, not only could the paper trail end
at the point where it enters the bank, the bank in itself might be
in a position to define that point. For these reasons and more, I

think this issue bears revisiting. As I understand it, the SID is like

an imaginary line running through a bank building, with banking
activities on one side and securities activities on the other. But
imaginary lines could bring imaginary protections. We believe that
a distinct entity for securities transactions is preferable to the SID,
but at the same time, if Congress is determined to maintain the
exclusions from broker-dealer regulation and institute the SID, we
will work with you to try to find ways to address these flaws.

Our second concern is closely related to the first. As we modern-
ize financial services, we must also modernize their regulation. In-

vestors will benefit if they can choose from a wider array of finan-
cial products and providers, but they should not be expected to give
up basic safeguards in the process. The SEC continues to believe
that the best way to ensure that protection is through a system of
functional regulation under which all securities activities are over-
seen by expert securities regulators and all banking activities are
overseen by expert bank regulators. The existing coordination
among financial regulators offers an excellent framework upon
which to build a more formal network.
Mr. Fields. Chairman Levitt, could we ask you to summarize,

please.

Mr. Levitt. Our third concern has to do with the burdens it

would place on securities firms that acquire banks under two-way
street provisions.
Thus far, I have addressed the specific aspects of H.R. 1062. Our

final concern has more to do with the different philosophies and
cultures of securities and banking industries and their regulators.

Despite the reservations I have raised, I want to emphasize that
the Commission supports reform and encourages Congress to take
the lead role. However, I do request that you proceed with caution.
The SEC appreciates the difficulty of the subcommittee's task. As

you move ahead on this key issue, the SEC looks forward to con-
tinuing to work with you and our fellow regulators to meet our
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shared goals of protecting investors and maintaining the soundness
and preeminence of American markets.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Arthur Levitt follows:]

Prepared Statement of Hon. Arthur Levitt, Chairman. U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission

Chairman Fields and Members of the Subcommittees:
I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf of the Securities and Exchange

Commission regarding H.R. 1062, the "Financial Services Competitiveness Act of
1995." In March 1995, the Commission testified on an earlier version of this bill be-

fore the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services. Significant changes
have been made in the bill since the time of the Commission's earlier testimony,
and today I will outline our views on the revised bill.^

I. INTRODUCTION

As the Commission stated in its earlier testimony on H.R. 1062,2 we support the
bill's principal purpose—to modernize the financisd services regulatory framework
by reforming the 60 year-old Glass-Steagall Act. Glass-Steagall reform would pro-

vide the banking and securities industries with greater flexibility and new avenues
for innovation. Reform also could improve financial services providers' competitive-

ness at home and abroad.
In weighing Glass-Steagall reform, however. Congress also needs to consider care-

fully the needs of investors, as well as the overall impact on the U.S. capital mar-
kets as a whole. The U.S. securities markets are the deepest, most liquid, and
strongest in the world, with $830 billion raised in 1994 alone. This capital was
raised from investors, through the entrepreneurial and risk-taking efforts of securi-

ties firms, without the benefit of federal deposit insurance. The continuing success
of our capital markets requires that we preserve the securities industry's ability to

assume risks, and maintain a strong system of investor protection to support public
confidence in the securities markets.
The Commission finds much that it can support in H.R. 1062. Chairman Leach's

bill, by opening up the present debate on Glass-Steagall reform this year, already
has made an important contribution. In addition, the bill proposes a number of use-
ful changes to the regulation of financial services—for example, a flexible yet effec-

tive framework for addressing conflicts of interest that may arise when banks advise
or sell mutual funds.

Looking at H.R. 1062 as a whole, however, the Commission continues to have res-

ervations regarding the bill. We feel that it still does not strike an optimal balance
between preserving bank safety and soundness, and the needs of investors and the
marketplace as a whole. Our primary concerns can be summarized as follows:

Investor Protection. The Commission is concerned that H.R. 1062 would impair in-

vestor protection by allowing banks to continue to conduct a wide range of securities

activities outside the broker-dealer regulatory scheme under the federal securities

laws. Over the past two decades, banks—by virtue of expansive regulatory interpre-

tations of the Glass-Steagall Act—have dramatically increased the scope and volume
of their broker-dealer activities.^ Because of the 60 year-old bank exclusions, how-
ever, this piecemeal expansion has occurred largely outside the legal framework gov-
erning all other entities that engage in broker-dealer activities. H.R. 1062, rather
than taking a fresh look at the bani exclusions, would preserve the range of securi-

ties activities that can be conducted in banks. As a result, investors who deal with
banks would receive a different standard of protection than those who deal with se-

curities firms.

iR.R. 1062, introduced on February 27, 1995, is a revised version of a bill originally intro-

duced by Chairman Leach on January 4, 1995, as H.R. 18. H.R. 1062 was marked up by the
House Banking Committee on May 9, 1995, and was subsequently referred to this Committee.

2 Commission Testimony Concerning the "Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995" and
Related Issues Before the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services, Meirch 15, 1995
(hereinafter cited as "March 1995 Testimony").
^Bank securities powers originally were conceived as encompassing essentially brokerage

services provided as an accommodation for existing bank customers and small town banks. Actu-
ally, however, bank securities powers long ago expanded beyond those bounds. See Reports on
Bank Securities Activities of the Securities and Exchange Commission Pursuant to Section
llA(e) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (Pubhc Law 94-29), August 1977.
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In this connection, the Conunission beUeves that H.R. 1062's creation of a "sepa-

rately identifiable department" of a bank, or "SID," is not the same as full func-

tional regulation. By establishing a SID, a bank could engage in significant securi-

ties activities directly, rather than in a separately incorporated broker-dealer. Be-

cause SIDs would not be subject to the Commission's net capited requirements,

banks that trade securities would operate under a different standard than applies

to their broker-dealer competitors. Bank SIDs could also present some practical

problems relating to securities examination and enforcement efforts. Nonetheless,

requiring securities activities to be performed in a registered broker-dealer SID is

preferable to allowing these transactions to be conducted solely in the bank.
Impact on Capital formation. The Ccmmission is concerned that H.R. 1062 could

significantly alter the climate that has fostered the successful capital-raising activi-

ties of the U.S. securities markets. The biH's proposed regulatory structure aoes not

fully take into account some of the real differences between the securities and bank-
ing industries and the regulatory environment appropriate to each. Banks have tra-

ditionally operated subject to regulatory restrictions imposed in the interests of

bank safety and soundness. The regulatory and enforcement programs of the federal

banking agencies, similarly, focus on protecting the viability of banking institutions

and the solvency of the federal deposit insurance system. Banking regulation uses
the tools of "confidential supervision" '^ rather than market discipfine: for example,
it imposes pervasive restrictions on bank lending and other lines of business, and
addresses violations of law largely through the confidential examination process

rather than through widely publicized enforceaient proceedings.

In contrast, the securities industry may be viewed as more market-oriented. Secu-
rities firms, and the securities markets generally, specialize in entrepreneurial and
risk-taking activities.^ For this reason, securities regulation does noi, and should
not, seek to insulate securities firms from the risks they incur in their business ac-

tivities. Instead, the securities regulatory framework seeks to protect investors and
maintain fair and orderly markets by imposing specific capital, supervision, disclo-

sure, antifraud, and similar requirements on securities firms. Within these param-
eters, risk-taking is largely leit to market control, not to governmental manage-
ment.^ H.R. 1062, however, proposes to bring Securities afiiliates within a complex
regulatory structure that would include bank-type activity restrictions and could
thereby rigidly constrain the operations of securities firms. ^

The Commission, to summarize, does not oppose Glass-Steagall reform; to the con-

trary, we remain strong supporters of financial services modernization. On balance,
however, we believe that the regulatory framework contemplated by H.R. 1062 could
be improved. We believe that H.R. 1062, by sweeping certain securities activities

within the umbrella of banking regulation and others out from the framework of the
federal securities laws, would not best serve the interests of investors and the U.S.
capital markets.

II. SUMMARY OF H.R. 1062

H.R. 1062 would amend the Glass-Steagall Act to allow affiliations between banks
and securities firms through a bank holding company structure, subject to "fire-

walls" intended to protect hank safety and soundness and to address certain con-
flicts of interest. The bill would also authorize banks to engage directly in the un-
derwriting of municipal revenue bonds. The bill attempts to create a "two-way
street" for banks and securities by, among other things, creating a new class of "in-

vestment bank holding companies" with broader powers than are now availabl/?,to

bank holding companies (or securities firms). Similarly, H.R. 1062 would liberalize
the permissible activities for bank holding companies (renamed "financial services

*See Alfred Dennis Mathewson, From Confidential Supervision to Market Discipline: The Role
of Disclosure in the Regulation of Commercial Banks, 11 J. Corp. L. 139, 140-41 (1986).

^ Banking activities, of course, also involve risk. See Testimony of Ricki Heifer, Chairman,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDIC"), on the "Financial Services Competitiveness Act
of 1995" and Related Issues Before the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services,
Feb. 28, 1995, at 3-4. Inadequate loan diversification and overly-rapid growth in lending, for ex-
ample, can affect the bank lending function and lie at the root of a significant number of bank
failures. See id. at 8-9. But such risks are also subject to close monitoring and regulation by
the banking agencies: bank regulatory restrictions limit bank loans to one borrower, loans to
insiders, loan concentrations, and asset growth. By contrast, the risk-taking activities of securi-
ties firms are Umited primarily by market discipline.
^The securities industry has generally managed to remain strong and healthy, notwithstand-

ing the lack of all-encompassing safety and soundness regulation: for example, there were only
two broker-dealer failures last year that required intervention by the Securities Investor Protec-
tion Corporation ("SIPC")

''See discussion infra at 19-24.
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holding companies," or "FSHCs"), and would take steps to streamline Federal Re-
serve oversight over such companies.

H.R. 1062 would also make significant amendments to the federal securities laws.
The bill would replace the existing blanket bank exclusions from broker-dealer regu-
lation with numerous exceptions for specific securities activities. As a result, baScs
could engage in the excepted activities directly or (in some cases) through a "sepa-
rately identifiable department or division" of the bank. In addition, H.R. 1062
would: make useful amendments to the Investment Company Act of 1940; amend
the margin provisions of the Exchange Act of 1934 to ease broker-dealer borrowing
for ordinary business purposes; and create a new, interagency committee charged
with improving the regulation of the financied services industry.

III. FUNCTIONAL REGULATION

The Commission has given extensive testimony before this Committee regarding
the need for functional regulation.^ Under existing law, banks and securities firms
that offer the same range of securities services are regulated differently, based on
who they are rather than on what they do.^ As a result, investors who buy securities
from banks receive a different standard of protection than do investors who pur-
chase securities from broker-dealers. The Commission believes that this distinction
ill-serves investors; for almost a decade we have urged Congress to adopt a system
of functional regulation for all participants in the securities markets in order to

close the existing gaps in investor protection, ^o

The different regulatory schemes for bank and broker-dealer securities activities

grew up around assumptions formed 60 years ago. At the time the federal securities
laws were written, it was widely assumed that the Glass-Steagall Act barred banks
from engaging in most securities activities. ^^ Consistent with that understanding,
banks were excluded from the definitions of "broker" and "dealer" in the Exchange
Act. Banks were also excluded from Commission oversight under the Investment
Advisers Act of 1940. The assumption underlying the bank exclusions, however, no
longer holds true. Today, banks engage in a wide range of broker-dealer and invest-
ment advisory activities that are comparable to, and competitive with, the services
of registered securities firms and investment advisers. ^^ gut because the bank ex-
clusions remain, only federal banking law and the antifraud provisions of the fed-

eral securities laws apply to banks that engage directly in these activities. ^^

H.R. 1062 would move toward a system of functional regulation for certain new
bank securities activities.^'* Banks that seek to engage in most corporate equity un-
derwriting activities, for example, would have to do so through separately incor-

porated, separately capitalized, registered broker-dealers. H.R. 1062 would also
eliminate the bank exclusion from the definition of investment adviser to a reg-
istered investment company. The Commission strongly supports these provisions.

^See, e.g., Commission Testimony Before the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Fi-
nance of the House Energy and Commerce Committee Concerning H.R. 3447 and Related Func-
tional Regulation Issues (April 14, 1994); Commission Testimony Before the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance of the House Energy and Commerce Committee Concerning
H.R. 797 (June 20, 1991); Commission Testimony Before the Subcommittee on Telecommuni-
cations and Finance of the House Energy and Commerce Committee Concerning Proposed
Amendments to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Aug. 2, 1990).

^ Although direct bank securities activities fall largely outside the purview of the federal secu-
rities laws, banks also may engage in seciuities activities indirectly. For example, a bank may
conduct its sales or investment advisory activities tlirough subsidiaries registered with the Com-
mission. The securities activities of bank subsidiaries—unlike internal bank securities activi-

ties—are subject to the federal regulatory schemes for broker-dealers and investment advisers.
1° Bank municipal and government securities activities already are subject to separate, limited

regulatory schemes under the Exchange Act. Those schemes were premised on the fact that
bank dealers were not affiUated or able to be a part of a full-service brokerage business and
had not developed the sales force that characterizes other aspects of the brokerage business.
They were developed at a time when there was a small number (less than 300) of bank govern-
ment securities dealers, who were in a business, that was largely dominated by fully regulated
broker-dealers. The limited regulatory schemes that were developed, thus, were premised for the
most part on limited bank activity.

"See March 1995 Testimony at 5.
12 For example, in 1994, 119 banks provided investment advice or other services to over $312

billion in mutual fund assets (representing approximately 15% of total mutual fund assets). In
the same year, over 1800 banking firms sold mutual funds to their customers. See March 1995
Testimony at 6.

13 A bank exclusion is not contained in the Investment Company Act, however, and therefore
bank advisory relationships with investment companies are subject to that Act.
i*The bill also would authorize banks to underwrite municipal revenue bonds pursuant to the

existing municipal securities regulatory scheme. The Commission supports this provision.
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At the same time, however, H.R. 1062 would depart in several key respects from
the principle of functional regulation. It would give banks numerous new exceptions

from broker-dealer regulation with respect to specific securities activities. In addi-

tion, H.R. 1062 would permit banks to engage in significant securities activities

(such as underwriting asset-backed securities) in "separately identifiable depart-

ments or divisions" of the banks. The bank exceptions from broker-dealer regiila-

tion—together with liberal capital and firewalls treatment of SIDs—could provide
incentives for financial services firms to move securities activities out of broker-deal-

ers and into affiliated banks, away from the regulatory framework established

under the federal securities laws.^^ The exceptions would also put broker-dealers
that are not part of banks, particularly small and regional brokerages, at an unfair
competitive disadvantage.

1. Exceptions for bank broker-dealer activities

The Commission strongly supports removal of the bank exclusion from the broker
and dealer definitions. Today, by virtue of the bank exclusion:

• banks do not have to register or provide information regarding their securities ac-

tivities, or to satisfy special financial responsibility requirements as a condition
of engaging in direct securities activities;

• bank securities salespersons do not have to meet specific qualification and con-
tinuing education requirements;

• bank securities salespersons with disciplinary histories are not subject to statu-

tory disqualification from the securities business;
• long-established Commission and self-regulatory organization ("SRO") sales prac-

tice standards do not apply to banks, and banks are not subject to a statutory
duty to supervise securities salespersons; and

• bank securities customers have no formal avenue of redress for complaints. ^^

H.R. 1062 would replace the blanket bank exclusions contained in existing law
with eleven new exclusions for specific bank brokerage activities and five new exclu-
sions for bank dealer activities.^' The Commission has both general and specific

concerns about these new exemptions.
Most significantly, the bill's numerous new exemptions would leave a significant

number of bank securities activities outside the regulatory framework and investor
protections established under the federal securities laws. Instead, H.R. 1062 would
direct the federal banking regulators to adopt their own sales practice, disclosure,

training and qualification, and other standards. Banks engaging in securities activi-

ties under this separate scheme would be subject to "standards" rather than enforce-

able rules; the bill, moreover, would not require those standards to be substantially
similar to requirements under the federal securities laws.^^ Similarly, banks would

i^The Commission is concerned that the firewalls provisions of H.R. 1062 could provide fur-

ther incentives for such a migration. As currently drafted, the firewall provisions apply only to

bank transactions with securities affiliates and do not extend to direct bank securities activities.

Thus, the bill generally would prohibit a bank from providing credit enhancements for a securi-
ties issue underwritten by its securities affiliate, but would allow a bank to provide credit en-
hancements for a securities issue that is underwritten by the bank itself (including issues un-
derwritten by a bank SID). Yet the hazards that firewalls are designed to prevent—conflicts of
interest, aggressive sales practices, or exposure of the insurance fund to losses—are still present
when the bank engages in securities transactions directly. For these reasons, we beUeve tne fire-

walls—and particularly the restrictions on extensions of credit—should apply to situations in

which a bank effects securities transactions directly.

^^See March 1995 Testimony at 9-10; Proposed Mellon-Dreyfus Merger: Hearings Before the
Subcomm. on Oversight and Investigations of the House Comm. on Energy and Commerce, 103d
Cong., 2d Sess. 906-72 (1994).
''The bill's eleven Umited exemptions from the definition of "broker" and five limited excep-

tions from the definition of "dealer" would permit banks to engage in many securities-related
activities without being subject to securities regulation. Exemptions from the definition of
"broker" are provided for: (i) banks that engage in brokerage activities in connection with
"networking arrangements," (ii) certain trust activities, (iii) transactions in exempted and simi-
lar securities, including government securities, (iv) transactions in municipal securities, (v)

transactions in connection with employee and shareholder benefit plans, (vi) "sweep" trans-
actions, (vii) affiliate transactions, (viii) private placements, (ix) a de minimis number of trans-
actions, (x) safekeeping and custody services, ana (xi) transactions in securities that the Federal
Reserve Board has determined are more appropriately treated as banking products. Exceptions
from the definition of "dealer" are provided for banks that engage in transactions involving: (i)

exempted and similar securities, (ii) municipaJ securities, (iii) bank and trust department trans-
actions for investment purposes, (iv) (under limited circumstances) certain categories of asset-
backed securities, and (v) securities that the Federal Reserve Board has determined are more
appropriately treated as banking products.

^^See H.R. 1062 §111. This provision follows the approach taken by the federal banking agen-
cies when they adopted "gmdelines" in their 1994 Interagency Statement. As the Commission
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not be charged with an express duty to supervise their employees' securities activi-

ties (a key investor protection). The practical effect would be that investors who buy
securities through their banks would continue to receive a different standard of pro-

tection than other investors.

Moreover, the Commission is concerned that H.R. 1062 would place no aggregate
limits on the number of transactions banks could conduct pursuant to the excep-

tions, and would in fact permit even a large broker-dealer affiliate of a bank to

transfer a significant volume of exempted activities to the bank. For example,
broker-dealers liiat became affiliated with banks would have a strong incentive to

transfer their government securities business to the bank in order to gain access to

the Fed Wire and the discount window. ^^ Similarly, such broker-dealers would have
an incentive to shift their asset-backed securities into the bank. Asset-backed securi-

ties are of growing importance in the securities market, particularly since they can
be structured to pay interest in a way that replicates the performance of the equity

markets. Thus, tne unintended effect of H.R. 1062 could be to channel securities

transactions to banks, with the result that more securities transactions would be
done outside the basic securities regulatory system for broker-dealers than ever be-

fore. The potential for the movement of certain securities activities away from the
securities regulatory scheme raises concerns with respect to fair and orderly mar-
kets and the protection of investors.

2. SIDs

Certain of the bank broker-dealer exceptions proposed by H.R. 1062 would allow
a bank to conduct certain securities activities directly, through a "separately identi-

fiable department or division" of the bank, even if the bank has a securities affiliate.

For example, a bank with a securities affiliate could conduct activities in private

placements and deal in certain asset-backed securities in a SID, rather than in its

af1iliate.2o

The SID would be an artificial entity created by drawing an imaginary line

around portions of the bank. According to H.R. 1062, a bank broker-dealer SID
would be a unit (1) under tJie direct supervision of a specifically designated bank
officer, (2) that maintains records that can be segregated from those of the bank,
and (3) that would be subject to Commission rulemaking—but not to broker-dealer

net capital rules. The SID itself would be required to register as a broker-dealer and
would be subject to oversight by a securities self-regulatory organization, ^i

While the Commission would have the ability to regulate and examine the activi-

ties of SIDs, as a practical matter, effective oversight of the SID would be more dif-

ficult than oversight of a comparable separate broker-dealer. Currently, the Com-
mission has the authority to inspect the whole range of a broker-dealei^s activities.

observed in earlier testimony, however, the guidelines provided in the Interagency Statement
do not create a comprehensive securities regulatory scheme for banks. They are advisory rather
than legally binding, and may not be legally enforceable by the bank regulators or by bank cus-
tomers. Furthermore, the guidelines do not establish precise standards of conduct; banks are
given wide latitude to establish procedures and policies to implement them. See March 1995
Testimony at 10. Finally, the guidelines create regulatory confusion and overlap because they
purport to apply to registered broker-dealers that sell securities in association with banks. If

H.R. 1062 goes forward in its present form, it should at a minimum expressly provide that the
banking agency guidelines and standards apply onlv to direct bank secunties activities.

i^As of January 1995, 37 of the 38 primary dealers in government securities were registered

with, and regulated by, the Commission. In addition, 2,156 registered broker-dealers dealt in

government securities as part of a broader business. Only 310 banks dealt in government securi-

ties. The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency is the primary regulator for the majority
of banks (198) that are bank government securities dealers.

20 Specifically, a bank (wim or without a securities affiliate) would have to use a SID if it

sought directly to engage in (1) transactions involving secxirities that the Federal Reserve deter-

mined to be more appropriately treated as banking products, or (2) issuing or selling asset-

backed securities, pursuant to H.R. 1062's new bank exceptions. A bank with a securities affili-

ate would have to use a SID if it sought to sell private placements directly (i.e., other than
through its securities affiliate); however, a bank with no securities affiliate could conduct such
activities directly, without segregating them in a SID.

21 Under current law, a separate SID structure already applies to banks that deal in munici-
pal securities. The Securities Act Amendments of 1975 required municipal securities dealers (in-

cluding bank SIDs) to register under Section 15B of the Exchange Act. Section 15B established

the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board ("MSRB") as a self-regulatory organization for

broker-dealers in municipal securities. The MSRB has rulemaking authority over all municipal
securities broker-dealers in the United States. Unlike other SROs, however, the MSRB does not
have inspection and enforcement powers. Instead, the federal banking agencies have enforce-
ment authority regarding the MSRB's rules over bank municipal secunties dealers and the Na-
tional Association of Securities Dealers ("NASD") has enforcement authority over non-bank deal-
ers. The Commission has both rulemaking and enforcement authority over bank SIDs. The Com-
mission does not object to the continuation of this scheme for municipal securities.
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In contrast, the Commission's ability to effectively examine the SID would be lim-

ited.

For example, the activities of the SID would not be performed in a separate area

of the bank, or as a separate part of a bank's organizational structure. A SID, for

example, could take the form of an organizational chart that identifies individuals

scattered over different business areas who engage in a particular type of securities

activity. Banking activities and the SID's securities activities could be intermingled
throughout the bank.22

Moreover, a bank might well conduct other excepted securities activities (for ex-

ample, pursuant to H.R. 1062's other broker-dealer exceptions) within the bank but
just outside the artificial boundaries that define the SID. These activities could in-

fluence, or be related to, the SID's activities, yet because of the SID's limited scope

they would remain inaccessible to the securities regulators who examine the SID.

Securities regulators would have to define the scope of their examinations according
to the organizational plan adopted by the bank for its SID—and not according to

the interrelated securities activities actually undertaken by the bank.
Similarly, because the SID might have little relation to the organizational struc-

tures that actually support the business activities of the bank, a SID's record-

keeping systems would reflect regulatory rather than business purposes. As such,

they may be less comprehensive or less rigorous than systems maintained as an in-

tegral part of a firm's business operations.

In addition to these matters, broker-dealer SIDS under H.R. 1062 would be ex-

empt from the Commission's net capital rule and the Commission's customer protec-

tion rule. Presumably, the bank SID, as a registered broker-dealer, would be subject

to coverage under the Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970 ("SIPA"). The Com-
mission's financial responsibility rules work in combination with the SIPA provi-

sions to maintain the liquidity of a broker dealer, limit use of customer funds to

finance the broker-dealer's proprietary trading in securities, and protect customer
funds and securities if a broker-dealer fails.^^ If SIDs were excluded from the Com-
mission financial responsibility rules, only the SIPA provisions would apply. Al-

though the SID would be subject to bank capital standards focused on credit risk,

it would not be subject to market risk-based capital requirements. Although the
Commission is hopeful that recent efforts by the banking regulators will help ad-
dress this concern, bank market risk standards are yet to be implemented following
recent agreement of the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision.^"* In the event
of the failure of a bank operating a SID, the interplay of the SIPC and FDIC bank-
ruptcy provisions, with their potentially inconsistent customer and depositor protec-

tion standards, is unclear.
Moreover, although the bank SID would be subject to bank capital standards, ex-

empting SIDs from net capital rules would be highly significant from the standpoint
of fair competition in comparable activities. Broker-dealers constantly consider the
consequences of their activities under the net capital rules: every deed, every major
trade, is evaluated in light of its effect on capital. For banks to perform similar func-

tions under different rules with different consequences on a per trade, per deal basis
would create the potential for unfair and unequal competition. This, combined with
the ability of broker-dealers and banks to affiliate, could lead to securities activities

being shifted between entities purely on the basis of disparities in capital treatment.
In our view, this potential capital arbitrage, combined with the inherent awkward-

22 The regulators' examination and enforcement efforts would be further complicated if a sin-

gle bank established multiple SIDs in order to conduct different securities activities.
23 When broker-dealers fall below mandated capital levels, they must cease securities activi-

ties until the capital deficiency is corrected. Because of the potential effects on customers or the
public securities markets, they cannot continue to operate. In addition, strict Umitations on
broker-dealers' use of customer funds and securities have resulted in broker-dealer failures on
average costing the SIPC fund very little. The largest single payout in the history of that fund
was only $30.7 million. And the number of liquidations by the SIPC been very small, both quan-
titatively and in relationship to the number of SIPC members.
The operation of the Commission's net capital and customer protection rules, the examination

and oversight mechanisms of the Commission £md self-regulatory organizations, and annual au-
diting by independent public accountants have permitted the Commission and the self-regu-
latory organizations successfully to wind down oroker-dealers, including large firms such as
Drexel Bumham Lambert Inc. and Thomson McKinnon Securities Inc., without the need for
SIPC intervention. In the Thomson self-Uquidation, over 450,000 active customer accounts with
property totaling $10 billion were transferred to other broker-dealers, thereby avoiding a SIPC
liquidation.

2* Basle Committee on Banking Supervision, Proposal to Issue a Supplement to the Basle Cap-
ital Accord to Cover Market Risks (April 1995).
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ness of the SID structure, argues for requiring most bank securities activities to be
conducted in a separately incorporated entity that is registered as a broker-dealer.^6

The Commission's concerns about SIDs are exacerbated by the recent addition of
an exemption to H.R. 1062 that would authorize the Federal Reserve to permit
banks, through SIDs, to effect transactions in any security that the Federtil Reserve
determined is "more appropriately treated as a bank product." Because this exemp-
tion is largely within the Federal Reserve's discretion,^^ it could ultimately allow
an unforeseeable range of securities products to be traded and brokered by bank
SIDs. While the Commission strongly supports innovation in the securities markets,
our concerns about SIDs are compoundea oy the potential breadth of their activities.

Finally, the Commission is concerned that its ability to take enforcement action
against a SID could be compromised by concerns relating to bank safety and sound-
ness. Because SIDs would not be separate entities, with separate capital, the capital

of the bank as a whole would be at risk if the Commission brought an enforcement
action against a SID that involved significant penalties and/or <£sgorgement on be-
half of investors. Bv permitting banking and securities activities to be intermingled
in this way, the bill could result in broadening the exposure of the deposit insurance
fund to include risks associated with securities activities.

In summary, H.R. 1062 would represent progress toward functional relation for

some securities activities, particularly bank investment advisory activities. For
other securities activities, however, H.R. 1062 would preserve the status quo, and
would provide opportunities and incentives (less stringent capital requirements, re-

lief from firewalls, and access to bank funding) for banks and securities firms alike

to move activities out of registered broker-dealers and into banks. The Commission
believes that more can be done to rationalize the financial services regulatory sys-
tem.

rv. REGULATORY STRUCTURE

For financial modernization reform to be truly effective, it must allow securities
firms and their financial services competitors to engage in the risk-taking activities

so critical to the capital formation process. Reform also must provide equal opportu-
nities for market participation to banks and securities firms alike, with competition
occurring on the basis of market performance, not differential regulation. Moreover,
wherever possible, reform legislation should seek to promote competition and should
avoid imposing arbitrary limits on the business activities of financial services pro-
viders.

H.R. 1062 falls short of meeting these standards. The bill's regulatory provisions
aim to fit securities firms that are affiliated with banks into a structure modelled
on the traditional bank regulatory framework. The regulatory provisions, moreover,
are highly complex and would create considerable new regulatory burdens. In their
complexity and bank-orientation, the bill's regulatory provisions would continue to

pose obstacles to a true "two-way street." Finally, H.R. 1062 does not go far enough
to eliminate existing problems of overlap (and potential conflict) in the oversignt
and examination of bank-afQliated securities activities.

A. Consolidated regulation

Consistent with the Bank Holding Company Act ("BHCA") model, H.R. 1062
would give the Federal Reserve authority to define and restrict the permissible ac-

tivities of securities firms affiliated with banks. Furthermore, the Federal Reserve
could set consolidated capital requirements for FSHCs (perhaps even for securities
affiliates) ^'^ and could limit holding company transfers of capital to securities affili-

ates.28

26 The Commission believes that a SID structure may be appropriate for a fee-based, advisory
business, such as the investment advisory business, because such activities generally do not re-

quire capital or the handling of customer funds and securities to the same degree as a broker-
dealer business and, therefore, may more easily be separated from the rest of the bank. Capital,
however, is essential to the business of trading in securities £md the capital requirements im-
posed on a broker-dealer are integral to the regulation of broker-dealer conduct.

2® Thus, the Federal Reserve could determine to treat a particular security as a banking prod-
uct to be effected in a SID based on considerations wholly unrelated to the purposes of the fed-
eral securities laws.

2'' See Report of the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services to Accompany H.R.
1062, Section-by-section analysis, at 24 ("It is expected that the Board will not require a securi-
ties affihate to hold more capital than is required for securities broker-dealers, or that is com-
parable to securities industry norms") (emphasis added).

28 At present, securities affiliate capital is not counted towards bank holding company capital.
Althougn H.R. 1062 would generally follow this principle, some language in the Dill suggests

Continued
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By following a bank holding company model, H.R. 1062 would focus on bank safe-

ty and soundness without fully taking into account the realities of the securities

markets. For example, H.R. 1062 would impose restrictions on a securities firm on
the basis of capital or management problems in an affiliated bank. Specifically, the

bill woiild require the Federal Reserve to curb the activities of a securities firm in

the event that an affiliated bank becomes undercapitalized or is determined to be
poorly managed. This requirement would apply even if the broker-dealer were well-

managed and well-capitalized—the "crown jewel" of the holding company. As a re-

sult, a provision intended to promote bank safety and soundness could, by penaliz-

ing the healthy broker-dealer, actually undermine the condition of the holding com-
pany as a whole.
The Commission, of course, recognizes that bank affiliations with securities firms

may raise bank safety p.nd soundness issues. However, it would be misguided to

seek to control these risks by imposing an overlay of bank-tjrpe "safety and sound-
ness" regulation on bank securities affiliates—as consolidated bank holding com-
pany relation does. For one thing, such an approach is likely to fail. As the Treas-
ury Department noted just four years ago:

[I]t is practically infeasible for a bank supervisor to effectively regulate a
complex and diverse range of businesses. Bank regulation should be con-

centrated on the bank, which can be effectively regulated, and not on pro-

tecting a diversified [financial services holding company] that should be
subject to normal market discipline.^^

In addition, imposing bank-oriented, safety and soundness regulation on securities

affiliates would constreiin their ability to respond quickly to market movements; this

in turn could change the character of the securities business and affect the capital

formation process.

With respect to the "two-way street," the Commission recognizes that H.R. 1062
would present securities firms with a number of options they do not have today.

Among other things, H.R. 1062 would create a new category of "investment bank
holding companies ' ("IBHCs") that could engage in a wider range of activities than
is generally permitted for bank holding companies.^" In another effort to provide for

a true "two-way street," the revised bill would take steps to streamline Federal Re-
serve supervision of FSHCs and IBHCs engaged primarily in nonbanking activi-

ties.31

While these provisions move in the direction of a "two-way street," they do not
go far enough. The provisions are highly complex and would impose arbitrary limi-

tations on the business of firms that affiliate with banks. Moreover, even though
H.R. 1062 would provide some relief from the restrictions and supervisory provisions
contained in existing bank holding company law, it would still closely follow the
BHCA approach. That model of consolidated, "top-down" regulation is not well-suit-

ed for securities firms and other companies that seek to compete vigorously in new
lines of business and fast-moving markets. Prior notice and approval requirements,
limits on merchant banking activities and commercial investments, and similar re-

quirements of H.R. 1062 would create significant new regulatory obstacles for secu-
rities firms used to competing in a rapidly changing, market-oriented environment.
Furthermore, securities firms that already are subject to comprehensive regulation
by the Commission under the federal securities laws would, under H.R. 1062, have
to submit to new regulatory costs entailed by additional Federal Reserve examina-
tion, reporting requirements, and supervision.

In lieu of consolidated holding company regulation, the Commission believes it

would be preferable to rely on strong functional regxilation, with banking and secviri-

that a portion of a securities affiliate's capital could in fact be counted toward the holding com-
pany's capital requirements. We request clarification of the bill's language on this point.

2^ U.S. Department of the Treasury, Modernizing the Financial System: Recommendations for
Safer, More Competitive Banks (Feb. 1991) at 61 (emphasis in original).
^"IBHCIs could be appioved to engage in any activity the Federal Reserve determines to be

financial in nature. Sucn companies would be barred from controlling "retail" banks (i.e., banks
that accept insured deposits); they could control only "wholesale financial institutions," defined
as uninsured state banks that are regulated by the Federal Reserve. Wholesale financial institu-
tions would have access to Fed Wire and the Federal Reserve's discount window; moreover,
transactions between these institutions and their securities affiliates would not generally be
subject to the firewalls that apply in the bank holding company context.

31 This would include (i) FSH(J8 with bank (and foreign bank) assets less than 10% of the con-
solidated total risk-weighted assets of the holding company and that are less than $5 billion
or (ii) IBHCs with bank assets less than 25% of the consolidated total risk weighted assets of
the holding company and that are less than $15 billion, provided that all depository institutions
controlled oy such entities are well-capitalized and well-managed.
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ties functions conducted in separate entities; on effective firewalls between banking
and securities activities; and on enhanced regulatory coordination.

Under this approach, each entity in the holding company complex would be sepa-

rately incorporated and regulated by its expert regulator in accordance with the

principle of functional regulation. The federal banking regulators (consistent with
their special expertise) would apply their requirements to banks in order to contain

the potential risks to safety ana soundness (and the federal deposit insurance fund)

that may arise as a result of bank affiliations with other entities. The Commission
and the SROs, consistent with our statutory mandate and particular expertise,

would regulate any securities entities, enforcing investor protection and providing

market oversight. In this manner, duplicative and potentially inconsistent regula-

tion could be avoided.
In order to address issues of systemic risk, the functional regulator should be able

to receive information concerning the activities and exposures of related entities.

This would enable the functional regulator to monitor tne risks to which the regu-

lated entity is exposed.^^ Thus, a bank regulator would have access to "risk-assess-

ment" information about a securities entity or an information technology affiliate.

A bank regulator could not, however, dictate or restrict business activities of securi-

ties entities. Instead, the bank regulator would use risk-assessment information, to-

gether with back-up authority to conduct targeted examinations of related entities,

in order to monitor and regulate a bank's exposure to risks arising from those enti-

ties' activities.

B. Regulatory overlap and duplication

The Commission has stressed in prior testimony that existing law reauires bank-
affiliated securities firms and investment companies to comply with overlapping and
potentially inconsistent regulatory requirements and examinations.^^ For example,
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC")—in implementation of the re-

cent guidelines—has begun to examine registered broker-dealers that sell securities

in association with national banks. This kind of duplication confuses the industry,

imposes unnecessary costs, impairs industry competitiveness, and wastes scarce

government resources.

The Commission and the federal banking agencies have taken some steps to ad-

dress the problem of overlapping regulation through better cooperation and coordi-

nation. For example, the Commission staff has had ongoing discussions with the

NASD and the bankiiig regulators regarding procedures to facilitate the coordina-

tion of examination eflorts. In January 1995, the NASD and the federal banking
regulators announced that they had reached an agreement in principle to facilitate

the coordination, and enhance the effectiveness, of their examination efforts. Simi-

larly, the Commission and the OCC have agreed in principle to a framework for con-

ducting joint exsmiinations of mutual funds and advisory entities in which both
agencies have regulatory interests. We also expect the Commission's arrangement
with the OCC to serve as a model for future discussions with other banking regu-

lators.

The Commission hopes that these efforts will improve coordination and commu-
nication with the banking agencies, resulting in more efficient oversight of bank se-

curities activities. At the same time, however, we recognize that these efforts can-

not, in the long run, substitute for institutional relationships grounded in sound
public policy and written into law.

H.R. 1062 would make some progress in this area. By requiring banks to conduct
certain securities activities in sepEirate affiliates, subject to Commission regulation,

the bill would improve the regulation of those specific activities. Other provisions

in the bill would also facilitate coordination between bank and securities regulators

in a way that would promote functional regulation. For example. Section 104 of H.R.
1062 would create an information-sharing and compliance program to enforce com-
pliance with the bank holding company provisions of H.R. 1062, most notably the

firewall provisions, as well as the oarik broker-dealer exceptions to the securities

32 A model for such a system already exists in the federal securities laws. Pursuant to the

Market Reform Act of 1990, the Commission adopted rules establishing a risk assessment pro-

gram that requires broker-dealers to file quarterly reports on their affiliates within a holding
company group whose business activities are reasonably likely to have a material impact on the

financial and operational condition of the broker-dealer. Under the Commission's risk assess-

ment rules, the Commission receives essentially the same information that an affiliated bank
holding company of a registered broker-dealer is required to file with the Federal Reserve
Board. We view the information gathered under the risk assessment program as a significant

complement to the Commission's existing broker-dealer authority.
33 See, e.g., March 15 Testimony at 10-11; Testimony Concerning H.R. 3447, supra note 8, at

11-12.
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laws. This provision would also seek to coordinate examinations of entities that are

regulated by both banking and securities regulators, as well as enforcement actions.

The Commission strongly supports the thrust of these provisions.^'*

The Commission is concerned, nonetheless, that many of the inefficiencies and
overlap inherent in today's regulatory structure for bank securities activities would
carry forward under H.R. 1062. We understand that the banking agencies have a
valid interest in obtaining information about related entities' operations to the ex-

tent that such operations affect a bank's safety and soundness. But it is not nec-

essary to subject regulated affiliates to further, comprehensive examination by the
banking regulators of their securities activities (as may currently occur under the
banking regulators' interpretation of their guidelines). In our view, H.R. 1062 should
more directly address this issue.

In particular, the bill should clearly detail how, how often, and to what extent,

bank regulators can examine a regulated securities entity that is related to a bank.
We recommend that the bill require the banking regulators to use Commission and
SRO examinations to the fullest extent possible in their oversight of bank-related
securities entities. The bill should further provide that if a banking regulator needs
additional information, the regulator should (as a first step) ask the Commission to

obtain such information before making its own examination of the securities entity.

H.R. 1062 would also create an interagency '"Financial Services Advisory Commit-
tee," composed of Treasury, the federal banking regulators, the Commission, and the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, with the aim of improving supervision of

the financial services industry. As a general matter, the Commission is concerned
that the disproportionate representation of banking regulators on the Committee
would effectively tilt the Committee's mandate toward Bank safetv and soundness
rather than investor protection. This in turn could undermine tJie Commission's
independence and ability to maintain an appropriate regulatorv framework for

broker-dealers, including financial responsibility standards and other requirements
designed to further investor protection and market oversight rather than uank safe-

ty and soundness. Finally, the Commission notes that the formal interagency coun-
cil, as contemplated by H.R. 1062, would unnecessarily duplicate the activities of the
President's Working Group on Financial Markets. The Working Group already
serves as an effective vehicle for interagency coordination on issues surrounding the
evolution of the financial markets.

V. BANK INVESTMENT ADVISORY ACTIVITIES

H.R. 1062 would amend the Investment Company Act and the Advisers Act to ad-
dress a number of issues raised when banks manage and provide other services to

registered investment companies. Most importantly, the bill would amend the Advis-
ers Act to remove the exclusion for banks and bank holding companies that provide
investment advice to funds. Because banks currently are not required to register
with the Commission as investment advisers. Commission examiners may not have
access to all the books and records normally available when the adviser is reg-
istered. In addition, under existing law, banks are not subject to a number of sub-
stantive requirements applicable to other investment advisers, including regulation
of performance fees, procedures to prevent misuse of non-public information, and the
AdVisers Act anti-fraud provisions.*^ Under H.R. 1062, a bank or a holding company
that serves as an adviser to a fund would be regulated in the same manner as any
other investment adviser to a fund. The Commission strongly supports this change.
The bill would allow a bank to segregate its fund investment advisory activities

in a separately identifiable department or division, and to register the oID (rather
than the bank as a whole) as an investment adviser.^^ The Commission's objections

^*The Commission believes, however, that these provisions (particularly those that deal with
examinations) are currently inconsistent with similar provisions added later to the Bank Hold-
ing Company Act. We recommend that these provisions be strengthened by importing the con-
cepts ana language used in the later provisions.
^^ Commission records indicate that approximately 58% of bank-affiUated investment compa-

nies are managed by investment advisers not subject to full Commission oversight. Thus, even
though they provide advisory services to funds identical to those provided by registered advisers,
most banks are not subject to registration and regulation under tne Advisers Act.
^^The primary benefits of requiring banks and SIDs that advise investment companies to reg-

ister under the Advisers Act would be the application of the following provisions: (1) the regula-
tion of performance fees under Section 205; (2) the requirement of Section 204A to establish pro-
cedures designed to prevent the misuse of non-pubUc information; and (3) the Section 206 anti-
fraud provisions, which are somewhat broader than the anti-fraud standards under other appli-
cable securities laws. Registration would also improve the Commission's ability to inspect bank-
advised funds by requiring banks and SIDs to provide the Commission with additional informa-
tion regarding the investment management of triese funds.
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to the use of broker-dealer SIDs (as noted above) do not apply in this instance be-

cause an advisory business does not pose the same kind of supervisory issues as do
broker-dealer operations: a fee-basea advisory business does not require the same
kind of capital, 3'^ or involve the handling of customer funds and securities to the

same degree as a broker-dealer business. Therefore, the Commission supports the
measure in H.R. 1062 that would provide for the registration of banks or their in-

vestment advisory SIDs.
H.R. 1062 also would add provisions to the Investment Company Act that are de-

signed to address conflicts of interest and other potential abuses that may exist

when banks advise re^stered investment companies. Because the Investment Com-
pany Act and the Advisers Act did not contemplate that banks would be active par-

ticipants in the fund industry, the statutes do not specifically address these conflicts

of interest. The Commission agrees that these statutes should be updated to reflect

the greater involvement of banks in the fund business.

We are pleased that H.R. 1062 has been modified, as we urged in our March testi-

mony,38 to provide the Commission with the tools necessary to address conflicts of

interest involving funds and affiliated banks without imposing rigid statutory prohi-

bitions. As currently drafted, the bill would give the Commission authority to define

and deal with those conflicts by rule or order. This authority would allow the Com-
mission to strike a balance between protecting investors from abusive conflict of in-

terest situations and enabling funds to engage in transactions that could be bene-
ficial to shareholders. This approach would also avoid the necessity of time-consum-
ing case-by-case applications tor exemptions from outright prohibitions, which could
be expensive for regulated entities and could drain Commission resources. We
strongly support the conflict of interest provisions of H.R. 1062 as reported by the
House Banking Committee.

In addition, H.R. 1062 would address the issue of investor confusion by (1) giving

the Commission explicit authority to adopt rules to prevent the use of misleading
names by investment companies, and (2) authorizing the Commission to adopt rules

or issue orders to prevent or limit funds and their affiliated banks from sharing
common names. ^9 The bill also would amend the Investment Company Act to au-
thorize the Commission to mandate disclosures by investment companies that secu-

rities they issue are not deposits, are not insured by the FDIC, and are not other-

wise obligations of any bank. Again, the Commission strongly supports the flexible

approach of H.R. 1062 in this area.

The House Banking Committee, however, adopted one amendment to H.R. 1062's
investment company provisions that we view as problematic. As originally drafted,

H.R. 1062 would have largely codified the Commission's long-standing interpreta-

tion of the bank common trust fund exception in the Investment Company Act. Spe-
cifically, the bill would have excepted a bank common trust fund from the definition

of "investment company" only if the bank, among other things, did not charge the
common trust fund any fees that would cause the total fees paid by a participant
account to exceed those that the account would have paid absent an investment in

the fund. The bill would have permitted a fund to be charged for the bank's ex-

penses for the prudent operation of the fund consistent with determinations by the
federal banking regulators. This approach was consistent with the Commission's in-

terpretation that a bank relying on the common trust fund exception must operate
the fund solely as an administrative device for serving bona fide pre-existing trust
clients of the bank.
As reported by the House Banking Committee, H.R. 1062 would permit a bank

to charge a common trust fund any fees and expenses consistent with state and fed-

eral fiduciary law. We believe that this provision is not only inconsistent with the
purpose of the bank common trust fund exception, but also may create an incentive
for banks to place fiduciary accounts into these funds in order to generate additional
fees. We urge the Committee to modify this provision to restrict the fees that banks

^^ In recent years, several fund advisers, including banks, have purchased from funds certain
instruments that had precipitously decUned in value or that arguably were unsuitable for the
fund. These transactions may place the adviser's capital at risk. Such purchases, however, are
relatively infrequent and generally are not legally required. Rather they are undertaken volun-
tarily by the ad\'iser to preserve the value of a fund's portfolio.

38 March 1995 Testimony at 23.
3^ This issue has long concerned the Commission. Two years ago, the Commission staff ad-

vised investment companies that the use of common names is presumptively misleading. See
Letter to Registrants from Barbara J. Green, Deputy Director, SEC Division of Investment Man-
agement (May 13, 1993). This letter noted that the presumption could be rebutted through ap-
propriate disclosure. The letter requires bank-sold and bank-advised funds to disclose promi-
nently in their prospectuses that fund shares are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed
or endorsed by, the bank and that the shares are not federally insured.
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may cheirge to common trust funds that are not subject to the Investment Company
Act.

VI. MARGIN PROVISIONS

Section 204 of H.R. 1062 would remove current restrictions on lending to broker-

dealers collateralized by securities for use in the ordinary course of the broker-deal-

ers' business. The bUl would preserve restrictions on lending to broker-dealers to

Purchase securities for their own accounts. In addition, H.R. 1062 would permit
roker-dealers to borrow using securities as collateral from any person agreeing to

observe applicable rules of the Federal Reserve Board. The evolving nature of our
financial markets, including greater reliance on non-bank sources of financing, has
made current limitations on broker-dealer borrowing collateralized by securities un-
necessary. We believe H.R. 1062 appropriately loosens the restrictions on lending
to broker-dealers to finance their securities operations and expands the sources from
which broker-dealers may borrow.
We would suggest certain changes to H.R. 1062. We believe the amendments to

the lending restrictions should apply only to loans to broker-defders: (Da substan-
tial portion of whose business consists of transactions with customers other than
brokers or dealers or (2) to finance the activities of brokers or dealers as market
makers or as underwriters. Federal Reserve regulations already permit loans to

broker-dealers, collateralized by securities, for the purpose of securities market
making or underwriting. We believe the bill further should permit loans to broker-
dealers collateralized by securities for other purposes. We believe, however, that the
Federal Reserve should retain the authority to restrict such lending to those pur-
poses which are consistent with the broker-dealer's role in serving a public securi-

ties market or for purposes of protecting the safety and soundness of the financial

markets.

VII. CONCLUSION

The Commission supports the goal of financial services modernization, as well as
many of the specific ideas and provisions contained in H.R. 1062—for example, the
functional regulation of bank investment advisers to registered investment compa-
nies. Overall, however, we are concerned that the bill does not go far enough to ac-

commodate the needs of investors and the markets. Functional regulation and inves-

tor protection would be furthered by eliminating provisions of H.R. 1062 granting
banks extensive exemptions from broker-dealer regulation. Moreover, H.R. 1062
should do more to simplify the regulatory framework for financial services firms
and, in so doing, address existing problems of regulatory overlap and duplication.
Finally, H.R. 1062 should provide a more effective "two-way street" for securities
firms that seek to acquire banks, to avoid the risk that the operation of the U.S.
capital markets could be adversely affected through inappropriate constraints on
risk-taking activities.

The Commission looks forward to working with the Commerce Committee on this
important initiative. We will forward to you some suggestions for improving the bill

which both move in the direction suggested by this testimony and are consistent
with the objectives of H.R. 1062 as reported by the Banking Committee.

Mr. Fields. Thank you, Chairman Levitt. Again, your statement
will be printed in its entirety.

Chairman Greenspan.

STATEMENT OF ALAN GREENSPAN
Mr. Greenspan. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here on behalf of the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System to offer our strong support for H.R.
1062. We are here today to discuss the need to remove outdated
separations between commercial and investment banking and
thereby take the next logical step in rationalizing our system for
delivering financial services in a more efficient manner.
The Board is of the view that the risk to banks and the safety

net from securities and most other financial activities are manage-
able using the holding company framework proposed in H.R. 1062.
But there is another risk, the risk of transference to affiliates of
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the subsidy implicit in the Federal safety net, deposit insurance,
the discount window, and access to the Fed wire, with the attend-
ant moral hazard and risk of loss to the taxpayers. The Board be-
lieves that the holding company structure creates the best frame-
work for limiting the transference of that subsidy.

An additional safeguard to protect the bank from any risk from
wider financial activities is the adoption of prudential limitations
through firewalls and rules that prohibit or limit certain bank and
affiliate transactions. While firewalls may temporarily bend under
stress, they nonetheless serve a useful purpose.

It would be counterproductive, if not folly, if in order to avoid the
risk of failure of firewalls we sought to establish prohibitions and
firewalls so rigid that they would eliminate the economic synergies
between banks and their affiliates. Moreover, if we create such in-

flexible firewalls, we run the risk of reducing the safety of the fi-

nancial system by inhibiting its ability to respond to shocks.
Clearly there is a need for balance here. The bill before you re-

tains reasonable firewalls and other prudential limitations, but
provides the Board with the authority to adjust them up or down.
Some are concerned that an umbrella supervisor is incompatible
with a financial services holding company encompassing an in-

creasing number of subsidiaries that would be unregulated if they
were independent.
The Board, too, is concerned that if bank-like regulation were ap-

plied to an expanded range of activities, the market would believe
that the government is as responsible for their operations as it is

for banks, but we must keep in mind that the purpose of the um-
brella supervisor is to have an overview of the risks in the organi-
zation so that the risks to the bank, the entity with access to the
safety net and taxpayer funds can be evaluated and, if needed, ad-
dressed by supervisors. The umbrella supervisor, it seems to us, be-
comes more crucial, not less, as the risk management and policy

control moves from the bank to the parent.
My statement provides details on the provisions of H.R. 1062 de-

signed to eliminate unnecessary regulatory constraints and bur-
dens on banks and securities firms. Such provisions would greatly
enhance the so-called two-way street by eliminating unnecessary
regulatory burden and red tape. It is worth underlining, however,
that there is nothing in the bill that reduces the prudential super-
vision of the bank subsidiaries, whether insured or uninsured.

Indeed, H.R. 1062, quite properly, emphasizes the necessity of
the parent holding company of insured or uninsured banks to

maintain the strength of their banks if they wish to maintain their
securities affiliate. If unable or unwilling to do so, they must exit

either the banking or the securities business.
Let me conclude by emphasizing that the Board believes that

H.R. 1062 authorizes the next logical step in the modernization of
our financial system, providing benefits to commercial and invest-
ment banking firms but, most importantly, to the U.S. consumers
of financial services. The Board believes its adoption would be a
major step in the evolution and strengthening of our financial sys-
tem which sadly now operates under increasingly outdated restric-

tions and prohibitions.

Thank you.
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[The prepared statement of Hon. Alan Greenspan follows:]

Prepared Statement of Hon. Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Board of
Governors, Federal Reserve System

I am pleased to be here today to present the views of the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System on expanding permissible affiliations between banks
and other financial services providers. The bill before the subcommittees, Mr. Chair-
man, the "Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995," H.R. 1062, would au-

thorize the affiliation of banks and securities firms, as well as permit banks to have
affiliates engaged in most other financial activities.

This bill would reform outdated statutory prohibitions established for a financial

system that no longer exists, continuing the modernization of our financial system
begun with last year's passage of the landmark interstate banking legislation. It

provides Congress with the opportunity to make the financial system more competi-
tive and more responsive to consumer needs, all within a framework that would
maintadn the safety and soundness of insured depository institutions and permit
both banks and securities firms to operate more efficiently. The Board believes that
modem global financial markets call for permitting financial organizations to oper-

ate over a wider range of activities. Distinctions among financial products and insti-

tutions have become increasingly diflScult to make, undermining the statutory and
regulatory structures established over three generations ago. The approach con-
tained in the bill before you would be a major step, providing realistic reform, facili-

tating a wider range of activities for both securities firms and banking institutions,

and thus has the strong support of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.
There is, I think, general agreement on the forces shaping our evolving financial

system—forces that require that we modernize our statutory framework for finan-

cial institutions and markets. The most profound is, of course, technology: the rapid
growth of computers and telecommunications. Their spread has lowered the cost and
broadened the scope of financial services, making possible new products that would
have been inconceivable a short time ago, and, in the process, challenging the insti-

tutional and market boundaries that in an earlier day seemed so well defined. The
business of financial intermediation has always been the measurement, acceptance,
and management of risk. In the past, commercial and investment banks performed
these basic functions with quite different tools and strategies. Today, the tools and
strategies increasingly overlap, blurring traditional distinctions between commercial
and investment banks.
Examples abound. Securities firms have for some time offered checking-like ac-

counts linked to mutual funds, and their affiliates routinely extend significant credit
directly to business. On the bank side, the economics of a typical bank loan syndica-
tion do not differ essentially from the economics of a best-efforts securities under-
writing. Indeed, investment banks are themselves becoming increasingly important
in the syndicated loan market. With regard to derivatives instruments, the expertise
required to manage prudently the writing of OTC derivatives, a business dominated
by banks, is similar to that required for using exchange-traded futures and options,
instruments used extensively by both commercial and investment banks. The list

could go on. It is sufficient to say that a strong case can be made that the evolution
of financial technology alone has changed forever our ability to place commercial
and investment banking into neat separate boxes.
Technological innovation has accelerated the second major trend—financial

globalization—that has been in process for at least three decades. Both develop-
ments have expanded cross-border asset holdings, trading, and credit flows and, in
response, both securities firms and U.S. and foreign banks have increased their
cross-border operations. Foreign offices of U.S. banking organizations have for some
time been permitted, within limits, to meet the competitive pressures of the local

markets in which they operate by conducting activities not permitted to them at
home. In the evolving international environment, these off-shore activities have in-
cluded global securities underwriting and dealing, through subsidiaries, an activity
in which U.S. banking organizations have been among the world leaders, despite
limitations on their authority to distribute securities in the United States. Similarly,
foreign offices of securities firms have engaged in banking abroad.
Such a response to competition abroad is an example of the third major trend re-

shaping financial markets—market innovation—which has been as much a reaction
to technological change and globalization as an independent factor. These develop-
ments make it virtu^ly impossible to maintain some of the rules and regulations
established for a different economic environment. As a result, there is broad agree-
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ment that statutes governing the activities of banking organizations increasingly
form an inconsistent patchwork.
For example, under federal standards, banking organizations may act as agents

in private placements of securities and, in fact, have done so quite successfully, ac-

counting recently for one-third of all corporate bonds and one-seventh of all equity
privately placed. Banking organizations may also act as brokers of securities, and
as investment advisers for individuals and mutual funds. For manv years, they have
acted as major dealers in U.S. government and municipal general obligation bonds.
Banking organizations are also the leading innovators and dealers in derivatives,

and banking organizations operate futures commission merchants as holding com-
pany subsidiaries. As just noted, banking organizations underwrite and deal in secu-

rities abroad and, since 1987, banking organizations with the necessary infrastruc-

ture may apply for authority to engage in limited underwriting and dealing of secu-
rities througn special bank holding company subsidiaries under a Federal Reserve
Board interpretation of Section 20 of the Glass-Steagall Act.

In a pattern that is reminiscent of interstate branching developments, the states

for some time have been removing restrictions on the activities of state-chartered

banks. The FDIC, as required by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Im-
provement Act, reviews such activities, but has not rejected an application to exer-

cise any of these powers from adequately or well-capitalized banks. According to the
most recent report of the Conference of State Bank Supervisors, seventeen states

—

including several large ones—had authorized banks to engage in securities under-
writing and dealing, with about half requiring such activity in an afEUiate. At the
federal level, the OCC has proposed a process to allow national bank subsidiaries

to conduct activities not permitted for the bank.
And so it goes on. Technological change, globalization, and regvilatory erosion will

eventually make it impossible to sustain outdated restrictions without mounting in-

efBciencies and dead-weight costs, and these forces will be supplemented by piece-

meal revisions to federal regulation and sweeping changes in state laws. This was
the pattern that we observed in the evolution of interstate banking and branching,
a pattern that finally led the Congress to repeal artificial restrictions on the ability

of banking organizations to expand geographically. And this is what we are here
today to discuss—the need to remove outdated separations between commercial and
investment banking and thereby take the next logical step in rationalizing our sys-

tem for delivering financial services in a more efficient manner. I might note that
in this regard the United States is, as it was with geographical restrictions, behind
the rest of the industrial world. Virtually all the other G-10 nations now permit
banking organizations to affiliate with securities firms and with insurance and other
financial entities. We are among the last who have not statutorily adjusted our sys-

tem. That might be acceptable, or even desirable, if there was a good reason to do
so. We do not think there is such a reason.
Let me be clear that the Board's position in favor of expanding the permissible

range of affiliations for banking ana securities organizations is not a reflection of
a concern for banks, securities firms, their management, or their stockholders. Man-
agements of U.S. financial organizations have been quite creative—indeed have led

oSiers—in developing and using both technology and the globalization of financial

markets for profitable innovations that have greatly benefitted their customers.
Rather, the Board's support for the expansion of permissible activities for both
banks and securities firms reflects the desirability of removing outdated restrictions

that serve no useful purpose, that decrease economic efficiency, and that, as a re-

sult, limit choices and options for the consumer of financial services. Such statutory
prohibitions result in higher costs and lower quality services for the public and
should be removed. That their removal would permit both commercial and invest-

ment banking organizations to compete more effectively in their natural markets is

an important and desirable by-product, but not the major objective, which ought to

be a more efficient financial system providing better services to the public. Removal
of such prohibitions moves us closer to such a system.

Indeed, the Board urges that, as you consider the reforms before you, the focus
not be on which set of financisd institutions should be permitted to take on a new
activity, or which would, as a result, get a new competitor. As I noted, all are doing
similar things now and are now in competition with each other, offering similar
products. The Board believes that the focus should be: do the proposed bills promote
a financial system that makes the maximum contribution to the growth and stabil-

ity of the U.S. economy? Are existing restraints serving a useful purpose? Do they
increase the compatibility of our laws and regulations with the changing techno-
logical and global market realities in order to ensure that these gosds are achieved?
Are they consistent with increased alternatives and convenience for the public at
a manageable risk to the safety net? Are buyers of securities—particularly retail
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buyers—continuing to be protected by clear and full disclosures and anti-fraud

rules?
Banking organizations are in a particularly good position to provide underwriting

and other financial services to investors. They are knowledgeable about the institu-

tional structure of the market and skilled at evaluating risk. Moreover, for cen-

turies, banks' special expertise has been to accumulate borrower-specific information
that they can use to mate credit judgments that issue-specific lenders and investors

cannot make. Overcoming such information asjonmetries has been the value added
of banking on the credit side. It is also clearly true that securities firms have built

up a considerable information base on their investment and merchant banking cus-

tomers. Accordingly, the financial innovations of recent years have facilitated invest-

ment banks' development of commercial banking expertise through money market
and other mutual runds, bridge loans, and loan syndications. And their expertise

has been applied to affiliated financial firms in the United States and abroad.

An increasing number of customers of commercial banks and securities firms

want to deal with a full-service provider that can handle their entire range of fi-

nancing needs. This preference for "one-stop shopping" is easy to understand. Start-

ing a new financial relationship is costly for companies and, by extension, for the
economy as a whole. It takes considerable time and effort for a company to convey
to an outsider a deep understanding of its financial situation. This process, however,
can be short-circuited by allowing the conipany to rely on a single organization for

loans, strategic advice, the underwriting of its debt and equity securities, and other
financial services. As evidence that there are economies from this sharing of infor-

mation, most of the Section 20 underwriting has been for companies that had a
prior relationship with the banking organization.

Our discussions with Section 20 officials suggest that the economic benefits of

"one-stop shopping" are probably greatest for small and medium-sized firms, the
very entities tnat contribute so much to the growth of our economy. These firms,

as a rule, do not attract the interest of major investment banks, and regional bro-

kerage houses do not provide the full range of financial services tliese companies
require. Rather, their primary financial relationship is with the commercial bank
where they borrow ana obtain their services. Thus, from the firm's perspective, it

makes sense to leverage this relationship when the time comes to access the capital

markets for financing. It is reasonable to anticipate that if securities activities are
authorized for bank affiliates, banking organizations, especially regional and smaller
banking organizations, would use their information base to facilitate securities offer-

ings by smaller, regional firms, as well as local municipal revenue bond issues.

Many of these banking organizations cannot engage in such activities now because
they do not have a sufficient base of eligible securities business revenue to take ad-
vantage of the Section 20 option that limits their ineligible revenues to 10 percent
of the total. Investment banking services are now available for some of these small-
er issues, but at a relatively high cost. Section 20 subsidiaries at regional banks in-

dicate that they are eager to expand their investment banking services to small and
moderate-sized companies. These Section 20 subsidiaries view such firms as under-
served in the current market environment and see an opportunity to provide a
greater range of services at lower prices than those now prevailing.
Some financial organizations in recent years have found that providing the full

range of financial services is not compatible with either their management expertise
or their market position. There are, as a result, fi*equent reports of divestitures and
an increasing number of niche participants operating alongside wide-ranging finan-
cial supermarkets. The authorization to engage in broader activities does not nec-
essarily mean that all banks will engage in securities activities or that all securities
firms will engage in banking. But efficient markets providing better services should
permit market participants to choose the best way for them to distribute financial
services.

Organizations that choose to offer new services may do so in part to diversify
their risks. Indeed, almost all bank holding companies that have set up Section 20
subsidiaries believe that the diversification of revenues will result in lower risks for
the organization. While the empirical literature is inconclusive, and the Section 20's
themselves have not been around veiy long, and have operated under significant re-

strictions, it seems likely that some bank holding companies could achieve risk re-

duction through diversification of their financial services.
To be sure, with the benefits of expanded powers comes some risk, but I read the

evidence as saying that the risks in securities underwriting and dealing are man-
ageable. Underwriting is a deals-oriented, purchase and rapid resale, mark-to-mar-
ket business in which losses, if any, are quickly cut as the firm moves to the next
deal. Since the enactment of the Securities Acts of 1933 and 1934—with their focus
on investor protection—the broker/dealer regulator, the SEC, is quick to liquidate
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a firm with insufficient capital relative to the market value of its assets, constrain-

ing the size of any disturbance to the market or affiliates. The SEC now applies

such supervision to Section 20 affiliates, and it would do so to securities affiliates

under the bill before you. Section 20 affiliates have operated during a period in

which sharp swings have occurred in world financial markets, but they still were
able to manage their risk exposures well with no measurable risks to liieir oarent

or affiliated banks. Indeed, in order to limit the exposure of the safety net, tne su-

pervisors have insisted that securities affiliates have risk management and control

systems that ensure that risk can be managed and contained. As would be the case

with H.R. 1062, the Federal Reserve has required that such an infrastructure exist

before individual Section 20 affiliates are authorized, and that organizations engag-

ing in these activities through nonbank affiliates have bank subsidiaries with strong

capital positions.

The bill passed overwhelmingly by the House Banking Committee continues the

holding company framework, which we believe is important in order to limit the di-

rect risk of securities activities to banks and to the safety net. The Board is of the

view that the risks from securities and most other financial activities are manage-
able using the holding company framework proposed in that bill. But there is an-

other risk: ^e risk of transference lO affiliates of the subsidy implicit in the federal

safety net—deposit insurance, the discount window, and access to Fedwire—with
the attendant moral hazard and risk of loss to the taxpayers. The Board believes

that the holding company structure creates the best iramework for limiting the

transference of that subsidy. We recognize that foreign subsidiaries of U.S. banks
have managed such activities for years virtiially without significant incident. None-
theless, we nave concluded that the further the separation from the bank the better

the insulation. We are concerned that conducting these activities without limit in

subsidiaries of U.S. banks does not create sufficient distance from the bank. More-
over, even though the risks of underwriting and dealing are manageable, any losses

in a securities subsidiary of a bank would—under genersdly accepted accounting
principles—be consolidated into the bank's position, an entity protected by the safe-

ty net. While it is true that the profits of a bank subsidiary would directly strength-

en the bank, the profits of a holding company subsidiary can be rechanneled to the

bank without exposing the bank to tne risk of subsidiary losses.

An additional safeguard to protect the bank from any risk from wider financial

activities is the adoption of prudential limitations through firewalls and rules that

prohibit or limit certain bank and affiliate transactions. While firewalls may tempo-
rarily bend under stress, thev nonetheless serve a useful purpose. It would be coun-

terproductive, if not folly, ii in order to avoid the risk of failure of firewalls, we
sought to establish prohibitions and firewalls so rigid that they would eliminate the
economic synergies between banks and their affiliates. Moreover, if we create such
inflexible firewalls we run the risk of reducing the safety of the financial system
by inhibiting its ability to respond to shocks. Clearly, there is a need for balance
here. The bill before you retains reasonable firewalls and other prudential limita-

tions, but provides the Board with the authority to adjust them up or down. Such
flexibility is highly desirable because it permits the rules to adjust in reflection of

both changing market realities and experience. H.R. 1062 also makes exceptions to

firewalls and other prudential limitations if the bank affiliates are well-capitalized.

Such banks can tolerate additional risk.

H.R. 1062 attempts to accommodate the merchant banking business currently

conducted by independent securities firms. Both bank holding companies with Sec-

tion 20 subsidiaries and independent securities firms engage in securities under-
writing and dealing activities. However, independent securities firms also directly

provide equity capital to a wide variety of companies without any intention to man-
age or operate them. The bill would permit securities firms that acquire commercial
banks, as well as securities firms acquired by bank holding companies, to engage
in all of these activities—underwriting and deaUng in securities, as well as mer-
chant and investment banking through equity investment in any business without
becoming involved in the day-today operations of that business. These powers are
crucial to permit securities firms to remain competitive domestically and inter-

nationally. Under the bill, the Board could establisn rules to ensure that these ac-

tivities do not pose significant risks to banks affiliated with securities firms or serve
as a "back door" to the commingling of banking and commerce.
Some are concerned that an umbrella supervisor is incompatible with a financial

services holding company encompassing an increasing number of subsidiaries that
would be unregulated if they were independent. The Board too is concerned that,

if bank-like regulation were applied to an expanded range of activities, the market
would believe that the government is as responsible for their operations as it is for

banks. This subtle transference of the appearance of safety-net support to financial

92-968 0-95-2
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affiliates of banks creates a kind of moral hazard that is corrosive and potentially

dangerous.
Nonetheless, it is crucial to understand that both the public and management now

think—and will continue to think—of bank holding companies (and financial serv-

ices holding companies, if authorized) as one integrated unit, especially if they enjoy

the economic s)mergies that are the purpose of the reform proposals. Moreover, ex-

perience and the new computer technology are already adding centralized risk man-
agement to the existing centralized policy development for bank holding companies.
The purpose of the umbrella supervisor is to have an overview of the risks in the

organization so that the risks to the bank—^the entity with access to the safety net

—

can be evaluated and, if needed, addressed by supervisors. The umbrella supervisor,

it seems to us, becomes more crucial, not less, as the risk management and policy

control moves from the bank to the parent. But the umbrella supervisor need not

be so involved in the affairs of the nonbank affiliates and the parent that regulatory

costs are excessive, or that the market perceives that the safety net has been ex-

panded to the nonbank activities of the organization. Indeed, we applaud the con-

tinuation of functional regulators embodied in H.R. 1062.

In an effort to eliminate unnecessary regulatory constraints and burdens, the bUl

before you would require the banking agencies to rely on examination reports and
other information collected by functional regulators. In addition, it would require

the banking agencies to defer to the SEC in interpretations and enforcement of the

federal securities laws. The bill goes further and eliminates the current application

procedure for holding company acquisitions by well-capitalized and well-managed
banking organizations whose proposed nonbank acquisitions or de novo entry are

both authorized and pass some reasonable test of scale.

The bill would also require no consolidated capital supervision of the holding com-
pany, and minimal non-bank supervision so long as the uninsured bank subsidiaries

have in total less than $15 billion of risk-weighted assets and the banks are less

than 25 percent of consolidated risk-weighted assets. Similar treatment is available

to holding companies if the insured bank subsidiaries have less than $5 billion in

risk-weighted assets and are less than 10 percent of consolidated risk-weighted as-

sets. More stringent consolidated supervision would be imposed if the banks in-

crease to a size that raises systemic concerns, or if the Fed concludes that the hold-

ing company would not honor its guarantee of the insured bank subsidiaries, as re-

quired in H.R. 1062, or if the bank portion of the total organization is so large that
the rest of the organization might nave difficulty supporting the bank. That is to

say, organizations that have bank subsidiaries with access to the safety net, which
is available in part even for the wholesale uninsured banks, are made subject to

more supervision when their banks approach sizes that may pose systemic risk

should they fail, or when there is concern that the overall organization might be
unable to adequately support its banks. The bill approved by the Banking Commit-
tee also streamlines the process for evaluating the permissibility of new financial

activities for holding companies with strong banks. In addition, organizations with
uninsured bank subsidiaries are authorized a basket of investments in activities not
permitted to those holding companies with insured bank subs.
These are extremely important modifications both for existing bank holding com-

panies and for securities firms that wish to affiliate with bai5cs. Such provisions
would greatly enhance the "two-way street" provisions by eliminating unnecessary
regulatory burden and red tape. We believe that this concept could also quite use-
fully be extended to bank acquisition proposfds. It is worth underlining, however,
that there is nothing in the bill that reduces the prudential supervision of the bank
subsidiaries—whether insured or uninsured. Indeed, H.R. 1062 quite properly em-
phasizes the necessity for the parent holding company of insured or uninsured
banks to maintain the strengtii of their banks if they wish to maintain their securi-

ties affiliate. If unable or unwilling to do so, they must exit either the banking or
the securities business. Entities unwilling to accept the responsibility of maintaining
strong bank subsidiaries are thus provided incentives to consider whether they
should enter and/or maintain their banking business.

In conclusion, on more than one occasion bills to permit at least securities affili-

ates were approved by the banking committees in both houses, as well as by the
full Senate on several occasions. In the meantime, technological change,
globalization, and market innovations have continued. In such a context, moderniza-
tion of our financial system should be of high priority in order better to serve the
U.S. public. H.R. 1062 authorizes the next logical step in the modernization of our
financial system, providing benefits to commercial and investment banking firms,
jjut most importantly to the U.S. consumers of financial services. The Board believes
its adoption would be a major step in the evolution and strengthening of our finan-
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cial svstem, which sadly now operates under increasingly outdated restrictions and
prohibitions.

Mr. Fields. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
JuUe Williams, Chief Counsel, Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency, Department of the Treasury.

STATEMENT OF JULIE WILLIAMS

Ms. Williams. Thank you, Chairman Fields, Chairman Oxley,

and members of the subcommittee for the opportunity to discuss

H.R. 1062, the Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995. You
are to be commended for moving so quickly to hold hearings on this

important initiative which is aimed at a goal we all share—elimi-

nating artificial and anticompetitive restrictions that limit the abil-

ity of banks and other firms to serve the financial needs of their

customers and support the economy.
I am here this morning on behalf of the Comptroller of the Cur-

rency, Eugene Ludwig, who is fulfilling a long-standing commit-
ment to participate in a meeting of the Basle Committee on Bank-
ing Supervision in Switzerland. Comptroller Ludwig has a detailed

written statement that I am submitting for the record. In the inter-

est of time, I will summarize that statement.
We all support the fundamental goals of Glass-Steagall reform.

We want to improve the long-term health of the banking system
which supports our Nation's economic growth by permitting banks,
their subsidiaries and their affiliates to diversify into other finan-

cial activities within prudential limits. We want to increase access

to capital for small and midsize businesses. We want to enhance
competition and improve customer service by reducing regulatory

burden and by eliminating unnecessary artificial segmentation of

the financial services industry. These are admirable goals that few
would question.

Unfortunately, H.R. 1062 presents significant concerns about the

means chosen to achieve those goals. At a time when Congress and
the administration are working to reduce government interference

and lower regulatory burdens on the private sector, this legislation

would impose substantial new regulatory requirements and limita-

tions on all banks, including those banks that are not engaged in

any new securities activities.

Our concerns fall into three categories. First, the legislation im-
poses restrictions on bank activities and product innovation. In an
era when it is technologically possible to apply for and receive a
loan over the Internet, none of us here today can predict the future

of the financial services industry. We can predict, however, that es-

tablishing legislative restrictions such as those in H.R. 1062 would
limit banks' ability to provide innovative products and services to

meet customer demands in the future. Far from enhancing the

strength of the banking system, an inability to diversify restricts

banks to a narrow market segment and leads to a loss of their bet-

ter customers, making even traditional banking activities less safe.

Second, H.R. 1062's limitations on the activities of banks and
their subsidiaries would frustrate important public policy objec-

tives. These restrictions are unlikely to improve access to capital

for small- and medium-sized businesses. Midsized banks are pre-

cisely the financial institutions that have the most experience deal-
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ing with smaller businesses. Under the current provisions of H.R.
1062, however, these banks may fmd that the cost of establishing

a holding company securities affiliate prevents them from entering

local securities underwriting markets.
Clearly, we should forgo the benefits of broadening bank securi-

ties activities if the risks are unacceptably high, but many of the
activities that H.R. 1062 would restrict for banks and their subsidi-

aries are no riskier than activities in which banks have engaged
safely for some time. U.S. banks have safely conducted a variety

of securities activities for years through foreign branches and sub-
sidiaries as well as through holding company affiliates.

To the extent that H.R. 1062 requires or induces banking organi-

zations to conduct their securities activities in holding company af-

filiates, the bill precludes a potentially important source of earn-
ings flowing to banks and deprives banks of product line diver-

sification. This could have a significant impact on the health of the
banking system. Over the past 15 years, banks have derived in-

creasing strength from new products and services. In 1994,
noninterest income accounted for more than a third of bank operat-
ing revenues compared to just 19 percent in 1980.

Overreliance on structure as a protection against risk also is con-
ceptually unsound. It ignores the differences in risk of different

products as well as the need for strong supervision to ensure that
banks properly manage the risks of their activities. Experience has
shown that the location of an activity in a banking organization
structure matters little when the organization decides whether to

support the activity if it runs into trouble. Further, the location of
an entity in an organization's corporate structure has been shown
to be irrelevant when courts consider whether to pierce the cor-

porate veil to reach one entity's assets
Mr. Fields. Ms. Williams, could we ask you to summarize also,

please.

Ms. Williams, [continuing] to cover the loss of a related entity.

Third, this legislation would impose new regulatory burdens on
virtually all banks, even banks without securities activities. At-
tached to the Comptroller's written statement is a chart that sum-
marizes just the basic steps that a bank would go through under
this bill to determine if and how it could provide a new financial
product to its customer. There are other attachments that summa-
rize how the requirements of the bill would affect different types
of banking organizations.

In sum, we strongly support the goals of H.R. 1062, but we have
serious reservations about the means to achieve these goals laid
out in this legislation. We need a judicious combination of prudent
activities diversification for banks, strong supervision, and firewalls
tailored to specific activities. Instead, H.R. 1062 would impose new
regulatory burdens and restructuring requirements and would also
restrict banks' ability to provide innovative products to meet the
needs of a changing economy and changing customer demands. We
recognize the value of prudential limits and safeguards on the
range of permissible bank activities, but in its current form the bill

goes well beyond what is needed.
Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to answer any questions you

have.
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[The prepared statement of Eugene Ludwig as submitted by
Julie Williams follows:]

Prepared State?4ent of Eugene A. Ludwig, Comptroller of the Currency

Chairman Fields, Chairman Oxley, and members of the Subcommittees, I com-
mend you for initiating these hearings on H.R. 1062, the Financial Services Com-
petitiveness Act of 1995. We share common goals: eliminating artificial and anti-

competitive restrictions that limit the ability of banks and other firms to serve the

financial needs of their customers and support the economy. Allowing banking orga-

nizations to expand their activities can lead to improved, more convenient, and less

costly services for consumers of financial services and can foster enhanced access
to capital for small and mid-sized businesses. Competitive financial services markets
are the most efficient financial services markets, and the best able to serve and ben-
efit all customers.
For banks, activities diversification is an essential complement to the geographic

diversification authorized by Congress last year. Together, they form the necessary
cornerstones of a vigorous banking system. Both types of diversification are needed
to ensure that our banks can meet the needs of their locsil customers and commu-
nities as well as remain competitive in international financial markets.
Eliminating artificial and anticompetitive restrictions are goals that few would

question. Unfortunately, H.R. 1062 presents significant concerns about the means
chosen to achieve those goals. At a time when Congress and the Administration are
working together to reduce government interference and lower regulatory burdens
on the private sector, this legislation would impose substantial new regulatory re-

quirements and limitations on all banks—including banks that wish only to con-
tinue doing what they have done safely for years. Our concerns on this score fall

into three basic areas:

First, by imposing restrictions on bank activities and product innovation, the leg-

islation would intrude deeply into the realm of market decisions. More than 130
years ago, the New York Court of Appeals, in a case involving the powers of New
York state banks, declined to impose rigid limits on bank activities "because no
human capacity can foresee what implied powers may, in the progress of time, the
discovery and perfection of better meuiods of business, and the ever varving attitude
of human relations, be required to give effect to the express powers" of banits. These
words were written in 1857. They are wise counsel for us today. The current Glass-
Steagall framework is indeed antiauated. But to replace it witii an even less work-
able structvu"e would be to step in tne wrong direction.

In an era when it's possible to apply for and receive a loan over the Internet, none
of us here today can predict the future of the financial services industry. We can
predict, however, that establishing legislative restrictions such as those in H.R. 1062
will curtail banks' ability to provide innovative products and services their cus-
tomers will demand in the future. These restrictions will lead to a loss of banks bet-
ter customers, making even traditional banking activities less safe.

For example, consider the ability of banks to securitize commercial loans. Today,
banks securitize a wide range of residential mortgages and consumer loans. They
are beginning to securitize commercial mortgages, and the markets are now explor-
ing how to facilitate securitization of other types of business loans. The ability to

securitize their loan assets gives banks a tool to manage their liquidity and the
risks they retain in their loan portfolio. It also provides a source of funding for addi-
tional loans. Yet H.R. 1062 restricts not just the ability of banks to securitize com-
mercial loans, but also the ability of bank securities affiliates to securitize certain
types of loans they acquire fi-om affiliated banks. What purpose is served by pre-

cluding banks from participating in marketplace innovations that can enhance their
ability to fund commercial loans, improve liquidity, and better manage their risk?

Second, H.R. 1062's limitations on activities of banks and their subsidiaries frus-

trate important public policy objectives, such as increasing access to capital and im-
proving safety and soundness. These restrictions will likely prevent the bill from im-
proving small and medium-sized business access to capital. Medium-sized banks are
precisely the financial institutions that have the most experience in dealing with
smaller businesses. Under H.R. 1062 in its current form, these banks may find the
cost of the bill s holding company requirements prevents them from entering local

securities underwriting markets.
We should be willing to forego the benefits of broadening bank securities activities

if the risks are unacceptably high. But the restrictions H.R. 1062 would impose may
actually increase risk in the banking system. To the extent that it requires or in-

duces banks to conduct their securities activities in holding company affiliates, H.R.
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1062 precludes a potentially important source of bank earnings and deprives banks
of product line diversification.

Many of the activities H.R. 1062 would limit are no riskier than similar activities

in which banks have safely engaged for years. For example, current law expressly

authorizes national banks to purchase and hold—indefinitely—high grade corporate

debt securities that qualify as "investment securities." We should not assume—as

H.R. 1062 apparently doss—^that holding this corporate debt for a matter of hours

or days as an underwriter or dealer is more risky than holding those securities in

a portfolio for months or years.

In fact, the overwhelming weight of evidence suggests that non-traditional finan-

cial activities—specifically securities activities—need not threaten bank safety and
soundness. U.S. banks, through foreign branches and subsidiaries, as well as hold-

ing company affiliates, have safely engaged in a variety of securities activities

abroad for many years. Chairman Greenspan has publicly indicated that banks se-

curities activities are consistently profitable.

Banks in most of the G-10 countries also have engaged in a broad range of finan-

cial services activities for many years. No evidence suggests that these activities

have diminished the safety and soundness of these institutions. On the contrary,

foreign bank supervisors consistently report that income fi"om non-traditional finan-

cial activities has been a key support to bank safety and soundness during periods

of financial stress.

Over-reliance on structure as a protection against risk also is conceptually un-
sound. It ignores the differences in risk of different products, as well as the need
for strong supervision to ensure that banks properly manage the risks of their ac-

tivities. Experience teaches that the location of an entity in a banking organization's

corporate structure matters little when a banking organization decides whether to

support its affiliate. For example, reputation risk has been a strong incentive for

banks to bail out troubled holding company affiliates—regardless of structural bar-

riers. Further, the location of an entity in an organization's corporate structure has
been shown to be irrelevant to whether a court will "pierce the corporate veil" to

reach one entity's assets to cover the losses of a related entity.

The long-term viability of our banking system depends upon the ability of banks
(directly and through their subsidiaries) to be strong and competitive financial serv-

ices providers. A key factor in achieving that result is ensuring that banking organi-

zations can make reasonable choices as to the most efficient corporate structures for

conducting their businesses. Unless compelled by reasons of safety and soundness

—

which is not the case for most securities activities—banking organizations should
be allowed to innovate as they and the market deem appropriate, not the govern-
ment. It is illogical to suggest that requiring or inducing banks to shift into holding
company affiliates will somehow make banks stronger.
Long-term safety and soundness in the banking industry depends upon a judicious

combination of prudent activities diversification and strong supervision and fire-

walls tailored to the activity in question, which are not imposed on a one-size-fits-

all basis. Secretary Rubin, in his March 1, 1995 testimony before the House Bank-
ing and Financial Services Committee, has outlined such an approach. The Comp-
troller s Office fullv subscribes to the principles the Secretary set forth.

Third, the legislation imposes costly new regulatory burdens. Banks (and their
lawyers) will spend substantisd time trying to figure out what new rules apply to
what activities and which regulator interprets and implements them.

Multiple new regulatory requirements also will compel substantial restructuring
within potentially thousands of banks that have no interest in expanding their secu-
rities activities. For example, many banks will face additional regulators, the need
to establish new divisions, affiliates, or holding companies; the need to set up new
internal systems; and the need to satisfy new audit and reporting requirements. If

the bank wanted to make a customer aware of a "nonbanking" product offered by
the bank or any affiliate of the bank, e.g., insurance, the bank will be subject to
new standards implemented by the Federal Reserve Board.
These requirements—and others—would increase costs for banks and undermine

their ability to compete efficiently. Artificial separations between "securities" and
"banking'' activities may also lead to disruption of long-standing customer relation-
ships. This type of restructuring could actually hurt, rather than promote, the safety
and soundness of the banking system.
Attached to my testimony is a chart that summarizes just the basic steps that

a bank would have to go through under this bill to determine if—and how—it could
provide a new financial product to its customers. Also attached are several examples
of how the new requirements in the bill would affect different types of banking orga-
nizations. These examples illustrate why we have concerns about the new regu-
latory burdens contained in the bill.
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In sum, the Comptroller's Office supports reconsidering archaic and counter-

productive product restrictions and removing unnecessary impediments on corporate

structure. We are grateful for the opportunity to testify on these issues and once

again commend your leadership in this area. However, we have serious reservations

about H.R. 1062 in its current form.

The bill would impose new regulatory burdens and restructuring requirements on

virtually all banks—including banks that do not undertake new securities activities.

It would also restrict banks' ability to provide innovative products to meet the needs

of a changing economy and evolving customer base. The bill in its current form

would therefore hinder the banking system s long-term safety and soundness and
limit its ability to support economic growth.

Only compelling public pohcy reasons can justify such a large government intru-

sion into the private sector. We see no such compelling reasons for many of the pro-

visions in H.R. 1062.

ATTACHMENT #1

Regulation of Bank Underwriting and Dealing Under H.R. 1062

1

Is the activity permissible

for the bank under

banking law?

[Determined by Bank's

Primary Regulator]
.Yes

^
Does the activity involve

a "security" under the

securities laws?

[Determined by SEC]^
Does the activity qualify

the bank for an exemption

from the securities law

"Dealer" defmition?

[Determined by SEC]

Bank may

conduct;

no SEC
registration

required

Has the Fed determined that the

security involved should be

regulated as a banking product or

is the security backed by 1-4

family mortgages or consumer

loans? [Determined by Fed]

No

^'^l

/ Stop\
Bank can't do
because of

broker-dealer

requirements/

Bank may conduct

activity in a separate

department or

division of the bank

("SIDD") [Regulated

by SEC & NASD]

Is the activity
"Expressly

Authorized" under the laws

referenced in 1 or has the Fed

determined that the security

should be regulated as a banking

product? [Determined by Fed]

Bank may
conduct;

no SEC
registration

required
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ATTACHMENT #2

Impact of H.R. 1062

The following provides a preliminary analysis of the effects of the statutory

changes made Dy H.R. 1062 on the currently permissible securities activities of

banks. The examples illustrate how the changes in the law would affect hypothetical

banks that are engaging in securities activities tjrpical for their size. For purposes
of this preliminary analysis, it is assumed that the number of the banks' securities

brokerage and private placement transactions exceed the de minimis thresholds in

the bill and that the brokerage services are publicly advertised or the bank receives

incentive compensation for these services.

HYPOTHETICAL COMMUNITY BANK

Current Activities

Securities Brokerage. Sales of Shares in Unaffiliated Mutual Funds. Sales of U.S.
Government Bonds and Municipal Bonds. Trust Services, Including Managed Agen-
cy Accounts and Common Trust Funds. Agency Sales of Credit Life Insurance.

Impact of H.R. 1062

Securities Brokerage: The bank must register as a broker and comply with all

SEC requirements, or move its securities brokerage business to a subsidiary or sep-

arate division or department of the bank (SIDD).
The subsidiary or SIDD must register as a broker with the SEC, satisfy all appli-

cable SEC rules, and be subject to SEC regulation.

In order for bank employees to offer brokerage services, the bank will have to

enter into "networking arrangements" with its SIDD or subsidiary, subject to re-

strictions on the role, qualifications and compensation of bank employees.
If defined by the Federal Reserve as a nonbanking product, the bank cannot ex-

press any opinion about the product unless new disclosures are made and the cus-
tomer acknowledges receivingthese disclosures.

Sales of Shares in Unaffiliated Mutual Funds: This brokerage activity also
must be moved to a SIDD or separate subsidiary, subject to all SEC requirements
and regulations.

Additional SEC regulated disclosures must be made regarding the relationship of
the mutual fiand and the bank.
Sales of U.S. Government Bonds and Municipal Bonds: These sales may

continue in the bank, but if the Federal Reserve considers these products to be "non-
banking products" additional disclosures and customer acknowledgements will be re-

quired.
Trust Services, Including Managed Agencv Accounts and Common Trust

Funds: With regard to common trust funds, the bank will have to register the fund
as an investment company and the bank will be subject to SEC broker-dealer regu-
lation unless: (i) the common trust fund is employed by the bank solely as an aid
to the administration of trusts, estates, or other accounts created and maintained
for a fiduciary purposes; (ii) interests in such funds are not advertised except in con-
nection with ordinary advertising of the bank's fiduciary services; and (iii) fees and
expenses charged are not in contravention of Federal and state fiduciary law.
With regard to managed agency accounts in which funds are invested in mutual

funds, the bank will have to comply with standards governing sales practices, re-

quired disclosures, compensation, advertising, and training of bank personnel.
Additional SEC regulated disclosures must be made regarding the relationship of

the mutual fiind and the bank.
If defined by the Federal Reserve as a nonbanking product, the bank cannot ex-

press any opinion about the product unless new disclosures are made and the cus-
tomer acknowledges receiving these disclosures.
Agencv Sales of Credit Life Insurance: The Federal Reserve will prescribe

new disclosure requirements in connection with the sale of credit life insurance if

deemed to be a "nonbanking product" by the Federal Reserve. Customers must ac-
knowledge receipt of these disclosures.

HYPOTHETICAL REGIONAL BANK WITHOUT A SECTION 20 AFFILIATE

Current Activities

Securities Brokerage Through a Subsidiary. Investment Advisory Services For In-
vestment Companies. Dealing in Government Securities and Bank Eligible Money
Market Instruments. Collective Investment and Conunon Trust Funds. Sweep Cus-
tomer Accounts to Mutual Fund. Securities Custodial and Transfer Agent Services.
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Securitization of Consumer Loans and Mortgages. Sales of Annuities and Credit Life

Insurance.

Impact ofH.R. 1062

Securities Brokerage Through a Subsidiary: The subsidiary may continue to

engage in brokerage activities.

In order for bank employees to offer brokerage services, the bank will have to

enter into "networking arrangements" with its subsidiary, subject to restrictions on
the role, qualifications and compensation of bank employees.

If defined by the Federal Reserve as a nonbanking product, the bank cannot ex-

press any opinion about the product unless new disclosures are made and the cus-

tomer acknowledges receiving these disclosures.

Restrictions are placed on the transfer of non-public customer information be-

tween the bank and the brokerage subsidiary.

Investment Advisory Services For Investment Companies: This activity

must be moved from the bank to a SIDD, subsidiary, or affiliate of the bank, or the

bank itself will have to register as an investment adviser.

The investment company may not use the bank's name or a similar name.
The bank cannot lend to the investment company in contravention of SEC rules.

The investment company may not purchase securities of an issuer that has a ma-
terial lending relationship with the bank in contravention of SEC rules.

The banking agencies must provide the SEC with the results of any examination
or report dealing with the investment advisory services of the bank or SIDD.
Dealing in Government Securities and Bank Eligible Money Market In-

stnunents: The bank may continue to engage in these activities. If the Government
or municipal securities are considered to be "nonbanking products" by the Federal

Reserve, new disclosure requirements will apply before these securities may be sold

to customers, and must be acknowledged.
After consultation with the SEC, thw banking regulator may require the bank to

submit information necessary to justify and monitor its exception from the securities

laws. Reported information must be shared with the SEC upon request.

Collective Investment and Common Trust Funds: The bank must register

the funds as investment companies under the Investment Company Act, and the

bank will be subject to SEC broker-dealer regulation unless: (i) the fund is used by
the bank only as an aid to its administration of trust accounts, (ii) the fund is not

advertised or offered for sale to the general public except in connection with the or-

dinary advertising of the bank's fiduciary services, and (iii) the fees and expenses
charged by the fund are not in contravention with fiduciary principles established

under Federal or State law.

If the collective investment or common trust fund activities are deemed the sale

of a nonbanking product by the Federal Reserve, the bank must make Federal Re-
serve regulated disclosures to the customer and obtain the customer's written ac-

knowledgement that the disclosures were received.

Sweep Customer Accounts to Mutual Fund: If part of a program to invest

bank deposits in a registered money market fund, the bank may continue to engage
in these activities. Otherwise, it would be required to move the activities into an
SEC regulated SIDD.

If the money market fund investment is deemed the sale of a nonbanking product

by the FedersJ Reserve, the bank must make Federal Reserve regulated disclosures

to the customer and obtain the customer's written acknowledgement that the disclo-

sures were received.

The bank must comply with SEC regulated and enforced disclosure requirements
governing sales of securities issued by registered investment companies.
The bank will be subject to the new joint regulations that must be issued by the

banking agencies, in consultation with the SEC, governing sales practices, disclo-

sures, advertising, and compensation and training of bank personnel engaged in the

bujdng and selling of securities issued by an investment company.
After consultation with the SEC, the banking regulator may require the bank to

submit information necessary to justify and monitor its exception from the securities

laws. Reported information must be shared with the SEC upon request.

Securities Custodial and Transfer Agent Servlceg: The bank could continue

to perform these activities in the bank without registering under the securities laws.

After consultation with the SEC, the banking regulator may require the bank to

submit information necessary to justify and monitor its exception from the securities

laws. Reported information must be shared with the SEC upon request.

The bank will be subject to new SEC regulatory and enforcement authority with
respect to banks acting as custodians of amliated management investment compa-
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Securitization of Consumer Loans and Mortgages: This activity may remain
in the bank so long as the loans being securitized are 1-4 family residential mort-
gages and consumer receivables.

If the bank has a securities affiliate, however, the activity must be moved to a
SIDD, or subsidiary of the bank, registered with the SEC as a broker/dealer.

If the Federal Reserve determines that these securities are non-banking products,

the bank will have to comply with disclosure requirements and customer acknowl-
edgment.

After consultation with the SEC, the banking regulator may require the bank to

submit information necessary to justify and monitor its exception from the securities

laws. Reported information must be shared with the SEC upon request.

Sales of Annuities and Credit Life Insurance: The Federal Reserve will pre-

scribe new disclosure requirements in connection with the sale of annuities and
credit life insurance if deemed to be a "nonbanking product" by the Federal Reserve.
Customers must acknowledge receipt of these disclosures.

Sales of annuities (even if they are not deemed to be securities) by a bank are
subject to new joint agency regulations governing sales practices, consumer disclo-

sure, advertising, sales personnel compensation, and personnel training require-

ments. Sales of variable annuities would be treated as securities brokerage.

HYPOTHETICAL REGIONAL BANK WITH SECTION 20 AFFILL^TE

Current Activities

Securities Brokerage Through Subsidiary. Sweep Account Services. Custodian and
Transfer Agent Services. Proprietary Mutual Funds. Collective Investment Funds.
Underwriting of Bank Ineligible Municipal Revenue Bonds in Section 20 Affiliate.

Underwriting of U.S. Government and Municipal General Obligations.

Impact ofH.R. 1062

Securities Brokerage Through Subsidiary: The subsidiary may continue to

engage in brokerage activities.

In order for bank employees to offer brokerage services, the bank will have to

enter into "networking arrangements" with its subsidiary, subject to restrictions on
the role, qualifications and compensation of bank employees.

If deemed a nonbanking product, the bank and its employees will have to make
new disclosures, implemented by the Federal Reserve, in connection with the sale

or promotion of these brokerage activities and the customer must acknowledge re-

ceiving these disclosures.

Restrictions are placed on the transfer of customer information between the bank
and the brokerage subsidiary.
Sweep Account Services: If part of a program to invest bank deposits in a reg-

istered money market fund, the bank may continue to engage in this activity. Other-
wise, it would be required to move the activities into an SEC regulated SIDE).

If the money market fiind investment is deemed the sale of a nonbanking product
by the FederaJ Reserve, the bank must make Federal Reserve regulated disclosures
to the customer and obtain the customer's written acknowledgement that the disclo-

sures were received.
The bank must comply with SEC regulated and enforced disclosure requirements

governing sales of securities issued by the registered investment companies.
The bank will be subject to the new joint regulations that must be issued by the

banking agencies, in consultation with the SEC, governing sales practices, disclo-

sures and advertising, and training of bank personnel engaged in the buying and
selling of securities issued by an investment company.
The bank would be subject to new reporting requirements (which will be available

to the SEC) concerning these transactions to ensure that the bank is complying with
the securities laws.
Custodian and Transfer Agent Services: A bank could continue to perform

these activities in the bank without registering under the securities laws.
After consultation with the SEC, the banking regulator may require the bank to

submit information necessary to justify and monitor its exception from the securities
laws. Reported information must be shared with the SEC upon request.
The bank would be subject to new SEC regulatory and enforcement authority with

respect to banks acting as custodians of affiliated management investment compa-
nies.

Proprietary Mutual Funds: This brokerage activity would have to be moved to
a SIDD or subsidiary.
Bank investment advisory activities with regard to the proprietary label mutual

fund must be moved to a SIDD or subsidiary, registered as an investment advisor.
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If the fund is advised by the bank SIDD or affiliate, the fund may not have the

same or similar name of the bank.
The mutual fund may not purchase securities from an issuer that has a material

lending relationship with the bank in contravention of SEC rules.

New SEC rules will govern loans between the bank and the mutual fund being
advised by the bank SIDD or affiliate.

Banking agencies must provide reports to the SEC relating to investment advisory

activities.

Collective Investment Funds: The bank must register the funds as investment
companies under the Investment Company Act, and the bank will be subject to SEC
broker-dealer regulation unless: (i) the fund is used by the bank only as an aid to

its administration of trust accounts, (ii) the fund is not advertised or offered for sale

to the general public except in connection with the ordinary advertising of the

bank's fiduciary services, and (iii) the fees and expenses charged by the ftind are

not in contravention with fiduciary principles established under Federal or State

law.
If the collective investment fund acti^aties are deemed the sale of a nonbanking

product by the Federal Reserve, the bank must make Federal Reserve regulated dis-

closures to the customer and obtain the customer's written acknowledgement that

the disclosures were received.

After consultation with the SEC, the banking regulator may require the bank to

submit information necessary to justify and monitor its exception from the securities

laws. Reported information must be shared with the SEC upon request.

Underwriting of Municipal Revenue Bonds: May be conducted by the bank.
Underwriting of U.S. Government and Municipal Greneral Obligations in

Section 20 Affiliate: May be conducted in the bank.

HYPOTHETICAL MONEY CENTER BANK WITH SECTION 20 AFFILIATE

Current Activities

Securities Brokerage. Variable Annuities. Proprietary Mutual Funds. Underwrit-
ing and Dealing in Government and Other Eligible Securities, Including Acting As
a Primary Dealer, in a Section 20 Affiliate. Underwriting and Dealing in Ineligible

Securities in tJie U.S. Through a Section 20 Affiliate. Derivative and Hedge Instru-

ments, Including Options and Swaps. Sweep Accounts Services. Deposit Accounts
Linked to a securities or Commodity Index. Custodian, Transfer Agent and Clearing
Agent Services. Collective Investment Funds Offered to Fiduciary Customers, In-

cluding Collective IRA Funds. Serving as Investment Adviser. Securitization of

Consumer Obligations. Private Placements. Riskless Principal Transactions. Com-
mercial Paper Programs. Agency Sales of Credit Life Insurance.

Impact ofH.R. 1062

Securities Brokerage: Bank subsidiary may continue this activity (it is already
a registered broker-dealer).

In order for bank employees to offer brokerage services, the bank will have to

enter into "networking arrangements" with its SIDD or subsidiary, subject to re-

strictions on the role, qualifications and compensation of bank employees.
The bank and its employees will have to make new disclosures, implemented by

the Federal Reserve, in connection with the sale or promotion of these brokerage
activities. The customer must acknowledge receiving these disclosures.

Restrictions are placed on the transfer of customer information between the bank
and the brokerage subsidiary.
Variable Annuities: This would be considered a securities brokerage activity

that would have to be moved to a SIDD or subsidiary. If considered to be a non-
banking product by the Federal Reserve, disclosures relating to such products would
have to be made.
Proprietary Mutual Fluids: New SEC disclosure requirements, as well as Fed-

eral Reserve (fisclosure requirements for nonbanking products, may apply to broker-
age of and investing fiduciary accounts in funds.
Underwriting and Dealing in Government and other Eligible Securities

In a Section 20 Affiliate: Most activity could be returned to the bank, but some
derivative instruments that are securities will not be permitted in the bank.

If the Government or municipal securities are considered to be "nonbanking prod-
ucts" by the Federal Reserve, new disclosure requirements will apply before these
securities may be sold to customers.
Underwriting and Dealing in Ineligible Seciu*ities in the U.S. Through a

Section 20 Affiliate: A subsidiary of a bank holding company that the Federal Re-
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serve approves as a securities affiliate may continue these activities under safe-

guards and if affiliated banks are generally well-capitalized and well-managed.
Derivative and Hedge Instruments, Including Options and Swaps: To

broker the many options that are considered to be securities by the SEC, a bank
will be required to establish a SIDD or subsidiary. To deal in these options, the

bank will be required to register as a broker-dealer.

A bank with a securities affiliate will be prohibited from dealing in any options

that are not "expressly authorized" securities in 12 U.S.C. §24(Seventh), unless the

Federal Reserve deems the options to be traditional bank products.

The Federal Reserve may regulate disclosures if it deems these products to be
nonbanking products.

A bank should be able to continue its swap activities, unless the SEC determines
that the instruments are securities.

Sweep Accounts: If part of a program to invest bank deposits in a registered

money market fund, the bank would not be required to register as a "broker" or

move these activities out of the bank. Otherwise, it would be required to move the
activities into an SEC regulated SIDD or subsidiary.

If the money market fund investment is deemed the sale of a nonbanking product
by the Federal Reserve, the bank must make Fed regulated disclosures to the cus-

tomer and obtain the customer's written acknowledgement that the disclosures were
received.

The bank must comply with SEC regulated and enforced disclosure requirements
governing sales of securities issued by the registered investment companies.
The bank will be subject to the new joint regulations that must be issued by the

banking agencies, in consultation with the SEC, governing sales practices, disclo-

sures and advertising, and training of bank personnel engaged in the bu3dng and
selling of securities issued by an investment company.
The bank would be subject to new reporting requirements (which will be available

to the SEC) concerning these transactions to ensure that the bank is compljdng with
the securities laws.

Deposit Accounts Linked to a Securities Index: A bank will be able to con-

tinue to offer these products, unless the SEC determines that they are securities.

Custodian, I'ransfer Agent and Clearing Aigent Services: A bank could con-

tinue to perform these activities in the bank without registering under the securities

laws.

After consultation with the SEC, the banking regulator may require the bank to

submit information necessary to justify and monitor its exception from the securities

laws. Reported information must be shared with the SEC upon request.
The bank would be subject to new SEC regulatory and enforcement authority with

respect to banks acting as custodians of affiliated management investment compa-
nies.

Collective Investment Funds Offered to Fiduciary Customers, Including
Collective IRA Funds: The bank must register the collective investment funds as
investment companies under the Investment Company Act, and the bank will be
subject to SEC broker-dealer regulation unless: (1) the fund is used by the bank
only as an aid to its administration of trust accounts, (2) the fund is not advertised
or offered for sale to the general public except in connection with the ordinary ad-
vertising of the bank's fiduciary services, and (3) the fees and expenses charged by
the fund are not in contravention with fiduciary principles established under Fed-
eral or State law.

If the collective investment fund activities are deemed the sale of a nonbanking
product by the Federal Reserve, the bank must make Federal Reserve regulated dis-

closures to the customer and obtain the customer's written acknowledgement that
the disclosures were received.
Serving as Investment Adviser: Investment adviser activities must be moved

to a SIDD or subsidiary, registered as an investment adviser.
An investment company advised by the SIDD or by a bank affiliate may not have

a name similar to the bank's name.
The investment company may not purchase shares from an issuer that has a ma-

terial lending relationship with the bank.
New SEC regulations will govern the manner in which banks may serve as

custodians of investment companies advised by the bank SIDD or subsidiary.
New SEC rules to govern loans between the bank and investment company being

advised by the bank SIDD or subsidiary.
Banking agencies must provide examination reports to the SEC with respect to

investment advisory activities.
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If the bank has a controlling interest in the advised investment company in a fi-

duciary capacity, the voting rights must be transferred to an independent third

party.

Securitization of Consumer Obli^^ations: This activity may remain in the

bank so long as the loans being securitized are 1-4 family residential mortgages or

consumer receivables.

If the bank has a securities affiliate, the activity must be moved to a SIDD, or

subsidiary of the bank, registered with the SEC as a broker/dealer.

If the Federal Reserve determines that these securities are non-banking products,

the bank will have to comply with disclosure requirements before it can state an
opinion on the advisability of purchasing the security.

After consultation with the SEC, the banking regulator may require the bank to

submit information necessary to justify and monitor its exception from the SEC Act.

Reported information must be shared with the SEC upon request.

Private Placements: The bank would have to register as a broker or would have
to move its private placement activities to a SIDD or subsidiary.

Riskless Principal Transactions: The bank must register as a broker-dealer

with the SEC, unless the Federal Reserve determines that the activity is a tradi-

tional banking product. In that event, the bank could move the activity to a SIDD
in order to avoid registering the entire bank.

If these securities transactions are considered "nonbanking products" by the Fed-
eral Reserve, new Federal Reserve disclosure requirements will apply.

Commercial Paper: The bank may continue to place commercial paper, provided
it does not offer the credit enhancements that are frequently required in this mar-
ket.

If the bank moves the activity to a securities affiliate, the affiliate will be allowed

to underwrite commercial paper, but the safeguards restrict the bank from provid-

ing enhancements unless the bank is a well-capitalized bank affiliate.

The activity may be subject to Federal Reserve disclosure requirements if the Fed-
eral Reserve deems it a "nonbanking product."

Agency Sales of Credit Life Insiu-ance: The Federal Reserve will prescribe

new disclosure requirements in connection with the sale of credit life insurance and
any other product deemed to be a "nonbanking product" by the Federal Reserve.

Customers must acknowledge receipt of these disclosures.

HYPOTHETICAL FOREIGN BANK OPERATING AN UNINSURED BRANCH AND SECTION 20

AFFILIATE IN THE U.S.

Current Activities in Uninsured Branch

Trust Services, Including Managed Agency Accounts. Trading in Foreign Ex-
change, Money Market Instruments, Precious Metals. Derivatives Activities, Includ-

ing Swaps and Trading in Foreign Exchange and Other Options.

Impact ofH.R. 1062

Securities Broker-Dealer Activities: Because foreign banks generally are not

"banks" for purposes of the securities laws, the repeal of the broker-dealer statutoiy

exemption for U.S. banks in the securities laws would not affect foreign banks. It

is not known what changes the SEC would make in its regulations exempting for-

eign banks engaged in certain activities from registration requirements under the

U.S. securities laws to conform with the repeal of the exemption for U.S. banks.
Section 20 Affiliate: The foreign bank would not be required to establish a U.S.

bank holding company to operate a securities affiliate in the U.S. and most of the
firewalls restricting transactions between the uninsured branch and the securities

affiliate may not be applicable.

Mr. Fields. Thank you very much.
Chairman Ricki Heifer, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

STATEMENT OF RICKI HELPER
Ms. Helfer. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I welcome this opportunity to testify on structural reform of our

financial system and on H.R. 1062, the Financial Services Competi-
tiveness Act of 1995. Structural reform is of great importance to

the future of our financial system.
I commend you. Chairman Fields and Chairman 0x1ey, for your

leadership in giving structural reform the priority that it deserves.
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I would like to submit my written statement for the record and, in

the next few minutes, I will summarize three important points.

Point one, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation has sup-

ported repealing Glass-Steagall restrictions on the securities activi-

ties of commercial banks since 1987, and it continues to do so. Re-
pealing Glass-Steagall restrictions would strengthen banking orga-

nizations by allowing them to diversify their sources of income. Re-
peal would allow banks to serve their customers more effectively

and would promote an efficient and competitive evolution of U.S.

financial markets.
In making banking more competitive, repeal may also make

banking safer. Large corporations meet their funding needs by is-

suing commercial paper, debt securities and equity securities, and
by borrowing from banks. Glass-Steagall restrictions prevent most
banking organizations from providing the full range of funding op-

tions to their customers. Bank lending to large corporations has in

fact been declining for decades.
There is also indirect evidence to suggest that as banks have lost

their best business customers, they have turned to some extent to

riskier ventures, such as construction, finance, and commercial real

estate loans. Rather than making banking safer, it appears that
Glass-Steagall restrictions have had the unintentional effect of
making it riskier.

Securities activities encompass a range of financial risks that
banks understand and have the experience and expertise to ad-
dress. The marketplace has outstripped the Depression-era restric-

tions of the Glass-Steagall Act. These restrictions can safely be re-

pealed because we have in place today a regulatory structure of
comprehensive banking and securities regulation that did not exist

in 1933.
Securities activities of banking organizations should be subject to

the regulation of the Securities and Exchange Commission. As se-

curities activity increases in the banking industry, so will the role

of functional regulation and the need to coordinate the distinct reg-

ulatory approaches.
Supervision has been the keystone of the regulation of commer-

cial banking, while disclosure and market discipline have been the
key elements of securities regulation. The challenge will be to com-
bine these approaches in a seamless fashion that permits no gaps
that might threaten the insurance funds and yet avoids burdening
banks with regulatory overlap. By the same token, care should be
taken to confine deposit insurance protection appropriately.

Point two, the FDIC as insurer of bank and thrift deposits has
special concerns regarding how these restrictions are repealed. The
integrity of the deposit insurance funds requires that repeal be ac-
companied by adequate safeguards for insured institutions. Recent
experience in the late 1980's illustrates why safeguards are nec-
essary to protect the deposit insurance funds and the financial sys-
tem when expanding lines of business for insured institutions.

Point number three, the Financial Services Competitiveness Act
recognizes the need for prudential protections for insured institu-
tions, and we believe it strikes a reasonable balance between these
necessary safeguards and the risks of investment banking activi-
ties.
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The time has come to move ahead. The FDIC stands ready to as-

sist the Congress in this important effort in the weeks and months
ahead.
Thank you. I look forward to responding to your questions.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Ricki Heifer follows:]

Prepared Statement of Hon. Ricki Helper, Chairman, Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

introduction

Chairman Fields, Chairman Oxley and members of the Subcommittees, I appre-

ciate and welcome this opportunity to present the views of the Federal Deposit In-

surance Corporation on tne Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995, and re-

lated issues. I commend you for placing a high priority on the need for structural

reform of our financial system.
The FDIC supports a repeal of the Glass-Steagall restrictions on the securities ac-

tivities of commercial banldng organizations, provided that this is accompanied by
the appropriate protection to Uie deposit insurance funds. In the financial and regu-

latory environment of today, the Glass-Steagall restrictions do not serve a useful

public purpose. Repeal of the restrictions would strengthen banking organizations

by allowing diversification of income sources and better service to customers, and
would promote an efficient and competitive evolution of U.S. financial markets.

History demonstrates, however, that expansion of the activities of banking organi-

zations must be accompanied by adequate safeguards. The controls that exist today
to protect insured institutions from the risks of related nonbanking entities have
generally proven satisfactory in the normal course of business. When banking orga-

nizations nave experienced severe financial stress, however, interaffiliate trans-

actions have occurred that have resulted in material losses to the deposit insurance
funds, although these have not been solely responsible for any bank failures. The
FDIC has a special interest in the adequacy of safeguards to protect the deposit in-

surance funds. My testimony contains several specific comments in this area.

Financial markets have changed dramatically since 1933, when the Glass-Steagall

Act first imposed a separation between banking and securities underwriting activi-

ties, and since 1956, when the Bank Holding Company Act further limited the ac-

tivities of bank affiliates. To a greater extent than ever before, nonbanking firms

now are offering financial products that were once the exclusive domain of banks.
Improvements in information technology and innovations in financial markets make
it possible for the best business customers of banks to have access to the capital

markets directly, and, in the process, to bypass traditional financial intermediaries.

Large corporations meet their funding needs through the issue of commercial
paper, debt securities, equity and through loans. The Glass-Steagall restrictions pre-

vent most banking organizations from providing the full range of funding options

to their customers. The shrinking role of banks in lending to business is illustrated

by the declining proportion that bank loans represent of the liabilities of non-
financial corporations. This share declined from about 22 percent in 1974 to 13.7

percent at year-end 1994, the lowest proportion since these data were first collected

in the early 1950s. Similarly, it is noteworthy that banks have grown much less rap-

idly than other financial intermediaries during the past ten years. For example,
banking assets grew at an average annual rate of 4.8 percent, compared to growth
rates of 26.7 percent and 14.1 percent for mutual funds and securities firms, respec-

tively. Attachment A shows average annual growth rates of the assets of various
types of financial institutions for the past ten years.

There is indirect evidence which suggests that as banks have lost their best busi-

ness customers, they have to some extent turned to riskier ventures such as con-

struction finance and commercial real estate loans. Although the banking industry
has experienced record profits recently, the wide swings in past performance indi-

cate increased risks in the industry. In the last ten years, the banking industry
achieved both its lowest annual return on assets (approximately 0.09 percent in

1987) and its highest return on assets (1.20 percent in 1993) since the implementa-
tion of deposit insurance. As discussed in Attachment B, the volatile swings in the
health and performance of the industry may result in part from constraints that
limit alternatives for generating profits. Restrictions that resulted in the loss of
many of their best corporate loan customers, combined with the need to maintain
profit margins and keep market share, led many banks to increase their concentra-
tions in alternative high-yield assets. Some of these investments, such as construc-
tion and real estate development loans, loans to developing-country borrowers and
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loans to finance highly leveraged commercial transactions, carried higher, some-
times unfamiliar, credit risks. Other investments, including longer-term fixed-rate

securities and home mortgage loans, as well as securities derivatives, increased the

interest-rate risk of banks.
Some might ask whether we are forgetting the lessons of an earlier time—the

1920s and 1930s. Congress imposed the restrictions of Glass-Steagall in reaction to

the abuses of bank securities affiliates and the perception that the abuses contrib-

uted substantially to the banking crisis of the 1930s. Attachment C to my testimony
describes the historical evidence on this subject. The evidence generally suggests

that the concerns that bank securities activities plaved a major causal role in the

banking crisis were overblown, and that remedies other than the Glass-Steagall re-

strictions would have addressed the abuses more effectively.

When the historical debate is finished, however, we come to this: we have in place

today a regulatory structure of comprehensive banking and securities regulation

that did not exist in 1933, including restrictions on interafSUate transactions. More-
over, the marketplace has moved well beyond the Glass-Steagall restrictions. Finan-
cial products, regardless of the labels, are converging. The Glass-Steagall Act stands
like a dam in the middle of a mighty river that is finding other channels for its inev-

itable currents. On balance, I believe the risks of eliminating the Glass-Steagall pro-

Wbitions can be contained and that the benefits of an evolving marketplace out-

weigh the costs.

Finally, I would argue that an easing of the broad range of restrictions on activi-

ties of banking organizations beyond those that are financial in nature should pro-

ceed in a cautious, incremental manner. Banking organizations have expertise in

managing financial risks. We should develop a body of experience to evaluate the
safety-and-soundness implications of any new financial affiliations, before allowing
broader affiliations with firms exposed to a different range of risks. Setting aside
real estate development, the limited, but generally successful, experience of the af-

filiation of savings associations with commercial firms may provide a useful starting

point for such an evaluation in the future. However, it does not provide a clear

model for intermingling the more comprehensive risk profile of banking with com-
mercial activities.

My testimony will first summarize the special concerns of the FDIC, as deposit
insurer, with respect to expanded activities of bank subsidiaries and affiliates. Next,
I will discuss the safeguards that are necessary to protect the deposit insurance
funds and the financial system. I will then review tne advantages and disadvan-
tages of particular organizational structures with respect to the location of new se-

curities activities. The balance of my testimony will focus on specific provisions of
the Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995.

PERSPECTIVE OF THE DEPOSIT INSURER

As the deposit insurer, the FDIC has a vital interest in the safety and soundness
of insured institutions and the integrity of the deposit insurance funds. Events of
the past decade have demonstrated now costly deposit insurance can be. The Bank
Insurance Fund (BIF) and the banking industry have spent almost $33 billion to

resolve failing banks in the period from 1985 to 1994 (see Figure 1). The thrifl cri-

sis, in contrast borne by the taxpayers, has been estimated to cost $150 billion.

We cannot attribute all of the insurance losses to economic events or poor man-
agement of depository institutions. A significant share of the responsibility must be
assigned to poorly planned efforts to deregulate financial services and ineffective su-
pervision in some areas. Thus, it is imperative that we proceed deliberately as we
contemplate a substantial expansion of the powers available to banking organiza-
tions.

In the ten-year period ending December 1994, there were 1,368 failures of institu-

tions insured by the BIF, accounting for almost two-thirds of the 2,121 failures that
have occurred since the inception of federal deposit insurance in 1933. These failed
banks had combined assets of $236 billion, and cost an estimated $32.8 billion to
resolve. The number of failures reached an annual record level of 221 in 1988, while
the losses and combined assets of failed banks peaked in 1991. The 13 bank failures
in 1994 were the fewest since ten banks failed in 1981, and speak to the signifi-

cantly improved financial condition of the banking industry.
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FIGURE 1

Deposit Insurance Cost • Ten Years Ending 1994
FDIC Bank Insurance Fund

Estimated Losses

(In S Millions)
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While a number of factors contributed to the rise and decline of bank failures dur-

ing this period, two elements—the phenomenon of "rolling regional recessions," cou-

pled with constraints on geographic diversification in some regions—are reflected in

the geographic patterns of failures. The agricultural Midwest, the Southwestern oil

states. New England, and California all experienced sharp increases in bank fail-

ures in the past decade, stemming in large part from regional economic downturns.
In general, the largest losses to the FDIC occurred in tnose states where regional

recessions have been most severe.

The most costly failures can be linked to excessive concentrations in commercial
real estate lending and construction and land development loans. Rapid accumula-
tion of these loans preceded the rise in failures in the Southwest and Northeast,

the regions where the FDIC losses were greatest. An FDIC study published in 1990
found that faiUng banks in Texas increased their concentrations in these assets long
after the decline in local real estate markets had begun. Failed savings banks in

New England also had much higher proportions of their balance sheets invested in

construction and land development loans, where they had little previous experience.

There are two lessons to be drawn from these experiences. First, inadequate di-

versification of income sources is dangerous for banking organizations. This is an
argument in favor of the repeal of the Glass-Steagall restrictions. Second, rapid
growth in lending by insured institutions—particularly in unfamiliar activities—can
result in significant losses. This emphasizes the need for strong supervision and
monitoring by the regulators using adequate safeguards to protect insvu-ed financial

institutions.

The Demise of the FSLIC
The experience of the thrift industry in the 1980s serves as an even stronger re-

minder of the importance of maintaining safety-and-soundness standards. The high-

lights of the experience bear repeating as we consider the expansion of activities of

banking organizations. In the early 1980s, most of the thrift industry was economi-
cally insolvent due to interest-rate-induced losses from lending longer term at lower
interest rates and borrowing short-term at higher interest rates. Rather than ad-
dress the problems directly, the political and regulatory response was to relax cap-
ital and accounting standards, forbear from closing insolvent institutions, and ex-

pand the powers available to thrifts.

Federal legislation in the early 1980s significantly liberalized the permissible as-

sets of thrifts. By 1982, thrifts could make commercial mortgage loans of up to 40
percent of assets, consumer loans up to 30 percent of assets and commercial loans
and leases each up to 10 percent of assets. By midyear 1983, the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) allowed federally chartered savings and loan associa-

tions to invest up to 11 percent of their assets in high-risk bonds. Direct equity in-

vestments in real estate, equity securities and in subsidiary service corporations
were permitted up to 3 percent of assets. Several states permitted state-chartered
institutions significantly greater scope for direct investments. The attempt by many
troubled institutions to use the new powers to "grow themselves out of their prob-
lems" added substantially to the cost of the thrift crisis.

Some might argue that the experience of thrifts in the 1980s is irrelevant today.
I would disagree. Wherever there is a government guarantee, there will be some
who attempt to exploit it inappropriately. Mechanisms must be in place to contain
these risks. In addition, the supervisory staff that has been trained to detect losses
from traditional activities will need to become familiar with the risks and potential
losses associated with the new activities.

We also must keep in mind the extent to which a strong deposit insurance system
depends on a sound regulatory structure as we eliminate the Glass-Steagall bar-
riers. Securities activities of banking organizations should be subject to the regiila-

tion of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). As securities activity in-

creases in the banking industry, so will the role of functional regulation and the
need to coordinate the distinct regulatory approaches. Supervision has been the key-
stone of the regulation of commercial banking, while disclosure and market dis-

cipline have been the key elements of securities regulation. The challenge will be
to combine these approaches in a seamless fashion that permits no gaps that might
threaten the insurance funds, and yet avoids burdening banks with regulatory over-
lap.

Finally, as banking organizations enter new activities, care should be taken to
confine deposit insurance protection appropriately. Securities markets in the United
States are dynamic and innovative; they have expanded the growth potential of the
economy and have become the envy of the world. Our securities markets do not need
the backing of the deposit insurance guarantee, nor do they need the added require-
ments of bank regulation that come with it. To promote the continued efficiency of
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securities markets, as well as to protect the insurance funds from undue risk, it is

critical to separate the insured entity from the securities units of the banking firm.

This will be addressed more extensively in the following discussion of necessary

safeguards to the insurance funds and tne appropriate structure for the conduct of

new activities by banking organizations.

PROTECTION FOR THE INSURANCE FUNDS

My testimony has emphasized that in expanding the securities activities of bank-

ing organizations, we must not lose sight of the need to maintain the safety and
soundness of insured institutions. This requires protection against inappropriate

transactions between insured institutions and their securities subsidiaries and affili-

ates.

In general terms, there are two areas of concern from an insurance standpoint

with respect to transactions between an insured institution and a related securities

firm. The first involves the inappropriate use of an insured institution to benefit a

related securities firm in the course of business. A second arises when an insured

institution is in danger of failure. In the latter situation, there is an incentive for

the owners and cre<£tors of the related entities to extract value from the insured

entity prior to its failure in order to maximize the share of losses borne by the FDIC
and minimize their own losses. The FDIC's experience suggests useful lessons re-

garding necessary protections for the insurance funds in boui areas.

There are numerous ways an insured institution could benefit a related securities

firm in the course of business. These include: direct equity injections to a securities

subsidiary; upstreaming of dividends to a parent that are used to inject equity to

a securities affiliate; purchasing of assets from, or extensions of credit to, the related

firm; issuing a guarantee, acceptance or letter of credit for the benefit of the related

firm; extending credit to finance the purchase of securities underwritten by the re-

lated firm; and extending credit to the issuers of securities underwritten by the re-

lated firm for purposes of allowing the issuers to make payments of principal, inter-

est or dividends on the securities.

There are three main dangers in such transactions from the standpoint of the de-

posit insurer. First is the danger that the consolidated entity will attempt to use

the resources of the insured institution to promote and support the securities firm

in a way that compromises the safety and soundness of the insured institution. An
equally important concern is that the business relationship between the insured en-

tity and the securities firm will create a misperception that the investment products

of the securities firm are federally insured. Finally, there is the danger that the

business and operating relationship will cause the courts to "pierce the corporate

veil"—^that is, to hold the insured entity responsible for the debts of the securities

firm in the event the securities firm fails.

Current law provides a number of safeguards against these dangers. Attachment
D provides a summary of some of the major provisions. We must be concerned with

how well these safeguards will work after Glass-Steagall restrictions are lifted. The
experience with the involvement of banks with securities activities has to this point

been limited, but generally favorable. Since 1987, the Federal Reserve has allowed

limited securities activities in so-called "Section 20 subsidiaries" of bank holding

companies. The Federal Reserve indicates that there have been no instances in

which a Section 20 subsidiary adversely affected an affiliated bank. There are cur-

rently 36 bank holding companies that have Section 20 subsidiaries; these subsidi-

aries range in size fi*om a few million dollars in assets to tens of bilUons of dollars

in assets. There has been one failure of an insured institution affiliated with a Sec-

tion 20 subsidiary. The Section 20 subsidiary played no role in causing the failure.

U.S. banks also are permitted to engage in securities activities overseas within

various limitations. Typically these activities are conducted by subsidiaries of Edge
Corporations, which, in turn, are generally subsidiaries of U.S. banks. Federal Re-

serve staff indicate that these activities have not posed any significant safety-and-

soundness problems for U.S. banks.
The FDIC permits institutions it supervises to engage in securities activities

through "bona fide subsidiaries"—that is, subsidiaries that meet certain criteria de-

signed to ensure corporate separateness from the insured banks. A detailed descrip-

tion of the bona fide subsidiary structure and the FDIC's regulatory safeguards in

place to insulate the insured institution is included in Attachment D. More limited

activities are permissible to subsidiaries that do not meet the 'Taona fide" subsidiary

test.

The experience of banking organizations conducting securities activities through
such subsidiaries has been limited. Currently, only one FDIC-supervised institution

owns a subsidiary actively engaged in the full range of securities activities per-
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mitted by the FDIC. There are, however, over 400 insured nonmember banks that
have subsidiaries engaged in more limited securities-related activities. These in-

clude management of the bank's securities portfolio, investment advisory activities,

and acting as a broker/dealer. With one exception, none of these activities has given
cause for a significant safety-and-soundness concern.

There has been one failure of an insured institution supervised by the FDIC that
conducted securities activities through a subsidiary. While not the sole cause of the
failure, the business relationship with the securities subsidiary added to the cost of

the failure. The bank made a substantial unsecured loan that was used to benefit

the securities subsidiary. This transaction was in compliance with the restrictions

on affiliate transactions of Section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act because Section
23A does not specifically apply to transactions between a bank and its subsidiary.

Given the Federal Reserve's residual rulemaking authority with respect to Sections
23A and 23B, we will work with the Federal Reserve to determine whether the pro-

visions of Sections 23A and 23B should be extended to apply to these subsidiaries.

We would also support an amendment to the legislation to assure coverage of these
kinds of transactions.
The experience with bank-sponsored mutual funds has also been free of substan-

tial safety-and-soundness concerns. Nevertheless, this experience demonstrates that
the mixing of banking with securities activities is not without risk. Within the last

year, 12 banking organizations have elected to provide financial assistance to their

proprietary money-market mutual funds. The assistance has ranged from $1 million

to about $83 million. The decisions to provide assistance presumably reflected busi-

ness judgments that weighed the cost of the assistance against the loss of
reputational capital that these organizations would have sustained if investors in
their mutual funds had suffered losses.

None of these episodes posed any serious safety-and-soundness concerns to the in-

sured entities. In all but two cases, the assistance was provided by the holding com-
pany rather than the bank, and in no case did the assistance exceed approximately
one percent of the consolidated capital of the holding company. Nevertheless, the in-

stances serve as a reminder that banking organizations can have an incentive to

manage their businesses as a unit, and the result may involve the transfer of re-

sources among affiliates that can adversely affect the insured entity.

The affiliation of banking and securities activities as it currently exists in both
bank subsidiaries and bank affiliates has, in general, not presented significant safe-

ty-and-soundness concerns. This experience suggests that current safeguards are for

the most part adequate and that any reform ofGlass-Steagall should include similar
safeguards against dealings between the insured bank and a securities affiliate.

Although the experience thus far has been generally positive, it has been limited.
As mentioned above, we have not seen the combination of a failed or severely dis-

tressed bank that was associated with significant securities activity. This is impor-
tant from the perspective of the deposit insurer because the past decade provided
examples where distressed banks breached statutory or regulatory protection of the
insured bank to the detriment of the FDIC.
While none of the interafEiiiate transactions were solely responsible for the failure

of any insured institutions, there were a number of instances where "deathbed
transactions" were proposed or consummated that served to advantage the holding
company or an affiliate at the ejcpense of the insured bank. The transactions ofl^n
involved sums in the tens of millions of dollars. Not all of these transactions re-

quired regulatory approval. The regulators often, but not always, denied those that

Unpaid tax refunds arose as an issue in more than one case. Bank holding compa-
nies generally receive tax payments from and downstream tax refunds to their
banking subsidiaries, acting as agent between the bank and the Internal Revenue
Service. The FDIC has observed that in some cases unpaid tax refunds accumulated
on the books of failing bank subsidiaries, leaving the cash with the holding com-
pany. This practice occurred without regulatory approval.

Consolidation of nonbank activities at the parent level is another way to transfer
value away from insured bank subsidiaries. One notable case involved the consolida-
tion of trust operations at the subsidiary banks into a single parent-owned company
that was later sold at a profit. When service company afBliates carry out data proc-
essing or other activities for banks, tiie issue of intercompany pricing also is raised.
In one case the FDIC observed a large and retroactive increase in charges by an
asset management company to troubled bank afllliates. In other cases, service com-

Eany affiliates failed to provide promised overhead reimbursement for the use of
ank premises.
Linked deals involving the sale of purchased mortgage servicing rights have in

some cases been used either to subsidize the sale of a holding company asset or to
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allow the bank subsidiary to book an accounting gain. The effect of a linked deal

may be to either transfer value to the parent or delay the closing of a subsidiary

without the benefit of needed fresh capital.

Finally, there have been instances of "poison pills" created by interaffiliate trans-

actions. In one case, key bank staff were transferred to the holding company payroll,

apparently to reduce the attractiveness of bringing in an outside acquirer.

Interaffiliate data processing contracts also have been structured so as to limit the

availability of information to the FDIC or an acquirer after the bank was closed,

thereby making regulatory intervention more costly.

To summarize, factors other than interaffiliate transactions typically have caused
the failure of FDIC-insured subsidiaries of bank holding companies. However, such
transactions were used in several cases to extract value from the insured bank just

prior to its failure at the expense of the deposit insurance fund. This generally did

not come about through excessive dividends or the transfer of blatantly misvalued
assets. They more often occurred through the pricing of services traded between af-

filiates, early retirement of subordinated debt and hnked deals involving third par-

ties. These transactions probably added tens of millions of dollars to the losses real-

ized in resolving these large banking organizations.

Some of the most spectacular examples of inappropriate intercompany trans-

actions come from the thrift industry in the 1980s. Thrifts have tracfitionally

spawned a variety of subsidiary service corporations to perform tasks such as mort-

gage servicing, brokerage, title insurance and other types of insurance. With the lib-

eralization of federal and state restrictions on direct real estate investment in the

early 1980s, the real estate development subsidiary became a common vehicle for

these activities. However, while federally chartered institutions in the early- to mid-

1980s were limited to investing 3 percent of assets in these activities, state-char-

tered institutions in California and Texas could make virtually unlimited direct in-

vestments.
Two factors made this liberalization of powers particularly conducive to creating

losses for the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) and later

the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC). First, under regulatory accounting prac-

tices, direct investments in subsidiaries were carried on the books of the parent
thrift at historical cost, instead of their market value, which was often considerably

lower. Second, thrift regulators as a rule neglected to conduct detailed examinations
of subsidiary operations. Under these conditions, thrift managers were free to invest

in residential and commercial real estate development activities with which they
had little experience, and when these projects became problematic they could use
a variety of transactions to hide the losses. The thrift could make unsound loans

to help sell new properties built by the subsidiary. In some cases the thrift would
sell the note to the subsidiary, removing it from the balance sheet for a period.

Our review of the examples described above suggests that, for the most part, the
problem has not been that the existing protections were inadequate. Instead, it ap-

pears that the regulatory community nas been reluctant at times to enforce these

protections. This reluctance is understandable to some extent, given the consider-

able uncertainties that surround banks in distress and the desire to mitigate market
pressures that may unnecessarily aggravate the plight of those banking organiza-

tions that have a chance to survive.

What steps can be taken to encourage more vigilant enforcement of protections?

First, the enforcement of safeguards against transactions between an insured bank
and its securities affiliates should allow for few exceptions. Congress should consider

whether the perspective of the FDIC as insurer would be useful in identifying,

through guidelines or other means, those limited areas where exceptions to the safe-

guards may be beneficial without creating the potential for losses to the insurance
funds. In addition or in the alternative, it may be useful to develop an interagency

codification of the standards for enforcing Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Re-

serve Act, so that insured financial institutions and all regulatory agencies will have
clear notice and fuller understanding of the nuances of these safeguards. Second,

while sound business judgment should dictate when healthy, well-capitalized banks
provide support to related entities, such support should come through the transfer

of excess bank capital—^beyond the capital required for a well-capitalized bank—not

through the relaxation of safeguards such as those discussed earlier. For bank hold-

ing companies, this means the well-capitalized bank could provide dividends that

allow the parent to provide support to nonbank subsidiaries. For banks conducting
activities in subsidiaries, the bank could make additional equity investments in the

subsidiary and those investments should be deducted from bank capital before de-

termining whether the insured bank meets the standard of being well-capitalized.

In addition, bank regulators may want to consider whether to require prompt re-

porting of intercompany transactions under certain conditions, as tne SEC does in
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some contexts. These requirements may be tied to the capital level of the bank, the

size of the transaction, or other relevant factors.

As the deposit insurer, it is the FDIC's responsibility not only to protect deposi-

tors when a bank fails, but also to learn from the failure of that bank. The FDIC
is prepared to provide information and analysis to fellow regulators where there is

evidence that intercompany transactions have contributed to the failure of, or in-

creased the cost of resolving, an insured institution. Such reports would contribute

to an increased understanding and awareness of these issues, and we believe ulti-

mately would promote improved enforcement of the safeguards.

STRUCTURAL ISSUES

An important consideration in the deliberations concerning the possible combina-
tion of traditional commercial banking and securities activities is tiie organizational
structure under which such combinations would be permitted. The perspective of the
deposit insurer focuses on two issues: the ability to insulate the insured bank from
the risks of the securities underwriting activities and the burdens and inefficiencies

associated with a particular regulatory structure. The following analysis addresses
these issues.

There are two organizational structures with which we have experience in the
United States that can be used to combine commercial and securities underwriting
activities. These are: (1) the conduct of each activity in separate organizations
owned and controlled by a common "parent" organization (the "bank holding com-
pany" model); and (2) the conduct of each activity in a separate organization, one
of which owns and controls the other entity (the "bona fide subsidiary" model). A
third model—the conduct of both activities within the same entity (the "universal
banking" model)—has been used in some other developed countries. For reasons dis-

cussed in Appendix B, I believe that universal banking is not a model that would
best fit the dynamic financial marketplace in the United States or provide sufficient

protection for the deposit insurance funds against the effects of potential conflicts

of interest between banking and nonbanking functions in an insured entity.

The Bank Holding Company Model

Since the adoption of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, one of the primary
methods of expanding permissible activities beyond those associated with traditional

commercial banking has been through formation of affiliated entities within the
bank holding company umbrella. Within this framework, banking organizations
have been permitted to engage in an increasing array of financial services. Most re-

cently, some bank holding companies have been permitted by the Federal Reserve
to engage in corporate securities underwriting activities through so-called "Section
20" subsidiaries. Attachment E describes in detail the prohibitions and restrictions

on securities activities that are imposed by Section 20 of the Glass-Steagall Act and
by the Bank Holding Company Act.

In terms of the criteria for safeguards set forth earlier, the bank holding company
model has considerable merit. The advantages include:

• Provision of a good framework for monitoring transactions between insured and
non-insured affiliates and for detecting transfers of value that could threaten
the insured institution; and

• Maintenance of a meaningful corporate separation between insured and non-in-

sured organizations to assure that nonbank affiliates have no competitive ad-
vantages from the insured status of the bank.

The disadvantages of the bank holding company model include:

• In distressed situations, the parent will have the incentive to transfer or divert

value away from the insured bank, leaving greater losses for the FDIC if the
bank ultimately fails; and

• The holding company model requires bank owners to establish and maintain an
additional corporation. This may add costs, inefficiencies, complexity and, in

some cases, an additional regulator.

Bona Fide Subsidiary Model

From a practical perspective, there has been less experience with the "bona fide"

subsidiary form of organization than with the bank holding company form. However,
the experience discussed earlier in this testimony supports the view that direct own-
ership of a securities firm by an insured bank need not be significantly different

from the bank holding company model in terms of affording protections to the de-

posit insurance funds, and may have some additional advantages.
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Analytically, there are several factors that make this approach different from the
bank holding company model. The advantages of the bona fide subsidiary approach
include:

• The residual value of the subsidiary accrues to the bank, not the holding com-
pany; and

• The bank, rather than the parent, controls the allocation of excess capital of the
organization. This may mean that in making corporate investment decisions,

greater weight will be given to the needs of the insured bank. Financial invest-

ments will be structured to diversify the risks of the bank's portfolio, while in-

vestment in systems and physical capital will benefit the operations of the
bank.

However, on the negative side:

• While corporate separateness theoretically can be maintained regardless of orga-

nizational structure, in practice, a bank holding company structure may be a
more effective vehicle for this purpose;

• Inappropriate wealth transfers may be more easily executed if made directly to

a subsidiary, rather than indirectly to the parent and then to an affiliate; and
• Consolidated earnings of a bank that includes a fully consolidated securities firm

may exhibit more volatility than the bank alone. This may be negatively per-

ceived by the market, and might inhibit the ability of banks to raise capital or
attract funds at market rates.

Based on these observations, it is clear that there are advantages and disadvan-
tages to both models. Furthermore, the safeguards that are necessary to protect the
insured bank and ultimately the insurance funds can be similar for either structure.

If these safeguards are in place and enforced, either approach will work. If safe-

guards are inadequate or there is not a strong commitment to enforcing them, the
deposit insurance funds, the financial system and the public will suffer, regardless
of which model is used.

In the final analysis, I favor allowing financial institutions to choose the model
that best suits their business needs, as long as strong safeguards are in place to

protect the insurance funds. Legislation based on a progressive vision of the evo-
lution of financial services need not mandate a particular structure. A combination
of flexibility and sound regulation has contributed to the successful development of
the U.S. financial system, and these key elements should be present in any proposal
for reform.

COMMENTS ON THE FINANCIAL SERVICES COMPETITIVENESS ACT OF 1995

I want to commend the Subcommittee Chairmen again for holding this hearing
to serve as a focus for debate on how best to achieve financial services reform. The
Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995, as reported from the Committee on
Banking and Financial Services ("the bill"), is designed to enhance competition in
the financied services industry by providing a prudential framework for the affili-

ation of banks and securities firms. It accomplishes this by eliminating current stat-

utory restrictions on these affiliations and establishing a comprehensive framework
for affiliations within a holding company structure overseen by the Federal Reserve
with functional regulation of securities activities by the SEC.
As discussed earlier in my testimony, the protections against inappropriate

intercompany transactions provided in the bill are sound. I would expect that any
exceptions to these restrictions that could be made pursuant to the legislation would
be structured to protect the deposit insurance funds from potential losses. Moreover,
provided the appropriate protections are in place, I would support an approach that
allows a commercial bank the flexibility to conduct securities activities in an affili-

ate of its holding company where the bank has a holding company or wishes to orga-
nize one, or in a subsidiary of the bank where that approach more effectively con-
forms to the business plan of the organization. I recognize, however, that the bill

would permit additional securities activities to be conducted only under the holding
company structure. While I do not believe the advantages of the bank holding com-

Eanv structure are so pronounced as to justify imposing additional costs on the
anking system by mandating a particular structure, I support the bill as a reason-

able balancing of the competing considerations of safety and soundness and addi-
tional flexibility for banking organizations.

Criteria for Approval

Turning to a more detailed discussion of the bill, any expanded authority may be
exercised only through a financial services holding company structure and only
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when the Federal Reserve has concluded that certain procedural safeguards have
been met. The criteria outlined in the bill are sensible and appropriate.
Only financial services holding companies that are adequately capitalized are eli-

gible to acquire a securities affiliate. For purposes of determining whether a finan-
cial services holding company is adequately capitalized, the holding company's cap-
ital and total assets are reduced by the holding compan)r's equity investment in any
securities affiliate, and further reduced by certain ejrtensions of credit to any securi-

ties affiliate.

The lead bank within the holding company must be well-capitalized before the
holding company is eligible to acquire a securities affiliate. Moreover, 80 percent of

the aggregate total risk-weighted assets of the holding company's depository institu-

tions must be controlled by well-capitalized institutions, excluding certain recently
acquired depository institutions. All subsidiary depository institutions controlled by
the holding company must be well-capitalized or adequately capitalized.

Well-capitalized financial services nolding companies may elect alternative capital

treatment, however. A financial services holding company and its depository institu-

tion subsidiaries will be deemed to have satisfied the capital requirements pre-

scribed by the bill if the holding company files a notice of its election for alternative

capital treatment with the Federal Reserve; all of the holding company's depository
institutions are at least adequately capitalized; and the holding company is well-

capitalized and would continue to be well-capitalized immediately after the acquisi-

tion of the securities affiliate. Any holding company that elects such alternative cap-

ital treatment will be liable for any loss incurred by the FDIC in connection with
the default of any insured depository institution controlled by the holding company.
We support these provisions. I believe these provisions help to preserve a strong

capital cushion for the bank and the financial services holding company as a pos-
sible source of strength for its banking subsidiaries. It is appropriate to impose
losses incurred by the FDIC on holding companies that elect the alternative capital

treatment described above.
The bill properly provides an incentive to financial services holding companies and

their depository institutions to maintain adequate capital levels after they have
been allowed to affiliate with a securities company. In the event the lead depository
institution drops below the well-capitalized category, or if well-capitalized institu-

tions cease to control 80 percent of the aggregate total risk-weighted assets of the
depository institutions within the holding company, the holding company must exe-

cute an agreement with the Federal Reserve to meet the prescribed capital require-

ments wiQiin a reasonable period of time or to divest control of the depository insti-

tution within 180 days (or such additional period of time as the Federal Reserve
may determine is reasonable). If the holding company fails to execute such an agree-

ment or fails to comply with such an agreement, the securities affiliate cannot agree
to underwrite or deal in any securities starting 180 days after the capital deteriora-

tion, with limited exceptions. While there are certainly instances where, as provided
for in the bill, the securities affiliate should be barred fi*om agreeing to underwrite
or deal in any securities, such a blanket prohibition may not be prudent in all cases.

For example, a profitable securities affiliate may serve as a source of strength to

a holding company and its bank subsidiary.
At the same time, however, we note that the bill gives the Federal Reserve the

authority to waive the capital safeguards for up to two years if the financial services

holding company submits a recapitalization plan for the banks. We have an interest

in assuring that a waiver will oe granted only in situations where greater safety

and soundness can be expected to result and losses to the insurance fund are not
likely to be increased. For that reason, we want to work with the Federal Reserve
on an interagency basis to develop guidelines on when waivers of these safeguards
would be appropriate.

In addition to capital conditions, the bill imposes a broad array of managerial
safeguards and internal controls. The holding company and all of its depository in-

stitutions must be well-managed. The financial services holding company must have
the "managerial resources" necessary to conduct the securities activities safely and
soundly. The holding company must have adequate policies and procedures in place

to manage any potential financial or operational risks. In addition, the holding com-
pany must have established adequate policies and procedures to provide reasoiiable

assurance of maintenance of corporate sepeirateness within the financial services

holding company. Finally, the acquisition must not adversely affect the safety and
soundness of the financial services holding company or any depository institution

subsidiary of the holding company. These operationeil safeguaras, particularly the
emphasis on maintaining corporate separateness, are well-designed to insulate fed-

erally insured banks fi-om the risks of securities activities.
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The bill provides that a holding company's acquisition of a securities affiliate must
not result in an undue concentration of resources in the financial services business.

The bill also provides that the lead depository institution subsidiary as well as the
depository institutions controlling at least 80 percent of the aggregate total risk-

weighted assets of all depository institutions controlled by the holding company
must have achieved a satisfactory record of meeting community credit needs during
the most recent examination. We support these provisions.

The bill also places several interaffiliate safeguards on the relationship between
a securities firm and its affiliated bank or parent holding company. For example,
a depository institution affiliated with a securities affiliate is prohibited from ex-

tending credit to the securities affiliate, issuing a guarantee, acceptance, or letter

of credit for the benefit of the securities affiliate or, with certain exceptions, pur-
chasing assets of the securities affiliate for its own account. I support these safe-

guards. In moving from a framework based on prohibition to one based on regula-

tion, prudential safeguards such as those set forth in the bill will avert the hazards
Glass-Steagall was intended to prevent.

In addition, the bill provides for some exceptions to the safeguards for well-cap-

italized banks. For example, a well-capitalized institution may extend credit for the
purpose of enhancing the marketability of a securities issue underwritten by its se-

curities affiliate but only if the depository institution has adopted limits on its expo-
sure to any single customer whose securities are underwritten by the affiliate and
the transaction is on an arm's-length basis. This appears to be a reasonable excep-

tion to the safeguards. The FDIC would like to work with the Federal Reserve to

assure that in practice, any additional exceptions to the safeguards will not present
substantial risks to the deposit insurance funds.

Some may argue that the safeguards provided for in this bill would hamper the
ability of a financial services holding company to compete against non-regulated en-
tities and would impede its ability to realize business synergies. The potential for

risks associated with the conduct of such activities by an entity affiliated with in-

sured depository institutions, however, carries with it the need for some protections

for the insured institution. The bill draws an appropriate balance between these
competing considerations.

I also support the additional safeguards for director and senior executive officer

interlocks. Finally, I support the various public disclosures included in the bill. In
particular, I strongly support the requirement that customers be informed that the
securities offered or sold by securities affiliates of insured banks are not federally

insured deposits. This is an important protection for these customers and for the
deposit insurance funds.

Existing Bank Securities Activities

The bill provides that, subject to discretionary determinations by the SEC or the
Federal Reserve, banks could continue to conduct some existing securities activities

within the bank. Some of these activities must be moved to a Separately Identifiable
Department (SID) and some activities must be moved to an affiliate—both of which
would be fiinctionally regulated by the SEC.
While there is no separate capital requirement for SIDs, the risk associated with

the activities conducted through the SID is included currently in the assessment of
the bank's overall capital adequacy. In addition, bank regvilators are in the process
of developing a proposed amendment to more formally incorporate market risks as-

sociated witih underwriting and dealing activities into their capital adequacy re-

quirements.
Concerns have been raised about the provisions of the bill that provide for discre-

tionary determinations of the SEC and the Federal Reserve with respect to what
is a security or a bank product and where such activities can be conducted. Such
determinations could result in limitations or unnecessary regulatory burdens on ac-

tivities that have been conducted within the bank for many years without posing
significant safety-and-soundness problems. We believe that there may be some room
for further refinement of these provisions in order to avoid unnecessary organiza-
tional or regulatory burdens.

Functional Regulation

With respect to regulation, the bill calls upon the banking agencies and the SEC
to work together to ensure compliance with the securities laws. As I mentioned ear-
lier in my statement, functional and supervisory regulation must be seamless to be
effective. By calling for the banking agencies and the SEC to share information, the
bill promotes this goal by facilitating coordination among the regulatory agencies.
Further refinement may need to be made to the provisions of the bill with respect
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to SEC and Federal Reserve discretion in order to avoid the possibility of duplicative
supervisory and reporting burdens.

Securities Firms

The bill creates the possibility for securities firms to become affiliated with banks
by acquiring an insured bank and becoming a financial services holding company.
In circumstances where more than 50 percent of a company's business involves secu-
rities activities, the bill allows the company five years, with the possibility of an ad-
ditional five-year extension, to divest its nonfinancial activities. In addition, such a
company could be permitted to continue holding anv subsidiaries engaged in finan-
cial activities that the Federal Reserve has not authorized if the company acquired
the subsidiaries more than two years prior to its becoming a financial services hold-
ing company and the aggregate investment by the company in these subsidiaries
does not exceed 10 percent of the total consolidated capital and surplus of the com-
pany. The company would not be permitted to engage in any new activities not oth-
erwise authorized by the bill once it becomes a financial services holding company.
This means that some securities companies that become financial services holding
companies could be permitted to engage in activities not otherwise permitted gen-
erally to financial services holding companies.

I support in general the approach of the bill with respect to the affiliation of a
securities firm with an insured institution. If it is understood that prudential re-

strictions may be imposed by the Federal Reserve where necessary to protect the
safety or soundness of an insured institution with respect to a grandfathered affili-

ate's activities, I see no reason to go further and require divestiture. Further, it

should be clear that each of the banking agencies should be able to apply the full

panoply of enforcement powers, ranging from cease-and-desist actions to deposit in-

surance termination, in order to protect an insured bank and the deposit insurance
funds.

Wholesale Financial Institutions

The bill provides the additional option of an "investment bank holding company"
(IBHC) that would be allowed to engage in a broader range of financial activities

and could conduct banking activities through a "wholesale financial institution"

(WFI). WFIs would be uninsured state member banks that could, with certain ex-
ceptions, only take initial deposits over $100,000. This provision allows for a whole-
sale banking operation to conduct a broader range of financial services activities

without exposing the deposit insurance funds to the risks of these activities.

The IBHC concept may prove attractive to some financial firms and may even
cause some FDIC-insured banks to consider terminating their deposit insurance.
The proposed IBHC appears to the FDIC to be sound as long as there is clear disclo-

sure to the public of the uninsured nature of commercial bank operations and the
exceptions for initial deposits of $100,000 or less are appropriately limited and clear-

ly defined for public disclosure purposes.

Holding Company Supervision

The bill provides a different supervisory structure for holding companies engaged
primarily in nonbanking activities. Certain financial services holding companies and
investment bank holding companies, that have relatively smaller percentages of con-
solidated risk-weighted assets in depository institution assets, would be under lim-

ited reporting and examination requirements and minimal approval requirements
for new activities. As insurer, the FDIC finds this approach reasonable, and ade-
quate, to provide for the identification of risks associated with nonbanking activi-

ties. Capital requirements and guarantee provisions protect the insured depository
institutions and maintain a degree of supervision that while appropriate, does not
unduly disadvantage financial services holding companies or investment bank hold-
ing companies with respect to unregulated entities.

Voluntary Termination of Insured Status

In order to facilitate transition by existing insured depository institutions to WFI
status, the bill adds a new section governing voluntary termination of deposit insur-
ance and repeals certain provisions of the FDI Act with respect to such termination.
The bill would permit an "insured State bank" or a national bank to voluntarily ter-

minate its status as an insured depository institution upon six months' written no-
tice to the FDIC, the Federal Reserve, and the institution's depositors. Before a
bank may terminate its insurance under this provision, the deposit insurance fund
must equal or exceed the fund's designated reserve ratio (DRR) of 1.25. In addition,
the FDIC must confirm that the insurance fund will continue to equal or exceed the
fund's DRR for the two semiannual assessment periods following notification of the
institution's intent to terminate insurance. If the insurance fund does not meet its
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DRR, the bank must pay an exit fee and obtain the approval of the FDIC and the
Federal Reserve. The FDIC is required to prescribe procedures for assessing any
such exit fee by regulation.

The FDIC currently has in place procedures governing the termination of insur-

ance. The legislative provisions described above appear to be intended to prevent
the dilution of the fund for which coverage would be terminated. However, because
a termination of insurance has the effect of increasing, not decreasing, the reserve
ratio of the affected fund, Congress may wish to reconsider this provision. Moreover,
the requirement that the FDIC confirm that the insurance fund would not fall below
the DRR for one year following notification of the intent to terminate insurance
would be very difficult to satisfy. Thus, the provision could have the unintended ef-

fect of precluding the transition of insured institutions to WFI status and of pre-

venting voluntary terminations of insured coverage where no disadvantage to the
deposit insurance fund would necessarily result.

Savings associations as well as insured depository institutions excepted from the
Bank Holding Company Act definition of "bank" would no longer be eligible volun-
tarily to terminate insured status. We believe these institutions, which are presently
authorized under the law to leave the federal deposit insurance system, should con-
tinue to have that option.

The primary purpose of this provision of the bill is presumably to protect deposi-

tors when insured institutions convert to non-insured status. We agree that deposi-

tor protection must be paramount when any insured institution voluntarily relin-

quisnes its insured status.

Under current law, an insured depository institution must obtain prior written
consent of the FDIC before it may convert to non-insured status. The FDIC weighs
several factors prescribed by statute in deciding whether to grant or withhold such
consent. The bill does not amend or repeal these provisions; the FDIC's power to

disapprove any institution's conversion from insured to non-insured status would
continue without change. The voluntary termination procedures specified in the bill,

however, differ somewhat from these consent requirements found elsewhere in the
FDI Act. Consequently, it would be appropriate to clarify the bill to assure consist-

ency of the various termination provisions. The bill could in part be clarified by in-

cluding a provision that the bill does not override the provisions of Section 18(i) of
the FDI Act.

The bill provides that a depository institution that voluntarily elects to terminate
its insured status shall no longer receive insurance of any of its deposits after the
specified transition period. It also should be made clear that this provision is not
intended to bar a formerly insured institution from reapplying for federal deposit
insurance.
Under the bill, any institution that voluntarily terminates its status as an insured

depository institution is prohibited from accepting deposits unless the institution be-
comes a WFI. If the institution becomes a WFI, it may not accept any initial deposit
that is $100,000 or less other than on an incidental and occasional basis. These pro-
hibitions limit the flexibility non-insured institutions now have under federal law.
It is not clear why the law should compel institutions that have voluntarily termi-
nated insurance to obtain WFI status so that they can accept deposits where state
law permits other kinds of uninsured entities. The flexibility non-insured institu-

tions enjoy under current federal and state laws should not be diminished without
good cause. The bill can be improved by clarifjdng the termination provisions along
the lines I have outlined. The FDIC will be pleased to work with members of Con-
gress in making reasonable modifications to these provisions to avoid unintended
consequences.

In conclusion, on balance the bill represents a thoughtful approach to easing the
restrictions between commercial and investment banking. It provides for prudential
safeguards and appropriate restrictions designed to insulate insured institutions

from the risks inherent in investment banking activities. It is an important founda-
tion for considering the most effective and efficient approach by which appropriate
financial services reform can be achieved.

CONCLUSIONS

The restrictions of the Glass-Steagall Act do not serve a useful purpose. Their re-

peal would strengthen banking organizations by helping them to diversify their in-

come sources, and would promote the efficient, competitive evolution of financial

markets in the United States. History demonstrates, however, that a significant ex-

pansion of the powers available to insured institutions must be accompanied by ap-
propriate safeguards for the insurance funds. Chairman Leach and other members
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of the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services have recognized the
need for such safeguards in the bill.

Existing experience with the combination of banks and securities firms suggests
that, in general, current safeguards have been adequate to prevent significant safe-

ty-and-soundness concerns in the normal course of business. This experience has
been limited, however; in particular, we have not seen a severely distressed banking
organization that had significant securities activities.

The experience of the FDIC has been that in times of financial stress, banking
organizations may attempt to engage in transactions that transfer resources from
the insured entity to the owners and creditors of the parent company or nonbanking
affiliates. In some cases the FDIC has suffered material loss as a result of such
transactions. We seek to assure that reform of Glass-Steagall is not the vehicle for

more such episodes.

My general comments on the safeguards against inappropriate intercompany
transactions in the proposed bill are as follows. First, exceptions to the safeguards
should be allowed only after taking account of potential losses to the insurance
funds. While there should be room for supervisory discretion and the exercise of
good business judgment in determining whether a healthy bank may support an af-

filiate, such support should be provided through transfers of excess capital—beyond
that required for a well-capitalized bank—not through relaxations of restrictions on
intercompany transactions. Second, it could be useful to develop an interagency codi-

fication of the standards for enforcing Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve
Act. To promote improved enforcement of the safeguards, the FDIC is prepared to

provide information and analysis to fellow regulators on instances where
intercompany transactions contributed to the failure of, or increased the cost of re-

solving, an insured institution.

There are two United States models for conducting the new securities activities

within banking organizations—the holding company model and the bona fide sub-
sidiary model. There are advantages and disadvantages both to housing the securi-

ties activities in bank subsidiaries, and to housing the activities in holding company
affiliates. On balance, I do not believe the case for either approach is strong enough
to warrant dictating to banks which approach they must choose.

In general, I believe that banks should be able to chose the corporate structure
that is most efficient for them, provided adequate safeguards are in place to protect
insured financial institutions and the insurance funds. H.R. 1062 is a sound and
constructive approach to evaluating how best to reform our financial system. The
FDIC stands ready to assist the Subcommittees with this important effort.

ATTACHMENT A

Average Annual Growth Rates of Financial Institution Assets
Ten Years Ending 12/31/94

Commercial Savings
Banks Institutions"

Credit

Unions
Ufe

Insurance
Companies

Mutual Security Brokers Finance
Funds & Dealers Companies

* FDIC-Insured Savings Institutions, Includes savings banks, savings associations snd S&Ls.
Source: Flow of Funds, Federal Reserve System; FDIC Research Information System; National
Credit Union Administration.
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Asset growth rates are expressed as annual average for the 10-year period 12/31/84 to 12/31/

94, adjusted for compounding.

ATTACHMENT B

THE CHANGING FINANCIAL MARKETPLACE

Banking was a simpler business in the early decades of the Federal Deposit Insur-

ance Corporation. Interest rates were regulated and stable. Competition from non-
banking companies was limited. Banks were the primary source of borrowed funds
for even the strongest, best-established businesses. In more recent years, the finan-

cial services industry, technology and capital markets have evolved, creating new
risks and new opportunities. Bankers have had to manage the risks, but the Glass-
Steagall Act and other legislation limit the ability of baxikers to mitigate risk by di-

versifying their sources ofincome.
Credit-risk exposure has increased dramatically since enactment of the Glass-

Steagall Act. In 1935, approximately one-third of the industry's balance sheet was
concentrated in assets that bear significant credit risk. Now, over 60 percent of

banlung assets are exposed to credit risk.

Beginning in the mid-1960s and lasting through the mid-1980s, the industry expe-

rienced rapid asset growth, typically exceeding ten percent per year. In that 20-year
span, the assets of tne industry increased nearly tenfold, from $345 billion to almost
$3 trillion. This growth was achieved by increasing credit risk and decreasing the
proportion of lower risk investments. During this period, commercial banks built up
large portfolios of loans with concentrated credit nsk including loans with large bal-

ances at risk to a single borrower.^
In 1935, about one-quarter of the balance sheet was invested in loans with "credit-

risk concentrations." That level increased to almost 45 percent in 1984 (prior to the

wave of recent bank failures), and has declined to 34 percent as of December 1994,

Until the early 1980s, asset growth was fueled by commercial and industrial ("C&I")
loans. C&I loan concentrations reached their highest level in 1982, peaking at near-

ly 25 percent of the industrjr's balance sheet. There were some notable lending ex-

cesses during these boom years, including real estate investment trusts, less-devel-

oped-country loans, and energy credits.

In the early 1980s, the largest commercial borrowers learned to bypass banks and
replace loans from banks with lower-cost commercial paper. Burgeoning loan de-

mand from energy-related businesses supported continued C&I loan growth for a
time, but by December 1994, C&I loans had declined to 15.4 percent of the indus-
try's total assets.

When C&I loans began to decline, many banks turned to commercial real estate
loans and construction loans for new—but high risk—profit opportunities. In the
mid- to late- 1980s, growing concentrations in commercial real estate loans and con-

struction loans offset shrinkage in C&I loans. In 1976, commercial real estate loans
and construction loans together comprised about five percent of the balance sheet.

In ten years, the concentration increased to nearly nine percent of assets. It reached
its highest level—11 percent—in 1990. Banks were not the only providers of these
loans. Savings and loan associations and other nonbank lenders also financed the
speculative real estate development. Consequently, real estate markets in many re-

gions became overbuilt, credit losses soared and commercial real estate loan demand
diminished.
Loan growth since 1990 has been concentrated in loans where credit risk is more

diversified. Credit card, consumer and home mortgage loans extend relatively small
and often collateralized balances to a relatively large number of borrowers. Failure
of a single borrower to repay does not have a significant impact on a bank's earn-
ings or capital. Most of the growth in "credit-risk-diversified ' loans has come from
home mortgages. Concentrations in home mortgage loans have nearly doubled since

1984, increasing from 7.7 percent of the industry's balance sheet to nearly 15 per-

cent as of year-end 1994. Cfredit card loans constitute 4.9 percent of assets and other
"consumer' loans constitute 7.8 percent.
Beginning in 1990, the industrjr's risk profile began to change direction. Banks

were able to take advantage of a widening difference between shorter- and longer-

term interest rates to improve earnings while reducing credit risk. They shortened
the average maturity of their liabilities and increased their concentrations of fixed-

rate securities and residential mortgages. In effect, the industry replaced some of

its credit risk with higher levels of interest-rate risk. The industry's asset composi-

^ Credit-risk-concentrated loans include commercial £md industrial loans, commercial real es-

tate and construction loans, and loans secured by multifamily residential properties.
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tion has changed since the deregulation of deposit interest rates. In the early 1990s,
the growth of investment securities held by oanks—primarily mortgage-backed in-

struments and U.S. Treasury securities—accelerated. Market conditions also favored
the growth of home mortgages, which have more than doubled ^ince 1986, increas-
ing from $223 billion at year-end 1986 to $568.9 billion as of December 31, 1994.
While about 46 percent of these loans in the portfolios of banks carry adjustable
rates, there is still interest-rate exposure, due to repricing lags, as well as caps that
limit the amount hy which the interest rates on the loans can increase.

In recent years, increased market volatility has made it more important for banks
to manage risks other than credit risk, such as interest-rate risk, prepayment risk,

and foreign-exchange risk. Banks have responded to this challenge by devoting con-
siderable resources to asset-liability management and other risk management sys-

tems.
The tools for managing these risks have expanded considerably over the past dec-

ade, particularly with the increasing use of off-balance-sheet instruments such as
swaps, options, and forward contracts. ^AHiile smaller banks for the most part still

use on-balance-sheet instruments to manage risk, these off-balance-sheet instru-
ments have become an integral part of risk management for most large banks.
Banks are not only end users of these swaps, options, and forwards. Several large

banks are major dealers of over-the-counter instruments. This activity has provided
an important source of revenue and allowed these banks to respond to the needs
of their customers. Nevertheless, a series of recent losses has raised concerns about
the potential risks of these investments.
Record bank failures in the 1980s and early 1990s were quickly replaced with

record earnings as the economy improved in a very favorable interest-rate environ-
ment. In the last ten years, the industry achieved both its lowest annual return on
assets (about 0.09 percent in 1987) and its highest return on assets (1.20 percent
in 1993) since the implementation of deposit insurance in 1933. Declining loan
losses account for the wide swing in earnings. Declining loan-loss provisions have
added roughly 25 basis points (pre-tax) to the industry's return on assets in 1992
and 1993, and 18 basis points in 1994. Interest margins have improved steadily

since 1934, but these improvements have had relatively little impact compared witn
the reduced burden of loan-loss provisions. Ten-year growth in noninterest income
has outstripped noninterest expense growth by a nairow margin, providing a rel-

atively small boost to the industry's bottom line.

Bankers were not able to obtain expanded powers when the industry was in trou-

ble, as in the late 1980s, owing to concerns about adding new potential risks to an
industry struggling with existing risks. Now, opponents may argue that expanded
flowers are not needed, given the record profits the industry has reported for the
ast three years. Volatile swings in the health and performance of the industry may
result in part from constraints that limit alternatives for generating profits. The
data show that credit risk, interest-rate risk and competition have all increased
since the enactment of Glass-Steagall. While the earnings trend recently has been
positive, the wide swings in past performance indicate heightened uncertainty and
increased risks in the industry.

International Developments

Global competitive pressures also present a compelling need to reconsider the
Glass-Steagall prohibitions between investment and commercial banking. Domestic
financial deregulation in major industrialized nations, the development of new fi-

nancial instruments, and advances in communication and computer technologies
have contributed to the rapid integration of international financial markets during
the past two decades. These changes in the financial marketplace, both domestic
and international, have led several major industrialized nations to change their

laws governing financial institutions, with the goal of creating a more level competi-
tive playing field. In particular, there has been a growing worldv/ide trend toward
easing traditional distinctions among the three major segments of the financial serv-

ices industry—commercial banks, investment firms, and insurance companies.
It should be noted that commercial and investment banking have long been com-

bined in countries with universal banking systems, such as Germany and most of
western Europe. Universal banks have the authority to offer the full range of bank-
ing and financial services—including securities underwriting and brokering of both
government and corporate debt and equity—within a single legal entity, the bank.
Although some financial services are provided through subsidiaries, the bank or fi-

nancial services holding company structure is virtually unknown in other countries
In contrast to the universal banking structure allowed in Continental European

countries, Canada, Japan and the United Kingdom traditionally maintained barriers
and restrictions against combining commercial and investment banking activities.
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These restrictions have been largely removed by legislation in each of these coun-
tries. For example, British banks were permitted to join the stock exchange in 1986
and to acquire or develop investment banking subsidiaries. These affiliations are im-
portant to the ability or British banks to compete within the European Union's sin-

gle market.
Canada amended its laws governing financial institutions in 1987 and 1992, re-

moving many of the statutory barriers separating banks, trust companies, insurance
companies and securities firms, to allow greater latitude in bank ownerahip of insti-

tutions in the other financial sectors. As a result, most of the major Canadian secu-
rities firms are now owned bv banks. AdditionaJly, banks were permitted to offer

more services "in-house," and to set up networking arrangements through which
their branches sell the products of institutions in other sectors of the financial in-

dustry.
In 1992, Japan approved the "Financial System Reform Act," amending Japan's

Securities and Exchange Law, and effectively removing the barriers between invest-
ment and commercial banking. By law since 1993, banks and securities companies
have been allowed to enter each other's businesses through subsidiaries, altnough
the establishment of securities subsidiaries by Japan's City Banks was delaved until
July 1994. Additionally, the Ministry of Finance has elected to restrict the range
of powers permissible for new subsidiaries of banks and securities firms. Thus, new
trust banlang subsidiaries are not permitted to manage pension funds and new se-

curities subsidiaries of banks are only permitted to underwrite corporate bonds. In
any event, Japan has had a moratorium on new equity offerings, with the exception
of initial public offerings, since 1990.
As a result of these legislative changes in other countries, the United States

stands alone among the 25 nations comprising the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) in continuing to impose domestic legal restric-

tions on affiliations between commercial banks and securities firms. Efforts to quan-
tify the effect of these restrictions on the international competitiveness of U.S.
banks are hampered by cross-border differences in accounting practices, tax laws,
and other regulations governing financial institutions. Moreover, the data may be
misleading due to currency fluctuations. Therefore, while we hesitate to provide any
statistics regarding international competitiveness, some anecdotal evidence may be
instructive.

Among the advantages of universal banking often cited are the cost savings de-
rived from the ability to cross-sell a wider range of products and to offer highly-com-
petitive products at a lower cost by subsidizing them with higher margins on less-

competitive products. Universal banks may have a significant competitive advantage
in customer loyalty through their ability to provide customers with all their finan-
cial services needs. Finally, universal banks have greater opportunities to spread
risk and to smooth out income fluctuations in different areas of^their business.
Not surprisingly, universal banks tend to be large and profitable institutions. The

degree to which tJiey dominate domestic market share varies according to the num-
ber, powers, and other structural characteristics of countries with universal banks.
In Germany, for example, the four largest universal banks controlled less than 10
percent of total domestic bank assets in 1991; during the same year, the four largest
Swiss banks controlled nearly 50 percent of domestic bank assets. "These differences
may be attributed to differences in their respective domestic markets: German
banks directly compete with approximately 200 regional banks, over 700 govern-
ment-owned savings banks, ana nearly 3,000 cooperative banks, many of which are
also universal banks; in Switzerland, which has only about 600 institutions, most
of the regional banks are small savings banks that specialize in mortgage lending.
There are several disadvantages inherent to universal banking as well. The one

most often cited is the obvious potential for conflicts of interest among different
areas of business. Another disadvantage is that capital markets are not as devel-
oped in countries with universal banking. It should be noted here that universal
banks t)rpically are permitted to own fairly sizeable equity positions in nonfinancial
firms.

Banking and commerce links also exist in Japan, where banks are permitted to
own equity investments in up to five percent in any one company. Studies compar-
ing the German-style universal banking system and Japan's "keiretsu" form of in-

dustrial organization with the segmented U.S. banking system have concluded that
the former may provide several important economic benefits. While these banking
and commerce links no doubt have contributed to the industrial growth in these
countries in the postwar era, they do raise serious concerns over concentration of
power.

In Japan, these concerns are addressed through limitations on equity investments
and the absence of bank personnel in the day-to-day management of nonfinancial
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firms. In contrast to Japan, where banks typically interfere only in cases of cor-

porate distress, Germany not only permits banks to own shares, but also to serve
on the supervisory boards of corporations and to exercise proxy rights over large
blocks of shares through bank-managed portfolios. Other countries with universal
banking have tended to curb bank control over industrial firms in recent years. Pro-
posals to do so in Germany recently have been introduced as a result of the near-
failure of several of Germany's nonfinancial firms.

These highly publicized cases were more of an embarrassment to Germany's
major banks than a threat to their safety and soundness. These banks have been
able to withstand losses due to their sheer size and strength, and to the very con-
servative accounting practices that allow equities to be carried at historical cost and
allow banks to transfer portions of income to hidden reserves.

In fact, there are no cases in recent memory of a major bank failing in another
country due to its securities activities or affiliations with commercial firms. The ma-
jority of banking problems in industrialized countries have been the result of tradi-

tional banking activities. For example, losses from foreign-exchange trading have
caused isolated cases of bank failures, while real estate lending in '^oom" years led

to system-wide banking crises in the United Kingdom, most of the Scandinavian
countries and Japan, in addition to the well-known problems encountered by U.S.
banks and savings and loan institutions.

If other problems have occurred, and no doubt there have been some, they have
been dealt with quietly and effectively, without recourse to deposit insurance funds.

This is largely due to the differences in the supervisory structure of countries that
permit such affiliations, and to differences in failure-resolution methods and the role

of deposit insurance. For example, while deposit insurance coverage is roughly com-
parable between the United States and Japan, the private sector plays a larger role

in the operation of deposit insurance in many other countries. Consequently, the di-

rect link to the government's "full faith and credit" is less explicit than in the Unit-
ed States. Major banks in other countries also are called upon more oft;en to help
in "bailouts" of other banks, voluntarily or otherwise, due to a traditionally close re-

lationship with the central bank and more highly concentrated banking systems.
Given the greater potential for conflicts of interest between insured and uninsured

functions, the governmental nature of deposit insurance in the United States, and
the more dynamic and diverse financial marketplace in the United States, the uni-

versal banking model does not seem to be as suited to the current U.S. environment
as other Models with which the United States has experience.

ATTACHMENT C

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Information concerning the principal abuses that arose during the 1920s and
early 1930s in connection with the investment banking activities of commercial
bank affiliates is largely limited to the extensive Senate investigation into stock ex-

change practices, which included the highly publicized Pecora hearings. A substan-
tial portion of these hearings, which were held in 1933 and 1934, dealt with the ac-

tivities of the securities affiliates of the country's two largest commercial banks. Na-
tional City Bank and Chase National Bank.
The Glass-Steagall Act, which to a certain extent was the result of these hearings,

was enacted primarily for three reasons. First, Congress believed the Act would help
to protect and maintain the financial stability of the commercial banking system,
and would strengthen public confidence in commercial banks. Second, Congress
wanted to eliminate the potential for conflicts of interest that could result from the
performance of both commercial and investment banking operations. The final Con-
gressional concern was a belief that the securities operations of banks tended to ex-

aggerate financial and business fluctuations and undermine the economic stability

of the country by channeling bank deposits into "speculative" securities activities.

The actual and potential abuses that were revealed during the Senate investiga-
tion can be categorized as follows: first, abuses that were common to the entire in-

vestment banking industry; second, abuses that may be attributed to the use of af-

filiates for the personal profit of bank officers and directors; and third, abuses relat-

ed to conflicts of interest that resulted from the mixing of commercial and invest-

ment banking functions. The primary tjrpes of abuses relevant to each of these cat-

egories are discussed below. Analyses of the appropriate remedies for these abuses
are presented, together with comments directed toward examining the degree to

which the Glass-Steagall Act was an effective or desirable solution.
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Abuses Common to the Investment Banking Business

The principal types of abuses common to the investment banking business diuing

the 1920s and early 1930s included:

• underwriting and distributing unsound and speculative securities

• conveying untruthful or misleading information in the prospectuses accompanying
new issues

• manipulating the market for certain stocks and bonds while they were being is-

sued.

Examples of the first two types of abuses can be found by examining National

City Company's involvement in tiie financial operations of the Republic of Peru.

Throughout the 1920s National City Company received reports that Peru was politi-

cally unstable, had a bad debt record, sviffered from a depleted Treasury and was,

in short, an extremely poor credit risk. In 1927 and 1928, National City Company
participated, nevertheless, in the underwriting of bond issues by the government of

Peru. The prospectuses that were distributed made no mention of Peru's political

and economic difficulties. As a result, the public purchased $90 million of the bonds,

which went into default in 1931 and sold for less than five percent of their face

value in 1933.
While the National City case may be one of the more flagrant examples of these

types of abuses, it was generally acknowledged that the extremely competitive bank-

ing environment of the 1920s led bankers to encourage overborrowing, particularly

by governments and political subdivisions in Europe and South America. Question-

able practices were employed to induce the public to purchase the security issues

that resulted from the promotional efforts of bank affiliates. In addition to falsifying

or withholding pertinent information, National City Company and Chase Securities

Corporation attempted, on occasion, to prop up the price of securities while the secu-

rities were being sold.

A large portion of the abuses uncovered during the Pecora hearings were common
to the entire investment banking industry. Because these problems were not directly

related to the relationship between banks and their affiliates, the Glass-Steagall Act
was not the proper remedy for these kinds of abuses. There are several reasons why
the problems just described are of less concern today. First, the Securities Act of

1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 hold individuals involved in the issu-

ance of securities responsible for any misstatement of facts or failure to reveal perti-

nent information concerning the financial condition of governments and corporations

issuing securities. Second, it is now the duty of the SEC to prevent any manipula-
tion of the market while a security is being issued. Additionally, these safeguards

may help deter banks from underwriting unsound and speculative securities.

Self-Dealing by Bank Officers and Directors

Bank affiliates not only attempted to manipulate the stock and bond prices of

other business and governmental entities, they also attempted to manipulate the

stock prices of their parent banks. The procedure generally employed was for the

affiliate to organize investment pools that traded in the stock of the parent bank.

While the pools were financed primarily by the affiliates, they were generally open
to selected individuals, including bank officers and directors. Bank officials claimed
that the purposes of such trading accounts were to steady the market in order to

maintain public confidence in the bank and to encourage increased distribution of

the bank's stock. However, there were other motivations for such activity.

First, it is likely that many of the participants expected to benefit from their in-

side information and gain large profits from their trading activity. In practice, how-
ever, these expectations were not always realized. Chase's affiliates earned only

$159,000 in profit on trades in Chase National Bank stock totaling $900 million. Na-
tionsd City Company sustained $10 million in losses from dealing in the stock of its

parent bank.
A second reason may have been that by advancing the stock's price it became

more attractive to the stockholders of other banks that were acquired on an ex-

change-of-stock basis. Chase National and National City Bank each acquired several

other banks during the period when their affiliates were trading in their stock.

In addition to the profits obtained by trading in their own bank's stock, bank offi-

cers and directors often received compensation fi"om affiliates far in excess of that

paid to them by their banks. For example, instead of permitting the stock of affili-

ates to be owned by bank stockholders, the stock was often wholly owned by officers

and directors of the bank. This "ownership" may have been illegal and was clearly

improper. Because the profit opportunities of the affiliates were a direct result of

their association with tibeir parent banks, any profits they derived rightfully be-

longed to the bank's stockholders.

92-968 0-95-3
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The types of abuses just described sparked public outrage against commercial
banks and their investment banking affiliates. However, the Glass-Steagall Act was
not the proper remedy for such seli-dealing and insider abuse. Trading accounts in

the stock of parent banks by affiliates and the participation in such trading by bank
officials could have been prevented by making it illegal for affiliates to aeal in or

own the stock of parent banks. The establishment of management funds is a prob-
lem mainly of concern to stockholders. With adequate disclosure of the salaries and
bonuses distributed through such funds, stockholders can determine whether they
are excessive. Affiliates owned entirely by bank officers and directors instead of by
bank stockholders also could have been prohibited.

Abuses Arising From the Mixture of Commercial and Investment Banking

There were a number of abuses that occurred from the mixing of commercial and
investment banking functions. Most of these relate to conflict-of-interest concerns,

and while they have implications for bank safety and soundness, there is no evi-

dence that a large number of bank failures were due to interactions between banks
and their affiliates. The types of abuses revealed during Senate testimony in 1933-

34 included:

• Using the affiliate as a dumping ground for bad bank loans. In an examnle high-
lighted during the Pecora nearings, National City Bank transferred to National
City Company $25 million worth of loans to Cuban sugar producers after the
price of sugar collapsed and the borrowers were unable to repay the loans.

• Using the bank or its trust department as a receptacle for securities the affiliate

comd not sell. While examples where Chase National Bank bailed out its affili-

ates were revealed during the Senate investigation, it appears that trust depart-
ments generally were not used for such a purpose.

• Lending to finance the purchase of securities underwritten by the affiliate. This
could have been anotner means whereby the affiliate's problems were trans-

ferred to the bank. That is, if the affiliate found it difficult to sell a particular

issue, the bank may have chosen to offer loans to prospective purchasers under
conditions disadvantageous to bank stockholders.

• Excessive lending to affiliates to finance underwritings. This practice may have
led to an inadequate level of bank asset diversification, the significance oi which
would have depended upon the quality of the underwritings.

• There was a tendency for banks to invest too much in long-term securities. This
practice caused liquidity problems that contributed to a number of bank failures

during the late 1920s.
• Lowering the quality of bank assets by purchasing part of a poorly performing se-

curity after it had been issued. The reason for such action woula have been that
the bank was concerned with its image if a security its affiliate had under-
written or distributed began to lose value.

• Lending to a corporation that would otherwise have defaulted on an issue under-
written by the bank's securities affiliate. Again, this would have occurred if a
bank was concerned that its image would be severely tarnished in the event a
corporation defaulted on an issue the bank's affiliate had underwritten or dis-

tributed.

The first five problems outlined above could have been controlled with fairly sim-
ple legislative remedies. For example, to prevent the use of a bank or its affiliate

as the dumping ground for the otner's bad assets, federal authorities could have
been given, and now have, authority to conduct simultaneous examinations on a
Eeriomc basis. Lending to finance the purchase of securities underwritten by a
ank's affiliate could have been prohibited. The concern that banks may lend exces-

sive amounts to their affiliates could be handled by prohibiting such lending, by re-

quiring that it be collateralized, or by simply placing a limit, perhaps as a percent-
age of bank capital, on the amount a bank may invest in any one and in all of its

aftiliates. However, the underlying concern in this case is that banks, by investing
heavily in their affiliates, would not have a sufficiently diversified asset base. This
concern can also be directly addressed by limiting overall investments in related
markets or product lines. Similarly, the tendency for banks to invest too much in

long-term securities could be controlled by prohibiting or limiting the number or
amount of securities a bank could purchase from operating securities affiliates.

The potential for "tie-ins" also snould be of concern. While it appears that invest-
ment banks can, and on occasion do, threaten to withhold certain services unless
an entire "package" is purchased, the power of such a threat takes on a somewhat
greater significance when it is a line of credit that might be witibdrawn if an issuer
does not choose a particular bank or bank affiliate as its underwriter. As with the
previous two concerns it does not appear that examples of abuse were uncovered
during the Pecora hearings.
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The tjrpes of potential tie-ins that should be of concern to public policymakers are

due either to self-dealing or to inadequate levels of competition. In neither case is

a continued separation of commercial and investment banking an appropriate way
to address efTectively the problem. An example of the former is if a bank officii

tried to induce potential customers into purchasing a service (presumably, but not

necessarily, at a relatively high price), in which the official had a personal interest,

by tying-in and underpricing at the expense of the bank's or its afOliate's stockhold-

ers a second service in which the official's personal stake was less direct. Self-deal-

ing of this kind can largely be prevented by other means.
In the absence of self-dealing at the expense of the benefactors of the proceeds

of one of the tied-in services, the only way the tie-in threat can be effective is if

the customer has no viable alternative. In competitive markets, customers would
simply purchase the services elsewhere at more reasonable rates. This type of tie-

in, to the extent it can occur, represents only one facet of a broader antitrust con-

cern which is most appropriately dealt with through policies designed to foster

greater competition. Since most banking markets are reasonably competitive, it is

highly unlikely that investment bankers, as a group, will be at an urifair competi-

tive advantage due to such tie-ins. Moreover, since nondepository institutions are

becoming more involved in the extension of credit, it is difficult to argue that com-
mercial banks should not be permitted to underwrite corporate securities on the

grounds that such tie-ins are possible.

Conclusion

By the 1930s, the general view in Congress was that the mixing of commercial
and investment banking posed a threat to the safety and soundness of the banking
system, created numerous conflict-of-interest situations and led to economic instabil-

ity due to the channeling of bank deposits into "speculative" securities activities. To
alleviate those concerns, the Glass-Steagall Act was enacted.

From the evidence gathered during the Senate investigation into stock exchange
practices it appears that, to the extent the concerns of Congress were valid, they
could have been handled through less disruptive legislative means. There is little

evidence that the investment banking activities of commercial bank affiliates were
a major factor in causing bank failures. Where investments in securities under-
written by affiliates contributed to an institution's failure, it was generally because
the bank was illiquid due to an overinvestment in long-term assets. Affiliate losses

were generally due to speculative activities unrelated to investment banking.
Most of the abuses that arose during the 1920s in connection with the operation

of security affiliates by commercial banks appear to have been conflict of interest

concerns rather than factors threatening the safety and soundness of commercial
banks. However, it appears that most of these problems could have been remedied
without having to resort to a forced separation of commercial and investment bank-
ing. Certmn abuses which arise from mixing commercial and investment banking
cannot entirely be controlled; but, they do not appear to have been so significant

as to have warranted legislation separating commercial and investment banking. Fi-

nally, the provision of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act that authorized the Federal
Reserve Board to regulate the extension of credit for the purchase of securities effec-

tively achieved the third objective of the Glass-Steagall Act, which was to control

the speculative uses of bank assets in the securities markets.
In conclusion, bank affiliates were not regulated, examined, or in any way re-

stricted in the activities they could participate in until the 1930^. As a result,

abuses occurred. A certain degree of supervision and regulation and some restric-

tions on bank affiliate powers would have gone a long way towards eliminating the
types of abuses that occurred during this period.

ATTACHMENT D

CURRENT SAFEGUARDS

Section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act restricts transactions between member
banks and their affiliates, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Act extends the cov-

erage of 23A to nonmember insured banks. Section 23A attempts to prevent the
misuse of insured institutions by placing quantitative limitations on "covered trans-

actions" between a bank and its affiliate, establishing collateral requirements for

certain transactions, requiring that all transactions be on terms and conditions that
are consistent with safe and sound banking, and prohibiting a bank from purchasing
low-quality assets of an affiliate. "Covered transactions" include loans to an affiliate,

purchases of securities issued by an affiliate, acceptance of securities issued by an
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affiliate as coUaterfid, and the issuance of a guarantee, acceptance or letter of credit

on behalf of an affiliate.

Section 23B of the Federal Reserve Act places additional limitations on federally

insured banks and their affiliates, by providing that a bank may engage in certain

transactions with its affiliates only on an "arm's length" basis. In addition to the
"covered transactions" of Section 23A, Section 23B applies to the sale of securities

or other assets to an affiliate, to service contracts between the bank and its affiliate,

and to transactions with a tiiird party where the affiliate has a financial interest

in the third party.

The Federal Reserve Board has established prudential limitations on the activities

of the "Section 20 companies" of bank holding companies (BHCs) that underwrite
and deal in debt and equity securities to a limited extent. Among other things, in

determining capital compliance, BHCs must deduct fi-om consolidated primary cap-
ital any investment in an underwriting subsidiary, or any extension of credit that
does not meet certain collateral requirements. BHCs and their subsidiaries are pro-

hibited from: entering into any financial arrangement that might be viewed as en-
hancing the marketability of a bank-ineligible security issued oy the underwriting
subsidiary; extending credit to a customer to purchase a bank-ineligible security is-

sued by the securities affiliate during or shortly after the underwriting period; or
purchasing ineligible securities from a securities affiliate during or shortly after the
underwriting period. Officer, director or employee interlocks between a BHCs un-
derwriting subsidiary and any bank or thrift subsidiary are prohibited. An under-
writing subsidiarv must provide adequate disclosures that its products are not fed-

erally insured. There are limitations on the ability of affiliated banks or thrifts to

provide investment advice regarding the purchase of securities underwritten or

dealt in by the securities affiliate. Bank or thrift subsidiaries are prohibited from
extending credit to a securities affiliate except in certain limited instances, or from
purchasing or selling certain financial assets to or from a securities affiliate.

On December 28, 1984, the FDIC implemented its regulation on securities activi-

ties of subsidiaries of insured nonmember banks and bank transactions with affili-

ated securities companies (12 CFR §337.4). At that time, the FDIC determined that
it is not unlawful under the Glass-Steagall Act for an insured nonmember bank to

establish or acquire a bona fide subsidiary that engages in securities activities nor
for an insured nonmember bank to become affiliated with a company engaged in se-

curities activities if authorized under state law. At the same time, the FDIC found
that some risk may be associated with those activities. In order to address that risk,

the FDIC regulation (1) defines bona fide subsidiary, (2) requires notice of intent

to acquire or establish a securities subsidiary, (3) limits the permissible securities

activities of insured nonmember bank subsidiaries, and (4) places certain other re-

strictions on loans, extensions of credit and other transactions between insured
nonmember banks and their subsidiaries or affiliates that engage in securities ac-

tivities.

In our regulation, the term "bona fide" subsidiary means a subsidiary of an in-

sured nonmember bank that at a minimum: (1) is adequately capitalized, (2) is

physically separate and distinct in its operations from the operations of the bank,
(3) maintains separate accounting and other corporate records, (4) observes separate
corporate formsilities such as separate board of directors meetings, (5) maintains
separate employees who are compensated by the subsidiary, (6) shares no common
officers with the bank, (7) a majority of the board of directors is composed of persons
who are neither directors nor officers of the bank, and (8) conducts business pursu-
ant to independent policies and procedures designed to inform customers and pro-

spective customers of the subsidiary that the subsidiary is a separate organization
from the bank and that investments recommended, offered or sold by the subsidiary
are not bank deposits, are not insured by the FDIC, and are not guaranteed by the
bank nor are otherwise obligations of the bank.
This definition is imposed to ensure the separateness of the subsidiary and the

bank. This separation is necessary as the bank would be prohibited by the Glass-
Steagall Act from engaging in many activities the subsidiary might undertake. Also,

the separation safeguards the soundness of the peirent bank.
The regulation provides that the insured nonmember bank must give the FDIC

written notice of intent to establish or acquire a subsidiary that engages in any se-

curities activity at least 60 days prior to consummating the acquisition or com-
mencement of the operation of the subsidiary. These notices serve as a supervisory
mechanism to apprise the FDIC of which insured nonmember banks are conducting
securities activities through their subsidiaries that pose potential risks to which the
bank otherwise would not be exposed.

Activities of the subsidiary are limited in that it may not engage in the underwrit-
ing of securities that would othenvise be prohibited to the bank itself under the
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Glass-Steagall Act unless the subsidiary meets the bona fide definition and the ac-

tivities are limited to underwriting of investment quality securities.

A subsidiary may engage in underwriting other than that listed above if it meets
the definition of bona fide and the following conditions are met: (a) The subsidiary

is a member in good standing of the National Association of Securities Dealers

(NASD); (b) The subsidiary has been in continuous operation for a five-year period

preceding the notice to the FDIC; (c) No director, officer, general partner, employee
or 10 percent shareholder has been convicted within five years of any felony or mis-

demeanor in connection with the purchase or sale of any security; (d) Neither the

subsidiary nor any of its directors, officers, general partners, employees, or 10 per-

cent shareholders is subject to any state or federal administrative order or court

order, judgment or decree arising out of the conduct of the securities business; (e)

None of the subsidiary's directors, officers, general partners, employees or 10 per-

cent shareholders are subject to an order entered within five years issued by the

Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to certain provisions of the Securi-

ties Exchange Act of 1934 or the Investment Advisors Act of 1940; and (f) All offi-

cers of the subsidiary who have supervisory responsibility for underwriting activities

have at least five years experience in similar activities at NASD member securities

firms.

A bona fide subsidiary must be adequately capitalized, and therefore, they must
meet the capital standards of the NASD and SEC. As a protection to the insurance

fund, a bank's investment in these subsidiaries engaged in securities activities that

would be prohibited to the bank under the Glass-Steagall Act is not counted toward
the bank's capital, that is, the investment in the subsidiary is deducted before com-
pliance with capital requirements is measured.
An insured nonmember bank which has a subsidiary or affiliate that engages in

the sale, distribution, or underwriting of stocks, bonds, debentures or notes, or other

securities, or acts as an investment advisor to any investment company may not en-

gage in any of tiie following transactions: (1) Purchase in its discretion as fiduciary

any security currently distributed, underwritten or issued by the subsidiary unless

the purchase is authorized by a trust instrument or is permissible under applicable

law; (2) Transact business through the trust department with the securities firm un-

less the transactions are at least comparable to transactions with an unaffiliated

company; (3) Extend credit or make any loan directly or indirectly to any company
whose obligations are underwritten or distributed by the securities firm unless the

securities are of investment quality; (4) Extend credit or make any loan directly or

indirectly to any investment company whose shares are underwritten or distributed

by the securities company; (5) Extend credit or make any loan where the purpose
of the loan is to acquire securities underwritten or distributed by the securities com-
pany; (6) Make any loans or extensions of credit to a subsidiary or affiliate of the

bank that distributes or underwrites securities or advises an investment company
in excess of the limits and restrictions set by section 23A of the Federal Reserve
Act; (7) Make any loan or extension of credit to any investment company for which
the securities company acts as an investment advisor in excess of the limits and re-

strictions set by section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act; and, (8) Directly or indi-

rectly condition any loan or extension of credit to any company on the requirement
that the company contract with the banks securities company to underwrite or dis-

tribute the company's securities or condition a loan to a person on the requirement
that the person purchase any security underwritten or distributed by the bank's se-

curities company.
An insured nonmember bank is prohibited by regulation fi"om becoming affiliated

with any company that directly engages in the sale, distribution, or underwriting
of stocks, bonds, debentures, notes or other securities unless: (1) The securities busi-

ness of the affiliate is physically separate and distinct from the operation of the

bank; (2) the bank and the affiliate share no common officers; (3) a majority of the

board of directors of the bank is composed of persons who £u-e neither directors or

officers of the affiliate; (4) any employee of the affiliate who is also an employee of

the bank does not conduct any securities activities of the affiliate on the premises
of the bank that involve customer contact; and (5) the affiliate conducts business
pursuant to independent policies and procedures designed to inform customers and
prospective customers of the affiliate that the affiliate is a separate organization

from the bank and that investments recommended, offered or sold by the affiliate

are not bank deposits, are not insured by the FDIC, and are not guaranteed by the

bank nor are otherwise obligations of the bank. The FDIC has chosen not to require

notices relative to afSliates because we would normally find out about the affiliation

in a deposit insurance application or a change of bank control notice.

The FDIC has created an atmosphere in which bank affiliation with entities en-

gaged in securities activities is very controlled. Although we have examination au-
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thority over bank subsidiaries and under Section 10(b) of the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Act we have the authority to conduct examinations of af&Uates to determine
the effect of that relationship on the insured institution, we have in practice allowed
these entities to be functionally regulated, that is FDIC examination of the insured
bank and SEC and NASD oversight of the securities subsidiary or affiliate.

The FDIC feels that its established separations for banks and securities firms has
created an environment in which the FDIC's responsibility to protect the insurance
fund has been met without creating duplicative regulation for the securities firms.

However, our experience indicates that tnese separations may not be perfect. Insider
maneuvering may be able to evade the intent of the firewalls, securities firms affili-

ated with nonbank bank holding companies may fall outside the regulatory coverage
of Part 337.4, and if systemic problems were to develop in the securities industry,

the difficulties may overwhelm the protection in place.

Therefore, the FDIC believes that functional regulation should not be designed in

a fashion that would preclude the FDIC from examining securities subsidiaries and
affiliates for matters which are unsafe and unsound. This would include reviewing
insider involvement in the securities firms, monitoring financial transactions be-

tween the insured institution and the securities firm, reviewing securities firms
records to assure that the restrictions contained in Part 337.4 are being adhered to,

and regularly reviewing financial statements of the securities firms.

The FDIC is also maintaining an open dialogue with the NASD and the SEC con-

cerning matters of mutual interest. To that end, we have entered into an agreement
in principle with the NASD concerning examination of securities companies affili-

ated with insured institutions and have begun a dialogue with the SEC concerning
the exchange of information which may be pertinent to the mission of the FDIC.
The nvunber of banks which have subsidiaries engaged in activities that could not

be conducted in the bank itself is very small. The activities these subsidiaries are
engaged in are underwriting of debt and equity securities and distribution and man-
agement of mutual funds. We have received notices from 444 banks that have sub-
sidiaries which are engaged in activities that do not require the subsidiary to meet
the definition of bona fide such as investment advisory activities, sale of securities

and management of the bank's securities portfolio.

Since implementation of the FDIC's regulation, the relationships between banks
and securities firms have not been a matter of supervisory concern. We believe in

great part that this can be attributed to the protections we have in place. However,
we are aware that in a time of financial turmoil that these protections may not be
adequate and a program of direct examination may be necessary to protect the in-

surance fund and continuation of our examination authority in that area is impor-
tant.

ATTACHMENT E

PROHIBITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS ON SECURITIES ACTIVITIES IMPOSED BY SECTION 20

OF THE GLASS-STEAGALL ACT AND BY THE BANK HOLDING COMPANY ACT

Section 20 of the Glass-Steagall Act ("Section 20") (12 U.S.C. §377) prohibits
banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System ("member banks") from
affiliating with organizations that are "engaged principally" in underwriting, distrib-

uting or selling securities. Section 20 states, in relevant part, that: "no member
bank shall be affiliated in any manner . . . with any corporation, association, business
trust, or other similar organization engaged principally in the issue, flotation, un-
derwriting, public sale ... of stocks, bonds, debentures, notes, or other securities . .

."

12 U.S.C. §377. The statute defines an "affiliate" to include any corporation, busi-
ness trust, association or other similar organization

—

(1) Of which a member bank, directly or indirectly, owns or controls either a ma-
jority of the voting shares or more than 50 percent of the number of shares voted
for the election of directors, trustees, or other persons exercising similar functions . .

.

(2) Of which control is held, directly or indirectly, through stock ownership ... by
the shareholders of the member bank who own or control either a majority of the
shares of such bank or more than 50 percent of the number of shares voted for the
election of directors of such bank . .

.

(3) Of which a majority of directors, trustees, or other persons exercising similar
functions are directors of anv one member bank; or

(4) Which owns or controls, directly or indLirectly, either a majority of the shares
of capital stock of a member bank or more that 50 percent of the number of shares
voted for the election of directors of a member bank. ... 12 U.S.C. §22 la.

In contrast to Section 16 of the Glass-Steagall Act, which imposes an absolute ban
on bank securities underwriting activities, Section 20 prohibits affiliations between
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banks and entities that are "engaged principally" in securities underwriting activi-

ties. Therefore, affiliations are permitted as long as the nonbank institution is not

engaged "principally in the securities activities restricted by Section 20. Section 20
itselC however, does not define the term "principally engaged." The legislative his-

tory of Section 20 also fails to define or explain the precise meaning of the term. ^

To date, the United States Supreme Court nas not ruled on the auestion and very
few lower federal courts have addressed it.^ Thus, the meaning of the term "engaged
principally' is not firmly resolved. Based on court decisions on other related provi-

sions of the Glass-Steagall Act, and absent further clarification by the United States

Supreme Court, the term "engaged principalljr" is not confined to the majority of a

firm's business. Instead, any bank affiliate engaged in securities underwriting as a
"substantial activity" would be in violation of Section 20. ^ A determination of what
level of activity is "substantial," however, is still required.

The Federal Reserve has approved numerous applications allowing so-called "Sec-

tion 20 subsidiaries" to underwrite and deal in securities (that are not exempt from
the Glass-Steagall restrictions (i.e., "ineligible securities")) on the grounds tnat the

subsidiaries are not "engaged principally' in such activities, and thus their affili-

ation with member banks is not proscribed by Section 20."* In a precedential order

issued in 1987 ("1987 Order") the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
imposed a "five-to-ten-percent" standard to differentiate permissible from impermis-
sible levels of securities underwriting activities. The Board explained its rationale,

in part, as follows:

[T]he Board believes it is bound bv the statutory language of section 20 [of

the Glass-Steagall Act] to conclude that a member bank affiliate may un-
derwrite and (Teal in the ineligible securities proposed in the application,

provided that this line of business does not constitute a principal or sub-

stantial activity for the affiliate. The Board reaffirms its conclusion . . . that

Congress intended that the 'engaged principally' standard permit a level of

otherwise impermissible underwriting activity in an affiliate that would not

be quantitatively so substantial as to present a danger to affiliated

banks . .

.

With respect to the appropriate quantitative level of ineligible activity per-

mitted under section 20, tiie Board concludes that a member bank affiliate

would not be substantially engaged in underwriting or dealing in ineligible

securities if its gross revenue from that activity does not exceed a range of

between five to ten percent of its total gross revenues . .
." Citicorp, J.P.

Morgan & Co., Inc., and Bankers Trust New York Corp. , 73 Fed. Res. Bull.

473, 475 (1987).6

With specified exceptions, the Bank Holding Company Act^ ("BHC Act") prohibits

a Bank Holding Company ("BHC") from acquiring direct or indirect ownership or

control of any voting snares of any company that is not a bank (12 U.S.C. § 1843(a)).

Under Section 4(c)(8) of the BHC Act (Id. at 1843(c)(8)) that prohibition does not

apply to a BHC's acquisition of "shares of any company the activities of which the

[Federal Reserve] Board . . . has determined (by order or regulation) to be so closely

iSee Banking Law, Vol. 5, §96.02[3] (Matthew Bender, 1994).

2/n Board of Governors v. Agnew, 329 U.S. 441 (1947), the United States Supreme court de-

fined the term "primarily" to mean "substantial." This was in the context of section 32 of the
Glass-Steagall Act, however, and not Section 20. (Section 32 restricts officer, director and em-
ployee overlap between member banks and entities "primarily engaged" in securities underwrit-
ing.)

^CF. Board of Governors v. Agnew, supra.
'The Federal Reserve has approved the establishment of over thirty "Section 20 subsidiaries."

59 Fed. Reg. 35,517 (1994).
^ The Federal Reserve Board's standard was sustained by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals

in Sec. Ind. Ass'n v. Board of Governors, 839 F.2d 47, 68 (2d Cir. 1988), cert, denied, 486 U.S.

1059(1988).
In July 1994, the Federal Reserve requested comments >n proposed alternatives to the current

"gross revenue" and "indexed gross revenue" tests. 59 Fed Reg. 35,516 (1994).

^The BHC Act requires approval by the Federal Reserve for the formation of a BHC. 12

U.S.C. §1841 et sea. A BHC is any "company" that has "control" over any "bank" or over any
company tiiat is or becomes a BHC. The BHC Act defines a "company," in part, as a corporation,

partnership, business trust, association, or similar organization. la. at 1841 (b). A "bank" in-

cludes an insured bank" under the Federal Deposit Insurance Act that: (1) accepts demand de-

posits or deposits that the depwsitor may withdraw by check or similar means for payment to

third parties, and (2) is engaged in the business of making commercial loans. Id. at 1841(c).

Under the BHC Act a company "controls" a bank if: (1) the company directly or indirectly

owns, controls, or has the power to vote at least 25 percent of any class of the bank's voting

securities; (2) the company ccatrols the election of a majority of the bank's board of directors

or trustees; or (3) the Federal Reserve determines after the opportunity for hearing that the
company exercises a controlling influence over the bank's management or policies. Id. at 1841(a).
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related to banking or managing or controlling banks as to be a proper incident

thereto ..."'' In the 1987 Order the Federal Reserve concluded that underwritir^ and
dealing in "ineligible securities" is "closely related" and a "proper incident" to bank-
ing under the BHC Act.s

Specifically, the Board of Governors stated that "underwriting and dealing in com-
mercial paper, municipal revenue bonds and 1-4 family mortgage-related securities,

under the limitations discussed in [the 1987] Order, are closely related to banking,
because banks provide services that are so operationally and functionally similar to

the proposed services that banking organizations are particularly well equipped to

provide such services . . . [T]he proposed activities are natural extensions of activities

currently conducted by banks . .
." ^ The Board of Governors also concluded that the

"proposed underwriting and dealing activities" were a "proper incident to banking
[because they] may reasonably be expected to result in substantial public benefits

that outweigh possible adverse effects." ^^

In the orders that the Federal Reserve has issued in connection with the permis-
sible securities underwriting activities of member bank affiliates, the Federal Re-
serve has expressed concerns about the potential for adverse effects that might re-

sult fi-om the proposed activities, such as unsound banking practices, conflicts of in-

terest, unfair competition, undue concentration of resources and loss of public con-

fidence. Because of these concerns, the Federal Reserve has included limitations and
conditions in its "Section 20" orders. There were separate protections in the Federal
Reserve's original order of which the following are the most significant:

• In determining compliance with capital adequacy requirements, the applicant is

required to deduct fi-om its consolidated capital any investment in the under-
writing subsidiary that is treated as capital in the underwriting subsidiary.

• The underwriting subsidiary shall mainteun at all times capital adequate to sup-
port its activity and cover reasonably expected expenses and losses in accord-
ance with industry norms.

• No applicant or subsidiary shall extend credit, issue or enter into a stand-by letter

of credit, asset purchase agreement, indemnity, insurance or other facility that
might be viewed as enhancing the creditworthiness or marketability of an ineli-

gible securities issue underwritten by an affiliated underwriting subsidiary.
• There will be no officer, director or employee interlocks between an underwriting

subsidiary and anv of the BHC's bank or thrift subsidiaries.
• An underwriting subsidiary will provide each of its customers with a special dis-

closure statement describing the difference between the underwriting subsidiary
and its banking affiliates.

• An affiliated bamc may not express an opinion with respect to the advisability of
the purchase of the ineligible securities underwritten or dealt in by an under-
writing subsidiary unless the bank affiliate notifies the customer that its affili-

ated underwriting subsidiary is underwriting or making a market in the secu-
rity.

• No applicant or any of its subsidiaries, other than the underwriting subsidiary,
shall purchase, as principal, ineligible securities that are underwritten by the
underwriting subsidiary during the period of the underwriting and for 60 days
after the close of the underwriting period.

• No lending affiliates of an underwriting subsidiary may disclose to the underwrit-
ing subsidiary any non-public customer information consisting of an evaluation
of the creditworthiness of an issuer or other customer of the underwriting sub-
sidiary (other than as required by securities laws and with the issuer's consent)
and no officers or employees of the underwriting subsidiary may disclose such
information to its affiliates. ^^

Mr. Fields. Thank you, Ms. Heifer.
The Chair will recognize himself for 5 minutes. Chairman Levitt,

you focused in your testimony on what jumped out to me last night
when I was reading your testimony on page 4, you talk about a
SID as not the same as full functional regulation, and then going
down in that paragraph, you say bank SIDs could also present

^ This exception is implemented by the Federal Reserve in Regulation Y of the Federal Re-
serve's regulations. 12 C.F.R. §225.

8 1987 Order, p. 477.
9 1987 Order, p. 487.
10 1987 Order, p. 489.
11 1987 Order, pp. 503-504.
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some practical problems relating to securities examination and en-
forcement efforts.

If I heard vour testimony correctly, you were talking about com-
mingling ana the difficulty of perhaps following a paper trail. My
question to you, is there a way to correct the practical problems for

securities examination and enforcement efforts and then, also, is

there a way in your mind in your interpretation to bring SIDs
under full functional regulation?
Mr. Levitt. Well, let me say at the outset that I think that a SID

is a better arrangement than having all of these activities strictly

in the bank, but it is a less good arrangement in my judgment than
having a separate entity of some sort. The problem is because of
what I regard to be both redundancy and confusion that is created
by the SID concept.

It is almost as if you had two sets of rules with respect to driving
down the highway. For some drivers, the speed limit might be 50
m.p.h.; for others, it would be like a different jurisdiction: it would
be 30 m.p.h. We would have a problem in gaining access to the
kinds of information that might not be in the SID, but might yet
be in the bank. We would have to work very closely with other reg-

ulators, and I think that bank securities activities would be bur-
dened with redundant and more costly regulatory procedures.
My long-winded answer to your question is that this is a very

complex way of creating the sort of functional regulation which I

think is essential to protecting investors' interests.

Mr. Fields. So that I understand what you are testifying to, are
you saying that there is—there is not a way to correct the practical

problems that you foresee in examination and enforcement?
Mr. Levitt. The best way, in my judgment, would be the creation

of a separate entity that would enable us to clearly define the ac-

tivities of that entity, supervise it and regulate it, surveil it com-
pletely from beginning to end. The SID does not provide us with
that.

Mr. Fields. Okay. Chairman Greenspan, let me ask you, because
last night when I was reading your testimony, something else

jumped out that you really didn't testify to today, and that was the
financial globalization of our markets. And my question is a very
broad question: What happens in that particular respect if we don't
pass legislation this year, if we don't modernize our laws?
Mr. Greenspan. Mr. Chairman, that is an extraordinarily impor-

tant question, and I suspect that if we weren't involved in the var-
ied details of this particular piece of legislation, I would have spent
some time on that.

The issue that confronts us is that because of the extraordinary
change in information and communications technology, the finan-
cial system is changing very rapidly, and it is very crucially impor-
tant that we modernize our regulatory system to enable us to have
financial institutions which can function competitively, both domes-
tically and internationally.

In that regard, and the reason why I am supportive of H.R. 1062,
as indeed my colleagues are at the Federal Reserve Board, is we
believe that to the extent that one can do that, this bill does it. I

should emphasize that we have to remember that we are dealing
with a very complex financial system. If we were starting from
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scratch and tried to reconstruct a whole set of regulations which
would focus on the type of financial system we expected to exist in

the 21st century, we would probably do it somewhat differently

than H.R. 1062. But there are significant elements in our financial

system right now which work.
They may not work exactly the way we might have figured they

would best do so if we could start from scratch, but they do work;
and what H.R. 1062 does, in my judgment, is that it alters those
parts of the system which don't work well, which inhibit our ability

to compete in the global system, and which should very quickly be
rescinded if we want to maintain the type of viable system which
I think we are developing.
Mr. Fields. Thank you. Chairman Greenspan. The Chair's time

has expired.

The Chair will now recognize the distinguished ranking member
of the subcommittee, Mr. Markey.
Mr. Markey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I might begin by noting

that, unlike the 1988 and 1991 hearings, no one is mentioning how
we should be more like Japan. No one has mentioned that we don't

have one of the top 25 banks in the world in size, and we don't

hear it from you, Mr. Chairman of the Fed, and we don't hear it

from anyone else here; and there is a good reason why we don't

hear it anymore. Because in yesterday's Wall Street Journal, we
heard that the top 21 banks in Japan now have $600 billion worth
of bad loans on their books and that the government is talking
about a $200 billion bailout of the banks in that country.
So bigger isn't necessarily better, I guess we would assume from

that—this little lesson. I guess I would actually assume it from the
silence in terms of people pointing us towards Japan once again,
because unlike the lessons of the 1980's, which I think we should
learn, we should be more like ourselves and trust ourselves to our
own history and our own lessons and not keep emulating those
around the rest of the world because they may not know as much
as we know.
My great problem here, if I may, is what happens if we have one

of these water cooler situations where the Chinese walls, the fire-

walls, are all kind of taken down, and on one floor in a bank, in

one office actually, you have got one guy who is wearing many hats
at the same time, and not only is he a banker, but he also sells

you derivatives, exotic derivatives, inverse floaters, floortions, cap-
tions, whatever, and it is based upon a very sophisticated algo-

rithm that is based upon a bet on what the Japanese interest rates
or German deutschemark might be a year or 2 from now; and we
assume, just for the sake of the discussion, that the market drops
from 4,500 or 5,000 a thousand points over the next two or three
years—just speculation, not predicting, but it is very possible.

What then happens to the depositors, to the taxpayers, if those
products are part, not of a separate subsidiary being monitored by
the Securities and Exchange Commission and being completely sep-
arate from the bank's activities, but intimately, integrally involved
in the bank's activities? Is the taxpayer liable? Will the taxpayer
have to pick up the tab?
And the only reason I raise this is that we didn't discuss this

question in the early 1980's during that phase of banking deregula-
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tion, and we wound up with $200 billion worth of taxpayer money
having to be ponied up to bail out bankers.
Now, my problem with that is that that is basically the whole

medicare debate. We are talking about cutting $200 billion from
medicare, from the elderly in our country. If we never had that
banking crisis, if we never had the taxpayers having to kick in that

money, we wouldn't be in a situation where we had to talk about
cutting the elderly right now; we would have that $200 billion

back.

I want to discuss this subject in terms of how it impacts on the
risks that are being taken by banks that expose taxpayers, deposi-

tors, to the risk; not the shareholders of the bank, but taxpayers.

So may I ask you then. Chairman Greenspan, what, in fact,

would be the protection against exotic derivatives being traded, not
as part of a separate subsidiary, but as a part of this new banking
entity which you support being authorized by this legislation?

Mr. Greenspan. Congressman, first let me just for the record say
that it was the savings and loans, not the banks, which created the

huge loss which we estimate at a little over $150 billion. The Bank
Insurance Fund was not involved in that. And there are differences

here, and we did run into problems in banks, but they were fortu-

nately resolved.

On the issue of derivatives and other types of instruments, that
is a problem we have today. This is not an issue which fundamen-
tally relates

Mr. Markey. May I say, if I may interrupt, for the technical de-

bate, I guess you can make a distinction between a savings and
loan and a bank, but for the average depositor walking in and put-

ting their life savings in, there is no distinction between a savings
and loan and a bank. While semantically you are correct, for the
purposes of how depositors and taxpayers view depository institu-

tions, there is no distinction.

Mr. Greenspan. I grant you that, and I only made the point be-

cause there is a technical distinction which we ought to be aware
of.

Derivatives and all such similar products which are involved in

the bank are subject to a very significant amount of supervision
and regulation, and what it is that maintains the safety and sound-
ness of an institution is the ability of a supervisor, when it per-

ceives that a particular unsafe or unsound policy is involved, that
the supervisor acts to change that.

If it perceives that there is riskiness in some activities of a bank,
its appropriate response is to ask for increased capital, and that is

the fundamental function of supervision and regulation of banks;
and that would exist under today's statutes or it would exist under
H.R. 1062.

Mr. Markey. If you have exotic derivatives in a separate subsidi-

ary or inside the bank, how would you handle it?

Mr. Greenspan. First of all, the definition of what constitutes

"exotic derivatives" is a fairly vague one, and I would
Mr. Markey. Inverse floater. Where would you put an inverse

floater?
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Mr. Greenspan. It depends on the overall issue of how much
risk is being taken and what the capital of the institution is. I don't

necessarily argue that it should be one place or another, but
Mr. Maiikey. A dangerous inverse floater, would you keep it in

the bank or over—^being dangerous, where would you put a dan-
gerous inverse floater?

Mr. Greenspan. If I concluded it was dangerous, it should be no-

where.
Mr. Markey. So your basic decision is, it will never go over to

the separate affiliate, you will either ban it or it will stay inside

of the—is that your basic conclusion?

Mr. Greenspan. No. If it is perceived of as dangerous, bank reg-

ulators will institute cease and desist orders to eliminate that prac-

tice.

Mr. Markey. Chairman, again, I admire your ability in perfect-

ing the art of evasiveness. It is raised to an art form.

Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time is expired. The chairman of

the full committee, Chairman Bliley of Virginia.

Mr. Bliley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Greenspan, with the unrestricted entry of banks into

the securities business, should the rules be changed so that banks,
like brokerage houses, are required to mark to market their entire

portfolio of securities holding, to require to mark to market?
Mr. Greenspan. Under H.R. 1062, the activity would be taking

place in broker-dealer affiliates regulated by the Securities and Ex-
change Commission, and I would presume, like all such institu-

tions, would be marking their securities portfolios to market.
Mr. Bliley. Do you agree with that. Chairman Levitt?

Mr. Levitt. Yes. I think that mark to the market is a principle

that we embrace. I think that it may take a transition period to

get to that point without creating disruption in the banking indus-
try, but mark to the market is something that I strongly support.

Mr. Bliley. To either of you gentlemen, or both of you, how can
you prevent a situation, if you have the bank operating a securities

business within the bank, in a SID, how do you prevent the situa-

tion that occurred in—with Continental Illinois when you had the
problem of the market dropping and they had a restriction as to

how much money they could loan to their subsidisiry, but they vio-

lated the rule and went ahead and loaned the money anyway.
How do you address that situation or how would you recommend

we address that situation?
Mr. Greenspan. Mr. Chairman, the particular episode you are

referring to is a situation in which, under stress, we have observed
some tendencies on the part of institutions of extending credits to

subsidiaries when, in fact, it was not authorized under regulation
or statute.

That is what I meant, in my prepared remarks, that I thought,
under stress, sometimes firewalls do bend, but it is temporary, and
it is readdressed by the regulators fairly quickly. I am less con-
cerned about that issue than I would have been in earlier years,
before I saw how the adjustment process would take place.

The main issue is that while these firewalls tend sometimes to

bend, they do generally work; and it is the rare instance when
there are egregious activities in which holding companies will
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sometimes move funds from one affiliate to another against regu-
latory requirements.
Mr. Levitt. I guess I am a little bit more cautious about the ef-

fectiveness of any of these devices, of any firewall in times which
I regard to be different, greater uncertainty, a greater velocity of

impact in terms of products that are out there than we have ever
seen before in the Nation's history.

For that reason, I feel that the kind of problem which you have
described, Mr. Chairman, would be best addressed by placing secu-
rities activities in a separate entity rather than intermingled with
other bank activities; and in that way, if a problem did develop, the
Commission, in their oversight activity and whatever enforcement
activity might follow, would not impair the basic soundness of the
bank itself.

It is terribly difficult to anticipate any kind of problem that can
develop in this environment, so that I feel that looking at the past
and assuming that those protections and those firewalls would nec-

essarily protect us in terms of the uncertainties of the future, I

think, represents some
risk.

Ms. Williams. Mr. Chairman, if I could add, in that particular
situation, when the OCC learned about the transfer of funds, the
bank was immediately directed to effect repayment, and this all

took place over a matter of hours. So in that situation, there was
a very speedy resolution of the problem.
Mr. Bliley. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I see my time is expired.

Mr. Fields. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chair will now recognize the distinguished gentleman from

Michigan, the ranking member of the full committee, Mr. Dingell.

Mr. Dingell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I note a situation here
that, as reported by the Banking Committee, H.R. 1062 would now
permit many securities activities to be carried out directly in the
bank, and in SIDs, which are separately identifiable departments
or divisions within the bank. All the bank's capital would therefore
be available to support the activities conducted both directly in the
bank and in the SID broker-dealer sections within the bank; is that
correct?

Mr. Greenspan. That is correct.

Mr. Dingell. Then, as such, the bank would not be insulated
from risk. The Federal safety net, including Federal deposit insur-
ance, would be put at risk if these activities led to significant
losses; is that not so, Mr. Greenspan?
Mr. Greenspan. That is the state of affairs today.
Mr. Dingell. And it would be the state of affairs under H.R.

1062.
Mr. Greenspan. With one exception, and that is the issue of mu-

nicipal revenue bonds, which have been added to the list of securi-

ties which could be traded either within the bank or within the
SID.
Mr. Dingell. So that creates an interesting ambiguity, but, in

point of fact, what would happen then is that if the banks got into

securities in a big way, some, for example, of the kinds of risky in-

struments that were discussed by Mr. Markey, and they got in fi-
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nancial trouble over them, the FDIC might then be compelled to

bail out the bank; isn't that a fact?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, that is precisely the situation we are in

today. Congressman. It is not an issue of

Mr. DiNGELL. I am curious, why are we so

—

Mr. Greenspan, [continuing] H.R. 1062.

Mr. Dingell. I do not quarrel with that. I just do not see how
we come out any better, and I find myself in the curious position

of finding that we are continuing a situation which has obvious
risk.

Let me ask a different question then. As noted in the testimony,

Mr. Levitt, in each of the last three administrations, the SEC has
appeared before this coinmittee and has provided us with argu-
ments in support of adopting a functional approach to the regula-

tion of financial services. There is a title in H.R. 1062 entitled,

Functional Regulation. My question to you is whether, in this case,

the book is to be correctly judged by its cover. Does H.R. 1062 set

forth an intelligent and reasonable scheme for financial regulation,

or does it fall short of what the Commission has traditionally sup-

ported?
Mr. Levitt. Well, I think, clearly, functional regulation is some-

thing that almost everyone who deals with these issues talks

about.
Mr. Dingell. Everybody but the banks wants functional regula-

tion.

Mr. Levitt. Well, I think even the banks talk about them.
Mr. Dingell. And the bank regulators.

Mr. Levitt. Yes, that is probably so.

I think that some steps in the direction of functional regulation
have been taken. I think the creation of the SID is kind of a half-

step in that direction. I do think that the principles of functional

regulation are absolutely essential to the continued flourishing of

our securities industry and the development of the entrepreneurial
efforts that that industry has brought about. Again, I think that
this bill falls short of that again because they have substituted for

a separate entity a SID, which I believe is somewhat redundant
and confusing. A SID is not the kind of functional regulation that
I think is best suited for this.

Mr. Dingell. Now, Ms. Williams, last year. Comptroller Ludwig
gave a speech in which he criticized the concept of functional regu-
lation, and he proposed moving towards entity regulation. Now, is

that a fair statement?
Ms. Williams. Mr. Dingell, I think that there are different

meanings
Mr. Dingell. Just yes or no.

Ms. Williams. There are different meanings to what functional
regulation is in different contexts and
Mr. Dingell. Well, it is fair then to say that your agency does

not favor functional regulation, if I understand what Mr. Ludwig
has had to say on the matter. In other words, he favors entity regu-
lation and not functional regulation. Is that a fair statement?
Ms. Williams. I think a fair statement is that, in some cir-

cumstances, it may make sense to have an entity regulator apply-
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ing uniform rules. The way that the MSRB system works today is

an example of that.

Mr, DiNGELL. I have been kind of looking forward to seeing Mr.
Ludwig before the committee. I am not sure whether you had a
consultation with him on this particular matter to know whether
or not you were in agreement, or whether Mr. Ludwig agrees with
you or whether Mr. Ludwig is for functional regulation or for, as
he says, entity regulation.

Ms. Williams. There are examples of a type of functional regula-
tion where you have uniform rules that apply across the board to

different types of entities, but you have different regulators that
apply them.
Mr. DiNGELL. Yes. So you are saying he doesn't want the same

regulation, which means he doesn't want functional regulation; he
wants entities regulated differently. For example, a broker-dealer
regulated by the SEC, would be regulated one way; your good
friends in the banking industry would be regulated quite dif-

ferently by a quite different entity.

Ms. Williams. No, I don't think he said that.

Mr. DiNGELL. You don't think that is so?

Ms. Williams. I think he raised a question as to whether there
were different approaches to regulation of different types of activi-

ties.

Mr. DiNGELL. I am not quite sure what you said but my time has
expired. I think my interpretation of your comment is correct.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fields. Thank you, Mr. Dingell.

The Chair will now recognize the chairman of the Subcommittee
on Commerce, Trade and Hazardous Material, the gentleman from
Ohio, Mr. Oxley.
Mr. Oxley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Greenspan, on page 4 of your testimony, you say, "and

this is what we are here today to discuss, the need to remove out-

dated separations between commercial and investment banking
and thereby make the next logical step in rationalizing our system
for delivering financial services in a more efficient manner. I might
note that in this regard, the United States is, as it was with geo-
graphical restrictions, behind the rest of the industrial world. Vir-

tually all of the other G-10 nations now permit banking organiza-
tions to affiliate with securities firms and with insurance and other
financial entities."

My question to you is, do we have a model out there? My friend
from Massachusetts obviously would eschew using Japan as a
model, but is there a model out there that could guide us somehow
and indicate that somehow there is something out there that actu-
ally works?
Mr. Greenspan. Mr. Chairman, there are various different mod-

els in the rest of the world. There is the universal bank. There is

a holding company structure. There are variations of that. They all

function in one way or another depending upon the culture of the
society in which they have evolved.
My judgment of the way we ought to evolve is essentially the

holding company structure, largely because it strikes me as more
in line with the type of corporate structure, the t5T)e of laws that
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we have, and the notions of the relationships amongst various enti-

ties in the business system that we have.

I don't think that you can say that, for example, the holding com-
pany structure is inherently superior, for example, to any of the

other various different forms of structures. They all will work
under certain conditions. A universal bank will work under certain

conditions.

It is just that we at the Fed believe that the structure that we
have viewed over the years works for us and we think that that

type of structure would be superior to the other structures in the

world for the United States.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
Chairman Levitt.

Mr. Levitt. Without evaluating a particular structure, I would
say that I don't think the United States takes a back seat to any
system in the world today in terms of how the market functions or

how it is regulated. And I can't help but think that an example,

Eerhaps an extreme example, of a large enterprise that was funded

y its parent bank, is Barings. So I don't think that any inter-

national model should motivate us toward changing the system.

I am not suggesting that there is only one system. I am suggest-

ing that we can improve upon H.R. 1062 by trying to more clearly

define in a separate entity those activities that fall within the

bank's entrance into the securities business.

Mr. OxLEY. Thank you.

Ms. Williams, let me ask you an insurance question. As you
know, the OCC has consistently taken the position that a State

may not require a national bank to obtain a State license to exer-

cise any authorized insurance powers. Doesn't that position essen-

tially repeal McCarran-Ferguson, and if it does not, why doesn't it?

Ms. Williams. What we have tried to do is to address the ques-

tion of State laws that affect the basic powers of national banks to

engage in activities that they are authorized to engage in under the

National Bank Act.

A much more difficult question is how that activity is regulated

under State law. And that is actually a question that goes to the

heart of the McCarran-Ferguson preservation of State law require-

ments and touches on an issue that we are currently wrestling

with.
We have a proposal that we issued earlier this year that specifi-

cally sought comment on the question of the extent to which var-

ious types of State licensing requirements and laws of that type
would apply to operations of national banks. So I don't think that

the positions that we have taken have amounted to something that

is inconsistent with McCarran-Ferguson's preservation of the abil-

ity of States to engage in regulation of insurance as opposed to pre-

vention of an entity from conducting the activity.

Mr. OxLEY. My time has expired.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time has expired.

The gentleman from Tennessee, Mr. Gordon.
Mr. Gordon. Ms. Williams, in your testimony, you mentioned

that there might be some banks that would incur additional regula-

tions, even though they chose not to have additional securities pow-
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ers. Could you be more specific as to what type of bank that would
occur to and under what circumstances?
Ms. Williams. To the extent that banks are engaged in certain

types of securities brokerage activities today or securitization of the
loans that they make, whether they are securitizing one-to-four-

family residential mortgage loans or getting into securitization of

small business loans, there are a variety of types of regulatory re-

quirements that would affect the ability of banks to conduct those
activities, to bring nonbanking products to the attention of their

customers without going through additional steps and setting up
additional internal procedures.
And with respect to the activities of banks today in funding their

operations by engaging in certain types of securitizations of loans
that they make, they may have to shift those activities into a SID.
They may not even be able to continue doing those activities di-

rectly in the bank. And the way that the mechanisms in the bill,

which I think we would all agree are quite complex, seem to work,
there even seem to be limitations on the ability of banks to use se-

curities affiliates to affect securitizations of certain types of loan

assets originated by the bank.
Mr. GrORDON. What recommendations would you have to cure

that problem?
Ms. Williams. The types of activities in which banks today

would be authorized to engage would be where we would start. We
don't see where there is any necessary connection between ex-

panded securities activities in a bank holding company affiliate and
restrictions on the ability of banks and banks' subsidiaries to en-

gage in certain types of business. We are concerned about limiting

and restricting the ability of banks to innovate. We are concerned
about potential future restrictions on their ability to fund types of

business loans. So I think we would start by saying that there is

no need to cut back on what banks would be authorized to do
under the law in existence today.

I think the next thing that we would suggest is that in terms of
how they are regulated and are going about those activities, we
don't by any means quarrel with the concern that there be investor
protections, that banks operate in a safe and sound manner. The
OCC has been very active and aggressive in trying to provide guid-
ance to the industry. We were the first to put out guidelines on the
types of disclosures that we wanted to see banks make in connec-
tion with various types of uninsured product sales. There is an
interagency statement that all the banking agencies participated
in.

So we are not suggesting here that the objective should be any
diminution in protection of customers, but there is a question of
how do you go about implementing that sort of regime? What is the
most efficient way to do it? Are you imposing unnecessary regu-
latory burdens in connection with trying to achieve those objec-

tives?

Mr. Gordon. Mr. Levitt, do you have
Mr. Levitt. Just one point I would make is that it really isn't

very expensive to set up a broker-dealer. We have, I guess, about
8,000 broker-dealers in the United States today, and most broker-
dealers are very small operations. And I think broker-dealer affili-
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ates can work with the banks to get the job done; it is not a cum-
bersome and expensive process.

Mr. Gordon. Thank you. No more questions, unless anyone else

on the panel wants to comment on that subject.

Ms. Helper. I would simply say that looking at these issues,

Congressman Gk)rdon—and thank you very much for your neigh-

borly welcome. Looking at these issues from a safety and sound-

ness perspective and risk to the insurance funds, the FDIC has not

seen the ongoing activities that banks have engaged in for a num-
ber of years in the bank to present significant risk to the funds.

In looking at what structure makes sense going forward, one does

have to question whether it is necessary to add layers of regulation

onto those activities that banks have quite safely, to date, been
able to conduct in the banking organization.

By the same token, brokers have been selling the CDs of banks
for a number of years. Nobody is advocating that that activity

needs to be placed into separate subsidiaries of securities firms and
then separately regulated by the bank regulators. The marketplace
has essentially outstripped the measure of regulation, and what we
need to do is to try to bring regulation more up to date with the

changes that the marketplace has brought. Our view at the FDIC
is that this legislation makes a very reasonable attem.pt to do that.

Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time has expired.

The gentleman from Iowa, Mr. Ganske.
Mr. Ganske. One of the concerns I have heard expressed by the

insurance industry is that banks conducting the business of insur-

ance would have an unfair advantage related to concerns that the

market could perceive a transference of the Federal safety net to

affiliates of banks. This is something that you, Mr. Greenspan,
have mentioned.
What actions could we take that would minimize that risk, Mr.

Greenspan?
Mr. Greenspan. The concern that I have with respect to putting

noneligible activities in the bank is that it does, in fact, expand the
safety net and indeed is working off the implicit subsidy that that

safety net accords, and in that sense, creates, in my judgment, a
nonlevel playing field, whatever that may be.

I think the solution in that regard is, to the extent that you have
such activities, that they are put into a separate affiliate of the
holding company and thereby remove to a very substantial extent
the issue of the question of a subsidy moving from the safety net
to the new activities.

Mr. Ganske. I can think of some analogous situations to my past
medical practice. I would not want a customer or a patient to false-

ly believe that they would have protections that they wouldn't have
and would seek to explain very clearly implications or risks.

Do you think that the legal situation in the banking industry
would lead to sufficient explanations that, for instance, insurance
products would not be covered by the FDIC?
Mr. Greenspan. The banking agencies, the Securities and Ex-

change Commission, in fact, everyone involved in this issue, has
been working very assiduously to make certain that where the
safety net begins and where it ends be made as explicit as possible
to the consumers of financial products.
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Does it always succeed? The answer is obviously not. The ques-
tion is, should we keep trying? The answer is, most certainly,

Mr. Ganske. Ms. Heifer, maybe you could comment on this issue
also. In your opinion, do you think that the segregation of the
banking and the securities activity in a bank or a SID is sufficient

to protect the FDIC from excess exposure?
Ms. Helper. If I understand the proposed legislation, H.R. 1062,

the requirements for a SID are essentially for those activities that
have already been conducted in the bank, with the possible excep-
tion of certain kinds of municipal bond underwriting. Essentially it

is an issue of how Congress has already been defining the appro-
priate powers of banks over the years under the National Bank
Act.

I agree completely that we must separate out from the safety net
those activities that have not been defined as "banking" by the
Congress over the years. Insurance activities, securities underwrit-
ing and dealing activities, should be in separate subsidiaries. They
should be out from under the safety net. We do need to protect the
deposit insurance funds from activities that are not—have not tra-

ditionally, over the years, been defined as "banking."
Mr. Ganske. Ms. Williams, do you care to comment on this?

Ms. Williams. The experience of banks, not just national banks,
but State banks as well, in selling insurance as agent over the
years has reflected that that has been done in a way that is respon-
sible and that has not seemed to have created concerns about cus-
tomers being confused about whether they were buying an insur-

ance product or getting an insured deposit. The risk to the safety
net from having a bank sell an insurance product as agent has
been one that, based on the experience and the track record, seems
to be quite manageable.
Mr. Ganske. Thank you.
Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Norwood.
Mr. Norwood. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Williams, in looking at Mr. Ludwig's testimony, I am curious

to know if you think there are any limits to the amount or type
of securities activity that he would permit within a bank.
Ms. Williams. Yes, sir, definitely. There are parameters that are

laid out in the National Bank Act in terms of what banks are al-

lowed to do.

Mr. Norwood. You think Mr. Ludwig would agree with those?
Ms. Williams. That there are parameters in the National Bank

Act?
Mr. Norwood. No, agree with the parameters.
Ms. Williams. I am sure he would agree with the parameters

that are laid out in the statute.

What has occurred over the years is that there have been certain

situations where the OCC has been asked to look at a variation on
something that is not expressly specified in the statute and to an-
swer the question of whether that is the same type of product that
ought to be viewed as covered by the general description in the
statute. So there are limits that derive from the National Bank Act
on the types of securities activities in which national banks directly

are allowed to engage.
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Mr. Norwood. I was a little surprised to see in his testimony a

call for the securitization of commercial loans to take place in

banks. How different is securitization of commercial loans from the

underwriting of corporate debt, and should securitization of the

commercial loans be subject to SEC regulation?

Ms. Williams. In fact, they are. The securitizations of the one-

to-four-family residential mortgages, consumer loan receivables,

and to the extent that there are marketplace developments that

allow greater ability to securitize commercial loans, involve pooling.

Usually there are many, many loans that are pooled in a grantor-

trust arrangement, and there is an SEC-blessed registration state-

ment if there is a public offering of those interests in the trust.

Mr. Norwood. In conclusion—the question has sort of been
asked, but I would like to hear you maybe say it in a different

way—the statement makes reference to different regulatory bur-

dens on page 5. Just very simply tell us what you think those are,

and should we eliminate those regulatory burdens in the new bill?

Ms. Williams. Different regulatory burdens cited in the Comp-
troller's written statement?
Mr. Norwood. Yes, page 5, in his statement, I guess, and he is

referring to the regulatory burdens in H.R. 1062.

Ms. Williams. Are you referring to what is at the bottom of the

page, the new
Mr. Norwood. Yes.
Ms. Williams, [continuing] new regulatory burdens?
If you take a look at the chart that is attached to the written

statement and assume that you have a particular product or in-

strument that the bank is trying to figure out, and if you ask can
the bank directly be involved in creating and then offering the
product and how it would go about it, I think that the chart lays

out the steps—the new steps, for the most part—that the bank
would need to go through. That really sort of capsulizes the-

Mr. Norwood. I take it you feel they should be eliminated.
Ms. Williams. I think what we are saying here is that it is a

very complex structure and that there are steps here that are not
necessary in order to deal with issues of the risk presented by cer-

tain types of securities activities. Experience has shown, both here
in the United States and abroad, that there are types of securities

activities that simply don't present a level of risk to warrant this

sort of road map here of trying to figure out how much of them can
be done in the bank, not in the bank, in a bank SID, not in a bank
SID, do they have to be forced out, what sort of regulatory scheme
are they subject to.

Mr. Norwood. So I presume that means Mr. Ludwig would like

to see them eliminated, or he could do it better.
Ms. Williams. I think what we would say is that there are un-

necessary restrictions being placed on aspects of how banks con-
duct their business.
Mr. Norwood. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I see the red light.

Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Cox.
Mr. Cox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am not certain to whom

to address my question because my question is, don't we have too
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many different layers of regulation right now for things that, from
the standpoint of the consumer at least, are essentially the same?

I note in reading the bill that not only are we going to, after the
proposed deregulation, if you will, and the proposed revisions to

Glass-Steagall, still have the Federal Reserve Board, the FDIC, the
SEC, the Comptroller of the Currency and the CFTC, but now, be-
cause of an amendment that was added in the Banking Committee,
we are going to have the Financial Services Advisory Committee,
which is going to comprise all the foregoing, and I wonder whether
we are being insufficiently visionary if what we are trjdng to do is

adjust to the new marketplace reality.

Just to give a couple of quick examples, I used to have a savings
account in a bank. I now have a mutual fund instead. As a
consumer, they are the same to me. If I get a loan, an unsecured
loan, probably I am going to get that from a bank as an individual,
but if I have a small business, if might be commercial paper. It is

essentially the same thing. One is a security; one isn't.

Commercial paper may not be a good example. Bonds, obviously,
classified as securities. As a consumer, I might have a credit card,
and who are two of the biggest issuers of credit cards today in the
lending business? AT&T and Dean Witter. If I have a bank check-
ing account, I may be an anachronism because I might just as well
have a money market fund these days, same thing from the
consumer standpoint.

I pay my bills on line with the financial services firm called
Check Free, but it has to jump through a lot of hoops in order to

use a bank somewhere. Bank One, so that eventually we follow all

the regulations and we are still behaving as a bank. And as a
consumer, I can—on line if I want—this morning, because I have
read the newspapers, immediately sell my stock in Time Warner;
I can get on line and do that. But that is a different company and
because of the regulation, it is a different layer of regulation.
For lack of anywhere else on the panel to start, I am going to

ask the Chairman of the Federal Reserve, are we being insuffi-

ciently visionary from a regulatory standpoint in this legislative
proposal?
Mr. Greenspan. Yes, we are. We are being insufficiently vision-

ary; I agree with that.

Let me just say this. As a general rule, if we impose excess regu-
latory requirements on a system which should not be required, we
increase the costs of creating that service and make it less competi-
tive, and as a consequence, would create incentives for other pro-
ducers of financial products to come on stream.

Indeed, in many respects, the advent of checks coming out of
money market mutual funds is precisely that sort of issue, and one
of the things that we have not done appropriately, in my judgment,
is to look at the full panoply of various different forms of regulatory
layers which have been imposed over the years in response to what
we perceive to be particular problems of an earlier era. But we
tend not to review or sunset these types of regulations, and as a
consequence, they tend to build up. They tend to create uncompeti-
tive costs in the institutions on whom they are imposed, and as a
consequence, force the product to be produced in another venue and
probably a less efficient one.
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It is important for us to try to review the regulatory structure

periodically and strip it out; and there are other bills within the
House of Representatives which, in my judgment, are at least mov-
ing in that direction and appropriately so.

Mr. Cox. Might I ask any other member of the panel whether or

not, since you are all regulators, willing, any one of you, to volun-

teer his or her regulatory agency to go on the chopping block in

this new streamlined regulatory environment?
The SEC Chairman.
Mr. Levitt. Let me say, I completely associate myself with

Chairman Greenspan's view. I think that all too often, our regula-

tions are suited to a different era, and it becomes so difficult to dis-

entangle regulations that were put in place for a time when they
may have been appropriate.

The SEC, as we talk, is evaluating all of the regulations that we
feel may, in today's environment, provide impediments to capital

formation, and we intend to change those regulations or abandon
certain regulations. But applying that to this bill, I do think that
there is a risk that, in an effort to create regulatory coherence, we
could be merely readjusting the proposal in a way where there are
new burdens and new problems imposed upon the various indus-
tries that are operating here. But I think that can be worked with.

I think, for instance, we have talked so much about the SID, and
I have expressed great reservations about it. I had dinner last

night with a variety of heads of firms in the brokerage industry
that are greatly concerned about this particular device. The open-
ended authority of the Federal Reserve Board to put new products
into the SID concerns them, and I think that is probably something
that we can work with and change if necessary. I think that is the
beauty of a hearing such as this, to develop ways to see to it that
we are not merely creating regulatory overlap. That is one of my
great concerns about creating a SID as opposed to a separate entity
which would function as we have functioned in the past in terms
of functional regulation.

Mr. Cox. Well, my time has expired. I want to thank Mr. Levitt
and also Mr. Greenspan.

I wish that the ranking member of the Telecommunications and
Finance Subcommittee were here to have heard your answer be-
cause there has never been a more forthright and direct answer.
Yes, we are insufficiently visionary, you said, and I appreciate your
forthrightness.

Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Cobum.
Mr. COBURN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a short time.
I can't help but ponder the experience of this country and regu-

lators over the savings and loan debacle, and I have to think that
somewhere in the mighty wisdom of Congress, hearings such as
this were taking place as we deregulated those financial institu-
tions, and I hear such words as "strongly support" and then I hear
words "great reservation," and then I heard, especially from Ms.
Heifer, that we may be safer. There wasn't the word "is going to
be safer"; it was "may." And this tremendous unknown, and the
goals of this I agree with.
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I just wonder if you might comment to reassure me in terms of

what we are doing, especially with—in terms of the FDIC, where
you see the FDIC. This is of tremendous concern to people in my
district, bankers in my district. They are still wanting to know
when the rates are going back down.
Ms. Helper. Thank you very much for that comment.
From the FDIC's perspective, I think we have tried to assess

H.R. 1062 from a safety and soundness perspective, recognizing, as

Chairman Fields said at the outset, that we are not writing on a
clean slate, that we have a system of regulation in place. How do
we then look at the elimination of the Glass-Steagall Act in se-

quence with the structure that exists now without creating any
gaps?
And I think your concern is, could there be gaps created in the

way in which the legislation is constructed.

In assessing the legislation, I guess the belief is that this is, in

fact, a reasonable, balanced approach which recognizes that in fact

the securities activities that banks have to date conducted—and I

might add, there is in fact some experience, because outside the

United States, U.S. banks have been able to conduct securities ac-

tivities through both subs of a bank and subsidiaries of a holding
company, as well as the more limited experience in the United
States—that there is very little evidence that these activities have
produced additional risk to the deposit insurance funds when there
were bank failures in the late 1980's which did not ultimately re-

quire the taxpayer to pay any money with respect to the bank fail-

ures.

Mr. COBURN. Let me just disagree with you, because banks are

paying more for insurance; therefore, people who are borrowing
from banks are paying more because those costs have gone up. So
that is not necessarily correct.

Ms. Helper. I certainly stand corrected on the way in which one
may characterize deposit insurance, but with respect to appropria-
tions, there were no appropriations to recapitalize the Bank Insur-

ance Fund.
I think what we found was that institutions found traditional

ways to lose money with loans that didn't turn out to be sound
loans, and in fact those did cause losses to the insurance funds.

But the kinds of activities that a securities firm engages in and
that banks would be permitted to do under this legislation are a
range of financial risks that banks are accustomed to dealing with
in the normal course of their business. So that, on balance, our
judgment is that this legislation presents a reasoned, safe and
sound approach, assuming the relevant protections provided for in

the legislation which restrict dealings between affiliated organiza-
tions and the insured bank are, in fact, effectively implemented.
Mr. COBURN. Okay, thank you very much.
Just one other question. Chairman Levitt, would you specifically

describe how you would set up a securities department that could
be regulated by the SEC, that would not fall, as the OCC has said,

in all this mess of trjdng to figure out whose obligation this secu-

rity product is under? How would you set this up within a bank
if were you going to allow a securities department within a bank?
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Mr. Levitt. I would create a separate entity which would have
distinct capital and distinct management characteristics that would
not be an integral part of the bank. I think that gives a much more
rational way of surveilling and overseeing the activity of that sub-

sidiary.

It was part of the original bill that preceded this bill, and I think
that that kind of formulation would be, from the standpoint of both
protection of the bank, the safety and soundness of the bank, and
from the standpoint of encouraging and nurturing the sort of entre-

preneurship which I feel is jeopardized by intermingling it with the
bank because of the different cultures—I think this separation into

a different entity would be the way I would go.

Mr. COBURN. Thank you.
Ms. Williams.
Ms. Williams. I think that illustrates one of the great difficulties

that you face in crafting this legislation. Take an example of a
small or mid-size business that is used to dealing with a bank, a
loan officer; that is the relationship official for that particular busi-

ness. Now, at a certain point, if that business is successful and
grows, maybe it wants to sell some stock, have an offering of com-
mercial paper or something. It would seem that under that sce-

nario described there would be a point at which the people in the
bank that know that particular entity's business and that could
help it go to market are no longer allowed to be involved in the
process.

Mr. Levitt. Again, if you want to rationalize regulation rather
than layer it and make it more expensive, then if you are going to

create the SID, all securities should be placed into it rather than
some here, some there, and our not knowing where to go and who
to go to and how to do it to protect investors.

Mr. COBURN. Thank you.
Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Steams.
Mr. Stearns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My first question is to Mr. Greenspan. It concerns the UBS you

talked about earlier when Chairman Oxley had questioned you.
What does UBS stand for? I assume that is banks in Switzerland.

Mr. Greenspan. It is the Union Bank of Switzerland.
Mr. Stearns. Now, that is a very high-rated bank, as I under-

stand it. Do they sell stocks and securities?
Mr. Greenspan. Yes. The answer is yes.

Mr. Stearns. And isn't it true that Credit Suisse, which is a
bank I presume in Switzerland, also owns the First Boston Bank
in the United States?
Mr. Greenspan. That is correct, through CS First Boston Corp.
Mr. Stearns. So we have a bank in the United States that is

owned by a bank which deals in securities. Do you have any trou-
ble with the arrangement—that arrangement in which a bank is

owned by a bank out of Switzerland that sells securities? I mean,
is there adequate protection for the First Boston Bank in the Unit-
ed States in the event that the bank in Switzerland sells securities
and has problems? Is there adequate protection for the FDIC?
Mr. Greenspan. That particular arrangement, to my recollection,

was grandfathered under the International Banking Act, and we
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have very explicit guidelines for evaluating that particular process,

and in my judgment, we have not run into any particular problems
associated with that.

Mr. Stearns. And Chairwoman Heifer, would you comment? Do
you feel comfortable that the FDIC is protected at the First Boston
Bank?
Ms. Helper. To my knowledge, that institution does not have an

insured office, either a branch or a subsidiary in the United States,

but we can certainly provide more information for the record on
that.

Mr. Stearns. Okay.
[The information follows:]

FDIC records show that there is no insured entity named First Boston Bank, nor
is that entity an insured branch of a foreign bank.

Mr. Stearns. Chairman Levitt, do you think you are going to

have to hire more employees if this bill passes?
Mr. Levitt. I think in this environment, it is doubtful that we

will hire more employees. But on your point, I think we have to ask
ourselves the public policy question, that is: whether the kind of

concentrated business systems that we see abroad would serve our
country better than the sort of entrepreneurial investment banking
efforts that have characterized very small investment banking
firms that have assisted developing companies to become among
the greatest in American commerce.
So I think we have to give some thought to whether there is any-

thing from that system abroad that we care to emulate and put
into our system.
Mr. Stearns. Mr. Levitt, when you look at the chart it shows the

permissible security activities for a bank and it shows that you are
not going to be regulating municipal revenue bonds. How do you
feel about—you will be regulating the other securities, but the mu-
nicipal revenue bonds' eligible securities you will not be regulating.

What is your opinion on that?

Mr. Levitt. We have supported having the municipal revenue
bonds going into the SID. A lot of thought has to be given toward
this because we have seen evidence in recent years of activities in

the municiple arena that really require very comprehensive over-

sight.

Mr. Stearns. Are you saying you strongly recopimend that the
SEC regulate it rather than the bank regulators?
Mr. Levitt. No, I am not saying that. I think that, given the ex-

istence already of a municipal securities regulatory scheme, we
need to coordinate with the banking regulators to try to derive a
more rational scheme of regulation and oversight.

Mr. Stearns. Okay. Chairwoman Heifer, do you favor changing
the amount of limits on the FDIC or do you think they should stay
the same?
Ms. Helfer. The $100,000 insured deposit?
Mr. Stearns. Because the whole crux of this debate is the people

that are against the bill feel that the banks are going to have to

be bailed out by the Federal Government. Obviously, if that was
changed, there would be less of a risk for the Federal Government.
So I think—have you done any studies as a result of this bill to
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see whether that should be changed or not? Or do you feel that

that is not a relevant point?

Ms. Helfer. We have taken a look at the issue of whether we
think the bill implicates the insurance funds in a way that we
would have some concerns about. As I have indicated earlier, we
believe that the legislation is a reasonable balance that does not
pose additional risk to the insurance funds with respect to the
$100,000 limit. Obviously, that is a judgment that Congress made;
and Congress can make a judgment to change that number if it

chooses.
I believe the market has essentially discounted for the $100,000

level, and I also believe that there are people across the country
who choose to put their savings—I know that Congressman Cox
has decided to put his savings outside or not in an insured account.

But there are those people in the country who have chosen to put
their savings in insured accounts, and it may be that this level is

a level they are relying on, but that is not a judgment the FDIC
would make. I think that is, in the end, a judgment for Congress.
Mr. Stearns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time has expired.

The gentleman from Washington State, Mr. White.
Mr. White. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Greenspan, I am troubled that you don't think this bill is

sufficiently visionary?. I am concerned that it may not be suffi-

ciently visionary myself, and I think it would be a shame to miss
the opportunity not to make this bill as visionary as it ought to be.

Even before you answered Mr. Cox's question, I sensed a little

reluctance in your testimony. You said this was the next logical

step. And I would be very interested to hear from you what we can
do to make this bill better. What do you think we could do to—and
it will probably never be quite as visionary as we might like. What
could we do to move in that direction?

Mr. Greenspan. Unfortunately, the whole structure of super-
vision and regulation as it evolved over the decades has basically
been a set of compromises coming out of the Congress; and in our
constitutional system it is probably the best that is reasonably ex-

pectable.

Now the one thing that I am concerned about is that you can
very readily make the best the enemy of the good, and I could prob-
ably sit here and give you my personal view as to how I think
things ought to be structured to improve upon them. My suspicion
is, were I to do that and were anyone to take me seriously and
think about it, that we would end up with nothing. And I would
suggest to you that we have to deal either incrementally or in mod-
est chunks in order to get not only the full Congress and the ad-
ministration willing to sign off on a particular piece of legislation
but, more fundamentally, the American people; and I think we just
keep moving in a certain direction, and I think we keep improving.
We probably will never get to where any of us individually would
like to be, but we are making progress.
Mr. White. So you are saying that our political system is going

to keep us from having the ideal regulatory structure?
Mr. Greenspan. It is also keeping us from making disastrous

mistakes in the other direction as well.
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Mr. White. I understand. Well, let me as you this question: For-
getting the political realities for the time being, would you say that,

ideally, we should be moving toward a system where there is a
lesser role for the government and more role for private institu-

tions to govern themselves or do you think we have the balance
pretty well struck where it should be?
Mr. Greenspan. No, as the financial system becomes increas-

ingly more complex and the ability of governmental institutions to

keep up with the technology that is employed by various different

financial institutions it is becoming ever clearer that, as I indicated
in previous testimony and on related issues, that to exercize effec-

tive banking supervision—and I suspect this is probably true of se-

curities supervision as well—that we are more apt to be function-
ing on making certain that the internal processes of financial insti-

tutions for risk management are suitable.

And that if we try to prod the individual institutions towards
ever more awareness of their internal safety and soundness as well
as the private institutions, the self-regulatory organizations who
are the intermediary between government and the individual finan-

cial institutions, I think it is inevitable that regulation is going to

be shifted increasingly towards the private sector if the overall

safety and soundness of our total global financial system is our
goal.

Mr. White. Yes, Chairman Levitt?

Mr. Levitt. I agree with so much of what Chairman Greenspan
has said, but I do have a vision, really. And I have seen this Con-
gress in recent months develop out of highly contentious issues the
kind of dialogue and the kind of resolutions which heretofore would
have been thought to be impossible.
And I guess my vision is one of a system where investors have

confidence in the fairness and openness of the system, where com-
panies can raise capital whether they are giant companies or tiny
companies because there are firms small and large that are willing
to take risks and a society that is willing to have them fail as well
as succeed and regulators who will—and I say this as a regulator

—

who will try to step away from the fight for turf because that fight

for turf often results in costs and redundancy.
Instead of trying to set up a series of mini-SECs within the bank-

ing system, I think one SEC is sufficient to do the job.

Mr. White. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I see my time has expired.
Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Deal.
Mr. Deal. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have enjoyed the intellectual dialogue that has been going on,

but let me reduce it to a more elementary concern that I have. And
for purposes of my concern and my inquiry I would make the anal-
ogy that in the early stages of development a tadpole bears a re-

markable similarity to a whale, differentiated primarily by the size.

My concern is a concern that has been expressed by people in my
State as we have seen larger banks come in, buy out, merge with,
take over smaller banking institutions. And in the process of that
we have seen State-chartered banks come in, answering the con-
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cem of the constituency that bankers no longer want to act like

bankers.
My concern is, is this bill heading us in a direction where bank-

ers no longer want to be bankers but would prefer to be stock-

brokers and insurance agents? And, in particular, Ms. Heifer, with
regard to your statement criticizing the current structure of restric-

tions in their activities, that they have turned to riskier ventures
such as construction financing, commercial real estate loans. In
parts of this country—mine being one of those—^those are consid-

ered to be primary functions of bankers.
Now, we have seen as this progress of absorption has taken place

in the banking community that bankers no longer want to make
those kinds of loans, and people who are engaged in those activities

have had to gravitate to small loan companies. You would be sur-

prised how many pawnshops we have in my State now as a result

of this no longer wanting to do certain things in the financial pic-

ture.

My question is, are we headed further down that road of bankers
not wanting to be bankers in the traditional sense by expanding
their areas of operation? And, if so, how do we answer the concerns
of folks back home that say, you know, tadpoles turn into frogs,

they don't turn into whales?
Ms. Helper. I very much appreciate your question because I

think it has been a source of some concern to us at the FDIC that
the banks' share of credit provided in this country has declined
over the last 10 to 15 years or more. In many communities across
the country, as you quite rightly point out, banks are the signifi-

cant financial intermediaries who provide credit to small busi-
nesses and to individuals.

With respect to the testimony and the concerns about construc-
tion lending and real estate lending, the FDIC's experience in the
late 1980's and early 1990's was that a significant share of the
losses to the Bank Insurance Fund were, in fact, from unfortunate
loans made in those areas that could not ultimately be justified on
a cash-flow basis or, ultimately, on safety and soundness grounds.

I had occasion recently to meet with bankers from Georgia and
to discuss bank lending at the FDIC, and I found it quite instruc-

tive because I do have the sense that there are bankers who really

do want to find ways to meet the needs of communities and who
don't want to get away from traditional banking.

I talked at some length with a banker from south Georgia on ag-

ricultural lending activities, and I have a sense that there are real

business opportunities in these areas for banks, as you point out,

and that there are bankers that want to meet those needs.
This legislation provides alternative means for assuring that

there is—the banks can serve the broad cross-section of needs of
businesses in their communities and that bcinks essentially won't
have to do just one type of activity in the financial area when
something really quite similar—which is called by a different name
under our regulatory structure—might also be offered by the bank
to the institution. In those small communities where banks are the
principal financial intermediaries that is very important—that
banks can offer the full range of service. This is not intended to
force banks into areas where they don't feel comfortable and where
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they don't feel they can put in place the necessary controls to mon-
itor risks to the institution or the insurance funds.

Mr. Deal. My concern is not that they are forced into it but that

they would be enticed into it to the detriment and the neglect of

the other areas. Do you see that as a danger in the direction we
are moving?
Ms, Helper. Well, I think that is a very legitimate concern. We

have certainly seen in the past some areas where new powers, par-

ticularly with respect to savings and loans, were offered to them in

the early 1980's. They took advantage of those new powers without
necessarily having the range of experience and expertise to make
certain that those activities could be done without losses. But one
thing that I am comforted by is that the risks presented by the ac-

tivities that would be permitted under this legislation are a range
of financial risks that these institutions have experience in dealing
with.
Mr. Deal, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fields. Thank you.
The Chair would like to thank this panel for coming and sharing

with us this morning.
The Chair would also like to note that there are members who

wish to submit statements for the record. That right will be af-

forded those members.
[The prepared statements of Hon. Carlos J. Moorhead and Hon,

Fred Upton follow:]

Prepared Statement of Hon. Carlos J. Moorhead, a Representative in
Congress from the State of California

Thank you Mr. Chairman: As we progress through the process of modernizing and
reforming our nation's financial services sector, I believe it is extremely important
that we not overlook the sector of our economy that is the economic lifeblood of this

country—our small business men and women. Small businesses employ over 50% of

the private work force and are responsible for 47% of our GNP. Because they lack

a unifving voice, the problems that confront small business all too often are ne-
glected by our nation's legislators. With that in mind, I believe it is imperative that
as we progress, we seriously consider how what we are about to do will affect Amer-
ica's small businesses.
Access to capital is perhaps the most vital issue affecting entrepreneurship, job

creation, and innovation today. It is becoming more and more difficult for new ven-
tures, existing companies, and our self-employed business people to borrow critically

needed capital to fund their ventures. A major concern of tnis Congress must be how
will financial services reform affect the availability of capital. Let me be specific.

The federal government would not have a major guaranteed small business lending
program if there was not an urgent need for one. This is not new news. This issue

has been with us for over half a century.
And what about recent history, which has encompassed a great deal of business

merger in this nation, especially in the financial sector? Recent Congressional hear-
ings featured small business witnesses who had long-term loans and lines of credit

called in by their new lenders. This had nothing to do with their financial track
record, it was simply because the new large commercial lenders were simply not in-

terested in some of these smaller financial ventures. If Members are interested, I

would be more than happy to place evidence of this in our record. Compounding this

problem is a disturbing article which appeared recently in The Wall Street Journal.
In that article, a Journal reporter recounts his investigation of commercial lending
by the nation's 20 largest bank holding companies. Although many of these compa-
nies widely tout their small commercial lending, their own figures provided to the
government do not support this. In some cases they even lump credit card issuances,
mortgage lending, etc. under the heading of small business lending.

I do not intend to go on and on about this issue. Quite frankly, I can summarize
it in two questions. Is the reform we are undertaking going to provide more capital

to our entrepreneurship sector? In addition, is the reform we £U"e about to consider
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going to encourage large merging financial enterprises to aggressively reach out to

small businesses as opposed to creating a "we only want the BIG deals mentality?"

I would hope any and all witnesses who appear before us would address these two
questions and I would respectfully ask my colleagues on both sides of the aisle to

seriously consider these questions as well.

Prepared Statement of Hon. Fred Upton, a Representative in Congress from
THE State of Michigan

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am looking forward to hearing the testimony of our
distinguished guests on HR 1062 today. I was especially interested in the written
comments of Chairman Greenspan, as he explains very plainly what concerns me
most about any attempt to alter our current banking law: Competition and tech-

nology are driving toda/s financial service marketplace, not government regulation.

Though I wished the bill would have gone even further to reduce the barriers to

competition in the financial marketplace, I believe that HR 1062 is a good start to

bringing these services into the 21st century. I am sure that when the Commerce
Committee finally begins consideration of this bill, there will be a number of amend-
ments offered to strengthen the marketplace competition inherent in HR 1062.
Michigan has provided a model for changing government regulation of the finan-

cial mancetplace to ensure competition. Last year, the banking and insurance indus-
try met and agreed to sweeping legislation which would allow state chtutered banks
to sell insurance as an agent, out not to assume underwriting responsibilities. The
provisions in HR 1062 do allow for Financial Services Holding Companies (FSHC)
to get in the business of underwriting, while still assuring adequate safeguards be-

tween federally insured deposits and insurance capital. While these provisions may
need to be slightly modified, it is important that we make every effort to assure that
states like Michigan, which have responded to the realities of the financial market-
place, not see their work preempted and limited.

Over the next two days, the Subcommittees on Commerce, Transportation and
Hazardous Materials, and Telecommunications and Finance will hear from a num-
ber of witness, not all of them who subscribe to the theory that competition will

make a better marketplace for all consumers. It is my hope that we will be able

to see through efforts to place artificial restrictions on one industry or another, and
that we will make efforts to assure that the playing field is level for all providers.

Again, I welcome our witnesses, and look forward to your remarks. I yield back
the balance of my time.

Mr. Fields. The Chair would now like to call up Panel 2: Mr.
Hughes, the Vice President and Chief Counsel
Mr. DiNGELL. Mr. Chairman, this has been a very fine proceed-

ing up until now, but there are a lot of unanswered questions. I

would like to have permission to have the record be kept open.
Mr. Fields. Without objection.

Mr. DiNGELL. And I would like to submit a list of questions
which I know our panel members would be delighted to respond to.

Mr. Fields. Without objection.

[The questions of Hon. John D. Dingell and responses to same
follow:]

Questions Submitted to Hon. Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Board of
Governors, Federal Reserve System, and Responses to Same

Question: 1. In your testimony, you discuss H.R. 1062 in terms of the affiliations

it would allow between banks and securities firms. Curiously, you nowhere refer to

the bill's provisions which would allow banks' directly (in some cases, through sepa-
rately identifiable departments or divisions, or "SIDDs") to engage in securities ac-

tivities.

(a) Your written testimony states that "the further the separation from the bank,
the better the insulation. We are concerned that conducting [securities] activities

without limit in subsidiaries of U.S. banks does not create sufficient distance from
the bank." H.R. 1062, however, would allow banks and bank SIDDs to engage di-

rectly in a range of securities activities (in other words, nothing would separate or
insulate the bank from these activities).
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While banks and bank SIDDs would be engaging in activities that are, under cur-

rent interpretations, generally deemed to be bank-eligible," it seems to me that the
"risk of transference ... of the subsidy implicit in the federal safety net" noted in

your testimony still exists with respect to these activities. Moreover, some of the ac-

tivities that would be available for bank SIDDs (e^., underwriting of asset-backed
securities) are growing in volume and importance. Thus, it appears that direct bank
securities activities, conducted through SIDDs, could rapidly expand beyond today's

range. Please describe your views on whether (and if so, why) the risks that arise

from conducting such activities in SIDDs rather than in separately incorporated en-

tities are acceptable and manageable.
(b) As noted in the SEC's testimony (pp. 15-16), SEC net capital rec^uirements

work in combination with provisions of the Securities Investor Protection Act of

1970 ("SIPA") to maintain broker-dealer liauidity, limit use of customer funds to fi-

nance the broker-dealer's proprietary trading in securities, and protect customer
funds and securities if a broker-dealer fails. Under H.R. 1062, however, bank SIDDs
that engage in broker-dealer activities would not be subject to SEC net capital re-

quirements; instead, the bank as a whole would be subject to bank capital standards
(which currently focus on credit but not market risk), and SIPA provisions would
apply to the SIDD. Please explain your understanding of how the SIPA and FDIC
bankruptcy provisions, with their potentially inconsistent customer and depositor

protection standards, would be applied in the event of the failure of a bank that

operates a SIDD.
(c) The SEC in its testimony (p. 18) noted that "[b]ecause SIDDs would not be

separate entities, with separate capital, the capital of the bank as a whole would
be at risk if the Commission brought an enforcement action against a SIDD that
involved significant penalties and/or disgorgement on behalf of investors." Please de-

scribe how the Federal Reserve, as the appropriate banking regulator for a state

member bank, would respond to a situation in which it appeared that SEC penalties

or disgorgement assessed against a SIDD would impact the capital of the bank.
Response: 1(a). As I testified, the Board believes that reform of the Glass-Steagall

Act to permit banks to affiliate with firms engaged in broad securities activities is

best done using the holding company framework, rather than through subsidiaries

of banks. The holding company framework provides the bank and the federal safety

net with better insulation from the risks associated with broad securities activities

than any other organizational stnicture. More importantly, the holding company
framework also more effectively limits the transference to the securities affiliate of
the subsidy implicit in the federal safety net than would occur if a securities afiBli-

ate were permitted to be a subsidiary of a bank. These concerns sire not significant,

in our view, in the case of securities activities that banks currently are permitted
to conduct directly. These bank-eligible securities activities have not raised signifi-

cant safety and soundness concerns, and the market has already adjusted to the
safety-net subsidy inherent in banks conducting these limited activities.

Moreover, H.R. 1062 provides additional protections in this area. It does so by re-

quiring a bank with a securities affiliate to conduct its asset-backed securitization,

private placement and municipal securities underwriting and dealing activities in

a separately identifiable department or division ("SIDD"), hereby enhancing the
functional regulation of these activities. In my view, the narrow range of these ac-

tivities and uie limited risks they pose make their conduct in a SIDD consistent
with bank safety and soundness and the public interest.

Kb). SIPA applies to broker-dealers and therefore would appear to apply to a
bank with a SIDD, which is required to register as broker-dealer. This raises the
possibility of two separate, and potentially inconsistent, statutory liquidation proce-

dures being applied to a bank with a SIDD in the event of the bank's failure. One
approach to this problem would be to exclude banks with SIDDs from SIPA. As the
activities in which SIDDs may engage are largely activities currently performed by
banks, this would leave the rights of bank customers unchanged by Uie establish-

ment of a SIDD.
1(c). The concern you cite—that action against a bank for violation of the federal

securities laws could affect the bank's capital—is present today and has not caused
any significant safety and soundness issue. Banks that engage in bank-eligible secu-

rities activities are subject to the anti-fraud provisions of the federal securities laws
and, in the case of municipal securities underwriting activities, to the rules of the
SEC and the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board. I believe that the SEC and
the Federal Reserve will work together, as they have in the past, to coordinate their

actions to assure that a bank takes steps to maintmn its capital while addressing
SEC actions. If SEC penalties should be of sufficient size to substantially affect the
capitalization of the bank, then the appropriate Federal banking agency would take
appropriate action, pursuant to the prompt corrective action provisions of the Fed-
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eral Deposit Insurance Act or other authority, to ensure that the bank is recapital-

ized.

Question: 2. H.R. 1062 (proposed new section 10(d) of the Bank Holding Company
Act) would require the Federal Reserve to curb the activities of a securities firm in

the event that an affiliated bank becomes undercapitalized or is determined to be
poorly managed. This requirement would apply even if the broker-dealer were well-

managed and well-capitalized. Please explain how such a requirement would pro-

mote the safety and soundness of an affiliated bank or a financial services holding
company as a whole.

Response: 2. H.R. 1062 provides that a bank may affiliate with a securities firm
only it the bank maintains a high level of capital. In our view, a high level of bank
capital is the most important safeguard against the risks to the bank and the fed-

eral safety net associated with affiliation by a bank with a securities firm.

The provisions of H.R. 1062 that you outline promote safety and soundness by
limiting the ability of a financial services holding company to continue to engage
in securities activities in the event that the holding company does not maintain nigh
levels of capital in its banks. These provisions are intended to provide a strong in-

centive for a financial services holding company that operates a securities afmiate
to maintain in its banks the required high levels of capital. A holding company that
cannot meet this obligation may divest its banks and continue its securities activi-

ties without change.
Question: 3. Please describe any areas in which you believe "umbrella" oversight

of holding companies could be further streamlined in order to reduce the regulatory
burden on holmng company subsidiaries and affiliates.

Response: 3. As drafted, the bill already contains substantial streamlining of hold-
ing company oversight. Most notably, investment bank holding companies and secu-
rities companies that control only a small bank (both in absolute size and relative

to the holoing company's overall size) will not be subject to capital regulation or ap-
plication requirements at the holding company level, and examinations will be cir-

cumscribed. The Board believes that this oiminution in federal oversight of compa-
nies that control banks in these circumstances is appropriate in the context of ef-

forts to provide a two-way street and to ensure that securities firms have an oppor-
tunity to affiliate with banks.
As banks controlled by a company grow in size, the potential for systemic risk and

impact on the federal safety net increases, and along with it the need for umbrella
supervision at the holding company level. We believe that H.R. 1062 strikes the
right balance between preventing unnecessary and burdensome federal oversight
and protecting the banking and financial system.

Question: 4. One of the alternatives for broker-dealers under Title I, Subtitle B
of H.R. 1062 is to become an investment bank holding company and acquire a
wholesale bank, which does not accept insured deposits. Why is it necessary for the
Federal Reserve Board to be an umbrella supervisor of these investment bank hold-
ing companies, if the deposit insurance fund is not at risk?

Response: 4. As you note, wholesale financial institutions described in H.R. 1062
would not be allowed to accept insured deposits, and thus would not pose a direct

risk to the deposit insurance fund. However, deposit insurance is only one of the
three components of the federal safety net that necessitates some federal super-
vision to protect the public interest. As a member bank, a wholesale financial insti-

tution would have access to the pa^Tnents system and the Federal Reserve's dis-

count window. In view of these benefits and the potential associated risks, we be-

lieve, the limited supervision of companies that control wholesale financial institu-

tions provided for in H.R. 1062 is vital to ensure the sfifety and soundness of the
banking and financial system in the United States.

Question: 5. Section 20, which would be repealed by H.R. 1062, currently prohibits
any bank that is a member of the Federal Reserve System fix)m affiliating with any
company that is "engaged principally in the issue, flotation, underwriting, public
sale or distribution" of securities. Section 20, and more specifically the terms and
conditions imposed by the Board on the establishment and operation of so-called sec-

tion 20 affiliates by bank holding companies, creates incentives for banks to move
all their securities activities into affiUates. This bUl, however, takes a new approach
by creating incentives to conduct certain securities activities directly in the bank.
What assurances can you give us that this will not lessen the investor protections
{e.g., for state and local governments), in coimection with their purchases and sales

of government securities.

Response: 5. We do not believe that the bill lessens investor protections in connec-
tion with the purchase and sale of government securities. Under current law, munic-
ipal securities underwriting activities—whether conducted within a municipal secu-
rities dealer or in a bank—are subject to the same rules governing investor protec-
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tion established by the SEC and the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board. These
rules would continue to govern the municipal securities underwriting activities of

all banks under H.R. 1062.
Federal government securities activities of banks, including sales practices, are

overseen by the bank regulatory agencies. Under the Government Securities Act
Amendments of 1993, the bank supervisory agencies have the authority, similar to

the NASD's authority over non-bank government securities dealers, to promulgate
sales practices rules for bank sales of government securities. Staffs at the bank su-

pervisory agencies are currently exploring the need for such rules in consultation

with the staff of the SEC.

Questions Submitted to Hon. Eugene A. Ludwig, Comptroller of the
Currency, and Responses to Same

Question: 1. In your testimony, you refer to the outline for Glass-Steagall reform
that was proposed by the Treasury Department last March; you note that "[t]he

Comptroller's OfDce fully subscribes to the principles the Secretary set forth."

The Treasury outline called for, among other tnings, "limit[ing] banks' current ex-

emption from SEC broker-dealer regulation." It did not, however, specify how the
bank exclusions should be "limited." Please describe (specifically, ana with support-
ing reasons) what limitations you believe should be imposed on "banks' current ex-

emption from SEC broker-dealer regulation."

Response: Generallv, the consideration of broad-based Glass-Steagall Act reform
has been coupled with related consideration of amending the securities law exemp-
tions for banks. The appropriateness of limiting or eliminating bank exemptions in

this area depends on tne nature and breadth of the Glass-Steagall reform being
made. The Treasury approach to functional regulation in the context of the Glass-

Steagall reform proposal it outlined in March 1995 recommended three specific

changes: 1) limit banks' broker-dealer registration exemption; 2) eliminate banlcs' in-

vestment adviser registration exemption; and 3) facilitate appropriate delegation by
the functional regulator to the lead regulator for the entity, in the interest of sim-
plicity and economy. The Glass-Steagall reform approach endorsed by the House
Banking Committee differs in several respects from the Treasury approach. Due to

the evolving nature of the reform under consideration, the OCC has not developed
detailed proposals for specific limitations on the securities law exemptions for

banks. Our concern is lo ensure that Glass-Steagall reform and the accompanying
consideration of securities law amendments are consistent with the policies of regu-
latory effectiveness, fairness and efficiency.

Question: 2. In the preface to your discussion of the impact of H.R. 1062 (ap-

pended to your testimony), you state that "it is assumed" that banks would publicly
advertise their brokerage services or would receive incentive compensation for such
services. As a result, the bank exceptions from the definitions of 'T)roker" and "deal-

er," as provided in H.R. 1062, would not apply. Please explain your reasons for

adopting this assumption. Specifically, please describe how many banks currently
advertise their brokerage services or receive incentive compensation for such serv-

ices.

Response: The assumptions you have referred to in your question were made as
a preiace to the series of hypothetical situations we provided for the Committee as
illustrations of various applications of H.R. 1062. These assumptions were based on
our general experience in supervising national banks that are involved in providing
brokerage services. That experience indicates that many banks advertise these bro-
kerage, services and receive some type of incentive compensation for brokerage serv-

ices. Our systems are not designed to retrieve information on the exact number of

banks that meet all of the criteria included in the assumption, however.
The Interagency Statement on Sales of Nondeposit Investment Products, and the

OCC's implementing examination procedures, also recognize that banks are involved
in advertising brokerage services and in receiving incentive compensation for the
service. The Interagency Statement requires specific disclosures in advertising bank
related brokerage services to avoid customer confusion with FDIC insured products.
In fact, last year the OCC reviewed more than 8500 documents, including many ad-
vertising and promotional documents, voluntarily submitted by more than 700 na-
tional banks for review of compliance under the Interagency Statement. The Inter-
agency Statement also directly addresses incentive compensation, noting that "in-

centive compensation programs must not be structured in such a way as to result
in unsuitable recommendations or sales being made to customers."

Question: 3. The SEC in its testimony (p. 18) noted that "[b]ecause SIDDs would
not be separate entities, with separate capital, the capital of the bank as a whole
would be at risk if the Commission brought an enforcement action against a SIDD

92-968 0-95-4
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that involved significant penalties and/or disgorgement on behalf of investors."

Please describe how the OCC, as the appropriate banking regulator for a national

bank, would respond to a situation in which it appeared that SEC penalties or

disgorgement assessed against a SIDD would impact the capital of the bank.

Response: Although unlikely, it is conceivable that a SEC enforcement order, aris-

ing from actions in a SIDD, could impact a national bank's capital. In such a case,

investors would clearly benefit from the protection of the bank's capital. Moreover,

there are adequate statutory and regulatory mechanisms to ensure that the bank's

depositors and the FDIC insurance fund would not be harmed by the penalty or

order. First, the bank should be adequately capitalized in light of the risk exposure

from the activity. Because there is a considerable record of experience \yith SEC en-

forcement actions agamst banks on non-exempted areas of the securities laws, the

possible addition of broker-dealer enforcement would not appear to require any im-

mediate revision to OCC bank capital regulations, but current capital rules permit

the OCC to impose higher minimum capital ratios on hanks that face significant ex-

posure to risks arising from non-traditional activities. See 12 C.F.R. §3.10, 59 Fed.

Reg. 64563. How much capital we might require in any particular case depends on
the activities, the profile of the bank, and the bank's ability to monitor and control

the risks arising from that activity. Second, if a bank incurred a penalty lowering

its capital to an unacceptable level, we would require the bank to take immediate
steps to replenish its capital to acceptable levels or else face prompt and rigorous

remedial response pursuant to the Prompt Corrective Action system established by
Congress as part of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of

1991. In extreme cases, this response could include placing the bank in

conservatorship.
Question: 4. In her oral statement, Ms. Williams, OCC chief counsel, described as

"functional regulation" a system under which an entity's lead regiilator administers
all the laws applicable to that entity

—

e.g., banking laws, securities laws, etc. But
what Ms. Williams described is in fact "entity" regulation, similar to the system that
currently applies with respect to bank securities reporting requirements under Secu-
rities Exchange Act section 12(i).

This type of regulation was rejected over ten years ago by the Bush Task Group
on Regulation. The Task Group noted that "entity regulation" involves duplication
of effort among the various regulatory agencies and often results in differential reg-

ulation "when different tj^jes of institutions compete across industry lines." ^ Please
explain whether (and if so, why) you disagree with the Bush Task Group's conclu-
sion that functional regulation, and not entity regulation, would best promote gov-
ernmental efficiency and equsility of regulatory treatment.

Response: The concept of functional regulation can encompass several different

approaches and the term may be used by different observers to mean different
things. One form allocates to one regulatory body responsibility for establishing
rules and then delegates to the primary supervisor responsibility for monitoring
compliance. This approach has been adopted in regulating municipal and govern-
ment securities brokers and dealers under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. An-
other form of functional regulation would allocate responsibility for establishing
rules for a particular activity, as well as supervising compliance by any entities en-
gaged in those activities, to a single regulator. Under this approach, several regu-
lators would supervise different, although potentially related, activities by an insti-

tution. In contrast, an "entity" approach to regulation, would allocate to a single reg-
ulator responsibility for establishing and administering the rules for all activities
engaged in by a single institution. We also note that functional regulation is not
simply a question of securities regulation of banks' activities, but must also encom-
pass comparable "banking^' regulation for the functionally comparable banking ac-
tivities conducted by securities firms.
The OCC has strong reservations about any regulatory approach that would pre-

clude bank regulators from overseeing permissible bank activities or that would oth-
erwise interfere with the bank regulators' ability to supervise all activities of bank-
ing institutions for compliance with safety and soundness standards. Therefore, to
the extent the 1984 Bush Task Group Report ("Report") embraced an approach to
functional regulation that would exclude the primary bank regulator from perform-
ing these important regulatory functions, we would disagree with the Report's con-
clusions. We would note, however, that one of the implicit premises of tiie Report
was that banking and securities activities could be separatea fairly easily. Over the
decade since the issuance of the Report, evolution in the banking and securities in-
dustries has blurred the lines that may have once more clearly separated banking

/,0^'x'^^"'^^
^°'" ^^/o'"'"- ^''le Report of the Task Group on Regulation of Financial Services 39

(1984).
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and securities products and markets. As a result, distinguishing banking and other
activities has become increasingly difficult and a different approach to functional
regulation may be more appropriate today. We believe that enective supervision of
banking institutions requires that the primary bank regulator have the abilitv to

supervise all aspects of a bank's operations. Accordingly, we would support a form
of functional regulation that establishes comparable rules for competitors, but
grants to the pnmary regulator of an entity the responsibility for administering
those rules.

Question: 5. The Supreme Court's recent VALIC decision 2 would seem to confirm
that the powers availaole to national banks under the "incidental to banking" clause
do not include those powers expressly prohibited in the statute. Please explain how
the VALIC decision impacts your analysis of national bank powers to engage in ac-

tivities such as the underv.Titing of asset-backed securities (since underwriting is a
power expressly denied national oanks by 12 U.S.C. 24(7)).

Response: It has been the longstanding position of the OCC that a national bank
is engaging in a permissible sale of its loan assets when the bank pools its loans
and sells interests in this pool. In this regard, the OCC concluded that the Glass-
Steagall Act was not intended to preclude banks from conducting this activity, in
other words, that "securitization" 01 a bank's loans was a banking activity

—

not "un-
derwriting" prohibited by the Glass-Steagall Act. The United States Court of Ap-
peals upheld this OCC conclusion in Securities Industry Association v. Robert L.

Clarke, 885 F.2d 1034 (2d Cir. 198)), cert, denied, 493 U.S. 1070 (1990). The VALIC
decision does not undermine this conclusion. The decision recognizes that an activity

or product may have different labels for purposes of different statutes and reaffirms
that courts should give great weight to reasonable constructions of a statute by the
agency charged with enforcement of that statute. Thus, if anvthing, the VALIC deci-

sion supports the OCC's position that when a bank pools its loans and sells interests
in the pool, the bank is not engaged in "underwriting" prohibited by the Glass-
Steagall Act.

Mr. DiNGELL. And I hope the Chair would keep it open long
enough because I have quite a few questions.
Mr. Fields. The Chair would be glad to do that for the distin-

guished member from Michigan.
Again the Chair wants to thank the panel.
Mr. Hughes, Vice President and Chief Counsel, American Council

of Life Insurers; and Mr. Joseph Bracewell, Chairman and CEO,
Century National Bank.
Mr. OxLEY [presiding]. The committee will come back to order.
We now recognize our two witnesses who have been already in-

troduced by Chairman Fields.

Our first witness is Mr. Gary Hughes, Vice President and Chief
Counsel for the American Council of Life Insurers. Mr. Hughes,
welcome, and you may begin.

STATEMENTS OF GARY HUGHES, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
COUNSEL, AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURERS; AND JO-
SEPH S. BRACEWELL, CHAIRMAN AND CEO, CENTURY NA-
TIONAL BANK
Mr. Hughes. Thank you, Mr. Oxley. The ACLI does appreciate

the opportunity to appear today to discuss the perspective of life in-

surance companies on legislation to restructure the financial serv-
ices industry.
As has been the case for some time now, the principal concern

of the ACLI and its member companies is the disregara, if not the
total disdain, that the Comptroller of the Currency has shown for
the rights of the States to continue to define and regulate the busi-
ness of insurance. In this context, we believe that the Comptroller
has also usurped the role of Congress by rendering rather tortured

^NationsBank ofN. Car., N.A v. Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co., 115 S. Ct. 810 (1995).
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interpretations of the National Bank Act with the clear intent of

expanding significantly banks' insurance sales and underwriting

powers without so much as one word of the statute being changed.

In addition to declaring that fixed annuities, variable annuities,

mortgage completion insurance, municipal bond guarantee insur-

ance and other products are not really insurance but rather the

business of banking or incidental to the business of banking, the

Comptroller most recently issued a notice of proposed rulemaking
asserting that State licensing laws, including those governing in-

surance underwriting and sales, are preempted in their applicabil-

ity to national banks.
Of course, it is only through licensure that State regulators are

able to provide essential insurance, consumer and solvency protec-

tions. Inasmuch as these safeguards have no counterpart in Fed-
eral banking law, the Comptroller is apparently willing to sacrifice

virtually all insurance regulatory oversight in its zeal to broaden
the insurance authority of national banks.
We believe this abuse of regulatory discretion by the Comptroller

must be addressed, and we believe that H.R. 1317 is the appro-
priate means for doing so. This legislation, which was introduced
by committee Chairman Bliley and ranking minority member Din-
gell, with broad bipartisan cosponsorship, would help the Comptrol-
ler's efforts to redefine the business of insurance by administrative
sleight of hand and would reinforce the long-standing ability of the
States to regulate anyone engaged in the business of insurance.
Of course, your consideration of H.R. 1317 can't be separated

from that of H.R. 1062. Unfortunately, we do find H.R. 1062 decid-

edly not neutral on the subject of insurance, due in large measure
to the fact that it does not address the situation with the Comptrol-
ler of the Currency.
By permitting banks to affiliate with securities firms and not

constraining the Comptroller's ability to define insurance as bank-
ing, the bill would authorize bank/securities combinations and at
the same time enable the bank to engage in an ever-broader array
of insurance underwriting and sales activities, essentially enjoying
all three major types of financial services. Insurers, on the other
hand, would remain precluded from affiliating with banks.

It is for this reason that the ACLI feels so strongly that H.R.
1062 must be amended by the addition of the Bliley-Dingell lan-
guage. If this amendment is not added either to H.R. 1062 or to

other legislation moving simultaneously with that bill, the ACLI
will be forced to oppose H.R. 1062 aggressively.
There are other aspects of the bill that we believe must be

amended in order to make it more insurance neutral, and specific
suggestions for corrective language are attached to our written
statement.
Oyer the past few weeks committee staff has hosted a number

of discussions between banks, insurers and agents in an effort to
see whether there is some common ground for broadening H.R.
1062 to include affiliations between banks and insurers. For a vari-
ety of reasons, the ACLI must oppose this effort and the draft com-
promise language which it has produced.
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First, the ACLI membership is deeply divided over the propriety

of an insurer-bank affiliation. Consequently, we are simply not in

a position to embrace legislation that permits them.
Second, for a number of years the ACLI has had in place fun-

damental policy considerations that must be present for us to give

any serious consideration to legislation dealing with banking and
insurance powers. The draft compromise language which we have
seen does not comport with these policy mandates. For example,
our policy would require that life insurers in mutual form have the
same competitive opportunities as their stock counterparts, a cir-

cumstance that the draft compromise does not accommodate.
Third, the draft compromise incorporates a definition of insur-

ance that we believe represents a significant retreat from the lan-

guage in the Bliley-Dingell bill and would leave the door open for

additional mischief by the Comptroller. As you might imagine, this

definition is crucial, from our perspective.

Fourth, the draft provides for preemption of State insurance stat-

utes and oversight, a notion that is flatly contrary to the idea of

States' rights and functional regulation of insurance by the States.

Fifth, the draft affords the Comptroller the right to challenge in

Federal court a State's determination of what constitutes insur-

ance. We believe this is a question that is exclusively a State mat-
ter and should be resolved through a State's administrative process
or State courts.

We find this particularly ironic in light of the fact that it is the
Comptroller and not the States that has acted improperly and
given rise to the need for this legislation in the first place.

Finally, we find it unacceptable that we have been asked to sup-
port legislation that would dramatically alter the competitive envi-

ronment in which life insurance companies and agents operate but
have been prevented from having a draft of this language that we
could remove from congressional offices and distribute to our mem-
bership.

In sum, there are legitimate differences of opinion within the fi-

nancial services industry on the merits and methods of restructur-

ing, and we believe there is little benefit in broad solutions imposed
on all players when no broad consensus for change has yet been
reached. Such a course simply invites a stalemate on the House
Floor with Members having to make no-win choices among and be-

tween major industries.

We support the Bliley-Dingell bill as an amendment to H.R. 1062
because it reflects sound policy, preserves competitive equity be-

tween banks and insurers, prevents further erosion of State insur-

ance authority at the hands of the Comptroller and is fully consist-

ent with the principle of States' rights.

That concludes my remarks, and I would be glad to answer any
questions that the subcommittees may have.

[The prepared statement of Gary Hughes follows:]

Prepared Statement of Gary Hughes, Vice President and Chief Counsel,
Securities and Banking, American Council of Life Insitrance

The American Council of Life Insurance (ACLI) is the principal trade association

for life insurance companies. Its 606 member companies account for over 91% of the
legal reserve life insurance in force in the United States and approximately 94% of
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the insured pension business. The ACLI's member companies also account for over

90% of the reserves attributable to annuities underwritten in the United States.

The ACLI appreciates the opportunity to present its views for the record on the

way in which the financial marketplace is evolving and, more specifically, on H.R.

1062 as reported previously by the Committee on Banking and Financial Services.

General Observations

Our message to the Subcommittees is little changed fi-om our statement of May
22, on H.R. 1317. From our perspective, there are three key points to be made: 1)

H.R. 1062 in its current form is not insurance neutral and must be strongly opposed
by the insurance industry, unless modified by the addition of H.R. 1317, the Bliley/

Dingell bill; 2) The purported compromise amendment on bank/insurer affiliations

is totally unacceptable to the insurance industry, and its addition would result in

the insurance inaustr/s forceful opposition to H.R. 1062 even if modified by the in-

clusion of H.R. 1317; and 3) The lite insurance industry is not in a position at this

time to support any other amendment to H.R. 1062 which would permit corporate

affiliations between banks and insurers.

In our view, it is necessary to add H.R. 1317 to H.R. 1062 in order to preserve
the ability of the States to regulate insurance, to protect consumers of insurance
products, and to maintain competitive balance between the banking and insurance
businesses. By taking this, course Congress will also address the notorious disregard

which the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) has demonstrated for Congressional
intent and the right of the States to regulate the business of insurance.

OCC Has Usurped Congress' Authority

Over the past few years, the OCC has used tortured interpretations of the Na-
tional Bank Act as a means to unilaterally expand the insvu-ance authority of na-
tional banks. These interpretations have largely been rubber-stamped by a judicial

system spellbound by the concept of regulatory deference. A few examples of the
OCC's activity in this area are instructive:

1. Interpreted existing statutory authority of small town banks to sell insurance
in rural areas in a way that permits money center banks with branches in small
towns to sell insurance nation^ly.

2. Concluded that municipal bond guarantee insurance could be issued by na-
tional banks as "standby letters of credit."

3. Concluded that mortgage completion insurance could be issued by national
banks as "debt cancellation contracts."

4. Pronounced that annuities are not insurance and can therefore be sold by na-
tional banks without limitation.

5. Pronounced that certain annuities can be underwritten by national banks as
"deposit obligations," thereby forcing the FDIC to extend federal deposit insurance
coverage to this form of insurance.

6. Proposed a regvdation permitting national bank "operating subsidiaries" to en-
gage in broad non-banking activities, presumably including insurance agency and
underwriting activities in which the bank could not lawfully engage directly.

7. Issued a notice of proposed rulemaking that would preempt all state licensing
laws, including those governing insurance underwriters and agents, in their applica-
bility to national banks.

8. Actively counseled national banks to ignore state insurance licensing laws, even
when the bank was currently complying with those laws.
The common thread in all of these actions by the OCC is that Congressional in-

tent has been ignored, as has the competitive implications of these decisions on in-
surance companies and agents.
Of greater concern to consumers, perhaps, is that by defining traditional insur-

ance products as "the business of banking," the OCC is also attempting to render
state insurance consumer and solvency laws and regulations which apply as a result
of licensure inapplicable to the insurance activities of banks. In fact, the agency has
stated publicly that ".

. . the OCC has consistently taken the position that a state
may not require a national bank to obtain a state license to exercise the powers au-
thorized for national banks . .

." Consumers buying insurance products from insur-
ance agents are protected by comprehensive laws and regulations governing the fol-

lowing areas:

—Agent training, licensing, discipline—Cost comparison requirements
—Right to rescind insurance contracts—Policy form approvals
—Non-forfeiture laws
—Unfair trade practices
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—Required matching of assets and liabilities

—Reserve requirements
—Investment limitations appropriate for the long-term liabilities insurers assume
—Requirements on policy readability and disclosure, including illustrations of pol-

icyholder and contract holder benefits

—Literally hundreds of additional rules and regulations appropriate to the oper-

ations of the insurance business and developed over more than half century by
regulators with experience and expertise in the field.

These important consumer safeguards have no counterpart in federal banking law
and would not apply to consumers buying similar products from national banks.
This strongly suggests that the OCC is willing to sacrifice virtually all insurance
regulatory oversight in its zeal to broaden insurance authority for banks.
This assault by the OCC on the ability of the States to define and regulate the

business of insurance shows no signs of abating. As noted above, the OCC recently

proposed regulations to permit potentially risky insurance activities to be conducted
in operating subsidiaries of national banks and separately proposed to issue a regu-
lation expressly preempting state licensing laws, including those governing issuers

and sellers of insurance, in their applicability to national banks.
The abuse of regulatory discretion by the OCC must be addressed, and H.R.1317

is the appropriate means for doing so. The "Insurance States' and Consumers'
Rights and Fair Competition Clarification Act of 1995," introduced by Commerce
Committee Chairman Tom Bliley and Ranking Minority Member John Dingell,

would halt the OCC's efforts to redefine insurance by administrative sleight of hand
and would reinforce the ability of the States to regulate anyone engaged in the busi-

ness of insurance.
One point of clarification. The ACLI is not suggesting that previous decisions of

the OCC on specific insurance powers for banks should be overturned. We accept
that banks are now in the business of selling certain insurance products. We do not
accept that banks are entitled to underwrite annuities and life insurance, nor that

state insurance laws governing the sale of insurance products should be preempted.

Impact ofH.R. 1062

Clearly the Commerce Committee's consideration of H.R. 1317 cannot be sepa-
rated from the ongoing discussions and eventual consideration of H.R. 1062, the
Banking and Financial Services Committee's bill to repeal the Glass-Steagall Act.

H.R. 1062, as reported, exacerbates the insurance industry's problem with the
OCC by tilting the competitive landscape still further in favor of banks. This occurs
in three principal ways:

1) By permitting banks to affiliate with securities firms and not constraining the
OCC's interpretive powers in the insurance field, bank/securities combinations
would be able to obtain insurance powers and provide all three of the major types
of financial services. Insurers, on the other hand, would remain prohibited from
affiliating with banks.

2) The five year (and perhaps ten year) transition period for the divestiture of

non-conforming activities by bank/securities enterprises affords these institutions an
unreasonably long period to exploit combined banking, securities and insurance op-

erations, to the disadvantage of competitors who are legally precluded from having
a similar range of capabilities.

3) The "leeway" provision allowing bank/securities enterprises to invest up to 10%
of their total consolidated capital and surplus in activities determined by the Fed-
eral Reserve Board to be "of a financial nature" poses a substantial likelihood that
such enterprises could also have a sizable insurance underwriting component.
The bill also fails to address the deposit insurance policy issue raised by the so-

called CD-Annuity, a product purporting to qualify not only for tax deferred income
accumulation but also federal deposit insurance coverage. Surely there is no public

policy rationale for extending federal government guarantees to a product and a
market which have functioned perfectly well for arcades in the absence of such gov-

ernment largess.

There may be a variety of ways to address the competitive equality issues associ-

ated with H.R. 1062, but we believe the preferable approach is simply to attach H.R.
1317 to H.R. 1062, reduce the divestiture provision from 5 to 2 years and require

that the 10% leeway provision cannot be used to acquire an insurance underwriter
unless the depository institutions within the holding company are all "wholesale
banks." We have attached statutory language to reflect these suggestions.

Bankers Objections

Bankers have raised a number of specious objections to the Bliley/Dingell bill

which need to be addressed:
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1) Bankers strongly object to the States being given the authority to define the

term "insurance," purportedly because state insurance regulators might try to define

current bank products as "insurance."

We believe this objection is groundless for a variety of reasons. First of all, state

insurance regulators have always had the implicit authority to define the term "in-

surance" and, since the enactment of the McCarran-Ferguson Act in 1945, have had
that authority on an explicit basis. Second, looking back over the two hundred or

so years that we have had formal regulation of insurance in this country, bankers
cannot point to a single instance in which state insurance regulators have at-

tempted to define a bank product as insurance. To the contrary, as detailed above,

it has been the federal bamcing relators who have raided the insurance industry's

turf time and time again by defining insurance products as banking. That is pre-

cisely the reason, ana in fact the omy reason, that a state definition of insurance
is necessary in the context of this legislation.

Moreover, state insurance regulators do not operate in a vacuum; they function

on the same level as state banking regulators. (In some states the same individual

handles both functions). In any event, a dispute resolution mechanism is present in

the form of the state attorney general to ensure that neither state regulator unduly
irifringes on the jurisdiction of the other.

2) Bankers have also complained that if the states are permitted to define insur-

ance, there may be 50 different definitions that may make conducting business dif-

ficult for a single institution doing business nationwide. Welcome, banks, to the
world of insurance. While disparate treatment is indeed a possibility, as a practical

matter, there is generally uniformity on this issue among the states. Moreover, reg-

ulatory diversity among state insurance departments is an unavoidable consequence
of the state regulatory system with which insurers deal every day. If bankers desire

to be in the insurance business, they can scarcely complain about operating under
the same system that governs traditional insurers and agents.

3) Bankers have claimed that state regiilators may subject them to discriminatory
or competitively disadvantageous regulations with which other providers of insur-

ance will not have to comply. As a preliminary observation, we would point out that
H.R. 1317 does not change the status quo in that regard. Indeed, one of the bankers'
favorite responses to the requirement that state regulation as contained in H.R.
1317 be observed is, "we already comply with state insurance laws." We believe the
phrase "discriminatory regulation" when used by the banks in this context is code
to describe their distaste for any consumer protection provisions which recognize the
unique nature of the banking function and the need to avoid consumer confusion
over FDIC-insured institutions selling non-deposit products. Perhaps this is why
banks did not take kindly to federal bank regulators issuing the joint interagency
guidelines on the retail sale of non-deposit products. These guidelines, of course,
discriminate" between insured deposit products and insurance products such as an-
nuities.

In fact, there are differences between banks and insurance agents as sellers of in-

surance that need to be reflected in the regulatory process. Cle£U"ly, however, we
would not countenance regulatory provisions which were determined to be unfairly
or arbitrarily discriminatory.

It should also be pointed out that H.R. 1317 does not give state insurance regu-
lators any additional regulatory authority—it just requires that whoever is engaged
in insurance activities must abide by state law. We feel confident that banks and
their regulators at the state level are up to the task of preventing unfairly discrimi-
natory regulations from being put in place.
The real worry of banks in connection with H.R. 1317 is simply that the bill will

do what it is intended to do—put an end to the era of unrestrained expansion of
their insurance powers at the whim of the OCC, an unelected federal bureaucracy
that has up to now ignored Congressional intent with impunity. We understand why
banks are not supportive of this language, but frankly, their arguments lack credi-
bility.

Proposed Compromise Amendment
Committee staff have hosted a number of discussions between banks, insurers and

agents on the points of contention associated with broadening H.R. 1062 to encom-
pass insurer/bank affiliations. We particularly want to commend the Chairman and
his staff for making a sincere and dedicated effort to find common ground between
all the affected parties that could serve as the basis for a compromise amendment
on insurance. A lot of energy and thought has been put into this process by everyone
who has been involved in these sessions over the last few weeks. Progress has been
rnade, and nearly all of the issues have been placed in much sharper focus. But sig-
nificant and, perhaps, fundamental differences remain. Despite good faith efforts to
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reach a consensus, we could not do so within the time constraints of the committee's
sequential referral.

Siniply put, the ACLI is not in a position to support any proposal which con-
templates affiliations within the same corporate structure between banks and insur-

ers. Undeniably, there are sharp differences of opinion within our membership over
the affihation issue. However, for some years the ACLI has taken the position that
there are four critical elements which at a minimum would have to be incorporated
in any affiliation proposal in order to receive even initial consideration by life insur-
ance companies: 1) ail insurance activities would have to be conducted by an entity
or entities separate and distinct from any depository institution. Such insurance af-

filiates could neither be divisions nor subsidiaries of a depository institution; 2) all

such insurance afEiliates would have to be subject to all the requirements of the ap-
propriate state insurance regulatory authority, including requirements relating to

company licensing and agent qualification and licensing; 3) the potential use by any
depository institution of its credit-extending powers to promote the sale of insurance
by or through its insurance affiliates wouJd have to oe subject to stringent safe-

guards designed to protect consimiers and preclude unfair competitive advantages
over insurance entities not affiliated with a depository institution; and 4) any struc-

ture permitting such affiliations would have to be supplemented by a grant of recip-

rocal authority that would permit both stock and mutual insurance companies to en-

gage in the business of banking and other activities in which depository institutions

are permitted to engage.
The discussions unfortunately did not result in unanimitv on even these fun-

damental points. It was also a severe handicap not to be able to have free access
to the committee staffs legislative language. Ooviously, any proposal to fundamen-
tally alter the relationships between the major financial service providers needs to

be carefully scrutinized by the affected parties. I am disappointed to say that this

has not been allowed by staff. Our brief opportunity to examine a draft of this pro-

posal suggested that it failed to meet our four fundamental objectives noted above
and raised a number of additional problems any of which would prevent us from
supporting it. Accordingly, we would suggest that the issue of affiliations between
banks and insurers be teken up in another context.

In sum, we do not believe there is a crisis facing the financial services industry
which compels Congress to impose a particular "broad solution" on the financial

services industry when no broad consensus has yet been reached. Such a course sim-
ply invites a stalemate on the House floor with members having to make "no-win"
political choices between major interest groups.
We support the Bliley/Dingell bill because it prevents further erosion of state in-

surance authority at the hands cf the OCC and is consistent with the notion of func-
tional regulation which lies at the heart of all of the current restructuring proposals.
Whether or not affiliations between banks and insurers are ultimately permitted,
the Bliley/Dingell language is a necessary addition to H.R. 1062. Without it, we
must strongly oppose H.R. 1062.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Mr. Hughes.
Mr. Joseph S. Bracewell, Chairman and CEO of Century Na-

tional Bank. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH S. BRACEWELL
Mr. Bracewell. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Fields, Mr. Dingell and

members of the committee, I would like to thank you for this op-

portunity to testify before you. I filed a formal statement and
would be happy to answer questions at the conclusion of my re-

marks.
My name is Joe Bracewell. I am Chairman of Century National

Bank in Washington, DC, and Vice Chairman of West University
Bank in Houston, Texas. I serve as a member of the board of direc-

tors of the Independent Bankers Association of America, which is

the only national trade association exclusively representing the in-

terests of the Nation's community banks.
We appreciate this opportunity to testify on the issues of the

Glass-Steagall Act and Bank Holding Company Act reform propos-
als. Both of these acts have been cornerstones in maintaining the
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safety and soundness of our banking system, prohibiting undue fi-

nancial concentration and protecting the integrity of the deposit in-

surance fund. These legislative foundations help create our remark-

ably diverse financial services industry which, in turn, supports the

strongest small business structure in the world.

When you legislate changes, you must be convinced that they are

for the betterment of America and not just for the betterment of

Wall Street and for those few banks that compete globally.

The purpose of the Glass-Steagall Act was to limit the securities

activities of banks because of various hazards connected with the

mixing of investment and commercial banking. The Bank Holding
Company Act prohibits the mixing of banking and commerce. These
restrictions were enacted because Congress felt that otherwise

there would be consolidation in the industry that would lead to mo-
nopolization, and huge banking and industrial complexes would be
created if bars were not put into place.

These issues have not changed over the years. There is still the
potential for conflicts of interest when banking and nonbanking
firms affiliate. Massive industry consolidation will lead to unman-
ageable systemic risk, and the integrated firms would enjoy an un-
fair advantage over banks and other commercial firms not associ-

ated with a bank.
Breaching the banking and commerce wall also undermines bank

supervision, a point which was made clear in Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan's testimony before the House Banking
Committee earlier this year.

H.R. 1062 would allow the affiliation of commercial banking and
investment banking under a bank holding company that is regu-
lated by the Federal Reserve Board. The bill would also amend the
Bank Holding Company Act to allow bank holding companies to

own companies that are financial in nature except for insurance
underwriters.
The bill contains firewalls between the investment and commer-

cial banks. However, our view on the question is still open as to

whether these protections are sufficient. The IBAA is currently
studying this issue to determine the most probable manner that
banking and Main Street America will be well served by H.R. 1062.
We recognize that the financial services industry has changed

significantly over the last two decades. We also recognize that large
banking companies compete in different markets from community
banks and therefore may need to exercise powers that they do not
now possess in order to compete in those markets. However, grant-
ing large banks powers cannot be at the expense of community
banks and the communities and small business customers that
they serve so well.

With respect to three of the issues this committee may be consid-
ering during its 30 day review of H.R. 1062, the IBAA opposes the
common ownership of banks and insurance underwriting compa-
nies.

IBAA also opposes any rollback of existing bank retail insurance
powers.
Third, IBAA opposes the regulatory loopholes which have allowed

the walls between banking and commerce to be eroded, specifically
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the nonbank bank loophole and the unitary thrift holding company
loophole.

We understand that this committee may consider a proposal to

allow the affiliation of insurance underwriters and commercial
banks. Breaching the banking and commerce wall in this manner
will allow for the possibility of systemic risk that could prove fatal.

Insurance underwriting brings with it some very large risks, in-

cluding the fact that insurance companies are direct investors in

and developers of real estate and they invest in many other types
of activities, including derivatives, and yet the insurance companies
are not federally regulated. This committee should be most careful

indeed in allowing affiliations between such entities and federally

insured banks.
Two provisions of the National Bank Act permit national banks

to engage in retail insurance and annuities activities. We under-
stand that this committee is also considering a proposal to limit

these powers. Retail insurance powers do not contain any safety

and soundness threat to insured banks. There are also no
consumer protection issues involved.

Bank-employed and affiliated salespeople are licensed by the
State with the same license that independent agents have. The sole

reason for limiting bank sales of insurance products is to restrict

competition in the insurance sales area. This is anti-competitive,
anti-free market and anti-consumer special interest legislation

masquerading under a States' rights banner. IBAA strongly op-
poses any rollback of existing retail bank insurance powers.
Mr. OxLEY. Would you summarize, Mr. Bracewell?
Mr. Bracewell. In conclusion, the Glass-Steagall Act and the

Bank Holding Company Act have provided significant protections
for our banking system and to competitive equality in this country.

I wish to thank the committee for the opportunity to present
these remarks on behalf of the IBAA.

[The prepared statement of Joseph S. Bracewell follows:]

Prepared Statement of Joseph S. Bracewell, Chairman and CEO, Century
National Bank, on Behalf of the Independent Bankers Association of
America

Mr. Chairman, I am Joseph S. Bracewell. Chairman and CEO of Century Na-
tional Bank in Washington, D.C. Century is $90 million, locally-owned and operated
community bank, and we are members of the Independent Bankers Association of
America (IBAA). I am proud to serve on IBAA's Board of Directors, and I also serve
on IBAA's Bank Operations Committee. The IBAA is tiie only national trade asso-
ciation that exclusively represents the interests of the nation's community banks.
We appreciate the opportunity to testify before this joint subcommittee hearing

of the House Commerce Committee on H.R. 1062, the Financial Services Competi-
tiveness Act of 1995. This legislation amends the Glass-Steagall Act and the Bank
Holding Company Act, both of which have been cornerstones in maintaining the
safety and soundness of our banking system, prohibiting undue financial concentra-
tion, and protecting the integrity of the deposit insurance fund.

AMERICA'S diverse FINANCLAL SYSTEM

The Glass-Steagall and Bank Holding Company Acts are legislative foundations
that helped create our remarkably diverse financial services industry, which in turn
supports the strongest small business structure in the world. We hear too much that
we should change our existing system to mirror the Japanese, British or German
system. I do not understand mis type of inferiority complex thinking. We have the
strongest, the best, the most resilient financial system in the world. When you legis-

late cnanges you must be convinced that they are for the betterment of all of Amer-
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ica, and not just for the betterment of Wall Street and for those few banks that com-

pete globally. I also note that Germany currently is critically reviewing its financial

structure, particularly the role of universal banks in this structure.

There are several important banking issues that this Congress will face this year,

including derivatives activities, the capitalization of the SAIF and the pajonent of

the FICO bonds, and the reform of the Federal Home Loan Bank System.

These items should be receiving a higher priority than the repefid or reform of the

Glass-Steagall Act, which is an issue without any popular constituency and which
is being driven by a relative handful of large financial players. I would like to think

that a benevolent God was passing all of us a message when the venerable Barings

Bank failed a few days before Secretary Rubin unveiled the Treasury proposal for

repealing Glass-Steagall. If I were one of the large financial players I also would
be advocating repeal of Glass-Steagall—repeal would increase my market share and
power.
Our main caution with regard to Glass-Steagall Act reform would be—do it right

and know what you are doing. Otherwise, future Congresses will have to deal with

the mess that you created. Aiid as you know, we are still digging out from the abys-

mal public policy decisions that led to the S & L debacle and cost the American tax-

payer more than $150 billion.

GENERAL BACKGROUND

The Glass-Steagall Act was enacted as part of the Banking Act of 1933. It was
part of the protections that were put into place to prevent a recurrence of the sys-

temic collapse of the banking system which led President Roosevelt to declare a
bank holiday in 1933. The Supreme Court, in the case of ICI vs Camp., held that

the purpose of Glass-Steagall was to Umit the securities activities of banks because
of the following potential hazards:

1. The association of a bemk and securities firm could impair public confidence in

the bank if the latter performed poorly.

2. The bank might be tempted to make unsound loans to its securities affiliate

or to companies whose securities it was underwriting.
3. Bank customer goodwill could suffer if any customer suffered losses after in-

vesting in securities offered by the bank.
4. The bank may make unsound loans in order to facilitate the sale of securities

in which the bank or its affiliate dealt.

5. The affiliate could dump poor issues into the bank's trust department.
6. The bank's promotional interest in the securities would be in direct conflict

with its obligation to render impartial advice.
With the Glass-Steagall Act protections, safety and soundness issues still come to

the forefront. The potential for large and unexpected losses in an investment bank
is a fact of life today. The Barings Bank is a good example. Barings was the oldest
investment bank in Great Britain, over 200 years old. It was also said to be one
of the most conservatively run investment banks in the country. Yet, over the course
of only one month a single trader in its Singapore office was able to rack up losses
that would appear to exceed Barings' capital oy $1 billion. And the potential con-
flict-of-interest problems noted by the Supreme Court on the Camp decision are still

valid today.
The Bank Holding Company Act prohibits the mixing of banking and commerce.

The restrictions were first established in the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956,
and they were amended and expanded in the 1966 and 1970 amendments to the
Act. The restrictions were enacted because Congress felt that otherwise there would
be consolidation in the industry that would lead to monopolization, and huge bank-
ing and industrial complexes would be created if bars were not put into place.
These issues have not changed over the years. There is still the potential for con-

flicts of interest when banking and non-banking firms affiliate. Maintaining the wall
between banking and commerce is critical to the free enterprise system. Our system
relies on banks to allocate credit to its most productive uses. Separating banking
and commerce insures that credit is allocated impartially and without conflicts of
interest. Breaching that wall raises the risk that credit decisions will be based on
the business strategies of the bank's corporate parent and not on economic merit.

If banks were allowed to affiliate with commercial and industrial firms, they
would enjoy an unfair advantage over other banks and over commercial firms not
associated with a bank. Cross selling of services is very important in companies
with multiple arms. Banks, subiect to the Bank Holding Company Act, can only en-
gage in activities closelv related to banking. By contrast, if diversified firms owned
banks, they would be free to combine banking with a wide variety of financial or
other services.
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Breaching the banking and commerce wall also undermines bank supervision by
threatening the safety and soundness of our financial system. There is no practical
way to separate a bank from its affiliates, either operationally or in the public's per-
ception. Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan testified about his con-
cerns with the efficacy of firewalls when he testified before the House Banking and
Financial Services Committee on February 28, 1995. He warned against placing too
much faith on firewalls, because "under stress, they tend to melt." This testimony
was similar to testimony by then Federal Reserve Board Chairman Paul Volcker
throughout the 1980s. For example, he testified before the Senate Banking Commit-
tee that "problems in one part of the system will inevitably be transmitted to other
parts." (S. Rep. 100-19, 100th Cong. 1st Ses., March 19, 1987, pg. 9) (emphasis
added).

Firewalls meant to protect the insured bank from the risks associated with securi-
ties, commercial and industrial affiliates will not work in an emergency. As history
shows, in the case of a conflagration, firewalls will bum very quickly. One only has
to look back a few years to Continental Illinois and its First Options affiliate. Al-
though firewalls were in place, when First Options suffered massive losses. Con-
tinental Dlinois National Bank stepped in and improperly loaned money to First Op-
tions to prop it up. Although the loan was cjuickly upstreamed to the holding com-
pany, and tne bank suffered no loss that time, what occurred shows how useless
firewalls are.

PROVISIONS OF H.R. 1062

On May 9, under the able leadership of Chairman Leach, the House Banking and
Financial Services Committee approved H.R. 1062. This moves the financial services
industry one step closer to economic and financial concentration. But compared to

other proposals tnat had been advanced by the Administration, Congressman Baker,
and others, the bill reported out by the Banking committee is relatively modest.

H.R. 1062 would allow the common ownership of healthy, well capitalized banks
and securities firms under a Financial Services Holding Company supervised by the
Federal Reserve Board. Banks could engage in investment banking activities only
through a holding company affiliate, and substantial firewalls separate banking ac-
tivities from securities activities. Any securities firm acquired by a bank must divest
itself of ownership in any nonfinancial company within five years (ten years under
certain conditions).

In addition, the bill creates a new category of bank holding companies called an
Investment Bank Holding Company, also supervised by the Federal Reserve Board,
that will be allowed to engage in a wider range of activities not covered by deposit
insurance. Uninsured wiiolesale banks that cannot accept deposits in amounts less
than $100,000 may be organized under an IBHC.
The bill requires that the lead depository institution and depository institutions

controlling at least 80% of the assets in a financial services holding company seek-
ing to acquire a securities company must have received a satisfactory or better CRA
rating in its last exam. It also changes the "closely related to banking" test to a "fi-

nancial in nature or incidental to such financial activities" test for purposes of au-
thorizing non-banking activities for Financial Services Holding Companies.

NON-BANK BANK GROWTH CAP AND UNITARY THRIFT HOLDING COMPANY LOOPHOLE

H.R. 1062 also contains several items that IBAA finds highly objectionable. The
bill lifts the 7% annual growth cap on well-capitalized non-bank banks, subject to
certain conditions and approval by the Federal Reserve Board. Former FDIC Chair-
man William Seidman teetified before the Senate Banking Committee that the non-
bank bank loophole, which breaches the wall between banking and commerce, "is

highly inequitable and detrimental. Allowed to grow, nonbank banks can weaken
the real banks by competing in an unfair contest in the market place." (S. Rep. 100-

19, 100th Cong 1st Ses., March 19, 1987, pg. 9) (emphasis added).
The bill, as reported out of the Banking and Financial Services Committee, also

retains the unitary thrift holding company loophole that allows commercial firms to
own unitary thrifts, and allows them to convert to a Financial Services Holding
Company under an expedited procedure. Earlier versions of this legislation would
have closed the loophole. This loophole breaches the separation of banking and com-
merce. Under current law, unitary thrift holding companies are not prohioited from
affiliating with commercial firms. This has allowed thrifts to affiliate with industrial
and other tjrpes of companies in violation of prudent safety and soundness prin-
ciples. We believe the potential systemic risks permitted by this loophole should be
a concern to lawmakers. The risks of merging banking and commerce £U"e just as
applicable to the thrift industry as they are to the banking industry. Repealing the
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exemption would level the playing field and put all insured financial institutions in

Earity. IBAA can find no reason for the perpetuation of this loophole, which should

e closed entirely rather than made marginallv wider.

We strongly support a provision in the bill that allows well-capitalized national

banks to underwrite and deal in all types of municipal securities. However, an
amendment by Rep. Richard Baker (R-LA.) eliminated language in the bill that

would have protected local banks bv limiting bids to underwrite an issuer's bond to

underwriters within 100 miles. Under the Baker amendment, any bank in the coun-

try may bid to underwrite a municipal bond issuance anywhere in the country, mak-
ing it more difficult for small local banks to compete. The IBAA would stronglv sup-

port an amendment that would restore language restricting bids to give local com-
munity bankers a better opportunity to compete in this potentially lucrative market.

COMMON OWNERSHIP OF BANKS AND INSURANCE UNDERWRITING COMPANIES

IBAA is opposed to allowing the common ownership of banks and insurance un-

derwriting companies. Such affiliations breach the wall between banking and com-
merce. Insurance underwriting brings with it some very large risks. Insurance com-
panies engage in financial services that are the same or similar to those offered by
commercial and investment banks, along with the underwriting of insurance. They
also are direct investors in and developers of real estate. Yet insurance companies
are not Federally regulated. This Committee should be very careful about allowing

affiliations between an insured bank and a company that is not only exempt from
Federal regulation but can also engage in a wide range of financial services and in

real estate activities that have proved fatal to many Federally insured institutions.

This Committee should be most careful indeed in putting haphazardly regulated fi-

nancial entities together in a common structure, particularly in light of the concerns
Chairman Greenspan has raised about the efEicacv of firewalls.

Allowing the common ownership of banks and insurance companies also raises

competitive issues. Our financial system relies on banks to allocate credit in an im-
partial manner to creditworthy entities. The separation of banking and commerce
helps to insure that the credit-making decision is not tainted due to a conflict of

interest. To tear down the walls raises the risk that credit decisions will be made
on the basis of strategic decisions regarding the business of the holding company
and its affiliates, and not on the creditworthiness of the borrower or the economic
merit behind the request for the credit. There is also a possibility that credit will

be more readily available to affiliates of the bank than to non-affiliates. A business
with a guaranteed line of credit has a substantial advantage over one that does not.

If this advantage is caused by an affiliation, rather than merit, it is unfair and un-
dermines the basic tenets of the free market system.
One of the reasons given for allowing banks to be affiliated with other financial

companies is that cross-marketing and ioint-marketing of products and services is

more efficient. More efficient it may be, but it raises the likely prospect of customer
confusion over whether a product is or is not FDIC insured.

It also gives large integrated companies an unfair competitive advantage over
independent banks. In an integrated company, a customer would be able to receive
banking, insurance, and securities products all at one time. Although tying of the
products is prohibited, the ability to market them as a package will exist. Banks
that are not affiliated with insurance and securities companies would have great
trouble competing with such companies. And the simple fact is that small banks do
not have the resources to purchase such companies, and they are too small to be
desirable acquisitions by insurance or securities firms. Thus they are effectively fro-

zen out of the market.

MAINTAINING EXISTING NATIONAL BANK RETAIL INSURANCE POWERS

Two provisions of the National Bank Act permit national banks to engage in in-
surance and annuities activities. Section 92 authorizes national banks to act as
agents for the sale of insurance from any office located in a town with less than
5,000 people. Under this authority, banks can sell life insurance, property-casualty,
credit-life, and other forms of insurance products, to any customer, regardless of
where the customer is located. Currently unsettled is whether or not State laws that
prohibit affiliations between banks and insurance operations apply to national
banks. There are conflicting court decisions on this issue that may be decided by
the Supreme Court.
The second provision of the National Bank Act dealing with insurance and annu-

ities activities IS the incidental powers clause. The Act provides that a national bank
may exercise "... all such incidental powers as shall be necessary to carry on the
business of banking." OCC has ruled that this clause permits national banks to sell
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annuities, underwrite and sell credit life insurance, and enter into other insurance
marketing arrangements with insurance agents. Banks cannot sell general life in-

surance under this authority, however. In the VALIC case, the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld the authority of banks to sell annuities under the incidental powers clause.

Bank holding companies, with a few exceptions, are generally prohibited from en-
gaging in insurance activities under the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956.

Retail insurance powers do not contain any safety and soundness threat to in-

sured banks. There also is no consumer protection issue involved. Bank-employed
and affiliate sales people are licensed by the state with the same license that inde-

pendent agents must have. Banks currently are required by law to disclose that an-
nuities products are not insured by the FDIC.
The sole reason for limiting banks sales of insurance products is to restrict com-

petition in the insurance sales area. This is anti-competitive, anti-free market, and
anticonsumer special interest legislation.

IBAA opposes any roll-back of existing bank retail insurance powers.

BLILEY-DINGELL BILL

The Insurance States' and Consumers' Rights Clarification and Fair Competition
Act of 1995—introduced by House Commerce Committee Chairman Tom Bliley (R-

VA) and Ranking Minority Member John Dingell (D-MI)—provides that state laws
governing insurance will prevail in all aspects of the insurance business. This
means that states could prohibit the sale of insurance from banks in towns of under
5,000, they could define what an insurance product is, and they could re-define an-
nuities as insurance products. All these actions would have the effect of rolling-back
existing bank insurance powers. Contrary to claims by the insurance industry,

banks engaged in insurance sales are licensed and regulated by the states in which
they operate. Nonetheless, the Bliley-Dingell bill would give 50 state insurance com-
missioners unprecedented power over the insurance activities of banks. IBAA op-
poses attaching the provisions of the Bliley-Dingell bill to H.R. 1062.

CONCLUSION

The Glass-Steagall Act and the Bank Holding Company Act have provided signifi-

cant protections to our banking system and preserved competitive equality in this

country. This has given the United States an economic and financial system which
is the envy of the world. Efforts to make major changes in the system should be
undertaken only after great deliberation. Additionally, changes should be made on
an incremental basis. No one can predict with certainty what the outcome of the
proposed changes will be. If we take too great a leap, we could find that we have
fallen down the precipice. Change can destroy as well as build. We are still wit-
nesses to the ongoing destruction of the savings and loan industry—a process that
was hastened by public policy decisions.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, IBAA opposes any amendment that would allow the
common ownership of banks and insurance underwriting companies, or roll-back ex-

isting bank retail insurance powers. IBAA also opposes attaching the Bliley-Dingell
bill to H.R. 1062 in the Commerce Committee or on the House floor. Common own-
ership of banks, securities firms and insurance companies could lead to the forma-
tion of huge economic and financial cartels. For example, it would allow the forma-
tion of a company composed of NationsBank, GJoldman-Sachs and Metropolitan Life.

It also would bring comimercial firm ownership of banks into play, which IBAA
strenuously opposes.

I wish to thank this Committee for the opportunity to present the views of com-
munity bankers on these important issues.

Mr. OxLEY. Thank you.
The Chair would recognize himself for a line of questioning.
Mr. Hughes, you stated in your written testimony that "the life

insurance industry is not in a position at this time to support any
amendment to H.R. 1062 which would permit corporate affiliations

between banks and insurers other than H.R. 1317." And yet you
also argue that H.R. 1062 tilts the competitive landscape in favor
of banks because banks right now are gaining insurance powers
through court and OCC rulings, while insurers are not allowed to

affiliate with banks. Wouldn't such affiliations as per your argu-
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ment help even the competitive balance and increase efficiencies

and synergies for many insurance companies?
Mr. Hughes. Mr. Chairman, I think there are two ways of going

about, from our perspective, addressing H.R. 1062. One is, you
broaden it and encompass insurance in the affiliations. The other

is you make it as insurance neutral as you can get it. As we have
indicated, our membership cannot agree on the propriety of affili-

ations. Therefore, our approach has been to make the bill as much
insurance neutral as we can get it. The notion to dump the

synergies and so on of broad affiliations appeal to us.

I would have to say that for a broad segment of our membership
the answer to that question is no. Over the years I don't think you
have seen insurance companies clamoring to gain a commercial
banking capability, and for a large segment of our membership that

does remain the case.

Mr. OxLEY. Well, as you know, the legislation itself is silent. H.R.
1062 is silent on insurance. I don't think the term insurance, the
word insurance, is used at all in the legislation. And yet you are

telling the committee that somehow this is not neutral on insur-

ance?
Mr. Hughes. I think what we are suggesting is silence does not

necessarily equate with neutrality.

The point we are trying to make is this: The bill would move
things further by permitting banks and securities firms, the two
legs of the three financial services, to combine. Insurance would not
be a part of that.

By the same token, by not addressing the situation with the
Comptroller of the Currency, where the Comptroller is affording
banks insurance powers, they are just calling it banking, a bank/
securities combination would be able to, over time, develop more
and more insurance powers, so that the bank/securities organiza-
tion would also be able to do insurance.

In other words, a bank could do insurance, securities, and bank-
ing; and an insurance company could do insurance and securities,
but not banking. And, in our view, that is not a neutral approach
to legislation; and our view is that silence isn't what does the trick.

There has to be some affirmative step taken to stop, to neutralize
the activities of the Comptroller of the Currency in this area or the
landscape is going to continue to tilt even further.
Mr. OxLEY. You were present for the testimony of the previous

panel, I think, and most of them indicated that with the changes
that have taken place in technology and changes taking place in
global markets that the whole financial services industry is under-
going a tremendous change.
Does the insurance industry fear that they will be left on the side

of the road as the rest of the industry and the banks and the secu-
rities people provide modern-day services and the insurance indus-
try would remain simply a nonplayer?
Mr. Hughes. I think there is certainly insurers within our asso-

ciation that would take that view. There are other views that the
financial institutions, the insurance companies and the banks that
have minded their knitting are the ones that have done quite well
over the years. So there also is a perspective of do what you know
and do it well and don't try and be all things to all people.
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There are some very strongly held views within our business as
to why bank insurance affiliations and legislation to permit them
don't make any sense, and we have heard I think in this morning's
panel some of those views touched upon.
There are a number of life insurance companies that feel that the

issue of credit quality—and with an increasingly sophisticated pub-
lic that is looldng for credit quality there is concern within our
business that it is impossible through subsidiaries, affiliates, SIDs,
whatever you want to use to separate the perception that a bank
and its insurance underwriting affiliate somehow enjoys Federal
protection and is a safer institution.

Companies, at least insurance companies that have spoken with
us, say we don't know how you can legislate that misperception
away. You can put all the structures you want in place and you can
have firewalls and you can have restrictions on affiliate trans-

actions, but the bottom line is if a AAA credit life insurance com-
pany is dealing with a BAA bank that has an insurance underwrit-
ing affiliate, the marketplace may perceive them as equal competi-
tors.

Mr. OxLEY. Let me just ask one last question on annuities.

Do you think banks should be allowed to sell but not underwrite
annuities?
Mr. Hughes. I think the courts and the regulators have taken

us beyond that point. The ACLI is not advocating rolling the clock

back and taking away any insurance powers that the regulators
and the courts have already bestowed upon banks. What we are
saying is that much and no more. Let's have legislation that, in es-

sence, takes a snapshot of where we are today, gives banks powers
that they have, does provide that the States functionally regulate
them through the insurance departments but create the oppor-
tunity for no more mischief.

Mr. OxLEY. So your testimony is that in a d3aiamic financial

services industry, the insurance industry would essentially like to

be frozen in time?
Mr. Hughes. Again, you have companies that have varying per-

spectives on that issue, and you have to distinguish within some
companies' minds between insurance sales and insurance under-
writing.

I don't think there is any question that insurance companies
have entered into broader and broader retail sales arrangements
with commercial banks. I think that reflects the economic reality

of what is going on. Quite another thing, though, to press those
companies into saying that the corporate affiliations are the trend
of the 1990's.

This has been debated for 20 years and more, and I think there
are people that remain convinced that it is basically not a sound
idea. They don't necessarily, I think, agree that that doesn't indi-

cate that our business isn't dynamic.
Mr. OXLEY. My time has more than expired.

The gentleman from Michigan, the ranking member of the full

committee.
Mr. DiNGELL. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Gentlemen, welcome to the committee. Thank you for being here.
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Mr. Bracewell, isn't H.R. 1317 consistent with the prevailing

view in Washington these days? That is, that the States are often

in a better position to identify and serve the needs of their citizens

than is the Federal Government?
Mr. Bracewell. The IBAA views itself as a procompetitive orga-

nization, if you will; and in the world of bank regulation that has
led us, of course, to support strongly the dual banking system.

State and Federal regulation.

In the insurance area, our view is that the enabling of the insur-

ance regulators within the States to regulate the securities powers
of national banks is really an anticompetitive approach. And while

it does shift power to the States, it essentially takes away powers
from businesses that are out in the world helping the economy
grow.
Mr. DiNGELL. Now, the States have been the traditional regu-

lators of rates and services provided by a lot of companies which
importantly affect interstate commerce but are really regional in

character—regional telephone companies, rates and services for

utilities such as electrical services, gas, water. And, traditionally.

States have fulfilled this role in the insurance industry. Why
should we move away from this traditional role when doing so

would be dramatically inconsistent with the purge that Congress
has promised the public?

Mr. Bracewell. Mr. Chairman, the last panel had some dia-

logue about whether the bill was visionary enough, and what I

didn't hear anybody saying is that moving backwards was some-
thing that ought to be considered. And what we have currently is

a system where national banks in the retail sales of insurance can
compete, and they are—in that activity, they are regulated by the
State regulators. So we are really talking about a corporate powers
issue and more players in the economic arena.
Mr. DiNGELL. Let's talk about that because that leads me to an

interesting line.

I am just a poor Polish lawyer, and I walk in and see my friendly
banker. I say, I would like to get a mortgage. He says, Mr. Dingell,
you are just the kind of fellow we are looking for. He says, you fill

out these forms, and we will issue you the mortgage. And while you
are here, we will arrange to give you a whole bunch of our special
services. We will take over your brokerage, we will take over your
insurance, we will take over your other financial activities, and we
will serve as your investment advisor. And I am going to say, you
know, that is a wonderful idea because I know it is going to get
me this mortgage.

Isn't this going to give us just a wee bit of—how should we say

—

coercion if we allow the banks to have all this broad authority?
They get somebody in fat, dumb and happy, wants a loan, and all

of a sudden he finds that his best chance of getting that loan is by
giving his bank his securities business, his insurance business and
a number of other financial activities into which banks will be mov-
ing if they get this? How am I, just a poor Polish lawyer, going to
be protected against that?
Mr. Bracewell. Well, clearly, the
Mr. Dingell. My friendly banker puts his arm around me and

says, you just go down to the end of the hall and see our experts
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on these matters, and we will give you the best of service, and you
will get your loan.

Mr. Bracewell. Well, clearly, the landscape in the financial

services industry has changed a lot in all respects, not just in the
banking world, and the situation you describe is certainly more the
wave of the future than of the past. The use of the term coercion,

I think, brings in

Mr. DiNGELL. A wonderful opportunity for coercion, though, isn't

it?

Mr. Bracewell. Well, to say it is an opportunity for coercion I

think is twisting a situation and making it look bad when, in fact,

it is happening all over the world, not only in banks, but you could

do the same thing in Merrill Lynch, for example.
Mr. DiNGELL. And poor Mr. Hughes, his folks all of a sudden

don't have any insurance business. It has all gone to the banks.
Mr. Bracewell. Well, the banks are not in the insurance under-

writing business, and I believe that is the business that his con-

stituents are in.

Mr. DiNGELL. Do you have a comment, Mr. Hughes?
Mr. Hughes. I think we have seen that the Comptroller would

be delighted to get banks into the insurance underwriting business.

I suppose the only thing I would add is that a life insurance com-
pany shouldn't be perceived as just an underwriter. The company
not only manufactures its products but it has mechanisms to sell

them, and there are often employees of the company that are
agents. So a life insurance company does both manufacture and
distribute its product.
Mr. DiNGELL. Just one quick question. I notice my time is over.

Gentlemen, should the Congress consider revisiting any of the in-

terpretations and regulations of the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency that appear to ignore Congress' intent as a part of our
consideration of legislation to comprehensively overhaul the regu-
latory structures governing the financial services industry; and, if

so, gentlemen, which ones?
Mr. Bracewell. I will go first and say that it is our view that

the regulatory environment should move forward and not back-
ward.
Mr. DiNGELL. Mr. Hughes?
Mr. Hughes. Yes. I am not sure where the Comptroller is mov-

ing the regulatory environment, and there are probably a fairly

long list of Comptroller determinations, rulings, what have you,
that we would be delighted to see Congress address, ranging from
operating subsidiaries to preempting State law to allowing national
banks to issue forms of annuities.

Mr. DiNGELL. Would you submit that for the record, if you
please, and also you, too, please, Mr. Bracewell?
Mr. Chairman, I thank you.
Mr. OXLEY. The gentleman from California, Mr. Cox.
Mr. Cox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to give our witnesses both a chance to respond to

one of the statements in Mr. Bracewell's testimony which I think
is provocative. He says, "The sole reason for limiting bank sales of

insurance products is to restrict competition."
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I wonder if I might start with the insurance perspective on that

statement.
Mr. Hughes. I guess I am not sure what Mr. Bracewell was re-

ferring to. I think any regulator of any business has the authority,

under appropriate circumstances, to constrain activity. We have
seen with the joint interagency guideUnes that, apparently, the

Federal bank regulators in the context of retail sales of investment
products have felt it necessary to issue regulations that would con-

strain activity.

The States happen to be the regulators of insurance, and if there

are circumstances that they feel are appropriate to constrain bank
activity in the insurance business that would seem just as appro-

priate as the Comptroller constraining the activities of national

banks.
Mr. Cox. And would you expressly reject the notion that it is

anticompetitive?
Mr. Hughes. As a blanket matter, yes. I think you would have

to go through bit by bit by bit and look at what exactly it is that
you are talking about and make some judgment as to the effects

of that regulation on competition.

Mr. Cox. Mr. Bracewell, I wonder if I can ask, since it is your
statement, so I trust you agree with it, I wonder if I can ask you,
more generally, is any restriction of this type a restriction on banks
from selling something, a restriction on insurance companies from
engaging in banking, a restriction on securities firms from doing ei-

ther innately anticompetitive?
Mr. Bracewell. Well, I would draw the distinction between re-

stricting the enterprise from engaging in the activity and regulat-
ing the manner in which it is conducted. I think we are talking in

that particular issue about restricting the ability of businesses that
are already in that business from continuing in that business. They
are regulated and licensed.

On the broader issue, I think it is a balance between safety and
soundness and concentration of economic power on the one hand
and the ability to offer a broad array of products and services on
the other. So I would agree that there is some tension there, but
where there are no safety and soundness and concentration con-
cerns to arbitrarily limit the ability of a bank to engage in a par-
ticular line of business seems anticompetitive, yes.
Mr. Cox. Mr. Hughes, insurance products can be very com-

plicated. As a matter of fact, health insurance products can be very
complicated. I remember when we were debating the administra-
tion s proposal for national health insurance an exchange between
the First Lady and an insurance agent in which the insurance
agent asked the First Lady if we were going to have a nationalized
system of insurance what would become of all the independent in-

surance agents. And I believe she responded something to the ef-

fect: You are a clever person. I am sure you will find another job.
Is there a similar concern among independent agents who sell

life insurance that the function that they perform in the system,
which is to interact directly with customers and describe a variety
of different kinds of very complicated financial instruments in
terms that they can understand, that that function will be done
away with?
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Mr. Hughes. Frankly, I think that is a question that would best

be posed to the independent agents on the panel on Thursday. We
represent life insurance companies and life insurance
Mr. Cox. I want to ask you because I think I know how the

agents will respond. But I want to ask you because agents play cur-

rently a rather significant role in the distribution system.

Mr. Hughes. Well, from the perspective of our membership, I

think there is a very strong view from companies that utilize field

force agents that they are instrumental in selling the products and
that the role of the agent to those companies is extraordinarily im-

portant. And I think the companies that use them, employ them,
feel that they do provide value added and that it is an essential

part of the system for distributing life insurance products.

Mr. Cox. Does the bill reported from the Banking Committee af-

fect that arrangement?
Mr. Hughes. Well, it does in the sense that, going back to Chair-

man Oxley's question on silence versus neutrality, if you are leav-

ing an avenue open for the Comptroller of the Currency to increas-

ingly say that insurance products are really the business of bank-
ing and that, therefore, banks can conduct them directly and with-

out any oversight at the State level on a regulatory basis verv dif-

ferent than the basis that traditional agents are subject to, then I

think, yes, it has very dramatic competitive implications.

Mr. Oxley. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. Cox. Thank the chairman.
Mr. Oxley. The gentleman from Iowa, Dr. Ganske.
Mr. Ganske. This question is for Mr. Hughes. Mr. Hughes, my

impression is that the insurance industry is basically unhappy with
the current situation because the OCC is loosening up the regula-

tions for the banking industries. Is that correct?

Mr. Hughes. (Affirmative nod.)

Mr. Ganske. And, Mr. Bracewell, my understanding is that the
banking industry is basically unhappy with the current situation

because it has been losing market share of financial services. Is

that an overstatement?
Mr. Bracewell. I think that is a fair statement for the industry

generally, yes.

Mr. Ganske. Okay. Mr. Hughes, your statement says that you
support H.R. 1317, but if we adopted H.R. 1317, am I correct in

reading that you still would not support H.R. 1062?
Mr. Hughes. Correct.

Mr. Ganske. Mr. Bracewell, if we adopted H.R. 1317, what would
the banking industry's position be on H.R. 1062?
Mr. Bracewell. We would oppose H.R. 1062.

Mr. Ganske. So we have a situation where both major players

are opposing the bill. Are we in a situation where the status quo
is better than what a reasonable compromise might be? Mr.
Hughes?
Mr. Hughes. I think we would generally favor a reasonable com-

promise.
With the inability of our membership to reach agreement on the

broad question of affiliations, it is very difficult for us to ever come
out in support of a bill that provides either limited affiliations be-

tween banks and securities firms or broadened affiliations between
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banks, securities firms and insurance firms. And it is for that rea-

son that if the Bliley-Dingell language is added and if certain other

changes are made we would withdraw our objections to the bill, but

we still don't feel that we are in a position, given the split within

our membership, to support such legislation.

Mr. Ganske. I understand the split, and I think there is probably

some split in the banking industry on this issue, too. If I am cor-

rect, that is why this is such a difficult problem. I want to thank
you, gentlemen.

Mr. OxLEY. The gentleman's time has expired.

The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Steams.
Mr. Stearns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think my colleague, Mr. Ganske, has sort of touched on the

problem. All of us are sort of concerned about the split of two good
friends here, and we are trying to come up with some compromise
language.
Let me ask Mr. Bracewell, if the banks are already complying on

a voluntary basis with all State insurance laws and regulations,

why are you concerned about a clarification of State insurance au-
thority?

Mr. Bracewell. I think it is the concern that that authority
would be used to take away the corporate powers that national
banks have to engage in the business itself.

Mr. Stearns. Do you see any language in the Bliley bill that
could be changed that you could accept? In other words, do you
think there is a point where you could accept the Bliley bill if cer-

tain language was changed; and, if so, what would that language
be?
Mr. Bracewell. I believe on the specific language I prefer to

submit a written response.
Mr. Stearns. Terrific. Terrific.

Let me ask Mr. Hughes, on the main bill, could you suggest in

writing or could you say here at the hearing any langiiage you
would recommend that would provide acceptance by the insurance
industry with the exception of the Bliley bill language in total?
Mr. Hughes. We have attached to our statement language that

provides amendments in several respects. One would be to so-called
basket provisions or leeway provisions that would permit a bank/
securities organization to still own an insurance underwriter. The
other has to do with some very liberal divestiture provisions. And,
again, in both instances we have amendatory language attached to
our statement.
Mr. Stearns. Mr. Hughes, is there any like future product that

you can mention today that is coming down that the insurance in-
dustry would be selling that is not—that has got you real con-
cerned that perhaps would have to be defined in a bill? Is there
any language that you would think we would need to protect this
future product? I am trying to think in terms of future language
that would allow you flexibility.

Mr. Hughes. There is nothing that comes to mind.
I think what we have tried to do is we have approached our sug-

gestions for how to handle this is to say whether you are talking
about the business of banking or the business of insurance, it is

more than just looking at black letter law. You can't just look at
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a statute and say, well, now I know everything that the business
of banking entails.

Quite obviously, you leave the interpretation of what that busi-

ness is to the primary regulator of the functions so that the bank-
ing regulators can define what the business of banking is. And the
States, because they are the primary regulators of our business,

should be in a position—for over 200 years have been in a posi-

tion—of defining what the business of insurance is.

There are mechanisms in place now if the Insurance Commis-
sioner of a State and the Banking Commissioner of a State dis-

agree. Most likely that would be something resolved by the State

Attorney General.
We have not seen overreaching on the part of insurance officials

in all that period of time. We have seen it by Federal banking offi-

cials. So our approach to this has simply been to say let's make it

clear that the States, as they have for 260-some years, are the ones
making the decision on what is insurance, looking at their statutes,

laws and regulations.

Mr. Stearns. Mr. Hughes, have you looked at the language that

Mr. Bracewell has attached to his opening statement?
Mr. Hughes. I have not.

Mr. Stearns. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OxLEY. The gentleman's time has expired.

Let me ask just a couple questions before we complete this panel,

I am interested in both of your opinions on the town of 5,000 ex-

emption and what the scope of that exemption should be, both in

terms of products and territory, with the understanding that the

—

I think most of us agree that the original intent that the Congress
provided in the statute has been expanded rather substantially.

And, Mr. Hughes, let me start with you.
Mr. Hughes. Well, acknowledging that this is principally an

issue for insurance agents rather than insurance companies, I

would observe that what we have seen from our perspective seems
to be a fairly expansive interpretation of the statute. But, again,

I would defer on that to the panelists you will have on Thursday.
Mr. OxLEY. Mr. Bracewell.
Mr. Bracewell. I think our position is that where there are no

safety and soundness concerns, consumer concerns or concentration
of economic powers concerns that the broad interpretation of this

provision is in order and that it should not be rolled back.
Mr. OxLEY. Do you have any facilities in towns of fewer than

5,000?
Mr. Bracewell. No, sir.

Mr. OxLEY. So you don't really have a dog in that fight?

Mr. Bracewell. It is not an issue for either of the banks that
I am personally associated with.

Mr. OxLEY. We thank both of you gentlemen for your testimony.
We now introduce the third panel and the final panel for the day:

Elizabeth Randall, the Commissioner of Banking for the State of
New Jersey, representing the Conference of State Bank Super-
visors; and Philip Feigin, President of North American Securities

Administrators Association, Washington, DC; and Martin Mayer
from the Brookings Institution.
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STATEMENTS OF ELIZABETH RANDALL, COMMISSIONER OF
BANKING, STATE OF NEW JERSEY, REPRESENTING THE
CONFERENCE OF STATE BANK SUPERVISORS; PHILIP
FEIGIN, PRESIDENT, NORTH AMERICAN SECURITIES ADMIN-
ISTRATORS ASSOCIATION; AND MARTIN MAYER, BROOKINGS
INSTITUTION

Mr. Fields [presiding]. Ms. Randall, we will begin with you, rec-

ognize you for 5 minutes. At the end of 5 minutes we will ask you
to summarize.
Ms. Randall. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and good

afternoon.
I am Elizabeth Randall, Commissioner of Banking for the State

of New Jersey. I am here today on behalf of the Conference of State
Bank Supervisors, also known as CSBS. CSBS is the professional

association of State officials who charter, regulate, and supervise
the 8,000 State-chartered banks and more than 600 State-licensed

foreign banking offices nationwide. We appreciate the opportunity
to testify before you today.

Mr. Chairman, CSBS applauds your efforts to modernize our fi-

nancial system. The Conference of State Bank Supervisors has a
long-standing policy in support of expanded bank activities that
provide a broader range of choices to the consumer, enhance com-
petition, and do not jeopardize safety and soundness. H.R. 1062
takes some important steps toward that goal.

State bank supervisors oversee the safety and soundness of ap-
proximately 6,700 State banks that are not members of the Federal
Reserve System. These State nonmember banks are not subject to

the Section 20 restrictions of Glass-Steagall. These banks have tra-

ditionally been able to conduct a broad range of nonbanking activi-

ties, as authorized by their State legislatures and within the
bounds of safety and soundness. These activities have primarily
been in the fields of agency and brokerage. Currently, 43 States au-
thorize discount or full securities brokerage for their State-char-
tered banks.
Seventeen states allow banks to underwrite securities through

bank subsidiaries; 22 allow bank insurance sales; and 17 allow
their state-chartered banks to sell real estate.

State-chartered banks that are not members of the Federal Re-
serve System generally have the option of conducting their state-
authorized expanded activities within the bank or through operat-
ing subsidiaries. This structure provides for consolidated super-
vision of a bank's entire business by the state bank supervisor.
States may also require that subsidiaries, such as securities agen-
cies, receive separate licenses from the appropriate state regulator.
This combination of functional supervision, with consolidated over-
sight, has worked well at the state level.

Changes to our current system should preserve safety and sound-
ness. They should also enhance competition in the financial mar-
ketplace, offer opportunities for innovation in products and delivery
systems, provide flexibility to regulators and bank management,
and allow the market to promote efficiency by preserving investor
choice. The market should drive changes in the industry. We regu-
lators must supervise these changes to safeguard consumers, de-
positors, and taxpayers.
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H.R. 1062 includes a number of provisions that advance all of

these goals.

State initiatives have spurred almost all of the major advances
in U.S. bank products and services. Checking accounts, adjustable

rate mortgages, electronic funds transfers, and interstate branch-
ing are just a few of the bank services that originated at the state

level. The dual banking system recognizes that individual markets
vary widely from state to state or even from community to commu-
nity. State banking laws allow local policjrmakers to determine how
best to preserve and protect their citizens.

You have asked us specifically to comment on appropriate struc-

tures for bank securities activities. H.R. 1062's new affiliate struc-

ture would offer important new opportunities to Fed member banks
and bank holding companies.
The key to expanding powers is effective supervision. State and

Federal banking agencies must supervise any banking organization

that engages in additional activities from the top down, as well as
from the bottom up. The structure in H.R. 1062 is appropriate be-

cause it does provide for comprehensive supervision. However, we
see no need to centralize the supervision of expanded products and
services in one particular Federal agency. States have worked very
well with both the FDIC and the Federal Reserve in supervising

a wide range of financial institutions and their activities.

Effective supervision of the entire organization will reduce the
need to enact a host of specific firewalls into statute. Enacting rigid

requirements into statutory language almost inevitably creates

loopholes, while limiting the regulators' flexibility to address these
loopholes. Guidelines, rather than rigid requirements, would also

avoid the one-size-fits-all approach that we have seen in previous
legislation.

Comprehensive supervision at the top of an organization, wheth-
er it be a bank or a bank holding company, is absolutely necessary
to protect insured deposits, consumer interests, and, in the case of

very large organizations, the very stability of our financial system
as a whole.

State bank supervisors are an integral part of our Nation's sys-

tem of state banking regulation. State banks are well capitalized,

profitable, and serving their customers well. H.R. 1062 is a good
beginning to modernizing our Federal banking system.
We look forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman, and the

members of the committee in adapting our dual banking system for

the 21st century and I look forward to any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Elizabeth Randall follows:]

Prepared Statement of Elizabeth Randall, Commissioner of Banking, State
OF New Jersey, on Behalf of the Conference of State Bank Supervisors

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I am Elizabeth
Randall, Commissioner of Banking for the State of New Jersey. I am here today on
behalf of the Conference of State Bank Supervisors (CSBS), on whose Board of Di-

rectors I serve. CSBS is the professional association of state officials who charter,

regulate and supervise the 8,000 state-chartered banks and more than 600 state-

licensed foreign banking offices nationwide. We appreciate the opportunity to testify

before you today.
Mr. Chairman, CSBS applauds Congress's efforts to modernize our financial sys-

tem. The Conference of State Bank Supervisors has a longstanding policy in support
of expanded bank activities that proviae a broader range of choices to the consumer.
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enhance competition, and do not jeopardize safety and soundness. We believe that

H.R. 1062 takes some Important steps toward that goal.

State Authorizations ofExpanded Bank Activities

Under our dual banking system, states and the federal government independently

charter and regulate financial institutions for the good of their citizens. The vast

majority of banks—71.4% of the industrv—are state-chartered. These banks hold

47% of all assets and deposits in the U.S. banking system.

A bank's charter determines its powers, and states have traditionally authorized

a wide range of powers for their state-chartered banks. Of the 7,680 state-chartered

banks nationwide, 6,697 are not members of the Federal Reserve System. These
state nonmember banks are not subject to the restrictions contained in Section 20
of Glass-Steagall. These banks have been able to conduct many non-banking activi-

ties, as authorized by their state legislatures, and within the bounds of safety and
soundness, as determined by their state bank supervisors. These activities have pri-

marily been in the fields of agency and brokerage: insurance sales, real estate agen-

cies, sales of uninsured investment products, and travel agency. Currently, 43 states

authorize discount or full securities brokerage for their state-chartered banks. Sev-
enteen states allow banks to underwrite securities through subsidiaries; 22 allow
bank insurance sales; and 17 allow their state-chartered banks to sell real estate.

Until 1991, states were also able to authorize their banks to engage as principals

in a wide range of expanded activities. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA) restricted such state bank activities to only
those permitted to national banks, unless the FDIC determines on a case by case
basis that the activity poses no significant risk to the deposit insurance fund. Under
this standard, the FDIC has approved a number of additional activities for state-

chartered banks.

Expanded Powers through Bank Subsidiaries

State-chartered banks that are not members of the Federal Reserve System gen-
erally have the option of cciducting their state-authorized expanded activities with-
in the bank or through operating subsidiaries. In fact, many states that allow their
banks to engage in expanded activities require that they do so through subsidiaries.
This subsidiary structure provides for consolidated supervision of a banks entire
business by the state bank supervisor. States may also require that subsidiaries
such as insurance agencies receive separate licenses from the appropriate state reg-
ulator. This combination of functional supervision with consolidated oversight has
worked well at the state level.

CSBS believes that changes to our current system should preserve safety and
soundness while first, enhancing competition in the financial marketplace; second,
offering opportunities for innovation in products and delivery systems; third, provid-
ing flexibility to regulators and bank management; and finally, allowing the market
to promote efficiency by preserving investor choice. It is not appropriate for regula-
tion to drive new products and services or new delivery systems; rather, the market
should drive changes in the industry. As regulators, we must supervise these
changes to safeguard consumers, depositors and taxpayers. Regulation in a market-
driven environment can promote safe and sound behavior by making additional ave-
nues for innovation available to well-managed institutions and by limiting the ac-
tivities of unhealthy banki;.

H.R. 1062 includes a number of provisions that advance these goals. Allowing
banks to underwrite revenue bonds directly, for example, is a valuable innovation
for both the industry and state and local governments.
We do have some concerns, however, about other aspects of the bill. As we begin

to modernize the federal structure for new products and services, our main concern
is that we not create a system in which federal law becomes the only avenue for
innovation in the banking system.

Benefits of State Innovations

One of the keys to our dual banking system is that it provides for initiatives at
the state level as well as at the federal level. In fact, state initiatives have spurred
almost all of the major advances in U.S. bank products and services. Everything
from checking accounts to adjustable-rate mortgages, from electronic funds transfers
to interstate branching, originated at tlie state level. A state bank was the first to
offer a NOW account, and state banks developed the automatic teller machine. Be-
cause states can act individually to authorize new products and services, banks in
other states and the federal banking agencies have an opportunity to learn from
these state-chartered banks' experience. When new activities emerge one state at a
time, systemic risk is minimized. If an activity proves too risky, unprofitable, or
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harmful to consumers, it is much easier for a single state to change its law than
for the federal government to reverse itself

When changing federal law, we must preserve the states' ability to experiment
independently with new products and services, new structures and new delivery
methods. State-authorized powers are the bridge that brought us to this point. Now
that we are here, we must not bum that bridge behind us.

Appropriate Structures for Bank Securities Activities

You have asked us specifically to comment on how banks and bank holding com-
panies should structure their securities activities. We feel strongly that banking or-

ganizations should have the option of conducting securities activities through either
separately identifiable divisions, as state law currently allows, or through holding
company affiliates. We continue to be concerned that H.R. 1062 as reported by the
House Banking Committee, may jeopardize the balance of our dual banking system
by reducing state banks' current ability to offer their customers expanded products
and services in the most cost-effective ways.
The bill prohibits new state authorizations of securities underwriting activities for

bank subsidiaries. While grandfathering existing activity, the bill shifts new activi-

ties to affiliates of financial services holding companies, subject to Federal Reserve
regulation. This would preempt state authority over future activities. Under our cur-

rent structure, we are not aware that the activities of any state bank's securities

subsidiary have threatened the deposit insurance fund. Given this experience, we
should not dismantle this structure. Instead, we should build on it, as we broaden
the products and services available to banking consumers.
The new affiliate structure proposed by the bill would offer important new oppor-

tunities to Fed-member banks and bank holding companies. However, we feel

strongly that this should not be the only option available to state-chartered banks
that want to engage in these activities. As currently drafted, H.R. 1062 would re-

quire that state banks form holding companies to engage in certain state-authorized

activities. In our view, this requirement strikes at the heart of the dual banking sys-

tem. Requiring this additional structure is unnecessary. It centralizes power in the
federal government, and moves regulatory authority away from the states which de-

veloped these innovative activities. It would be a great loss if, in modernizing our
banking system, we limited the structures available to bank management or the tra-

ditional authority of the states over the delivery of financial services to their citi-

zens.

The dual banking system recognizes that, although in many wavs the market for

financial services is now nationwide, individual markets vary widely from state to

state or even from community to community. State banking laws provide an oppor-

tunity for local policy makers to determine how best to meet their citizens' needs
and protect their citizens' well-being.

For this reason, we are also concerned about provisions that would preempt
states' ability to decide that certain powers are not appropriate for their banks, or

that certain structures are not appropriate means for their citizens to obtain certain

types of financial services. The principles of Federalism and states' rights, as recog-

nized in Section 7 of the Bank Holding Company Act, require that states retain

their ability to restrict activities as well as to expand them.

Supervision ofNonbanking Activities

As we learned all too well during the savings and loan crisis of the 1980s, the

key to expanding powers is effective supervision. For this reason, we believe that

the state and federal banking agencies must supervise any banking organization

that engages in additional activities from the top down, as well as from tne bottom
up.

We believe that this type of comprehensive supervision can be equally effective

in a subsidiary structure, as the parent bank's primary regulators can examine the

subsidiaries as part of a comprehensive examination of the bank. The structure in

H.R. 1062 is appropriate because it does provide for comprehensive supervision at

the top. However, we see no need to centralize in one particular federal agency the

supervision of expanded products and services. States have worked very well with

both the FDIC and the Federal Reserve in supervising a wide range of financial in-

stitutions engaged in a broad range of activities.

Effective supervision of the entire organization will reduce the need to enact spe-

cific firewalls into statute. Past experience has shown us that enacting rigid require-

ments into statutory language almost inevitably creates loopholes, while limiting

the regulators' flexibility to address these loopholes. Regulatory guideUnes, which
regulators could then adapt for institutions on a case-by-case basis, are a better ap-

proach than rigid statutory requirements. Guidelines, rather than rigid require-
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ments, avoid the "one size fits all" approach that we have seen as a result of pre-

vious legislation. The types of restrictions appropriate for large institutions may not

be suitable for small ones, and vice versa.

We are not comfortable with a "functional regulation" model that disregards the

banking regulators' responsibility for the overall safety and soundness of the entire

organization. As we have seen throughout this debate, interested parties do not

agree on exactly what "functional regulation" is or on how it would work in practice.

We woiald like to reiterate our conviction that comprehensive supervision at the top

of an organization, whether it be a bank or a holding company, is absolutely nec-

essary to protect insured deposits, consumer interests, and—in the case of very

large organizations—the stability of our financial system as a whole.

Activities' of Foreign Banking Offices

A significant portion of the assets that state bank supervisors oversee are held

by foreign banks. These international banks operating in the United States have dif-

ferent structures; the majority are wholesale, uninsured operations that are prohib-

ited from taking insured deposits.

We believe uiat "national treatment" means parity of treatment, not identical

treatment. H.R. 1062 attempts to provide national treatment to foreign banking or-

ganizations in the United States. The structure of the bill allows for this parity of

treatment.

Conclusion

State bank supervisors are an integral pa't of this nation's overall system of bank
regulation. State regulation and supervision is professional and effective. State
banks are well-capitalized, profitable, and serving their customers well. Preemption
and restriction of state powers, state bank structures, and state regulation weakens
the system as a whole. Preserving the authority of each state to determine the bank
structure, products and services that best suit their citizens' needs, strengthens the
system.
We believe that H.R. 1062 is a good beginning to modernizing our federal banking

system. It recognizes that the lines between traditional banking and other financim
services are disappearing. It provides for a system of comprehensive oversight, al-

though we would like to see the options for supervision expanded to recognize our
current structure of bank subsidiaries under state and federal supervision. We look
forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman, and with the other members of the
Committee, in adapting our dual banking system for the 21st century. I would be
happy to answer any questions the Committee may have.

Mr. Fields. Thank you, Ms. Randall.
Mr. Phillip Feigin, President of the North American Security Ad-

ministrators Association.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP FEIGIN

Mr. Feigin. I am Phil Feigin, the President of NASAA this year
and also the Colorado securities commissioner. In the U.S., NASAA
is the national organization of the 50 state securities agencies. I

appreciate the opportunity to appear before you to comment on
H.R. 1062 and the need for and benefits of functional regulation of
the retail security sales activities of banks.
There can be no question that the world of consumer finance and

investing has changed dramatically in recent years. One of the un-
fortunate consequences of these changes has been consumer confu-
sion, and in no instance is this more apparent than that of the re-
tail marketing of uninsured investment products by banks and on
bank premises.

In our most recent previous appearances before Congress,
NASAA has reported on the problem state securities regulators
have encountered directly through inspections of bank broker-deal-
er securities activity and from the complaints we receive from con-
sumers in our states. You may be interested to learn a few of the
trends that we see emerging of late.
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First, most of the complaints we are receiving involve elderly

bank customers who are directed to securities sales staff by bank
employees. Based on the experience of these older consumers, we
know that lobby posters ana written disclosure forms are insuffi-

cient warnings in the face of slick, oral presentations and assur-

ances made by the security sales people. Regrettably, many of

these cases are brought to our attention by younger relatives of

these unsuspecting investors. This compounds the enforcement
problem because the actual investor often has little recollection of

what actually occurred.
Second, a large majority of the complaints being lodged with

states' securities agencies involve oral statements made during a
sales presentation. In one case, an investor came away from a sales

session believing that the investment principal was guaranteed; it

was just the interest that wasn't.
Third, our experience has been that many of the bank broker-

dealer sales people have been poorly trained or inadequately super-

vised. The security sales activity in many banks is insufficient to

warrant establishing a branch office for a brokerage firm. Instead,

you get inexperienced and, essentially, unsupervised people.

Finally, most of these elderly consumers are first-time investors.

They don't know when they are misled or otherwise dealt with in-

appropriately because they don't have any other investment experi-

ence to compare it with.

The simple fact is that we have not kept pace with the dramatic
changes in the marketplace. While there have been serious efforts

over the years, most notably perhaps by this subcommittee, to ra-

tionalize the oversight of new banking activities, we nonetheless

are left today with a regulatory system that defies common sense,

is totally inadequate, and potentially could result in serious and
devastating losses of both consumer confidence and assets.

Banking regulation in the country is designed to ensure safety

and soundness, as we have heard, for the financial institutions

while state and Federal security regulation is about investor pro-

tection and, in large part, focuses on imposing standards on people

who sell securities.

The Congress, the states and the Federal securities regulators

have crafted a highly integrated and sophisticated system of

screening, testing, licensing, business and sales practice regulation

and discipline. There are extensive regulatory injunctive, criminal,

and private civil remedies available in the case of violations. There
are striking differences between securities regulation and the

scheme set up under the interagency statement issued last year by
the Federal banking regulators.

To point out just a few, there is no system of licensing in bank-
ing, while on the securities side, we know we have entry require-

ments, there are grounds for denial, background checks, law prod-

uct knowledge testing, and supervision. These things are all securi-

ties facets, but under the banking agreement, they are left to the

banks on an ad hoc basis.

Under the banking agreement, there are no books and records re-

quirements. Under securities law, a broker-dealer is required to

keep standardized and extensive recordkeeping. Under the inter-

agency statements, banks can adopt their own systems or no sys-
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tern at all as long as they have general policies and procedures in

place. Uniformity is not required, so that when an examiner goes

in, he has to learn a new system every time they enter a bank.

Third, there is no banking regulatory infrastructure to deal with
consumer complaints. Securities regulators have numerous offices

all across the country with significant resources dedicated to taking

and responding to consumer complaints. Our Federal banking regu-

lators prepare to field consumer securities sales complaints.

Fourth, enforcement actions by banking regulators are generally

confidential. Will consumers be able to call banking regulators to

ask if a security salesperson has been a subi'ect of any disciplinary

action? Will enforcement actions be made public, because the public

has the right to know with whom they are dealing, or will banking
regulators keep enforcement actions secret to preserve the safety

and soundness of the financial institution?

Finally, as we know, there are no private rights of action under
banking law and there is no right to arbitrate. We are fully aware
of these private remedies available to wronged investors under the
various securities laws and regulations, but are there any private
rights of action for violation of interagency statement or Federal
banking laws? We are not sajdng banks should not sell securities.

We simply say that when an investor buys a security, they ought
to have the same rights no matter where they buy it.

One last point. I see my time is ending. I wanted to bring up one
of the points about an exemption in the bill. It is an example of
unintended consequences. There is an exemption that would essen-
tially allow a de minimis exemption that would allow a thousand
transactions in a 1-year period for a bank that does not have a
broker-dealer affiliate or a subsidiary. Under the law of exemp-
tions, when that bank writes the 1,001st transaction, the law of ex-
emptions will say that that bank has been in violation for all thou-
sand transactions. So I think we have laid more of a trap than pro-
vided an exemption.

It is that kind of thing that I think we need to look at. We hope
the Congress would—or we would urge the Congress, it might be
better to establish some broad guidelines and allow the regulators
to work it out in the rulemaking context, than to try this very de-
tailed regulation that may end up providing unintended con-
sequences in the end.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Phillip Feigin follows:]

Prepared Statement of Philip A. Feigin on Behalf of the North American
Securities Administrators Assocl\tion

Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees: The North American Securi-
ties Administrators Association (NASAA) appreciates the opportunity to submit to
the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance and to the Subcommittee on
Commerce, Trade and Hazardous Materials comments or the issue of Glass-Steagall
reform and financial services modernization. In the U.S., NASAA is the national
vdce of the 50 state securities agencies responsible for investor protection and the
efficient functioning of the capital markets at the grassroots level.
As you know Mr. Chainrien, the primary function of state securities regulation

is the protection of small investors from fraud and abuse in the capital markets.
As a result, NASAA's comments today will focus primarily on the issue of how best
to design a regulatory system that reflects the realities of today's "seamless" finan-
cial marketplace, and at the same time minimizes the potential for gaps in the pro-
tections available to investors—no matter where they purchase investment products.
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While others may come before this panel with a broad agenda for action, NASAA's
message is a rather simple one: As banks ^ continue to move beyond their tradi-

tional functions and into the securities business, it no longer is enough just to be
concerned with preserving bank safety and soundness; there must also be a com-
mensurate understanding of, and commitment to, investor protection principles.

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Evolution in the financial marketplace and years of tinkering with banking regu-
lations have eroded the barriers tliat once separated commercial banking from the
securities brokerage business. It is clear that the banking and securities industries

are becoming more and more integrated every day. NASAA agrees with those who
have suggested that these developments have the potential to enhance competition,

improve the efficiency of our markets, and, as a result, serve the interests of inves-

tors, depositors and taxpayers. However, much of this activity has taken place in

an ad hoc fashion, with few rules to ensure that our commitments to investors and
to fair and orderly markets are not compromised.

It is NASAA's view that the time is long overdue for federal legislation to address
comprehensively the interrelated issues of securities activities conducted on bank
premises and the need to protect investors. The simple fact is that the laws and
regulations governing the activities of financial institutions have not kept pace with
the dramatic changes in the marketplace. While there have been serious efforts over

the past several years to rationalize the oversight of new bank activities, we none-
theless are left; today with a regulatory system that defies common sense, is wholly
inadequate, and potentially could result in a serious and devastating loss of

consumer confidence.
H.R. 1062, the "Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995," appropriately

recognizes the profound changes that have taken place in the financial markets in

recent years and seeks to impose on this transformed marketplace a rational and
consistent scheme of oversight. NASAA generally supports the objective of the pro-

posed legislation, which, as we understand it, is to permit banks to participate more
fully in the securities business while at the same tune updating the regulatory sys-

tem to reflect the new realities of the financial marketplace.
However, the Association has very serious concerns that the bill, as approved by

the House Banking Committee, falls far short of accomplishing what it sets out to

do. NASAA's primary concern is that although the measure articulates a preference

for a functional regulation approach, a host of exceptions contained in the bill would
have the practical effect of permitting financial institutions to engage in significant

securities activities outside the securities regulatory scheme. In fact, it may be ar-

gued that the bill will have the practical effect of encouraging banks to move certain

securities activities out of registered broker-dealers and into other entities that may
enjoy less stringent oversight. In addition the regulatory scheme contained in H.R.

1062 appears to be unnecessarily complex, rather than streamlined and efficient.

Mr. Cnairmen, NASAA appreciates the longstanding and bipartisan commitment
of the Commerce Committee and its subcommittees to enacting comprehensive fi-

nancial services reform legislation that both encourages innovation in the financial

services sector and establishes a rational and efficient system for overseeing this

ever-changing marketplace. NASAA respectfully encourages you to give serious con-

sideration to the need for an effective functional regulation scheme. NASAA urges

you to close the gaping loopholes now contained in H.R. 1062 before it moves to the
House floor.

II. THE EROSION OF THE GLASS-STEAGALL BARRIER

The issue of whether commercial banks should be allowed to tap into new sources

of business, including the sale of uninsured products on bank premises either di-

rectly or indirectly, is no longer an academic question.^ The fact is that many of

1 For purposes of simplification, the term "bank" is used throughout this testimony to refer

to financial institutions generally, including thrifts, savings and loan associations and credit

unions.
2 The Securities and Exchange Commission, in testimony on this subject, reported that: In

1994, 119 banks provided investment advice or other services to over $312 billion in mutual
fund assets (representing approximately 15 percent of total mutual fund assets); In 1994, over

1800 banking firms sold mutual funds to their customers; As of January 1995, the Federal Re-

serve had authorized 36 bank holding companies to operate so-called "Section 20" underwriting

affiUates; find In the third quarter of 1994, the assets of Section 20 affiliates accounted for

16.6% of the assets of all broker-dealers doing a public business.

Continued
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the restrictions on the securities activities of banks erected by Congress in the

Glass-Steagall Act^ have been eroded or removed entirely through judicial and ad-

ministrative decisions,-* thereby allowing banks and their non-bank affiliates to par-

ticipate in a broad range of uninsured investment-related activities.

The regulatory and court decisions creating loopholes in the Depression-era law

banning banks from the securities business have been in place for several years

now. However, it was only recently that low interest rates sparked an explosive

growth in the sale through banks of uninsured investment products. As these low

interest rates propelled consumers to search beyond traditional bank savings prod-

ucts for better returns, more and more banks moved to offer their clientele a wider

range of financial products. Mutual funds, popular with consumers for a number of

reasons, are one of the investment alternatives that many banks now are providing

in their bid to retain customer assets and generate new sources of revenue.

Today, banks engage directly in a wide range of broker-dealer and investment ad-

visory activities that are comparable to, and competitive with, the services of reg-

istered securities firms and investment advisers. They generally do so, however, out-

side of the regulatory framework established under the federal securities laws.

III. INVESTOR PROTECTION CONCERNS

Last year, NASAA told Congress that state securities regulators across the coun-

try were reporting mounting evidence of consumer confusion about the insurance

coverage, the risks, and the fees associated with the sale of uninsured products sold

on bank premises.^
An informal look by several states at what actually was going on in bank lobbies

made it very clear why consumers were so confused: the marketplace was sending
them a bewildering variety of mixed, garbled and misleading messages. Among the

problems uncovered by state securities agencies at the banks were: a blurring of the

distinction between traditional bank activities and the sale of uninsured products;

inadequate or misleading disclosure; and a serious gap in the consumer protection

available to consumers who purchased securities on bank premises.

Though there have been modest improvements in the general public's awareness
that investment products sold at banks are not FDIC-insvu-ed or otherwise guaran-
teed, a substantial share of financial consumers still mistakenly believe that they
are "working with a net" when they buy such uninsured products at a bank.^ It is

increasingly evident that older Americans are particularly susceptible to the sales

pitch for bank-sold mutual funds, in part because they are the most likely to believe

that all products sold within the four walls of such an institution £U"e FDIC-insured.
Though NASAA is concerned that all investors be treated fairly in the market-

place, there is emerging anecdotal evidence that in the case of investment products
sold on bank premises, the bulk of complaints now being lodged with state securities

See, Testimony of Arthur Levitt, Chairman, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Con-
cerning the "Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995" and Related Issues, Before the
Committee on Banking and Financial Services, U.S. House of Representatives, March 15, 1995,
p. 6.

3 Banking Act of 1933, 48 Stat. 162-95 (codified as amended in various sections of 12 U.S.C).
* For example, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency has used the "incidental powers"

clause of the National Bank Act to allow national bankers to engage in certain activities once
considered the exclusive territory of investment and insurance firms. The Federal Reserve has
used the "closely related" language of the Bank Holding Company Act to expand the permissible
product and service lines for bank holding companies.

^See, for example, the statements of Denise Voigt Crawford before the Subcommittee on Over-
sight and Investigations, Committee on Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives (March 2,
1994) and before the Specia' Committee on Aging, U.S. Senate (September 29, 1994); and the
statements of Philip Feigin befcre the Subcommittee on Financial Institutions, Committee on
Banking, U.S. House of Representatives (March 8, 1994) and before the Subcommittee on Tele-
communications and Finance, Committee on Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of Representa-
tives (April 14, 1994).
^NASAA's Banks Policy issues Committee recently conducted an informal phone survey of all

memberjurisdictions to determine the volume of complaints being received by state agencies on
this topic. The phone survey revealed that 30 state securities agencies reported receiving 158
complaints within the last 12 months about the sale of uninsured products on bank premises.
Among the states reporting the highest number of complaints were: Texas, 32 complaints; Wash-
ington state, 20 complaints; Arizona, 17 complaints- and Connecticut, 11 complaints. NASAA be-
heves that these complaints represent only a tiny fraction of the true number of problem cases.
These coniplaints are unique in that they actually made it to the securities agency, which we
do not believe is the first place consumers turn when they perceive they have a problem with
their bank.
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agencies are made by, or on behalf of, older Americans.'' perhaps this reflects the

fact that the massive entry of banks into mutual fund sales has helped to coax older

investors across the tight rope from insured to uninsured investment products.

Today, one tenth of all mutual funds are available through banks, which now ac-

count for up to 20 percent of first-time mutual fund buyers. For older investors who
might be intimidated at the prospect of dealing with a brokerage firm, the familiar

presence of a bank plays on the bond of trust resulting from 60 years of reliance

on the safety net of FDIC protection.

What concerns state securities regulators is that more and more we will see finan-

cially unsophisticated consumers—those who are the Irnst able to recognize the

sometimes subtle distinctions between bank products—targeted by bank pro-

motional campaigns. What is significant in this context is that tanks are continuing

to find ways to benefit from what may be the most important thing they have going

for them—public trust. Surveys show that people continue to have more confidence

in banks than in other financial institutions.^ That trust, of course, is rooted in one

basic fact: money placed with a bank comes with the federal government's guarantee
that it will always be there, even if the bank fails. Although the government insur-

ance does not extend to investment-related products sold on bank premises, that

fact has so often been downplayed or completely omitted that it is not surprising

that consumers are confused.

While misleading or inadequate disclosure is a problem in this connection, so too

are identical or similar names of the insured institution and its investment-related

products/affiliated institution. The reasoning behind common or similar names ap-

pears to be simple: a bank's name can be a powerful draw in a local market. A good
example of how it is that banks trade on the trust they have built up may be found

in the case of the Minnesota bank that was planning to put financial planners in

several of its branches. The bank decided to identify the planners as employees of

the bank's brokerage affiliate (which had a name similar to that of the Dank) be-

cause a pilot program revealed that bank customers were more comfortable when
they believed that the planners were affiliated with the bank.^

IV. CLOSING THE CONSUMER PROTECTION GAP: CURRENT AND NEEDED REMEDIES

Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees, there can be no doubt that

the existing statutory framework is woefully outdated and not up to the demands
of e rapidly changing financial marketplace. As you may know, NASAA, along with

others, last year developed the following minimum standards for evaluating Con-

gressional reform in this area:

• No "gap" in the consumer protection available to bank customers buying invest-

ment products. Consumers who invest in mutual fiinds and stocks through bro-

kerage firms or investment companies are provided a comprehensive framework
of protections, including suitability requirements, fair dealing and disclosure of

risks and costs. Though much of tne activity in investments sold through banks
is conducted by subsidiaries registered as broker-dealers, there is the potential

for banks to deal directly with individuals and firms who would not be subject

to broker-dealer regulation. This disturbing possibility has already become re-

ality in some instances.^**

'' The data gathered from NASAA's informal phone survey of member jurisdictions on this sub-

ject indicated that older Americ^m8 are the source for the overwhelming number of complaints

received about the sale of uninsured investment products on bank premises.
8 Jerry Knight, "Banks Becoming Financial Supermarkets," Washington Post, August 23, 1993,

p. Al. Barry Barbash, Director of the Securities and Exchange Commission's Division of Invest-

ment Management, commented on the results of the focus group sessions being conducted by

the SEC and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency to gauge how well consumers under-

stand the differences between mutual funds and insured deposits: "One thing that comes clearly

out of the focus groups is that bank depositors really do think of banks as bastions of safety."

(Debra Cope, "Regulators Probe Public's Knowledge of Fund Risk," American Banker, January

27, 1994, p. 16.)
^ Karen Talley, "First Bank System to Place Financial Planners in More Branches, American

Banker, October 27, 1993, p. 17.
1° For example, Financial Planning magazine in its March 1995 issue reported that SunTrust

Corp., an Atlanta bank holding company, dropped the NASD license of 150 of its broker-dealer

subsidiary's representatives in what was described as a "dramatic move that other banks may
emulate" if the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) doesn't revise its proposed

rules that tighten its oversight of licensed bank broker-dealers. None of the SunTrust reps

whose NASD licenses were dropped were terminated; they now are working as bank employees

selling securities full-time within the branches. {See, Anthony Kimery, "SunTrust Snubs NASD
in Power Play Over Bank Securities Regulation," Financial Planning, March 1995, p. 11.)

Continued
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At the same time, a serious effort must be undertaken to review the extent

and effectiveness of current state and federal regulatory oversight. All investors

in mutual funds, stocks and annuities should be accorded the same level of

consumer protection.
• Use of disclosure that is proven to work. It is clear that what is being done now

in terms of disclosiu-e is not working. Disclosure about the risks of uninsured

bank products should be in the form of a concise and "simple English" document
and related lobby posters. No sale of an uninsured product should be permitted

to take place before the disclosure document is provided and the customer indi-

cates (perhaps in the form of a signed document) that he or she understands

that mutual funds, stocks and annuities sold at banks are not FDIC-insured or

otherwise guaranteed against loss of principal by the bank. In view of the ap-

parent ineffectiveness of current disclosures, NASAA and others are actively

pursuing the development and testing of model disclosure documents and other

materials that can be proven to be effective in eUminating the current consumer
confusion about the extent of FDIC and SIPC insurance coverage.

• A ban on naming or advertising uninsured bank products in any way that creates

confusion with insured bank products or the institution itself. Many consumers
mistakenly believe that uninsured bank products are FDIC insured in the same
manner as traditional bank products. As a result, every precaution must be
taken to avoid undue confijsion in the consumer's mind about the "dividing line"

between uninsured products on the one hand and the safety and soundness of

the bank and its traditional insured products on the other. The use of the same
or similar names and logos of banks and their affiliates or subsidiaries should
be prohibited. In addition, some mutual funds and other uninsured investment
products sold at banks may need to be renamed in order to bring an end to ex-

isting instances of the blurring of the line between uninsured and insured bank
products.

• Physical separation, to the extent possible, of the sale of insured and uninsured
products within banks. The comminglirig of insiu-ed and uninsured activities in

bank lobbies greatly increases the potential for consumer confusion. Because of
this, no bank should be able to sell insured and uninsured products from the
same desk, window or lobby area. A clear, physical separation should exist

(along with appropriate lobby posters) in order to distinguish the areas within
banks where the two types oi products are sold.

NASAA is mindful that many small banks may be unable to satisfy a require-
ment that sets out rigid standards for accomplishing this physical separation.
As a result, NASAA would support regulatory flexibility in carrying out such
a mandate, so long as the bank takes every precaution in ensuring that consum-
ers fully appreciate the distinctions in the tunctions carried out by the bank in
its traditional functions and in its expanded, investment-related activities.

The Benefits of Functional Regulation

Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees, the absence of a clear road
map for how banks should engage in securities activities is self-evident to anyone
who looks at our current regulatory structure. Banking regulations and examina-
tions are generally aimed at ensuring bank safety and soundness and deposit pro-
tection. As a result, banking regulators view maintaining the stability and profit-
ability of the institution as their primary mission. In contrast, protecting individual
investors is the overarching mission of the securities laws and the enforcement ef-

forts taken by securities regulators reflect as much. There simply is no way to at-
tempt to overlay on to the banking laws and regulatory system the mission and pur-
pose of securities laws. It does not work.
NASAA has long supported the concept of functional regulation. By that, we mean

that anyone engaged in the securities business—regardless of whether the business
is incidental to another regulated commercial activity such as banking—should be
subject on the federal level to one set of laws that are interpreted, administered and
enforced by an expert regulatory body as to that aspect of its business. The federal
regulator in this case would be the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).

Further evidence that banks may take this route was found in a February 14, 1995 letter from
Robert D. Flowers, president of BA Investment Services, to the NASD, commenting on the orga-
nization s proposed rules for bank-affiliated brokerages. In his letter, Mr. Flowers concluded
that: The activities engaged in by our firm can be engaged in directly by our affiliate. Bank
ot America National Trust and Savings Association. To maintain competitive parity writh our
competitors not targeted by the proposed rule, we may need to conduct our business through

u^i ™ America and give up our broker-dealer charter." (As reported in American Banker,
Kule Plan Seen Devaluing Link of Bank Brokerages to NASD," April 21, 1995, p. 11.
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Why not let the banking regulators incorporate into their oversight functions the

sale of investment products, as some have suggested?
The answer is simple. Banking regulators are not equipped to create a regulatory

scheme comparable to that which exists under the federal securities laws. On the

securities side, there are laws, rules and regvilations that have grown up over a 70-

year period to protect investors. In addition to the federal Securities and Exchange
Commission, there sire 51 state securities agencies and multiple self-regulatory or-

ganizations, including the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) and
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).

All of these entities work together to ensure the integrity of the marketplace.

Rather than reljdng on this experienced and extensive network of securities regu-

lators, opponents of functional regulation essentially would ask federal banking reg-

ulators—who have had no prior experience in investor protection, in writing rules,

or in enforcing compliance in the securities arena—to take on the job of protecting

investors who purchase uninsured investment products on bank premises.

NASAA supports the functional regulation approach because it is grounded in the

fundamental principle that all participants in the securities business should play by
the same rules and be subject to the same standards. The continued exclusion of

banks from the definitions of "broker" and "dealer" serves no public interest and is

as antiquated and outdated a concept as is the Glass-Steagall limitation H.R. 1062
seeks to repeal. These exclusions mean that banks need not comply with the cus-

tomer protection, net capital, and books and records rules specifically designed to

protect investors. Unfortunately, the many exceptions to the functional regulation

mandate of H.R. 1062 would prolong this system of ambiguous regulation. In addi-

tion, if the SunTrust experience becomes more commonplace and securities activities

migrate directly into the operations of banks, there will be even further erosion in

investor protection.

What purpose is served in allowing for expansive securities powers for depository

institutions and yet not subjecting those activities to legally-enforceable and appro-

priate oversight? It certainly is not the interests of investors that are served by such
a gaping hole in the regulatory structure. Banks that act as broker-dealers are, of

course, subject to federal banking laws. However, those laws are designed to protect

the banks and their depositors, not investors. Consider the following:

• There is a comprehensive scheme under the securities laws for licensing brokers,

including training, testing and tracking. Although federal banking re^lators
have claimed that they will require salespersons in banks to meet qualification

and training requirements that are determined to be equivalent to those appli-

cable to SEC registrants under the securities laws, NASAA questions how this

will be accomplished. Will federal banking regulators put in place a similar li-

censing scheme for bank personnel selling investment products? Will the federal

banking regulators be in a position to develop and administer examinations to

test the knowledge and competence of applicants seeking to become securities

salespersons? Will banking regulators be in a position to monitor the activities

of such individusds and talte action when appropriate? An extensive and rigor-

ous program for the training and testing of applicants is well established in the

securities regulatory system.
Securities regulators also track the disciplinary history of brokers in an effort

to screen out bad actors. In addition, the brokerage firms and self-regulatory

organizations now are moving to put in place continuing education progiams to,

ensure that individuals in the securities business keep current with new prod-

ucts and trading strategies, as well as new laws and regulatory requirements.
• Securities salespersons are subject to rules of fair practice. The rules of the securi-

ties industry^ self-regulatory organizations ana state securities laws and regu-

lations require brokers to complv with rules of fair practice. These rules are de-

signed to ensure that brokers observe high standards of commercial honor and
just and equitable principles of fair trade in the conduct of their business. Viola-

tion of the rules may result in a fine, suspension or revocation of a securities

license. Among the issues covered by the rules of fair practice are: making un-
suitable recommendations not in accordance with a client's financial condition,

sophistication or risk tolerance; "churning" accounts over and over for commis-
sions; unauthorized trading; misrepresentations as to the possible risks or true

nature of the investment product; iraudulentlv inducing a client to purchase an
investment product; and providing advice unfounded in fact. We are not aware
of any similar provisions in banking law and regulations.

• Securities regulators routinely make available to the public information about the

background and disciplinary history of stockbrokers. The licensing of stock-

brokers is accomplished through a sophisticated computer network—the Central
Registration Depository (CRD>—jointly operated by NASAA and the NASD.
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Today, the system contains registration and disciplinary files on approximately

5,200 brokerage firms and more than 440,000 individual stockbrokers. The sys-

tem captures substantial disciplinary history about registrants and draws fi-om

several sources for its data. Individual registrants and their employing broker-

age firms also are required to disclose fixlly all disciplinary history; a failure to

do so may serve as a separate ground for state administrative enforcement ac-

tions. The CRD database now serves as a primary source of information for in-

vestors to learn about the disciplinary and employment history of stockbrokers.

Today, investors may call either their state securities agency or the NASD to

access background data on a particular stock-broker or firm. NASAA and the

individual states use every opportunity available to them, including the news
media, speaking engagements, public statements, and more, to alert consumers
to this service. There are no comparable licensing requirements for bank per-

sonnel, nor are we aware of any efforts contemplated by federal banking regu-

lators to design, build or maintain such a computer system for those bank per-

sonnel who may now sell securities or render investment advice.

• Securities regulators employ a high-profile program for exposing securities law vio-

lators, thereby warning the public about a troublesome scheme, firm or individ-

ual. Federal and state securities regulators, as well as the industr^s self-regu-

latory organizations, deliberately seek to publicize as widely as possible any dis-

ciplinary action taken against individual brokers or brokerage firms. The goal

is to provide as much irSbrmation as is possible to the investing public so Qiat

they may avoid dealing with unscrupulous or dishonest operators.
• Securities laws provide for a private right of action and arbitration of customer/

broker disputes. Securities laws provide for—and rely upon—private enforce-

ment actions to supplement government actions. No such system of redress ex-

ists in banking laws. The fundamental purpose of federal securities laws is to

ensure full disclosure to investors and to punish those who violate the law. Pri-

vate actions—whether they are brought in court or in an arbitration forum

—

have become increasingly important as an enforcement tool in light of the dra-

matic growth of fraud and corruption in the nation's business community and
financial institutions and the linutations on state and federal prosecutorial and
regulatory resources. In short, private actions under the federal and state secu-
rities laws are essential to deter prospective criminals, compensate the victims
of fraud, and maintain public confidence in the marketplace. An absence of pri-

vate actions may well have the effect of eroding confidence in the capital mar-
kets, thereby reducing investment and increasing the cost of raising capital for

U.S. businesses.

Currently, banks also may serve as investment ad\isers to certain mutual funds
without registering under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. As a result of this

loophole, shareholders in mutual funds advised by banks, unlike their counterparts
in other mutual fiinds, do not receive the protections of that Act's provisions, includ-
ing those related to the recordkeeping and inspections conducted by the SEC and
those restricting performance-based fees and other potential conflicts of interest.
Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees, it is obvious that such an

elaborate and highly specialized oversight function as currently exists for securities
brokers and firms simply cannot be duplicated by federal banking agencies, unless
there are thousands of employees now sifting in these agencies with nothing to do
and millions of dollars of taxpayer money available to be spent on putting in place
the duplicative infrastructure that would be necessary to carry out such a program.
As you are well aware, the federal banking agencies have issued guidelines and

a subsequent interagency statement ^^ which is intended to supplement their securi-
ties regulatory programs. While this effort is a step forward, it is no substitute for
a comprehensive regulatory scheme. As "guidelines" ratJier than regulations, they
are advisory in nature rather than legally binding and they may not be legally en-
forceable by bank regulators or bank customers. Furthermore, rather than establish-
ing precise standards of conduct, the guidelines instead give banks broad latitude
in developing procedures and policies to implement them.
NASAA suggests that a more reasonable and appropriate approach is for Congress

to adopt a true functional regulation system, which will result in strengthened in-
vestor protection, without duplicative and costly overlap in the functions of federal
securities and banking regulators.

"See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and Office of Thrift Supervision, "Interagency
Statement on Retail Sales of Nondeposit Investment Products," issued February 15, 1994.
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V. H.R. 1062, THE "FINANCIAL SERVICES COMPETITIVENESS ACT OF 1995"

Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees, H.R. 1062 makes a very real

contribution to the debate over Glass-Steagall reform and efforts to modernize our
financial services regulatory structure. HJl. 1062 would further the principle of
functional regulation by repealing the blanket exclusion of banks from the defini-

tions of broker, dealer, and investment adviser under the federal securities laws. In
addition, the bill would amend various provisions of the Investment Company Act
of 1940 to take account of the increasing bank involvement in the mutual fund busi-
ness.

For these reasons, NASAA generally supports the objectives of H.R. 1062. How-
ever, we are deeply concerned that the bill's numerous exemptions from broker-deal-
er regulation granted to the banks would serve to undermine the principle of func-
tional regulation that H.R. 1062 seeks to promote. In testimony before the House
Committee on Banking and Financial Services, the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission enumerated 13 exemptions that the bill would create for bank brokerage ac-

tivities. These exemptions would permit banks to engage in a wide range of securi-

ties-related activities without being subject to securities regulation.

As approved by the Banking Committee, exemptions from the definition of
"broker' are provided for: banks that engage in brokerage activities in connection
with networking arrangements; certain trust activities; transactions in exempted se-

curities, including government securities; transactions in municipal securities;

transactions in connection with employee or shareholder benefit plans; money mar-
ket sweep transactions; affiliate transactions; private placements; banks that limit

their brokerage activities to fewer than 800 transactions per year in securities for

which a ready market exists plus 200 other transactions per year in any other t5T)es

of securities (the so-called "de minimis" exemption) transactions; safekeeping and
custody services; clearance and settlement activities; securities lending; and agency
transactions involving repurchase agreements.
Exemptions fi*om the definition of "dealer" are provided for banks that engage in

transactions involving: (i) exempted and similar securities; (ii) municipal securities;

(iii) bank and trust department transactions for investment purposes; and (iv) cer-

tain categories of asset-backed secvirities.

NASAA shares the concern about these exemptions articulated by SEC Chairman
Levitt in his March 15, 1995, testimony before the House Committee on Banking
and Financial Services. As Chairman Levitt pointed out, some of the exemptions
contained in the bill are consistent with Commission policy. However, NASAA be-

lieves that it would be preferable to write a strong functional regulation provision
and then provide the Commission with the exemptive authority it needs to respond
to an ever-changing marketplace. As such, NASAA echoes the SEC's suggestion that
the Commission be granted authority to impose additional safeguards or to create

specifically tailored exemptions in consultation with the appropriate banking regu-
lators to account for the continually evolving marketplace.

In addition, during the Banking Committee's consideration of H.R. 1062 a new
provision was inserted which would allow a bank to conduct certain securities activi-

ties directly, through a "separately identifiable department or division" (SID) of the
bank, even if the bank has a securities affiliate. 'The SID would be required to reg-

ister as a broker-dealer and would be subject to oversight by a securities self-regu-

latory organization. While the SID would be subject to SEC rulemaking, it would
be exempt from broker-dealer net capital rules. NASAA's concerns about this type
of arrangement center around the inherent oversight and examination difficulties

raised by such a construct, as well as the net capital rules exemption.
Furthermore, H.R. 1062 would authorize the Federal Reserve to permit banks,

through SIDs, to effect transactions in any security the Federal Reserve determines
is "more appropriately treated as a bank product." NASAA agrees with those who
have suggested that such an exemption potentially could allow a range of securities

to be. traded and brokered by bank SIDs.
NASAA has been an outspoken advocate of requiring that the securities activities

of banks be conducted through separate affiliates that are licensed as broker-dealers

and subject to the full range of securities laws, rules and regulations. The Associa-

tion is unaware of any evidence that would persuade us that the SID approach is

preferable to or requiring a separate affiliate. As a result, NASAA respectfully en-

courages the Commerce Committee to reject the SID approach and instead to re-

?[uire that all securities activities of banks be conducted through separate affiliates

ully subject to SEC oversight.

^fASAA's final comment with respect to the specific elements of H.R. 1062 is in

support of the bill's prohibition on banks sharing confidential customer information

with any affiliated securities operation. NASAA believes that most bank customers
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would be extremely disturbed to learn that financial institutions routinely share

with securities salespersons what commonly is considered to be confidential infor-

mation about the customer's finances, including the maturity dates of certificates of

deposit. A strict prohibition on such information sharing should be adopted.

State and SRO Efforts to Update Regulatory Oversight

It also is recognized that a serious effort must be undertaken to review the extent

and effectiveness of current state securities regulatory oversight. The first order of

business for state securities regulators has been to gather information about what
is going on in the marketplace and to get a better sense of how it is that banks
are entering the securities Dusiness. Currently, NASAA has two committees charged

with working on this emerging issue. These committees are reviewing state securi-

ties laws and regulations to determine what changes may be necessary in view of

the expanding role that banks are playing in the securities marketplace. In addition,

NASAA is taking a hard look at the current statutory authority of state securities

regulators to determine what changes may be necessary in the oversight of reg-

istered broker-dealers who operate on bank premises.

NASAA also would like to take this opportunity to commend the National Associa-

tion of Securities Dealers (NASD) for their efforts to respond to this issue by propos-

ing new rules governing securities firms operating on bank premises. ^^ The pro-

posed rules would apply exclusively to the activities of NASD members that are pro-

viding broker-dealer services on the premises of a financial institution where retail

deposits are taken. The rule would, among other things: (1) specify where on a
bank's premises a broker-dealer may provide securities services; (2) limit the activi-

ties ana compensation of unregistered personnel; (3) require broker-dealers to imple-
ment supervisory procedures; and (4) mandate specific disclosures to customers. On
February 15,1994, NASAA submitted comments to the NASD in support of the pro-

posed rules. ^3

V. CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcomimittees, there can be no doubt that
the time has come for Congress to act to address comprehensively the interrelated

issues of securities activities conducted on bank premises and appropriate safe-

guards to protect investors. Absent clear guidance from Congress, federal banking
regulators nave embarked on a course of action that appears to be designed to com-
pletely upend any remaining separation between banking and brokerage activities.

For example, after years of more modest administrative actions that chipped away
at the Glass-SteageQl barriers, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency more
recently suggested sweeping revisions to its rules to permit an operating subsidiary
of a national bank to engage in securities activities in which the bank itself would
be ineligible to engage. Rather than continuing to allow federal banking regulators
to circumvent the Glass-Steagall Act hy regulatory fiat, NASAA encourages Con-
gress to act to make clear its intentions in this extremely important area.

H.R. 1062 makes a tremendous contribution to the debate over financial services
modernization. For that, its authors and the Members of the Banking Committee
are to be commended. However, as approved by the Banking Committee, the bill

suffers from serious flaws—^flaws that should be corrected before the bill is consid-
ered on the House floor. The consequences of not acting prudently here will be felt

not only by consumers who purchase investment products on bank premises, but po-
tentially by taxpayers and the economy itself

NASAA would be pleased to assist the Subcommittees and the full Committee as
you consider these important issues. Thank you.

Mr. Fields. Thank you, Mr. Feigin.
Mr. Martin Mayer of the Brookings Institution.

12 See NASD Notice to Members 94-94, December 1994.
13 The NASAA letter reads in part: "Several of the specific elements contained in the NASD's

proposed rule are designed to reduce the confusion of consumers who purchase investment prod-
ucts on bank premises. As such, the proposed rule represents an important step forward in the
furtherance of investor protection ... it is NASAA 's view that the following elements of the rule
proposal should be implemented: (1) physical separation of broker-dealer services on the prem-
ises of a financial institution; (2) new procedures governing communications with the pubhc; and
(3) a requirement that customers acknowledge in writing that they understand the risks, fees
and lack of insurance associated with investment products purchased on bank premises."
NASAA also expressed support for the provisions regarding compensation of financial institution
employees for referrals, previsions related to solicitation, and those related to the supervision
and responsibility for employees.
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STATEMENT OF MARTIN MAYER
Mr. Mayer. Thank you. I speak for myself, not for Brookings, of

course.

Mr. Fields. Yes. You may want to make that statement again.
Mr. Mayer. Yes. I speak for myself and not for Brookings, obvi-

ously.

I would like to take a minute to reinforce what Mr. Feigin just
said about the infrastructure in being. The securities acts are en-
forced to a very large extent through self-regulatory organizations,
like the New York Stock Exchange, the National Association of Se-
curities Dealers. To the extent that the banks do these things with-
in the bank on an SID basis, it may be very difficult to make the
actual operative securities regulation of the country work in that
context.

On my own statement, what has concerned me about most of this
is that people tend to lose sight of doughnuts and talk about holes.

What the Nation needs is a secure, efficient payment system gener-
ating a money supply that responds to the needs of trade, while
stabilizing the price level; a bank lending apparatus that chooses
conservatively and intelligently among applicants for credit in a
time when, as Dennis Weatherstone put it, the capital markets
dominate the credit markets; and a market system that effectively

allocates investment to the industries and companies that will use
the money most profitably in the production of goods and services.

What the Nation should worry about is not that we have a pecu-
liar regulatory system, though we do, and not that the profits from
participating in the financial services industry are unfairly divided
between this sector and that, which is like the sex of a hippo-
potamus, a matter of significant interest only to another hippo-
potamus. Instead, we should be troubled by a payments system
that wastes more than $40 billion a year on outmoded paper-han-
dling technology, probably $60 billion, including postage, thanks to

regulation of the Fed, inviting competition from what may be a
very irresponsible entrepreneurship that is out there working now,
a bloated banking system that we do not know how to reduce with-
out risking a debt deflation, and that is increasingly reluctant to

make the small- to medium-size business loans which are its social

and economic function; an insurance industry that pays out too

much of its policyholders' resources to brokers and lawyers, and in

many areas, operates always on other people's money without effec-

tive regulation or supervision, and a securities industry that in-

creasingly lives by trading against its customers.
Remedies to these ills, any one of which could turn serious at

any time, are what we need from legislation. Proposals should be
judged by their contribution to these goals, not to the comfort or

profit of the participants in the industry.

Still, questions of regulatory organization, government-sponsored
competitive advantage may well dictate the capacity of a private

sector system to respond to challenges and the ability of govern-
ment to exercise policy.

Glass-Steagall was not a bad idea in its time. It has been, as

they say in the State Department, overtaken by events. The end re-

sult of all the changes in technology, procedure, and theoretical un-
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derpinning has been to confuse the relationship of the government
and the private sector and this essential sector of the economy.

My view of government regulation of financial markets is that

there are horses for courses. All markets, as Russia daily dem-
onstrates, rest on a legal order, which must be created and en-

forced. Some of the work of financial institutions is heavily charged

with the public interest and some is not. A bank that keeps trans-

action balances and makes loans creates money, because the de-

positor still has his money on demand and the borrower gets his

loan in the form of a deposit. Creating money is a sovereign func-

tion and the government had better not lose control over it.

There is a cover piece in this week's Business Week in which I

am quoted as saying that the Fed could lose control of the money
supply, and that is true. Ever since cash management accounts and
home equity loans gave people the chance to monetize their securi-

ties holdings in their houses, it has been dicey, and soon cybercash
will present further complications.

Meanwhile, regulatory enthusiasm for bilateral netting and per-

mission for securities firms to cross or fill orders in their offices

take more and more transactions out of the public arena, diminish-
ing the information available, first to the investing and trading
public, and eventually an inevitable progression to the regulators
themselves. This is a more important question than Glass-Steagall.

To the extent that repeal of Glass-Steagall means simply permit-
ting banks to do security business and security houses to accept de-

posits, it is obviously no big deal, quite apart from the question of

whether the Fed let the horses out before setting fire to the bam.
Cash management accounts put brokers in the consumer banking
business more than a decade ago and Joseph Grundfest observed
when he was an SEC commissioner in the 1980's that a term loan
is nothing but an illiquid junk bond.

In these days when banks decide whether or not to make a loan
according to how strong the market seems for pieces of that loan,
loan participations may well be more liquid than junk bonds. The
same dealers trade both at the same time.

It is, of course, important that people understand that whatever
they buy from a bank's securities affiliate or securities subsidiary
is not FDIC insured, and not every bank I visited does a good job
at telling that to people. The optimum way to handle this problem
is to diminish the fraction of what the bank does that is FDIC in-

sured so that the people do not automatically expect their govern-
ment to stand behind what they find at a bank.
The insurance industry, I think, is wrong on almost everything

else, but it is right on its insistence that banks ought not to be al-

lowed to offer FDIC-insured annuities. Banks should be permitted
to offer individuals or the market whatever investment contracts
they wish to write. But the government should insure only plain
vanilla.

Mr. Fields. Mr. Mayer, could we ask you to summarize, please?
Your statement will be included in the record in its entirety.

Mr. Mayer. Sure. Thank you.
I do want to stress that there is a deposit insurance question in

this. The extent of the separation between the bank and its securi-
ties sub or affiliate must reflect the extent to which the taxpayer
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is on the hook for the bank's losses. If you can get a narrow bank
where the bank can invest only in government securities and com-
mercial paper, then you don't have to worry about where the secu-

rity sub is. Where the bank and the securities affiliate are dealing
in the same sort of instrument, then I think you have to be very,

ven^ careful about it. The firewalls delay, but thev won't stop fires.

The other—I would like to deal with two of tne questions that
were sent to me. One is credit enhancement, and I would like to

say that, in general, both securities subs and affiliates should be
required to purchase any necessary credit enhancement in the mar-
ket when they act as underv/riters to assure an independent analy-
sis of the risk.

On the capitalization question, in practice, the market will per-

mit securities companies to operate with very little capital. There
seems to be a sugar daddy in the background, and that has to be
avoided. And it could also be noted that capital requirements are
not a safety and soundness question; they are a regulatory instru-

ment. It is very unusual that a regulator will demand a capital in-

fusion into a bank or a securities firm before the market has de-

cided it won't put another penny in.

Accounting questions have immense day-to-day impact. The Ar-
gentine debt paper that was placed with financial institutions went
down in the market to 94 and had to be carried by the securities

houses at 94. The banks are still carrying it at 100. We must have
uniform accounting for both sides.

There must also be a recommendation of a Shadow Regulatory
Committee, some compulsion on the Fed to price daylight over-

drafts. Otherwise, if a securities firm within a bank can get vir-

tually a free daylight overdraft and the securities firm outside has
too much to spend, then we to have very careful about competitive
imbalances.

In the end, all regulation should be functional, and my own feel-

ing is that we have to place derivatives in a securities subregulated
by the SEC, which can require full disclosure of the instrument the
salesmen are peddling. To the extent that banks or the banking
regulators find it awkward to have the SEC controlling some part

of the bank, the affiliate structure is a natural solution.

[The prepared statement of Martin Mayer follows:]

Prepared Statement of Martin Mayer, The Brookings Institution

What concerns me most in discussions about Glass-Steagall reform—nobody is

really talking about outright repeal, which might wipe out deposit insurance-^-is

that we lose sight of the aoughnut and talk only about the hole. What the nation

needs is a secure, efficient payments system generating a money supply that re-

sponds to the needs of trade while stabilizing the price level; a bank lending appara-

tus that chooses conservatively and intelligently among applicants for credit in a

time when, as Dennis Weatherstone put it, the capital markets dominate the credit

markets; and a market system that effectively allocates investment to the industries

and companies that will use the money most profitably in the production of goods
and services.

What the nation should worry about is not that we have a peculiar regulatory sys-

tem, though we do, and not that the profits from participating in the financial serv-

ices industry are unfairly divided between this sector and that, which is like the

sex of a hippopotamus, a matter of significant interest only to another hippo-

potamus. Instead, we should be troubled by a payments system that wastes more
than $40 billion a year on outmoded paper-handling technolo^ (probably $60 billion

including postage), inviting competition from what may well he a very irresponsible

entrepreneurship; a bloated banking system that we do not know how to reduce
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without risking a debt deflation, and that is increasingly reluctant to make the

small- to medium-sized business loans which are its social and economic function;

an insurance industry that pays out too much of its policyholders' resources to bro-

kers and lawyers, and in many areas operates, always on other people's money,

without effective regulation or supervision; and a securities industry that increas-

ingly lives by trading against its customers. Remedies to these ills, any one of which
could turn serious at any time, are what we need from legislation. Proposals should

be judged by their contribution to these goals, not to the comfort or profit of the

participants in the industry.

Still, questions of regulatory organization and government-sponsored competitive

advantage may well dictate the capacity of a private sector system to respond to

challenges, and the ability of government to execute policy. As Professor H3rman
Minsky observed in a recent talk to the Levy Institute, the Banking Act of 1935
knocked the theoretical props out from under both the Federal Reserve Act of 1913
and the Glass-Steagall Act. The latter were based on a real-bills theory of money,
the notion that each level of economic activity calls forth the proper money supply,

and the Federal Reserve's window and open market operations should therefore be
restricted to the discount, purchase and sale of privately generated commercial
paper. The Banking Act of 1935 was based on the theory tnat a national currency,

as part of the national debt—the part of the national debt on which no interest is

paid—should rest on a backing of Treasury notes and bills. The other shoe dropped
in 1968, when the drain of gold from our vaults compelled the Congress to repeal

the section of the Banking Act that reauired 25% gold cover for the Federal Reserve
Notes that are our currency, and to eliminate the Treasury Silver Certificate that
was until then our one-dollar bill.

Let me note in passing that while the real-bills theory is now either outmoded
or disproven, depending on your prejudice, it remains the real basis of monetarism,
which simply presents the reverse of the same coin. Instead of commercial borrow-
ing creating the right money supply, the monetarists assume that the right money
supply will create the right amount of commercial borrowing. Glass-SteagaJl was not
a bad idea in its time; it has been, as they say in the State Department, overtaken
by events. The end result of all the changes in technology, procedure and theoretical

underpinning has been to confuse the relationship of the jovemment and the pri-

vate sector in this essential sector of the economy.
My view of government regulation of financial markets is that there are horses

for courses. All markets, as Russia daily demonstrates, rest on a legal order, which
must be created and enforced. Some of the work of financial institutions is heavily
charged with the public interest, and some is not. A bank that keeps transaction
balances and makes loans creates money, because the depositor, still has his money
on demand, and the borrower gets his loan in the form of^a deposit. Creating money
is a sovereign function, and the government had better not lose control over it.

There's a cover piece in this week's Business Week in which I am quoted as sajdng
the Fed could lose control of the money supply, and that's true. Ever since cash
management accounts and home equity loans gave people the chance to monetize
their securities holdings and their nouses, it's been dicey, and soon cybercash will

present further complications. Meanwhile, regulatory enthusiasm for bilateral net-
ting and permission for securities firms to cross or fill orders in their offices take
more and more transactions out of the public arena, diminishing the information
available first to the investing and trading public and eventually in inevitable pro-
gression to the regulators themselves. "This is a more important question tnan
Glass-Steagall, and is getting a lot less attention from either the regulators or the
Congress.
To the extent that "repeal of Glass-Steagall" means simply permitting banks to

do securities business and securities houses to accept deposits, it is obviously no big
deal, quite apart from the question of whether Fed let the horses out before setting
fire to the bams. Cash management accounts put brokers in the consumer banking
business more than a decade ago, and Joseph Grundfest observed when he was an
SEC Commissioner in the 1980s that a term loan is nothing but an illiquid junk
bond. In these days when banks decide whether or not to make a loan according
to how strong the market seems for pieces of that loan, loan participations may well
be more liquid than junk bonds. The same dealers trade both at the same desks.

It is of course important that people understand that whatever they buy from a
banks securities affiliate or securities subsidiary is not FDIC-insured, and not every
bank I've visited does a good job at telling that to people. The optimum way to han-
dle this problem is to diminish the fi-action of what the bank does that is FDIC-
insured so that people do not automatically expect their government to stand behind
what they find at a bank. The insurance industry, while wrong on almost everything
else, IS right in its insistence that banks ought not to be allowed to offer FDIC-in-
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sured annuities. Banks should be permitted to offer individuals or the market what-
ever investment contracts they wish to write, but the government should insure only
plain vanilla.

Even with the aura of safety that permeates the bank building, people do not seen
to wish to do their securities business there. A very high fraction of what the banks
sell in their securities operations seems to be money-market mutual funds, which
are not that different n-om bank accounts. Bank of America's experience with
Schwab, Citicorp's experience with Quick & Reilly and now NationsBank's experi-

ence with Dean Witter all argue that we may be worrying more than necessary
about the banks taking over securities brokerage. Meanwhile, I agree that banks
should be allowed to oner the public their own as well as others' mutual funds: if

the funds of the trust customer can be commingled in a bank mutual fund, I can't

see why the banking customer must be offered only a third-party fund.
Deposit insurance cannot be eliminated from these discussions, however: it re-

mains, in Ross Perot's splendid phrase, the crazy aunt in the attic. The extent of

separation between the bank and its securities sub or affiliate should reflect the ex-

tent to which the taxpayer is on the hook for the bank's losses. I have come around
to something like the Robert Litan narrow bank, otherwise the Henry Simons/Irving
Fischer/John H. Williams solution of a 100% reserve system. The bank which has
your checldng account will be permitted to invest only in government paper and
maybe a little short-term commercial paper, like a money market fund. That bank
can be insured, though it won't need insurance, and the existing funds in the FDIC
will take care of the risk forever.

Such a bank can be owned by a holding company that has other affiliates, or can
be a free-standing bank with subsidiaries that do other things: doesn't matter. All

the other assets the bank has will be funded with bought money of one kind or an-

other, and the suppliers of that money will be at risk like the purchasers of any
security. The narrow bank can't lend money to its securities sub and the sub can t

bail the bank out of its bad loans (which was fairly common in the 1920s—the au-
thors of Glass-Steagall were at least as disturbed by the losses loaded on the public

through the activities of the securities affiliates of the banks as they were by any
belief that the securities subs have killed the banks, and it is deceptive to leave out

that part of the 1920s story). Thus, neither the integrity of the payments system
nor the deposit insurance fund can be endangered by the existence of a securities

subsidiary.

To the extent that the bank invests in a variety of assets and the work of the
bank and the work of the securities firm are intermingled, it would be wise to main-
tain a separate corporate status for the securities firm, linking the two at a holding
company level and restricting upstream and downstream lending. Firewalls may
delay but will not stop fires. A regulator's ability to sever a corporation from a par-

ent and the parent's other subs, however, can isolate the problem entity. Whether
the regulators would wish to do so is not clear—they tend to be susceptible to the

argument that confidence is so important in banking that the bankruptcy or even
criticism of any part of the holding company cannot be tolerated. But if it's a sub,

they don't even get the opportunity to exercise good judgement.
It is in this context, too, that you should seek the answer to your questions about

credit enhancement. In general, both securities subs and affiliates should be re-

quired to purchase any necessary credit enhancement in the market when they act

as underwriters, to assure an independent analysis of the risks. I would add that

it seems me sound policy to require that credit enhancement for securities backed
by bank loans should be in the form of recourse to the bank, not in the form of in-

surance. What makes banks special and different in their economic role is that they

are supposed to nourish relationships with their borrowers.
The brief answer to your capitalization questions is that in practice the market

will permit securities companies to operate with astonishingly little capital if there

seems to be a sugar daddy in the background. Kidder Peabody had about one-half

of one percent capital in summer 1993, but it did have GE Capital behind it. My
instinct tells me that capital should be segregated for securities affiliates or subs.

One notes in passing that the Comptroller did not permit banks to set up deriva-

tives affiliates that would have to be separately capitalized, because he didn't want
the capital taken out of the banks.

It should also be noted that capital requirements are not really a safety-and-

soundness question. They are a regulatory instrument. It is very unusual that a reg-

ulator will demand a capital infusion into a bank or a securities firm before the

market has decided it won't put another penny into that place. Especially in these

days when your capital consists of the asserted value of your inventory less your
cost of acquiring it (known as "the reconciliation account"), apparently well-capital-

ized financial services companies can go under just about as fast as apparently poor-
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ly-capitalized companies. Uniform accounting is the real need—and the bank regu-

lators have just signed away their right to impose respectable accounting standards

in the new Basel agreements on derivatives.

These accounting questions, by the way, have immense day-to-day impact. Re-

cently it became necessary to place a large issue of Argentine debt paper with Amer-
ican financial institutions. They bought it to yield a little less than the market
thought Argentine paper should yield, and it traded down about 6% the first day.

The investment banks that had bought the paper had to write it down to 94 imme-
diately; the bank regulators allowed the banks to continue to carry—forever, if they

wished—at 100. Tellme about level playing fields.

On the matter of the Wholesale Financial Institution, I agree with the Shadow
Regulatory Committee that it's a wholesale red herring. The federal subsidy rep-

resented by access to the discount window and FedWire obliges the continuance of

regulation—not to mention the systemic dangers if a WFI should blindside the mar-
ket witJi a piece of bad news that equally astonishes the regulators. I also agree

with the Shadow Regulatory Committee, by the way—and the subject is important

to your deliberations on Glass-Steagall reform and the status of securities subsidi-

aries—that the Fed must be ordered to move immediately to realistic pricing for

daylight overdrafts. If a securities firm can take advantage of the Fed's virtually

cost-free daylight overdrafts under the umJarella of a bank, while an outside securi-

ties firm must pay for such services, the competitive imbalance will be severe.

Finally, I think fiinctional regulation is the only way to go. The SEC has a long

tradition of believing that even though those fellows on Wall Street make more
money than we do, they^re no smarter than we are. Banking regulators have a dan-
gerous tendency to believe, even when the explanations are ridiculous, that bankers
really know what they're doing.

The SEC has backslid in recent years—I have just finished writing a book about
Lloyd's of London, which hopes to take about $3 billion out of the pockets of Ameri-
cans who received no protection from the Securities Act because tne SEC bureauc-
racy informally agreed with Lloyd's lawyers that the three thousand Americans who
agreed to become Names, most of them small businessmen and professionals of little

experience in securities or insurance, qualified for status as 'sophisticated inves-

tors." But it's nothing like the abdication of the banking regulators who insisted

that Bankers Trust in its dealings with Gibson Greeting Cards and Procter & Gam-
ble was under no duty to determine the suitability for these customers of the intri-

cately structured derivative instruments the bank sold them—even though the valu-
ation of the instruments could be done only through a computer program the bank
decided was proprietary to its traders and could not be revealed to the customers.
No matter how close the other relations between a bank and a customer are, the
banking regulators have insisted that when the bank acts as a trader it acts at
arm's length and may properly take an attitude of caveat emptor.
The correct rebuke to these attitudes is to place derivatives activities in a securi-

ties sub or affiliate regulated by the SEC, which can require ftill disclosure of the
instruments the salesmen are peddling. To the extent that banks or the banking
regulators find it awkward to have the SEC controlling some part of the bank, the
affiliate structure would be the natural solution.

Mr. Fields. Mr. Mayer, thank you for your summary or detailed
conclusion. No; thank you very much for your testimony. Your
statement will be included in its entirety for the record.
Mr. Feigin, Ms. Randall, let me ask you. Ms. Randall, in your

testimony, you note that 17 states allow banks to underwrite secu-
rities through subsidiaries. Are those subsidiaries subject to reg-
istration with the state securities commissions? Are they subject
only to state banking commission regulation?
Ms. Randall. Mr. Chairman, we should probably get you a more

detailed survey of those 17 states. Certainly in New Jersey, if there
were to be any underwriting activity by a state-chartered bank,
that underwriting activity would have to be first approved as an
expanded bank power by the FDIC. There would be registration, I

believe, with the SEC and our State Bureau of Securities as well.
Mr. Fields. Mr. Feigin.
Mr. Feigin. I think the answer here is that the only thing ex-

cluded from either state or Federal regulation is a bank, not an af-
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filiate, not an affiliate of a bank, not a subsidiary of a bank. So as

soon as you form a sub or an affiliate, all of the bank exclusions

go away and you have a corporation engaging in activity that re-

quires licensing or registration. So if underwriting is engaged in by
a bank sub, it is done so as a fully registered broker-dealer.

Mr. Fields. So do the state securities commissions become in-

volved with securities fraud investigation of those subsidiaries or

is that done exclusively by the banking commissions? Or does that

also vary state by state?

Mr. Feigin. It may vary, but I think it is far more likely that

if fraud occurred in an underwriting conducted by a bank-affiliated

broker-dealer, the state securities agency would be far more likely

to investigate it than the banking regulator. I think the banking
regulator starts to get involved when the assets of the bank may
come—may become exposed in some kind of a liability setting.

Mr. Fields. What about private placement?
Mr. Feigin. Again, if it is an affiliate and it is a fully registered

brokerage firm, who owns it is of not much importance to us, so

that it would make no difference if it is a private placement or a
public underwriting. They still engaged in the business and if they

committed fraud, we would investigate.

Mr. Fields. In the 17 states that allow securities underwriting
of subsidiaries, do any of them require the subsidiaries to be sepa-

rately capitalized?

Mr. Feigin. My guess would be that if they are subs or affiliates

in separate corporations, they are likely required to be broker-deal-

ers by the Federal Government as well, so the Federal capital re-

quirements and also those imposed by the NASD take hold, and
they, I think, almost universally fulfill any capital requirements
under state law.

Ms. Randall. Again, if I may, Mr. Chairman, in those 17 states,

we probably have a variation state to state in terms of the exact

description, but I would certainly submit that it is appropriate to

have independent capitalization requirements for those operating

subsidiaries of banks where those limited underwriting activities

do take place.

The state bank experience, generally speaking, in the underwrit-

ing of securities area, is somewhat limited and I believe Chairman
Heifer has also previously testified to that effect.

To the extent that we have a track record, it has been a sound
one, and the securities endeavors of those banks have proven to not

be a problem in terms of the safety and soundness of the insured

institution.

Mr. Fields. My time is about to expire. I have got some other

questions in this area. I would like to submit those to you for your
response for the record.

The Chair will now recognize the gentleman from Massachusetts,

Mr. Markey.
Mr. Markey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much.
Mr. Mayer, on page 10 of your testimony, you say that functional

regulation is the way to go and you prefer a healthy skepticism

from the SEC looking at these activities rather than a bank regu-

lator's boosterism.
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Can you critique for us the SID's structure as proposed in this

legislation?

Mr. Mayer. I would be quite concerned about the ability of bank-

ing regulators to enforce the securities act. We go abroad for the

best recent example, which is Barings, where the Bank of England
was very clearly blindsided by what was going on at Barings Bank
and Barings Securities, and the Fed, incidentally, was also

blindsided. Citibank put up 57 million bucks for Mr. Leason in

Singapore and the Fed didn't even know about it and the Fed
doesn^ believe it to this day, but they did.

There is a naivete about banking regulators on the whole, par-

ticularly in dealing with securities matters, and I cannot see what
we gain in asking people and not trying to enforce a body of law
to go do it when there is an existing, particularly self-regulatory or-

ganization, which goes about that business every day.

Mr. Markey. And what about the history of the 1980's? A couple

of thousand S&Ls and banks went under in the 1980's.

Mr. Mayer. That is the accounting procedure question really,

and this Congress after all, in the Gam-St Germain Act, validated
what Richard Pratt had done at the bank board in terms of chang-
ing the accounting rules for federally insured depository, S&Ls and
banks both.
The experience of the S&Ls is that—there were two. Let me take

1 minute. One is that the S&Ls were losing their social function
because Fannie and Freddie were taking over the financing of
housing. They were in deep trouble. They had $700 billion of as-

sets. We encouraged them to grow out of their troubles. They got
to $1.4 trillion of assets. Not surprisingly, a lot of those assets were
no good. We got out cheap at $150 or $200 billion.

But the other part of it is that the Congress looked at a set of
institutions that were in deep trouble, and said, gee, we have got
to find some way to get them out of trouble and, really, there was
no way to get them out of trouble and we made the trouble worse.
To some extent, when you look at the banks today, you look at

the same sort of overcapacity that you had in the S&Ls. You have
got $3.5 trillion of liabilities. You don't have $3.5 trillion of good
bankable assets, so you seek for ways—they look healthy today, but
they are not underneath.
You seek for ways in which they can continue to make a living

because they are very important organizations. A good deal of this
effort is that. And you do have to be terribly careful that in doing
that, you are not duplicating this set of problems in which guys get
into businesses they don't understand because they cant make
money in their own business.
Mr. Markey. So how do we view this as we introduce more secu-

rities and insurance into the picture and the risks that are entailed
if the system can't adequately deal with the risks that are being
introduced?
Mr. Mayer. It is functional regulation, I do believe, and you have

to avoid doing things like permitting, for example, the creation of
exotic derivatives which would otherwise be forbidden by the gam-
ing laws, to go ahead without fairly, fairly close regulation of them,
very—I mean, what is done in the Chicago markets is mostly a
great contribution to the country. What is done in bank back rooms
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'ifltliis in terms of constructing special things may or may not be a con-
tribution. The people who are more likely to have an intelligent

-ua view of that are the securities people, not the banking people.
[.fortlie Mr. Markey. Now, you heard my question to Chairman Green-

span about whether or not exotic derivatives should be placed in-

'Bank side of the bank and not in a separate subsidiary, and he demurred
as to whether or not, in fact, it would or would not be there.
What is the recommendation that you would have with regard to

that?
Mr. Mayer. He said it is in the bank now. The securities houses

form separate subsidiaries to trade derivatives, Salomon, Merrill
Lynch, Morgan Stanley, all of these guys have their own subsidiary
that trades derivatives. The banks wanted to do that, in fairness
to them. The Fed and the comptroller wouldn't let them because
they wouldn't let the capital be taken out of the bank.

I think that they should be done in separate subsidiaries, which
are to some extent severable and they should have to earn their

own AAA ratings.

Mr. Markey. What happens if they are not?
Mr. Mayer. I wouldn't be surprised if we will have some news

stories within the next year that tells us what happens when they
are not. The comptroller and the Fed are still permitting banks to

carry inverse floaters and structured notes at their historic cost,

even though they are worth a great deal less and there are some
very misleading bank balance sheets as a result.

Mr. Markey. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Fields. The Chair will now recognize the gentleman from

vere
Iowa, Mr, Ganske.
Mr. Ganske. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just have a brief ques-

tion for Mr. Mayer.
In light of what is already going on with the courts and the OCC

how important is it that we do something about Glass-Steagall?
Mr. Mayer. It is such a mess now. There are so many aspects

of banking regulation in this country that are such a mess. It is

certainly worth working at it, and I also think that it is much bet-

ter to have a legal framework within which people operate, rather
than having a legal framework which can be chipped away at here
and there by the Fed, sometimes in response to special pleadings,

sometimes in response to the fact that the technology of the world
has changed a great deal.

I think this is something that should be done, but I think it

should be done very carefully. You know, reference was made to

the Swiss banks and others earlier. The deregulation of banking
has been a worldwide disaster. The Scandinavian banks nearly all

went under. The British banks have been in terrible trouble. The
Swiss banks are not happy campers. The German banks are not
happy campers, and the Japanese banks we know about. It is not
something you can do on a wholesale basis and expect to be happy
with the results, Guys tend to do better in businesses they under-
stand.

Mr. Ganske. I appreciate it.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fields. Thank you.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Cox.
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Mr. Cox. Thank you. I would like to address this question to any
one of the three of you that cares to respond, but I will start with

Mr. Feigin because it was your testimony that caused me to think

about it.

You emphasized your view that we should try to achieve physical

separation of the sale of bank product and the sale of securities

within the bank lobby. They shouldn't be offered from the same
desk, physically. They shouldn't be offered from the same teller

window or what have you, and the first thing that occurred to me
is that that is an antiquated notion because we are doing so much
of this now in other ways than people walking into lobbies, sitting

down and talking to someone, ATM, for example, for a lot of rou-

tine commercial transactions, computers that people have at home,
or at their offices, even for personal transactions, and bigger com-
puters for companies and so on.

So that that might not buy us much, but I ask myself, why is

it that we are interested in this kind of physical separation? Of
course your concern is that we want to cordon off an5^hing that is

government insured from an5rthing that is privately insured.

Now, I have a money market fund that behaves, as far as I am
concerned as a consumer, exactly like my savings account would
behave at a bank, and through devices that you are well aware of,

I am able actually to write checks and it looks to me exactly the
same way as it would look if I had a regular bank account.
But earlier, one of the bank regulators suggested that I was

making an election to have a noninsured account. In fact, my mon-
eys are all insured, but they are not government insured; they are
privately insured. Isn't what we are talking about here indulging
the notion that somehow government insurance is safer than pri-

vate insurance?
Mr. Feigin. I think there are a couple questions in there, but

first let me comment on physical separation. I think that is one
component of a suggestion or an urging, to try to figure out a way
to convince the public away from the 60-year notion that when they
deal with a bank, they are dealing with an insured or safe environ-
ment. When they go to a brokerage firm, that is a different—that
is an election. So the physical separation, so-called potted palm
idea of keeping it separate, was just one way of attempting to
cause the public to recognize that they are not dealing with an in-

sured entity anymore.
I speculated that perhaps having it off in a separate room might

raise the image of the dealing with that to make it more special.
And also, in my jurisdiction, in Colorado we have a lot of rural
banks that are simply one roomed, so that physical—or demanding
physical separation might cost $10,000 and be of no real value.
So I think it is just one component or one suggestion of ways to

achieve the end of finding ways to convince the public that when
they deal with an insured institution or uninsured products, they
are aware of it.

Mr. Mayer. May I comment on that? You had Charlie Keating
in your district selling his unsecured debentures,
Mr. Cox. Let me talk about the question, which is private insur-

ance versus—I was hoping you would address that, too. I don't
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have but 5 minutes here so I want to make sure we stick to the
question.
Should we encourage people to think negatively about SIPC and

favorably about FDIC?
Mr. Mayer. Sure. FDIC is much better insurance than SIPC, and

he is from Colorado where you had a bunch of industrial banks
that went under and you can talk to people from Ohio about the
state-insured S&Ls that went under. The Federal Government
prints the money. Its insurance policy is always good. A lot of these
money markets
Mr. Cox. Isn't that what led us to the S&L crisis? The fact that

everybody knew you were playing with the government's money
and so we didn't have the normal marketplace discipline. We know
how that all worked. You get all the upside, if you invest in risky

things because you are an S&L. The downside goes to the taxpayer
and there is nobody in the marketplace looking after that risk.

Mr. Mayer. Do something about deposit insurance.
Mr. Cox. We are dealing with the notion that what we really

should be doing is capping off the government insurance because
it is the source of so many of our problems.
Mr. Feigin. I would say that you talked about dreaming or being

forward enough. Part of the problem here is that we talk about
banks getting into all these other areas, but we forget the one es-

sential thing that banks mean to the American public, and that is

deposit insurance.
If the banks only get involved in those other activities, let's do

it in a way so that everybody knows it is not insured activity. That
is the competitive disaavantage that a bank brings to the market-
place. They have that 60 years of this warm quilt that you can pull

over yourself. That is part of the problem.
If banks are engaged in that activity, maybe we need to drop

away from insurance and just let them have insurance for—in a
very segregated place.

Mr. Cox. My red light is on. I don't know if the chairman would
like to let Commissioner Randall respond or not. If you have a re-

sponse on that question, I am sure
Ms. Randall. Thank you. Briefly, whether the product is FDIC

insured or is privately insured or totally uninsured, the key, I feel,

is disclosure to the consumer, and of course, we as regulators want
to protect the consumer and have an informed consumer, and I

think that is really the key.

And if there is one thing I think regulators can do, based on leg-

islative and statutory authority, I think we can craft those regula-

tions and make sure the institutions, the banks follow them and
make those disclosure requirements very clear and strictly enforce

them.
Mr. Cox. I thank you and 1 thank the chairman.
Mr. Fields. The Chair wants to thank all of the witnesses that

have appeared today. Your statements will be included in their en-

tirety in the record. The Chair will also announce that our second

hearing on Glass-Steagall reform will be this Thursday, June 8, at

11 a.m. in this room.
[Whereupon, at 1:36 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene at 11 a.m., Thursday, June 8, 1995.]
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House of Representatives, Committee on Commerce,
Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Fi-

nance, AND THE Subcommittee on Commerce,
Trade, and Hazardous Materials,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 11 a.m., in Room
2123, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Michael G. Oxley
[chairman of the Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Hazard-
ous Materials] and Hon, Jack Fields [chairman of the Subcommit-
tee on Telecommunications and Finance] cochairing.

Members present. Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Fi-

nance: Representatives Fields, Oxley, Stearns, Paxon, Gillmor, Cox,
Deal, Frisa, White, Coburn, Bliley (ex officio), Markey, Rush,
Eshoo, Klink, and Dingell (ex officio).

Members present. Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Haz-
ardous Materials: Representatives Oxley, Fields, Gillmor, Crapo,
Ganske, Frisa, Norwood, White, Bliley (ex officio), Markey, Brown,
Lincoln, Deutsch, Stupak, and Dingell (ex officio).

Staff present: Steve Blumenthal, majority counsel; Robert Gor-

don, majority counsel; David Cavicke, majority counsel; Rob Cimo,
staff assistant; Tim Ford, minority counsel; and Consuela Washing-
ton, minority counsel.

Mr, Oxley. The committee will come to order.

And before we welcome our first panel, the Chair would recog-

nize the chairman of the full committee, the gentleman from Vir-

ginia, Mr, Bliley,

Mr, Bliley, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a very brief state-

ment that I would like to make. First of all, I want to commend
you and Chairman Fields for the fine work each of you and your

staffs on attempting to develop a workable resolution that address-

es the insurance issue surrounding Glass-Steagall.

I also want to thank my good friend. Chairman Jim Leach of the

House Banking Committee, and his fine staff for their cooperation

over these past few weeks in attempting to draft an agreement ac-

ceptable to all of the parties and good for the Nation as a whole.

Following hours of intense discussion with Members of the House
Leadership and weeks of meetings with each of the interested par-

ties, it has become apparent to me that an affiliation approach is

unworkable at this time. The parties are too far apart in their com-

mitment to their respective positions, too firmly held, for such an
approach to succeed at present.

(143)
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To pursue the insurance affiliation issues forever, it is now clear

it would only jeopardize this window of opportunity to enact his-

toric legislation modernizing our financial services industries. Nev-
ertheless, we are committed to the pursuit of a resolution of the is-

sues, which we have endeavored to address over these past few
weeks. Ultimately, these issues must be successfully addressed; if

not today, then soon, and I pledge to continue this committee's

work toward that resolution.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OxLEY. I thank the gentleman. I now recognize the ranking

member of the Telecommunications and Finance Subcommittee, the
gentleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. Markey. I thank the Chair very much, and the full commit-

tee chairman's statement reminds me of the admonition that we
got from my civil procedure professor in my first year in law school.

And he said that it is always interesting near the end of the exam
when students start going through, after the 3 hours are about to

be over, to answer the question and they start crossing out key
words, words like "not," you know. And as we get nearer the end
of this exam, we are moving towards the goal of trying our best to

narrow it down to those issues which we can make some progress
on, and I congratulate the full committee chairman and the sub-
committee chairman for their decision on that issue. I think it is

going to help considerably in our efforts towards reconciling.

At the subcommittee's Tuesday hearing, we received testimony
from the Nation's top financial regulators on the need to repeal the
60-year-old Glass-Steagall separation between banking and securi-

ties. I have long been on record in support of such legislation, pro-

vided it is linked to an effective system of functional regulation and
strong firewalls that protect investors, depositors and taxpayers
from potential abuses and conflicts of interest.

We heard testimony at the last hearing about the need to mod-
ernize financial services regulation in order to provide a level play-
ing field. I agree that this should be one of our principal objectives.
When we talk of level playing fields, however, we should keep in

mind that in the game of baseball, the American League allows its

teams to have designated hitters, while National League rules re-

quire teams to put the pitcher in the batting rotation. We wouldn't
allow an American League team to move over to the National
League while retaining their designated hitters, while at the same
time forcing all the National League teams to continue playing
with pitchers in the battle lineup.

Likewise, we should not allow banks to engage in the full range
of securities activities unless they agree to abide by the rules that
govern all other firms operating in the securities markets. In base-
ball, as in life, competitors should play by the same set of rules en-
forced by the same set of umpires.

Unfortunately, as these charts indicate, under H.R. 1062, banks
will be free to retain their regulatory designated hitters. Under the
bill, banks would have to conduct some securities activities in a
separate affiliate outside the bank subject to full SEC regulation.
Other securities activities, however, could be done inside the bank
in a separately identifiable department, or SID, regulated by the
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SEC but not subject to the SEC's net capital rule or to the regu-
latory firewalls.

Still other securities activities could be carried out either inside

the bank itself or in a SID regulated not by the SEC, but by the
bank regulators. Moreover, the Fed is given a wild card regulatory
authority to allow anything the SEC has determined to be a secu-

rity to nevertheless be regulated as a traditional banking product
that can be traded inside the bank.
Banks are fi*ee to decide whether or not to establish a separate

affiliate and if they choose not to do so, they potentially will be able

to conduct a range of risky activities inside the bank, including
dealing in such exotic derivative securities as inverse floaters, real

estate mortgage investment conduits, and collateralized mortgage
obligations, a product so risky it is known on Wall Street as toxic

waste.
If the bank decides to conduct such activities inside the bank, it

will not be subject to SEC capital rules or the credit enhancement
or other regulatory firewalls in the bill. The bank also will not be
subject to oversight by the SEC or securities self-regulatory organi-

zations, such as the NASD, or the New York Stock Exchange.
This may be a field of dreams for the banks, but it will perpet-

uate a system which provides inconsistent protections for investors

and markets and uneven and duplicative examinations and en-

forcement within the securities industry.

I understand that existing law allows banks to conduct govern-

ment securities, municipal securities, mortgage-backed securities

and asset-backed securities inside the bank. However, when these

rules were devised, there was no Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac and
the term government securities meant plain vanilla Treasury offer-

ings.

Today, we have a far different marketplace containing securities

derived from government mortgage-backed or municipal securities

which are far more complex and risky. If we are going to restruc-

ture financial service regulation, we must take account of this fact.

It is ironic that some of the same people that argue we must be
visionary in eliminating old regulatory structures in light of rapidly

changing market dynamics argue that risky securities activities

should be moved outside the bank because that is just where we
do it now.

I, therefore, will be interested in hearing from our second panel

whether we can replace the Byzantine SID structure of H.R. 1062

with a simpler construct which generally requires banks to place

securities activities in a separate affiliate and which subjects all

such activities to functional regulation by the SEC and appropriate

firewall protections.

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for holding this hearing

and I thank you for the indulgence and the extra time for the open-

ing statement.
Mr. OxLEY. I thank the gentleman for his baseball analogy and

for his visual aides, and if no other member feels burdened by an
undelivered opening statement, we can go right into the first panel.

Noting none, I will introduce our first panel. First is Mr. James
Klagholz, Chairman of the Government Affairs Committee for the

Independent Insurance Agents. Our second witness is Andrew
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Cassidy, Chairman of the Council of Insurance Agents and Bro-

kers. Next is Michael Grace, President Elect of the Wright and
Percy Insurance Company; and lastly, Peter Browne, Chairman of

the National Association of Life Underwriters, representing the

Committee on Federal Law and Legislation.

Gentlemen, welcome to the panel and, Mr, Klagholz, you may
begin.

STATEMENTS OF JAMES KLAGHOLZ, CHAIRMAN, GOVERN-
MENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE FOR THE INDEPENDENT INSUR-
ANCE AGENTS OF AMERICA; ANDREW CASSIDY, CHAIRMAN,
TASK FORCE ON FINANCIAL SERVICES, COUNCIL OF INSUR-
ANCE BROKERS AND AGENTS; MICHAEL GRACE, PRESIDENT
ELECT, WRIGHT AND PERCY INSURANCE COMPANY, REP-
RESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PROFES-
SIONAL INSURANCE AGENTS; AND PETER C. BROWNE,
CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIFE UNDER-
WRITERS, REPRESENTING THE COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL
LAW AND LEGISLATION

Mr. Klagholz. Chairman Oxley and Chairman Fields, my name
is James Klagholz and I am Secretary/Treasurer of the Quiqman
Sterling Associates of Seaside Park, New Jersey, as well as Govern-
ment Affairs Committee Chairman for the Independent Insurance
Agents of America. Thank you for inviting us to appear and com-
ment on H.R. 1062.

I appear today on behalf of the insurance agents of America,
more than 300,000 men and women who work in every part of the
United States. As far as Glass-Steagall reform is concerned, our po-

sition is v/ell-known by now. We understand the desire to modern-
ize the banking industry in this country and we are not opposed
to such modernization.

In fact, if I could leave these committees with one thought today
on behalf of the agents I represent, it would be this: We are not
here to ask you to keep banks out of the insurance business.
Agents simply want to preserve the rights of the States to make
that decision and for the States to determine just how and if any
bank may offer an insurance product.

Insurance is a State-regulated business. The States protect the
insurance-bu3dng public and insure a level playing field for all of
those in the business. States must be allowed to continue to per-
form this function for everyone, including national banks.

I want to thank Chairman Bliley for introducing H.R. 1317 and
for his wisdom and continuing commitment to preserve State law
in this area, not preempt it. His efforts will have the full throttle
support of the Nation's insurance agents and companies.
H.R. 1062 is not neutral on the insurance issue. It allows some

affiliation between banks and insurance entities contrary to State
law, and more importantly, it gives banks expanded power without
doing anything to curb the Comptroller of the Currency's appetite
for even further expansions, contrary to congressional intent. As it

currently stands, we must oppose H.R. 1062.
We have two solutions. First, stop the Comptroller from creating

additional insurance powers for national banks without Congress'
involvement in that policy judgment. The OCC has been extremely
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active in this area, most recently proposing a regulation that would

Eermit national bank operating subs to engage in broad non-
anking activities, presumably including insurance sales and un-

derwriting, that the bank itself cannot engage in.

Second, add H.R. 1317 to the Bliley-Dingell—H.R. 1317, the Bli-

ley-Dingell bill, to H.R. 1062. The reason is simple. Insurance is

and should remain regulated by the States. This is the only ap-

proach consistent with the functional regulation concept embedded
in H.R. 1062.
As I mentioned at the outset, the authority to determine who

may or may not sell insurance is critical. Some might say the criti-

cal aspect of functional regulation. A State may decide it is in the
best interest of its citizens not to permit banks to sell insurance or

affiliate with those who do. Perhaps it is the concern about
consumer confusion regarding what kind of product they are pur-

chasing, perhaps the concern about the potential that customers
will feel they must purchase the insurance from the bank in order

to preserve a credit relationship, or perhaps it is the concern that
confidential customer information will be exchanged to the det-

riment of the customer and competitors.
Whatever the reason, more than a handful of States have decided

that a separation between banking and insurance is the best public

policy decision. You cannot give lip service to functional regulation

at the same time you are trampling over that State decision.

We understand that banks are deathly afraid State insurance
regulators will all of a sudden start calling banking products insur-

ance. It has not happened yet and States have been regulating in-

surance for over 200 years. The encroachment has been the other

way; Federal banking regulators with no knowledge or experience

in insurance declaring insurance products free game for banks in

total disregard of established State insurance law. It is time to take

such judgments out of the hands of unelected Federal banking reg-

ulators. The States have traditionally regulated the insurance in-

dustry and should continue to do so.

If banks want to engage in that area of commerce, they must
abide by State-made rules. That is what H.R. 1317 provides and
that is why we urge you to add it to H.R. 1062.

Unlike many in the banking community, IIAA wants this process

to be successful and for Congress to pass a financial modernization

bill this year. All we ask is that Congress prevent further erosion

of State insurance authority by the Comptroller's office and that

Congress declare the Comptroller may not create any new insur-

ance powers for national banks. We look forward to working with

you to reach this end.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of James Klagholz follows:]

Prepared Statement of James Klagholz on Behalf of the American Land
Title Assocl\tion; Council of Insurance Agents and Brokers; Independent
Insurance Agents of America, Inc.; and the National Assoclation of Life

Underwriters

This testimony is submitted on behalf of the insurance agents of America, and
their employees, more than 500,000 men and women who work in every part of the

United States. These people are represented by the following organizations: Amer-
ican Land Title Association; Council of Insurance Agents and Brokers; Independent

Insurance Agents of America, Inc., and National Association of Life Underwriters.
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INTRODUCTION

I

Mr. Chairman, we thank you for holding this hearing today and for asking us to

testify.

Congress has heard much from us in the last few yea.rs on the question of banks

and commerce, and, in particular, banks and insurance. In the 1980's, we were

warned—repeatedly—that a brave new world was ahead of us, that banks must be

able to sell^ and perhaps even underwrite, insurance, that financial department

stores were the coming vogue.
Congress has not succumbed to these entreaties. Indeed, the major banking legis-

lation enacted by Congress in the 1980's spoke directly to our concerns. You amend-
ed the Bank Holding Company Act to state that, except in very limited cir-

cumstances, bank holding companies and their subsidiaries should not sell insur-

ance. And, in the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991,

you prohibited FDIC-insured banks from underwriting insurance.

Unfortunately, banking regulators have not held true to Congress' intent. The
OCC and other federal regulators have sought to push the envelope at everr oppor-

tunity to permit banks to engage in insurance-related activities. Much of the Bank
Holding Cfompany Act's force has been eviscerated by rulings that it does not apply

to the bank itself and the OCC's willingness to interpret the National Bank Act to

permit ever expanding insurance powers to national banks. For its part, the FDIC,
contrary to apparent legislative intent, has interpreted FDICIA's underwriting pro-

hibitions not to include annuities—a traditional insurance product of growing impor-
tance to consumers.
The principle embedded in existing law—that banking and commerce, and par-

ticularly insurance, should be separated—is not a form of domestic protectionism.

It is necessary to ensure fair competition and to protect the insurance consumer as

well as the banking consumer and the taxpayer.

We understand that there is a need for financial modernization—particularly in

light of pressures from foreign commerce and economic pressures within this coun-

try. It may indeed be the case that banks deserve some regulatory relief in the con-

duct of their banking business. And there may well be room for careful and rea-

soned restructuring of the Glass-Steagall Act to modernize the relationship between
banking and securities.

However, we stand opposed to any breach in the wall between banking and gen-
eral lines of commerce. And, in particular, we oppose anv lessening of the separation
between banking and insurance. We oppose all proposals to integrate or expand in-

surance activities for banks. In particular, we could not accept any proposal that
would override State regulation of insurance. Any modernisation must be done with
a clear eye toward maintaining stability, competition and consumer access to com-
munity-based financial services—and preserving state insurance regulation.

REASONS TO SEPARATE THE BANKING AND INSURANCE INDUSTRIES

Put simply, our position is this: The sale of insurance by banks is inherently un-
fair both to consumers and to insurance agents not affiliated with banking institu-

tions. The reason is simple: When a bank simultaneously loans money and sells in-

surance, a borrower faces an inherently unfair circumstance. Especially in hard eco-
nomic times, when credit is tight, what borrower will fail to buy insurance if there
is any possibility that the purchase might improve the chance for a loan? What busi-
ness that is dependent upon its bank for a line of credit will risk that relationship
by going to an outside insurance agent when it is suggested that the business deal
with the bank? Especially in small towns and limited markets for credit, what in-

surance agency will feel comfortable when it needs money and has to borrow it from
a bank that is also its largest customer? The risks of harm clearly outweigh the pu-
tative benefits of full-fledged bank entry into the insurance business.
To begin, the notion that consumers will necessarily benefit from bank sales of

insurance must be dispelled. It is important to keep in mind that insurance cus-
tomers shop on the basis of coverage, price and customer service. No seller of insur-
ance—including banks—can dictate the scope of coverage. The availability of insur-
ance is controlled exclusively by the insurance companies, which decide what type
of insurance they want to write, what limitations that want to impose, and what
exposure they want to insure. Thus, the sale of insurance by banks would not create
a greater supply of liability insurance for small businesses, nor would it increase
the number of available homeowners, policies, for example.
Nor is there any evidence that banks, entry into the market will lower the cost

of insurance to the consumer. In the first instance, the price of insurance is set by
the insurance company—not the agent. In addition, state insurance laws and regu-
lators tightly regulate the fees andf charges insurance agents can charge customers
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on insurance-related business. To the extent there is some play in cost, however,
there is substantial evidence that banks would charge more, not less, for insurance
products. Credit insurance—the type of insurance in which banks have been en-
gaged most prevalently—^is the most dramatic case in point. Banks have consist-
ently been shown to sell credit insurance at the highest possible rate. In fact, in
1990, the Consumer Federation of America conducted a study in which it found that
credit life insurance, sold almost exclusively by lenders, to be "the nation's worst
insurance ripoff." To the extent banks have realized any cost savings, those savings
certainly are not passed on to the consumer.
The third aspect of insurance sales—service—similarly offers no evidence of bank

advantage. Banks and their supporters routinely tout the purported benefits of "one-
stop-shopping." It is not clear what precisely they mean. If they mean that cus-
tomers should be able to do their banking, buy insurance, and get their teeth
cleaned within the same four walls, we question whether customers indeed want
such so-called "convenience." Indeed, the most recent major experiment in the de-
partment-store approach has failed: Sears has either spun off or is the process of
divesting itself of Allstate, Caldwell Banker, and Dean Witter. But even if one were
to give credence to the supposed benefit of "one-stop-shopping," the purchase of in-

surance is only the beginmng of the services provided oy an insurance seller. Of
equal or greater importance is claims service: the ability of insurance agents to re-

spond when disaster strikes, to meet the customer's needs when the customer's
needs call for attention. An insurance agent does not work bankers' hours; an insur-
ance agent cannot be replaced Iw an ATM.
By contrast to the paucity of evidence of potential benefits, bank entry into the

insurance business poses very real risks to fair competition and to consumers.
Banks, especially banks outside large cities, exercise significant market power.

Particularly in times of economic downturn, access to credit is not easily available.

A study by the Federal Reserve Board not too long ago demonstrated that
"[o]verwhelmingly, the single most important financial institution for nearly every
financial product and service used by small and medium-sized businesses is a local

commercial bank.^
But the ability of banis to tie insurance products to their financial products does

not depend on market power. In the banking industry, the power to affect a cus-

tomer's decision is inherent in the banking relationship itself That is, no small busi-

ness dependent on a loan or line of credit, is going to challenge a bank that, as part

of its loan approval or review process, "suggests" that the borrower purchase insur-

ance from the bank, even if the customer understands he or she has a theoretical

right to shop around for credit or insurance.
The coercion need not be express; the tie-in need not be compelled. Indeed, the

greatest danger is of voluntary tie-ins—customers themselves choosing not to shop
for insurance products. Voluntary tie-ins are inherent in the combination of the sale

of any product and the extension of credit. People think that they will enhance the

likelihood that they are going to get the credit by buying this product from the

bank.
The pervasive existence of "voluntary" tie-ins explains why simple legal restric-

tions, like the anti-tying statute found in the Bank Holding Company Act, 12 U.S.C.

§ 1972, fail to achieve the abolition of tying arrangements.
The result of tie-ins and steering is inevitably the concentration of markets. Fig-

ures from a 1987 report to the Wisconsin Commissioner of Insurance showed that,

in Montana, one title insurance company's market share increased from 11% to 52%
in the first four years after it was acquired by a lender. In Minnesota, the State's

largest S&L acquired a major interest in a title insurance company in 1979; from

April 1979 to August 1980, the amount of business referred to the company from

the S&L increased from 12% to 83%. Also in Minnesota, in the first five months
of 1988, two savings banks had 94% and 96% of all their respective recorded mort-

gage transactions insured by captive title insurance agencies.

The concern goes beyond potential coercion, tie-ins and resulting concentration of

markets. As one court recently observed in connection with Florida's law prohibiting

bank sale of insurance:

the concern, then is that insurance not be sold through institutions which

require such coverage in order to conduct other business, and that such in-

stitutions would be lax or indifferent to enforcing actuarial stand-

ards ... [S]uch institutions, particularly banks, might require their cus-

1 G. Elliehausen & J. Wolken, Banking Markets and the Use of Financial Services by Small

and Medium-Sized Businesses at 32 (Staff Studies, Bd. of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys-

tem, September 1990).
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tomers seeking loans for certain properties (e.g., home or automobile) to

purchase "needed" insurance through the institution's insurance agent

—

For example, in order to make a profit on automobile loans or home mort-

gages, the insurance agents may incur business they might otherwise re-

flect because they would be pressured by the bank to do so in order to con-

summate the bank's loan transactions. This might lead to the overinsurance

of risky business, which could result in the insolvency of the insurer.

Additionally, and notwithstanding the existence of specific prohibitions on
coerciva credit extensions, the Court finds that loan officers could steer cus-

tomers to the bank's insurance agent for the purpose of suggesting the sale

of insurance that is not needed, in order for the bank to make a profit on
the insurance policy. The concern herein expressed is that an arms-length
relationship be maintained among the bank, the loan officer and the insur-

ance agents. The maintenance of this relationship is for the protection of

the solvency of the insurance industry, and the prevention of coercion,

which in turn protects all potential, present and future policyholders.

^

Maintaining the separation between banking and insurance is particularly impor-

tant in the case of title insurance. Consumers purchase title insurance only once or

twice in their lifetimes and generally do not shop for such insurance. Rather, they
rely on recommendations from real estate professionals, such as their mortgage
lenders. Accordingly, if banks are allowed to be affiliated with title companies there

is a significant risk that consumers will be steered by bank loan officers to the

bank's affiliated title company even when other title companies can provide better

quality, services or prices. Moreover, because banks are insured under title insur-

ance policies issued in connection with their mortgage loans, there is an inherent
conflict of interest when an affiliate of the bank acts as an agent for the issuance
of a title insurance policy to the bank.^
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit has ruled that national banks

may not engage in the title insurance agency business or own such businesses as
part of their "incidental" banking powers.^ And the Federal Reserve Board has de-

termined that the insurance prohioitions of the Bank Holding Company Act apply
with full force to title insurance.
As one court simply put it: "[T]here is a potential for abuse inherent in financial

institutions being involved in the sale of insurance."^ The current separation be-

tween banking and insurance is essential for the protection of consumers and to

avoid conflicts of interest, and should be maintained.
Moreover, allowing banks to sell insurance would increase concentration in the fi-

nancial services sector. Large banks would acquire or affiliate themselves with large
insurance agencies and brokerages. Agencies and brokerages that are unaffiliated
with banks would be effectively shut out of the insurance market. Competition in

insurance would decline and customer service would decline as well.

The consumer is not the only one at risk when banks are involved in the sale of
insurance. Banks are not on the same level playing field as agents not affiliated

with financial institutions. Banks have preferential access to cheap funds by which
to enter the insurance business. Federally chartered commercial banks, for example,
can obtain below-market funds from the Federal Reserve discount window. This ac-
cess to below-market credit is a substantial advantage over others in the market.
Furthermore, banks alone have the benefit of the federal safety net—FDIC insur-

ance—funded by the taxpayer. This unique benefit enables them to get customers
in the door in ways no other business could hope to duplicate. Recent studies have
shown that the vast majority of customers who purchase non-banking investment
products and annuities from banks wrongly believe them to be FDIC-insured. The
fact is that even those customers who understand the non-insured nature of the
non-banking products they are purchasing somehow feel "safer" once they see the
"FDIC-insured" seal on the door. Non-affiliated insurance agents cannot replicate
that sense of security—however false it really is.

Insurance agents are not afraid of competition. We face it every day. The insur-
ance agency business is highly competitive and the hurdles to entry are low. What

^Barnett Banks of Marion County, N.A v. Gallagher, 839 F. Supp. 835, 841-42 (M.D. Fla.
1993), affd 43 F.3d 631 (11th Cir. 1995) (petn. for cert, pending).

3 For an excellent discussion of the problems posed in this regard by bank entry into the title
insurance business, see Prof. Joyce Palomar's article entitled '%ank Control of Title Insurance
Companies: Perils to the Public That Bank Regulators Have Ignored," 44 Southwestern Law
Journal 905 (Fall 1990).

*American Land Title Ass'n v. Clarke, 968 F.2d 150 (2d Cir. 1992), cert, denied, 113 S.Ct. 2959
(1993).

^Barnett Bank of Marion County, N.A. v. Gallagher, 43 F.3d at 635.
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we do require is a level playing field. And that cannot be achieved through ex-
panded bank insurance sales.

H.R. 1062

We recognize that H.R. 1062 takes a more reasoned approach to financial institu-

tions modernization than other broader proposals that have been made. But, as re-

ported out of the Committee on Banking and Financial Services, H.R. 1062 is not
insurance neutral.

For example, the bill would permit securities firms to retain their investments in
companies that engage in activities that are not "financial in nature" for five years
or more. That provision would effectively permit the affiliation of a bank and an in-

surance company or agency, even if state law prohibits such affiliations.

In its current form, we will oppose H.R. 1062.

A H.R. 1317 Should Be Added to H.R. 1062

Given that H.R. 1062 already implicates insurance, and given that it broadly ad-
dresses bank powers, we believe it is an appropriate vehicle for adding an insur-

ance-specific provision that affirmatively reinforces state regulation of this area of

commerce. As we have previously testified, in our view, H.R. 1317—the "Insurance
States' and Consumers' Rights Clarification and Fair Competition Act of 1995"

—

should be added to H.R. 1062.

Put simply, H.R. 1317 would clarify—once and for all—that no one is free from
state regulation of insurance. Every entity that engages in the underwriting and sale

of insurance must comply with applicable state insurance regulation. This applies

to foreign entities, entities that operate across state lines, and hanks.

It is needed now, and it is particularly appropriate for inclusion in H.R. 1062, be-

cause the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency has boldly advised national

banks that they need not abide by state law when they engage in the insurance

business. It does not matter that a state legislature has made the reasoned decision

that banks should not engage in insurance sales activities within the State—the

Comptroller tells the national banks they may simply ignore state law. More gen-

erally, the Comptroller has told national banks they need not even be licensed, de-

spite the fact that every State requires insurance agents and brokers to qualify for

and obtain a license before selling insurance. The licensing authority is effectively

the only mechanism for policing agents' and brokers' activities.

B. No Abrogation of State Sovereignty Through Pre-Emption of State Anti-Affiliation

Laws.

We understand that there have been, and continue to be, considerable efforts by

members of Committee staff to crafl some kind of a "compromise" that will permit

banks to affiliate with insurance companies and agencies despite prohibitive state

law. It is difficult, if not impossible, to testify about the specific provisions under

consideration, since it seems to be a moving target and we nave not seen the latest

proposal. But we can comment about what kinds of things we have heard proposed,

and representations that have been made about what it would mean for the insur-

ance and banking industries.

Let us make one thing clear. We strongly oppose any proposal that would preempt

state anti-afaiiation laws—laws the States have crafted that prohibit banking insti-

tutions from affiliating with insurance companies and/or agencies. All of these "af-

filiation" proposals are premised on such preemption. This is exactly the opposite

direction from the one in which Congress should be going. Instead of overriding

States' judgment regarding whether a bank should be permitted to engage in the

insurance business or affiliate with an entity that is. Congress should be reenforcing

that judgment.
, ^ ,

For over 200 years, the States have had virtually exclusive regulators control over

the insurance industry. Up until 1944, it was universally understood by everyone

(including Congress) that Congress had no constitutional authority to regulate the

business of insurance. This changed with a single Supreme Court decision that yean

Congress responded immediately by enacting the McCarran-Ferguson Act which

"restore[d] the supremacy of the States in the realm of insurance regulation. ^

McCarran's statement of policy could not be more clear: "The business of insur-

ance, and every person engaged therein, shall be subject to the laws of the several

States which relate to the regulation or taxation of such business. ' Particularly

given that States have had exclusive control over the insurance business for this na-

^United States Dep't of Treasury v. Fabe, 113 S.Ct. 2202, 2207 (1993).

nsU.S.C. §1012 (a)
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tion's history, States are in a better position to judge whether banks should be per-

mitted to engaged in insurance-related activities and/or at^iate with insurance enti-

ties within meir boundaries. That policy approach should not be abandoned.

This is, moreover, the only approach consistent with the states-rights mandate
given this Congress by the electorate. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine anything

more inconsistent with the current congressional agenda than abrogating States'

rights with regard to a few entities engaged in the insurance business. At time

when Congress is seriously considering empowering States in mjrriad areas where
the federal government has taken over people's lives, Congress should not strip the

States of their authority to regulate in a business arena fliey have run throughout

this country's fruitful history.

Even if States' rights were not the current political and philosophical agenda, the

States are the only logical choice for the regulation of insurance. While there are

uniform national concerns in this industry, like many others—in uncountable ways,

insurance involves concerns of a local nature. The concerns in Iowa, for example,

with hundreds (if not thousands) of farmers, few large urban areas and serious hail

storms, are very different than the insurance issues raised in Florida, with its coast-

al hurricanes and large elder population. Thus, the measures the State legislatures

may deem necessary to protect the insurance consumer in their respective states are

bound to be different. These differences must be respected and preserved.

Not every State has the same view regarding bank sales of insurance or bank af-

filiation with insurance entities. We are not asking Congress to choose among those

policies, but merely to respect the decisions the States have made.
However, it is perfectly legitimate for a state legislature to decide that this sepa-

ration should be maintained. As recently as January 30, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Eleventh Circuit acknowledged tne legitimacy of that decision in the context
of Florida's prohibition. The court noted the underljdng concern with "overreaching
by financial institutions if permitted to sell insurance. '

^ The Court recognized the
state legislature's desire to prevent coercion of insurance purchasers, unfair trade
practices by the banks, and undue concentration of resources: "The Legislature has
determined that there is potential for abuse inherent in financial institutions being
involved in the sale of insurance, and that the licensing of employees of financial

institutions as insurance agents is not in the public interest, liie Court deter-

mined, "[t]he danger in these situations ... is the loss of arms-length transactions
and objectivity when the bank becomes involved with insurer and insured."
As Senator Dole recently stated in endorsing continued state regulation of insur-

ance: "governors and state legislatures can make decisions that are just as good or
probably better than some nameless, faceless bureaucrat in Washington."
Not only is the federal government not the appropriate vehicle for insurance regu-

lation, but—particularly in a time of fiscal constraint—there is no possible justifica-

tion for establishing a duplicate system or replacing the state system.
Put simply, preemption of state anti-affiliation laws is a hurdle we cannot jump.

C. Comments on Specific Provisions of Insurance Affiliation Model.

1. Pre-Emption of Anti-Affiliation Laws and Shoring Up of Section 92 Powers.—
We understand that the basic affiliation model being proposed would broadly pre-
empt state laws that prohibit anv depository institution from affiliating with an in-

surance agency or company. Within the new holding company structure, the power
of a national bank to engage in insurance agency power directly would be deter-
mined by state law: if state law prohibits state-chartered banks from selling insur-
ance, national banks would be bound by that law; if state law permits national
banks to sell insurance, national banks would have that full power. In restrictive
states, all insurance agency activities would have to be done through an affiliate of
the bank, not the bank itself

Let there be no mistake. This is a win-win situation for the banks. And a lose-
lose situation for insurance agents and the States. National banks get expanded in-
surance powers. In restrictive states, for the first time they get to affiliate with in-
surance agencies in contravention of state law. In permissive states, they no longer
are bound by federal law limitations on their insurance agency activities; they no
longer must act through a small town office, for example; for the first time, they
get full agency powers.

Staff has suggested that what the agents get in exchange for this is a shutdown
of the OCC's power to expand national bank insurance agency powers coupled with
a closing of the Section 92 small town national bank loophole. 'This all sounds good,
but in the context of the affiliation structure it has little practical meaning.

^Barnett Banks of Marion County, N.A v. Gallagher, 43 F 3d 631 (11th Cir. 1995).
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The Comptroller needs to be reigned in. An unelected regulator should not be per-
mitted to expand national bank insurance powers through the expedient of calling
the product something other than insurance or simply declaring it incidental to
banking. But with the parity and affiliation approach outlined by the proposal, the
national banks will no longer need the OCC to champion their desire for more fee
income. In permissive States, they will be able to sell any kind of insurance directly;
they will not need OCC approval. In restrictive States, they can affiliate with an
agency that sells all kinds oi products.

Similarly, we agree that the Section 92 loophole should be closed. Here, again, the
Comptroller has aggressively turned a limited exception into an expansive national
bank power. When Congress enacted Section 92 in 1916 it wanted to give limited
insurance agency authority to banks located and doing business in small towns in
order to encourage them to stay in those locations and provide needed banking serv-
ices to the residents. The Comptroller has turned this into a launching pad for na-
tionwide insurance sales. In the OCC's view, so long as a bank has an office in a
small town it can act as agent anywhere. Congress clearly did not intend this resiilt,

and it should say so. But it is not clear that saying so m the context of this affili-

ation proposal has any meaning. What bank will utilize the newly fashioned small
town provision if it can become part of a holding company and either directly sell

insurance without geographic restriction (in permissive states) or sell it indirectly

through an affiliate (in restrictive states). What national banks will be left to be
curbea by the clarified Section 92? It is a matter of shutting the bam door after

the horse has left.

2. Pre-Emotion of State Regulation of Bank Insurance Activities.—Not only would
the proposal preempt state laws prohibiting the insurance banking affiliation, it

would more broadly preempt any state law or regulation that treated a bank or its

affiliate differently than any other entity with regard to insurance activities. Thus,
for example, the Michigan law that is the result of lengthy negotiations between the

banking and insurance industries, which permits banks to engage in insurance sales

but strictly regulates their activities in ways not applicable to non-banking entities,

would be declared null and void. Any state law that required banks to make certain

disclosures regarding the non-FDIC-insured nature of the insurance products they
sell would be declared null and void. We can see no possible justification for this

gross intrusion on state regulatory authority.

Bank complaints about state consumer protection laws that subject banks to re-

quirements not imposed on other insurance actors fail to acknowledge the unique
nature of banks. Banks' access to cheap funds, FDIC-insured status and control over

credit, puts them in a position not held by others in the industry. Thus, even federal

banking regulators acknowledge that banks have a responsibility to ensure that

their customers understand that the insurance products they are purchasing are not

FDIC-insured or otherwise backed by the government, and that physical location

and advertising of the insurance business must be separated from tne banking busi-

ness to avoid customer confusion. Recent studies by the AARP found that the vast

majority of consumers do not understand that the nonbanking products they pur-

chase from banks are not FDIC-insured; some did not even understand that they

were purchasing nonbanking products. These concerns simply do not apply to insur-

ance agents not affiliated with banks—special protection are needed for consumers

in the context of bank's involvement in marketing nonbanking products. And only

the States are in a position to adequately impose such protection. Congress should

not override that judgment.
3. Comptroller Challenge to State-Law Determination of What Is "Insurance. —We

understand that the staff proposal would permit the Comptroller of the Currency

to sue a state insurance regulator, in federal court, and challenge the regulator's

determination that, under state law, a product is defined or regulated as "insur-

ance." This would be an unprecedented provision, we can think ofno other instance

in which Congress has granted a federal regulator the right to challenge a state reg-

ulator's determination of state law. Frankly, we cannot image that Congress would

condone such an intrusion into state sovereignty.

We know that national banks are deathly afraid that a State will redefine one

of their "banking" products as "insurance" products and thereby force them to deal

with the product through an affiliate (at least in restrictive states). But in the over

200 years that States have been regulating both banking and insurance, there has

been no such problem. Banks have not cited one instance where an insurance regu-

lator has encroached upon banking authority. To the contrary, the trend has been

the opposite: federal banking regulators have redefined insurance products as

"banking" products in order to enable banks to deal with them and then told the

banks they can ignore state regulation. For over 200 years, States have regulated

the banking and insurance industries within their borders. If there is a problem
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with state law, there is recourse under state law. Congress should not inject itself—

or the Comptroller—into that process.

These are only some of the provisions that have been proposed that we believe

are contrary to this Congress' States-rights agenda and contrary to sound policy-

making. We will oppose any such encroachments on state authority to regtdate the

insurance industry.

CONCLUSION

In sum, we urge continued maintenance of the separation of banking and insur-

ance as a matter of federal law—a separation that serves the consumer as well as

fair competition. Moreover, we urge Congress to respect the decisions of individual

States as to whether banks should be permitted to engage in insurance agency ac-

tivities or affiliate with insvu-ance entities within the States' borders. All those who
engage in the insurance business—including banks—must abide by state law regu-

lating that business.

Congress has the opportunity now to clarify and strengthen the States' authority

to regulate insurance. It should do so. We will fully support those efforts and we
look forward to working with you to reach that end.

Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Cassidy.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW CASSIDY

Mr. Cassidy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to point out
that Ann Kappler of Jenner and Block, who is counsel to this

group, is here to take any technical questions, legal.

Good morning, I am i^drew Cassidy of Cassidy and Shilling In-

surance Agency in Bethesda, Maryland and I am here representing
the Council of Insurance Agents and Brokers where I serve as
Chairman of the Task Force on Financial Services. The council rep-

resents the Nation's leading commercial and property casualty in-

surance agencies and brokerages, which collectively write more
than $90 billion in premiums annually. This represents three-quar-
ters of the commercial marketplace.
Obviously I agree with my colleagues on this panel and I hope

I can shed further light on this important subject. We welcome this

hearing because this debate presents a rare opportunity for the
Commerce Committee to clean up some of the problems and uncer-
tainty associated with the current status of bank insurance activi-

ties.

For as long as I have been in the insurance business and as long
as my father was in the business before me and my grandfather
before him, this debate has raged in Congress with the regulators
and in the courts. When this committee meets to mark up H.R.
1062, it can take a great step forward in resolving many of these
difficult and complex issues.

Not all insurance associations agree with one another about all

issues, not even on the scope of Federal versus State regulation of
our industry. But all of us on this panel agree that the problems
that insurance agents are experiencing on this issue are in large
part the result of a Federal system in which there is no balance.
There is no one in the Federal bureaucracy, no insurance voice,

to stand up to the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency when
it unilaterally grants banks insurance powers. Don't get me wrong.
I am not calling for an insurance regulator in the Federal Grovern-
ment to fix this problem. But I am suggesting that the Comptroller
of the Currency shouldn't be allowed to run amuck by expanding
insurance powers in defiance of congressional intent.
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In the States, there is a rough equilibrium of powers between the
regulators of insurance and the regulators of banks. The system
isn't perfect, but there is a balancing of interest.
Congress expressly vested insurance regulation to the States in

the McCarran-Ferguson Act of 1945. Some States have chosen to
allow bank affiliations; others have chosen not to allow affiliations.
Without affirmation that States are the regulators of insurance,
there is no balancing or influence on the Comptroller's crusade. We
ask this committee to give us that affirmation.
A good example of the Comptroller's abusive power is the small

town loophole issue. When Congress enacted section 92 in 1916, it

wanted to give limited insurance agency authority to banks located
and doing businesses in small towns. The Comptroller has turned
this into a launching pad for nationwide insurance sales. As far the
OCC is concerned, if a bank has an office in a small town, it can
act as an agent anywhere. Congress clearly never intended this.

To add insult to injury, the OCC has advised national banks that
they need not abide by State law when they engage in the insur-
ance business, including State insurance agent broker licensing
laws. To this, I say one thing, where do I sign up to become a na-
tional bank?
Each State enacts licensing laws to protect insurance consumers.

It doesn't matter that a State legislature has made reasonable deci-

sions about the circumstances under which anyone can engage in

the insurance business. The Comptroller tells national banks they
may simply ignore State law.
Mr. Chairman, like it or not, we have a State system of insur-

ance regulation. There shouldn't be an exception for certain enti-

ties. H.R. 1317 would affirmatively reinforce the primacy of State
regulation in this area of commerce. We appreciate Mr. Bliley and
Mr. Dingell's introduction of H.R. 1317, and we are grateful that
many members of this committee have signed on as supporters.

We look forward to continuing to work with you as banking re-

form legislation moves forward. Thank you for the opportunity to

testify today.
Mr. OxLEY. Mr. Grace.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL GRACE
Mr. Grace. Thank you. Chairman 0x1ey, for holding this hearing

today. I also want to thank Chairman Bliley and Congressman
Dingell for their roles in this hearing and their thoughtful eff"orts

to resolve this difficult issue before us.

I am grateful for the opportunity to speak with you this morning
about the concerns that I and my fellow independent insurance

agents share about efforts to grant banks increased access into the

insurance industry. My name is Mike Grace. I am an independent
insurance agent and a member of the National Association of Pro-

fessional Insurance Agents.
PIA is a national trade association representing more than

180,000 independent agents, brokers, and their employees through-

out the United States. The insurance agency that I represent has

been a vital part of our community for more than 100 years and
what you decide here in Washington will surely affect us back

home.
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The desires of big bank interests to affiliate with the insurance

industry has little to do with the purported goal of enhanced global

competitiveness and more to do with capturing a share of the do-

mestic insurance producer's market. While we nave concerns about

H.R. 1062 in its present form because it does not address the

OCC's increasingly brazen interpretations of national banking law,

PIA is not opposed to reforming antiquated Glass-Steagall restric-

tions on banking activities.

We are, however, opposed to any compromise agreement that

would pair Glass-Steagall reform with measures allowing banks in-

creased access into insurance markets. Such a compromise would
benefit only big business to the detriment of both consumers and
independent insurance agents, who are predominantly small busi-

ness owners.
Banks would gain an enormous competitive advantage over in-

surance producers if allowed to sell insurance. Banks may not face

the same regulation and licensing requirements and they would
have a captive audience to which they could market insurance.

Banks would have access to ready-made customer lists and infor-

mation about a potential client's financial status and insurance
needs, i.e., does the banking customer have a line of credit, mort-
gage, car loan, own a business, et cetera, that would require insur-
ance?

Information of this type would allow banks to selectively market
insurance to only the most desirable of prospects. Furthermore,
since certain loans require, as a precondition, homeowners and car
loans, for example, the loan applicant could very well feel coerced
into purchasing their insurance from the same entity from which
they are borrowing money, lest their loan be declined.

Lastly, some consumers may mistakenly believe that FDIC pro-
tections which are enjoyed only by banks extend to insurance prod-
ucts sold by banks. They don't, of course, but some consumers could
undoubtedly think so.

The most appropriate way to address bank desires to affiliate

with the insurance industry is to add the Bliley Dingell bill, H.R.
1317, to H.R. 1062. The purpose of the Bliley-Dingell bill is simple
and straightforward. It soliaifies the States' authority to regulate
the business of insurance. Every entity that engages in the under-
writing and sale of insurance would be bound by State law regulat-
ing that activity and no entity would receive special treatment.
Given the current climate in favor of State's rights and against

expanding the Federal bureaucracy, it makes no sense to preempt
State laws and expertise in insurance matters so that large banks
can secure a Federal right to get into the insurance business. In
light of the OCC's recent activities, it is particularly important for
the committee to add the Bliley-Dingell bill to H.R. 1062.
During the past few years, the OCC has brazenly expanded na-

tional bank insurance powers through dubious interpretations of
Federal banking law. One outlandish position taken by the OCC is

that national banks underwriting or selling insurance need not
comply with State licensing or other regulatory requirements im-
pacting those activities.

The OCC's officious intermeddling in an area of law once clearly
the domain of State insurance commissions has created both uncer-
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tainty and undermined effective regulation of some insurance ac-
tivities. Congress must act to restore functional State regulation of
insurance by attaching H.R. 1317, the Bliley-Dingell bill, to H.R.
1062. This is the best way for the committee to halt the Comptrol-
ler's indiscretions and return certainty to laws and regulation gov-
erning the business of insurance.

In conclusion, allowing banks to affiliate with the insurance in-
dustry on behalf only benefits big business interests. Consumers
and independent agents would be harmed. PIA supports the rights
of States to regulate the business of insurance and it implores the
committee to amend H.R. 1062 by adding H.R. 1317, the Bliley-
Dingell bill.

Unless the committee adopts H.R. 1317, the functional regu-
latory void created by the Comptroller's rogue forays into insurance
matters will continue. Consumers will suffer as they are confronted
by an increasing number of entities which view themselves im-
mune from the reach of State insurance regulation.

Thank you again for this opportunity to testify. I appreciate the
efforts of the chairman, the ranking member, and especially insur-

ance counsel, Robert Grordon, to accommodate PIA during these
hearings.

[The prepared statement of Michael Grace follows:]

Prepared Statement of Michael P. Grace, First Vice President, National
ASSOCL^TION OF PROFESSIONAL INSURANCE AGENTS

I. INTRODUCTION

Thank you Chairman Fields and Chairman Oxley for holding this hearing today.

I also want to thank Chairman Bliley and Congressman Dingell for their roles in

this hearing and their thoughtful efforts to resolve the difficult issue before us.

I'm grateful for the opportunity to speak with you this morning about the con-

cerns I and my fellow independent insurance agents share about efforts to grant
banks increased access into the insurance industry.

My name is Mike Grace. I'm an independent insurance agent and a member of

the National Association of Professional Insurance Agents. PIA is a national trade

association representing more than 180,000 independent insurance agents, brokers

and their employees throughout the United States.

I'm with Wright and Percy Insurance in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Our agency has
been meeting the insurance needs of consumers since 1883, and although I may look

like it, I haven't been there that long. This small business has been an important

part of our community for more than 100 years. It's still a vital part of that commu-
nity, and what you decide here in Washington will affect me, our employees and
our customers back home in Louisiana. That's why it was so important for me to

leave my business to come to Washington to talk with you today.

II. AMENDING H.R. 1062 TO ALLOW BANKS TO AFFILIATE WITH THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY
IS BAD PUBLIC POLICY

The desires of big bank interests to affiliate with the insurance industry has little

to do with the purported goal of "enhanced global competitiveness" and more to do

with capturing a share of the domestic insurance producers market. While we have

concerns about H.R. 1062 in its present form because it does not address the OCC's

increasingly brazen interpretations of national banking law, PIA is not opposed to

reforming antiquated Glass-Steagall restrictions on banking activities We are, how-

ever, vehemently opposed to any compromise agreement that would pair Glass-

Steagall reform with measures allowing banks increased access into insurance mar-

kets. Such a compromise would benefit only big business to the detriment of both

consumers and independent insurance agents, who are predominantly small busi-

ness owners.
Banks would gain an enormous competitive advantage over insurance produc-

ers if allowed to sell insurance. Banks may not face the same regvilation and licens-

ing requirements, and they would have a captive audience to which they could mar-

92-968 0-95-6
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ket insurance. Banks would have access to ready-made customer lists and informa-

tion about a potential client's financial status and insurance needs (i.e., does their

banking customer have a line of credit, mortgage, car loan, own a business, etc. that

would require insurance). Information of this type would allow banks to selectively

market insurance to only the most desirable prospects. Furthermore, since certain

loans require insurance as a precondition—homeowners and car loans, for exam-
ple—loan applicants may feel coerced into purchasing their insurance from the

same entity from which they are borrowing money, lest their loan be declined.

Consumers also don't stand to gain if banks are allowed to sell insurance. Credit

insurance, the only type of insurance prevalently sold by banks at this time, is con-

sistently sold at the highest possible rate. A 1990 Consumer Federation of America
study found that credit life insurance, sold almost exclusively by banks, is "the na-

tion's worst insurance rip-off'. Nor can the insurance consumer expect to receive

sufficient claims service during the existing bankers workweek, which is a far cry

from the virtual 24-hour service provided by the typical independent insurance

agent.
It is also important to note that insurance availabiUty, scope of coverage, and

price is set by tne insurer not the seller. So, banks entry into the insurance market
would provide no added benefit to the consumer in these areas. Lastly, some con-

sumers may mistakenly believe that FDIC protections, which are enjoyed only by
banks, extend to insurance products sold by banks. They don't, of course, but some
consumers will undoubtedly think so.

Amending H.R. 1062 to allow banks into the insurance marketplace will not bene-
fit consumers and will hurt the many small business owners who sell insurance for

a living. My very livelihood may depend on the outcome of this Committee's delib-

erations about bank affiliation language.

III. STATE REGULATION OF INSURANCE AS ENVISIONED IN H.R. 1317 IS GOOD PUBLIC
POLICY

The most appropriate way to address bank desires to affiliate with the insurance
industry is to add the Bliley/Dingell Bill (H.R. 1317) to H.R. 1062. The purpose of

the Bliley/Dingell Bill is simple and straight forward: it solidifies the States' author-
ity to regulate the business of insurance. Every entity that engages in the under-
writing or sale of insurance would be bound by state law regulating that activity.

No entity would be free from such regulation or receive special treatment.
H.R. 1317 does not promote new or radical concepts. It merely builds upon and

clarifies the statement of federal policy codified in the McCarran Ferguson Act

—

States regulate the insurance industry. In fact, when McCarran was enacted in the
mid 1940 s it was in response to a Supreme Court decision that put in to question
the supremacy of State insurance regulation. The supremacy of State law in regards
to insurance has been universally recognized since our country was formed.
A sophisticated State insurance licensing and regulatory structure has developed

over the past 200 years. In contrast, no such federal regulatory scheme exists. Thus,
the public has a substantial interest in the continued functional regulation of insur-
ance by the States. The importance of insurance to a modem, industrial society has
made the sale and underwriting of insurance one of the most regulated professions.
States frequently revise and update their laws to ensure a solvent industry and ade-
quate consumer protections.
Given the current climate in favor of State rights and against expanding the fed-

eral bureaucracy, it makes no sense to preempt State laws and expertise in insur-
ance matters so that large banks can secure a federal right to get in the insurance
business; especially when no system of federal regulation currently exists and creat-
ing such a federal system would duplicate an existing and capable State system of
regulation.

The most viable alternative for the Committee is to reaffirm State rights to regu-
late insurance as called for in H.R. 1317. As Chairman Bliley has noted, such reaf-
firmation is required to ensure that all entities involved in insurance are on a level
playing field and subject to the same consumer protection requirements, and that
the insurance buying public has consistent assurances of quality.
Adding the Bliley/Dingell Bill to H.R. 1062 will not prohibit banks from affiliating

with the insurance industry. It merely leaves that determination to State regu-
lators, who are in the best position to make such a decision.

IV. THE OCC HAS EXCEEDED ITS MANDATE AND IS TRAMPLING STATE RIGHTS

In light of the OCC's recent activities it is particularly important for the Commit-
tee to add the Bliley/Dingell Bill to H.R. 1062. During the past few years the OCC
has brazenly expanded national bank insurance powers through dubious interpreta-
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tions of federal banking laws. One outlandish position taken by the OCC is that na-
tional banks underwriting or selling insurance need not comply with State licensing
or other regulatory requirements impacting those activities. Since the Comptroller
has neither the expertise or actual regulations on the book addressing insurance ac-
tivities, his declaration that national banks need not comply with State laws has
created a regulatory vacuum which is unacceptable and unworkable.
Although banks claim they are willing to submit to functional state insurance reg-

ulation, that assurance rings hollow. The OCC has repeatedly told national banks
that they need not abide by state insurance laws when engaging in insurance-relat-
ed activity. Banks have proclaimed their desire to enter the insurance business and
look to the Comptroller to champion their interests. While national banks are pres-
ently acceding to State licensing requirements, there is no reason to believe they
will do so in the future. In fact, banks have repeatedly informed State regulators
and courts that they are only abiding by these laws "voluntarily.
The OCC is clearly thwarting Congressional intent by its rogue actions and is ig-

noring the competitive implications for independent insurance agents. National
banks are not the only entities that seek to escape state insurance regulation. There
have been problems with foreign insurance companies as well. Indeed, there have
been problems with domestic companies issuing insurance contrary to state law

—

a very substantial problem if the company should be unable to pay the claims, be-

cause the policyholders will not be covered by state insurance insolvency funds.
The OCC's officious intermeddling in an area of law once clearly the domain of

State Insurance Commissions has created uncertainty and undermined effective reg-

ulation of some insurance activities. Congress must act to restore functional State
regulation of insurance. Attaching H.R. 1317, the BUley/Dingell Bill to H.R 1062 is

the best way for this Committee to halt the Comptroller's indiscretions and return
certainty to laws and regulation governing the business of insurance.

V. CONCLUSION

While PIA recognizes the sincere efforts of Members and staff to craft a com-
promise amendment to H.R. 1062 that would address banks and insurance in the

context of affiliation, we can not support such a compromise at this time. As I have
stated earlier, allowing banks to affiliate with the insurance industry only benefits

big business interests. Consumers and independent insurance agents would be
harmed. PIA and the 180,000 insurance professionals it represents would vehe-

mently oppose H.R. 1062 if any such affiliation language is added.

PIA supports the rights of States to regulate the business of insurance and im-

plores the Committee to amend H.R. 1062 by adding H.R. 1317, the Bliley/Dingell

Bill. Unless the Committee adopts H.R. 1317, the functional regulatory void created

by the Comptroller's rogue forays into insurance matters will continue. Consumers
will suffer as they are confronted by an increasing number of entities which view

themselves immune fi-om the reach of State insurance regulation.

Thank you again for this opportunity to testify. I appreciate the efforts of the

Chairman and Ranking Member and especially Insurance Counsel, Robert Gordon,

to accommodate PIA during the Committee's consideration of H.R. 1062.

Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Browne.

STATEMENT OF PETER C. BROWNE
Mr. Browne. Thank you, Chairman Oxley, for holding this hear-

ing today and inviting the National Association of Life Under-

writers to testify.

My name is Peter Browne and I am president of Price, Raffel and

Browne, Incorporated, an insurance agency in New York City spe-

cializing in life and health insurance and employee benefits. I am
Chairman of NALU's Federal Law and Legislation Committee and

also Chairman of the Brace Coalition in New York State, which is

a coalition of insurance agent trade associations that seeks to pre-

serve the separation of banking and insurance.

There is no doubt that H.R. 1062 is an important bill for the

banking industry, but it is equally important for the insurance in-

dustry, especially when there is talk about using Glass-Steagall re-
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form as a basis for allowing banks increased access to insurance

markets.
We cannot support H.R. 1062 in its current form because it is not

insurance neutral. It permits alliances between banks and insur-

ance entities, and while giving banks expanded powers, it does

nothing to curb the excesses of the Comptroller of the Currency.

Unless H.R. 1062 is joined with H.R. 1317, the Bliley-Dingell bill,

we will oppose H.R. 1062, and we will strongly oppose any attempt

to join a provision that preempts State anti-affiliation laws.

If a State has decided that banks within its borders should not

engage in insurance activities, it should not be affiliated with those

who do. Congress should not override that judgment. New York has
been studying this issue for longer than Congress. We enacted the

law that formed the basis of the National Bank Act.

In New York, banks can sell credit-related insurance and they
can sell annuities, but they cannot sell other forms of insurance.
There have been suggestions for change. A commission several

years ago recommended the very type of affiliation some would like

to create through Glass-Steagall reform, but our elected represent-
ative decided it was not in the best approach for New York, and
banks and the insurance industry have been thriving in the State.

Not every State has made the same judgment, but their judg-
ment should be respected. States have been regulating the insur-

ance industry throughout this country's history. For most of that
history, Congress did not believe it had the constitutional authority
to regulate the business. When the Supreme Court held otherwise.
Congress quickly enacted the McCarran-Ferguson Act, reaffirming
the States' supremacy in this area of Congress. There is no Federal
substitute and there is no reason to create one, nor should there
be a void. States have developed a complex system of laws designed
to protect the consumer.

State licensing laws, for example, require me, as an insurance
agent, to be qualified to market the life insurance products that I

sell. Unfair trade practice laws govern my relationship with the in-

surance companies I contract with and the customers that I serve.
Every State has its own set of regulations. There is some degree

of uniformity, but each State perceives the needs of its citizens dif-

ferently. I could not pretend that the interest of insurance consum-
ers in my State are the same as those of the citizens of Hawaii and
Congress should not be stepping in to reshape those State-specific
judgments.

At a time when Congress is returning more authority to the
States, it should not take away authority States have had for over
200 years. Congress must insure that every entity that engages in
insurance activities abides by these State laws. H.R. 1317 would do
just that.

The major concern, of course, is the Comptroller of the Currency.
This unelected Federal regulator has decided that national banks
need expanded opportunities for fee income and so he has granted
them expanded nonbanking powers. Insurance agency powers are
the favored approach, and we have seen it especially in the life in-
surance area where the Comptroller has decided that annuities are
not really insurance and that national banks can underwrite the
CD annuity.
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More disturbing at the same time, the OCC advises national
banks that they need to abide by State insurance laws. A State
cannot force them to be licensed to sell insurance. The banks need
not abide by other laws that they do not like. This creates a totally
unacceptable situation for the customer who must deal with this
entity that has taken itself outside the regulatory system. It is also
unfair to everyone else that must abide by the State rules.

If banks want to enter into this nonbanking business, they must
play the same rules applicable to everyone else, and those are
State-mandated rules. Now is the time to act and we urge you to
clarify States' rights in this area and add H.R. 1317 to your Glass-
Steagall reform package. We will fully support such a bill.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Mr. Browne, and recognize the gen-
tleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. Markey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much.
Mr. Browne, let me ask you this question. The Bliley-Dingell leg-

islation which is pending before this committee, in my opinion, is

consistent with the prevailing view in Washington these days that
the States are better positioned to identify and serve the needs of

their citizens rather than the Federal Grovemment.
In many areas of commerce that otherwise appear national in

character, that has long been the operating philosophy. Why should
we move away from this traditional and well-tested approach to in-

surance regulation, especially when that would seem to be incon-

sistent with the prevailing mood at the time?
Mr. Browne. Move away from States' rights?

Mr. Markey. Yes. Why would we want to move away from
States'

Mr. Browne. We wouldn't want to move away from States'

rights. I mean, the purpose of our testimony here today is to give

the regulatory authority to the States where they belong, where
they now currently regulate the insurance laws.

Mr. Markey. It was a friendly question.

Mr. Browne. I am sure it was.
Mr. Markey. It was meant to be a watermelon.
Mr. Browne. I thank you, sir, for that.

Mr. Markey. Mr. Klagholz, we have been given a memo written

by the American Bankers Association and submitted to all Mem-
bers of the House of Representatives. In it, the ABA strenuously

objects to the provision in the Bliley-Dingell bill that permits the

States to define insurance contending that this unwisely fragments

what is logically national in character.

Let me ask you, today, the United States is the largest and the

most vibrant economy in the world with the deepest and the most
liquid capital markets and with diverse financial services available

to all citizens. All of this has been achieved even though the States,

not the Federal Gk)vemment, have been the principal regulators of

insurance.
So what is so awful about H.R. 1317 restating what has been

true implicitly for most of the Nation's history and has been true

explicitly since the McCarran-Ferguson Act was passed in 1945?

Mr. Klagholz. Congressman, we enthusiastically support H.R.

1317 and are enthusiastically anticipating moving forward in that

direction. As to
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Mr. Markey. Now the panel is getting into the spirit of my ques-

tions.

Mr. Klagholz. Thank you, Congressman. As to insurance regu-

lation and a definition of insurance, as I mentioned in my testi-

mony, insurance regulators at the State level have been regulating

insurance for over 200 years and there has not been one example
of an insurance regulator encroaching on banking products and de-

fining them to be insurance.
The examples, however, in the other direction by the Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency defining insurance products to be
banking products, there is evidence in that regard.

Mr. Markey. That gives rise to my final question which, Mr.
Grace, I would like you to answer if you would. Many Americans
believe that privacy is violated when they receive something as rel-

atively innocuous as junk mail and phone solicitations. I wonder
what their reaction would be to efforts by banks to use information
that they obtain from individuals in connection with obtaining a
mortgage or other type of loan in order to sell them other products.

For example, is it fair or even responsible for a bank to know ex-

actly the type and quantity of a borrower's assets or other invest-

ments and then use that information to attempt to sell the bor-

rower competing products that other companies might also want to

sell them?
And similarly, what if the bank knows that a large deposit has

been made into an insured savings or checking account and then
specifically targets that depositor in an effort to persuade him to

buy an uninsured investment or insurance product which of course
would provide a tidy fee to the bank if that deal was consummated?
Mr. Grace. I can promise you that a lot of bankers would be

staying in real close touch with their attorneys; I would feel rel-

atively sure, and I can also promise you that each one of you mem-
bers would be getting an awful lot of phone calls from your con-
stituents at home, because I find it hard to believe that the Amer-
ican public would sit back, and when they are so particular about
everjrthing else that happens, they would sit back and allow some-
one to research their credit history and to cross-tie it in any fash-
ion. I think it would raise big problems and I think you would hear
an outcry from the public.

Mr. Markey. Okay. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all I

have at this time.
Mr. OXLEY. The gentleman from Washington State, Mr. White.
Mr. White. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just have a few questions and I am not sure I would character-

ize these as watermelons, but they are kind of the same questions
that the gentleman from Massachusetts was asking but I am ask-
ing in a somewhat different way, and perhaps, Mr. Browne, we
could start with you. I would like to hear what everybody on the
panel would like to say about it.

The fact is, I think, if we did have one nationwide standard in-
stead of 50 State standards, there would be some streamlining of
the system there, and of course we do have a commerce clause in
the Constitution that allows us to adopt a nationwide standard
when we think it would improve the prospects for interstate com-
merce, and I would think that even for many of the people involved

II
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in the insurance agencies, it would be easy to administer an insur-
ance business if you had one standard rather than 50 that you had
to deal with.

What kind of advantages do we get from a 50-state situation that
outweigh the advantages of streamlining it and having one nation-
wide standard?
Mr. Browne. The States' regulation of insurance is somewhat,

while not altogether—there is uniformity in the States' rights in

terms of regulation—most of them regulate insurance basically the
same way, the licensing provisions, the continuing education provi-

sions. I don't know how you would handle that on a Federal level.

It would be an enormous undertaking, and I am not sure that it

would—I am sure it would not work, but there are too many things
in the regulation of insurance that would argue against that. As I

said, education, the licensing in itself is a major undertaking.
Mr. White. You know, when I get—when I renew my insurance

policy or as things happen throughout the course of the year on in-

surance, I get these little riders from my insurance companies and
they all say "State of Washington" at the top and they kind of add
the particular language that is necessary in my State.

Don't you think it would be an advantage if we didn't have to do
that for 50 States, or am I missing there are some local concerns

that are so important that they ought to be dealt with at the State

level?

Mr. Browne. Yes, that is an important point, but I think the

NAIC, National Association of Insurance Commissioners, is work-
ing towards some uniformity in that respect, and we may ulti-

mately see that come into more play.

Mr. White. Okay. So you think the industry itself may be able

to come up with a more standardized, streamlined approach so you
don't have to have national legislation to do it; is that what you
are saying?
Mr. Browne. Correct, yes, sir.

Mr. White. Any other members of the panel have comments on

this?

Mr. Cassidy. Congressman, the benefits that you get is, and I

don't know if anyone in this room has ever experienced a situation

where they had a problem with their insurance. They go to their

State insurance commissioner or regulator which is located much
closer. If they have problems in that area, they go to their State

representative and that is where the problems can be taken care

of.

They don't have to come to Washington to deal with an auto m-
surance question, a home owner's question. These issues have to do

with their everyday life and I think it is important.

Mr. White. Mr. Cassidy, you are not suggesting we couldn't take

care of those auto questions here in Congress? We don't want to.

I understand exactly.

Mr. Cassidy. You don't want to, and as to the States ability to-—

you get a rider specific to Washington, Colorado has terrible hail

problems. If Colorado feels that they ought to address that in a cer-

tain fashion, then that is what Colorado should do. We don't have

those problems in Maryland. Florida doesn't necessarily have those

problems, but they have problems with wind. All of these issues are
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specific to the problems in a given State having to do with obtain-

ing insurance in that State.

Mr. White. Appreciate that.

Mr. Klagholz. Congressman, may I make a remark in response
to your question?
Mr, White. Certainly.
Mr. Klagholz. I mentioned in my oral testimony that my office

is in Seaside Park, New Jersey. My office is literally one block from
the Atlantic Ocean, and the clients of my town in the county that

I serve are dramatically different than the problems the insurance
consumers face in the State of Washington or the State of Ohio, so

that the problems in the insurance industry from a consumer's
standpoint are very local in nature, and notwithstanding that,

there is a great similarity in the definition of insurance among the
50 regulators. There are a commonality of policy forms for the var-
ious types of insurance policies.

On a different level, and in response to your question, the cur-

rent mode and mood of this Congress is returning power to the
most local level possible. Among the 50 insurance departments that
involve literally thousands and thousands of employees, I don't

think anyone in the current Congress would consider it wise to

move that up to Washington.
Mr. White. I appreciate your thoughts. You know, my home in

Seattle is less than a mile from Puget Sound, so we share some
similarities there. It is also on an earthquake fault, so I would have
to agree with you there are different differences.

Mr. Grace.
Mr. Grace. We have similar problems with hurricanes in Louisi-

ana as you are all aware, but my colleagues have said it very well.

The biggest problem that we have in Louisiana is we have a lot of
oil and gas business that requires a special and specialized ap-
proach, and there are many other areas like that from State to
State that can best be served by handling it on a State basis.
Mr. OxLEY. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. Klink. I thank the Chairman.
For the panelists, I want to start off here. I have a copy of an

OCC interpretative letter that discusses State law, and in this case
it is the State of Connecticut, and I want to read a portion of it

and I would ask each of the four panelists to comment about this
and tell me if this is the type of OCC action that you are concerned
about.

It says that, "even if Connecticut law is amended to permit finan-
cial institutions to obtain licenses, licensing restriction of the stat-
ute would still be preempted by Federal law as it is related to na-
tional banks. Such licensing restrictions represents the State's at-
tempt to license an activity which national banks are authorized to
conduct without a license.

"The OCC has opined that the power to license is the power to
prohibit, and that a State may not impose a licensing requirement
on a national bank engaged in the sale of annuities. Thus, any at-
tempt to require a national bank to obtain a license from the State
would be preempted."
Mr. Klagholz, could I start with you?
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Mr. Klagholz. Yes, Congressman.
I agree with you completely, and this is a very vivid example of

the Comptroller of the Currency setting his own agenda. Virtually
every player in every State must be licensed. There is a substantial
investment involved in that. Many of the States, in conjunction
with their licensing laws, have continuing education requirements
and it is a continuing expense and investment on the part of a
business owner to see that everyone in the agency is professionally

competent, and that is the reason for State licensing. And as I said,

every player at this moment must be licensed, but the Comptroller
of the Currency has a history of carving out special niches for the
banking industry.
Mr. Klink. Mr. Cassidy.
Mr. Cassidy. Congressman, the question in my mind, is the

Comptroller more concerned about the bank's ability to not—or

banks not being discriminated against and their ability to further

their cause, or is it as insurance laws, licensing laws are con-

structed, the protection of the consumer?
As Jim pointed out, the issues of licensing have to do with mak-

ing sure that the individuals that are selling insurance are com-
petent to do so to the consumer and if—and I have to question, is

the Comptroller just not concerned about that? Because if that is

the case, then I think clearly we need to address the issue. The
consumer is the person that I think we should be concerned about.

Mr. Klink. Mr. Grace.
Mr. Grace. Yes, you are absolutely correct. We are concerned be-

cause we feel exactly the same way, that the bottom line is that

the licensing is the stopgap. That is what keeps people from step-

ping out of line. If you pull your license, you can't compete, and we
feel that is the way it needs to be.

Mr. Klink. Mr. Browne.
Mr. Browne. I consider myself a professional in this business, as

I am sure all of my colleagues do up here, and why should I have

to be licensed to sell products in the State of New York and
Citibank not? I mean, that is the crux of the question.

What I have to do to keep my educational level up, to be con-

stantly aware of what is going on in our industry and a bank would

be prohibited from doing simply because they are not governed by

the licensing laws of the State is just—it is indescribable to me.

Why should I have to be licensed if they shouldn't? If you don[t

have that regulatory body protecting the consumer through the li-

censing laws, that is what we are here talking about.

Mr. Klink. Well, Mr. Browne, just a "what if." What if we went

the other way on this and said, you are right, but why have 50 dif-

ferent laboratories across this country deciding what should be

done; let's do all at the Federal level so we have a Federal floor

or Federal ceiling?

Mr. Browne. Because each State is unique unto itself, as was

pointed out earlier by my colleagues. New York, Louisiana, Mary-

land, Washington all have unique problems unto themselves, and

to have a Federal licensing law just does not seem probable to me.

Mr. Klink. Mr. Grace, in your testimony, I wondered if you could

just go back for a second, could you describe in a little greater de-

tail, I hope we have time here, the role of the State insurance regu-

\t^
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lators in assessing the solvency of insurance companies? And I

would appreciate your view, both the strengths and the weaknesses

of this, if you could give them to me.
Mr. Grace. I am not sure I understand your question. In regards

to how the commissioners
Mr. Klink. Yes.
Mr. Grace, [continuing] regulate?

Mr. Klink. Yes.

Mr. Grace. I am sure each State is different, however, I do know
that there is an accreditation program now that the States are try-

ing to get across the country. I know Louisiana recently received

their accreditation, which was a great asset for our commissioner.

I think they are stepping a long way and I know the commissioner
has made a concerted effort to make the regulation, as you said

earlier, like on a Federal level, make it, you know, go across the

country.
Mr. OXLEY. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. Klink. Thank you. Appreciate it.

Mr. OxLEY. The gentleman, Mr. Deal.

Mr. Deal. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fields. The gentleman, Mr. Crapo.
Mr. Crapo. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OxLEY. Bless you.

The gentleman, Mr. Frisa.

Mr. Frisa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OxLEY. Go for it.

Mr. Frisa. I just wanted to share a thought as part of a question
and then ask for your comments. Would it be more in keeping with
devolving power to have a Federal standard or to allow each indi-

vidual State to continue to regulate insurance?
Mr. Browne. We are here to further the States' rights, and in

our opinion, or all of our opinion, we think that the States should
regulate the insurance industry.
Mr. Grace. I would just add that it has worked for 200 years,

and the old adage, if it ain't broke, don't fix it.

Mr. Cassidy. Once again, I come back to, if you have an insur-
ance issue, I think the proper place to take it up is with the State.

I come back to consumer concerns. Insurance, particularly, as you
get down to the homeowners, the automobile, that affect people's
everyday lives, if they have a concern or a problem in this area,
they should be able to deal at the State level, not have to go to

Washington in order to straighten out the problems that they may
have with obtaining homeowner's insurance or automobile insur-
ance, and I just don't feel that the Federal Government is equipped
to handle that at this time.
Mr. Klagholz. Congressman, I believe, and I think it is the

opinion of the current Congress, but I don't want to speak on their
behalf, that when government is brought to the closest local level,

government serves the population best, and we believe that regula-
tion of insurance at the local level serves the insurance consumer
best.

Mr. Frisa. I think essentially in many ways, you do speak for
what I believe this Congress stands for in terms of devolving power
from the Federal Gk)vemment to the States and localities, in terms
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of eliminating Federal departments and agencies and scaling back
this central bureaucratic control. It would seem that this issue
might be best handled at the State level instead of going against
the flow and direction of this Congress.

I would thank each of you for your comments and, Mr. Chair-
man, I jrield back the balance of my time.
Mr. OxLEY. The gentleman from Florida.
Mr. Delttsch. I am tempted to say no questions, but I was going

to ask the gentleman if he had the same opinion on the products
liability bill in terms of States' rights.

Mr. OxLEY. The gentleman would direct his questions to the
panel.
Mr. Deutsch. Okay. Yield back the balance, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OxLEY. The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Stearns.
Mr. Stearns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am going to follow up

with some questions here that staff are interested in and I have
perused their list of questions.

The first question, wouldn't the increased competition from al-

lowing banks to provide insurance services ultimately result in

lower prices and higher quality for the consumer?
Now, I don't necessarily agree with this, but they felt it was im-

portant to allow you to, for the record, shall we say, present your
answer, and I guess Michael Grace of the National Association of

Professional Insurance Agents might want to answer this.

Mr. Grace. Yes I appreciate it. I will try to give you a quick an-

swer. Let's say a large bank in your hometown is approached by
a major insurance carrier that writes homeowner's and automobile
insurance and he says, okay, guys, we want to target everybody in

your bank that you have access to that makes more than $75,000
up to $200,000 and we are going to provide homeowner's and auto-

mobile at a very low price.

The independent agents sitting out on the street are going to lose

business to the bank. They will very possibly lose their contract

with that major insurance carrier because they can't provide them
the business, and then the average main street type guy making
$25,00G a year, blue collar worker that has been a good client for

this major carrier, is going to lose his insurance as well because

that insurance agent lost his contract with that company, and you

are going to have a grouf.d swell of people out there that are not

going to be in a better position price wise; they are going to be in

a worse position. They are going to have their insurance canceled

and they are going to have nowhere to go, and this is a very likely

problem.
Mr. Stearns. Anyone else on the panel that would like

Mr. Klagholz. Congressman, I would like to address that. First

of all, if there is an assumption that the insurance business is a

noncompetitive business, it is an erroneous assumption. As I men-

tioned in my oral statement, our association represents 300,000 in-

surance professionals and there are similar representations with

the other members of the panel.

So insurance is a very, very competitive business.

There is one example, however, that I would like to give on the

other side of the arena and that is in the area of credit life insur-

ance, and that is probably the most expensive product of that type
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available in the market, and where there is competition, the bene-

fits to the consumer are significant.

Mr. Stearns. Let me try and be balanced in this and try and
give—allow both sides here, because as you know, we have fi^ends

on both sides of this position.

For the past 100 years, savings banks have been permitted to

sell life insurance in New York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut.

Does that experience indicate some success here or sort of go in op-

position to some of your testimony regarding bank insurance sales?

Mr. Browne. Allow me to answer that question. Congressman.
Mr. Stearns. Sure.
Mr. Browne. Being from New York, I am fairly familiar with the

Savings Bank Life Insurance program. Savings bank life insurance
companies were set up in the 1930's, I believe, ostensibly to provide

a source of insurance for people that would want to walk into a
savings bank to purchase insurance. They are not sold by agents.

They are sold basically in the lobbies of the savings banks. It is a
legal reserve life insurance company that abides by most of the
laws of the State of New York, except that it enjoys some favorable
tax treatment and somewhat is subsidized.

The question of whether it is competitive or not is one that we
questioned in New York State approximately 8 years ago when we
did a study to determine whether the savings bank life insurance
were more economical, more competitive than purchasing life insur-

ance from someone such as me.
The study that was concluded was that the marketing expense

and the costs involved in that were as much or greater than the
commissions that were paid to an agent.
Be that as it may, the savings bank life insurance has prospered

and thrived in the State of New York, but it serves a specific mar-
ket. It is maximum insurance that can be sold today is $100,000.
It can be a little bit more if you purchase term insurance and it

is limited to that and, as I say, it is marketed through agents

—

through the banks.
Mr. Stearns. What I hear you talking, you talking about these

conditions, you know, we are trying to come up with a compromise
between the two industries. Do you think off of what you just said
there are some compromise languages?
The staff has indicated that during these hundred years that the

savings banks have been permitted to sell life insurance in New
York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut, there has not been a single,
single allegation of tying or coercion against these savings banks
in these three States. I don't know if that is fact but that is what
the staff has. Is that—let me ask you first of all, is that true to
your knowledge?

Mr. Browne. I don't know that to be true.
Mr. Stearns. The next question is, do you think off your state-

ment that stipulations about the limit, the type and so forth would
be a compromise between the banks and the insurance companies?
Mr. Browne. Well, if it were to be similar, you would have to

be forming legal reserve life insurance companies that operate
similar to the major life insurance companies. I don't think that
that is practical in terms of national banks being in that arena.
Mr. Oxley. The gentleman's time is expired.
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Mr. Stearns. Mr. Chairman, I think the other gentleman would
like just to answer that question, too, if I could.
Mr. Klagholz. Very quickly. Congressman, it is not our intent

to interfere with State decisions made by State regulators.
Mr. Stearns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OXLEY. G«ntlelady from Arkansas.
Mrs. Lincoln. No questions.
Mr. OxLEY. The gentleman from Oklahoma.
We thank you all for your testimony and this first panel is dis-

missed. Thank you.
The committee will stand in recess until the second panel is set

up and Chairman Fields arrives.

[Brief recess.]

Mr. Fields [presiding]. The joint hearing on the Subcommittee
on Telecommunications and Finance and the Subcommittee on
Commerce, Trade and Hazardous Materials is csdled back to order.

We have our second panel. Mr. Matthew Fink, President of the
Investment Company Institute; Mr. Mark Lackritz, President, Se-

curities Industry Association; Scott Jones, Director, American
Bankers Association; and Jeffrey Tassey, the Senior Vice President

for the American Financial Services Association.

Mr. Fink, we will start with you and ask you, if you would, if

you could confine your remarks to 5 minutes. At the end of 5 min-
utes, we will ask you to summarize. Your statement will be in-

cluded in its entirety in the record.

STATEMENTS OF MATTHEW FINK, PRESIDENT, INVESTMENT
COMPANY INSTITUTE; MARK LACKRITZ, PRESIDENT, SECU-
RITIES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION; R. SCOTT JONES, DIREC-
TOR, AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION; AND JEFFREY
TASSEY, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FINANCIAL
SERVICES ASSOCIATION

Mr. Fink. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the view of the niutual

fund industry, successful restructuring of the financial service in-

dustry requires satisfying a number of key elements. We are

pleased that the bill as reported by the House Banking Committee
addresses many of these elements in a very satisfactory manner.

For example, the bill would remove unnecessary legal barriers to

bank activities in the mutual fund business and modernize the se-

curities laws to reflect the entry of banks into the mutual fund

business. But the bill is seriously deficient in that it does not ade-

quately address other important issues that will arise from its pro-

posed repeal of Glass-Steagall.

This is because the bill before you takes an approach basically

based on banking regulation as opposed to securities regulation. In

particular, the restrictions on affiliations in the bill will bar many
securities firms from entering the banking business, and second, its

granting to the Federal Reserve Board of broad regulatory author-

ity will inevitably lead to securities firms that do enter the banking

business being made subject to bank regulation. And let me ex-

plain.

Under the separation which we have had in this country under

Glass-Steagall, commercial banks on the one hand and securities
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firms on the other hand have developed very different laws, regula-

tions and operating cultures. On the one hand, bank regulation is

characterized by efforts to reduce risk; for example, by a tradition

of not making public disclosures about problems for fear of creating

runs on banks; for example, by strict prohibitions against affili-

ations with nonbanking entities; and finally, by regulation not only

of the bank but of its holding company parent as well.

On the other hand, regulation of the securities industry takes a

totally different tack. The emphasis is in fact on encouraging risk

taking with full disclosure of risk. Securities firms forever have
been free to affiliate with any type of entity they want to, and secu-

rities regulation, ever since the passage of the 1933 act, has been
limited to the securities firm itself and does not extend to the hold-

ing company parent.

So you have two models of regulation. I would think that legisla-

tion that proposes to repeal Glass-Steagall and allow the uniting of

the banking and securities industry would seek to accommodate
these two very different approaches, but when you look at H.R.
1062, it doesn't do that. Instead, it simply takes the bank regu-

latory model and imposes it on the joint bank securities holding
companies. I think this would be a gross disservice to the securities

industry, and more importantly, to the capital formation process
and to the economy as a whole. Let me just give you two examples.
The bill would impose on these new financial service holding

companies the same affiliation rules that apply to banks. Thus, one
of these companies generally could not have insurance affiliates,

real estate affiliates or commercial affiliates. But securities firms
have always had these affiliates and there is no apparent problems
that have ever been revealed.
We recently conducted a snap survey of the mutual fund industry

and we got results from about 60 percent of this Nation's $2.3 tril-

lion mutual fund industry, 40 percent of the respondents have in-

surance affiliates, 14 percent have real estate affiliates, and 12 per-

cent have nonfinancial affiliates.

If the bill was enacted in the form before you, it would create a
vast competitive inequity. On the one hand, every single bank in

this country would be free to enter the securities Dusiness because
they don't have impermissible affiliations, but many securities
firms would face a Hobson's choice; either they could break up their
longstanding relationships with other lines of business in order to

enter banking, or they could retain those existing businesses and
stay out of banking but accept a permanent competitive disadvan-
tage versus combined banking securities giants.

I am unaware of any public policy that is served by this result.
Our written testimony offers several alternative approaches which
attempt to accommodate the differing needs of the banking and se-

curities industry. But the current bill before you ignores the need
for any accommodation whatsoever and simply takes the affiliation
rules in the banking industry and slaps them on the securities in-
dustry, and from the point of view of the mutual fund industry,
this is totally unacceptable.
My second example relates to the proposal in the bill to have

these new financial service holding companies, these bank securi-
ties conglomerates, regulated by an umbrella regulator, the Federal
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Reserve Board. With all due respect to the Fed, we are very con-
cerned that over time, this would inevitably mean a steady and
dangerous extension of bank safety and soundness principles, secu-
rities activities. Such a result would be extremely damaging to our
Nation's capital markets, which are the best in the world, which
are premised on risk-taking by securities firms.
And let me say, our concerns are not theoretical. Last week.

Chairman Greenspan of the Fed—last month, suggested that the
Board's proposed role as an umbrella regulator could be to assess
and take action to limit the actions of the nonbank affiliates and
the holding companies.
And if you look at other countries, they demonstrate far better

than I can orally how supervision of securities activities by bank
regulators will stifle innovation and creativity, and I would just ask
the committee or its staff to speak to the mutual funds and securi-

ties industries in Europe to find out how stifling bank regulation
is to securities industries.

Mr. Fields. Mr, Fink, if we could ask you to summarize, please.

Mr. Fink. Finally, we give other examples and I would simply
say again, here our testimony offers alternatives so the Fed will

not become the umbrella regulator over the securities industry. I

would hope as this moves along, the committee will just keep one
thing in mind.

Financial services reform is not simply a matter of bank powers
and bank regulation. Reform affects every segment of the financial

industry, as well as all consumers of financial services and the

economy as a whole. And finally, I would say the fatal fiaw in the

bill before you, it simply assumes that all of this involves is bank
powers and bank regulation and that is not the case.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Matthew Fink follows:]

Prepared Statement of Matthew P. Fink, President, Investment Company
Institute

I. introduction

My name is Matthew P. Fink. I am President of the Investment Company Insti-

tute, the national association of the American investment company industry. The In-

stitute's membership includes 5,569 open-end investment companies ("mutual

funds"), 470 closed-end investment companies, and 12 sponsors of unit investment

trusts. The Institute's mutual fund members have assets of over $2 trillion, account-

ing for approximately 95 percent of total industry assets, and serve over 38 million

individual shareholders. The Institute's members include mutual funds advised by

investment counseling firms, broker-dealers, insurance companies, and commercial

firms. The Institute's members also include approximately 1200 mutual funds ad-

vised by banks, accounting for almost 90 percent of all mutual funds advised by

banks. I am pleased to be here today to testify on H.R. 1062, the "Financial Services

Competitiveness Act of 1995."

The Institute has been an active participant in the debate over financial services

reform over the years. Most recently, the Institute testified on H.R. 1062 before the

House Banking and Financial Services Committee, i The Institute's testimony en-

dorses what we believe are six imperatives for successful legislative restructuring

of financial services, namely

—

• • c
(A) the need for Congress to establish competitive equality for securities tirms

wishing to engage in commercial banking;

iSee Hearings concerning H.R. 1062, the "Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995 be-

fore the House Banking and Financial Services Comm. (March 7, 1995) (Statement of Matthew

P. Fink, President, Investment Company Institute).

L
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(B) the need for Congress to rationalize the role of the Federal Reserve Board vis-

a vis the securities activities of financial services holding companies;

(C) the need for Congress to remove unnecessary legal barriers to bank mutual

fund activities;

(D) the need for Congress to rationalize the respective functions of the various

banking and securities regulators, both to eliminate regulatory burdens and duplica-

tion and to close gaps in regulation;

(E) the need for Congress to modernize the Investment Company Act to reflect

bank entry into the mutual fired business; and
(F) the need for Congress to modernize the federal securities laws by removing

certain exemptions for banks.
H.R. 1062 contains essential elements that help attain several of the above goals,

including functional regulation, coordination among banking and securities regu-

lators, and modernizing the Investment Company Act. Ultimately, however, the bill

does not achieve an acceptable balance: it unfairly impedes the entry of securities

firms, including mutual mnd companies, into the banking business and grants the

Federal Reserve Board undulv broad oversight of those securities firms that are able

to do so. We urge this Committee to amend H.R. 1062 so as to address our concerns.

II. IMPERATIVES FOR SUCCESSFUL LEGISLATION

A Competitive Equality

As reported by the House Banking Committee, H.R. 1062 would require that own-
ership of an insured bank occur through a financial services holding company and
would dictate the types of businesses that would be permitted to affiliate within
such a holding company. The bill's very restrictive approach permits the new finan-

cial services holding company to own a bank and a securities firm, but extends to

that entity many of the other ownership restrictions that currently apply to bank
holding companies. Thus, the bill would prohibit a new financial services holding

company from owning any "nonfinancial" company and greatly restrict its ability to

own an insurance company.^ The bill incorporates principles of banking regulation

by imposing these ownership restrictions on new financial services holding compa-
nies but does not recognize, to any significant extent, the different regulatory
scheme that governs securities firms, which does not restrict such affiliations.

The consequence of this is that banks will be fi'ee to enter the securities business,

because they currently are not engaged in any of the businesses deemed impermis-
sible by the bill. By contrast, for securities firms, these restrictions win prove very
problematic. Because there never have been legal restrictions on securities firms
affiliating with other businesses, many of the nation's securities firms would be re-

quired to divest their nonfinancial businesses in order to gain reciprocal access to

tne banking business and avail themselves of the benefits of allowing banking orga-
nizations and securities firms to affiliate. (It is the belief in the existence of these
benefits that is the premise of this legislation). While the bill also provides that fi-

nancial services holding companies may own "financial" businesses, the bUl's defini-

tion of "financial" is unduly restrictive in that it excludes insurance and does not
clearly include real estate, both of which are commonly thought of as being finan-
cial. Because many securities firms are extensively engaged in insurance, this activ-

ity, too, would have to be divested or scaled back considerably for such firms to exer-
cise the combined securities and banking powers granted by the bill.^

Simply put, the bUl's treatment of permissible Business combinations for financial
services holding companies is unfair and inappropriate. Based on an Institute sur-
vey "* of its members, it is dear that the bill would present many of them—unlike
their bank competitors—with a Hobson's choice: to break up their current and long-
standing lines of business in order to take part in the new opportunities presented

—

2 The bill generally prohibits a financial services holding company from owning an insurance
company but creates a narrow exception for certain securities firms that become financial serv-
ices holding companies to retain ownership of certain "financial" companies up to 10% of the
company's capital and surplus. It appears that the bill provides the Board with the flexibility

to determine that insurance is a "financial" activity for this purpose. In addition, the bill does
not make clear the extent to which financial services holding companies may own real estate
companies. Rather, the bill vests the Board with the authority to make this determination.

3 Since the bill's treatment of real estate is unclear, a securities firm would have to confirm
with the Board whether it has to divest or reduce its interest in any real estate company owned.
*The Institute's survey results are based on responses from 129 mutual ftind companies,

which represent one-third of all mutual fund complexes and approximately 60% of industry as-
sets. The survey results referring to assets do not include assets under management, including
those from mutual fund operations. Mutual fund companies with a commercial bank affiliate
were not included in the survey.
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combined banking and securities firms

—

or to retain existing businesses and accept
a permanent competitive disadvantage vis-a vis such new combined firms.
The survey results, set forth in detail in Attachment 1, demonstrate that

—

• Approximately 40% of the survey respondents have an insurance company affili-

ate. A sigmficant majority of these companies have more than half of their as-
sets invested in the insurance business and derive more than half of their reve-
nues from this business. The bill would require these businesses to be di-
vested or at least substantially scaled back.

• Approximately 14% of the survey respondents have an affiliate engaged in the
real estate business. Significant portions of these companies' assets are invested
in the real estate business and significant portions of their revenues are derived
from the real estate business. At a minimum, the bill would require the
company to seek the Board's approval to retain this type of business.
The bill might also require the company to scale back or divest its in-
terest in this type of company.

• Approximately 12% of the survey respondents have nonfinancial affiliates. The
nonfinancial affiliates of several of these companies account for a substantial
amount of the company's assets and revenues. The bill would require these
businesses to be divested.

The Institute urges the Committee to amend the bill to remedy these inequities.^

The Institute has several recommendations which we believe will effectuate this

purpose. First, in our judgment, the bill should explicitly provide that insurance ac-

tivities are permissible financial activities for all financial services holding compa-
nies.6 In addition, the Institute recommends that the Committee amend the bill to

permit securities firms that become financial services holding companies to retain

nonfinancial businesses to a greater degree. At a minimum, securities firms should

be able to retain nonfinancial businesses that constitute up to a certain percentage

of the overall assets of the company (e.^., up to 10%), although other tests'' {e.g.,

revenue) should be available as alternatives. In applying this asset test, investment

advisers should be able to count assets under management (including mutual fund

assets) as financial assets. Assets under management by an investment adviser

should be treated no differently than bank deposits for these purposes.

B. Rationalization of the Role of the Federal Reserve Board

As a practical matter, the approach taken in H.R. 1062 is Iptely to deter even

those securities firms only engaged in permissible financial activities from becoming

affiliated with banks. This is because any such securities firm would be forced to

become a financial services holding company subject to regulation by the Federal

Reserve Board. Since securities firms already are subject to extensive regulation by

the SEC, the prospect of duplicative and inconsistent regulation, and the attendant

costs and burdens, will act as a strong deterrent to any securities firm seeking to

acquire a bank.
"The bill as recently amended attempts to respond to Institute concerns regarding

Bank Holding Company Act requirements that would be applicable to all financial

services holding companies under the bilF by providing more streamlined Board

oversight for compames engaged primarily in nonbanking activities.^ Nevertheless,

^ Other policy reasons also support modification of the bill to permit financial services holding

companies to engage in a wide range of financial and nonfinancial activities. For example, re-

stricting the entry of securities fums into the banking business could limit an important source

of new capital for banks and reduce competition from new entrants that would likely benefit

consumers. In addition, such a restriction would deny to securities firms the benefits cif econo-

mies of scale and scope and increased asset and geographic diversification that would accrue

to banks purchasing securities firms. Also, by limiting financial services holding companies to

Board-determined financial activities, the bill would restrict their ability to adapt efficiently to

changes in the market.
. , , , ^ ^ ^- ^

8 The Institute also recommends that the big explicitly provide that real estate activities are

permissible financial activities.
, r j

ndeally the Committee should permit securities firms, including mutual fund companies,

with nonfinancial businesses to retain all existing businesses (i.e., not limited to a percentage

of the company's assets) while also permitting them to acquire insured banks.

^See Hearings, supra at note 1.
. , , ,. u u

»To quaUfy for streamUned Board oversight, a financial services holding company would have

to meet the following conditions: (1) the consoUdated total risk-weighted assets of aU banks con-

trolled by the financial services holding company constitute less than 10% of the consohdated

total risk-weighted assets of the financial services holding company; (2) the consohdated total

risk-weighted assets of all banks controlled by the financial services holding company are less

than five billion dollars; (3) each bank controlled by the financial services holding company is

weU-capitaUzed and well-managed; (4) the financial services holding company provides a written

Continued
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H.R. 1062 in its current form does not fully and effectively address the objections

raised bv the Institute. First, whiJe ostensibly limiting the Board's authority over

financial services holding companies and their subsidiaries, the bill still would grant

the Board broad flexibility to perform examinations, require reports, and apply cap-

ital standards. This degree of regulation by the Board would be, in the case of secu-

rities firms that become financial services holding companies, duplicative of the ex-

tensive SEC regulation to which such firms are already subject. In addition, while

financial services holding companies would not have to provide notice to the Board
before engaging in new financial activities previously approved by the Board, these

companies still would be required to provide notice to the Board shortly after engag-

ing in the new activity and still would be required to give notice and obtain prior

approval to engage in new financial activities not previously approved by the Board.

These restrictions on entering new lines of business in response to developments in

the marketplace could be a significant impediment for securities firms, which never

have been subject to these types of restrictions.

Beyond these specific concerns, the Institute believes that this aspect of the bill

raises a broader, and more deeply troubling, concern because it does not safeguard

the essential elements of the securities business from creeping bank regulation.

Through taking on market risks, securities firms have helped to make the U.S. cap-

ital markets the deepest, most liquid, and strongest in the world. In 1994 alone,

these markets raised $1 trillion in capital for companies to support new industries

and create new jobs.^° This capital was raised directly from the investing public,

without the benefit of federal oeposit insurance. The securities laws recognize the

need for securities firms to have sufficient flexibility to succeed in their business

and do not seek to limit risk-taking. Rather, the securities laws seek to ensure that
issuers of securities provide full and fair disclosure of all material information, that
fraudulent or deceptive practices are prohibited, and that conflicts of interest are
minimized. With these protections in place, the market, not the securities regulator,

determines which securities are brought to market, and which investments are
made by mutual funds and other investors. If a particular securities issuance be-

comes worthless or a securities firm fails, there is no federal safety net to draw on
and so the costs of such a failure are not borne by the U.S. Treasury. The failure

even of a major brokerage firm, such as Drexel, Bumham & Lambert, ultimately
did not cost the U.S. taxpayer a single penny.
By contrast, bank regulation is preaicated on notions of "safety and soundness,"

a tradition of nondisclosure, and prudential regulation of holding company struc-

tures. Banking regulation traditionally has limited risk-taking by banks in order to

minimize the ultimate cost to U.S. taxpayers of having to bail out federally insured
banks. Moreover, banking regulators have generally discouraged the level of public
disclosure required under the securities laws out of concerns over provoking runs
on depository institutions. It also has been considered to be necessary to regulate
bank holding companies in order to ensure that the safety and soundness of banks
is not threatened by the activities of their affiliates. Finally, there is less emphasis
on preventing conflicts of interest. For example, banks are permitted to engage in
transactions with insiders to a far greater extent than mutual funds. The reason
for this likely is that while depositors have the assurance of a federal guarantee,
mutual fund shareholders have no such safety net.
The Institute is concerned that if the Federal Reserve Board is made the "super-

regulator" of financial services holding companies, it may impose safety and sound-
ness requirements on securities firms and potentially compromise and weaken the
U.S. capital markets. Chairman Greenspan, for example, recently suggested such a
view of financial services holding company regulation by stating that the core func-
tion of an umbrella supervisor is to monitor and assess the risks that the nonbank
portions of the financial institution have on the bank subsidiary and generally on
the safety net. He also stated that the umbrella supervisor must be able to take
actions that reduce the acceptable levels of risk. ^^

guarantee acceptable to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation to maintain each bank as
well-capitalized; (5) the financial services holding company files a written notice with the Board
electing to be governed by the streamUned procedures; and (6) the lead bank subsidiary and
bank subsidiaries controlling at least eighty percent of the total risk-weighted assets of insured
banks controlled by the financial services holoin^ companies have achieved a "satisfactory record
of meeting community credit needs" or better at its most recent examination.

10 Hearings concerning the "Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995" and Related Is-
sues before the House Comm. on Banking and Financial Services (March 15, 1995) (statement
of Arthur Levitt, Chairman, United States Securities and Exchange Commission).
" Remarks by Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Board of CJovemors of the Federal Reserve System,

before the 31st Annual Conference on Bank Structure and Competition (May 11, 1995).
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Indeed, history demonstrates that bank regulators given authority over securities
activities have imposed requirements that are inconsistent with fundamental tenets
of securities regulation. For example, the FDIC adopted a rule in 1984 that Hmited
certain insured nonmember bank subsidiaries to underwriting investment quaHty
securities. 12 The Release accompanying the rule stated that the FDIC's purpose in
adopting the rule was to address the risk associated with bank subsidiaries under-
writing securities. The Release also stated the FDIC's view that it had the authority
to oversee the direct and indirect securities activities of insured nonmember banks
and that it had the authority to address on a case-by-case basis practices, acts or
conduct it found to constitute unsafe and unsound practices not specifically ad-
dressed by the rule. Finally, the Release stated that the FDIC would continue to
monitor bank direct and indirect involvement in securities activities take whatever
action is appropriate.

The danger also exists that a single umbrella supervisor might be tempted to sti-

fle innovation and preclude new product developments by a securities affiliate on
the grounds that they may compromise the competitive standing of banks. For ex-
ample, Professor John C. Coffee, Jr. observed in a recent article that a single finan-
cial services regulator might have barred or restricted the growth of money market
funds in the 1970's because of the competition these funds posed to bank accounts.
Such an outcome not only would have been anticompetitive, but also a notable dis-

service to consumers and to the capital marketplace. ^^

In addition to concerns about the inappropriate application of banking regulation
to securities firms, the danger of having an umbrella supervisor like the Board
overseeing all of the activities of a financial services holding company is that the
market may behave that uninsured bank holding company subsidieuies have avail-

able to them the subsidy implicit in the federal safety net.^"* Finally, vesting the
Board with this potentially duplicative oversight authority appears to be an unwise
use of government resources that is contrary to more general efforts to streamline
government. 1"

The Institute urges the Committee to revise H.R. 1062 to address these concerns.

We request that the Committee consider the approach taken in H.R. 814, the "De-

pository Institution Affiliation Act". A financial services holding company under
H.R. 814 would be permitted to own insured depository institutions, securities firms,

insurance companies, real estate companies, or any other financial or nonfinancial

company. Each financial services holding company affiliate would be functionally

regulated. There would be no umbrella supervisor such as that contemplated in H.R.

1062. For example, the SEC would regiilate any financial services holding company
securities affiliate. ^^ In addition, in testimony before the House Banking and Finan-

cial Services Committee, Secretary of the Treasury Robert E. Rubin stated that the

Administration supports permitting affiliations among banks, securities firms, and
insurance companies. Secretary Rubin also suggested a regulatory framework of

functional regulation.

We also urge that the Committee consider replacing the Board oversight con-

templated by the current bill with a functional regulation model based on (he Mar-

12 Rule 337.4 under the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Act [12 C.F.R. 337.4].

13 Money market ftinds have grown from 15 funds with almost $2 billion in assets in 1974

to more than 900 ftinds with more than $600 billion in assets in 1994.
!•* Hearings concerning H.R. 1062 before the House Comm. on Banking and Financial Services

(February 28, 1995) (statement of Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Board of Governors of the Fed-

eral Reserve System.): Remarks by Alan Greenspan, supra, at note 11.

15 Another aspect or the bill that concerns the Institute is the requirement that for a financial

services holding company engaged primarily in nonbanking activities to be eligible for stream-

lined Board oversight, eighty percent of the financial services holding company's bank subsidi-

aries must have achieved a satisfactory record of meeting community credit needs or better dur-

ing its most recent examination. The Institute beUeves that it is inappropriate to condition a

company's eligibihty for streamhned Board oversight on the company's bank subsidiary having

such a record. This standard apparently is derived from the Community Reinvestment Act of

1977. There is no rational connection, however, between the purposes of the Community Rein-

vestment Act and a company primarily engaged in nonbanking activities being eligible for

streamlined Board oversight. Finding that a company is eUgible for streamlined Board oversight

should focus on the limited nature of the financial services holding company s banking activities,

the strength of the company's bank subsidiary, and the company's willingness to maintain the

bank subsidiary's safety and soundness. The bill ab-eady contains such conditions. Financial

services holding companies should not be burdened with having to satisfy an additional irrele-

vant condition to be eligible for streamlined Board oversight.
. ., , ^ ^

i« Unlike H R 1062 however, as currently drafted, H.R. 814 would not amend the Investment

Company Act to add the important investor protection provisions discussed in this testimony

nor would it amend the Investment Advisers Act to require banks that advise mutual funds to

register with the SEC. We strongly urge that H.R. 814 be amended to add such provisions.
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ket Reform Act of 1990.1' The Market Reform Act was crafted to balance the SEC's

need for information with the need to provide for flexible, non-intrusive regiilation

of broker-dealer holding companies—including banks and bank holding companies.

Under the Market Reform Act, the SEC may examine and require reports only from

broker-dealers, and cannot regulate broker-dealer holding companies directly. The
Act requires broker-dealers to obtain information and make and keep records con-

cerning their policies, procedures, and systems for monitoring and controlling finan-

cial and operational risks resulting from the activities of affiliates. The Act also

gives the SEC the authority to require broker-dealers to file regular, summary re-

ports regarding any material risks to the broker-dealer from the financial and secu-

rities activities of its holding company and other affiUates. These summary reports

are designed to provide the SEC with a snapshot overview on a periodic basis of

any material risks to the broker-dealer posed by its affiliates. ^^ In addition, the SEC
may obtain immediate and more detailed information fi-om the broker-dealer about
the holding company^s activities if the SEC reasonably concludes that it has con-

cerns regarding a broker-dealer's financial or operational condition. The Market Re-

form Act, thus, is a useful model for the Committee to consider in determining the

appropriate regulation of financial services holding companies.
At a minimum, the Committee should consider amending the bill so that a finan-

cial services holding company with the limited banking activities permitted by the
bill (less than 10% of the company's assets—which should include assets under man-
agement) would not be subject to any direct oversight by the Board. There is no
need for the Board to retain such extensive authority over a company with such lim-

ited banking operations, particularly in light »f the bill's requirement that the bank
subsidiary have no more than five billion dollars in assets and be well-capitalized

and well-managed. 1^

The Institute would be pleased to work with the Committee on the approach
taken in H.R. 814, the Market Reform Act approach, or other alternatives that
would address the need to establish competitive equality between banks and securi-

ties firms as part of the proposed reform of financial services.

C. Expansion OfBank Mutual Fund Powers

Banks and their affiliates currently are permitted to engage in a wide range of
mutual fund-related activities. These activities include: (1) serving as a fund's in-

vestment adviser; (2) providing discount and full-service brokerage services with re-

spect to sales of mutual fund shares; (3) providing administrative services to a fund;
and (4) serving as a fund's transfer agent and custodian. The Glass-Steagall Act,
nonetheless, continues to prohibit banks fi-om underwriting shares of mutual
funds.2o In addition, the Glass-Steagall Act, as interpreted by the Board, bars offi-

cers, directors, and employees of any member bank from serving as a director, offi-

cer, or employee of a mutual fund.^i

As part of a bill that would accomplish the broad purposes set forth earlier, the
Institute supports the ejcpansion of banks' mutual fund powers. The remaining re-

strictions on banks' participation in the mutual fund industry are increasingly per-
ceived as "statutory vestiges" that serve no useful purpose in todays financial mar-
kets.

In particular, the Institute stronglv supports H.R. 1062's amendment to Section
20 of the Glass-Steagall Act that would enable bank affiliates to sponsor, and under-
write and distribute the shares of, mutual funds. The Institute also strongly sup-
ports the bill's amendment to Section 32 of the Glass-Steagall Act that would permit
an officer, director, or employee of a mutual fund, investment advisory firm, or secu-
rities firm to serve simultaneously as an ofBcer, director, or employee of a member
bank. The Institute is particularly pleased that the bill has been amended from its

initial introduction to expressly remove the current restrictions on interlocking di-

"Pub. L. No. 101-432, 104 Stat. 978.
IS In 1993, the SEC staff was tracking financial reports from approximately 250 broker-dealers

and 700 affiliated entities. SEC 1993 Annual Report.
i®See also Principles of Bank Reform: Guidelines for Assessing Pending Legislative Proposals

(May 22, 1995) (Statement of the Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee) (the potential risks
associated with nontraditional activities will not undermine the soundness of the banking sys-
tem so long as banks and their regulators meet prudential rules on adequate capital, prompt
corrective action, and least cost resolution.)

20 Sections 16 and 21 of the Glass-Steagall Act prohibit banks from sponsoring, or underwrit-
ing or distributing the shares of, mutual funds. Section 20 of the Act prohibits national banks
and state banks mat are members of the Federal Reserve System from affiliating with compa-
nies engaged in sponsoring, or underwriting or distributing the shares of, mutual funds.

21 The Board has interpreted Section 32 of the Glass-Steagall Act to prohibit these interlocks.
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rectorates between funds and banks and between advisers and banks, as suggested
by the Institute.

D. Regulatory Rationalization

1. Current Regulatory Environment and the Need for Functional Regulation.—Eyi-
emptions for banks under current law, which are discussed more fully below, have
prompted the federal banking agencies to establish their own competing regimes for
regulation of bank mutual fund activities. The exemptions have created inconsist-
encies and conflicts in federal regulation. And they have occasioned needless and
wasteful duplication of effort among federal regulators. Inevitably, this has placed
unique and unnecessary regulatory burdens on banks engaged in the mutual fund
business.

H.R. 1062 properly addresses the oversight roles that the SEC and the federal

banking regulators should have over bank mutual fund activities by making clear

that the federal banking agencies generally should defer to the SEC on matters re-

garding bank mutual fund activities. The Institute strongly supports this "func-

tional" approach to regulation of bank mutual fund activities. First, it is an efficient

and responsible use of taxpayer dollars and government resources. There is no jus-

tification for creating and training "mini-SECs" to do the job that Congress created

the SEC to do and which the SEC has been doing for over 50 years. Second, func-

tional regulation provides the greatest assurance of the continuing safety and
soundness of banks engaged in the mutual fund business. If bank-sold or bank-ad-
vised fiinds are fiilly subject to regulation under the federal securities laws, there

is a greater likelihood that banks will conduct their mutual fund activities subject

to appropriate controls and thus avoid potential liabilities or losses. Third, having
a single regulator overseeing a bank's securities activities will minimize the regu-

latory costs on banks and increase the likelihood of banks succeeding in the mutual
fund business. Finally, and not least importantly, a single set of regulations uni-

formly applied will lead to better and more consistent protection for mutual fund
investors. Accordingly, the Institute supports the provisions of H.R. 1062 that are

intended to clarify the responsibilities of bank and securities regulators, subject to

certain modifications noted below.

2. Information Sharing Among the SEC and the Federal Banking Agencies.—Sec-

tion 221 of the bill would require the appropriate federal banking agency to share

with the SEC the results of any examination, reports, records, or other information

with respect to the investment advisory activities of any bank to the extent nec-

essary for the SEC to carry out its statutory responsibilities. Similarly, the SEC
would be required to provide all such information to the appropriate federal banking

agency. The Institute supports this provision, which provides a practical response

to a situation where more than one regulator has jurisdiction over the same entity,

and each regulates a different aspect of that entity's business.

In addition. Section 104(m)(l)(A) of the bill would require the SEC and the federal

banicing agencies to establish a program for sharing information concerning compli-

ance with the bill. Sections 104(m)(6) and (7) of the bill would require the SEC to

notify the federal banking agencies, and the federal banking agencies to notify the

SEC, when an enforcement proceeding is initiated against a broker-dealer or adviser

that is afEliated with, or a separately identifiable department of, a bank. This part

of the bill also requires such notification regarding investment companies affiliated

with a bank or advised by a bank or bank affiliate. Section 104(m)(9) of the bill

would require the SEC and the federal banking agencies to coordinate, to the extent

practicable, enforcement actions where the actions are based on the same or related

events. The Institute supports such coordination between the SEC and the federal

banking agencies. Hopefully, these provisions of the bill will lead to less burdensome

and more comprehensive and consistent oversight of banks engaged in the mutual

fund business.
, „ ,. . , ., ^, ^

3. Examination Authority.—Section 104(m)(10) of the bUl explicitly provides that

the federal banking agencies do not have the authority to examine mutual funds not

affiliated with banks. The Institute supports this provision. Any benefit to be de-

rived from the banking agencies examining mutual funds that are not affiliated with

banks would be far outweighed by the additional regulatory burdens and potential

conflicts this would occasion.22 Because the SEC already examines mutual funds,

22 The Institute understands that the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC") has

drafted guidehnes for its examiners to use in examining virtually all aspects of mutual fund

operations when a bank or its affiUate "provides services^ to the mutual fund This appears to

encompass mutual funds that are not advised by or otherwise affiliated with a bank.
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it would be a grossly inefficient use of government resources for the banking agen-

cies to duplicate its efforts.

Section 104(m)(4) of the bill would require the banking agencies, to the extent

practicable, to use SEC examination reports of advisers, mutual funds, and broker-

dealers affiliated with banks and to defer to such examinations for ascertaining

compliance with the federal securities laws. The Institute previously has expressed

its concern over the uniaue regulatory burdens placed on banks engaged in the mu-
tual fund business and nas urged that duplicative regulation bv the SEC and the

federal banking agencies be avoided.^^ This provision addresses this concern.

4. Interpretations of the Federal Securities Laws.—Section 104(m)(5) of the bill

would require the federal banking agencies to defer to the SEC regarding all inter-

pretations and enforcement of the federal securities laws relating to investment ad-

visers and mutual funds. The Institute strongly supports this provision, which
should promote more efficient and rational oversignt by requiring one regulator with
the most expertise to interpret the federal securities laws.

5. Uniform Regulations.—^As stated above, Section 104(m)(10) of the bill explicitly

would provide that the federal banking agencies do not have the authority to exam-
ine mutual funds not affiliated with banks. The Institute suggests strengthening
Section 104(m)(10) and adding a new provision to the bill to further promote func-

tional regulation and alleviate burdens on bank affiliated mutual funds. The amend-
ment we suggest would make clear that the federal banking agencies do not have
the authority to adopt regulations or issue interpretations or guidelines regarding
any mutual fund that is not affiliated with a bank. The amendment would also pro-

vide that the federal banking agencies may adopt regulations or issue guidelines or
interpretations regarding mutual fiinds affiliated wiui banks only after the banking
agencies consult with the SEC. The amendment would require such consultation to

include a consideration of existing requirements, coordination of new requirements,
minimization of duplicative regulation, the degree of uniformity between the regula-
tion of mutual funds affiliated with banks and other mutual funds, and an analysis
of the benefits to be obtained by any unique regulatory burdens placed on mutual
funds affiliated with banks.
Such an amendment dearly is in keeping with and would advance the purposes

of the bill. It would help to establish a consistent regulatory regime for all mutual
funds while still providing regulators the flexibility to respond to concerns that are
unique to bank affiliated mutual funds. In addition, it would assist in conserving
scarce government resources by helping to avoid duplication of effort by the federd
banking agencies and the SEC.

6. Coordinated Disclosure Requirement.—Section 104(f)( l)(A)(v) would require a
securities affiliate to make certain disclosures regarding the nature of securities sold
by it, including disclosure that the securities are subject to "investment risks includ-
ing possible loss of principal invested". In addition. Section 104 would vest the
Board with the unilateral authority to modify or add to the required disclosure. The
Institute is concerned that the Board would have the sole authority to regulate dis-

closure by a securities firm regarding risks associated with investments in securi-
ties, a role traditionally and responsibly fulfilled by the SEC. The Institute also is

concerned about the particular disclosure that would be required because it is incon-
sistent with disclosure already required by SEC rule with regard to money market
funds.
The Institute recommends that rather than mandating certain disclosures in the

statute, the Committee amend the bill to grant the Board rulemaking authority, in
consultation with the SEC, to require a bank-affiliated securities firm to disclose to
customers that securities purchased from it are not insured and are subject to cer-
tain risks. Granting such rulemaking authority will accomplish the bill's purposes
of facilitating the elimination of inconsistent and duplicative disclosures, while also
providing regulators with the authority to design disclosure requirements that are
tailored to the risks presented by particular investment products.

E. Modernization of the Investment Company Act
The Investment Company Act contains provisions that address the risk that an

investment adviser will enter into transactions that benefit the adviser or a related
party to the detriment of the fund's shareholders. While these provisions apply to
any entity that advises a mutual fund (including any bank), they are specifically di-
rected toward conflicts that may arise when a particular type of securities firm ad-
vises a fund. For example. Section 10(0 of the Act prohibits a mutual fund from pur-

23 See Attachment 2 (letters from the Institute to the federal banking agencies, the SEC, and
the National Association of Securities Dealers regarding regulatory burdens on bank affiliated
mutual funds).
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chasing shares during the existence of an underwriting if its investment adviser, or
an afBliated person, is a principal underwriter of the offering. Section 17(a) pro-
hibits an adviser to a mutual fund from selling securities or property to the fund
while acting as principal. Section 17(e) is directed at brokers that advise mutual
funds and hmits the commissions that such brokers may accept in connection with
a sale of securities to or for an afOliated fund.
These provisions logically are focused on securities firms, rather than banks be-

cause banks and their affiliates were barred from sponsoring or advising funds. Con-
sequently, the Investment Company Act does not currently address parallel conflicts
that may arise in situations where a bank or a bank affiliate sponsors or advises
a mutual fund.

H.R. 1062 would amend the Investment Company Act by adding these types of
investor protection provisions. In general, the Institute supports theTjill's provisions,
which are especially important given the expanded role oi banks in the mutual fund
business. These provisions address the core conflicts that can arise between a mu-
tual fund and an affiliated bank, such as when a bank serves as a custodian for

an affiliated fund, when a bank loans money to an affiliated fund, or when a bank
causes its affiliated fund to purchase newly issued securities issued by a company
of which the bank is a major creditor. Mutual fund shareholders should be assurea
of protection against these conflicts, just as they now enjoy protection from the anal-
ogous confficts that can arise between a mutual fund and an affiliated securities

firm. In addition, it should be noted that current banking laws do not address these
conflicts.2'* The Institute also supports the recent amendments to H.R. 1062 that re-

place several of the bill's prohibitions on certain activities with grants of rulemaking
authority to the SEC to regulate such activities.^^ Since banks are now major par-

ticipants in the mutual fund business, the enactment of new prohibitions could

prove to be unnecessarily disruptive.

Two of the amendments to the Investment Company Act included in H.R. 1062
as reported by the House Banking Committee, however, are problematic and should
be revised. First, the bill's provision providing the SEC with additional authority to

require disclosure that shares of mutual funds are not insured by the FDIC and are

not obligations of, or guaranteed by, a bank is too broad because it provides author-

ity regarding all mutual funds, rather than being limited to situations where there

exists the potential for confusion, e.g., mutual funds advised or sold by banks.^^

The Institute also is concerned about Section 222 of the big as recently amended.
This provision would clarify that the Investment Company Act's exclusion for com-
mon trust funds only is available for common trust funds that are used for bona

fide fiduciary purposes and are not advertised or publicly offered. In addition, iJtiese

funds could not be charged fees or expenses in contravention of fiduciary principles

estabUshed under federal or state law. The provision is designed to ensure that the

exemption for bank common trust funds unoer the federal securities laws is limited

to those funds that are utilized as accommodations for pre-existing trusts and not

as mechanisms to provide investment management to the public tnrough the offer

and sale of interests in the funds (in which case they would be the functional equiv-

alent of mutual funds).^''

2-* For example, while Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act apply to certain trans-

actions between member banks and their affiliates, including affiliated mutual funds, these are

intended to protect the bank, not the mutual fund or its shareholders. Thus, for example, a lend-

ing arrangement between a bank and an affiliated fund on terms that are at least as favorable

to the bank as it could obteiin in an arm's length transaction with another borrower would not

raise questions under Sections 23A or 23B, even though it could be contrary to the interests

of the fund and its shareholders.
2s Section 212 (Indebtedness to an Affihated Person) and Section 213 (Lending to an Affihated

26 Section 215 (Additional SEC Disclosure Authority). In addition. Section 215 would grant the

SEC the authority to prohibit a mutual from having a name similar to a financial services hold-

ing company's securities subsidiary, even if the securities subsidiary's name is different from the

name of its affiliated bank. As a result, the SEC would have the authority to prohibit funds

advised by the Dreyfus Corporation to be named the Dreyfus funds, because of the Dreyfus Cor-

poration's affiliation with Mellon Bank. j u o
27 When Congress codified the exemption for interests in common trust funds under the becu-

rities Act, it noted that the exemption was "limited to interests or participations in common

trust funds maintained by a bank for the collective investment of assets held by it in a bona

fide fiduciary capacity and incident to a bank's traditional trust department activities; it would

not exempt interests or participations in bank funds maintained as vehicles for direct invest-

ment by members of the pubUc." Report of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency to

Accompany S. 2224, 91st Congress, 1st Session (1969) at 27. See also In the Matter of the Com-

mercial Bank and Marvin C. Abeene, Administrative Proceeding File No. 30-8567 (December 6,

Continued
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The Institute believes that, in order to carry out the purpose of the provision, the

limits on fees must be tightened. As currently drafted. Section 222 would allow bank
common trust funds to be exempt from the federal securities laws even if trust cus-

tomers were to pay higher fees for a bank's fiduciary services than if they were not

invested in the fund, so long at* this was not in violation of federal or state banking
laws.28 To the extent, however, that bank trust customers pay additional fees for

having their trust assets invested in a common trust fund, it can no longer be said

that the common trust fund is being operated in its historic fashion as an adminis-

trative convenience for trust customers. If such were the case, costs to customers
ought to be lower, or at least no higher, than if the trust accounts were managed
on an individual basis. If this is not the case, the common trust fund will not be
serving the limited purpose that Congress intended when it exempted common trust

funds from regulation under the securities laws. Indeed, the common trust fund
would be indistinguishable from a mutual fund and, thus, should be regulated as

such. Especially in the context of legislation that would grant banks full entry into

the mutual fund business, there is no reason not to close any potential loopholes.

Accordingly, this Committee should amend Section 222 to ensure that any fees as-

sessed by common trust funds are consistent with the limited purposes of these
funds.

F. Functional Regulation of Investment Advisers and Broker-Dealers

1. Bank Advisory Activities.—H.R. 1062 wiselv modernizes the federal securities

laws by removing the Advisers Act exemption wr banks and bank holding compa-
nies that advise mutual funds. In addition, the bill would permit a bank to conduct
these advisory activities in a separately identifiable department or division of a
bank. The Institute believes that banks and bank holding companies that advise
mutual funds should be held to the same standards as other investment advisers.

The Institute a'so supports permitting banks to conduct these activities in a sepa-
rately identifiable department of the bank so long as the separately identifiable de-
partment is functionally regulated by the SEC, as H.R. 1062 provides.

2. Bank Sales Activities.—Most banks conduct their sales of securities through
registered broker-dealers that are subject to regulation by the SEC and self-regu-

latory organizations that are supervised by the SEC. Banks that directlv sell securi-

ties, however, are exempt from the definitions of broker and dealer under the Secu-
rities Exchange Act of 1934.^9 Consequently, such banks are not required to register
with or be regulated by the SEC as brokers or dealers. Likewise, by definition,

banks are excluded from membership in self-regulato^ organizations such as the
National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. ("NASD").^" Thus, bank employees
engaged in sales activities are not required to complete professional licensing re-

quirements applicable to personnel of other broker-dealers, nor are they required to

comply with self-regulatory rules.^^ Similarly, bank employees who assume super-
visory duties with respect to other employees involved in sales activities need not
pass a qualifying examination. Moreover, because such persons need not obtain a
license to sell securities, they are not subject to losing their license if they engage
in improper sales practices.

H.R. 1062 recognizes the need to functionally regulate banks' retail brokerage ac-
tivities. It would repeal the exemption from the definition of broker for banks that

Eublicly solicit brokerage business or receive incentive compensation for providing
rokerage, and that do not limit their activities as described in the bill. Similarly,

1994) (where the Commission sanctioned a bank for operating a fund purporting to be a common
trust fund, finding that, among otlier things, the bank operated the common trust fund as an
investment vehicle for customers seeking investment opportunities for their individual retire-
ment accounts).

28 Under current federal banking regulations, banks are not permitted to charge a separate
fee for managing a common trust fund if that would result in individual trusts paying nigher
total fees than ttiey otherwise would pay. 12 CFR 9.18(b)(12). However, in 1990, the OCC pro-
posed amending Regulation 9 to permit a broader range of fees, including management fees,
which could exceed the total fees that would be charged to non-participating trusts of similar
size and nature. The OCC did not adopt the proposal. We understand that the OCC considered
proposing amendments to Regulation 9 again in 1994 that would permit a bank to charge com-
mon trust funds a management fee that could cause individual trusts to pay higher total fees
than they otherwise would pay.

resections 3(aX4) and 3(a)(5) of the Securities Exchange Act.
30 See NASD By-laws, art. I, sections (d), (g).
31 The four federal banking agencies jointly issued guideUnes for banks last year, stating that

banks should provide bank employees engaged in sales of securities witii training substantively
equivalent to that required for personnel of registered broker-dealers. Bank personnel, however,
unlike personnel of registered broker-dealers, are not required to obtain such training. See Inter-
agency Statement on Retail Sp'es of Nondeposit Investment Products (February 15, 1994.).
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H.R. 1062 would amend the definition of dealer in the Securities Exchange Act to
include banks, except those banks that engage in certain dealing activities described
in the bill. The Institute supports these provisions of H.R. 1062.

III. CONCLUSION

H.R. 1062 would facilitate banks' full participation in the mutual fund business
and would minimize duplicative and inconsistent regulation of bank mutual fund ac-

tivities by requiring coordination among the SEC and the federal banking agencies.
H.R. 1062 also woiud functionally regulate bank mutual fund activities by establish-

ing a set of investor protection standards for banks that advise or sponsor mutual
funds parallel to those applicable to securities firms that advise or sponsor funds
and by otherwise modernizing the federal securities laws to reflect bank mutual
fund activities. But, H.R. 1062 does not remove unnecessary barriers to securities

firms seeking to enter the business of banking and H.R. 1062's reliance on Board
oversight of the holding company is unacceptable.
The continued success of bank and nonbank participants in the mutual fund in-

dustry depends on the public's sustained confidence in mutual funds as a means to

obtain the benefits of professional money management and diversification of invest-

ments. The Institute is committed to addressing the issues raised by bank participa-

tion in the mutual fund business, especially the need to ensure that such activities

are conducted in a manner consistent with the protection of investors and subject

to appropriate regulation. At the same time, we will press fvff securities firms to be
permitted equal access to the banking business and not to be encumbered with
bank-like regulation.

We thank you for the opportunity to present our views and look forweird to work*,

ing with the Committee as H.R. 1062 moves forward.

; ^

I
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Attachment 1

SURVEY OF MUTUAL FUND AFRLIATIONS

The Investment Company Institute surveyed mutual fund complexes in April 1995 to

assess the extent to which their other businesses might affect their eligibility to affiliate with

commercial banks under bills pending in Congress to repeal the Glass-Steagall Act. One

hundred twenty-nine mutual fund complexes, representing three-fifths of assets held by all

mutual funds, responded to the survey. The thirty-five member complexes with commercial

bank affiliates were not included in the survey.

The survey revealed widespread affiliations in both financial and nonfinancial

activibes. Eighty-four complexes, or 65 percent of the respondents, had affiliates outside the

mutual fund business (table 1). Those with outside affiliates tended to be considerably larger

than those without such affiliates: Assets of the former averaged about $15 billion per

complex at the end of 1994, while assets of the latter averaged $3 billion per complex.

Fifty-two respondents, or 40 percent of the survey sample, reported having an

insurance affiliate. For these orgai\izatioris, insurance frequently represented the primary

activity. For example, gross revenue arising from insurance exceeded 50 percent of gross

revenues for the consolidated organization for 36 of the 48 complexes reporting such

information (table 2). Thirty-nine of the 50 reporting complexes- attributed more than 50

percent of consolidated assets to insurance activities.

Real estate and nonfinancial operations were significant activities for a number of

companies. Eighteen complexes reported having a real estate affiliate, while fifteen had a

nonfinanaal affiliate (table 1). In most instances, revenues and assets associated with either

real estate or nonfinancial activities constituted less than 10 percent of consolidated revenues

or assets (table 2). Nonetheless, several mutual funds were affiliated with major nonfinancial

businesses, which included a railroad company, a utility, a financial newspaper, a natural

resources company, a distributor of household products, and a human resources consulting

firm. Other nonfinancial lines of business that represented a minor proportion of revenues

and assets included a health maintenance organization, an accounting and recordkeeping

firm, an executive recruiting firm, a limousine service, a software developer, a travel agency,

and a national buying service.
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Table 1

MUTUAL FUND AFFILIATIONS AND AVERAGE ASSETS PER COMPLEX
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Attachment 2

INVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE

PAUL SCHOTT STEVENS February 16, 1995
General Counsel

Julie L. Williains

Chief Counsel

Office of the Comptroller of die Currency

250 E Street. N.W.

Washington, DC. 20219

Re: Examples of Inconsistent or Duplicative Regulation

Dear Ms. Williams:

Enclosed is a memorandum that reviews examples of bai\k regulatory agency

requirements that conflict wi^ or duplicate the regulation of bank mutual fund activities under

the federal securities laws. The Institute prepared this memorarulum based upon the cot\cems

expressed by the Institute's bank proprietary txind members, its nonbat\k members who
participate in bank mutual fund activities, and others. (The Institute's mutual fund members
who are advised by barUcs have over 89% of the assets of all baivk-advised hmds.) The Institute

intends to supplement the memorandum on a periodic basis as appropriate.

The memonmdum dtes numerous examples of inconsistent or duplicative regulation of

bank sales activities and muiual hmd operatioi\s. It also outlines various coiKems with respect

to the manner in which regulation has been developed and applied. As we have pointed out to

the OCC previously, regulatory burdens of the sort described in the memoraridum impose
uniwcessary costs, confusion and frxistration on bai\ks and other participants in bank mutual
fund activities.

The Institute appreciates and supports the recent efforts of die banking and securities

regulators to address certain aspects of this problem, such as the recent agreement concerning

coordination of NASD and bank examinations. We would strongly encourage the Comptroller

to continue to work closely with the other bank regulatory agencies, the SEC, and the NASD to

develop uniform artd consistent regulatory standards applicable to all sectirities activities.

Please call me at 202/326-5810 if you or members of your staff would like to discuss this

important issues. We do appreciate your interest in and attention to dus important matter.

r^aul Schott Stevens

General Counsel

Enc

David P. Apgar
Stephen R. Steii^rink

1401 H STREET NW WASHINGTON. DC 20005-2148 • 202/326-5810 FAX 202/ 326-5812
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Examples of Inconsistent or Duplicative Reyulatinn

of Bank Mutual Fund ActiviH^s

This Memorandum-reviews various examples of bank-regulatory agency requirements
that conflict with or duplicate the regulation of bank mutual fund activities under the federal
securities laws. It also discusses various problems occasioned by the manner in which the
requirements have been developed aiwi appUed. The Institute prepared this Memorandum
based upon consultations with, and the concerns expressed by, the Institutes bank proprietary
fund members," its nonbank members who participate in bank mutual fund activities, and
outside counsel to its members.

1. Sales ActiviHes

Institute members have expressed cotKem about various requirements imposed on
bank sales activities. FolIowir\g are two examples, concerning the treatment of fund sales
materials and bank supervision of broker-dealers.

a. Inflexible Treatment of NASD-Approved Sales Material

The examination staffe of die banking agencies have been scrutinizing mutual fund
advertising and sales literature. Even when sales material has been approved by the NASD
and conforms with the bank regulatory agencies' Interagency Statement, bank examiners
appear to have imposed technical, highly-detailed requirements, without offering much
flexibility in d\e maimer in which compUaiKe is achieved. For example, we understand that

examiners have required:

that the legend concerning the uninsured status of nondeposit products appear on
every page, or on the first page of the sales piece, even when space limitations make
this requirement impractical. (We understand that examiners have refused to permit

the legend to appear on the back cover of a brochure with only a cross-reference on
other pages.)';

The Institute's mutual fund members who are advised t>y banks have over 89% of the assets of all bank-

advued fuiuls.

The Institute itself has experienced problems arising from this requirement The Institute prepares

cor\sumer brochures, all of which have been cleared by the NASD as generic sales literature. For an additioruil fee,

the Institute imprints" its consumer brochures with the name, address, and logo of the person ordenng the

brochures. To assist banks, the Institute also imprmts the brochures with FDIC disclosure language. Some orders

were recendy cancelled because the banks detemuned that the disclosure must appear on the front cover of the

brochures, which is often impossible due to space limitations. The Institute has offered several altematves,

indudmg wrappers around the brochures and the insertion of cards m the brochure containmg the disclosure, but

banks have declined due to concerns about the cost and questions about whether any of these alternatives would be

deemed acceptable.

t
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that the legend appear in type that is larger and bolder than the document s

predominant type;

that the legend appear, word for word, as it appears in the Interagency Statement.

(This requiremant conflicts with other statements of the bank regulatory agenaes

indicating that they would be flexible in the precise disclosure language that must be

used.');

that hmds-send all sales material directly to a central barUc office, rather than to the

registered representatives who need the materials for their sales activities.

Institute members have indicated that these requirements impose substantial costs on

participants in bank sales activities. First, in c-rder to comply with the requirements funds may
have to redesign their sales material. For example, we understand that some sales brochures

must be reformatted to allow sufficient space on the first page for the FDIC legend. The
redesign of sales material in this maimer can impose substantial costs on fund marketing

activities.

Second, these reqxiiiements have been imposed apparently without sufficient

consideration of the various contexts in which sales will occur. Some of these requirentents

thus may be inappropriate for nonbank distribution chaimels. For example, we understated

that some broker-dealers outride the bai\k channel object to sales material that displays the

FDIC legend more prominently than other required legends. In these cases, f\mds must issue

two versions of the same sales material, one for the bark channel and one for the nonbaiUc

charmel. The requirements thus impose significant ineffidendes and needless costs on the

development aiul use of marketing material.

Similarly, bank regulatory agendes have required FDIC disdosure in "direct-marketed"

sales activities in which there is little potential for investor confusiot\. For example, the OCC
has required that one prominent direct-marketed fxmd group give FDIC-related disdosures

during each telephone or other "sales presentation," even when the affiliated bcmk s name is not

The OCCs recent letter to ail national banks states that the legend shoiUd appear in type that is larger and
bolder than the predomuvant type in the document ScC Letter from Stephen R. Stembnnk. Senior Deputy
Comptroller, to the Chief Executive Officer of the National hank Addressed (September 12, 1994) (attaching

Consolidated Document Review Project) ("September Letter"). As discussed in Part 3 below, this requirement

represented a change from the OCCs previotis statements.

See e.g.. Letter from Frank Maguire, Senior Deputy Comptroller, to ^iichael E. Bleier, General Counsel,

Mellon Bank. N.A., at 19 (May 4, 1994) ("The Interagency Statement does not proscribe the use of different language

for these disclosures so Icmg as the custotner receives a disclosure conveying the same mformation."). Letter from

John W. Stone, Executive Director. FDIC, to Matthew P. Fink, President Investment Company Irutitute (January 31,

1994) ("We understand that there may be more than one way to address these concerns. If the disclosures given ?

customer fully and clearly address the issues of concern to the FDIC, then we would not take exception with their

use.l
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mentioned and the sales presentation does not occur on bank premises. (This disclosure
requirement arises solely because the hind adviser is a bar\k subsidiary.) The disclosure must
be made not only to new customers, but to existmg customers who have previously received
the disclosure, and we understand that the requirement is creating substantial customer
armoyance and dissatisfaction. The OCC also has required FDIC disclosure in those hmds
account appUcatior^s, f>eriodic account statements, confirmations, and mass media advertising,

when none of these communicatioru refers to the bank's rume and the sale communication
does not occur on bar\k premises/

Ironically, while examiners focus intently on mutual fund sales material that is already

highly-regulated, they apparently overlook bank product advertising that potentially may
contnbute to investor confusion. For example, we are aware that some bariks have used
advertisements that compare their money market accounts to money market funds in a marmer
that could confuse investors about the uninsured luiture of those funds. (A copy of one such

advertisement is attached.)'

b. Bank Supervision of Broker-Dealers

The federal securities laws impose upon broker-dealers the strict obligation to supervise

their associated men\bers - a responsibility that is enforceable by the SEC and the NASD.
Nevertheless, the Interagency Statement obligates a fii\ancial institution that has entered into a

networking or affiliate relationship to "monitor die [broker-dealer] and periodically review and

verify that the [broker-dealer] arul its sales representatives are complying v^ti\ its agreement

with the institution."

Institute members have expressed corurem that this provision of the Interagency

Statement could undermine the effectiveness of the broker-dealer's supervisory procedures.

For example, under the Interagency Statement, a bai\k that is not subject to the supervisory

requirements of the federal securities laws and tftat has littie expertise in this area might regard

it necessary to secorul-guess the supervisory procedures of a registered broker-dealer. These

'
SfiS Letter from Frank Maguire, Senior Deputy Comptroller lo Michael E. Bleier, General Coonsel. Mellon

Bank, N.A., at 20 (May 4, 1994). In its letter, the OCC did recognize to some degree the different contexts of direct

marketed communications and communications on bank pretnises and permitted certam variances from the literal

disclosure requirements of the Interagfsnry Statement in some direct marketing activities. Nevertheless, it is at least

arguable that these disclosures should not be required at all m these activities.

* The OCC appaiendy recognizes the confusion that the term "money market account" may cause OCC

BuUetm 94-13 dedares, "Pit may be inappropriate for the First National Bank to offer a muhial fund product named

FNB Money Market Fund if First National Bank were also offering an insured deposit product named FNB Money

Market Account" OCC Bulletin 94-13, at 5 (February 24, 1994). According to published reports, SEC research has

revealed that "{clonfusion between money market accounts . . and money market muhial hmds .
.

is rampant.

Money Markets Mutual Misunderstanding," Thp Washington Post (June 22, 1994).

Interagency Statement at 6.

I^-

I
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procedures, however, could be unsuitable for the broker-dealers structure ar^d operations.

Moreover, the procedures imposed by one bank could coriflict with those demanded by

another bank with whom the member also has a networking arrangement.

The Interagency Statement already requires that any broker-dealer that has entered into

a r\etworking agreement or is affiliated with a financial institution commit to the financial

institution that the broker-dealer "will comply with all applicable laws and regulatiorxs." This

presumably includes the requirement to establish effective supervisory procedures. For this

reason, it is not apparent that bank supervision of the broker.-dealer's activities is necessary.

Moreover, the Interagency Statement does not define the term "monitor," and

depending upon its meaning the provision could engender further requirements that duplicate

or conflict with current SEC and NASD standards. Article III, Section 27 of the NASD's Rules

of Fair Practice requires that broker-dealers adopt a specific list of procedures that are

reasonably designed to achieve compliarKe with the sectirlties laws. For example, a member
must desigT\ate and qualify supervisory personnel for each type of the broker-dealer's business,

conduct interred irispections, and investigate the good character and experience of registration

applicants. It is unclear whether, under the Interagency Statement, bariks may impose
reqiiirements that are inconsistent with or duplicate the specific standards in Section 27. If so,

then this provision in the Interagency Statement will lead to further confusion and conflict, to

the detriment of those investors whom the supervisory procedures aye meant to protect

Nor would such bank supervision appear to be desirable from a safety and soundness
standpoint, in that it could expose banks to potential liability for inadequate supervision.

Indeed, prior to issuance of the Interagency Statement, the bank regulatory agencies had
ordered banks not to assume responsibility for broker-dealer operations precisely in order

minimize the bai\k's potential liability and in recognition of the fact that broker-dealers were
subject to SEC and NASD oversight'

For these reasons. Institute members have recommended that the bank regulatory

agencies oiJy require that firumdal institutions obtain a commitment from broker-dealers that

they will maintain the necessary supervisory procedures, as required by the federal securities

laws.

2. Mutual Fund Oyrationa

As ti\ey have heightened their scrutiny of bank sales activities, bank examiners also

have become more inquisitive about the operation of bank-sold and baitk-advised mutual
funds. For exaii^>le, we understand that examiners have requested that banks obtain copies of:

Interagency Statement at 54.

' Sec eg OCC Staff Interpretive Letters Nos. 533 (October 5, 1990), 441 (February 17, 1988) and 406-408

(August 5. 1987).
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the minutes of hind board meetings;

the funds' credit review files maintained under SEC Rule 2a-7;

a list of funds' derivatives holdings;

funds' policies on redemption, especially large-scale redemptions, and ii\formation on
the portfolio s liquidity and- its shareholder services; and

funds' disaster recovery plans.

In requesting these dooiments, barUc examiners appear to be primarily concerned with
the ability of funds to meet redemptions and with the composition of fund portfolios.' The
federal securities laws already address these concerns, and the fact that a fund is advised by or

sold through a bank does not warrant additional scrutiny, or the adoption of specialized or

more restrictive mles, by the bank reg^llatory agencies.

In addition, we understand that the bank regulatory agencies have requested that banks
and their affiliates adopt detailed compliance procedures, oftm in reaction to specific concerns

that could be better addressed in other ways. The cost of developing and implementing these

procedures can be substantial. Moreover, some members are cot\cemed that these detailed

compliaixce procedures could heighten the liability exposure of the barUc or its affiliates, for

instance as a result of relatively minor failures to comply with the procedures.

3. Bank Regulatory Agency Guidance

In addition to these specific concerns, many of the Institute's members have expressed

concerns about the process by which the bai\k regulatory agencies issue regulatory

pronouncements and examine banks and their afflliates.

A. Vague and Inconsistent Requests. Institute members have stated that the bank

regulatory agencies sometimes impose requirements that are so vague that they cause

uimecessary confusion and ineffiderury. For example, we understand that the bar\k regulatory

agencies have required tfiat banks obtain certain "due diligence" materials from funds that are

sold through the bank. Because the baiJc reguktory agencies have not dearly articulated what

ii\formation must be obtained, funds often receive incoiuistent requests from various baiJcs

and must tailor-make their responses. Similarly, we understand tfiat the baixk regulatory

agendes have requested that banks obtain a list of derivatives held by the fund, without

defining the term "derivative.''

' Q. OCC Bulletin 94-13, at 15 (Tank management wiU l>e expected to consider the (funds) contmgency

plans for handling unusual surges in redemptions at the time such products are being considered).

92-968 0-95-7
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B. Duplicative Examinations. Bank members say that they often receive multiple

and duplicative exammations of their securities business, within a short p>ehod of time, by

bank and securities regulators. For example, one member received five examiiutiorts in five

weeks by the OCC, the FDIC, the Federal Reserve Board, the SEC, and the NASD. We note

that the bank regxilatory agencies and the NASD recently entered into an agreement

concerrung coordination of their examinations." The Institute encourages the bar\k regulatory

agencies, the SEC, and the NASD to continue to work closely to prevent duplicative

examinations and to develop uniform and consistent stai\dards applicable to all bank securities

sales activities.

C Changes of Position. Institute members also have express corKem that the

bar\k reg\ilatory agencies significantiy alter their requirements witixout any advance warning.

These changes of position can cause considerable confusion among examiners and industry

participants and imp>ose urmecessary costs on bank sales activities.

Attachment

Sec Agreement in Principle Between the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Office of Thrift Supervisioit. and the National

Assoaation of Secunbes Dealers Qanuary 3, 1995).
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NOW 0^fE ACCOUNT
GUARANTEES YOU A
SUPERIOR RETURN OVER
MAJOR MONEY MARKET
ALTERNATIVES

Having been • banker for over 25 years, Fve vitnesMO and have participated in the

development of many new financial products and Mrrices. Frankly, none should excite

you more than our new.

MANAGED MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT

In this one account, re provide you with the ability to iMTiTTl'^* v°'"' earnings - without

eacrificmg liouiditv or FDIC insurance.

Amboy National designed the MANAGED MONEY BIARKET ACCOUNT to be your first

real Money Market ali«mauv« to tMn-FDIC-isinrad Mutual Funds, iower-eaming bank

Money Market Accounts and even the 3 Month US. Treasury Bill You'll see in the enclosed

brochure how vour earnings can outt)erfQrm those invcttlMntt.

In fact, as the economy changes, vou can cam a smierior return - witluxit euer hauine to

maut vaur money .'

We're able to give you these higher earnings in an FDIC-iasurcd account because the

MANAGED MONEY MARKET ACCOUNT operato like a mutual fund: all account

transactions are perfonned by mail, wue transfer, and Automated Teller Machine,

rather than in person. These operating efficiencies arc passed along to you through

our guaranteed higher rates.

Fve included a convenient application/postage-paid reply envelope so you can open your

account right now. The miniaua is $35,000. The maximum is $100,000. Please do not

hesitate to call I-80O-94.AMBOY if yon have any questions. We're here to serve you.

Sincerely yours.

/Lb^^/^c/Y

P3. As part of the celebration of our bank's 106th anniversary, we are offering a

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY RATE OF 8.50* (5.S4* Annual Percentage Yield).

guaranteed for 90 da>-v for all accounts opened prior to October 31, 1994. (See enclosed

insert for details.)
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AMBOY
BANCORPORATION
STATEMENT OF
CONDITION

First Six Months

June 30, 1994

AmboyNational
•Choice Banting- BANK
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AMBOY BANCORPORATION AND SUBSIDURY

CONSOLIDATED JTAnMENTS OF CONDITION

AMBOY BANCORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARY

CONSOLIDAUD STATEMENTS OF INCOME

ASSETS
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RIGHTNOW,

YOU CAN EARN

AT LEAST

1/4% MORE

THAN THE

AVERAGE YIELD ON

GOVERNMENT

MONEYMARKET

FUNDS AT

MERRILL UfNCH,

FiDEUTYAND

DREYFUS^

Y..OU CAN EARN
ATLEAST

1/4% MORE

THAN THE

AVERAGE YIELD ON

MONEY MARKET

ACCOUNTS AT

MIDLANTIC,

FIRST FIDELITY

AND

UNITED JERSEY

BANK.
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/,NTRODUCING

NEW JERSEY'S FIRST

REALALTOIP^TIVETO

...NON-FDIC-INSURED

MONEY MARKET

MUTUAL FUNDS

...LOW-EARNINGBANK

MONEY MARKETACCOUNTS

...AND TREASURY BILLS

THAT TIE UP YOUR MONEY

FOR THREE MONTHS.

AMBOY

NAnONAL

BANK^

NEW...

GUARANTEED fflGHER EARNINGS
Aittboy Natiooal Bank's new Mani^ed Money

Market Account gives you superior earning

power! You earn 1/4% above the highest

average yield among these three

short-term investment alternatives:

• WaD Street Money Market Mutual

Fonda (Govemment)

Earn at least 1/4% more than the

index (average yield) of Merrill Lynch.

Drejrfus and Fidelity Government

Money Market Funds

• NJ Bank Money Market AccoonU

Earn at least 1/4% more than the

index (average yield) of First Fidelity,

Midlantic and United Jersey Bank

Money Mariut Accounts

• SMoDtbU&IVeasaryBill

Earn at least 1/4% more than the

3 Month TVeasury Bill rate

Too receive the gnaranteed hi^iest rate,

iBtomaticaPy! On the 25th of every

month, Amboy National Bank will

compute and review each of the

above alternatives and select

the highest yielding index.

The bank will then add 1/4%

to that yield and pay that

interest to your account for

the subsequent month. This

will insure that you receive

the highest rate possible,

without having to switch among

Money Market Mutual Funds.

Bank Money Market Accounts or

TVeasury Bills. A statement detailing

your earnings and account activity will be

mailed to you quarterly.
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AMBOY'S MANAGED MONEY MARKET

ACCOUNT ALWAYS PAYS IM'^c ABOVE

THE HIGHEST YIELD OF THE THREE

ALTERNATIVES

Look ai this Money Market eomparisoni

4.5rip; [

4.31

2M%

APT

llioaifcl'.S.%WBTBiD

Ciiiirwiul MatyMifto

SltttkAn^

For current rates arid yields, call

1-800-94-AMBOY.

UQuromr
Toor fmids are always liquid in the Maiufed

Money Market Account In fact, you can with-

draw funds anytime by check (draft) or wire

transfer—up to 9 times quarterly. Funds

also can be deposited anytime by mail,

wire transfer, direct deposit throu^ the

Automated Geanng House and at MAC
ATMs located in New Jersey, New Yorit

and Pennsylvania.

FDICINSURANCE
Your money in the Manafed Money Market

Account is secure. It is insured by the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation each

depositer insured up to SlOO.OOOi. .^ the

economy changes, you can earn a supenor

return—without ever having to move your

money into an uninsured investment.

YOUR DEPOSITS DESIGNATED TO MAKE
HE STATE GROW

Along with Amboy National's commitment

to pay you the highest return on your

investment, we also pledge to put your

money to work right here in New Jersey,

building homes, creating jobs and stimu-

lating the overall economy.

OPENTOUR MANAGED MONEY MARKET
ACCOUNT NOW!

Start eaniiiig a naxiBrain return on insured

lavings and be guaranteed continued higher

eamiap no matter where yields go in the future!

Simply complete the Account Opening Form

on the enclosed envelope and return it with

your check for $35,000 or more (maximum

$100,000). For current rates and yields or any

other quettioni, call I-MO-94-AMBOY.

iricUiAPrikMi

k tairia(M^ UM » Ikifmal 1 Hatk LS. IkviBT Bin bda

flrtlj IBJM tiBipl rf fill n ir* Ob tb* fint dlcBiUr day

oftht -—

*

ibi buk will tijfan tb* yitU to 1/4% «bov« the

hi|hMt of tht thif* kitcnaOTC* iWtU Scnct GovcnmKiu Money

Mifkd HotBtl Fond*. NJ Bwk Uoorr Uiriut Aemmu. 3 Monih

US. "IHirrr BiO). Rata ud jiMt may chuf* tfter tecount u

optMd. AsDost balucts that (all bclo« 125.000 wiU lun 3 25'^

(3J0% APyi. Balanett thai lall btle« tlO.OOO vill lan 2.S0<t

(2J»APY).
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.y«^XOU CAN EARN

AT LEAST

y4%M0RE

THANA

3 MONTH

U& TREASURY BILL,

BUT WITH

UQUmiTY

AND

FDIC INSURANCE
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INVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE

,_ SC-C" 5-£'.e\S

Movemijer 23, 1994

Julie L. WilliaLms, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Office of Che Comptroller of che Currency
250 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20219

Re: RgOTilaciQP off Bank Mutual ?ur-ri

Aetivitiea

Dear Ma. Williana:

The Investment Company Institute' is trriting to express its
views on the regulation of mutual funds that are sold or advised
by basics or bank affiliates.

As we have previously indicated in testimony before Congress
and in correspondence with the Office of the Comperoller of the
Currency COCO and other federal banking agencies', the
Institute believes that it is in the best inceresc of mutual fund
shareholders as wsll as ths invesunenc compaoy industry
(including the important segmanc of ths indxiscry involving bank
participants) that mutual funds contlnus to be regulated in a
uniform manner and subject to consistent standards. In
particular, we believe that the regulatory schone estaUslished
under the federal securities la«rs (most importantly, the
Investment Company Ace of 1940) has served mutual fxind
shareholders exceedingly well.

Accordingly, the Institute believes that it is extremely

Th« Zn-raacaant Coapaay Inseieue* is ctaa national aaaoeiacion of cha
Aowrican lOTaataane cca^any induacry. lea napbarahip iaeliidaa 5,248 opan-end
invaaeaanc cf^antaa Caueual funds* ), 4C3 cloaad-and invaataanc coo^aniea and
13 spocaors o< unit israacaane truaea. lea aucual fund oiaabara h«v« asaecs a£
about S2.lit erlllioa, aeeouneing for approxiaataly 95% of cocal induacry
asaaca, and hava ovar 31 Billion individual aharaboXdara . Our oiucual fund
aiemtoara vlio ara adriaad by banka hava ovar 89% of tb» aaaaca of all bank-
adviaad funds.

' SSS Seaeaawne of Haeehav P. Pink. Praaidane, Invaaeaanc Conpany
Inacicuca, Bafora eiia Houaa SubcoaBxccaa on Talai. i.imiiii i caciona and Finjuica
(April 14, 1994); Scacaaanc of Hacchav P. Fink. Praaidane, Invaaeaanc Company
Inaeieuea, Bafora cha Houaa SubeoaBa.eeaa on Financial Inacieuciona
Suparviaion, Ragulaeion and Oapoaic Inauranca (Harcfa 8, 1994) ; Laeear co Karen
Carcar, Oiacloaura Onie, Offica of cha Coopcrollar of cha Currancy, fron Paul
Schocc Scavana (March 28, 1994); Laccar co williaa P. Bowdan, Jr., Chief
Counsal. Offica of cha Coopcrollar of cha Currancy, froa Paul Schocc Scevena
(January 17, 1994)

.

'AOI H STREET Nw . WASHINGTON. OC 20005-2'4a • 202 326-58IO • PAX202 326-58-2
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J-lie L. Willia.T.s., rsq.
N'cvenifcer 23, 1594
Page 2

i.-aporcanc chat all responsible federal agencies take such srecs
as are necessary co harmonize and coordinace any requirerr.ents'
they seek co impose on banks involved m the distribution of, or
acting as investment adviser to, one or mere mutual funds. The
implementation of regulatory standards that are duplicative of,
or mccnaiscenc with, the federal securities laws will give rise
in the mutual fund industry to the same problems that have
resulted from the multiplicity of banking agencies.

Problema with Multiple Bank Reoulacorg-

The OCC itself has recognized the problems inherent in a
system of multiple bank regulators, which currently characterizes
the state of banking regulation. As Comptroller Ludwig recently
testified:

While there clearly remain significant differences co be
resolved concerning the preferred model for restructuring,
there is to my knowledge no disagreement about the basic
facts - - our [banking] supervisory structure is too complex,
unnecessarily redundant , and too costly.'

In addition. Treasury Secretary Bentsen has observed that
the current bamk regulatory system prevents the individual
banking regulators from gaining the "larger perspective [that] is

trucial both for effective supervision of the particular
[institution] and for aui understanding of broader industry
conditions amd trends.** This can lead to situations in which no
single agency exercises an appropriate level of oversight' and
can encourage agencies to seek to expauid their authority by, for
example, promulgating rules that encourage more institutions to
submit to their jurisdiction.*

Finally, duplicative and inconsistent regulation often
imposes unnecessary costs and burdens on banks . As the

' "nramanr of Sugana A. Ludwig, Cooptrollar of ch« Currency, Before che

Senaca CooBitcaa on BanJuag, Houaing and Urban Affaira 2 (March 2, 1994)

* Statamane of Lloyd Bancaan, Secretary of the Treaaury, Before che

Senate Coomittaa on Banking, Houaing and Urban Affaxra 20 (March i, 1994)

' Sea e g S. Rap. So. 167, I02d Cong. , lat Saaa. 78 (1991) (FDICIA

provisiona deaigned to "enaure that information doaa not fall through che

craOes becauaa each regulator balievad the other waa on top of * situation')

* See e g Statement of Lloyd Bentaen, Secretary of the Treaaur/.

Before the Senate Commttea on Banking, Houaing and Urban Affairs 13 (March i.

1994) .
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rresidenc- Elecc cf cJ:e Ar.erican aar.^ers Assoc.acicr. rcser-.-e^.

cr.is regulatory duplicacisn "results i.- a very ccsciy curien cr.

cankir.g'organizacicns m cerms of ti.r.e spenc somr.g cut and
ccr.plying wich t.^-.e regulatory i-terpratat:.ons cf different
agencies .

"

'

Concerns such as these have prompted the Clinton
Administration to propose the consolidation of the four banic

agencies, a legislative initiative strongly supported by
Comptroller Ludwig and others.

Regulation of Mutual Funds

The Institute is concerned that, absent timely and effective
coordination among interested federal agencies, problems similar
to those noted above will arise in connection with the regulation
of bank- sold and bank-advised mutual funds. Indeed, there
already are indications of such problosis.

In January, the Institute conveyed to the OCC our comments
on the OCC's standard mutual fund disclosure language as it
applied to money market funds, noting that the language (and
similar language subsequently called for 'by the Interagency
Statement on Retail Sales of Nondeposit Investment Products) was
inconsistent with SEC requirements. We appreciated the response
we received from former Chief Counsel Willieun Bowden, indicating
the OCC's flexibility with respect to the precise language
required by the disclosure. Nonetheless, we have been informed
by our members that some OCC examiners continue to insist upon
the literal Interagency Statement disclosure for money market
fund advertisements and prospectus cover pages.

The Interagency Statement also prescribes disclosures for
mutual fund confirmation statements with respect to shares of
funds sold on bamk premises when the confirmation statement
contains the name or logo of a bank, or bank affiliate. This
requirement can lead to serious operational problems for fu.nd

transfer agents, which normally are responsible for issuing
confirmation statements, resulting in considerable time a.nd

expense in system reprogrammmg .
' Given the (at best) nirargmal

Scacemenc o£ Howard L. McMillan, Jr., Presidanc Elecc , America.i
3anlcer3 Associacion, Before che Senace Cooniccee on Banicing. Housing ar.d '.

Affairs I (March 3, 1994)

.

' The Federal Reserve Board calces an approach apparencly designed c:

avoid chese admmiscracive burdens, by only requiring che disclosure ir.

cercain conf irmacion scacemencs chac 'are provided by che banJc or an
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Esq.

benefits of such pose hoc disclosure which would follcw
identical disclosures made when zr.e account was cpened and ir.

advertising and promotional r:iaterials) , we question whether zr.ese
costs are justified.

Of greater potential concern to the Institute are
indications that the banking agencies may be preparing -o eriar.<
on substantive regulation of mutual fund administration and
operations. In particular, we understand that the Comptroller
intends to implement certain examination procedures, entitled
"Mutual Fund Services," that expressly contemplate Comptroller
examination (and hence substantive regulation) of virtually all
aspects of onicual fund operations when a bank or an affiliate
"provides services" to the fund. Among other matters, the guide
would require examiners to inspect the fund's "contingency
liquidity plans'; its code of ethics,- its compliance with
registration and shareholder reporting requirements; its
calculation of net asset value of fund shares (and money market
fund coopliance with SEC Rule 2a-7) ; the fund adviser's fee
structures; the fund's custodial and transfer agency
arrangementa ; amd the fund's recordkeeping.

As you know, all of the above matters already are
conprehensively regulated under the federal securities laws by
the SBC. Indeed, the National Association of Securities Dealers,
Inc., the self -regulatory organization authorized under the
federal secxirities laws, is considering a proposal to regulate
bank sales activities of member broker -dealers.' Moreover, we
are noc aware of amything unique about the operation of bank- sold
and bask-advlsed mutual funds that would necessitate the
promulgation of separate or different standards by the banking
agencies in these areas. It is clearly foreseeable, however,
that such regulation will be a special burden to bank
participants in the fund industry, negatively affecting t.heir

profitability *"<< success in the business. It also could
occasion significant costs and burdens for all funds and cheir

shareholders, ccovrcnise the consistent and highly effective
fraineworic of regulation to which the industry historically has

been siibjecC, and result in less clear standards and oversight

responalblllelea

.

•(...continued)
*ffili*c«.' Thus, confiro*cion scatemancs chac are provided by .und -rar.s.j

agents app«r*atly would not have to contain the disclosure. Federal .^aser-.-e

Bo*rd Bxaaxaaeioa Procedures for Retail Sales of Nondeposit Investment

Products (Hsy 31, 1994) .

"KASD Ponders Plan Regulating Dealers at Banics. • —? ''^-

(Sovember 1?. 1994)

.
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The Inscicuce urges the OCC co cake steps necessary co avoid
Che types oC problems noted aJbove. As a general matter, we would
urge that the banking agencies work most closely with che SEC on
regulatory concerns that are already addressed by the federal
securities laws. As is the case with the issues that would be
covered under che dra£c examination procedures, these concerns
normally are not unique to bank- sold or bank- advised funds.
Moreover, the bank agencies should seek co avoid indireegiy
regnlacing actlvicies chae are already subject co securicies
regulacicn (e.g., by requiring banks co offer only chose mucual
funds chac satisfy cercain standards adopted by the bauaking
agencies)

.

The Comptroller recently adopted an approach similar Co our
recosiMndacion in his amsndments of ch« disclosure rules
applicable co bank securicies. '° The amendawnts replaced
regulations that had detailed the contents of offering documents,
with a requirement chat offering documants caa^ly with SBC
dlsdosxire standards. As the Ccoiptroller'.a release adopting the
rules states. *[T]he OCC's adoption of ths SIC registration
requirements, while reducing regulatory burden through the
elimination of a duplicate (yet sonetimafl slightly dissimilar)
set of disclosure rules, will maintain the quality of disclosure
received by investors.*"

The Institute recognises there may b« specific regulatory
issues that are unique to banks Involved in the mutual fund
business and that may require action by ths banking agencies. In
such circumstances, however, we bslieva it is lmp«ratlve chat any
such regulatory initiative b« taken only after consultation and
coordination with the SBC (and, as appropriate, the NASO) . This
coordination should serw to avoid unnecessary duplication or
conflict. In addition, we strongly rscaansnd that such actions
only be takan after notice and opportunity for public cannent.
In che cas« of th« confimatlon statement disclosure
requirsBMOf , for mxu^lm, we bslievs that many of che problems
noted above could have b««n avoided had the mutual fund industry
be«n providad a meanlngfxil opportunity to coonent.

Finally, with respact to examinations and inspections, we
would urga that tha banking agencies and the SBC consult and
coordinate with one anothar in order to avoid unnecessary

asm OCC SceurielM Offariag OlaeXesur* BuIm. S» fcdanl Ragxacar S47t9
3. 1994) .

" Id- at 94790
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duplication of efforts (and consequent burdens upon the
industry) . Congress recently adopted a similar approach when it
enacted the Commiaity Development Banking Act. Section 3 05 of
the Act requires the federal banJcing agencies to coordinate their
examinations and to establish a system for determining which
banking agency will be the lead agency responsible for managing a
unified examination of each bamk and its affiliates. Congress
intended that this system 'reduce the regulatory burden
experienced by institutions that confront multiple duplicative
exams from the four agencies (and] resolve disagreements that
arise among the different regulators,* reasoning that '(sluch
duplication and disaareeaisne undermine industry confidence in
federal regulation.*'^

It would be similarly preferable for the SBC to have primary
responsibility for ensuring that the operations of a banJc-
affiliated mutual fund are being carried out in confomlty with
the federal securities laws, and to share with the banlcing
agencies any findings that may impact upon the safety and
soundness of the affiliated depository inacitution (or otherwise
implicate matters appropriately within the purview of the banking
agencies) . In other cases (for example, with respect to sales
practices of bank es^loyees not subj see to registration under the
Securities Bxchange Ace) , the hsnki ng agencies should have
primary responsibility for inspections.

The Institute would be pleased to discuss these matters with
you and your colleagues. As the national association of the
investment cosvany industry (and specifically as representative
of over 89% of the assets of all bank-advised funds) , we would
welcome a more active and produccive dialogue on investment
ccsn^any issues with the federal banking agencies. We share with
you a consitaiene to effective regulation and investor protection
and look forward to woriclng with you to acccoplish these goals.

erely.

(a/o^^

Paul Schott Stevens
General Counsel

H.R. Rap. so. 6S2, I03d Coo»., 2d S«M. 1«» (Aufluat 2. 1994)
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cc: Bllen SeicJman, Special Assistant to the President

Cor Bconcmic Policy

Douglas Jones, Acting General Counsel
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Carolyn Liebennan, Acting Chief Counsel
Office of Thrift Supervision

Virgil Mattlngly, General Coxinsel.

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

Barry Bu^ash, Director
Division of Investmene Managoient
Securities and Bxchanga CoomissioB

Brandon B«cker. Director
Division of Mar)cac Regulation
Sectirititts and Bxchange Coonisslon

R. Clark Hooper. Vice President
Kacion&l Association of Securities Dttslers, Inc.
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January 17, 1394

The Honorable Eugene A. Ludwig
Comptroller of the Currency
Office of Che Comptroller of the Currency
250 E Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20219

Dear Gene

:

Thank you for meeting with us on January llth. We intend to
cooperate with your Office as you continue to address issues
related to banJc mutual fund activities. As you may know, the
Institute has supported the adoption of guidelines by your Office
and other federal banking regulators concerning bamk sales
practices.

We also have strongly encouraged that the guidelines of the
various agencies be uniform to the greatest extent possible. In
this connection, you should be aurare of a current inconsistency
between the OCC's stamdard mutual fund disclosure language as it
applies to money market funds auxd the money market fund
disclosure requirements of the Securities and Exchange
Commission. This issue is discussed further in the enclosed
letter to your Chief Counsel. I would urge that your Office, in
consultation with other bank regulators, the SBC, and the NASO,
seek to arrive at a single standardized format for disclosure in
this area.

We would be pleased to. provide amy additional information
concerning this matter. Letters similar to that enclosed have
been directed to the Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, and the Office of Thrift Supervision.

Sincerely,

Attachment

1401 H STREET NW • WASHINGTON. OC 20OO5-2148 202/326-5801 • FAX 202-326-5806
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Williar. ?. Sowden, Jr., Esquire
I

Chief Cr-r.sel
Cffire of zr.e Comptroller of the Currency
2s: i street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20219

Re: Money Market Mutual Fund Diaeloaure Regmirg.T.gr.-g

Dear Mr. Bpwden:

The Investment Company Institute^ is writing to urge that
Che Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC") address a
significemt problem that has arisen as a result of its July 19,
1993 guidelines concerning banic sales of mutual funds and other
.'londeposit products.

As you ]cnow, the InBCitute has strongly supported the
adoption of uniform guidelines for the banJc sale of mutual funds
and other nondeposit produces. For this reason, in July 1993 the
Institute submlcced model guidelines co the OCC as well as other
federal regulatory agencies. We are pleased that each of the
federal banking regulators has issued its own regulatory
guidelines in this area.

These guidelines are intended to provide important
protections for bank customers and investors. Insofar as there
are significant inconsistencies among the guidelines of the
different agencies, however, this objective will be more
difficult to achieve. The Inseieuce is particularly concerned
about the OCC's standard mutual fund disclosure language as it
applies to money market funds, because it is inconsistent with
current disclosure requirements of the Securities amd Exchange
Commission.

The Con^croller's guidelines state that when uninsured
investment products are sold or marketed to retail customers,

The Znveaesient Conpany Znscitute is the national
association of the American investment company
industry. Its membership includes 4,582 open-end
investment companies ('mutual funds ' ) , 433 closed- end
investment coopanies and 13 sponsors of unit investment
trusts. Its mutual fund members have assets of about
$1.92 trillion, accounting for approximately 95% of
total industry assets, and have over 38 million
individual shareholders.

1401 M STREET. NW WASHINGTON. OC 2000S-2148 • 202/326-5610 • PAX 202' 326-5812
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tr.ere rus" ce crcmir.er.c disclcsure tr.a; ;.-.e crcduczs are r.ci
~ir - ir.sured cr ccligacicr.s cf or guarar.zeed cy r.-.e ca.-.<. and
t.-.az t.-sy "i.-volve ir.vescn'.er.c r-.sics, including zhe pcssicle'Tzss
cf princical." T^.ls disclosure would have co appear
ccnspic'-cusly ir. all written or oral sales presencacicns,
advercismg, prospectuses, and periodic scacemencs ;na- include
infcrrracion on bocJi deposit and nondeposic produces.

3y concrasc, che SEC requires chac all advert isemencs
containing performance infonnacion concerning money market funds
and prospectuses for those funds disclose that:

(1) an investment in the fund is neither
insured nor guaranteed by the U.S. Government
and (2) there can be no assurance that the
fund will be able to maintain a stable net
asset value of $1.00 per share.

Disclosure in the above form was mandated by the SEC in 1391 and
is now standard throughout the industry.

With respect to the risk of loss of principal, this
disclosure accomplishes the sane purpose aa the Comptroller's

it disclosure but is, in our view, tailored more precisely to the

in characteristics of money mar)cec funds. The SBC's disclosure

ir maJces clear that, deapite the fund's objective of maintaining a
stable nee asset value of $1.00 p«r share, there can be no
assurance that this objective will be m«c.

The SBC also rehires prominent, cover-page disclosure on
every prospectus for a mutual fund sold by or through a banJc

(including a money mar)cet fund), of the fact that "shares in the

fund are not deposits or obligationa of, or guaranteed or

endorsed by, the bank ....*' The National Aasociation of

Securities Dealers, Inc.. requires that advertisements for mutual

funds sold through banks (including money market fxinds) disclose

that the ftind shares 'are not deposits or obligations of, or

' Rule 482(a) (7); Item l. Form M-lA. The SBC also has

proposed to amend Rule 134, to require inclusion of

this disclosure in so-called "tombstone advertisements"

that generally describe money market funds. Sfifi SEC

Release No. IC-19959 (December 17, 1993).

^
'

Sfift Letter to Registrants from Barbara J. Green, Deputy

'r. Director, Division of Investment Management (May 13,

1993).
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Ja.-uary 1". Lr?-;

. ... .,4
^-arar.ised cy, tr.e can.< . • • .

:.-. crder ;o avoid mconsister." and duplicacive disclcs.res.
t.-.9 :r.s;i;--ce urges the Comptroller zo clarify c.-at r.or.ey rar.<2z
fund adver-i3e.T.er.c3 and prospectuses containing zte SEC- and
-VASD- req-uired language will satisfy relevant requirements
contained m the OCC's guidelines. Alternatively, should tl-.e CC;
conclude that disclosure in the form mandated to date by tne SEC
and the NASD is in some respect deficient, we urge that it
consult and coordinate with the SEC and the NASD on some single
revised disclosure format acceptable to all three agencies.
Either approach would be distinctly preferable to the current
situation.

We would be pleased to provide any additional information
concerning this matter. We have sent similar letters to the
Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
and the Office of Thrift Supervision.

I

truly yours.

?aui Schoct Stevens
General Counsel i

Barry Barbash
Director, Division of Inveacnenc Management
Securities and Exchange Coomission

R. Clark Hooper
Vice President, Advert isIng/Invescmenc Companies Regulation
National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc.

Sfifi NASD Notice to Members 93-87 (December 1993) . The
NASD'S disclosure requirement applies to ban)c-
affiliated members amd members participating in bank
networking arrangements. The NASD's Notice also
requires its members to advise their bank affiliates
that their unregistered employees should provide
similar disclosure.
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i NVE5~V1ENT COMPANY INSTITUTE

"' ""
-a.-uary i". i;?^

Virr:.! Macrir.gly, IsqiiLzs
Gsr.eral Ccur.sei
=cari :f Z-cverr.crs
cf zr.e redaral Reserve System

2 ;;.-.• & C Screecs, >J.W.

Wasnir.gr =r., 2.C. 20S51

Re: Money Market Mucual Fund ')i aclsaur^ Requirorrp--.;

rear Mr. Mactmgly:

The Invescmenc Company lascicuce^ is writing to urge that
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System address a
significant problem that has arisen as a result of its June 17,
1393 supervisory letter concerning bank sales of mutual funds.'

As you Icnow, the Institute has strongly supported the
adoption of uniform guidelines for the bank sale of mutual funds
and other investment products. For this reason, in July 1993 the
Institute submitted model guidelines to the Federal Reserve Board
as well as other federal regulatory agencies .' We are pleased
that each of the federal banking regulators has issued its own
regulatory guidelines in this area.

These guidelines are intended to provide important
protections for beuik customers and investors. Insofar as there
are significamt inconsistencies among the guidelines of the
different agencies, however, this objective will be more
difficult to achieve. The Inaeicute is particularly concerned
about the Federal Reserve Board's standard mutual fund disclosure
language as it applies to money market funds, because it is
inconsistent with currenc disclosure requirements of the
Securities and Exchange Coomission.

The Federal Reserve Board's letter states that when an
account for the purchase of mutual fund shares is established,
customers muse b« informed that the mutual fimds are not deposits
or other cyp«s of bank or government obligation, and that they

The Znvescmttnc Company Institute is the national
association of the American investment company
industry. Its membership includes 4,582 open-end
investment companies ("mutual funds"), 433 closed-end
investment companies and 13 sponsors of unit investment
trusts. Its mutual fund members have assets of about

$1.92 trillion, accounting for approximately 95% of

total industry assets, and have over 38 million
individual shareholders

.

1401 M STREET NW WASHINGTON. DC 20005-2148 • 202/326-5810 • pax 202 • 326-58'2
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-ar.--ary

sut:eci :3 ri3)c chat may cause zhe value sf
i.-.e ir.vescmenc to fluccuace, and rhat when
;.-.e mvescmenc is sold, the value may ce
higher or lower Chan che amounc originally
paid by che customer.

By contrast, che SEC requires chac all advercisemencs
concaining performance informacion concerning money market funds
and prospectuses for chose funds disclose chac:

(1) an invescmenc in che fund is neither
insured nor guaranteed by che U.S. Govemmenc
and (2) chere can be no assurance chat the
fund will be able to maintain a stable nee
assec value of $1.00 per share.

Disclosure in che atbove form waa mandated by the SEC in 1991 and
is now standard throughout the industry.

With respect to che risk of loss of principal, this
disclosure accomplishes the sasie purpose as the Federal Reserve
Board's disclosure but is, in our view, tailored more precisely
to the characteristics of money market funds. The SBC's
disclosure makes clear thac, despite chs fund's objective of
maintaining a stable net assec value of $1.00 per share, there
can be no assurance that this objective will be met.

The SBC also requires prominent, cover-page disclosure on
every prospectus for a mutual fund sold by or through a bank
(including a money market fund), of the fact that "shares in the
fund are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed or
endorsed by, the bank ....*' The National Association of
Securities Dealers, Inc., requires that advertisements for mutual
funds sold through banks (including money market funds) disclose
chac che fund shares 'are not deposits or obligations of, or

Rule 482(a) (7); Item 1, Pom N-IA. The SBC also has
proposed to aasnd Rule 134, to require inclusion of
this disclosure in so-called 'taabstone advertisements"
that generally describ« money market fxinds. See SEC
Release No. ZC- 19959 (D«ceiBb«r 17, 1993).

SjBft Letter to Registrants from Barbara J. Green, Deputy
Director, Division of Investment Management (May 13,
1993-) .
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Virgil Maz;-.-.gly, Zsq-jire

Jar.uary 1", 1554
Page 3

guaranteed by, the bank ...."*

In crder to avoid ir-ccnaiscenc and duplicative disclosures.
ci-.e Ir.scicure urges the Federal Reserve Board zo clarify t.-.ac

r.oney marxec fund advert isemencs and prospectuses ccntalr.ir.i tl-.a

SEC- and NASD-required language will satisfy relevant
requirements contained in the Federal Reserve Board's g-uidel ir.es

.

Alternatively, should the Federal Reserve Board conclude t.-.at

disclosure in the form mamdated to date by the SEC and the SASZ
is in some respect deficient, we urge that it consult and
coordinate with the SEC and the NASD on some single revised
disclosure format acceptable to all three agencies. Either
approach would be distinctly preferable to the current situation.

We would be pleased to provide any additional information
concerning this matter. vr« have sent similar letters to the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit

lii
Insurance Corporation, and the Office of Thrift Supervision.

Very^Vuly yours,

Paul Schoct Stevens
General Counsel

cc: Barry Barbash
Director, Division of Xsvescmenc Management
Securities and Exchange Coonission

R. Clark Hoop«r
Vice Prcsidsne, Advertislng/Invesunsnt Companies Regulation
National Aasociaeion of Seoirities Dealers, Inc.

:ii

*
Sfift N*SD Nocics CO Members 93-87 (December 1993)

.
The

NASD'S disclosure requirement applies to bank-

affiliated members and members participating m bank

networking arrangements. The NASD's Notice also
^'l' requires its members to advise their bank affiliates

that their unregistered ea^loyees should provide

similar disclosure.
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:NVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE

3^:^=^",^'^'^"" January 17. 15 = 4

rcuglas H. Jor.es, Esquire
Ac^-r.g General Counsel
Federil ::eoosi: Insurance Corporation
555 17r.- Screen, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20429

Re: Money Market Mutual Fund Diaeloaure Requirawpr-.;^

Dear Mr. Jones:

The Investment Company Institute^ is writing to urge that
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDIC") address a
significant problem that has arisen as a result of its October 8,

1993 supervisory statement concerning bank sales of mutual funds
and annuities.

i

As you )cnow, the Institute has strongly supported the
adoption of uniform guidelines for the banlc sale of mutual funds c

and other investment products. For this reason, in July 1993 the
Institute submitted model guidelines co the FDIC as well as other j

federal regulatory agencies. We are pleased that each of the
federal banking regulators has issued its own regulatory
guidelines in this area.

These guidelines are intended to provide important
protections for bank customers and investors. Insofar as there
are significant inconsistencies among the guidelines of the
different agencies, however, this objective will be more
difficult to achieve. The Inscicute is particularly concerned
about the FDIC's standard mutual fund disclosure langxiage as it
applies to money market funds, because it is inconsistent with
current disclosure requirements of the Securities and Exchange
Commission.

The FDIC's supervisory statement requires disclosure that
the products are not bank deposits, are not FDIC- insured, and are
not guarant«ed by or obligations of the bank. The statement also
requires disclosure of the "investment risks . . . including the

The Investaenc Company Institute is the national
association of the American investment company
industry. Its membership includes 4,582 open-end
investment companies ("mut\ial funds"), 433 closed-end
investment companies and 13 sponsors of xinit investment
trusts. Its raitual fund members have assets of about
$1.92 trillion, acco\inting for approximately 95% of
total industry assets, and have over 38 million
individual shareholders.

t40t H STREET NW WASHINGTON. OC 20005-2148 • 202/326-5810 • PAX 202/326-5812
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'cr.es , Esqu
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cGCs-tial f3r f lucruacior.s ir. ir.vescmer.z rerurr. and zt.^
ccssiciliry- of loss of some or all of che principal mvest.T.er.: .

'

This disclosure would have co appear m all wrircen and oral
language sales presencacions and advertising.

3y contrast, che SEC requires chat all advertisements
containing performance information concerning money marxet funds
and prospectuses for those funds disclose that

:

(1) an investment in the fund is neither
insured nor guaranteed by che U.S. Government
and (2) there can be no assurance that the
fund will be able to maintain a stable net
asset value of $1.00 per share.

Disclosure in the aibove form was mandated by the SEC in
is now standard throughout the industry.

L991 and

With respect co che risk of loss of principal, chis
disclosure acconplishes che same purpose as che FDIC's disclosure
buc is, in our view, cailored more precisely co the
characteristics of money market funds. The SBC's disclosure
makes clear chac, despite the fund's objective of maintaining a
stable nee asset value of $1.00 per share, chere can be no
assurance chac chis objeccive will be mec.

The SEC also requires prominenc, cover-page disclosure on
every prospeccus for a mucxial fund sold by or chrough a bainic

(including a money markec fund), of che face chac "shares in the
fund are not deposits or obligacions of, or guaranteed or
endorsed by, the bank ....*' The Nacional Association of

Securities Dealers, Inc., requires chac advertisements for mutual
funds sold chrough banks (including money markec funds) disclose
chat the fund shares 'are noc deposics or obligations of, or
guaranteed by, chtt bank ....**

Rule 482(a) (7); Item I, Form N-IA. The SEC also has

proposed CO amend Rule 134, co require inclusion of

this disclosure in so-called "canbscone advercisemencs"
tliac generally describe money markec funds. Sfifi SEC

Release No. IC-199S9 (December 17, 1993).

See Letter to Registrants from Barbara J. Green, Deputy

Director, Division of Investment Management (May 13,

1993) .

Sfift NASD Notice to Members 93-87 (December 1993)

NASD'S disclosure requirement applies to bank-
( continued

The
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-cuglas H. ."rr.es, Esqruire
January 1'', 13 54
Page 3

:r. order to avoid inconsiscer.c and duciicacive disclosures,
li-.e Ir.smuce urges che FDIC co clarify chac money mar/cec fund
advercisemencs and prospeccuses containing che SEC- and N'AS^-
required lang'uage will satisfy relevant requirements contained :

the FDIC's guidelines. Alternatively, should the FDIC conclude
that disclosure in the form mandated to date by the SZC and the
NASD is in some respect deficient, we urge that it consult and
coordinate with the SEC and the NASD on some single revised
disclosure format acceptable to all three agencies. Either
approach would be distinctly preferable to the current situatior

We would be pleased to provide any additional information
concerning this matter. We have sent similar letters to the
Federal Reserve Board, the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency, and the Office of Thrift Supervision.

ly yours,

rlii'(!4.^
Schocc Stevens

General Coiinsel

Barry Barbash
Director, Division of Investment Management
Securities and Exchange Conmission

R. Clark Hooper
Vice President, Adverciaing/ Investment Con^anies Regulation
National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc.

. continued)
affiliated members amd members participating in bank
networking arrangements. The NASD's Notice also
requires its members to advise their bank affiliates
that their unregistered employees should provide
similar disclosure.
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:NVESTMENT COMPANY INSTITUTE

= 4-- 5Cr-C =~i.rSS

ranuary 1334

raraly- Lieterran, Egquire
Aczir.g C^.isf Counsel
Office of Thrift Supervision
1700 G Screec, N.W.
Washiagcon, D.C. 20552

Re: Money Market Mutual Fund Sigcloaurg BPT,iirgaer-r.^

Dear Ms. Liebemas:

The lavescment Company Institute^ is writing to urge that
the Office of Thrift Supervision address a significant problem
that has arisen as a result of its September 8, 1993 Thrift
Bulletin 23-1 concerning banX sales of mutual funds and other
securities.

Aa you )cnow, the Institute has strongly supported the
adoption of uniform guidelines for the bank sale of mutual funds
and other investment products. For this reason, in July 1993 the
Institute submitted model guidelines to the OTS as well as other
federal regulatory agencies. We are pleased that each of the
federal banking regulators has issued its otm regulatory
guidelines in this area.

These guidelines are intended to provide important
protections for bamk customers and investors. Insofar as there
are significant inconsistencies amcng the guidelines of the
different agencies, however, this objective will be more
difficult to achieve. The Institute is particularly concerned
about the OTS's standard mutual fund disclosure language as it
applies to money market funds, because it is inconsistent with
current disclosure requirements of the Securities and Exchange
Comnission.

The OTS's bulletin requires disclosure that (1) the mutual
fund shares are not FDIC insured, (2) the return is not
guaranteed, (3) the 'value gf the investment may fluctuate,' and
(4) a '[lloaa of the principal investment is possible.' This
disclosure would have to be given by sales representatives and

^ The Investment Company Institute is the national
association of the American investment company
industry. Its membership includes 4,582 open-end
investment con^anies {'mutual funds'), 433 closed-end
investment companies ^P'i 13 sponsors of unit investment

trusts. Its mutual fund members have assets of about

SI. 92 trillion, accounting for approximately 95% of

total industry assets, and have over 38 million
individual shareholders

.

UOi H STREET Nw • WASHINGTON. OC 2000S-2148 • 202/326-5810 • pax 202 326-5812

92-968 0-95-8
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s.-.culd be provided ir. wririr.g wher. r.uiual f-nd s.-.ares are =c.d.

=y concrasc, che SEC requires chac ail advemserr.er.13
ccr.cai.-.ir.g performance infcrmacion concerning ncney rar;o; funds
and prospectuses for chose funds disclose chac

:

(1) an invescmenc in che fund is neither
insured nor guaranteed by che U.S. Government
and (2) there can be no assurance chat the
fund will be able to maintain a scsible net
asset value oC $1.00 per share.

Disclosure in the aibove form was mandated by the SEC in 1991 and
is now standard throughout the industry.

With respect to the risic of loss of principal, this
disclosure accomplishes the same purpose as che OTS ' s disclosure
but is, in our view, tailored more precisely to the
characteristics of money marker funds. The SBC's disclosure
maUces clear that, despice che fund's objective of maintaining a
stable net asset value of $1.00 per share, there can be no
assurance that this objective will be met.

The SBC also requires prominent , cover-page disclosure on
every prospectus for a mutual fund sold by or through a bank
(including a money market fund), of the face that "shares in the
fund are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed or
endorsed by, the bank .... * The National Association of
Securities Dealers, Inc., requires that advertisements for mutual
funds sold through banJca (including money market fvinds) disclose
that the fund shares 'are not deposits or obligations of, or
guaranteed by, the bank ...."*

Rule 482(a) (7); Item l, Form N-lA. The SEC also has
proposed to aiaand Rule 134, to require inclusion of
this dladoaure in so-called 'tombstone advertisements"
that generally describe money market fimds. See SEC
RelMise No. IC-199S9 (December 17, 1993).

Sift L«tc«r CO Registrants from Barbara J. Green, Depusy
Diraccor, Division of Investment Management (May 13.

1993) .

See NASD Notice to Members 93-87 (December 1993) . The
NASO'S disclosure requironenc applies to bank-
affiliated members and mttnbers participating in bank
networking arrangements. The NASD's Notice also
requires its members to advise their bank affiliates

(continued. . . 1
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Mr. Fields. Mr. Lackritz with the Securities Industry Associa-

tion, and of course I have butchered your name every time I have
tried to pronounce it and I apologize for that.

STATEMENT OF MARK LACKRITZ

Mr. Lackritz. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, members of

the subcommittee. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the in-

vitation to be here to testify on this bill. My name is Mark
Lackritz, and I am president of the Securities Industry Association,

and I want to outline if I could to the subcommittee some of the
concerns that we have with the bill that is before you now.
This bill—we have supported, and the securities industry actu-

ally needs and wants, modernization and comprehensive financial

restructuring legislation. It needs it and wants it because, over the
years, the banking regulators have slowly deregulated, by fiat, reg-

ulatory fiat, the banking industry and permitted its extension into

the securities industry without any of the comparable protections
that investors have or that the markets have from SEC style regu-
lation, and one of our biggest concerns about this bill as it is struc-

tured now is the way that functional regulation is not provided
adequately in this bill.

Let me just say, there are four concerns that we have. One is in

the area of functional regulation. The second concern is that there
is not an adequate full, two-way street in this bill. The third is

—

our concern with the role of the Fed; and fourth is that we need
to promote more competition by permitting affiliation of wholesale
uninsured institutions and retail depository institutions. Let me
just touch briefly on each of those four areas if I could.
With respect to functional regulation, Mr. Chairman, full func-

tional regulation should be a central element of any comprehensive
financial restructuring legislation. The act, as it is structured, falls

far short. It contains a series of loopholes that allow banks to en-
gage directly in a number of securities activities without even reg-
istering with the SEC as a broker-dealer. It also gives banks the
option of placing these activities in a separately identifiable depart-
ment or a SID, which would register as a broker-dealer but would
be exempt from SEC net capital standards.

In effect, these loopholes greatly diminish the SEC's ability to

regulate securities activities. We believe that all securities activi-

ties should be conducted in a separately capitalized securities affili-

ate subject to SEC regulation and net capital requirements.
The SEC's statutory framework, expertise and examination and

enforcement procedures are best designed to oversee securities ac-
tivities, capital markets and to protect investors. At a minimum,
the act should not allow banks to engage in any new securities ac-
tivities inside the bank and the bill should clearly be amended to
delete the provision that makes municipal revenue bonds bank-eli-
gible activities.

The act should also be amended to provide that once a financial
services holding company establishes a section 10 affiliate, all secu-
rities activities should be conducted in that affiliate.

With respect to the two-way street, we are concerned that this
bill does not achieve a full two-way street because it limits the
abilities of securities firms to affiliate with banks as has been de-
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scribed more fully by my colleague, Mr. Fink, in his statement. The
only requirement for banks to affiliate with a securities firm is that
they be well capitalized and well managed.
However, securities firms that would affiliate with banks would

be subject to a number of restrictions that focus on their insurance
and nonfinancial activities and have little to do with their financial
condition. We firmly believe that any securities firms should be al-
lowed to affiliate with banks or wholesale financial institutions
without requiring substantial changes to its operations.
A far more competitive and fair approach in this bill would be

to remove any arbitrary and capricious business restrictions and di-
vestiture requirements which are in there now.

Third, the role of the Federal Reserve Board. Under the act, the
financial services holding companies and their affiliates will be reg-
ulated under a system essentially designed for bank holding com-
panies and emphasize the safety and soundness and minimization
of risk to insured depository institutions. We believe this regulatory
structure is inappropriate for securities firms which typically relied
on market discipline to control risks. We think the SEC should
have sole regulatory authority over section 10 affiliates, including
adhering to special regulatory and disclosure requirements for is-

sues that are unique to the financial services holding company
structure.

When a bank affiliate becomes undercapitalized, the board
should be required to seek SEC approval, not mere consultation,
before imposing restrictions on a section 10 affiliate. The role of the
board should be confined to enforcing restrictions on interaffiliate

transactions and insuring the holding company has the resources
to serve as a source of strength for its bank affiliates.

With respect to affiliation with retail wholesale banks, the act
authorizes an investment bank holding company structure under
which all depository institutions must be uninsured wholesale
banks. The act would prohibit a holding company from owning both
a wholesale uninsured bank and an insured depository institution.

Firms that have both an institutional and a retail customer base
should not be put at a competitive disadvantage to other financial

services providers, and we believe there is no public policy reason
to prevent aflTiliations between these institutions since such affili-

ations would not put deposit insurance funds at risk.

In conclusion, we believe it is time to modernize our financial

services system and we support these efforts to move the process

forward. As the bill stands before you, it is not modernization; it

is mere codification of the status quo in the marketplace.

We need a regulatory structure, Mr. Chairman, that won't fade

into obsolescence as soon as the ink is dry on the legislation, and
we don't want to replace a Rube Goldberg contraption that has

evolved over the years now with yet another Rube Goldberg con-

traption that is going to be outmoded as soon as the bill is passed.

So we would urge amendments in the natture we have stated. We
would be willing to work with the committee in effecting those

amendments.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Marc E. Lackritz follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Marc E. Lackritz, President, Securities Industry
Association

introduction

I am Marc E. Lackritz, President of the Securities Industry Association ("SIA").^

I would like to thank Chairman Fields, Chairman Oxley, and the Subcommittees
for the opportunity to participate in this hearing on the Financial Services Competi-
tiveness Act of 1995 (H.R. 1062) and the regulatory and competitive implications of

restructuring the financial services industry. My testimony will focus on how H.R.
1062 should be amended to: Extend full functional regulation to exempt bank securi-

ties activities by moving them to securities afiEUiates or requiring banks to comply
with SEC registration and net capital requirements; Provide for a full "two-way
street" by permitting securities firms that engage in significant insurance and non-
financial activities to affiUate with banks; Reduce regulatory burdens by restricting

the Federal Reserve Board's supervisory authority over securities affiliates of finan-

cial services holding companies; and Promote competition by allowing affiliations be-

tween wholesale and retail depository institutions.

SLA strongly supports Congressional efforts to enact comprehensive financial re-

structuring legislation to serve consumers and to make it possible for all financial

services intermediaries to operate more flexibly and competitively, both domestically
and internationally. We believe modernization of the financial services regulatory
structure is critical to maintaining the preeminence of our capital markets and to

meeting the competitive challenges fi-om abroad. In the era of global markets, it is

time for Congress to replace the patchwork of Depression-era laws, regulations, and
court decisions with a rational regulatory framework that will benefit everyone—in-

vestors, consumers, and providers of financial services.

sia's principles for comprehensive financial services reform

Fair competition among all financial services providers is certainly an objective
of any financial services legislation, but the overriding concern is whether the pro-
posal truly benefits the public. That is why SLA believes if commercial banking orga-
nizations are to be granted expanded authority to compete in the securities busi-
ness, they must do so without federal subsidies, with safeguards to enhance the
safety and soundness of the federal deposit insurance system, and with a balanced
appreciation for the competitive integrity of the capital markets. To achieve those
objectives, we have consistently advocated that any comprehensive financial services
restructuring legislation should, at a minimum, adhere to the following three prin-
ciples:

1. Competition Without Federal Subsidies. Securities activities should be per-
formed in separately capitalized affiliates of banks, and those affiliates should have
no access to the deposits or credit power of the federally insured bank.

2. Two-Way Street. Banking organizations should have the ability to own full

service securities firms. Conversely, full service securities firms should also be able
to own banks and bank holding companies.

3. Functional Regulation. The same activity should be subject to the same set
of rules administered by the same regulatory agency, regardless of the type of finan-
cial institution engaging in the activity. Functional regulation is an integral part of
any financial restructuring legislative proposal because it protects investors and
eliminates unfair competitive advantages.

SIA concerns with H.R. 1062

On May 11, the House Banking and Financial Services Committee voted to report
comprehensive financial restructuring legislation. The Financial Services Competi-
tiveness Act of 1995 ("the Act") basically recasts bank holding companies as financial
services holding companies ("FSHCs") and allows commerci^ banks to affiliate with
securities firms, subject to various restrictions and firewalls, through the FSHC
structure. While the Act represents an important step in moving the debate forward,
SIA believes the Act is flawed in several important areas:

1 The Securities Industry Association is the securities industry's trade association representing
the business interest of about 700 securities firms in North America, which collectively account
for about 90% of securities firm revenue in the United States. SLA member firms are active in
all phases of corporate and public finance, serving individuals and institutional investors, cor-
porations, and government entities.
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1. It does not provide full functional regulation because it allows banks to engage
^^. ""5i?310"s secunties activities without registering as broker-dealers or comolvine
with SEC net capital rules. ^ ^ ^

.
2- It does not provide an adeauate "two-way street" for all securities firms to get

into banking because it limits the amount of insurance and non-financial activities
in which a securities firm may engage if it is affiliated with a bank.

3. It increases regulatory burdens by giving the Federal Reserve Board authority
over the activities of registered broker-dealers affiliated with financial services hold-
ing companies.

4. It hinders competition by prohibiting the affiliation of wholesale and retail de-
pository institutions.

SIA believes these provisions must be amended if the Act is to achieve the goal
of expanding the competitive opportunities for all financial services providers. Oth-
erwise, the Act will create an overly complex and burdensome scheme of regulation
with numerous restrictions, exceptions, loopholes, and complex levels of regulation
that could stifle innovation and nsk-taking in the securities markets.

1. Functional Regulation

The U.S. capital markets and the financial services industry today are the most
competitive, dynamic, and innovative in the world. This industry is a tremendous
natural resource, affecting all areas of the U.S. economy, providing low-cost capital
to business and government, and seeking new opportunities for private and public
investors. Because the regulatory system that governs financial services providers
is so critical to the efficiency; liquidity, and confidence in our capital markets sys-
tem, SIA believes functional regulation should be a central element of any com-
prehensive financial restructuring legislation. By giving a single regulator authority
over specific activities—regardless of the charter of the institution engaged in the
activities;—functional regulation ensures that the rules will be applied consistently
and efficiently, promotes competition among all financial services providers, and re-
sults in greater investor protection and confidence in the financial markets.
The Act generally prohibits an insured depository institution affiliated with an

FSHC from underwriting and dealing in securities and mutual funds, and engaging
in other securities activities. Instead, these activities must be performed in a sepa-
rately capitalized securities affiliate ("Section 10 Affiliate"). The Act, however, does
not rec^uire banks to move £dl securities activities into a Section 10 Affiliate, but
builds in a number of loopholes to allow banks to engage directly in a number of
securities activities without registering with the SEC as a broker-dealer, including:
Underwriting and dealing in municipal revenue bonds, which the Act classifies as
bank-eligible securities; Underwriting and dealing in "bank-eligible" securities, such
as U.S. Treasury securities, general obligation bonds, GSE securities; and Making
private placements to accredited investors.

^

In general, banks must register as a broker-dealer to engage in retail brokerage
activities, but the Act creates the following 11 exemptions from this requirement:
Third party brokerage arrangements; Trust activities; Transactions in "exempted se-

curities" such as U.S. government securities; Transactions in municipal securities;

Transactions for employee and shareholder benefit plans; Sweep accounts invested

in registered money market funds; Transactions for bank affiliates; Private place-

ments; De minimis exemption for up to 1,000 transactions annually;^ Safekeeping,

custody, clearance, settlement, securities lending, and holding certain pledged secu-

rities; and Banks that are not currently required to register as a broker-dealer, and
that are members of a national securities exchange, are exempt from the definition

of broker.
The Act also allows a bank to conduct these activities in a separately identifiable

department ("SID"), which would have to register with the SEC as a broker-dealer,

but would not have to comply with SEC net capital standards. In addition to the

above-listed activities, SIDs would also be able to: Underwrite asset-backed securi-

ties, including those backed by credit card receivables and 1-4 family residential

mortgages; and Effect transactions in any security the Federal Peserve Board deter-

mines to be a banking product.
In its report language, the House Banking Committee said, "It is expected that

most banks will conduct [securities] activities through a subsidiary or an affiliate

that is registered with the Commission or through an arrangement with an unaffili-

ated broker-dealer," but at the same time it allows banks to create a SID and it

2 If the bank is affiliated with an FSHC, private placement activities must be conducted in

a separately identifiable department or division. ...
3 If the bank is affiliated with an FSHC, it may not take advantage of the de minimis exemp-

tion for 1,000 brokerage transactions.

il
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carves out a long list of exemptions for "traditional banking activities," essentially

eliminating the need to form a Section 10 Affiliate. Indeed, the Act expands this list

to include new authority to underwrite and deal in municipal revenue Donds.'*

It is contrary to sound public policy for the Act to create a structure for the affili-

ation of banks and securities firms that includes firewalls to safeguard the deposit

insurance funds and prevent conflicts of interest, while simultaneously creating a
structure that allows banks to avoid these safeguards. SIA believes that all securi-

ties activities should be conducted in a separately capitalized securities affiliate that

must register with the SEC as a broker-dealer and be subject to oversight by a self-

regvilatory organization ("SRO"). At a minimum, the Act should not allow banks to

engage in any new securities activities. In that regard, the Act should be amended
to delete the provision that makes municipal revenue bank-eligible securities. In ad-

dition, the Act should also be amended to provide that once an FSHC establishes

a Section 10 Affiliate, all securities activities—including transactions in bank-eligi-

ble securities—should be conducted in the Section 10 Affiliate.

In general, the Act provides for fiinctional regulation of FSHC subsidiaries—bank
affiliates are regulated by bank regulators, and securities affiliates are regulated by
the SEC. The loopholes described above for bank securities powers, however, are
also loopholes in the overall regulatory scheme that result in differing levels of over-

sight, supervision, and investor protection depending on what entity is engaging in

the securities activity. SIA believes that securities activities by any entity—be it a
broker-dealer or a bank—require a regulatory system that fundamentally stresses
investor protection and fair and efficient operation of securities markets.

It is particularly troubling that the Act gives the banking regulators, and not the
SEC, authority to adopt "standards," rather than rules, to govern exempt bank secu-
rities activities. Because the Act does not require these standards to mirror SEC
rules and regulations, investors who buy securities from a bank will not receive the
same level of investor protection as those who buy securities fi"om an SEC-regulated
firm. We believe the SEC's statutory fi-amework, expertise, and examination and en-
forcement procedures are best designed to oversee securities activities to ensure a
strong and fair regulatory scheme. The SEC and self regulatory organizations have
developed an extensive body of rules and regulations—including customer protection
rules, duty to supervise employees, suitability standards, and SIPC insurance for

brokerage accounts—that are specifically designed to protect investors. SEC net cap-
ital requirements are also designed to protect investors, and are not a cushion to

guard against losses in a federal insurance fiind. Since securities activities are not
backed or covered by federal deposit insurance, there is no sound public policy rea-
son to exempt so many bank securities activities fi"om SEC regulation.^

2. Two-Way Street

SIA is also concerned that the Act does not achieve a full "two-way street" because
it places arbitrary limits on the ability of securities firms to affiliate with banks.
The Act allows FSHCs to own both banks and securities affiliates. Banks, in gen-
eral, must be well-capitalized, well-managed, and in compliance with the Commu-
nity Reinvestment Act in order to affiliate with a securities firm. These require-
ments address the fundamental soundness of the bank and the risk that it will

cause losses to the deposit insurance funds. Securities firms that affiliate with
banks, however, are subject to a number of restrictions that have little to do with
their financial condition.
The Act permits a securities firm to affiliate with an insured bank if, in each of

the past two years before the acquisition: 1. At least 50 percent of the firm's gross
revenue was derived fi*om certain securities activities; and 2. Less than 10 percent
of the firm's capital and surplus is devoted to insurance or other non-financial ac-
tivities.

*It is important to note that most of these "traditional banking activities" (with the exception
of municipal revenue bonds) have been approved by the regulators over the years; and given
the activist nature of the federal banking agencies, it is not likely they will scale back the ever-
expanding level and type of securities activities in which banks may engage even if the Act be-
comes law. For example, in November 1994, the OCC proposed revisions to their procedural
rules which, if adopted, would permit the OCC to authorize operating subsidiaries of national
banks to engage in activities in which even the parent bank could not engage. See Rules, Poli-
cies, and Procedures for Corporate Activities, 59 Fed. Reg. 61034 (Nov. 29, 1994).

^ In addition to concerns about investor protection, banks receive an unfair competitive advan-
tage because their securities activities are not subject to the same regulation as oroker-dealers.
Banks already operate with a subsidy implicit in the federal safety net. Subjecting them to less
extensive regulation of their securities activities provides them with additional cost savings that
gives them yet another advantage in the marketplace.
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This provision would effectively prevent some "full service" securities firms from
affiliating with an insured bank, because at least 50 percent of the firms' business
involved insurance or other non-securities activities. To further complicate matters
it is not clear how the Act measures whether "more than 50 percent of the business"
of a securities firm involves securities activities. Is such a determination to be made
by reference to revenues, profits, or assets allocated to a particular business or
some other measure?
The Act also limits the ability of a securities firm to continue engaging in non-

financial activities after affiliating with a bank to circumstances when: 1. The Fed-
eral Reserve Board has authorized such "financial activities"; 2. The securities firm
engaged in such activities through a subsidiary; 3. The securities firm acquired the
shares of that subsidifiry at least two years prior to acquiring the bank; and 4. The
securities firm's investment in those shares (as well as the shares of subsidiaries
engaging in other activities not now permissible for a bank holding company) did
not exceed 10 percent of the total consolidated capital and surplus of the securities
firm.

The Act would also require a securities firm to divest the shares of any companies
engaging in non-financial activities (as determined by the Board) between 5 and 10
years after the date of enactment, and would limit a securities firm to those non-
financial activities in which it engaged on the date it acquired the bank.

iita The Act would generally prevent a securities firm from acquiring an uninsured
wholesale financial institution and becoming an investment bank holding company
if more than 7.5 percent of its total risk-weighted assets are invested in shares of
companies engaged in certain activities—such as insurance underwriting—that the
Board has not determined to be "financial in nature." As a result, an IBHC could
not own shares of a subsidiary engaged in insurance underwriting activities if those
activities exceed the 7.5 percent limit.

We believe that a securities firm should be allowed to affiliate with commercial
banks or wholesale financial institutions without requiring the securities firm to
make substantial changes to its operations. The Act, however, would force securities
firms to choose between expanding into banking, or continuing to engage in insur-
ance and other non-financial activities. These provisions will compromise the ability

of U.S. firms to compete successfully in the global marketplace. Financial services

providers require the flexibility to form fully-diversified holding companies that can
offer a full array of financial products and services in order to maximize returns and
lower funding costs. Rather than the arbitrary business restrictions and divestiture

requirements of the Act, we believe a more competitive and fair approach would be
to permit securities firms to continue engaging in insurance and non-financial ac-

tivities without limits, and to impose prudential restrictions to prevent conflicts of

interest and other inappropriate transactions with affiliated banks.

3. Role of the Federal Reserve in the Regulation ofFSHCs
Under the Act, FSHCs and their affiliates will be regulated under a system essen-

tially designed for bank holding companies that emphasizes the safety and sound-
ness and minimization of risk to insured depository institutions. SIA believes this

is an unnecessarily complicated and burdensome regulatory structure, particularly

for securities firms which have typically relied on market discipline to control risks.

The Act gives the Federal Reserve Board, in its role as regulator of the holding com-

pany, unprecedented authority over securities firms to: Restrict the permissible ac-

tivities of Section 10 Affiliates through the ability to define what activities are "fi-

nencial in nature"; Subject new securities activities to prior notice procedures; Set

consolidated capital requirements for FSHCs, and possibly require higher capital for

Section 10 Affiliates than other securities firms; Restrict the activities of a Section

10 Affiliate based on the undercapitalization or poor management of an affiliated

bank; and Impose new examination and reporting requirements as part of consoli-

dated holding company supervision.

The Act somewhat limits the Board's authority over FSHCs that primarily control

non-depository institutions:

The FSHC would not have to obtain formal approval by the Board before engaging

de novo or by acquisition in previously-approved financial activities.

The FSHC generally would not be subject to minimum capital requirements for

holding companies. /. , »

The Board could exempt an FSHC from other reporting requirements of the Act,

although the Board would have access to examination reports, audits, and other re-

ports submitted to other agencies.
r. j

The FSHC and its non-depository affiliates would not be subject to Board exam-

ination unless the Board deems an examination to be necessary because its oper-

ations pose a material risk to an affiliated depository institution, it appears to have
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insufficient resources to meet required guarantees, or the Board cannot otherwise

carry out its responsibilities under the Act.

These "Fed-Lite" provisions apply only to FSHCs with bank assets that amount
to less than 10 percent of holding company assets and less than $5 billion,^ and do
not address the issue of Board control over the activities of most Section 10 Affili-

ates. At a minimum, the Fed-Lite provisions should be expanded to include a great-

er number of FSHCs.
In the interest of functional regulation and streamlining regulatory burdens, SLA

believes the SEC should have sole regulatory authority over all Section 10 affiliates

to the same extent it regulates securities firms that are not affiliated with banking
organizations. If there are legitimate regulatory issues that arise with Section 10

Affiliates, the SEC should be authorized (after consultation with the Board) to adopt
regulations concerning those issues, to require Section 10 Affiliates to disclose any
appropriate information relevant to those concerns in their periodic reports, and to

inspect Section 10 Affiliates to determine compliance with regulatory and disclosure

requirements. Of course, all SEC examination and supervisory documents will be
shared with the Board. And in instances when a bank affiliate becomes
undercapitalized, the Board should be required to seek SEC approval before impos-
ing restrictions on a Section 10 Affiliate. This would reduce the likelihood that the
Board would do more harm to the FSHC by restricting the activities of a healthy
and profitable affiliate.

The Board's oversight responsibility for a holding company that contains both
banking and Section 10 Affiliates should be confined to:

1. Enforcement of any restrictions on transactions between the insured bank and
the other affiliates witlun the holding company.

2. Ensuring that there is sufficient capital in the holding company to provide that
it serves as a source of strength for the insured bank.
We believe this would be the appropriate level of umbrella oversight to ensure

that all holding company affiliates are operating within the rules without placing
unnecessary regulatory burdens on securities firms.

4. Affiliations of Wholesale IRetail Banks
The Act authorizes a new ^ype of bank holding company called an "investment

bank holding company" ("IBHC ) under which all depository institutions held by an
IBHC must be uninsured state-chartered banks. Wholesale financial institutions
would have access to the payment system and the discount window, but because
they would not be able to accept retail deposits, they would not affect the deposit
insurance system. Accordingly, an IBHC or its afQliates that engaged in securities

activities would have no access to deposits or the credit power of a federally insured
bank. SLA strongly supports the non-federfdly insured bank approach because it pro-
vides the necessary synergies without putting federally insured deposits at risk or
allowing federal deposit insurance to create an unfair competitive advantage over
firms which cannot be (or choose not to be) affiliated with a federally insured com-
mercial bank.
However, the Act prohibits a holding company fi"om owning both a wholesale un-

insured bank and an insured depository institution. Firms that have both an insti-

tutional and a retail customer base should not be put at a competitive disadvantage
to other financial services providers. We believe there is no public policy reason to

prevent affiliations between wholesale and retail depository institutions, since such
an affiliation would not put the deposit insurance fiinds at risk.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, SIA believes it is time to restructure the financial
services system, and supports Congressional efforts to move the process forward.
H.R. 1062, as reported by the House Banking Committee, however, essentially takes
the existing regulatory system and adds several new layers of overlv complex, bur-
densome, and costly regulation. This is not modernization, it is codification of the
status quo. \ye must design a regulatory structure that will not fade into obsoles-
cence the minute financial services providers create new products or services to
meet the ever-changing needs of their customers. The fi-eedom to innovate and
change is essential to the U.S. securities industry and this bUl, if it is not amended,
places significant restrictions on that freedom without affording any greater protec-
tion to investors.

8 "Fed-Lite" also applies to Investment Bank Holding Companies with wholesale financial in-
stitutions assets that amount to less than 25 percent of holoing company assets and less than
$15 billion.
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.

The legislation should be amended so that it provides for true functional regula-
tion of all securities activities, achieves a full two-way street to allow all securities
firms to affiliate with banks, reduces the role of the Federal Reserve Board in regu-
lating securities affiliates, and allows affiliations between retail and wholesale fi-
nancial institutions. Unless these changes are made, H.R. 1062 will not promote
competition, increase consumer choices, or strengthen the position of U S financial
services firms in the global market place. SIA looks forward to working with the
Commerce Committee on this very important issue, and will be happy to assist in
your efforts to make the changes to H.R. 1062 suggested in my testimony.

Mr. Stearns [presiding]. Thank you.
Mr. Jones.

STATEMENT OF R. SCOTT JONES
Mr. Jones. Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to partici-

pate in these important hearings on the structural reform of the fi-

nancial services industry today. As a banker, I can tell you that
competing successfully in today's market, while constrained by our
out-of-date regulatory framework, is getting more and more dif-

ficult every day. And as a community banker from Red Wing, Min-
nesota, I can tell you that this is not just a big bank issue, as you
have heard from our previous panel. It is not an urban bank prob-
lem as well.

So my message this morning is really quite simple. I would like
to, at the onset, make three primary points. First of all, the legal
and regulatory structure of our financial system must be modern-
ized. We believe that H.R. 1062 takes an important first step in es-
tablishing a flexible framework for securities activities.

The second point, allowing banks to provide securities and insur-
ance products will benefit consumers. More financial services pro-
viders means more competition. More competition leads to more
choices for consumers and more choices inevitably leads to lower
prices.

The third point is that financial modernization must not be used
to impose new restrictions on bank insurance authorities. The ABA
will strongly oppose any bill that reduces the ability of banks to

ofiier insurance products.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, our financial markets have been

transformed by a tidal wave of technological advances. While mar-
kets change and the regulatory structure does not, distortions al-

ways develop. The regulatory structure itself, and not the market-
place, has determined which firms can supply which products. This
is not a healthy situation for financial services providers, but more
importantly, not for their customers.

In the short time that I have here this morning, I would like to

tell you how this situation affects my bank and my customers.

About a decade ago, there was not much direct competition be-

tween securities firms, insurance companies, and banks. Basically

our markets were segmented. Now, however, my biggest competi-

tors are not other banks and savings associations; my biggest com-

petitors in Red Wing, Minnesota are firms like Merrill Lynch, Ed-

ward D. Jones, IDS, and GMAC.
I estimate in the past year, the past 12 months, that somewhere

in the neighborhood of $15 million has flowed out of my bank into

these nonbank competitors, and that means $15 million less for

home mortgages, small business loans, farm loans, and other types
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of credit available in Red Wing, and I can assure you that Red
Wing, Minnesota, with a population of only 15,000 people, still

thinks that $15 million is a lot of money.
My point of this example, Mr. Chairman, is that financial serv-

ices modernization and competitive equity are essential today if

banks of all sizes can serve their customers and communities effec-

tively. In recent times, Glass-Steagall has been viewed as really an
anachronism in the technologically advanced and integrated finan-

cial markets of the 1990's.

Mr. Chairman, if my bank is to survive, I must be allowed to

modernize to keep up with the competition, but most importantly,

to keep up with the needs of my customers. My bank has acted as

a business and economic leader in Red Wing for over 120 years, but
if I can't compete. Red Wing will lose an important source of local

capital.

There is a lot of controversy, as we have heard, over whether the

bill should be broadened to include insurance. We believe that, ulti-

mately, banking organizations must be allowed to offer all types of

financial services, including insurance. And I think as you know,
the ABA has been willing to come to the table repeatedly in order
to work out compromises in this regard.
Our concern, however, is that this modernization effort may be

used to restrict rather than enhance bank's involvement in the pro-

vision of insurance products. Wouldn't it be a cruel irony to see a
bill that is supposed to modernize the banking system and banking
law in effect be turned into a vehicle to protect certain groups from
competition? That simply is not right.

While ABA strongly supports modernization, and, therefore, H.R.
1062, we will oppose any bill that restricts the ability of banks to

compete. We simply cannot afibrd to go backwards.
Mr. Chairman, a discussion of some of the specific issues relative

to questions asked in your invitation letter are included in my writ-

ten testimony and in the appendix. I look forward to working with
the committee and answering any questions that you may have.

[The prepared statement of R. Scott Jones follows:]

Prepared Statement of R. Scott Jones, on Behalf of The American Bankers
Association

Mr. Chairmen and members of the Subcommittees, I am Scott Jones and I am
Chairman of the Board and CEO of Goodhue County National Bank in Red Wing,
Minnesota. I serve on the Board of Directors of the American Bankers Association
and am Vice Chairman of ABA's Government Relations Council. The ABA is the
only national trade and professional association serving the entire banking commu-
nity, from small community banks to large bank holding companies. ABA members
represent approximately 90 percent of the commercial banking industry's total as-

sets, and about 94 percent of ABA members are community banks with assets of
less than $500 million.

I am pleased to be here this morning to present the views of the American Bank-
ers Association ("ABA") on the need to move forward on modernizing the structure
of our financial system. The issue of modernization—including bank involvement in
securities, insurance and other financial services—has been the subject of debate for
many years. Although Congress has not yet acted, the marketplace has not stood
still. In fact, the financial services industry has undergone some very dramatic and
fundamental changes over the past decade. The traditional distinctions between the
financial products supplied by banks, securities firms and insurance companies no
longer exist. It is time to remove the structural roadblocks to financial moderniza-
tion, and allow free and fair competition among financial service firms.

In my statement today, I would like to make three key points:
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• There is a critical need to modernize our financial system. H.R. 1062 takes
an important step toward achieving financial modernization by establishing a
framework that would permit banks to engage in certain securities activities
and would allow banking organizations to affiliate with securities firms.

• Consumers will benefit from bank provision of securities and insurance
products. More financial service providers means more competition—and more
competition means more choices and lower prices for consumers. There is con-
siderable evidence that bank involvement in both securities and insurance has
been good for consumers. Any limitation or roll-back of existing authorities
would not be in consumers' best interest.

• Under no circumstances should the financial modernization effort be
used to impose new restrictions on existing bank insurance authorities.
ABA will strongly oppose any bill that reduces the ability of banks to offer in-
surance or securities products and services.

In the remainder of my statement, I would like to discuss: first, our views on the
need for financial modernization; second, our support for the Glass-Steagall reforms
embodied in H.R. 1062; and third, our support for insurance authorities for banking
institutions and our strong opposition to any efforts to impose new restrictions on
bank insurance authorities. A discussion of some specific bill-related issues, includ-
ing the questions raised in your letter of invitation, is presented in an Appendix to
this statement.

Financial Markets Need Modernization

The financial services industry is in the midst of a sea change. Revolutionary im-
provements in technology and escalating competition are redefining the financial
services business. Today, my customers have the option to write a check on a money
market fund to pay their bills; they can have a credit card issued by AT&T; and
they can get a home mortgage from General Motors. And the list of non-traditional
suppliers of financial services competing for my customers gets longer every day.
For example, just a few weeks ago, the American Automobile Association—a na-

tional car club^announced its intention to form a financial services company that
will own an FDIC-insured banking institution. They intend to offer personal credit

lines, travel loans, vehicle financing, mortgage loans and home equity loans. AAA
already has an affinity credit card program that has issued 3.8 million cards, and
is the largest single seller of American Express travelers checks ($2.5 billion annu-
ally).

In this djrnamic market, the abilitv to quickly and efficiently respond to changing
customer needs is critical. Successful firms must be flexible, innovative, and able to

offer a broad range of financial services. As a banker, I can tell you that finding

ways to compete successfully in todaVs market without running into the out-dated
regulatory framework is no easy task—and it is absorbing a considerable amount
of time, ener^, and resources of large and small banks across the countrv. And as

a community banker, I can tell you that all banks need modernization. Red Wing,
Minnesota, my home town, and thousands of other smaller communities, are not iso-

lated from the changes in the financial services industry. Non-bank financial firms

are competing for my customers every day.

Because non-bank providers of financial services do not operate under the same
constraints as banks, affiliations between securities firms, insurance companies, and
real estate brokerage firms are common. Insurance firms such as Prudential, John
Hancock, Travelers and Transamerica offer everjrthing from consumer and commer-
cial loans to credit cards to securities in addition to insurance. Many of these "secu-

rities" and "insurance" firms also own FDIC-insured savings institutions or so-called

"non-bank" banks. As Teble 1 clearly shows, in today's market, the line between

banking firms and other financial firms exists only in theory—in practice, it has

been overrun by market forces.

Table 1—FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES OF SELECTED NON-BANK FIRMS

Firms
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Table 1—FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES OF SELECTED NON-BANK FIRMS—Continued

Firms
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The bottom line is that banking organizations should have the option to enter
other lines of financial business—including securities and insurance. Whether they
do so or not is a business judgment that each individual institution should be free
to make. It simply makes no sense to create a system that limits free and fair com-
petition. To do so means that customers will not be as well served.
Bankers are not alone in supporting financial reform. The Administration, the

Federal Reserve and the bank regulators have all testified to the need for mod-
ernization and a return to market driven, competitive markets.
We must design a financial framework that: allows banks and banking organiza-

tions to offer a broader array of products and services, and promotes free and fair

competition among different sizes and types of firms; is flexible enough to adjust to
changing customer demands, market conditions and technological advances; pro-
vides adequate protections to ensure the safetj' and soundness of the system without
adding unnecessary costs; and provides consistent regulation by function, treating
all financial service providers equally regardless of structural entity.

It is noteworthy that this framework, which has been ABA's long-held position,
is remarkably similar to the principles for reform contained in a May 23rd letter

to Chairman Blilev signed by the American Financial Services Association, the Fi-
nancial Services Council, the Investment Company Institute, and the Securities In-

dustry Association. ABA is committed to work with the Congress, the Administra-
tion, the regulators, and other financial services providers to achieve modernization.
ABA believes that H.R. 1062 is consistent witn the spirit of this framework and

will form a solid base upon which to build. It provides a framework for offering

banking, securities, and other financial services. If it is felt appropriate to broaden
the bill to deal with the insurance issue, ABA will be very willing to participate in

that effort. We remain very concerned, however, about efforts to restrict or severely
limit bank involvement in the provision of insurance products. While ABA strongly
supports modernization, we will strongly oppose any hill which reduces the ability

of banks to compete. Banks can simply not afford to go backwards. It would be a
cruel irony to see a bill that is supposed to modernize banking law and increase
competition turned into a vehicle to protect certain groups from competition.

The Benefits of Glass-Steagall Reform

Let me now turn to securities services. The growing integration of financial mar-
kets offers many opportunities to improve the efficiency of production and delivery

of financial services, all of which will benefit consumers and the economy as a
whole. Removing Glass-Steagall restrictions and allowing banks of all sizes to offer

securities services would certainly help banks provide more and better products to

a wide range of their customers—including consumers, state and local governments,
and businesses.

State and local taxpayers would realize significant cost savings if banks were al-

lowed to underwrite and deal in municipal revenue bonds, as provided in H.R. 1062.

Increased competition in tJie municipal market wouid reduce costs for all issuers,

and would offer small municipalities an important option for financing needed com-
munity infrastructure improvements. Local banks already provide a wide range of

financial services to their communities—they clearly have the knowledge and the

expertise necessary to underwrite revenue bonds. But Glass-Steagall prohibits them
from performing tnis service, resulting in less competitive municipal bond markets,

and leaving many small communities with fewer financial choices.

Allowing banking organizations to underwrite corporate debt and equities \vould

provide similar benefits to businesses. More underwriters means more competition

—

and more competition means more choices and lower prices. Corporate securities un-

derwriting markets are today quite concentrated—the five largest underwriters of

corporate debt control about 65 percent of the market, and the five largest under-

writers of common stock account for half the market.
In many cases, smaller businesses do not have the same access to securities serv-

ices that is avaUable to larger businesses. Similarly, customers in less populated

areas do not have access to securities services that is available to businesses in met-

ropolitan areas. Because of their local presence, banking organizations are likely to

extend the reach of securities markets to small and regional businesses for whom
such financing options may not now be available. Building on existing relationships

with their business customers, banking institutions could extend underwriting and
market-making services to small and mid-sized businesses, giving them access to

capital markets. Since lack of access to capital is among the most serious problems

facing many businesses large and small, participation in corporate debt and equity

markets is likely to be particularly beneficial.

As I mentioned at the outset of my statement, 94 percent of ABA's members are

community banks, and any Glass-Steagall reform bill must carefully consider their
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needs. While community banks may not want to underwrite, they badly need the

flexibility to offer retail securities services in a regulatory structure that is compat-

ible with how they do business. Today, when a customer withdraws funds from a

bank and places those funds with a securities firm, the bank not only loses the

funds, but may also lose the customer. That community bank may never have the

opportunity to work with that customer again, to put his or her fiinds back into the

community.
Let me give you an example from my market. In 1990, I saw literally hundreds

of thousands of dollars in deposits leave our bank as customers saw the need for

annuity products in their investment portfolios. Our bank petitioned the federal reg-

ulatory authorities to be able to sell this product—and as a result, customers can
now buy annuity products fi-om their local bank, from people they know and trust.

Today, we are in much the same position with regard to securities firms. We esti-

mate that some $15,000,000 of deposits flowed out of the bank last year to Merrill

Lynch, Edward D. Jones, IDS and others. That means $15,000,000 less in funds
available to make home mortgages, small business loans and farm loans—and in a
town of 15,000 people, $15,000,000 is a lot of money.

Glass-Steagall Reform and International Competitiveness

As technology pulls markets around the world closer together, competition from
foreign financial institutions in both global and domestic markets is intensifying.

International competitive pressures have sparked a wave of regulatory reforms in

oUier industrialized countries, giving foreign financial markets and institutions a
head start in developing innovative services to meet the needs of the future. The
greater their head start, the harder it will be for our institutions to catch up.

Losing our competitive edge in international financial markets has serious impli-

cations for the U.S. economy. The effects go beyond jobs and productivity in the fi-

nancial sector—losing our financial leadership will have an impact on the competi-
tiveness and market share of other U.S. industries as well, especially export-ori-

ented industries. It is sometimes argued that money owes no national allegiance

and that U.S. firms will have the same access to credit whether they tire dealing
with U.S. banks or foreign banks. However, we live in an imperfect world and the
market does not always operate according to text book principles. Many govern-
ments look upon their banks as an integral part of their long-term export promotion
strategy. The U.S. will face an up-hill battle to remain a leading player in the global

economy if it's banks are being swept aside in the competitive arena.

Glass-Steagall Restrictions on Bank Securities Activities Are Unnecessary

The historical importance of Glass-Steagall restrictions is shrouded in legend and
mjrth. The truth is that the Glass-Steagall provisions were only one small part of
the government's overall response to risk in the financial system in 1933. A closer

look shows that Glass-Steagall was not crucial to the government program address-
ing problems in the securities and banking industries in 1933, nor is it necessary
today.
The Banking Act of 1933, the Securities Act of 1933, and the Securities Exchange

Act of 1934 were the basic government responses to tiie crises in the stock market
and the banking system. The most important provisions of the Banking Act of 1933
included the creation of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC); the cre-

ation of the statutory basis for the Federal Reserve Open Market Committee; in-

creased minimum capital for national and member banks; restrictions on extensions
of credit by member banks to their affiliates (Sec. 23A of the Federal Reserve Act);

and restrictions on the use of the credit facilities of the Federal Reserve for purposes
of speculating in securities and real estate.
The Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 made fun-

damental changes in the supervision of public offerings of securities and the regula-
tion of securities markets. Those laws established the SEC; required federal regula-
tion of public offerings of securities; prohibited fraudulent, manipulative or decep-
tive practices; required federal registration of broker-dealers; and mandated a host
of other protections to the public from unscrupulous market participants.
These changes to the banking and securities laws served to stabiUze financial

markets in the 1930s and are the basis for today's regulation of the banking and
securities business.

In comparison, the Glass-Steagall provisions were not crucial to restoring stability
to the financial markets in the 1930s because the activities they addressed were not
the cause of either the stock market collapse or the collapse of the banking system
in the 1930s.
A closer look at the facts Shows that there is no truth to the myths about the

importance of Glass-Steagall.
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• Securities activities of commercial banks and their affiliates were not a significant
cause of the collapse of the banking system in the 1930s. There is no credible
evidence, even in the hearings that were held at that time, that banks with se-
curities affiliates failed because of the activities of those securities affiliates. In
fact, banks with securities affiliates survived the difficult times of that period
better than those without such affiliates. The overwhelming number of oanks
which failed were small rural banks that did not underwrite securities.

• The Glass-Steagall provisions in the Banking Act of 1933 were added because
Senator Glass believed in a banking doctrine which is now irrelevant. Senator
Glass believed that the only safe function of commercial banks was to make
short-term, self-liquidating loans to support commercial firms in commercial
transactions—the 'real bills doctrine." Adhering to this belief. Senator Glass
viewed loans to brokers as unproductive, and he attempted a number of times
to pass legislation to make it difficult for banks to provide such credit. He suc-
ceeded only when hearings in Congress produced evidence which (in the drama
of the times) was sensationalized and produced an atmosphere conducive to pas-
sage. The real bills doctrine has since been discredited, and certainly can not
be used to defend Glass-Steagall in today's world.

• Even the Glass-Steagall Act does not mandate a total separation of commercial
and investment banking. A common error is to describe the Glass-Steagall Act
as prohibiting commercial banks from underwriting or dealing in all securities.

That is simply wrong. Glass-Steagall explicitly allows banks to underwrite and/
or deal in securities such as Treasuries and general obligation bonds. (At the
time Glass-Steagall was passed, municipal revenue bonds basically did not
exist, so these instruments were not addressed in the legislation; otherwise,
banks certainly would have been permitted to underwrite them.) In recent
years, courts have also held that Glass-Steagall does not prohibit banks or their

affiliates from engaging in retail securities brokerage and a significant range of

securities underwriting activities.

Safety and Soundness Considerations

There are several key points related to safety and soundness: History has shown
that bank involvement in other financial services, including securities, lowers the

risk profile of banking institutions; A sound banking system must be allowed to

change with changing financial markets. The greatest risk to safety and soundness
is to confine institutions to compete under out-of-date laws, unable to offer consum-
ers new and innovative products; There are already strong safeguards in place; and
It makes no sense to allow new authorities while at the same time making them
uneconomical to provide by imposing regulatory restrictions.

Let me elaborate on these points. First, U.S. banks are currently allowed to un-

derwrite certain securities within the bank, and recently some banking organiza-

tions have been authorized to conduct broad securities activities through holding

company affiliates (so-called Section 20 subsidiaries). Foreign banks have engaged
in securities and insurance activities for years, and many U.S. banking companies
have securities operations overseas. There is no evidence that any of these activities

is inherently riskier than traditional banking activities, nor that the combination of

banking with these other financial activities raises the risk profile of the banking
organization. In fact, there is good reason to believe that diversification of activities

may actually contribute to greater depository institution stability.

Second, as I mentioned earlier, it has been widely documented that traditional

banking is steadily losing market share. It is noteworthy that banking organiza-

tions' stock continues to sell at price/earnings ratios significantly below market
norms despite the industry's recent record earnings. In other words, the market per-

ceives banking as an industry whose earnings potential is severely handicapped by

out-dated laws and excessive regulation. In the long-run, an industry which is un-

able to compete can not truly be strong and sound, and can not support economic

growth. Doing nothing to modernize our banking laws poses the greatest risk to

safety and soundness.
Third, there are extensive regulations already in place to protect against any po-

tential problems that may arise between an insured depository and an affiliated en-

tity. Over the past fifl;y years, a highly sophisticated regulatory regime has been de-

veloped to govern the activities of banks, bank holding companies, and securities

firms. These include Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act and Section

106(b) of the Bank Holding Company Act Amendments of 1970 which deal specifi-

cally with transactions between a bank and its affiliates, plus extensive prudential

regulations imposed on both banks and securities firms.

Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act place strict limits on the terms

and conditions of credit extensions and other transactions between banks and their
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affiliates. Section 23A restricts loans to one affiliate to 10 percent of the bank's cap-

ital and surplus (20 percent of capital and surplus for all affiliates), and requires

that all transactions be fully secured and consistent with safe and sound banking
practices. Section 23B requires that all transactions, including purchases and sales

of assets, between a bank and its affiliate be "arms length"; that is, that the terms
and conditions of the transaction must reflect prevailing market conditions. The re-

strictions in Sections 23A and 23B reach transactions with third parties that would
benefit a bank's affiliate. Taken together, Sections 23A and 23B insulate banks from
their affiliates and effectively restrict harmful loan and securities transactions be-

tween banks and their affiliates.

Banks, like all other businesses, are subject to the anti-tying rules of the antitrust

laws. But banks are also subject to a special, much more restrictive law. Section

106(b) of the Bank Holding Company Act Amendments of 1970 eliminates any possi-

bility that banks and their affiliates might enter into improper "tying" arrange-

ments. Section 106(b) makes it illegal for banks to condition the availability of one
service on the purchase of another, even though the bank may not have any 'market
power" over the service. In fact, section 106(b) is so tight that it has severely re-

stricted the competitiveness of banking organizations in some cases.

In addition to these regulatory restrictions dealing specifically with inter-affiliate

transactions, there is also a whole body of banking and securities laws and regula-

tions which deal with prudential operation of covered institutions. For example, the
banking industry is suDJect to a comprehensive network of state and federal regula-

tions dealing with capital adequacy and safe a''d sound operating procedures, exten-

sive reporting requirements, and thorough examination and supervision. FDICIA
gave the FDIC authority to impose additional bank capital requirements for non-
traditional activities if such action is necessary. The Securities Exchange Commis-
sion and the self-regulatory agencies, such as the National Association of Securities

Dealers, impose a series of financial adequacy regulations, conduct standards, and
repor'ing and examination requirements on securities firms.

Fourth, so-called firewalls that prevent banking institutions from competing effec-

tively will undermine the very purpose of modernization. As previously noted, many
companies, including some ot tne largest in the country, already offer virtually all

financial services—including traditional banking services—basically without any
firewalls. It is these companies that banking organizations must compete with on
a daily basis. Often, calls for firewedls by some of banking's competitors are nothing
more than calls for protection from competition.
ABA believes that H.R. 1062 makes an important contribution by providing a

flexible framework that will be responsive to cnanging market conditions. Without
such flexibility for regulatory changes, the banking industry may find itself locked
in by regulatory restrictions that undermine bank competitiveness for years, even
if virtually everyone agrees that the particular restrictions should be modified. His-
tory shows us that having to come back to Congress for fine-tuning is just not work-
able. ABA pledges to work with the Commerce Committee to fine-tune the frame-
work in H.R. 1062 to meet Members' concerns.

ABA Will Oppose New Anti-Competitive Restriction on Bank Insurance Activities

While we support the Glass-Steagall reforms contained in H.R. 1062, we do be-
lieve that ultimately we must move to a more comprehensive financial structure,
and we are willing to work with the Commerce Committee, the Banking Committee
and others toward that end. Banking organizations (and other financial service pro-

viders) should be allowed to offer all financial services, including insurance, in a
flexible framework with functional regulation.
The ABA position has long been that such a comprehensive structure should be

based on the following principles:

• A bank should be allowed to affiliate with an insurance underwriter in a structure
where each entity is functionally regulated—the bank by the banking regulators
and the insurance company by state insurance commissioners—under non-
discriminatory rules.

• Banks should be able to directly engage in the low-risk, fee income activities of
insurance agency and brokerage, again subject to nondiscriminatory state regu-
lation.

• Banks and their insurance subsidiaries and affiliates should be able to freely mar-
ket and advertise all of their products to their joint customer bases because
consumer choice means nothing unless consumers are aware of their choices.

• Insurance agents who enter into business relationships with banks should have
the option of having a physical presence on bank premises; but we have no ob-
jection to reasonable rules, like the ones we already comply with, to assure that
consumers understand the difference between insured bank deposits and insur-
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ance products and services, and to eliminate any possibility of coercion where
insurance is required in connection with a loan.

The structure above would provide banks with the same competitive freedoms
that are already enjoyed by savings and loans, credit unions, insurance companies,
and other nonbank financial competitors, and we are willing to do it under a regu-
latory framework which frankly imposes more burdens ana duties on us than our
competitors encounter now.
Bankers simply cannot understand why they are singled out for discriminatory

treatment in the sale of insurance while all other creditors—including those with
federal deposit insurance—can sell insurance without any of the restrictions im-
posed on banks. Why should a $100 million national bank not be permitted to sell

insurance, while others in the same town—including, for example, a $200 million
credit union, a $500 million S&L, a multi-billion dollar finance company, a subsidi-
ary of General Motors, Ford or Chrysler, and a Farm Credit System Bank—can sell

insurance products without restrictions? In Red Wing, my bank competes with two
credit unions, a farm credit bank, an IDS office, and a GMAC office, all of which
can sell insurance without restrictions.

Consumer Benefits ofBank Insurance Activities

Today, nearly half of the U.S. population resides in states and locales where
banks can engage in broad insurance sales and brokerage activities. Insurance ac-

tivities in banks are now permitted from Alaska and California across the continent
to Virginia and Delaware. To the extent that a separation of banking from insur-

ance ever existed, it is quickly and properly being swept into the dust bin of history

by marketplace developments.
Many consumer groups recognize that there are significant benefits to be gained

from bank involvement in the sale of insurance products including lower costs, more
convenient service, and better product and cost information. In addition, banks can
reach out to a broader spectrum of consumers, making insurance products accessible

to more people.

A recent survey released by Prophet Market Research, a financial consulting and
testing service in San Francisco, shows some significant problems in the insurance
industry regarding the information given to potential buyers of annuities and mu-
tual funds—for example, 27 percent of prospects were not told about sales charges
associated with specific products and 48 percent were not told about the product's

operating expenses and management fees. The survey also found that 40 percent of

agents md not inquire about income levels of the prospect and 58 percent did not

ask about a prospect's tax bracket, even though most were pitched annuities or

other "tax-advantaged" investment products. Twenty-five percent of agents did a

poor job inquiring about a prospect's investment history, assets, investment objec-

tives and risk tolerance.

A study done for the Consumer Federation of America (CFA) found that the

present life insurance system imposes excess annual costs on consumers, and that

allowing banks to participate in insurance markets has the potential to save con-

sumers $5 billion to $10 billion per year in life insurance sales alone. The CFA
study included a nationwide survey of insurance sales practices and found that

"banks are more responsive to consumer requests for information" than captive or

independent agents. The study reported that ".
. . every one of the [survey] compari-

sons shows that bank's sellers of life insurance were more forthcoming with infor-

mation than agents . . . the policies sent by bank-based setters were much lower in

cost."

Just a few weeks ago, in an April 6 letter to the Capitol Hill newspaper Roll Call,

former Texas Insurance Commissioner Robert J. Hunter, now Director of Insurance

for the CFA, refuted a misleading ad placed in the previous week by the Independ-

ent Insurance Agents of America (IIAA). The CFA letter stated: "Ever since CFA
e}diaustively studied the issue a decade ago, and in several studies since, we have

believed that bank entry into insurance sales, with proper consumer protections as

to tie-in sales and disclosures, has the potential to save consumers billions of dollars

every year. We have, as IIAA well knows, characterized the entry of banks into in-

surance sales as a likely Taoon' to consumers."
Similarly, in Congressional testimony, the President of the National Insurance

Consumer Organization, stated: "Banks are a logical source of insurance. Sales out-

lets in banks would be convenient for consumers and should be extremely efficient

points for sale. The incredible reaction of insurance agents against bank entry is

due in the main to their inefficiency and high cost."

Consumer group support has been crucial to the enactment of bank insurance

sales powers in severd states including California and Virginia. For example, the

Virginia Citizens Consumer Council (VCCC) was one of the strongest proponents of
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the authorizing legislation. I wovild like to quote from testimony presented by Jean
Ann Fox, President of VCCC, before the Virginia Senate Commerce and Labor Com-
mittee on February 26, 1990:

Virginia Citizens Consumer Council supports HB 335 to permit banks to

sell insurance. We believe that this bill bsuances the need tor greater com-
petition in the sale of insurance with the important goal of safeguarding
consumers.
The artificial barriers between insurance companies and financial institu-

tions are already crvunbling, with insurance companies acquiring banks and
offering financial services . . . My insurance carrier is offering to loan me
money. My bank is offering to sell me insurance. This bill simply recognizes

the trend to financial supermarkets.
VCCC is actively involved in trying to improve the competitiveness of the

insurance market . . . We look on HB 335 as one more measure to improve
competition at the retail sales level by increasing the choices for consumers.

In late 1990, the General Accounting Office (GAO), the Congress's investigatory

arm, released an extremely comprehensive report discussing all the salient policy

issues raised by the sale or insurance by banks. This September 1990 study, '^ank
Powers—Issues Relating to Banks Selling Insurance", is the most exhaustive and
well researched third party study of this subject that we are aware of The GAO
spent more than one year in its research and analysis. GAO consulted with grand-
fathered bank holding companies, banking industry organizations, insurance agent
and underwriter trade associations, insurance companies, consumer organizations,
and academic and independent experts.

The GAO study refitted virtually all the major arguments used by the insurance
industry in protest against potential bank entry into insurance sales. The GAO
study on bank provision of insurance found: real opportunities to reduce consumers'
cost of purchasing insurance; no significant safety and soundness risks; no consumer
coercion problems which cannot be ameliorated through appropriate regulation and
other safeguards; and no unfair or unique competitive advantage vis-a-vis other in-

surance providers.
In fact, the GAO conclusions reinforce all of the point? the banking industry has

raised over the years in its testimony on this subject. The GAO report continues a
long string of impsutial, third party studies wnich found substantied potential
consumer benefits from bank insurance sales and no strong countervailing reasons
to prohibit such activities. In fact, not surprisingly, the only studies we are aware
of which have come up with contrary findings have been those directly funded by
the insurance industry.

Part of the reason banks can provide low-cost and efficient insurance services to

consumers is because the network of banks and branches—almost 64,000 office loca-

tions across the country—gives banks an ideal delivery system for retail insurance
products. Bank expertise in administrative functions and data processing tech-

nologies will contribute significantly to lower insurance costs. And the convenience
of bank branches will make consumer access easier and more efficient.

Banks can also provide an increase in overall service levels. This can be especially
important for lower income households. Banks have relationships with nine out of
ten households with annual incomes of less than fifteen thousand dollars. This mar-
ket segment has not been well served historically by the insurance industry—only
seven percent of life policies insure individuals with incomes of less than ten thou-
sand dollars. The modest, low-commission term life policy that is most suitable for

such an individual is not a product which many insurance agents will devote their
marketing time to because of the high cost of individually prospecting customers;
however, such products can be distributed very efficiently through banks—witness
the great success of savings bank life insurance in the Northeast.
Banks also can enhance the overall availability of good product and cost informa-

tion, as was demonstrated by the Consumer Federation of America study mentioned
above. Consumers will not only save money by selecting the product best suited to
their needs, but their broader knowledge of available products, suppliers and prices
is a strong antidote to anti-competitive market practices.

In light of this evidence, it simply makes no sense to restrict in any way banking
organizations' involvement in insurance.

The Myth ofBank Coercion

The principal charge heard over and over again from the insurance lobby in oppo-
sition to bank involvement in insurahce activities is that banks will supposedly use
their market power as lenders to coerce customers into purchasing insurance prod-
ucts and services which they do not want as a precondition of obtaining a loan. But
despite continuing charges of coercion by insurance agents, none of the many studies
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of bank insurance activities—including those conducted by the Federal Reserve
Board, General Accounting Office and consumer groups—have found evidence of sig-
nificant coercive tying activities by banks selling insurance.
The coercion arguments made against banks selling insurance apply equally to all

other credit grantors who offer combinations of insurance and len<£ng. This includes
savings and loans, credit unions, mortgage companies, finance companies, and in-

surance companies themselves. Yet, it is only commercial banks that have signifi-

cant restrictions on their ability to sell insurance. As previously stated, it is very
hard for our industry to understand why it is alright for all these other types of
firms to sell insurance and make loans, but it is somehow not alright for commercial
banks.

If there are concerns about the linkage of providing credit and selling insurance,
and we believe such concerns are basically unfounded, then these should be dealt
with by consumer protections applicable to all credit grantors, not by discriminatory
prohibitions on one sector of the financial services market.

Consumer Protections

The ABA recognizes that certain protections may be necessary to ensure that con-
sumers are fully informed about the products they purchase. By and large, these
protections, at least for the banking industry, already exist. For example. Section
106 of the Bank Holding Company Act Amendments of 1970 (12 U.S.C. 1972) pre-

vents consumers from being reauired to purchase other corporate products as a con-
dition of obtaining a bank product. Such illegal "tie-ins" would subject violators to

substantial damages.
Banks take great pains to assure that consumers fiiUy understand the difference

between federally insured deposit products and non-deposit investment products,
both to maintain good customer relationships and, quite frankly, to protect them-
selves against being sued if an investment declines in value. Over the last two
years, banks' efforts to increase consumer disclosure and levels of understanding
have grown dramatically. In addition to extensive voluntary efforts by ABA and
other bank trade associations, bank sales of annuities and other non-deposit invest-

ment products are subject to a February 1994 Interagency Statement issued by all

the federal banking regulators. This Statement contains explicit requirements and
guidelines, enforced during the examination process, for physically separate insur-

ance sales areas, suitability standards, advertising and disclosure, stafftraining and
qualifications, and incentive compensation. Further, the Statement reauires banks
to obtain a signed statement from customers indicating that they understand the

disclosures, particularly that an annuity or other investment product purchased
from a bank is not FDIC-insured and has investment risk, including possible loss

of principal. H.R. 1062 writes many of these guidelines into law.

Finally, we believe it is important that Congress impose the same consumer pro-

tection standards to all providers of similar financial services. Combining Prudential

Insurance Company with an FDIC-insured bank raises the same issues as combin-

ing Citicorp with an insurance underwriter. Anyone can own an S&L (and call it

a bank) and sell insurance, securities, and other financial services in combination

with a federally insured institution. Bank-like products are being offered by a host

of "nonbank" institutions including insurance companies. Yet these companies are

not subject to the same types of regulatory concerns and administrative burdens
that banks now face. This dual standard raises important consumer protection con-

cerns.

The banking industry stands ready to work with legislators to construct appro-

priate safeguards which would adequately address the consumer's need for protec-

tion while not negating the consumer benefits of bank insurance sales. But these

safeguards should be applied even-handedly to all financial services providers.

Insurance Groups Are Seeking Protection From Competition

ABA has no quarrel with the goal of assuring that everyone involved in under-

writing or selling insurance is subject to the same state insurance regulation. We
do, however, oppose authority that could, and would, be used to prohibit some par-

ticipants from competing at all. While we do not believe there is a need for such

federal legislation, we are willing to work with the Commerce Committee on design-

ing a functional regvilatory approach that will assure that all regulation is applied

equally without imposing any limitation on who may sell or underwrite insurance.

On May 22, ABA testified before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Haz-

ardous Materials on the specifics of H.R. 1317, detailing our concerns about the bill.

In that statement we refuted the claims of insurance groups about the supposed

benefits of the bill. I will not go into detail, as we did in the earlier testimony, but
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I wanted to simply summarize our comments as they may apply in the context of

the Committee's consideration of H.R. 1062.

• H.R. 1317 is not necessary to get banks to comply with state regulation.
Banks which participate in insurance already obtain state insurance licenses

and comply with state rules. The real impact of the bill is to permit state insur-

ance commissioners to use state laws to prevent, directly or indirectly, national

banks from setting insurance. Let me emphasize that there is a fundamental
difference between prohibiting competition and setting the rules under which all

participants must compete.
• H.R. 1317 would rewrite the McCarran-Ferguson Act and completely

upsei the balance of federal and state interests. McCarran-Ferguson is a
federal statute, not a state statute. Therefore, what constitutes "insurance" for

purposes of ^e McCarran-Ferguson Act is a matter of federal, not state law.

This question was discussed in the first VALIC case (SEC v. Variable Annuity
Life Insurance Company of America, 359 U.S. 65 [1959]), where the court found
that variable annuities were not "insurance" in spite of state statutes to the
contrary. Later, the Federal Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit found in

U.S. V. Tide Insurance Rating Bureau of Arizona, Inc., 700 F.2d 1247 at 1250
(1983) that

... it is not dispositive that Arizona law defines the 'business of title insur-

ance' to include 'the performance by a title insurer or title insurance agent
of escrow services'. . . because the definition of 'business of insurance' for

McCarran Act purposes is a matter of federal law.

Thus the legal effect of H.R. 1317 is to alter one of the basic tenets of the
McCarran-Ferguson Act, that is, the ability of Congress and the federal courts

to define what constitutes "insurance."
• H.R. 1317 would undermine Court decisions that have opened up the

marketplace. The bill would subvert the Supreme Court's unanimous ruling
in the recent VALIC case, thus opening up a new round of litigation. It would
also lead to new state initiatives to prohibit national bank sales of annuities.

ABA has been discussing with Committee staff possible approaches to achieving
the goals of H.R. 1317 in the context of permitting the affiliation of banks and insur-
ance companies and agencies. While tne principle of functional regulation at the
state level is clear, devising an approach which protects the legitimate state role

while not permitting discrimination against banks is difficult because of the manv
diverse state and federal approaches to banking and insurance which have devel-

oped over many decades.
Again, ABA feels strongly that H.R. 1062 should not be turned into a vehicle for

protectionism, and we will continue to work with the Committee to try to reach a
satisfactory solution. We greatly appreciate the opportunity Chairman Bliley and his

staff have given us to participate in these discussions.

Conclusion: Competition, Not Protectionism

Despite the significant consumer benefits of bank participation in both securities

and insurance markets, some in the insurance industry are seeking to use the grow-
ing momentum for financial modernization to add new restrictions on bank insur-
ance activities. Such efforts are blatantly protectionist and anti-consumer, and we
will strongly oppose them.
We believe that the most beneficial public policy is one which promotes free and

fair competition in the sale and distribution of financial products, including insur-
ance and investment products. It is clearly not in the public interest to protect cer-

tain industries against competition from new market entrants. We ask you to move
forward to help build a competitive fi*amework for financial service providers which
will serve the needs of consumers. This new Congress has an historic opportunity
to modernize the laws of the 1930s, which are totally out of date, and to create a
framework for offering financial services that will work in the twenty-first century.
Thank you for this opportunity to share our views.

Appendix

bank holding company structure

H.R. 1062 would permit banking organizations to underwrite corporate debt and
equity securities and mutual fiind shares. That activity must be conducted in a sep-

I
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aratel^ capitalized bank holding company subsidiary, ^ subject to regulation by the
Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). H.R. 1062 would not permit these ac-
tivities to be conducted in a bank subsidiary.
The ABA is on record in supporting functional regulation. The ABA believes, how-

ever, that banking organizations should be given maximum flexibility to structure
their securities underwriting activities in a manner that best suits the needs of
their particular organization and client base. While the ABA supports H.R. 1062
and its requirement to house corporate debt and eauity underwriting in a bank
holding company subsidiary, the ABA would prefer legislation that would permit
bank subsidiaries also to have the option to underwrite corporate debt and equity.
Like the bank holding company subsidiary, the bank subsidiary would be subject
to SEC jurisdiction and any potential risks and perceived conflicts of interest associ-
ated with securities underwriting could be addressed by putting adequate safe-
guards in place.

SEPARATELY IDENTIFIABLE DIVISION OR DEPARTMENT ("SIDD")

The ABA is in full support of those provisions of H.R. 1062 that recognize that
it may, in certain circumstances, be appropriate to conduct certain securities activi-

ties in a separately identifiable division or department ("SIDD") of the bank, rather
than in a separate bank holding company subsidiary. In permitting (but not requir-
ing) certain securities activities to be conducted in a SIDD, H.R. 1062 strikes a bal-
ance between securities and banking. Specifically, H.R. 1062 would require securi-
ties activities conducted in a SIDD to be regulated like all similar securities by the
appropriate securities authorities. At the same time, H.R. 1062 recognizes that cer-

tain securities activities cannot easily be divorced from traditional banking activities

offered in the bank.
In this same connection, H.R. 1062 recognizes that it is appropriate not to subject

the SIDD to the SEC's net capital rule so long as the bank remained adequately
capitalized under the banking laws. This is because the net capital rule, which un-
like bank capital requirements focuses on liquidity risk rather than credit risk,

would require disproportionately high levels oi capital for illiquid instruments like

bank loans.

For example, allowing banks to offer municipal revenue bonds through a SIDD
recognizes that securities and banking products ^ targeted to state and local govern-
ments have been developed side-by-side and that the most efficient and effective

way to serve these customers is to offer them a whole array of products to serve
their financial needs. Carving out securities products from all other products offered

is inefficient and leads to increased costs and burdens.
Moreover, under bank capital rules, banks are required to hold more capital for

shorter maturity municipal revenue bonds than broker-dealers. Only when the ma-
turity of the municipal revenue bond is greater than 7 years will the SEC's net cap-

ital rule require broker-dealers to hold more capital. Rarely do banks hold securities

with maturities greater than 7 years. Therefore, as a practical matter, banks will

hold more capital against municipal revenue securities than the SEC's net capital

rules require of broker-dealers.

INCREASED FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD AUTHORITY

H.R. 1062 gives increased authority to both the Federal Reserve Board ("FRB")
and the SEC. This grant of increased authority is entirely appropriate.

For example, under H.R. 1062, the SEC has now gained authority to regulate

bank securities activities. Once the SEC determines that an instrument is a security

under the federal securities laws and is not otherwise exempt that activity will gen-

erally become regulated by the SEC.
In recognition of the fact that there is a convergence between banking and securi-

ties products and that clear lines between the two cannot easily be drawn, the FRB,
in interpreting the banking laws, can permit that activity to be conducted in the

bank through a SIDD. This ability on the part of FRB does not, however, take away
from the fact that H.R. 1062 gives the SEC increased jurisdiction over bank securi-

ties activities. Specifically, the SEC has jurisdiction over many bank securities ac-

tivities, including most securities activities conducted in the bank through a SIDD.

1 H.R. 1062 would redesignate bank holding companies as financial services holding companies

or "FSHC".
2 Banks service their state and local government customers in a number of different ways in-

cluding offering treasury services to handle receivables and accounts payable, providing cash

management accounts, lending money for equipment purchases and certain other purposes, pro-

viding financial advice and underwriting general obligation bonds.
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Similarly appropriate is H.R. 1062's grant of additional authority to the FRB to

adjust the statutory firewalls between banks and securities underwriting affiliates.

Rigid, inflexible firewalls that are incapable of being adjusted as market cir-

cumstances and situations dictate, force banking organizations to comply with bur-

densome, outmoded and unnecessary laws. All of this adds cost to the products of-

fered to the detriment of consumers.

CAPITAL ADEQUACY REQUIREMENTS

H.R. 1062 requires that before a banking organization may affiliate with a securi-

ties underwriting firm, it must be meet rigid capital standards. Specifically, before

a bank holding company can acquire a securities affiliate: (1) the bank holding com-
{)any's lead subsidiary insured depository institution must be well capitalized; (2) at

east 80 percent of the aggregate total risk-weighted depository institution assets

controllea by the bank holmng company must be in depository institutions that are

well-capitalized; (3) all subsidiary depository institutions controlled by the bank
holding company must be well capitalized or adequately capitalized; and (4) the

bank holding company itself must oe adequately capitalized and must continue to

be so immediately after the acquisition.

Alternatively, a bank holding company and its subsidiaries will be deemed to have
met the legislation's capital requirements if all of its depository institutions are at

least adequately capitalized after the acquisition of the securities afiiliate and the
holding company is well capitalized. Any bank holding company that chooses this

latter option will be held liable for any FDIC losses, including any reasonably antici-

pated losses, associated with any of its depository institutions.

Furthermore, the securities affiliate must be separately capitalized. Consequently,
in determining whether a bank holding company is adequately capitalized, the bank
holding company cannot include the securities affiliate's assets and liabilities. In ad-

dition, certain deductions from the bank holding company's capital must be taken
for equity investments in the securities affiliate as well as any extensions of credit

to the securities affiliate.

If a bank holding company ceases to be in compliance with the legislation's capital

requirements, then the securities affiliate must cease all securities underwriting
and dealing activities. Exceptions are provided to allow underwriting of certain se-

curities, including securities of registered mutual funds.
Collectively, these provisions are intended to ensure that any new securities ac-

tivities permitted in the securities affiliate do not jeopardize the safety and sound-
ness of affiliate depository institutions.

While the ABA supports the purposes sought to be served by these capital provi-

sions and notes that H.R. 1062 tbllows the bank regulators capital adequacy require-
ments, these provisions are much stricter than any provisions required under GAAP
and made applicable to other businesses, including unregulated non-bank financial

services holding companies. Moreover, the ABA agrees that the requirement to cease
underwriting and dealing when a bank holding company no longer satisfies the leg-

islation's capital requirements should not apply to mutual funds. Mutual funds are
in continuous underwriting and any requirement to cease underwriting would effec-

tively cause the fund to cease operation, much to the detriment of that fund's inves-
tors. These same concerns are not presented with issues that only come to market
on an infi-equent basis.

FIREWALLS

The firewall provisions of H.R. 1062 are largely drawn from the current firewalls

established by the FRB for Section 20 underwriting affiliates. These conditions were
first articulated by the FRB in 1987. Since that time, the FRB has adjusted the fire-

walls to accommodate certain very specific circumstances as well as general market
developments and to reflect the experience and comfort level attained by both the
FRB and the industry in connection with bank affiliate underwritings.
As discussed above, the legislation would allow the FRB to exercise its discretion

to adjust the firewalls as appropriate. That authority may be exercised if the FRB
finds that its proposed action is consistent with the purposes of the Act, including
the avoidance of any significant risk to the safety and soundness of the depository
institution and the avoidance of conflicts of interest.

For example, one specific firewall would prohibit banks from issuing credit en-
hancements for securities being underwritten by the securities affiliate. Experience
with this prohibition has revealed that safety and soundness concerns can be ade-
quately addressed by permitting well-capitalized institutions, under certain specific

circumstances, to issue credit enhancements. Consequently, H.R. 1062 would permit
an exception for well-capitalized institutions. Moreover, any concerns about poten-
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tial conflicts of interest between the well-capitalized bank and the securities affiliate
have been addressed by requiring the transaction to be on an arm's length basis,
i.e., on terms and conditions substantially the same as those involving unaffiliated
parties. Moreover, H.R. 1062 also would allow credit enhancement of bank eligible
securities regardless of whether they were underwritten in the bank, a SIDD or a
separate broker-dealer subsidiary or affiliate. The ABA supports these and other
similar firewall exceptions as entirely appropriate.

INVESTMENT BANK HOLDING COMPANIES

H.R. 1062 would permit a new category of bank holding companies, known as in-
vestment bank holding companies ("IBHCs"). IBHCs will be allowed to acquire cer-
tain wholesale financial institutions or "WFIs". While a WFI will be defined as a
bank and, thus, permitted to borrow at the FRB's discount window, it will not be
allowed to accept insured deposits. WFI's will also be subject to higher capital re-
quirements and transactions between a WFI and its affiliates will be subject to sec-
tion 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act. WFIs and their securities affiliates
will not generally be subject to H.R. 1062's firewall provisions. Finally, under cer-
tain circumstances, IBHCs will be subject to a different supervisory structure than
that applicable to bank holding companies.
The ABA supports the ability of bank holding companies with insured depository

institutions to acquire a WFI. The ABA does not suggest that in acquiring a WFI,
a bank holding company should be allowed to acquire certain firms not otherwise
permitted to financial services holding companies.

Mr. Stearns. Thank you, Mr. Jones.
Mr. Tassey.

STATEMENT OF JEFFREY TASSEY
Mr. Tassey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Jeff Tassey

and I am presenting this testimony on behalf of the American Fi-

nancial Services Association, AFSA. We appreciate this opportunity
to express our views on H.R. 1062.

H.R. 1062 takes a constructive incremental step in loosening the
barriers imposed by the Glass-Steagall Act between banking and
securities activities. As we read the bill, the primary tier of benefits
would flow to a relatively small number of larger wholesale banks
and investment banks. These institutions would presumably enjoy
greater economies of scale and a strengthened competitive position

in global capital markets.
The Investment Bank Holding Company established in the bill,

while not presently of direct interest to most AFSA members, pro-

vides a useful approach for dealing with deposit insurance concerns
for certain activities, while providing some other benefits the
present banking system confers upon its member banks. Where de-

posit insurance is not a factor, we see no reason to restrict affili-

ations. AFSA urges the exploration of what other kinds of unin-

sured institutions could be established that might meet various

needs in our financial markets. We are currently reviewing a pro-

posal for an uninsured, non-depository, market-funded lending in-

stitution that we hope to submit for consideration in the near fu-

ture.

As H.R. 1062 stands, it places a number of limitations on the

abilities of securities firms to own insured banks. Due to the fact

that a substantial portion of the business of many securities firms

involves activities such as insurance and merchant banking that

are, with limited exceptions, proscribed under the bill. The solution

to this is to broaden the financial nature tests contained in the bill

to permit the financial services holding company to at least engage
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in a full range of insurance activities, as well as enough commer-
cial activities to cover merchant banking.
The affiliation issue is one of AFSA's primary concerns with H.R.

1062. We represent an extremely diverse group of lenders, pri-

marily market funded, and accordingly subject to intense scrutiny

and regulation by the markets. A great many of these entities have
a wide range of functionally constrained affiliations with some type

of federally insured institution. There has never been any evidence

that any of these entities pose any systemic or deposit insurance
risk as they go about their business of providing approximately 15
percent of all consumer credit.

At the very least, the true financial services holding company
should also include insurance. It is difficult to argue that insurance
is not financial in nature or incidental to such financial activities.

Beyond insurance, AFSA strongly supports the ability of commer-
cial firms to own or otherwise affiliate with such a holding com-
pany. The prohibition on banking and commerce has always been
shot through with exceptions. Thousands of individuals own banks
who also own many and varied commercial interests, none of which
are subject to the same holding company affiliation restrictions and
oversight as banks owned by corporate entities. If it is harmful for

banks and commercial entities owned in the corporate form to affil-

iate, then the same restrictions should apply to the thousands of

wealthy individuals who freely mix banking and commercial enter-

prises.

The primary argument postulated against banking and com-
merce is that such a holding company form would result in large
concentrations of economic resources. Such concentrations are far

more likely to occur in small towns where, as described above,
there is only one bank owned by an individual who also owns other
major economic units, such as the local independent insurance
agency, car dealer, feed store, et cetera.

Economic concentration, particularly in todays global market, is

not just size, but sized in relation to the market in which the entity
operates, A very large institution operating nationally and inter-

nationally is subject to competition at every size level, from the
smallest independent bank to the largest Japanese bank.

In terms of risk to the bank and insurance fund from such a di-

versified structure, the experience with life insurance holding com-
panies is instructive as discussed on page 8 of our written state-
ment.

In addition to AFSA's affiliation concerns, the more general con-
cern we have is that the bill does not do enough to bring market
discipline to the insured portion of the industry, nor does it address
the overriding issue of excessive deposit insurance. In the 1980's,
numerous banks and thrifts continued to operate even though their
market ratings were well below investment grade. In contrast, if

the markets lose confidence in a market funded lender, it may no
longer have the ability to fund its activities and grow. It must
shrink and ultimately may be forced to close in short order.

Second, the market typically requires that the market funded
lenders hold more capital relative to assets than banks. Appendix
5 of our written statement is a recently released chart showing
that a representative sampling of finance companies had average
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equity to assets almost double that of a representative sampling of
banks.
As discussed in oiir written testimony, it is the sensitivity to fi-

nancial condition of both the commercial parent and financial sub-
sidiary, combined with the ability of the market to act quickly,
without discretion, that makes market regulation so effective and
gives lie to so many of the arguments against affiliations with in-

sured institutions. In a modernized structure with separately cap-
italized affiliates, most of which would be market regulated, it is

difficult to see the risk to the insured institution, especially if com-
bined with a capital downstreaming mechanism.

In conclusion, AFSA strongly supports the modernization proc-

ess, even though it is presently much more limited in scope than
we feel is necessary. No financial modernization proposal of any
magnitude has passed the House, primarily because of turf fights

between various parts of the industry. One of the most intractable

issues has involved the banks and the insurance agents as to who
can sell insurance under what conditions.

Mr. Stearns. Just, if you would summarize.
Mr. Tassey. I just have another few lines.

Mr. Stearns. Absolutely. Go ahead.
Mr. Tassey. I apologize.

While this issue is not a specific concern to AFSA, our primary
concern is the ability of insurance companies to affiliate with in-

sured institutions. It is of great concern because of the impact it

has had on the process.

As Mr, Bliley has just told us, the committee has worked assidu-

ously on this issue and we would like to make a brief observation

based on past an experience.
Achieving a compromise, even with more time, that both the

banks and the agents will both endorse is highly unlikely and the

best that can be hoped for is that a balanced approach can be craft-

ed that takes away most of the plausible arguments on both sides

and that the political will exists to force both sides to accept that

compromise in committee and on the Floor of the House. We
strongly support the efforts of the committee.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Jeffrey Tassey follows:]

Prepared Statement of Jeffrey Tassey, Senior Vice President, American
Financial Services Association

The American Financial Services Association appreciates this opportunity to ex-

press our views on H.R. 1062, the "Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995."

The American Financial Services Association (AFSA) is the trade association for

a wide variety of non-traditional, market-funded providers of financial services to

consumers and small businesses. As adopted by our members, the mission of AFSA
"is to assure a strong and healthy broaa-based consumer lending services industry

which is committed to (1) providing the public with a quality and cost effective serv-

ice, (2) promoting a financial system that enhances competitiveness and (3) support-

ing the responsible delivery and use of credit and credit related products."

AFSA's members fit into four basic categories:

• Diversified Financial Services Companies—These are companies that offer a broad

range of financial services and products to consumers nationwide. Many of these

members are affiliated with banks or savings and loans.

• Automotive Finance Companies—These companies are frequently referred to as

"captive finance companies." They provide financing for customers that pur-

chase the manufacturer's products. In addition, many of the companies or their

I'
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parents have branched out into a range of other financial services, such as cred-

it cards or mortgage lending.
• Consumer Finance Companies—^The core business of this membership segment in-

cludes: unsecured personal loans, home equity loans, and sales financing (for re-

tailers' credit customers). This segment includes companies of all sizes.

• Credit card issuers—This membership segment offers bank cards, charge cards,

credit cards or private label cards. AFSA members include some of the largest

credit card issuers in the U.S.

Some consumer finance companies are owned by, own, or are affiliated with de-

Eository institutions, such as savings & loans, consumer banks (limited-purpose

anks), or credit card banks. These institutions are fully regulated institutions, sub-

ject to all of the laws and regulations applying to banking institutions, including the

Community Reinvestment Act and the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act. They are reg-

ularly examined bv state and federal banking authorities.

In addition, each of tiiese consumer lenders must comply with federal regulations

relating to consumer credit—the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, the Truth in Lend-
ing Act, the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act, the CTonsumer Leasing Act, the

Fair Credit Billing Act, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, and the Federal Trade Com-
mission's Credit Practices Rule are among the most important.
Consumer lenders which are not depository institutions, are generally licensed

and regulated by the state banking department or the department of corporations

in every state in which they operate, often separately regulated for each product.

They are subject to state laws governing the rates tney can charge on consumer
loans, as well as state consumer protection laws.

As the above demonstrates, AFSA members are important sources of credit to the
American consumer, providing between 10 and 15 percent of all consumer credit.

AFSA members are highly innovative and compete at all levels in the financial serv-

ices markets. Our members have charged AFSA with promoting a free and open fi-

nancial services market that rewards the highest level of competitiveness.

SUMMARY OF AFSA'S POSITION

H.R. 1062 takes a constructive first step in the process of making changes to our
highly balkanized financial services structure, although its scope is primarily lim-

ited to the area of bank and securities activities and the removal of barriers be-

tween the two imposed by the Glass Steagall Act. AFSA would like to see H.R. 1062
take a more comprehensive approach to rationalizing and modernizing our financial

laws, ideally the authorization of affiliations between insured institutions and insur-

ance entities as well as firms engaged in other types of commerce. We feel that
these affiliations can safely take place among separately capitalized affiliates in a
functionally regulated holding company structure.

At a minimum, AFSA strongly feels that the "two way street" contained in H.R.
1062 should be widened as it relates to securities and insurance firms. As it stands,
the bill provides a number of limitations on the abilities of securities firms to own
insured oanks, due to the fact that a substantial portion of the business of many
securities firms involve activities, such as insurance and merchant banking, that
are, with limited exceptions, proscribed under the bill. The solution to this is to

broaden the "financial in nature" test contained in section 121 of the bill to permit
the financial services holding company to at least engage in a full range of insur-
ance activities.

In the committee's invitation to testify, comment was requested on a number of
technical securities issues. These issues are by and large not of specific concern to

AFSA members. We would only note that our members presently conduct their spe-
cific financial activities in separately capitalized affiliates, and that is unlikely to

change. Additionally, we have always supported functional regulation.
H.R. 1062 contains an optional 'Investment Bank Holding Company," a t3rpe of

uninsured wholessde institution, which while not presently of direct interest to most
AFSA members, provides a useful approach for dealing with deposit insurance con-
cerns for certain activities while providing some benefits the present banking sys-
tem confers upon its member banks. AFSA urges the committee to explore what
other kinds of uninsured institutions could be established that might meet various
needs in our financial markets. We are currently reviewing a proposal for an unin-
sured, non depository, market funded lending institution that we hope to submit for

consideration in the near future.
AFSA strongly supports the modernization process, even though it is much more

limited in scope than we feel is necessary. No financial modernization proposal of
any magnitude has passed the house, primarily because of turf fights between var-
ious parts of the industry. One of the most intractable issues has involved the banks
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and the insurance agents as to who can sell insurance under what conditions. While
this issue is not of specific concern to AFSA—our primary concern is the ability of
insurance companies to afBliate with insured institutions—it is of great concern be-
cause of its ability to stop the process. We know that the committee is working as-
siduously on this issue and would like to make an observation based on past experi-
ence.
Achieving a compromise that both the banks and the agents will endorse is highly

unlikely. The best that can be hoped for is that a balanced approach can be crafted
that takes away most of the plausible arguments on both sides and that the political

will exists to force both sides to accept that compromise in committee and on the
floor of the house, otherwise, this bill will meet the fate of its predecessors and that
serves no public purpose. We strongly support the efforts of the committee to de-

velop a legislative solution and urge you to move forward.

H.R. 1062 "THE FESIANCIAL SERVICES COMPETITIVENESS ACT OF 1995"

H.R. 1062 constitutes a change of some magnitude in holding company activities

and regulation. The bill establishes a "Financial Services Holding Company" ("hold-

ing company") and permits the holding company to have securities affiliates engaged
in a full range of securities and investment advisory activities. In addition, the bill

permits the establishment of an "Investment Bank Holding Company" that may con-

trol a "Wholesale Financial Institution," and a firm engaged in a full range of^ secu-

rities and investment advisory activities. The bill also amends Section 4(c)(8) of the

Bank Holding Company Act to permit the holding company to engage in activities

which are "financial in nature or incidental to such financial activities." With cer-

tain exceptions, this does not include insurance activities.

In addition to the above activities reforms, the bill also makes some reforms to

the regulatory process. The bill basically replaces the current Federal Reserve appli-

cation process with a notice process with reference to safety and soundness con-

straints.

COMMENTS ON H.R. 1062

The American Financial Services Association appreciates and acknowledges the

reforms made by H.R. 1062. It is a step forward and we understand that a great

many political and jurisdictional considerations were involved in the policy choices

that were made. As we read the bill, the primary tier of benefits would flow to a

limited number of larger wholesale banks and to a lesser extent, investment banks.

These institutions would presumably enjoy greater economies of scale and a

strengthened competitive position in global capital markets. To the extent that this

lowers the overall cost of capital, it should benefit already competitive, efficient mar-

ket funded and regulated lenders, such as those represented by AFSA, by lowering

their cost of funding. Other than lowering funding costs, it does nothing to make
highly regulated and inefficient insured institutions more efficient and competitive.

The bill would also benefit institutions without commercial and substantial insur-

ance affiliations who wish to become a financial services holding company. While the

bill retains the Federal Reserve as the holding company regulator, the bill's intent

is to provide a notice procedure as opposed to the current application procedure so

that these entities may function somewhat more like normal businesses. The bill

takes steps in that direction although a number of issues remain. While H.R. 1062

changes the regulatory process, the culture of the regulator is another matter; the

Federal Reserve is a bank regulator and has viewed any non-traditional affiliations

or activities more critically. As one witness testified before the committee on bank-

ing, the Federal Reserve needs to become a "financial services" regulator, and that

will be a difficult transition for them to make.
The Investment Bank Holding Company established in the bill, while not pres-

ently of direct interest to most AFSA members, provides a useful approach for deal-

ing with deposit insurance concerns for certain activities while providing some other

benefits the present banking system confers upon its member banks. Where deposit

insurance is not a factor, there is no reason to restrict affiliations. AFSA would urge

the committee to explore what other kinds of uninsured institutions could be estab-

lished that might meet various needs in our financial markets. We are currently re-

viewing a proposal for an uninsured, non depository, market funded lending institu-

tion that we hope to submit for the subcommittee's consideration in the near future.

AFFILIATIONS—INSURANCE AND NONFINANCIAL COMMERCE

The affiliation issue is at the root of one of AFSA's primary concerns with H.R.

1062. As indicated at the beginning of the testimony, AFSA represents an extremely
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diverse group of lenders, primarily market funded and accordingly subject to intense

scrutiny and regulation by the markets. A great many of these entities have a wide
range of affiliations with some type of federally insured institution. Virtually all of

these affiliations have been in existence for some time with varpng degrees of anti-

competitive functional constraints imposed by federal law and regiuation. There has
never been any evidence that any of these entities pose any systemic or deposit in-

surance risk as they go about their business of providing approximately 15 percent

of all consumer credit.

At the very least, a true financial services holding company should include insur-

ance—it is difficult to argue that insurance is not "financial in nature or incidental

to such financial activities."

Bevond insurance, AFSA strongly supports the ability of commercial firms to own
or otherwise affiliate with such a holding company. The issue of mixing banking and
non-financial commerce has become an overblown theological issue when it really

is at most a competitive inequitv susceptible of legislative solution. The prohibition

on banking and commerce has always been shot through with exceptions—especially

at the small bank level—and none of these exceptions—at least at the level of sig-

nificant publicly owned corporations—have given rise to any problems, let- alone

problems that would justify the federal prohibition Thousands of individuals own
banks—large and small—who also own many and varied commercial interests, none
of which are subject to the same holding company affiliation restrictions and over-

sight as banks owned by corporate entities. It is difficult to understand why individ-

uSs should not be subject to the same banking and commerce restrictions as cor-

porate owners, if the proximity of banking and commerce truly is a mortal threat

to the banking system. If it is harmful for bank and commercial entities owned in

the commerciS form to affiliate, and AFSA does not think that it is, then the same
restrictions should apply to the thousands of wealthy individuals who fi-eely mix
banking and commercial enterprises.

The primary argument postulated against banking and commerce is that such a
holding company form would result in large concentrations of economic resources,

in addition to having the potential for conflicts of interest between the bank and
the non-bank entities that would pose undue risk to the bank and the federal de-

posit insurance funds.

AFSA believes that this argument has little merit, especially in the context of the
global marketplace in which our financial services industry now competes.

Concentrations of economic resources are far more likely to occur in small towns
where, as described above there is only one bank owned by an individual who also

owns other major economic units such as the local independent insurance agency,
car dealer, feed store, etc. Economic concentration, particularly in today's global

market, is not just size but size in relation to the market in which the entity oper-

ates. A very large institution, operating nationally and internationally, is subject to

competition at every size level, from trie smallest independent bank to the largest
Japanese bank.

Size alone should not be an indicator of concentration and should not determine
holding company activity restrictions. Size in a domestic market is a problem only
if that market is protected from competition or if market forces are otherwise weak.
The types of domestic financial institutions permitted by H.R. 1062 will probably,
in general, be much larger than any heretofore able to exist. In today's global finan-
cial services market, larger institutions are a necessity. While AFSA feels that this

H.R. 1062's limited approach will be beneficial to our international competitiveness,
we don't feel that the benefits of modernization should stop at this point.

In terms of risk to the bank and insurance fiind fi-om such a diversified structure,
the experience with life insurance holding companies is instructive. In its 1988 re-

port. Modernization of the Firuincial Services Industry: A Plan For Capital Mobility
Within A Framework of Safe and Sound Banking, the Committee on Government
Operations of the U.S. House of Representatives found that:

A close parallel exists between the temptations a financial services hold-
ing company would face to draw on the resources of its bank subsidiaries
in a time of difficulty and the similar temptations that face the manage-
ments of existing life insurance holding companies under similar cir-

cumstances. Life insurance companies resemble banks in the sense that
they are closely regulated for safety and soundness, and their obligations
to policy beneficiaries are protected by a form of State-supervised insur-
ance. There is thus the obvious danger that a holding company, one of
whose other subsidiaries is having financial difficulties may try to obtain
additional funding for the troubled affiliate from the resources of the insur-
ance company.
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This potential threat to the resources of these insured institutions has
not, however, prevented the formation of life insurance holding companies
combining within the same corporation, msgor life insurers, major securities

firms, major mutual fund organizations, and other substantial financial and
nonfinancial operating companies To accommodate this movement to-

ward holding company formations, a pattern of State regulation of the af-

fairs of the life insurance companies and their interafBliate dealings has
been established that seeks to insulate the life insurers and without impos-
ing substantive operating restraints on the affiliated companies or the par-
ent holding company.

. . . The Committee finds, therefore, that the State regulatory experience
with life insurance holding companies, in which the insurance companies
are protected from abuse without destroying the apparent synergies and in-

centives for holding company affiliations, lends substantial support to the
committee's conclusion that effective insulation of banks can be made fully

compatible with the fundamental objectives of financial services holding
companies. (H.R. REP. No. 100-324., 100th Congress, 1st Sess., 43-44,

(1987)).

AFSA feels that the experience of the states with life insurance holding companies
is instructive and urges the committee to take a close look at this model, we strong-

ly urge the Committee to seriously explore the expansion of affiliations within a
holding company structure.

THE PRESEhfT FINANCIAL SERVICES REGULATORY SYSTEM

AFSA's expertise is primarily in the area of consumer lending, but from that van-

tage point, we would like to make some general observations as to how our financial

services markets have evolved to their present state.

Our present financial services system is strictly regulated as regards the banking
component. Banking, at least in theory, is tightly compartmentalized from other

types of financial and nonfinancial business. The objective of this intensely regu-

lated structure is to control the risk exposure of individual banks so as to protect

their safety and soundness, thereby, at least in theory, maximizing the stability of

the whole system.
The stability of the system is also substantially predicated on government spon-

sored deposit insurance, which provides an additional reason for regulatory barriers

and tight risk standards. The depression era Glass-SteagalP act and the Bank
Holding Company Act are the two statutory components of the risk control struc-

ture. The ultimate consequence of these statutory barriers is that almost no corpora-

tions other than existing banks or bank holding companies are permitted to pur-

chase a bank or start a new bank. Existing banks are therefore protected from com-

petition with other business corporations. This barrier against corporate entry is de-

signed to reduce specific risks by screening out potential competition.

This comfortable structure began to be rocked by revolutions in financial markets
resulting in the bypassing of the banks traditional credit role through the use of

securities and commercial paper markets to borrow directly from investors. Addi-

tionally, the securitization of assets ^ such as loans also worked to change the func-

tional role of banks, which through Glass-Steagall were excluded from participation

in these activities.

The Glass-Steagall and Bank Holding Company Act compartments have always

had exceptions and itie changes discussed above increased the erosion of the Glass-

Steagall barriers. Additionally, a small number of grandfathered diversified lenders

are not covered by Glass-Steagall and the Bank Holding Company Act although

they suffer under significant growth limits and other restrictions imposed by the

Competitive Equality Banking Act of 1987.3 Some grandfathered foreign banks also

conduct a wide range of activities. In other words, the securities, nonfinancial com-

merce and banking compartments have both been breached, but not in any orga-

nized or rational manner. Furthermore, the so-called diversifieds have breached the

commercial compartment. Again, many of the grandfathered foreign banks also have

commercial operations.

^ Please see appendix one for a summary of one scholar's analysis of the causes of the depres-

sion vis a vis banking and commerce and Glass Steagall.
2 Please see appendix two for charts illustrating the role of "Pools" of secuntized assets m

consumer lending.
r. i

•

3 Please see appendix three for a discussion of the Competitive Equality Banking Act.
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The practical impact of this compartmentalization is to severely restrict capital

mobility.*

The capital resources of financial corporations have two main components—finan-

cial capital and organizational capital. Financial capital is usually easily transfer-

able. Overall, our financial markets work well in transferring financial capital from
one area of business to another.

If this were the only form of capital of concern in the financial services industry,

then we would not have a capital mobility problem.
However, there is also the less tangible but equally vital concept of organizational

capital. There is no way to represent this "going concern" value on the balance

sheets, but there is no doubt that this is a major factor in the value assigned to

publicly held corporations in the equity markets.^
When an industry incurs a narrowing of the profit opportunities available to it,

such that new capital could earn a better return elsewhere and profitability on ex-

isting capital investment is below average, then most businessmen and investors try

to shift at least some of their capital into other, more profitable lines of business.

When the capital cannot be shifted, competition becomes more intense, profit de-

clines and less successful firms suffer losses with the result that the value of capital

invested in that industry is reduced, there is little doubt that Glass Steagall and
the Bank Holding Company Act combined with our whole system of regulation con-

stitute significant barriers to capital mobility and have greatly contributed to the

problems in the banking industry over the past decade.

The best example of this concept had its beginning in the 1970's when the com-
mercial paper market grew rapidly, attracting corporate customers whose borrow-
ings had been a major source of stable earnings for the banks. The commercial
paper market in turn was made possible by the advent of uninsured money market
mutual funds. Banks could neither participate in the commercial paper market, nor
could they offer money market mutual funds.

The result was that they were forced to replace safe corporate loans that paid a
good return with much riskier loans that paid a higher return. We know how this

worked out. In 1991 this committee was forced to both recapitalize the bank insur-

ance fund and to impose even stricter safety and soundness regulations on insured
institutions.

If our system had provided for an orderly exit^ of organizational capital at that
time, banks would have been able to follow their customers to the commercial paper
market and at least some of the problems banking encountered would have been
avoided. Capital is not a one way street—once it gets into a particular sector, it

must also be able to exit in an orderly manner.
H.R. 1062 addresses to some extent the specific problem outlined above in terms

of permitting banks to be involved in the underwriting of products such as commer-
cial paper while also allowing to var3dng degrees, banks to be involved in securities

activities.

The question is whether to stop at this point, or permit additional affiliations be-
tween insurance companies, commercial firms and banks. Neither bill addresses the
overriding question of deposit insurance which is the primary reason financial mod-
ernization is a federal legislative issue to begin with.

The problem with stopping at this point is that the system remains compartmen-
talized; one of the compartments has been enlarged, but there are still legal and
regulatory barriers to full capital mobility, no one envisioned or predicted the ad-
vent of the commercial paper market; who is to say that the next major advance
in financial products will not come fi'om the insurance industry or fi"om a completely
nonfinancial lender, it is virtually impossible to legislate ahead of the market, where
there is federal regulation substituted for market discipline, serious distortions in

economic behavior will occur.

I

*Modernization of the U.S. Financial Services Industry: A Plan for Capital Mobility within
a Framework of Safe and Sound Banking, H.R. REP. No. 100-324., 100th Congress, 1st Sess.,

43-44, (1987)

^ For a discussion of an effective exit mechanism, please see api)endix four regarding the com-
mercial paper market's exit mechanism.
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REGULATION OF MARKET FUNDED LENDERS THROUGH THE COMMERCIAL PAPER
MARKETS

Fundamental Characteristics of Market Funded Lenders
A review of the commercial paper market ' and the finance industry may help il-

lustrate the point that it is necessary to remove all barriers to capital mobility and
that these affiliations not only are not a systemic risk, but actually contribute to
safety and soundness.
The fundamental difference between market funded lenders and banks is the

nexus of their relationship with local communities. Banks' relationships with local
communities emanates from their deposit base. Market funded lenders enter local
communities through their lending activities, funded by the capital markets.

In the typical banking model, a bank generates funding for its lending activities
from deposits gathered in by local offices. It then lends these funds locally or, if local
demand is not sufficient or the bank elects to focus outside the community, the bank
lends in other markets, buys securities, or places the funds in the federal funds
markets (i.e., lends to other banks throughout the nation).

Clearly, there are exceptions to this pattern, especially among larger, wholesale
oriented banks.^ Nevertheless, in the context of consumer lending, this model gives
a good picture of the funding and lending dynamics.
The model for the tjrpical market funded consumer lender is, in a sense, opposite.

These companies raise their funds in global capital markets by issuing commercial
paper and medium and long term debt. To reduce their cost, their commercial paper
IS often backed by bank back-up lines of cref?it, ttie same way that non-financial cor-
porations rely on bank back-up lines of credit to enhance their credit ratings; this
IS really the only way banks can participate in the commercial paper market.
As in the case of the banks, there are exceptions to this mo^l, but again, it is

a good representation of the funding and lending dynamics.
What tnese models show, very simply, is that banks generate funds locally, large-

ly from consumers and small businesses, to lend inside or outside the local market,
while market funded lenders raise funds worldwide to lend into local consumer and
small business markets. This fundamental difference between the two groups is the
basis for many of the institutional distinctions between them.

Market Oversight

The performance of publiclv traded banks, thrifts, and market funded lenders is

followed closely by the capital markets. Their debt securities are rated by the rating
agencies such as Moody's, Standard and Poor, and Fitch. However, there is a key
difference between depository institutions and market funded lenders. If the mar-
kets lose confidence in a bank or thrift, the institution can still operate by raising
deposit funds. In the 1980's, numerous banks and thrifts continued to operate even
though their market ratings were well below investment grade. In contrast, if the
markets lose confidence in a market funded lender, it may no longer have the aoility

to fund its activities and to grow—it must shrink and ultimately may be forced to

close.

Because the maturity of commercial paper is so short, 270 days or less, issuers

usually expect to roll it over at maturity rather than pay it off. However, to obtain

a higher rating for their debt by providing additional insurance that they have liq-

uid mnds available in the event that conditions change and they must repay their

paper, the issuers obtain back-up lines of credit for a fee from banks, although this

practice is decreasing. It is important to note that the actual risk of loss to banks
is extremely low. Their role is to be ready to provide liquidity, but in most back-

up arrangements they can restructure the debt to secure uieir interest to should the

issuer face financial difficulties. Even that is unlikely, since only high grade cor-

porations are accepted commercial paper issuers. In particular, the finance company
issuers have high levels of capital which protect the banks against potential losses.

Further, many finance company obligations are guaranteed by strong parent compa-
nies. Commercial paper defaults have been extremely rare, as have failures of fi-

nance companies.

'

' Commercial paper is an important source of funding for market-funded lenders. Commercial
paper is short-term, unsecured debt sold by corporations with good credit ratings. Commercial
paper is generally issued to large investors. Alj types of corporations issue commercial paper,

including manufacturers, transportation companies, oanks, and finance companies.
8 One exception to this model is funding by securitizing assets. In this process, the institution

pools receivaoles and sells them as a security to investors, thereby raising new funds. This tvpe

of funding is becoming increasingly popular with all lenders, including banks. To the extent that

this reduces the importance of deposit funding, it means that banks are becoming more like the

market funded lenders, not vice versa.

92-968 0-95-9
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The Westinghouse Credit Corporation is a good example of how the market re-

solved a potential problem. As a result of large loan write offs in the early 19908,

Westinghouse Credit experienced large losses. The company lost its credit rating

and could no longer issue commercial paper; the credit rating of the parent company
was impaired and it was forced to downstream capital to the finance companv. The
company drew down its Unes of credit at about 50 foreign and domestic banks.

These lines were restructured into secured lines. The liqmdation was orderly and
quick without crisis. Throughout the process, the parent, Westinghouse Electric

stood behind the debt of its subsidiary.

As the Westinghouse example illustrates, it is absolutely critical to market funded
lenders that they be well regarded by the market. It is in that sense that the mar-
ket regulates their financial viability and this regulation of safety and soundness
is swift, with no excuses.

The Westinghouse example is one where the subsidiary impaired the parent and
the subsidiary was forced to shrink and close. However, market discipline works in

the opposite direction as well. There have been several instances where the manu-
facturing parent of the finance company encountered financial difficulty and re-

ceived an impaired credit rating. Even though the subsidiary finance companies
were doing e:rtremely well, they were forced to shrink significantly. The Federal Re-

serve has Deen trying to implement a similar "source of strength" doctrine for banks
and the bank holding company for some time. The market is considerably ahead of

it, even with all of uie bank regiilatory improvements that have been made since

1989.
Not mentioned in the above discussion on commercial paper's impact on bank

lending is the most interesting part—the fact that consumer and commercial finance
companies are the largest issuers of commercial paper with over $392 billion out-

standing as of year end 1993 and that these proceeds from the market are used to

fund lending. Who are the finance companies, what kind of lending is being funded
and why aren't banks doing it?

The modem finance industry consists of a varied group of market funded financial

institutions. Ownership is especially diverse, including: industrial and other non-
financial companies, banks, non bank financial companies as well as independent
finance companies. Many companies engage in both commercial and consumer fi-

nance. In 1990 the combined assets of the twenty largest firms totaled $426 billion

or 82 percent of the industry's overall assets. Of the top twenty companies, twelve
do both commercial and consumer finance.

In virtually all cases, finance companies carry significantly heavier capital bur-
dens and do not have deposit insurance.^ In 1990, capital ratios for the top 20 com-
panies ranged fi*om a low of 8.4 percent to a high of 27.7 percent. Capitalization
for finance companies is at least partially dependent upon asset quality and size.

Finance companies traditionally concentrate on loans secured by tangible assets
and have the greatest success in niche markets where they are well established and
have specialized expertise, whether it is in commercial aircraft leasing or second
mortgage lending to consumers.
This IS why finance companies are generally not in head to head competition with

banks, but instead compete by offering services that substitute for bank credit in
markets not served by oanks. Banks are not prohibited fi-om engaging in any of
these tjrpes of lending but they choose not to do so, substantially in part because
they are federally insured institutions with a regulatory environment that tries to
{>rotect the deposit insurance funds by tightly controlling risks, and hence control-
ing types of lending.
'This is as true for an activity such as equipment leasing as it is for second mort-

gage loans to individuals. These specialized niche markets place a premium or spe-
cialized information and practical experience which place new lenders at a disadvan-
tage short of acquiring a finance company engaged in a particular niche. For an in-
sured institution it is particularly difficult to overcome this lack of knowledge and
experience. Federal bank examiners will not tolerate the rate of losses and attend-
ant demands on capital that it fi:«quently takes to enter one of these niche msirkets.
Additionally, once in the market, lenders are still exposed to higher risks than regu-
lators of insured depository institutions would deem prudent, especially in light of
congressional pressured in recent years.
To summarize the situation, on the one hand, the banks have lost a substantial

amount of commercial lending to the commercial paper market while on the other
hand, participants in the commercial paper market are using the proceeds that they
obtain from tne sale of commercial paper to fund lending that banks are not prohib-
ited from doing, but choose not to do, largely because of their regulatory culture.

® See appendix five for representative finance company levels vis a vis those of banks.
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In other words, on one side there is a structural impediment to bank activities,
while on the other side there is a cultural and regulatory impediment to such lend-
ing. Banks don't have to lend; they can simply invest their insured deposits in treas-
ury bills and are even rewarded for doing so by risk based capital standards.
Finance companies have to lend; otherwise, they cannot provide the rate of return

that the conunercial markets require. A finance company that is not lending is
forced to shrink, to increase its capital and to pay more for funds. Moreover, finance
companies carry out this lending with a high degree of safety and soundness despite
having affiliations with commercial firms and insurance companies.
AFSA believes that its members, who again are primarily market funded, and

who have a wide range of affiliations, offer an excellent illustration of the effective-

ness of market regulation for the commercial ownership of financial institutions.
AFSA regrets that the debate on financial modernization has not yet focused on
both the issue of how more market regulation can be iniected into the federally in-

sured part of the financial system, and on who should close weak or failing insured
institutions—the markets or the regulators.
AFSA believes that the experience of financial institutions funded in the commer-

cial paper market provides a blueprint for increased competition and availability of
financial products. It also provides a rapid, highly effective discipline of unsound
risk-taking combined with an exit mechanism for weak or failing institutions that
only impacts shareholders and management without significant systemic risk.

FAILURE RESOLUTION

The fundamental difference between banks and market funded consumer lenders
explains the dramatic difference in incidence and resolution of failures of the two
groups of institutions. Banks are funded primeirily through deposits. As the experi-

ence of the 1980s clearly illustrates, banks can continue to maintain and even in-

crease insured deposits while the quality of their assets is severely deteriorating.

The S&L debacle gave an even clearer picture of how insured depository institu-

tions can grow despite severe asset quality problems. At some point, the bank's li-

abilities may even exceed the true value of its assets. When this occurs, or hopefully

somewhat sooner, the regulators must close or merge the bank. The regulators' goal

is to protect the deposit insurance fund from losses. That requires that their pri-

mary focus be on ensuring the safety and soundness of the banks to avoid their fail-

ure and potential losses to the insurance fund. If the bank's assets are not sufficient

to cover the insured deposits, the difference must be made by the FDIC's bank in-

surance fund. Insured depositors funds must be protected, by law.

In contrast, the failure of a market fiinded lender is borne solely by its sharehold-

ers and debt holders. Neither its customers, nor the government, nor the tax payers

are directly affected.

Second, the market t)T)ically requires that the market funded lenders hold more
capital relative to assets than banks. As of year end 1993, the medial ratio of equijty

to assets for bank holding companies with assets of $10 billion or above was 7.95%.

The median for the largest 20 publicly held finance companies (ranked by total cap-

ital) in 1993 was 11.97%. Attached is a recently released chart showing that a rep-

resentative sampling of finance companies had average equity to assets almost dou-

ble that of a representative sampling of banks. ^<*

Importance of the Corporate Parent

A finance company's credit rating depends not so much on its own capitalization

as on the existence of a parent and the perceived capital strength of that parent.

Some of the strongest parents are commercial or industrial firms. Financial ties to

such parents often help raise a finance company's credit ratings and thus lower its

borrowing costs, a benefit of ownership that is not institutionally available to com-

By assigning the credit ratings, the rating agencies in effect set capital adequacy

guidelines for finance companies. In these guidelines, the agencies take important

account of the parents' strength and the financial ties between parents and subsidi-

aries. When the parent is rated higher than the finance company, rating agencies

look for mechanisms that protect the subsidiary in the event ofparent stress.

"These mechanisms may include attorneys letters and debt covenants limiting the

capital a parent may take out of a subsidiary. On average, a subsidiary receives a

somewhat higher rating than its parent because the financial ties are designed to

enhance the finance company's rating rather than its parent's.

' Please see appendix five.
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IMPUCATIONS OF MARKET REGULATION FOR FINANCIAL MODERNIZATION

As is demonstrated by the above, it is the sensitivity to the financial condition

of both the parent and financial subsidiary combined with the ability of the market
to act quickly, without discretion, that makes market regulation so effective and
gives lie to so many of the doomsday scenarios when an insured institution is

thrown into the mix. In a financial services structure comprised of separately cap-

italized affiliates, most of whom are market regulated, it is difficult to see the risk

to the insured institution, especially when combined with the bill's "capital bear
down" provisions. The rating agencies and markets are going to be well aware of

the liability of the holding company and its uninsured affiliates to the insured insti-

tution; this will be reflected in the capital ratios and debt ratings for the market
funded firms in the holding company and the reaction of the market to any prob-

lems in any of the affiliates, particularly the insured aflBliate as the market will

know that the liability to the insured affiliate is virtually unlimited while the liabil-

ity of the insured affiliate to the others is nonexistent.

The goal of any financial modernization should be to squeeze excess deposit insur-

ance out of the system and to replace to the extent possible government regulation

with the market discipline. To the extent that certain functions must be conducted
in insured institutions, ownership of these institutions should not be restricted.

The other reason deposit insurance must be substantially addressed is because it

has provided the nexus for a whole host of regulation that has nothing to do with
safety and soundness, but instead is designed to fund a host of social programs. As
budget funds for new programs are very scarce and almost no old programs are cut,

many interest groups are searching for private income streams that can be national-

ized for social purposes. Deposit insurance has provided the basis for all of these.

It is important to take advantage of the opportunity the Committee has before it

to reduce to the maximum extent this exposure.

CONCLUSION

AFSA would like to see the removal of all barriers to competition and the free
flow of capital combined with intensive market regulation of financial services ac-

tivities. It is important to take this opportunity to end the substitution of regulation
for private capital in insured financial institutions and to remove excess deposit in-

surance from the system. Some limited form of deposit insurance is useful to protect
certain vulnerable classes of individuals and for systemic reasons, but there is no
question that there is too much deposit insurance today. Thank you again for this
opportunity to express our views.

APPENDIX 1

Banking and Commerce, The Depression and Glass Steagall

i. introduction

During any discussion of banking and commerce, there will undoubtedly be ref-

erences to the Depression and the point will be made in various ways that those
who don't learn from history are doomed to repeat it. This is undoubtedly true, but
it is not clear what lessons we are supposed to have learned that would justify a
continuation of the barriers separating banking and commerce as a policy response
to the problems facing our banking industry and economy today.
The policies that many would leave in place were not a correct long term response

to the events of the Depression, nor will they solve the problems facing our financial
system today. A review of the events and mistaken assumptions of the period illus-
trates this point.

II. BANKS AND SECURITIES ACTTVITIES PRIOR TO THE CRASH

During World War I, the government issued huge quantities of Liberty Bonds and
utilized banks to sell these war bonds to the public at war's end, the banks applied
the experience gained in marketing these securities to other types of bonds. They
were motivated to do this because of a sharp drop off in income fi-om commercial
loans. The modem corporations emerging during this period preferred to obtain
their financing from retained earnings and stock issues as opposed to loans. This
is very similar to the situation of modem banks in the late 1970 s when corporations
switched to the commercial paper market.
By 1930, 126 national banks provided full brokerage and investment banking

services, with a greater number acting as brokers. Barnes competed successfully as
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the combination of related services they offered provided economies of scope that al-
lowed lower prices. The vast majority of the securities they offered were investment
grade securities carrying a rating by Moody's or a similar agency.

After World War I, the U.S. became a creditor nation and was the primary lender
to Latin America, which was experiencing strong growth and demand for its prod-
ucts, making them particularly creditworthy. Analogies to the LDC loans of the
1970's can be made it" desired.
By 1930, all of these investments, regardless of who sold them, looked awful on

an ex poste facto basis. The magnitude of losses exceeded anything ever experi-
enced.

III. THE ROLE OF BANKS IN THE STOCK MARKET CRASH OF 1929

Banks, in their efforts to follow their customers and remain the leading
intermediaries between the public and corporations were both the newest entrants
to these markets and the most visible of financial intermediaries. Accordingly, they
received the bulk of the blame. Banks were blamed for (1) promoting unsound secu-
rities, (2) creating the stock market boom through offering an increased quantity of
broker's loans and (3) securities affiliates were blamed for weakening the parent
banks, allowing their failure during banking panics.

Taking these three accusations in order, claims that banks promoted unsound se-

curities nave never been corroborated with statistical or other evidence nor was any
evidence offered that the vast majority of securities sold were anjrthing but prudent
investments at the time. Post Depression, after the world economies had collapsed,

almost anything looked like an incredibly stupid investment, so this was an easy
case to make.
The accusation that banks helped create the stock market boom by making exces-

sive brokers loans is equally untenable. The stock market boom of the 1920's, just
like the boom that lasted until 1987, and the present boom, was an autonomous
event resulting from economic growth. In the corporate sector, banks and their secu-
rities affiliates, as well as the securities industry as a whole, responded to the de-

mands of this growth, but in no way did they cause it.

Finally, in terms of bank securities affiliates under the parent banks, subsequent
studies have indicated that the size of securities operations for a bank had no effects

on its liquidity or solvency, and that relatively few banks with affiliates failed as

compared to those that did not have affiliates. Banks with affiliates during this time
tended to be larger and better diversified. Commercial banking earnings tended to

vary inversely with earnings from investment banking, so during this period, the

affiliates may have actually had a stabilizing effect.

If banking and commerce didn't cause the depression, what did? As we know, peri-

ods of growSi are followed by periods of correction of recession, which while unpleas-

ant, are rarely fatal. As the twenties neared an end, the economy began going into

a recession. 'The Federal Reserve, in what can only be described as an appalling

error, adopted a monetary policy that allowed both a sudden and severe contraction

in the money supply, whicn is frequently described as "failing to provide liquidity

to the markets". This sharply reduced demand for foreign goods and brought about

a collapse in stock prices. This brought about a chain reaction in the world econo-

mies wnich was worsened by equally erroneous tax and trade policies.

At this juncture, it is important to note that the federal reserve learned from his-

tory and did not repeat it. In October of 1987, when the market crashed, the Federal

Reserve flooded tiie markets witii liquidity and avoided turning the crash into a de-

pression. Banks, substantially barred from the securities business, were no more re-

sponsible for the 1987 crash than they were in 1929. It was the monetary poUcy

response that made the difference in either case.

[The above is summarized largely from the work of Dr. Eugene N. White of Rut-

gers University who has performed exhaustive research on this issue.]
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APPENDIX 3

The Competitive Equality Banking Act of 1987 (CEBA)

Limited-purpose "CEBA banks" are institutions whose ownership by entities that

are not bank holding companies was grandfathered under CEBA, provided that the
banks comply with a number of restrictions. These include: a restriction on engaging
in both demand deposit taking and commercial lending, a limitation on
crossmarketing with affiliates, a restriction on engaging in activities in which the
bank was not engaged on March 5, 1987, a restriction against creating "daylight
overdrafts" on behalf of affiliates, and a limitation on asset growth to 7% annually.

These banks are, however, subject to the same capital requirements, supervision,

community reinvestment obligations, consumer protection laws and other banking
laws as full-service banks.
The CEBA restrictions were characterized as temporary, and Congress stated that

they would be reconsidered as part of "comprehensive" banking legislation that ad-

dressed such issues as interstate banking, and the ability of full-service banks to

engage in securities, insurance and real estate activities. The purpose of the restric-

tions, according to CEBA, was to permit Congress, rather than the regulators or the
courts, to more clearly define how financial services providers were to be regulated,

to encourage limited purpose banks to support this effort, and to maintain both the
competitive and safety and soundness status quo pending consideration of such leg-

islation.

Unfortunately, in the 8 years since CEBA's enactment. Congress has not enacted
a "comprehensive" financial services law, and the restrictions on limited-purpose
banks remain in place. Nevertheless, there have been many changes that make the
retention of these restrictions, particularly the growth cap, unnecessary. These in-

clude: (1) a significant decline in the number of^limited-purpose banks (from about
160 to 23), which reduces their competitive impact and facilitates regulators' abUity
to supervise them, (2) the enactment of important banking laws in 1989 and 1991
that enhance regulators' ability to insure tnat these (and other) banks are run in

a safe and sound manner, including authority to freeze bank asset growth if capital

levels decline, (3) the enactment in 1994 of interstate banking legislation which al-

lows full service banks to compete geographically with limited-purpose banks and
their owners, and (4) the approval by bank regulators, and the courts, of a growng
list of securities, insurance and other financial services activities permissible for

banks. These changes, occurring while limited-purpose CEBA banks nave remained
subject to onerous limitations on their growth, activities, and relationships with af-

filiates, address the concern expressed in 1987 about banks' ability to compete "on
a more equal basis" with limited-purpose banks.
AFSA strongly believes that the asset growth limitation, as well as other CEBA

restrictions, should be eliminated for all grandfathered CEBA limited purpose
banks. The growth cap is a gratuitous and anticompetitive restraint on legitimate
financial institutions. It is unheard of for any, fi-ee enterprise to be hobbled by such
legislative restrictions.
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APPENDIX 4

Moodys Investors Service
Globai Cr»dH RMMTch

Commercial Paper Defaults

1970-1993

Februjn 1994
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SUMMARY
This stud\ brings previous Moody's studies of commercial paper (CP) defaults current

through 1993 The studies were prompted in pan by the dramatic increase in CP defaults

bec'.nninp in 19S9. From 19~1, when Moody's began rating conimcrcial paper, to 1989,

CP deraults were extremely rare. Since 1989. 2~ issuers have defaulted on S2.6 billion of

rated and unrated publici> offered CP notes in the United States, the Euromarket, and

other European domestic markets.
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THE COMMERCIAL PAPER MARKET
Commercial paper is a senior level unsecured shon-term note with a maniriry usually ranging be-

tw een one and 365 days. It is an imponant, flexible source of shon-term financing for large cor-

poraiions worldwide. CP is generally sold at a discount from par value and is placed direaly by

issuers or, more typically, placed indirectly through an intermediary in large denominations.

Major purchasers of commercial paper include money market mutual funds, corporations, state

and local governments, and commercial banks and their trust departments. Because of the large

denominations and the sophistication of the institutional wholesale buyers, U.S. CP issuers are

generalh exempt from registration requirements. And while some trading in CP does take place

in non-U. S. domestic markets, U.S. investors usually hold CP to maturity.

Commercial paper is a source of liquidity for issuers and a shon-term store of value for investors,

li represents a flexible, low-cost alternative to bank loans, especially for the largest and most

creditworthy firms. Within parameters outlined in a CP program's prospeaus, issuers are general-

1\ free to float new paper relatively quickly and cheaply. Investors, on the other hand, hold funds

as CP in anticipation of near-term outlays. As a rule, investors do not consider their CP holdings

as risk capital.

This report documents the default experience in the global CP markets since 1971, the year

.\k>odv"s began rating these instruments. But background data, panicularly that concerning issu-

ers in non -U.S. markets, is often very scarce. Thus, the information presented here is, m many

cases, incomplete.

The VS. Commercial Paper Market

Hi\inp existed in one form or another for over two hundreds years, the U.S. commercial paper

n:3rke; is the largest such market m the world. It was vinually the only CP market in operation at

the start o; the 19S0s and still accounts for roughly 60 percent of global CP outstanding.

.According to U.S. Federal Reserve figures, the U.S. commercial paper market totaled $548 billion

a: the end of 1993. However, growth in this market, as seen in Figure 1, has been vinually flat

5;nce \ ear-end 1989. Interestingly, the last few years have seen robust growih in the volume of

coT.estic. long-term public corporate debt. One possible explanation is that many long-term bond

issjtr> took ad\aniage of the decline in long-term interest rates by issuing more long-term debt

thjr. wa> required for expansion purposes. Flush with proceeds, these borrowers may have paid

di'v.n pan of their commercial paper outstandings. Following a large capital outlay, the intention

mi;, be to resume borrowing in the commercial paper market.

Commercial Paper Defaults, 1970-1993 3
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Finance companies remain the dominant issuer in the U.S. CP market, with $392 bilhon out-

standing at \ ear-end 1993, versus the $156 billion issued by nonfinancial entities. Over half of

the finance compan> CP was placed by broker-dealers. Included in the U.S. CP total is $70 billion

of paper issued b> non-U. S. companies.

Based on .\lood>'s rated population, as of September 30, 1993, financial issuers accounted for 51

percent of commercial paper outstanding (see Figure 2). Industrial issuers accounted for 37 per-

cent of outstanding CP and another 1 1 percent was issued by structured finance entities.

Figure 2

Rated Commercial Paper by Sector
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THE U.S. CP MARKET'S "ORDERLY EXIT" MECHANISM
Since ] 9"2, the U.S. CP market has been relatively default-free when compared to its long-term

counterpan. One reason for the limited number of defaults has been the orderly exit from the

market of troubled CP issuers before they could fail. This has worked because investors have been

relatively unreceptive to lower-qualir>' paper. This risk aversion is particularly true in the U.S.

market and is developing in other CP markets.

Currently, a mere 0.8 percent of Moody's-rated CP carries a Prime-3 rating. Funhermore, very-

few U.S. CP investors will purchase unrated CP or CP rated Not Prime. In addition, some dealers

decline to sell paper as an issuer's credit deteriorates. As a result, CP issuance often becomes un-

economical or impraaical well in advance of a jjotential default, effeaively forcing the company

out of the market.

Listed in Figure 14 are examples of companies that defaulted on long-term debt after exiting the

CP market. (In the case of Chrysler, the date on which federal legislation providing for loan guar-

antees was signed into law is treated as a default date.) Also listed here is the number of days be-

fore default the issuer received a Prime-3 rating, and the number of days before default that the

issuer was downgraded to Not Prime or had its rating withdrawn (WK). The Not Prime rating or

withdraw al of a rating can be taken as a rough indicator of the date at which the issuer had either

exited the marker or was about to exit the market as current outstandings matured. Accordingly,

this, sample of issuers exited the CP markets an average of 1,061 days or nearly three years before

defaulting on their long-term debt.

.Another way to consider the effect of the orderly exit process is to note the drop in outstanding

paper once an issuer has been downgraded. Between 1972 and 1989, Moody's announced a total

o? 430 rating downgrades of CP issuers: 223 to Pnme-2, 95 to Prime-3, and 112 to Not Prime.

Figure ]> compares the average amount of CP (both U.S. and international! reported outstanding

during the period from one to three months before a downgrade, compared with reported out-

siandingi from three to six months after the downgrade. Downgrades to progressively lower rat-

ing catecones appear to be associated with the removal of progressively larger volumes of issuers"

CP irom the markets, therebv reducing investors" exposure as default becomes more likeK.

16 Commercial Paper Defaults, 1970-1993
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Mr. Stearns. Thank you, gentlemen.
I think what we are going to do is I am going to open up with

|; i questions and then we will go to the other side for some questions
'•«•

I

and we will see if some members come back. If not, we might take
a 10-minute recess.

Let me start, question always sort of intrigues me. I have gone
through the list of staff questions and sort of picked this one out,
and this is for you, Mr. Jones. It is perhaps trying to present both
sides here and try and get a hearing where we get your input.
To the extent that a separation of banking from insurance ever

existed, you know, it is quickly changing here in the marketplace.
Is there any reason why a broker-dealer with an insurance affiliate

should not be able to buy a bank? And perhaps I think your answer
would probably be more to the point, but I also would like the rest
of the panelists to answer that too.

So, Mr. Jones, I will ask you that question.
Mr. Jones. Mr. Chairman, in fact today, many organizations who

are broker-dealers own insurance affiliates and own insured banks.
In our written testimony, which is on, I think, about page 5 or so,

we have included a chart that I would call the members' attention
to that shows very clearly the number of firms that cross those
lines that you have just discussed.
So in fact today, insurance services are already being provided by

broker-dealers who own insurance companies who own insured de-
pository institutions. They offer a wide range of products, whether
they be automobile loans, home mortgages, credit cards, a wide va-
riety of financial services. So they have already made this transi-

tion.

Mr. Stearns. But isn't it true that the bill says they must di-

vest—the insurance company and securities company must divest
themselves of insurance of banks?
Mr. Jones. Yes, that is true.

Mr. Stearns. Doesn't that sort of tell a different story than what
the bill actually proposes and what you are just saying?
Mr. Jones. Well, our position is simply that there ought to be

open competition. If I go back to the example that I talked of before

where in Red Wing, Minnesota, I am seeing $15 million of deposits

flow out of my organization every year, I know that I have to have
products and services that allow me to compete in that market-
place, to hold those funds in Red Wing, Minnesota, rather than
shipping them off" to New York City where they get deployed in

some other way, other than trying to help the economy of our local

area grow.
So the whole issue of banks owning insurance affiliates or insur-

ance affiliates—or broker-dealers owning banks is not one that I

can address because of my community banking experience.

Mr. Stearns. Well, and I certainly understand your general

point about—^that the more products that you can sell, the more
you can keep that bank money in the hometown.

Mr. Jones. That's correct.

Mr. Stearns. But if I could, let me ask the other folks on the
panel, Mr. Fink, what your comment would be.

Mr. Fink. Yes. The thrust of my testimony is securities firms

should be able to own—have insurance affiliates and bank affili-
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ates, and as I indicated, our survey shows 40 percent of the securi-

ties firms that are mutual fund companies today have an insurance

affiUate. It is common for securities firms and insurance companies
to be affiUating and I think the restrictions in the bill are wrong.

Mr. Stearns. Okay.
Mr. Lackritz.

Mr. Lackritz. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We completely agree with that, and in fact, I would go even fur-

ther in the sense that not only do you have—^the realities of the

marketplace today are that these products and their financial prod-

ucts, they are banking products and services, they are securities

products and services and mutual fund products and services, and
they are insurance products and services.

The marketplace is clearly evolving and the lines of demarcation
between and among these products is clearly being completely

eliminated. It is, therefore, really important that players who want
to be financial services providers have as wide an opportunity as

they can to purchase an affiliate or work with other kinds of orga-

nizations and provide the mix of products and services that they
want to, as long as they are all subject to functional regulation ac-

cording to the activity that is there.

So that is the kind of model that we think is the more appro-

priate model for moving forward in the financial modernization,
rather than creating a model with all these boxes where certain

firms, certain companies have to divest certain kinds of things un-
less they reach a certain percent, and what you have here in es-

sence would be a Banking Lawyer's Relief Act the way it is struc-

tured right now. So we think there is a simpler structure that
works more effectively for everybody enrolled.

Mr. Stearns. Hearing what you just said, obviously I would say
that you endorse the banks selling securities too.

Mr. Lackritz. We have endorsed in a holding company structure
that there be a separately capitalized securities affiliate, abso-
lutely.

Mr. Stearns. Okay. Mr. Tassey.
Mr. Tassey. That is consistent with our position. We have always

supported the fullest range of activities in a holding company struc-

ture with separately capitalized affiliates and functional regulation.

There is a fair amount of experience with this type of structure in

the life insurance holding company where many of the same prob-
lems that people are concerned about with insured institutions

exist as well.

Mr. Stearns. I am going to ask one short question.
I asked this to Mr. Levitt, the Chairman of the SEC, dealing

with new security powers under the H.R. 1062, and this again
would be for you, Mr. Jones, the ability to deal in municipal reve-

nue bonds, shouldn't those activities take place at the SEC rather
than the SID? I mean, your comments on that.

You might—you know, you have a chance now to put on record
how you feel about this, and some members had some concern; I

did. Frankly, I will give you a head's up. The SEC didn't seem to

object to what we have in the bill, but I would be curious about
your opinion.
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Mr. Jones. Well, let me again address your question, Mr. Chair-
man, based on my experiences in a smaller community.

In Red Wing, Minnesota, a town of 15,000 people, our bank cur-
rently does quite a bit of business with the city of Red Wing. In
terms of the municipality, we help them with cash management;
we make loans and leases to them. We advise them on financial
matters. They call us in from time to time. So it would seem to
make an awful lot of sense that we would be able to continue that
process, plus adding additional products that relate to municipal
obligations.

The revenue bonds are an issue that we likely would not be un-
derwriting in a smaller bank, but many banks in our association
do see the need to do that and are already working with their mu-
nicipalities much the same way that I have just described we do
in Red Wing. So to hold them outside of the bank in a separately
capitalized subsidiary seems to be an additional burden, an addi-
tional cost which may, in fact, make banks uncompetitive in regard
to offering those kinds of services.

Mr. Stearns. Thank you. My time has expired, so Ms. Eshoo
from California has the next opportunity.
Ms. Eshoo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you to the

witnesses that have come to us to hopefully be instructive. We can
learn from them and I always appreciate that. I always get an
awful lot out of these hearings.
My question is directed to Mr. Jones. Mr. Jones, as you know,

California voters passed a referendum in 1988 to permit banks the
sale of insurance products. Would you comment, please, on that de-

cision and what effects, as you have seen, the decision has had both
on banking and insurance in California. And if you are suggesting
that banking activities and insurance have helped California con-

sumers, if you could give some examples of that.

Mr. Jones. Well, Congresswoman, I must tell you, I am from a
small town in Minnesota.
Ms. Eshoo. Right.
Mr. Jones. So dealing with questions relative to the California

experience is a little bit out of my jurisdiction. But I would tell you
that banks being able to sell insurance products really becomes a
very important part of the product line that we need to offer our
consumers.
Let me take you back to about 1987 when our bank, as a na-

tional bank, was the only bank—only kind of financial institution

in Minnesota that could not sell single premium, fixed-rate annu-
ities. It is instructive. It is not exactly to your question, but the

point
Ms. Eshoo. Well, I asked the question of you because you are

representing the ABA.
Mr. Jones. Yes.

Ms. Eshoo. And so perhaps you can get that information to us
since you can't offer it today, but I think that that could be instruc-

tive to members as we are examining these areas.

It is also my understanding that H.R. 1317, as drafted, will not

harm banks in California who already have the ability to sell in-

surance products. Can you explain how that bill would adversely

affect banks in California? You may not be able to since you don't
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know the California case or can't speak directly to it, given that the

bill expressly permits current State law to be upheld.

Mr. Jones. I think the biggest problem that the ABA sees with
H.R. 1317 is that it allows the State commissioners to define insur-

ance. What we are mostly concerned about is not the issue

Ms. ESHOO. But if they have already defined it, and you haven't

had a problem with that—why would it become one?
Mr. Jones. Each State would have the ability to set their own

definition of insurance, and what we are concerned about most of

all is that banks will be discriminated against State by State based
on providing insurance services.

Now, again, relative

Ms. EsHOO. Do you think the State regulators favor insurance
brokers over banks? Is that what you are saying?

Mr. Jones. I would sav that there would be a very distinct possi-

bility of that. Why shouldn't we not instead craft a law that takes
discrimination out of the process and allows all competitors to com-
pete on an equal footing?

Ms. ESHOO. But can you point to a case where that discrimina-
tion exists, though? That is the point that I don't—I am not picking
up on. Perhaps you can offer some examples of that in some writ-

ten testimony. I don't think you are prepared to do that today,
but
Mr. Jones. Examples I think are examples such as this: The fees

may be higher for banks to get licenses and to enter the business
than insurance agents. The waiting period for obtaining approval
for a life insurer may be longer for bankers than it is for agents.
Those are the kinds of things that throw up barriers to the banking
industry, that do not put us on a level playing field.

Ms. EsHOO. And, let's see, I think I still have some more time
to ask. Given the change in H.R. 1062, as reported, to permit banks
to carry out securities transaction within the bank itself and not
through a separate affiliate, can you comment on whether this pro-
vision would adequately protect consumers?
And I say this with some specificity with reference to the Barings

Bank in England, which speaks for itself When we say that, we
all know what happened, so I don't need to go into details. How can
we be sure that this wouldn't happen in—under the current struc-
ture of the bill?

Mr. Jones. Well, in the case—are you addressing the question to
me?
Ms. EsHOO. Whomever would like to answer.
Mr. Jones. In the case of banks, really all underwriting would

have to be done in a separate affiliate that would be SEC regu-
lated.

On the issue of
Ms. EsHOO. Who insures that.

Mr. Jones. Excuse me?
Ms. ESHOO. Who insures that?
Mr. Jones. The bill insures that.

Ms. EsHOO. I know. But who in terms of insurance? Is that un-
derwritten or is it the Federal CJovemment that needs to stand
next to that, like an FDIC insured, so that we become—I wasn't
asking Mr. Dingell the question. How would that work?

I
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Mr. Jones. Is your question—I am a bit confused. Is your ques-
tion

Ms. EsHGO. You say it would be done through a separate affili-

ate.

Mr. Jones. Yes.
Ms. ESHOO. Just because it is a separate affiliate doesn't mean

that this situation couldn't occur.

Mr. Jones. Well, if your question is relative to who insures that,
such as who insures deposits of American depositors, there is no
insurance to prevent insurance companies from going under. There
are arrangements within States and between States that back up
the insurance system, but in cases of insurance products, which I

hear you asking about, today, America's banks, we believe, are way
out in front in terms of disclosing insurance products that we are
selling, talking to consumers about the fact that they are not FDIC
insured, that they are not an obligation of the bank.
A recent survey done by the Profit Marketing Group shows

banks coming out on top when measured against banks and insur-

ance companies and securities firms in terms of disclosure to con-
sumers, which I hear as the central point of your question.

Ms. ESHOO. And the protection of them, yes. Not just disclosure,

but protection of them.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And if you would, Mr.

Jones, get back to us in writing on the question that I had submit-
ted to you. Thank you.
Mr. Jones. Yes, we will.

Ms. EsHOO. Thank you.
Mr. Fields. The gentlelady yields back the balance of her time.

The gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Klink.

Mr. Klink. I thank the chairman for his courtesy.

Mr. Jones, we are not picking on you, but you have got to under-
stand we have been talked to by people on the insurance side and
the bank side. We are trying to sort through some of these things.

I would just like to take a step back for a second from some of the
intricacies of this bill.

As a new member of this committee who served on the Banking
Committee during the last Congress, my question is really this:

How can we as Members of this Congress be assured that, if H.R.
1062 is enacted as it is written, at some point we won't be called

upon to bail out new, large, diversified banks that have experi-

enced some substantial unexpected losses from their securities ac-

tivity?

Mr. Jones. Well, Congressman, I think history proves, if we go

back and look at the 1930's, that there were very few, if any, banks
that failed in terms of their securities affiliates or their securities

business. We believe that, quite to the contrary, a bank's ability to

remain strong and vibrant and be less of a risk to the Federal de-

posit insurance system will be—^their ability to remain strong will

be enhanced by the fact that their earnings can be diversified

through offering additional products, securities products, insurance

products, a wide range of financial services.

Today, if we look at what has happened to banking's share of the

traditional financial services market, it has reduced over the last

20 years. It has dropped from about 38 percent down to about 25

92-968 0-95-10
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percent during that period of time. We have to be allowed to pro-

vide additional products and services in order to be able to remain
strong and vibrant and less of a problem to the FDIC's insurance
fund.
Mr. Klink. I understand what you are saying. They can diver-

sify, and they have the opportunity of making more money, and all

is well and good. But you can diversify and you can lose money.
Indeed, there are a lot of people in the security business that lose

money. Probably as many people make money as lose money. It is

just a passing of dollars from one group to another. What if things
don't end up good?
And I have to—look, I have to say this because you have to un-

derstand—I am sure you do. We are in politics, and, worse than
that, we run for office every 2 years. And the people out there un-
derstand, people who elect me and elect everybody on both sides of
the aisle, that over the last decade, decade and a half, that several
thousand banks and thrifts failed. They know that.

And they know that the cost was about $200 billion. And they
can quickly figure out that if we had that $200 billion back today,

we could not only balance the budget this year but we would have
a surplus. And we wouldn't have to cut their medicare, and we
wouldn't have to cut back on school lunches, and we wouldn't have
to cut back on education and job training and all these other pro-

grams that have a constituency out there.

When I go back to town meetings, they are going to say, look,

Klink, what the heck are you doing? The banks have been running,
they have been failing, and now you want to put them in the secu-
rities business? I mean, it is not just me and the rest of the mem-
bers of this panel that you have to convince. It is the American
public. And I am not sure that the argument you just gave me did
that.

I will give you another bite at the apple. I am not picking at you.
Mr. Jones. I seem to be a very popular witness this morning. Let

me
Mr. Klink. That is what happens when you sit in the bull's-eye.

Mr. Jones. Let me take another run at it. Because I think, first

of all, relative to safety and soundness issues, the firewalls that are
in place in H.R. 1062 go a long way to protecting the insured de-

pository from problems of the securities affiliate. And when you
speak to the issue of a $200 billion bailout of banks, I would quar-
rel with that a bit. It was a $200 billion, or more precisely, I think
about a $150 billion bailout of the savings and loan industry and
that insurance fund.
The bank insurance fund certainly did suffer some losses through

the late 1980's and early 1990's, and the insurance fund of banks
has been built up by the banking industry with no taxpayer ex-

pense. So I do feel that I need to make that point very clear.

Mr. Klink. The premiums for the insurance of the banks are
charged to whom? The depositors, I believe. I mean, where does the
money come from to pay that insurance to the FDIC insurance?
Mr. Jones. Well, the money that banks pay into the insurance

fund comes directly out of their earnings. It comes directly out
of
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Mr. Klink. And their earnings come from depositors. Depositors
are taxpayers. That is my hope—we can't draw a line here and say
that there is some mysterious group of people here who are not
taxpayers. We are all citizens of the same country; so, ultimately,
you are paying one way or you are paying another way. And my
point to you is, your argument is not going to sell in Aliquippa,
Pennsylvania. It is a problem that I have.
Mr. Jones. Well, the issue that you raise relative to who pays,

we need to be instructed by the past. If we go back a few years and
look at what happened to the S&L industry, they were not able to
pass along the costs of increased premiums from their customers.
They had to be bailed out by the American taxpayers. And that is

the difference.

It tends to be a different subject than we are talking about today,
but I hope that I have been responsive.

Mr. Klink. You have been responsive.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman. Yield back what little time I don't

have.
Mr. Fields. The Chair appreciates that.

The Chair will now recognize the gentlelady from Arkansas, Ms.
Lincoln.
Mrs. Lincoln. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We will give Mr. Jones a rest.

A couple quick questions to Mr. Lackritz and Mr. Fink. The secu-
rity firms and the mutual funds have generally been extraor-
dinarily resourceful in creating new products and services that re-

spond to the needs of the marketplace the investors, and which fa-

cilitate some of the essential functions of capital formation that we
look for.

What could you tell us would be the impact, if any, from 1062
on that—in terms of the development of innovative new products
and services in the financial marketplace?
Mr. Lackritz. Well, I think the concern that we have with the

regulatory structure that is currently in this bill is that it would
ultimately stifle innovation and stifle some creativity and reduce
the entrepreneurial risk-taking activities that are really at the core

of the securities business.
And the reason for that, I think, is that the regulatory structure,

as it is currently contained in this bill, creates a very—Rube Gold-

berg is about the best description I can give you of the different

boxes that different kinds of firms have to go into, depending on
their product mix, depending on how much of their capital goes

into a particular line of business. And, therefore, there is not the

functional regulation that has focused on investor protection and a

clear, direct consistent line of regulation that ideally you would
want to have in a financial regulatory structure.

With the consistent regulatory structure that permits firms to in-

novate, you wouldn't have to be concerned that if you created a

new product, for example, it might move you into a different cat-

egory of institution that, therefore, would have a different regu-

latory structure to comply with. But I think that is the chilling ef-

fect that I would be concerned about.

Mr. Fink. We are very concerned about having the Fed as the

umbrella regulator because I think history in other countries shows
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that a banking regulator's instinct is to stifle risk-taking and inno-

vation. It is the opposite.

And Professor John Coffee of Columbia just wrote a recent article

that I read that we cite in our testimony and said that had there

been an umbrella banking regulator in the early 1970's. Probably
that regulator would not have permitted the growth of money mar-
ket mutual funds because they impose a competitive threat to the

banking industry.

So I think that provision in this bill is a terrible thing, and I am
very surprised that at a time when the country and the Congress
is trying to get less government that there is a proposal for a single

financial czar, in effect. And I have a lot of respect for the Fed, but
I think it is the wrong way to go.

Mrs. Lincoln. I don't want to exclude Mr. Jones. Would you like

to comment on that?

Mr. Jones. From our point of view, we believe that the Federal
Reserve is best able to judge changes in the economy and, there-

fore, make adjustments in regulation relative to this, and we are

comfortable with the Federal Reserve being involved in the regula-

tion.

Mrs. Lincoln. I would also like to know what you think in terms
of the testimony that was given on Tuesday by the OCC that sug-

gested the legislation would spell potential disaster for small- and
medium-sized companies, which is what I see most of in my dis-

trict, in seeking capital for growth. Would any of you have a com-
ment on that or does the ABA have a position on that?

Mr. Jones. Well, I don't know the full context in which the OCC
made that comment, but small- to medium-sized businesses are

typically shunned by Wall Street. They are not profitable for them
to deal with. So to the extent that banks of all sizes are able to

be involved in a broader range of services to serve those companies
and able to attract capital for those companies, we would certainly

support that.

Mrs. Lincoln. Do any of you other gentlemen have a comment?
It seems to me in recent years that they have worked with the SEC
to make it less costly for small businesses, to become publicly held.

Is that not correct?

Mr. Lackritz. There have been a number of initiatives to try and
increase the access of capital for small businesses.
There was a legislative proposal in the last Congress to speed the

development of the secondary market for small business loan

securitization. In fact, the securities industry has been quite active

in trying to securitize small business loans in order to provide more
capital to small business owners and leverage—more extensively

leverage.

And that is consistent with a lot of other innovations, whether
it is money market funds, whether it is commercial paper, whether
it is other innovations that the securities industry has brought into

financial services. Those have all happened in part because of SEC-
style regulation, rather than Federal Reserve Board regulation,

and so I guess I would just go back to the point Mr. Fink raised
before and emphasize that.
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Mrs. Lincoln. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back the bal-
ance of my time.
Mr. Fields. The Chair appreciates the gentlelady yielding back.
The Chair will recognize himself for just a few minutes, just to

follow up, if I could.

Mr. Lackritz, Mr. Fink, let me ask you, is there perhaps a way
to adjust this in a way that works? You know, certainly it is the
hope of this committee to be cooperative with the Bsmking Commit-
tee and move a piece of legislation that does help, does recognize
that the world has changed, recognizes the need to modernize.

Is it possible in a model, something that would be similar to tak-
ing the existing bank-eligible securities, leaving that as it is now,
taking the SIDs as they have been proposed, combining those into
one SID, functionally regulated by the Securities and Exchange
Commission with the same or similar capital requirements that a
separate affiliate would have?
Mr. Fink. I will leave—Mr. Lackritz is the SID expert.

I would simply say that you have been presented with a bill that
is based on a model of bank regulation. You have A banks here
with their own model, securities firms here with their model, and
whoever put this bill together just grabbed model A and put it on
the whole thing. I think there is room for compromise and accom-
modation.

I am not answering your SID question. I think this question of

whether you need a czar regulator, there can be compromise, and
our testimony tries to offer some.
Mr. Fields. If I could interrupt you just very quickly, because

there is great sympathy for the testimony that you have given and
even the response that you have just given to me, but there is also

a recognition that there is a dynamic here and there is a strong
belief that things should be functionally regulated, a sentiment of

this subcommittee. And I guess what I am asking is, is there a way
to perhaps make this work, to make this acceptable?

Mr. Fink. Yes. For example, if there is a feeling by the Fed or

the Banking Committee that where there is a large bank involved,

you need a parent—you need to regiilate the holding company. You
could have a compromise in this bill that said if a securities firm

acquired a small bank that was less than X percent of the assets

of the holding company, then there would not be Fed oversight. If

it was a large bank that was a large—so that issue, I can imagine
a number of compromises if that is what you are asking. There is

a way to accommodate the two.

On the SID securities affiliate issue, I would really defer to Mr.
Lackritz,

Mr. Lackritz. Thank you.

With respect to the SID and how to regulate the securities and
how do you get functional regulation, I mean, there are three dif-

ferent problems here. One of the problems is that permitting banks
to do any kind of securities activity in the bank without it being

in either a separately capitalized affiliate or in a separately identi-

fiable department creates an impossible situation from the stand-

point of functional regulation. You can't get there from here.

If, on the other hand—we think the ideal solution is to require

all securities activities to be conducted in a section 10 separately
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capitalized affiliate. We think that makes the most sense, that is

the clearest, that is the easiest to enforce. And from the SEC's
standpoint, that would make the most sense.

If it turns out that, for whatever reason, that is not feasible,

then, at a minimum, the SID has to be registered with the SEC,
subject to capital requirements and the full panoply of SEC regula-

tion. Otherwise, it is not workable.
And I defer to the SEC in terms of whether or not that kind of

situation is even workable. We think the clearest solution and the
cleanest solution is to put everything in a separately capitalized af-

filiate.

Mr. Fields. Again, that is feasible and makes sense; but, again,

there is a different dynamic here.

Let me go back and focus for just a moment or have you focus

on the capital requirements. Because, as I understand, the require-

ments by the Fed are different than the requirements—capital re-

quirements required by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Is there a way to rationalize those cr should it purely be the SEC
capital requirements?
Mr. Lackritz. Our view is that functional regulation means just

that, and that if someone is in the securities business they should
be subject to the capital requirements of the SEC no differently

than anybody else that is in the securities business.
With respect to the question of bank capital and with respect to

the level of risk-based capital and that kind of thing that is con-

tained when you get into the holding company structure and what
should be counted, the most important issue, it seems to me, from
the standpoint of the safety and soundness concerns of the Fed,
coupled with the investor protection concerns of the securities regu-
lators, is to make sure that you don't have a double counting of

capital and that the broker-dealer capital is not viewed by the Fed
as being part of any kind of holding company level capital.

Mr. Fields. Chair's time has expired.
The gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Dingell.

Mr. Dingell. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Gentlemen, if a bank were to engage in securities activities in a

portion of the bank which would not be fully separated and not
under SEC regulation, they would not then have to do the following
things: one, to take series 6 and 7 exams or to participate in the
continuing education requirements. Two, they would be exempt
from SRO and SEC recordkeeping and inspection requirements.
Three, they would be exempt from NASD investor protection rules.

And, four, SEC and SRO rules to insure financial responsibilities,

especially the SEC net capital rule, would not apply to them. Is

that right?

Mr. Lackritz. That is correct.

Mr. Dingell. That is correct. Now, Mr. Jones, why do you want
banks to be exempt from those things?

Mr. Jones. Well, Mr. Dingell, currently
Mr. Dingell. I am sure there is a good reason.
Mr. Jones. Currently, as banks are providing securities broker-

age activities for their customers
Mr. Dingell. They are exempt from those things?
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Mr. Jones. We are, as an industry, requiring our people to take
series 6 and series 7 licenses.

Mr. DiNGELL. But why do you want banks to be exempt from
these?
Mr. Jones. Because today
Mr. DiNGELL. You have a good reason. What is it? Give it to me

in 25 words or less.

Mr. Jones. I will do my best. Today, the securities activities that

are being handled in banks are being handled in the banks them-
selves, as opposed to in a separately capitalized subsidiary.

Mr. DiNGELL. This would essentially continue that.

Mr. Jones. And we support the fact that it can be done in the
bank as opposed to in a separately capitalized subsidiary without
adding costs to the process.

Mr. DiNGELL. Without adding—without affording any of these

protections to the investors; isn't that right?

Mr. Jones. Well
Mr. DiNGELL. And what I am asking is, why do you want an ex-

emption from these? There is a good reason, and I know you are

going to tell it to me. What is it?

Mr. Jones. We as an industry have gone a long, long ways to-

wards full disclosure.

Mr. DiNGELL. Let me repeat the question because I want you to

have it very clearly before you. You want an exemption from these.

Why is it that you want to be exempt from these requirements?
Mr. Jones. Your question is, why are we
Mr. DiNGELL. Why do you want to be exempt from these require-

ments? Obviously, there is a superb reason. What is that reason?

Mr. Jones. Today, Mr. Dingell, we are—we are subject to many
of the—^-

Mr. DiNGELL. You are not subject to any one of these. You are

subject to bank regulators' guidelines and such hit-and-miss re-

quirements as they would impose upon you in connection with

these lands of activities, none of which are directed specifically at

activities which are investor-oriented services. Now, why do you
wish to be exempted from these?

Mr. Jones. My point, Mr. Dingell, is that we are really not. We
are currently today acting with a third party carrier for securities

products. We are subject to NASD rule. We are subject to

Mr. DiNGELL. Only to the degree that the bank regulator wants

to apply them.
Mr. Jones. And the bank regulators apply them with great fero-

ciousness.

Mr. Dingell. Do you agree Mr. Lackritz? How about you, Mr.

Fink? Do you agree with that?

Mr. Lackritz. I don't agree with that, no.

Mr. Dingell. Do you agree with that Mr. Fink?

Mr. Fink. No, I do not.

Mr. Dingell. Let's go through it. Why do you want to be out

from under the SEC recordkeeping and inspection requirements

and the SRO inspection and recordkeeping requirements?

Mr. Jones. Currently, banks are providing, through many third

party carriers, securities brokerage activities, and we do keep very

accurate records and comply with all of the SEC requirements.
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Mr. DiNGELL. You do?
Do you agree with that, Mr. Lackritz? Do you agree with that,

Mr. Fink?
Mr. Lackritz. I don't know enough about all of the record-

keeping requirements. My understanding is that they don't have
the comparable requirements.
Mr. DiNGELL. And they are not enforced in the same way
Mr. Lackritz. That is correct.

Mr. DiNGELL. [continuing] as they are through the SROs and
through the SEC?
Mr. Lackritz. That is correct.

Mr. DiNGELL. Mr. Fink.
Mr. Fink. I am not an expert in bank brokerage activities.

Mr. DiNGELL. Nobody is because banks all have their own rules.

This bank decides to do it one way and if the regulator says he
wants to do it that way, that is fine.

Mr. Fink. This may not be responsive, Mr. Dingell, but my un-
derstanding is of mutual fund sales through banks, some 80 per-

cent by volume are done by SEC registered brokers, subs of the
banks. Factual answer.
Mr. DiNGELL. Then why would Mr. Jones want the other 20 per-

cent of those sales to be exempted? Can you tell us about that, Mr.
Jones?

Mr. Fink. I am happy to say that is a question for Mr. Jones.
Mr. Dingell. In fairness for the record, Mr. Jones, why do you

want the other 20 percent of those good-hearted folk to be exempt-
ed?
Mr. Jones. Mr. Dingell, the 20 percent that Mr. Fink talks about

is really not exempted.
Mr. Dingell. They are not?
Mr. Jones. They are not.

Mr. Dingell. They are or they are not? Are you going to tell me
that they are covered in full the same way as if they were a broker-
dealer or that they are not covered in the same way as if they were
a broker-dealer?
Mr. Jones. Mr. Dingell, I think probably the best thing we could

do for you is to summarize these points and how the banking in-

dustry is offering these products today for you.
Mr. Dingell. See, Mr. Jones, you are dealing with a very pecu-

liar guy. I am just a poor Polish lawyer. I am not a very sophisti-

cated fella, and I don't understand these things unless I get the an-
swer to the question in the way I ask it and the way I want to hear
it.

So you have all these good-hearted bankers who are exempt, 20
percent of them. They are not members of NASD, they are not
members of one of the exchanges, they are not part of any of the
SROs, and they are not under SEC regulation. They are under
bank regulation.
And why would 80 percent of the banks' sales of mutual funds

be regulated and why should 20 percent not? Don't you want to

have that 20 percent treated the same way so that all these bank-
ers are playing on a fair and level and even playing field?

Mr. Jones. Mr. Dingell, we believe that, to every extent possible
today, that banks are complying with SEC regulation and with all
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of the regulations relative to the sale of mutual funds. I must tell

you that, occasionally, banks in very small communities, very small
communities, act as agent for their customers, but they make every
disclosure in terms of not being an FDIC insured
Mr. DiNGELL. They are not required, however, to make those dis-

closures, are they? And so if they forget to make that disclosure,

they are not subject to any discipline, are they?
Mr. Jones. Mr. Dingell, actually, they are required—they are re-

quired to make those disclosures, both bank regulators on the Fed-
eral level

Mr. Dingell. The 20 percent that are exempt?
Mr. Jones. The OCC and the FDIC have made it very clear that

we must disclose on all fronts that these products are not FDIC in-

sured.
Mr. Dingell. Let's go to the next point. Why should banks not

meet SEC capital requirements?
Mr. Jones. I presume, Mr. Dingell, you are addressing this to

me.
Mr. Dingell. I am, indeed. I know that you are expert on banks.
Mr. Jones. It is nice to be this popular.

There is a different—there is a different approach to capital re-

quirements with securities' firms and banks. Banks have capital re-

quirements based on credit risk. Securities firms have capital re-

quirements based on liquidity risk. And to take the apples and or-

anges and put them together into one capital requirement does not

seem to make sense.

Mr. Dingell. Let's look at this for a second. You have got your
bank that doesn't have to meet the liquidity requirements that are

imposed on SEC-regulated entities. Then the failure to meet that

becomes a responsibility of the general overall capital structure of

the bank, does it not? So if I am a banker and I am not meeting
the net capital requirements of the SEC, I am then responsible to

my depositors or the people who do business with me out of the

capital which is regulated by the bank regulators; isn't that right?

Mr. Jones. And that is the reason that H.R. 1062 requires fire-

walls to protect the deposit insurance.

Mr. Dingell. Don't mention firewalls or you will confuse me.

The answer to the question is yes, isn't it?

Mr. Jones. The answer to the question of whether
Mr. Dingell. The answer to my question is yes.

Mr. Jones. Could you please repeat it?

Mr. Dingell. The question was, if a bank is not subject to the

liquidity and net capital requirements imposed by the SEC, they

then are responsible to their depositors or to their customers on the

basis of the capital structure that is imposed upon them by their

regulators; isn't that right?

Mr. Jones. Not if firewalls are in place to protect the bank.

Mr. Dingell. Never mind the firewalls. Just answer the ques-

tion.

Mr. Jones. In the bank, yes.

Mr. Dingell. In the bank, yes. So that means, then, that the

bank is responsible to its depositors if there is some sort of misfor-

tune on these kinds of transactions on the basis of capital which
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is essentially mixed into the government guarantee of liquidity of
banks through the bank insurance structure; isn't that right?

Mr, Jones. Well, the people that are—excuse me.
Mr. DiNGELL. Just yes or no. It would help us both because then

I can go on. You remember the question?
Mr. Jones. Half no. Because, actually, the people that are at risk

when bank capital is at risk are the shareholders of that organiza-
tion.

Mr. DiNGELL. I am sorry?
Mr. Jones. The shareholders of the bank are the ones that hold

the capital, not the depositors.

Mr. DiNGELL. But, in any event, it is the capital which then is

at risk, and so the risk really comes around to be laid, ultimately,

upon the government. If a bank is in this in a big way and the
bank has some big loss, ultimately, they are playing with not only
the capital of their investors, the money of their depositors, but
they are also taking risks that can be expected to be met in a fair

degree by the responsibility of the Federal Government on the Fed-
eral bank insurance fund; isn't that right?

Mr. Jones. No, I do not agree with that. I believe that banks
Mr. DiNGELL. Since you don't agree with that, what is there in

this that guarantees that the Federal Grovemnient's FDIC is not at

risk?

Mr. Jones. There is not a guarantee. However
Mr. DiNGELL. There is nothing. All right. Now you have com-

forted me. Let us proceed here.

Mr. Jones. Excuse me.
Mr. DiNGELL. If securities are conducted in the bank's SID, why

should the bank's SID be exempt from the SEC net capital require-

ments? There is obviously good reason. I want you to give it to me
in 25 words or less.

Mr. Jones. I touched on it briefly before, Mr. Dingell.

Mr. DiNGELL. Do it again, if you please.

Mr. Jones. And that is the issue that securities' firms are hold-
ing capital in order to protect them igainst liquidity risk. Banks
are holding capital to protect themselves against credit risk. They
are totally different concepts.
Mr. DiNGELL. So you are telling me then that the bank SID has

the bank's capital behind these activities. Is that what you are tell-

ing me?
Mr. Jones. No.
Mr. DiNGELL. Well then, what is it that guarantees the liquidity

of the bank's SID to meet the calls that might be placed through
defalcation, misfortune, rascality, theft or whatever it might hap-
pen to be?
Mr. Jones. Under almost every circumstance the bank capital

will be the same or greater because of the capital included in the
SID.
Mr. DiNGELL. How do you know that?
Mr. Jones. Our people are telling me
Mr. DiNGELL. You have got a very, very excellent coach sitting

in the back. Give them my compliments.
Mr. Fields. The gentleman's time is almost expired.
Mr. DiNGELL. Could I just get an answer?
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Mr. Jones. Mr. Chairman, believe me. I have seen this red light

on for a long time.
Mr. Fields. The question is, are you seeing red yet?

Mr. Jones. No, no, I wouldn't say that. But, Mr. Dingell, we have
run numbers on capital calculations, and we would be happy to

supply you with them. That would prove our point.

Mr. Dingell. I would be delighted to get them, but you still

haven't answered my question.

Mr. Lackritz, would you answer my question?

Mr. Lackritz. That is the problem with the structure, Mr. Din-

gell. The problem with the structure is that you don't have any
capital requirement behind the SID; and, therefore, you don't have
any capital that is backing up the obligation to protect investors or

liquidity crisis or anything else; and, therefore, the capital of the

bank would be at risk in that kind of situation, which would mere-
ly expand the safety net, expand risk to depositors and expand risk

to the taxpayers.
Mr. Dingell. Now, if you permit, Mr. Chairman, just one more

question, because I know this is going to help me a lot. In this mat-
ter that we are discussing, we have an insurance program which
has protected the people who leave their shares with the securities

investment houses regulated by the SEC and the SROs. How would
depositors be protected under the exemption which would be given

to the in-bank SID? Would there be any protection for those shares

or would there be none?
Mr. Jones. Mr. Dingell—Mr. Dingell, first of all, if you are talk-

ing about SPIC insurance
Mr. Dingell. Yes.
Mr. Jones, [continuing] it protects people from misappropriation,

defalcation, fraud, those sorts of things.

Mr. Dingell. That is correct.

Mr. Jones. It does not prevent someone from losing their money
based on an inappropriate investment.

Mr. Dingell. That is correct. It will surprise you, but I do know
that.

Mr. Jones. And there is no retail SID embodied in this legisla-

tion, as I understand it.

Mr. Dingell. There isn't? Well, it is fair to observe that any ac-

tivitv which a bank could persuade the Fed was a banking activity

would fall into that category, would it not?

Let me hear from Mr. Lackritz. Mr. Lackritz, I want you to help

both Mr. Jones and I. We desperately need it.

Mr. Lackritz. My understanding is that there is an option in

this bill for a retail-oriented SID and that that is an option that

is available to a bank that wishes to engage in these activities.

Mr. Dingell. You say that there is or is not?

Mr. Lackritz. There is.

Mr. Fields. If the gentleman would yield. I think there may be

additional questions that we may want to present to the panel, and

the Chair wants to take one quick moment and ask Mr. Lackritz,

if I could, because I asked just a moment ago if it is possible to

rationalize the standard between—the capital standard between

the Fed and the SEC, and you said it was not. And if I understood

the testimony of Mr. Jones just a moment ago, he talked about the
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Fed standard really being a standard based on illiquid assets and
that is why you have that particular standard, and the standard
that you have to live with is a standard based on liquidity.

And so, if I understood the testimony, it seems that he is almost
arguing that if something is a security type—if it is functionally

regulated by the SEC, it would seem that the standard should be
an SEC capital standard. I mean
Mr. Lackritz. That is right. That is exactly right. But all this

discussion, I think, and the question of what is the basis for the
capital requirements by the Fed or what is the basis for the capital

requirements by the SEC and the fact that there may be two dif-

ferent purposes highlights the concerns, I think, that everybody
has, the appropriate concerns about mixing these functions up,
which leads back to the structure of this bill and why it is so im-
portant, we think, to create separately capitalized affiliates to con-

duct this business. That is the clearest and easiest way to provide
for functional regulation.

Mr. Fields. Thank you very much.
The gentleman—another gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Stupak,

has been waiting very patiently. Mr. Stupak.
Mr. Stupak. Mr. Chairman, because I was at another committee

meeting I did not have the benefit to hear this panel, so I don't

think it would be appropriate for me to ask questions at this time.

Mr. Fields. The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Gillmor.
Mr. Gillmor. No questions.
Mr. Fields. The ranking minority member of the Telecommuni-

cations and Finance Committee, Mr. Markey.
Mr. Markey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much.
Mr. Fink and Mr. Lackritz, if I may, in much of the testimony

that has been submitted we see mention of the concept of a two-
way street. Even though most of this bill is directed towards pro-

viding banks with new powers to conduct business in other fields,

supporters of the bill refer to a two-way street to suggest that H.R.
1062 gives securities firms and investment companies a fair oppor-
tunity to get into the banking business.
My question to you is whether, in your judgment, the two-way

street created in H.R. 1062 is fair and adequate. Your testimony
suggests that securities firms may have to divest substantial and
possibly highly successful lines of business if they want to be able
to get into banking, while no similar hurdles exist for banks them-
selves. So it seems to me like it is a two-way street.

On the banking side, it is an eight-lane highway; and on the se-

curities side, it is a one-lane, with potholes and a very expensive
toll booth blocking the on-ramp. And I would like to get your views
as to how close I have come to accurately describing that situation.

Mr. Fink. Well, if I can start—that is a heck of an analogy to

try to beat so I won't try it. But it is—practically, it is no two-way
street. Most of the large securities firms, mutual fund companies,
have insurance affiliates or real estate afilliates or commercial af-

filiates. Forty percent, according to our survey of the mutual fund
industry, has insurance affiliates. Fourteen percent are real estate
affiliates.

They are all blocked from going into banking. Every one of the
12,000 or whatever banks in the country under this bill has a su-
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perhighway to go into the securities business, and X percent—50
percent, 40 percent—of the security industry is barred unless it is

going to give up longstanding affiliations. And I have never seen
any of those afRliations ever cause a problem to a securities firm.

I would like to hear—if the premise of this legislation is that

commercial banking and securities activities are so close they
ought to be allowed to be merged and Glass-Steagall either was a
mistake or is antiquated, if that is the thesis, then why, even
though the securities industry has always had the affiliations and
there are no problems, are you now saying to securities firms, you
can't enter banking unless you give up those affiliations? It doesn't

make any logical or historical sense.

I won't try to beat your analogy, but it is the Massachusetts
Turnpike versus a dirt road on the Cape or something like that.

Mr. Markey. Let me ask—ditto marks there?

Okay, Mr. Lackritz. Let me ask you a different question, Mr.
Lackritz, if I can, if you might help to clarify an issue that arose

on Tuesday.
The Federal Reserve stated that H.R. 1062 gives no new securi-

ties powers directly to banks; it merely preserves those that banks
already have. The new powers that are created by the bill, accord-

ing to the Fed, are given only to separate affiliates of the bank, not
directly to the bank itself Implicit in this reading of the bill is that

no new direct risks to taxpayers and the bank insurance fund has
been created. Is that your understanding of the bill, Mr. Lackritz?

It has been suggested to me that this bill allows banks for the

first time to underwrite and deal in virtually all types of municipal
revenue bonds. Could you describe for us the significance of that

decision?
And perhaps you might include in your response a description of

the range of securities that are fairly characterized as municipal
revenue bonds and the risks that accompany those types of invest-

ments.
Mr. Lackritz. Sure. I would be happy to.

First of all, if the testimony of the Federal Reserve was that

there was no—there were no new securities powers given directly

to the banks, I don't believe that is correct. It is clear in this bill

that it clearly would make municipal revenue bonds bank-eligible

securities and would make them eligible to be done inside a bank,

not in a separately capitalized affiliate and not in a separately

identifiable department of the bank. That creates—^that is a broad-

er power.
The other significant new power in here with respect to conduct-

ing securities activities in the bank is the power that the Federal

Reserve Board would have, by its own authority, to define products

that are close to bank—closely related to banking or financial ac-

tivities that would be permitted to be done inside a bank. And the

discretion that is given to the Fed to make these determinations

would be such that, in fact, the Fed would be able on its own initia-

tive to declare all kinds of products to be financial in nature or

Mr. Markey. So it will create substantial new risk?

Mr. Lackritz. Absolutely. Absolutely.

Mr. Markey. Do you agree with that, Mr. Jones? It will create

substantial new risk for the depositors?

I,
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Mr. Jones. Of municipal revenue bonds, is that your question?
Mr. Markey. When the bank is engaging in that type of activity,

will it not put at risk the depositor and, ultimately, the taxpayer?
Mr. Jones. Well, I would take exception with it on one level be-

cause I believe that commercial banks have had, as one of their

principles and longstanding products, the whole process of under-
writing credit risk. We understand how to underwrite credit risk.

Mr. Markey. I understand that. But what happens if there is a
big crash? Are only your shareholders going to be responsible or
will depositors and taxpayers also be liable?

Mr. Jones. Is this back to the question of banks being capitalized

and the capital not being included in the bank?
Mr. Markey. Yes. I know you know how to underwrite it, but do

you know how to keep the market at 4,500 for eternity? Do you
know how to do that?
Mr. Jones. I am sorry. I didn't hear that.

Mr. Markey. Do you know how to keep the stock market at

4,500 for eternity? I know you know how to write the document
that will engage in the financial transaction, but I want to know
if you can guarantee prosperous financial results for all of these
products.
Mr. Jones. My response is that the banking industry has been

handling municipal general obligation bonds for a long, long time.

This is a very small departure from that, and I do not see any
major risk.

Mr. Markey. Well, I think that we might just disagree as to the
difference between plain vanilla and potentially nitroglycerin in

terms of the handling of

Mr. Lackritz. Could I just address that for a second, Mr. Mar-
key? I think the data will show, if you look at the data and you
look at the rate of default or failure with respect to—general obli-

gation bonds are backed by the full faith and credit of the govern-
ment. Revenue bonds are secured by a revenue stream that may
come in and it may not come in.

I don't have the data in front of me, but I have seen data that
shows that the rate of default among revenue bonds is significantly

higher than the rate of default for general obligation bonds.
Mr. DiNGELL. Will the gentleman yield?

Now, here is the way this would work. You have got a big market
break. Before the big market break, let's say a good-hearted bank
undertakes the responsibility of underwriting a major issue of reve-

nue bonds. That means they, at that point, own the bond. They
have the whole inventory. They make their money on the sale, from
the fees and all that sort of stuff.

Now, the market breaks. The bond which they thought they
could offer at, let's say, 102 or 103.5f or something like that, all of

a sudden can only go on the market at 97. They have sold some
of these bonds at 103 so they can't call them back. The bank is now
responsible for the loss between 103 and a half and 97. And if the
bonds go to 90, which they have done, they are then down some-
thing like 13.5 points. They have to keep that.

Now, the question again for Mr. Jones is, who is responsible for

that loss? Mr. Jones, you want tc tell us who is responsible? Is it
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the bank? Is it the shareholders? Is it the depositors? Or is it FDIC
or all of the above fortunate people?
Mr. OXLEY [presiding]. The witness can respond, and then we

will have to move to the next panel.
Mr. DiNGELL. Can't Mr. Jones tell me?
Mr. OxLEY. Yes.
Mr. DiNGELL. Mr. Yingling is sitting right behind him, and he

has been briefing him very well as we have been going forward.
Mr. OxLEY. Mr. Jones may answer and then we have got to move

on.

Mr. Markey. If Mr. Jones would just factor in inverse floaters as
well. It is very important to me to tell me how you handle that.

Mr. Jones. Mr. Dingell and Mr. Markey, first of all, inverse
floaters is not a topic that I am familiar with. I am not a securities

lawyer and our bank does not deal in them, so I cannot be respon-
sive to that question.

Mr. DiNGELL. But other banks will.

Mr. Markey. We don't like you dealing in things that you don't

know anything about in terms of your own testimony.
Mr. Jones. I am talking about my bank in Red Wing, Minnesota,

and where I come from.

Mr, Dingell. It strikes me that we probably ought to protect you
against this peril, your bank, and the thought is that maybe we
just ought to protect other banks and bankers and other investors

and the taxpayers from this kind of a risk.

Mr. OxLEY. The gentleman's time has expired.

We appreciate the witnesses and their testimony, and this panel
is dismissed.
We would like to welcome our third panel and fin£il panel.

Mr. GiLLMOR. Mr. Chairman, may I be recognized out of order
for about 30 seconds?
Mr. OxLEY. Yes, be glad to recognize the gentleman from Ohio,

Mr. Gillmor.

Mr. GiLLMOR. Mr. Chairman, I just want to be recognized out of

order very briefly to note that the panel has a long-time friend of

mine and friend of yours who I have known since he has served

in the Governor's Office of Ohio and was the Chairman of the In-

dustrial Commission of Ohio and is now an outstanding insurance
executive in this country. So I would like to joining in welcoming
a Ohioan, Craig Zimpher.
Mr. OxLEY. I appreciate that. I am sure he does as well.

We will introduce our panelists and then begin: Mr. Drew
Pfirrman is our first witness. Senior Vice President and Counsel
for Fleet Financial Group. Our second witness, Samuel Baptista,

President of Financial Services Council; the aforementioned Craig

Zimpher, Vice President of Government Relations with Nationwide

Insurance based in the Buckeye State; and, finally, Steven Foster,

Commissioner of Insurance for the Commonwealth of Virginia.

Welcome to all of you.

||
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STATEMENTS OF DREW PFIRRMAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
AND COUNSEL, FLEET FINANCIAL GROUP; SAMUEL BAP-
TISTA, PRESIDENT, FINANCIAL SERVICE COUNCIL; CRAIG
ZIMPHER, VICE PRESIDENT OF GOVERNMENT RELATIONS,
NATIONWIDE INSURANCE ENTERPRISE; AND STEVEN T. FOS-
TER, COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE, COMMONWEALTH OF
VIRGINIA

Mr. OxLEY. And, Mr. Pfirrman, you may begin.
Mr. Pfirrman. Thank you. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee, I am Drew Pfirrman, Senior Vice President and Coun-
sel of Fleet Financial Group. I appreciate the opportunity to testify

today on behalf of Fleet in support of H.R. 1062 and urge you to

report this legislation favorably because enactment of Glass-
Steagall reform legislation will continue the fine work started last

year by the 103rd Congress to modernize the Nation's financial sys-

tem by enacting nationwide banking and branching legislation.

In enacting H.R. 1062, we urge the committee to reject amend-
ments dealing with bank insurance issues, such as H.R. 1317,
which are anticompetitive and undermine the development of an ef-

ficient financial sector that is competitive, both domestically and
overseas.
We were interested to hear Chairman Bliley's opening remarks

that this issue of permitting affiliation between banks and securi-

ties firms with insurance companies is not accomplishable at this

time. We at Fleet feel that, at some point, a compromise that al-

lows affiliation in a balanced way, that expands consumer choice,

must be accomplished; and we stand ready to participate in that
process.

There were three essential elements that we—in any compromise
on bank insurance activities. Number one, Federal preemption. We
feel that State anti-affiliation affiliation, statutes which prevent
otherwise legitimate affiliations between banks and insurance com-
panies, must be preempted by Federal law. Without such preemp-
tion, the Nation will be balkanized into a patchwork of States
which do and do not permit affiliations, thus undermining the goals
of the Glass-Steagall reform legislation, H.R. 1062, and the inter-

state banking and branching bill enacted last year, to modernize
the financial services system.
The second element would be nondiscrimination. If States are au-

thorized to define and regulate bank insurance products, these
rules and regulations should be designed so that insurance compa-
nies, brokers or agents affiliated with banks are not unfairly dis-

criminated against. A strong, nondiscrimination requirement must
be imposed to insure that the basic right to affiliate is not under-
mined.

Third, we feel that grandfathered rights are essential. If national
banks are prohibited from offering products and services currently
permissible—currently permissible bank insurance products should
be grandfathered, and national banks should be given parity with
State banks in those States that permit their banks to engage in

insurance activities.

If these three critical elements are in place, we believe that a
workable bank insurance compromise can be put on the table that
should generate support from a bipartisan majority in the Con-
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gress, the Clinton administration, the Federal regulators, from the
banking industry and, hopefully, from enlightened elements of the
insurance industry.
Most importantly, a good compromise will preserve the legiti-

mate and appropriate State regulatory authority over bank insur-
ance activities, greatly reduce expensive protracted and wasteful
litigation and will be of great benefit to consumers who will enjoy
more choices and flexibility in buying insurance products and relat-

ed financial services.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Drew Pfirrman follows:]

Prepared Statement of Drew J. Pfirrman on Behalf of Fleet Financial
Group

introduction

Good afternoon Chairman Fields, Chairman Oxley and Members of the Sub-
committees. I am Drew Pfirrman, Senior Vice President and Counsel at Fleet Finan-
cial Group, which is a $48 billion diversified financial services holding company with
banks throughout the Northeast and approximately 1,200 other offices nationwide
offering a variety of financial services products.^ On behalf of Fleet, I would like to

thank you for the opportunity to appear before your combined Subcommittees today
to urge you to act favorably on H.R 1062 with a good, strong and fair bank insur-

ance provision.

Fleet strongly supports H.R. 1062, the Glass-Steagall reform legislation reported
by the House Banking Committee several weeks ago and referred to your Commit-
tee. Enactment of Glass-Steagall reform will continue the fine work completed last

year by the 103d Congress in enacting interstate banking and branching legislation,

and is the second step toward full modernization of our financial services sector. We
urge your Committee to report H.R. 1062 favorably, and that you add provisions to

this legislation permitting the affiliation of banks and securities firms with insur-

ance companies in a reasonable and balanced way thus further expanding consumer
choices in the financial services area.

Dealing with insurance is an important step in the process of modernizing the na-

tion's financial services industry. However, in Fleet's view there is a right way to

do this, and a wrong way. The wrong way would be to enact H.R. 1317, the "Insur-

ance States' and Consumers' Rights Clarification and Fair Competition Act". As the

American Bankers Association testified before the Commerce, Trade and Hazardous
Materials Subcommittee on May 22, and reiterated in its testimony today, H.R.
1317 essentially gives state insurance commissioners carte blanche powers to ex-

pand their oversight of banks and impose anti-competitive state laws and regula-

tions that discriminate against insurance agents simply because they are affiliated

with banks. This is not in the best interests of consumers since it would stifle not

stimulate competition.

On the other hand, the right way to deal with bank insurance issues would be

to formulate a new balanced approach which protects the dual banking system and
the national bank charter, while at the same time recognizing an appropriate role

for the states to play in the regulation of bank insurance activities. We commend
Chairman Bliley and his staff for attempting this and taking on the tough and per-

haps thankless job of trying to bring together two industries that have been at odds

for too long to build a compromise that will work.

1 Fleet is headquartered in Providence, Rhode Island and has banks in Connecticut, Maine,

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York and Rhode Island. It also has a large mortgage com-

pany headquartered in Columbia, South Carolina and approximately 1,200 offices nationwide

engaged in commercial and consumer banking, mortgage banking, consumer finance, asset-

based lending, equipment leasing, investment management, and student loan processing. Once

Fleet's proposed merger with Shawmut National Corporation is cleared through the regulatory

process, the merged organization will be one of the country's top 10 bank holding companies

with over $82 bilUon in assets.

92-968 0-95-11
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ELEMENTS OF BANK INSURANCE COMPROMISE

Based on my work in the trenches on the legeil and regulatory aspects of the bank
insurance issues at both the federal and state level, I would identify the following

three elements of an acceptable and workable compromise:

• Federal preemption of state anti-affiliation statutes, which prevent otherwise le-

gitimate affiliations between banks and bank holding companies, and insurance
companies and agencies.

• Strong non-discrimination legislation, if states are authorized to define and regu-
late bank insurance products.

• Grandfathering of currently permissible insurance activities offered by national
banks.

1. Preemption of State Anti-Affiliation Laws
It is critical that existing state anti-affiliation statutes be preempted by federal

legislation. Anything less than this would result in a balkamzation of the United
States into a hodge-podge of individual states, some who do and some who do not
permit affiliations between banks, securities firm and insurance companies. This
clearly would be a step backward and runs counter to the purpose of H.R. 1062 and
Congresses' overall intent to modernize our financial services system. It is simply
not good public policy, and if not dealt with, could make the new bank-securities

structures created in H.R. 1062 unworkable and will undermine the nationwide
banking and branching legislation enacted last year. In addition, pushing insurance
issues aside would be sure to trigger a whole new round of prolonged and expensive
litigation over basic policy issues uiat Congress has an obligation to resolve.

There are some who argue that this is a "states rights" issue and that there
should be no preemption of state authority on bank insurance issues because of the
need to protect consumer rights and avoid unfair tying and coercion by banks. This
ignores the importance of having a free flow of interstate commerce, a right histori-

cally guaranteed by the Constitution through the "interstate commerce clause", to

help achieve the goals of financial services modernization—that artificial barriers to

competition should be broken down in favor of providing as much flexibility as pos-

sible to deal with the realities of the market place and provide consumers with a
broader and more flexible range of low-cost financial services products, while pro-

tecting them through appropriate, non-discriminatory state regulatory action.

More importantly, the "states rights" and "consumer protection" arguments are
not borne out in practice. It is my experience that a prohibition on banks and the
affiliates of the new Financial Services Holding Company (FSHC) from offering in-

surance products actually hfirms consumers. For example, the state of New York
permits affiliations between banks and insurance companies and consumers have
benefitted from this through better products and services. Conversely, several states

in the Northeast, including Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire
and Rhode Island, have restrictive rules prohibiting such affiliations. This has led

to the development of a convoluted and inefficient system that limits competition
and harms consumers, while protecting the current monopoly on the sale of insur-

ance.

The practical impact of tins is that unlike a consumer in Hartford, Connecticut,
a consumer in Buffalo, New York, has the ability and convenience to choose whether
to buy insurance products from a local bank, or going to an independent agent, and
this competition keeps costs down and generates more innovative and flexible insur-

ance products and services. Another interesting fact is that while Massachusetts
and Connecticut generally have more restrictive laws than New York regarding
bank insurance activities, all three states permit special institutions called savings
banks to offer life insurance products to their customers. In the more than 100 years
that this has been allowed, we know of no cases of alleged consumer abuse such
as tying or coercion. Consumers have clearly benefitted from this through greater
convenience and lower prices.

A 1995 study by the Financial Institutions Insurance Association (FIIA) pointed
out that due to the inefficiencies inherent in the current insurance distribution sys-

tem approximately 40 percent of all Americans have no life insurance coverage, and
what is available is mostly targeted for the affluent (those with incomes over
$75,000). The FIIA study, backed up by statistics from insurance and other industry
sources,2 points out that the number of independent insurance agents is shrinking
on a yearly basis. As the agent pool contracts, it is making less and less contact
with middle market consumers and is focusing on the more affluent segment of the

2 Including: Life Insurance Marketing and Research Association 1993 Report and 1994 Banks
In Insurance Fact Book (Association of Banks-In-Insurance).
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market. Further, according to the American Council of Life Insurance's (ACLI)
"Map", study shows that 69 percent of Americans do not have a personal insurance
agent.
This leaves a large gap that the banks can and should be allowed to fill. Allowing

banks to sell a range of insurance products would benefit consumers through great-
er access to insurance, provide increased competition and thus lower prices. Fleet
itself would be well-positioned to help with this because of its strong ties and service
to middle income consumers.
Another interesting fact brought out by the FRA study is that permitting banks

to sell insurance products does not necessarily mean that independent agents would
lose business or be put out of business. In fact, since there is a vast undeserved
market for insurance, it is not a zero-sum game and hundreds of thousands of new
jobs could be created nationwide. This is particularly important for states in the
Northeast that have been faced with a slow economy and defense industry cutbacks
in recent years.

The question facing Congress, and especially your Committee, is whether to pre-
serve an outdated, inefBcient and expensive distribution system, or to free our fi-

nancial services industry to be truly competitive in the domestic and international
markets by allowing it to offer an ever expanding range of financial products and
services.

2. Non-Discrimatory State Regulation

Preemption of state anti-affiliations statutes does not mean states give up the
right to protect consumers. For instance, it would make sense to allow states to li-

cense and otherwise regulate, on a non-discriminatory and reasonable basis, the in-

surance activities of companies affiliated with banks or the new FSHC entities cre-

ated by H.R. 1062, since the sale of insurance would remain essentially a state regu-
lated function. If state licensing and other regulations are applied in a non-discrimi-
natory manner so that independent insurance providers are treated the same way
as those that are affiliated with banks or FSHCS, the opportunity for the banking
industry to make its products available free from unfair restraints would be pre-
served, along with legitimate state interests in protecting their citizens from poten-
tially abusive practices.

As Mr. Bob Fulwider testified before Chairman Oxle/s Subcommittee on May 22
on behalf of the Independent Insurance Agents of America "[ejvery entity that en-
gages in the underwriting and sale of insurance must comply with applicable state
insurance regulation." We agree. Although I do not claim to speak for the banking
industry, for Fleet non-discriminatory regulation of bank insurance activities by
state authorities is an acceptable trade-off for preemption of state anti-affiliation

statutes.

Based on our experiences in the Northeast, which has some of the most restrictive

bank insurance laws in the country, a strong non-discrimination provision is essen-
tial because states often use discriminatory legislative and regulatory devices to re-

inforce or expand their antiaffiliation schemes. For example, in addition to prohibit-

ing affiliations between banks and insurance companies, Rhode Island law prohibits

the sale of insurance products on bank premises, whether retail or back office, and
prohibits the sharing of customer information including name fists, between banks
and insurance agencies.

In acting to assure that states do not engage in discriminatory practices in their

oversight of national bank insurance activities, it is extremely important that if

some discretion is given to states to deal witli cross-marketing between insurance
affiliates and banks during the transition period after state anti-affiliation laws are

repealed, that this be done on a very narrow and limited basis.

Furtiier, if state regulators are to be given the power to define what constitutes

insurance and license and regulate those products, it is critical that the federal bank
regulators and the banks themselves be given the right to challenge state actions

in this area in the federal courts. Otherwise, there would be no real check on unfair

actions by state insurance authorities or legislators directed at national banks,

which are chartered by the federal government.

3. Grandfather Currently Permissible Bank Insurance Activities and Provide Parity

With State Banks

The third element of a compromise on bank insurance activities should provide

that if the Office of The Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) is to be prohibited from

authorizing new insurance products for national banks, currently permissible activi-

ties, including the sale of annuities, should be explicitly grandfathered and national

baiJcs should be given parity to offer bank insurance products to the same extent

state chartered banks are authorized to do so. The grandfather and parity provi-
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sions should be an iron-clad guarantee that protects national banks against inappro-
priate direct or indirect interference from state regulators or legislators.

CONCLUSION

It is Fleet's view that if these three critical broad elements are put in place—pre-

emption of state anti-afiBliation statutes, non-discriminatory state regulation and
grandfathering currently permissible bank insurance activities—a workable bank in-

surance compromise can be put on the table that should generate general support
from the banking industry, and hopefully, enlightened elements of the insurance in-

dustry. It should also win support from those in other segments of the financial

services industry that want an effective and strong financial services sector put in

place in this country without further delay. Most importantly, it should enjoy sup-
port from consumers, who would benefit greatly from more competition and flexibil-

ity in buying insurance products and services. Fleet looks forward to working with
the Members of this Committee, other Members of the House and Senate, and other
interested parties to try and put this in place.

I thank the Chairmen and Members of these Subcommittees for allowing me to

testify today and look forward to answering any questions you might have.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
Mr. Baptista.

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL BAPTISTA

Mr. Baptista. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to present the views of the Financial Services Council on the
need for the financial reform generally and offer specific comments
on H.R. 1062.
The Council's diverse membership, which includes bank holding

companies, thrifts, insurance companies, securities firms and diver-

sified financial service companies, is committed to modernizing our
financial regulatory structure in a manner that will permit any
well-managed, well-capitalized company, regardless of its corporate
structure, to enter or exit any sector of the financial services indus-
try anywhere in the world.
We believe that it is important for legislation to move through

the House this year. The ability of the American financial service

providers to continue to be innovative and competitive in a market
rapidly changing through new applications of technology and tele-

communications is constrained by antiquated laws and regulations
that present barriers to affiliation.

The legislation pending before this committee, H.R. 1062, does
begin the process of building a more fully integrated financial serv-

ices model by amending the Glass-Steagall Act to allow banks to

more broadly affiliate with an investment banking firm and allow
some, but not all, investment banking firms to affiliate with banks.

In addition, replacing the Bank Holding Company Act's closely

related banking test with one that is financial in nature will allow
banking organizations to participate in a broader range of activities

impermissible today.
Unfortunately, after taking this positive step toward recognizing

that financial services is broader than just banking, H.R. 1062 spe-

cifically excludes a critical component of the financial services in-

dustry, namely, insurance. As a result, many securities firms would
be unable to acquire or affiliate with a commercial bank due to the
retention of such specific activities restrictions, and insurance com-
panies are completely left out of the modernization process.

It is disappointing that the Banking Committee's product does
not recognize the extent to which financial services has become one
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market. It is disappointing to learn this morning of Chairman Bli-

ley's intent not to continue to press forward on the issue of affili-

ation.

I realize that this issue raises thorny issues and ignites turf bat-

tles between the banking and insurance sectors on questions of

how and by whom insurance products may be sold. It will take
strong leadership to devise an equitable solution, but I cannot im-
press upon you enough the importance of doing so.

In many respects, today's financial services industry can be
viewed as a three-legged stool: banking, securities and insurance.
Without all three legs on solid ground, the stool tilts off balance or,

worse, collapses. If it is to succeed, financial modernization must
take into account all three sectors and move them forward to-

gether.

Proposals that do not recognize the need for reciprocal market
access for all participants within the financial services industry
eventually collapse due to their inherent competitive imbalance. It

simply makes no sense to exclude insurance from being financial

in nature when the market clearly dictates that it is.

Thus, under the Banking Committee's construct, the Federal Re-
serve Board could determine that Microsoft was a financial concern
but would be precluded from making the same determination for

companies like Travelers, Aetna, AIG, New York Life, Prudential,
Providian, USAA, Kemper, et cetera. These are not just insurance
companies. They are the very essence of a financial services hold-

ing company. To foreclose their inclusion within a new statutory

framework for financial services is counterintuitive to the realities

in the marketplace.
Thus, the Council recommends that, at a very minimum, this

committee act to amend H.R. 1062 by expressly providing that all

forms of insurance are deemed financial in nature, permit mutual
and reciprocal insurance companies which may not by law form up-

stream holding companies to themselves become financial service

holding companies and permit insurance affiliates of a financial

services holding company to continue to invest their reserves and
unearned premiums in accordance with State law.

Additionally, H.R. 1062 gives far too much latitude to the Fed-
eral Reserve. We are particularly concerned about the plenary

grant of regulatory authority to the Fed essentially making them
the sole arbiter of how our new financial system evolves.

Further, by building on the existing Bank Holding Company Act
framework, functional regulation is thwarted and existing restrict-

ing holding company regulation is perpetuated. To the extent that

any umbrella oversight is needed, we believe that such authority

would be more properly vested with a committee similar to the Na-
tional Financial Services Oversight Committee, as contemplated

under the legislation introduced by Senator D'Amato and Rep-

resentative Baker. This approach would more appropriately com-

plement and coordinate the notion of functional regulation.

In summary, today's marketplace no longer recognizes a unique

role for a commercial bank, investment bank or insurance com-

pany. It recognizes the role of a financial intermediary. As a result,

we no longer have the luxury of dealing with reform one industry

segment at a time. The limitations placed on affiliations by the
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Glass-Steagall Act and the Bank Holding Company Act must be
dealt with in tandem if we are to have a workable, fair and equi-

table framework for the delivery of financial services.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Samuel Baptista follows:]

Prepared Statement of Samuel J. Baptista, President, Financial Services
Council

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Samuel J. Baptista, Presi-

dent of the Financial Services Council ("Council").

The Council is a unique coalition representing companies from literally every sec-

tor of the U.S. financial services industry. It was formed in April of 1987 in response
to the very real need for an inter-industry focus on issues involving the structure
of our nation's financial system. Our sole purpose is to promote the development of
an open and competitive financial services industry—one that ensures the safety
and soundness of the nation's financial system while increasing the availability of
financial products and services at fair and reasonable prices; and one that enhances
the competitive posture of the U.S. financial sector in an ever more complex global

marketplace. Council members seek to modernize our financial regulatory structure
so that any well managed, well capitalized company, regardless of its corporate
structure, would be permitted to enter or exit any sector of the financial services

industry anvwhere in the world. The Council's diverse membership, which includes
banks, thrifts, insurance, securities, finance, and diversified companies, is commit-
ted to comprehensive, pro-competitive financial services reform in keeping with
these general principles.

I am pleased to have an opportunity to present the Council's views on the issue
of financial services reform generally, and specifically on what we see are necessary
changes to H.R. 1062, the Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995, as re-

ported fi"om the Banking Committee.
There can be little debate over the fact that modernization of our financial laws

is long overdue. The issues surrounding the modernization debate are not new. The
Congress, through its deliberations on this issue over the past decade, has amassed
a comprehensive record of the need for modernization and thepros and cons of com-
peting legal frameworks for the financial services industry. Tne Council wishes to

commend the Commerce Committee for its work on this legislation, and particularly

for the importance you place on creating an equitable structure for the entire finan-

cial services industry. We believe it is imperative for this legislation to move
through the House this year and not get bogged down in the usual turf wars that
have defeated modernization efforts in the past.

Our current financial regulatory structure was put in place in a very different

time. In the wake of the stock market collapse of 1929, the sections of the Banking
Act of 1933 known as Glass-Steagall were enacted in an era of deep distrust of our
financial sector. As a result, today's financial system is heavily regulated and the
banking system is protected by numerous safeguards enacted over the years. The
most recent of these safeguards, the FDIC Improvement Act of 1991, significantly

raised the capital requirements for banks, provided extensive new supervisory au-
thority for bank and thrift regulators, and instituted a prompt regulatory action sys-

tem that mandates early intervention into troubled institutions in order to protect
the insurance fund.
Furthermore, the current regulatory structure was put in place when the range

of services available to the consumer, as well as the number of potential providers,

was limited. Financial services largely were obtained locally, more often than not
from a neighborhood banker or insurance agent with whom the consumer was per-

sonally acquainted.
Today's marketplace involves millions of investors and consumers who are not

hesitant to obtain services from a variety of providers, some locally, and some lo-

cated in distant states. Today's increasingly sophisticated consumers can obtain an
ever-growing range of services that were not available when the legal framework
was constructed—services like mutual funds, money market accounts, credit cards,
individual retirement accounts, and home equity loans. Financial services providers
use a wide range of risk-management techmques that were not available when the
legal framework was constructed, like derivatives, futures, options, and global syn-
dications. WhUe the legal structure was set up to compartmentalize financial serv-

ices products and providers, the marketplace, driven by consumer demand and risk-

management technology, is blurring those distinctions and in many instances mak-
ing them irrelevant. Services that were once available only from specific providers

I
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can now be obtained from many sources. For example, a consumer can obtain a per-
sonal loan through a bank, a finance company, a securities firm, or a credit card
issued by a diversified company. Consumers can open a bank savings account or
save through a mutual fund or an insurance annuity. And, in many respects, money
market accounts increasingly are becoming replacements for the more traditional
bank checking account.
On the provider side, the economics and risks inherent in a loan syndication do

not differ essentially from the economics of a securities underwriting. And except
for the differences imposed by law or regulation, it is difficult to identify substantive
differences between a guaranteed investment contract provided by an insurance
company and a bank investment contract provided by a bank.
While outdated, the financial services laws are nevertheless porous enough to

allow the competitors of banking organizations to effectively penetrate markets
which had historically been the province of banking.and to allow banks to penetrate
markets reserved for other providers. Nonbank financial firms entered the banking
business using legal loopholes and special provisions of law to buy or establish cred-
it card banks, industrial loan corporations, other limited purpose banks, and thrifts.

Banks entered the securities and insurance sectors using laborious, time consuming
and cumbersome regulatory procedures. But though financial services companies are
diversifjdng to the extent legally possible, none can truly compete effectively because
each has limitations on its ability to provide the full menu of financial services de-
manded by their customers.
To allow the free market to work, financial services laws must be revised in ways

that reflect the changes in consumer and business demands and their savings and
investment preferences. Likewise, it is imperative that this new structure also re-

flect the blurring of distinctions between financial services products, the emergence
of new financial services products and communications and computer technology by
which these products are made available. The marketplace has so outpaced the reg-
ulatory framework that, for the most part, the legislation we are discussing today
is hardly innovative. The repeal of affiliation restrictions between insured banks
and investment banks by no means captures the breadth of evolution of the finan-
cial marketplace. As you look to legislative remedies, the Council would like to offer

several guiding principles:

• The revised structure should remove anti-competitive barriers to affiliation that
favor any industry segment and thereby limit the product offerings, marketing
approaches and competition which would otherwise henefit consumers.

• The new structure should open all financial business to companies—financial and
commercial—that meet tests of financial soundness and prudent operation—in

order to promote new investments and capital.

• Regulation of separate affiliates under a holding company umbrella should be con-

ducted along functional lines.

• In keeping with functional regulation, holding company supervision should be
minimal, residual in nature, and then related only to specific goals of public pol-

icy.

The legislation pending before this Committee, H.R. 1062, does take a necessary
step in modernizing our financial laws. H.R. 1062 would allow banks to more broad-
ly affiliate with an investment banking firm while allowing some investment bank-
ing firms to affiliate with banks. However, as discussed, affiliations between bank-
ing and securities organizations is only part of the financial modernization equation.

It is disappointing ttiat the Banking Committee's product does not recognize that

financial services have become one market, and seeks instead to continue to single

out only parts of the financial services industry for special treatment.

As this Committee contemplates improvements to H.R. 1062, it is important to

bear in mind that the new framework must work for all sectors of the financial serv-

ices industry. In many respects I view today's fir*\ncial services industry as a three-

legged stool—banking, securities, and insurance. Without all three legs on solid

ground, the stool tilts cff-balance, or worse, collapses. If it is to succeed, financial

modernization must take into account all three sectors, and move them forward to-

gether. Proposals that do not recognize the need for reciprocal market access for all

participants within the financial services industry eventually collapse due to their

inherent competitive imbalance.
The Council would have preferred that legislation be based on the framework pro-

posed in H.R. 814, introduced by Mr. Baker, a companion bill to S. 337, introduced

by Senate Banking Committee Chairman D'Amato. These proposals incorporate the

Council's primary principle—that the financial services industry be open to all com-

petitors who meet the tests of financial soundness and prudent operation. They
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would set in place a new legal framework that works equitably for the entire finan-

cial services industry.

In this regard, I applaud the efforts of this Committee to bring insurance back
into this debate. I realize that it raises thorny issues and ignites turf battles be-

tween the banking and insurance sectors on questions of how and by whom insur-

ance products may be sold. It will take strong leadership to keep all parties at the
table and devise an equitable solution. But I also cannot impress upon you enough
the importance of doing so.

H.R. 1062

Briefly, H.R. 1062 would repeal the anti-afiBliation restrictions of Section 20 of the
Glass-Steagall Act to permit a financial services holding company to control a bank
and a securities af&liate. The securities affiliate may engage in underwriting and
dealing in any security, can sponsor investment companies and distribute shares of

those companies. Investment banking firms that fit within the narrow definition of
financial services contained within H.R. 1062 would be able to become financial

service holding companies and, thus, control an insured bank. The bill also creates

a parallel structure for financial services companies that do not accept insured de-

posits or deposits under $100,000. These companies would be able to establish an
investment bank holding company to own both a noninsured wholesale bank and
a securities firm, and participate in a slightly wider range of services.

H.R. 1062 does begin the process of allowing a more fully integrated financial

services model by replacing the Bank Holding Company Act's "closely related to

banking" test for permissible activities with a '^nancial in nature" test. We are en-
couraged that prior to mark-up the Banking Committee did expand the definition

of "financial in nature" to include a broader range of activities than permissible
today. The definition was expanded by requiring the Federal Reserve to take into

account changes and reasonably expected future changes in the marketplace and in

technolos', as well as activities approved for U.S. banks overseas. This should allow
the new financial services holding companies to engage in a wider variety of activi-

ties. However, after taking this positive step toward recognizing that financial serv-

ices is broader than banking, the bill then specifically excludes certain financial

services from the definition, namely insurance.
A quick review of the current afiUiations of major securities firms in the U.S.

highlights the competitive problems that result from this approach. Although repeal
of selected Glass-Steagall proscriptions and the new financial in nature test as pro-

vided by H.R. 1062 would allow bank affiliates to engage in securities activities,

many securities firms would be unable to acquire or affiliate with a commercial
bank due to the retention of specific activities restrictions contained in Section 4 of
the Bank Holding Company Act. Thus companies like Kemper, American Express,
USAA, Prudential and Travelers, to mention only a few, would not qualify to be-

come this new financial services holding company because of affiliations with insur-
ance underwriters or affiliation with entities engaged in activities that may not be
determined "financial in nature."
The fact that only limited insurance activities could be included within the new

holding company framework while most other insurance activities are excluded will

invariably lead to more unproductive, costly litigation as interested parties attempt
to enter new fields or protect existing turf. It simply makes no sense to exclude in-

surance from being "financial in nature" when the market clearly dictates that it

is. Under the H.R. 1062 construct the Federal Reserve Board could for instance de-

termine that Microsoft was a financial concern but would be precluded to make the
same determination for Travelers, Aetna, AIG, New York Life, Prudential,
Providian, USAA, Kemper, etc. These are not just insurance companies, they are,

in the eyes of the marketplace, the very essence of a financial services holding com-
pany. To foreclose their inclusion within a new statutory framework for financial

services holding companies is counterintuitive to the realities of the marketplace.
And the fact that many securities firms have either significant insurance or com-
mercial affiliations makes the proposal unworkable for part of the investment bank-
ing industry it was supposed to include. As a result, the bill falls far short of the
very modernization it purports to accomplish.

Second, H.R. 1062 gives too much latitude to the Federal Reserve. The Federal
Reserve, as the premier bank regulator, has a history of extreme caution and timid-
ity toward expanding the range of financial activities allowable for a bank holding
company. We sense the same bank orientation will preside over the new financial
services holding company. The Council is also concerned about the plenary grant of
regulatory authority to the Federal Reserve, essentially making one regulator the
sole arbiter of how our new financial services system evolves.
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Further, by building on the existing Bank Holding Company Act framework, func-

tional regulation is thwarted and existing restrictive holding company regulation is

perpetuated. Though H.R. 1062 sets a category of institutions that will be eligible

for less direct-Federal Reserve supervision, most financial services holding compa-
nies will be subject to direct Federal Reserve regulation. Rather than concentrating

on supervision of the insured depository institution, regvilatory attention will likely

be focused on the activities of the holding company and other nonbanking activities.

Effective oversight of prudential activities and bank safety and soundness is more
appropriately directed by looking first and foremost at the activities and operations
of the insured depository and secondarily at the activities of its afEiliates. Thus, the
Council believes that regulation should be focused from the bank outward versus
the top down regvilatory model that exists today with the Bank Holding Company
Act and would continue to exist under the new Financial Services Holding Company
Act contemplated by H.R. 1062.

To the extent that any umbrella oversight is needed, we believe that such author-
ity would be more properly vested with a committee similar to the National Finan-
cial Services oversight Committee comprised of the various federal functional regu-

lators as contemplated under the D'Ainato/Baker bill and the Treasury proposal.

This would both complement and coordinate the notion of functional regulation.

While H.R. 1062 does include an advisory committee, called the Banking and Finan-
cial Services Advisory Committee (BFSAC), comprised of the Chairs of the Federal
Reserve, FDIC, SEC, CFTC, the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Secretary of

the Treasury, the bill would be improved by enhancing the rolo of this Committee
from strictly advisory. The Committee should be empowered to make binding policy

decisions regarding the "financial in nature" definition and prudent regulation.

BANKING AND COMMERCE

While I fully realize that allowing commercial firms to own insured banks is not

on the table at this stage of the debate, I would be remiss if I did not mention one
of the cornerstones of the Council's philosophy. As stated earlier we believe that any
well managed, well capitalized company, regardless of its corporate structure should
be able to enter or exit any sector of the financial services industry an3rwhere in

the world. Therefore, we support all forms of affiliations, including those between
banking and commerce. It simply makes no sense to place limitations on such affili-

ations as long as they satisfy prudential regulations.

H.R. 1062 recognizes that financial firms are engaged in commercial activities.

But instead of building a regvilatory framework to accommodate this, the bill seeks

to limit which firms can continue what percentage of non-financial activities for

what period of time by building in baskets for "non-conforming" activities and tran-

sition periods to divest of certain businesses. It is a convoluted construct that simply

ignores the reality of the market.
Affiliations between commercial firms and banks is neither a radical nor new con-

cept in our country. Banking and commerce have been mixed in the U.S. since our

country's birth. Today, commercial firms can own limited purpose banks or full-serv-

ice thrifts. Those that do, do so because they have chosen to diversify into financial

services and the affiliation allows them to more fully serve their customers.

In a 1987 study, the FDIC noted that "there has never been a complete separation

of finance and commerce in the history of American banking." The law has always

permitted individuals to own controlling interests in both a bank and a commercial

firm, and throughout American history individuals have simultaneously owned and

in many cases managed both a bank and a commercial finn. Thus, an individual

on Main Street can own the only bank in town as well as the only insurance agency,

real estate agency, car dealer, and hardware store. Yet, publicly traded companies

may be prohibited from having such affiliations simply because of their corporate

structure. Surely, if restrictions on affiliations with commercial banks are appro-

priate for publicly traded companies subject to the rigors of market regulation by

our nation's rating agencies they should apply to individuals whose activities and

financial conditions are subject to far less scrutiny.

Summary
Today, the marketplace no longer recognizes a special role for a commercial bank,

investment bank, or insurance company. It recognizes the role of a financial

intermediary. As a result, we no longer have the luxury of dealing with reform one

industry segment at a time. The limitations placed on affiliations by the Glass-

Steagall Act and the Bank Holding Company Act must be dealt with in tandem to

create a workable, fair, and equitable definition of financial services. Then, and only
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then, can a framework be developed that works not only for banking organizations
but for the financial services industry as a whole.
Although all financial services have the same common elements, law and tradition

have treated banks as if they were special. Monies depositors place with their depos-
itory institutions are insured by a federal agency. Depository institutions also have
access to federal agencies for their funding needs in times of trouble. These advan-
tages justify federeu regulation. But regulations restricting the ownership and affili-

ations of depository institutions are counterproductive and thwart the goal of ensur-
ing safety and soundness.
The benefits of competition—the market constraints on prices, the incentives for

efQciencv and innovation, and the dispersion of economic power are widely recog-
nized. The taxpayers—^your constituents our members customers would benefit froTCi

a comprehensive financial services holding company structure. The safety and
soundness of the entire financial system would be strengthened; there would be
open and fair competition in the domestic financial services marketplace; and Amer-
ican suppliers of financial services would become more competitive worldwide. A
more efficient and stable financial system will be better able to serve the needs of
individual consumers, businesses, and governments in the U.S. and around the
world. Only through comprehensive financial modernization can we achieve these
vital public policy goals.

Mr. Fields [presiding]. Mr. Zimpher.

STATEMENT OF CRAIG ZIMPHER
Mr. Zimpher. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In absentia, let me also

thank Congressman Gillmor for those very kind comments.
Mr. Chairman, my statement has been submitted and for the

sake of brevity, knowing you have a full crunch of business today,
as other members do, I will try to be brief and summsirize my com-
ments. But I would begin by adding to Congressman Markers
analogy.
We happen to believe, speaking of streets and highways, Mr.

Chairman, that to expand opportunities for insurance product de-

velopment, distribution and delivery to consumers outside of well-

estaolished State regulatory mechanisms wouldn't be a two-way
street, it wouldn't be a one-way street, it wouldn't be the Massa-
chusetts turnpike. It would be a cul-de-sac, and it is a cul-de-sac
we happen to think many insurance consumers around the country
could ultimately be unwittingly and unnecessarily trapped in.

Our concern, Mr. Chairman, and you heard many of these com-
ments this morning in the first panel that you chaired about pre-
emption of State regulation, stems from a series of Comptroller of
the Currency opinions and rulings over a period of time which have
unilaterally expanded insurance authority for national banks. Sev-
eral examples of those opinions and rulings are outlined on page
2 of my statement which has been submitted.
Members of the committee, Mr. Chairman, absent any clear ex-

pression of legislative intent or congressional intent, certainly at a
minimum as that provided in H.R. 1317, these rulings could very
likely serve as a basis for future and continued erosion of State in-

surance regulation.

We happen to believe, based on behalf of Nationwide and
NAMIC, who I am testifying on behalf of today, that State regula-
tion serves a very effective purpose, particularly in two areas: first,

in financial regulation; and, second, in what I will term market
conduct or consumer protection regulation.

In the financial realm, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee, insurance companies are exposed to risk-based capital re-

quirements. All of our reserving requirements are specified in State
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regulatorj' statutes and rules. Reserving requirements are predi-
cated upon the nature of the risk of the particular claim or the
kind of insurance that may be involved.

And, second, the majority of States across the country, Mr.
Chairman, require prior approval of all insurance rates. That is,

that before any premium increase may be affected in a majority of
those States, we must file, prior to any commissioner's approval,
for complete review and oftentimes extensive hearings on our rate
requests.

And third, State regulatory systems provide guarantee funds. As-
sessments against insurance companies fund those funds and
exist—they exist to protect consumers in the event of insolvencies
on behalf of insurance companies.

Second, in the area of market conduct examinations or market
conduct regulations, what I would refer to as policyholder protec-
tion regulations, every phase of our business and every phase of an
agent's business is required to be reviewed either annually or tri-

ennially. Those reviews and examinations and audits by insurance
commissioners include such things as our adherence to renewal or
cancellation laws in the States, fair claims practices and settlement
procedures to assure that we are filing and using proper rates and
rating territories in the States, whether it is for auto, homeowners,
any line of insurance, Mr. Chairman.
We happen to think that these rules have been effective. They

have been modified. They have been worked on through 50 years
of trial and error and experience. They exist, Mr. Chairman, to pro-
tect the long-term financial promise that is, in essence, an insur-

ance contract.

I would just conclude my testimony there, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you.

[The prepared statement of Craig Zimpher follows:]

Prepared Statement of W. Craig Zimpher, Vice President of Government Re-
lations, Nationwide Insurance Enterprise on Behalf of the National Asso-
ciation OF Mutual Insurance Companies

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Craig Zimpher. I am
Vice President of Government Relations for the Nationwide Insurance Enterprise,

headquartered in Columbus, Ohio. The Nationwide Enterprise is a group of core in-

surance companies, ranging in product lines from Personal Auto and Homeowners
to large commercial cases. Our products include a significant national exposure as

well in the life insurance, annuity and health insurance areas. Our companies are

licensed to engage in the business of insurance in all 50 states. In addition. Nation-

wide operates an affiliate insurance operation, NECURA Insurance Company in

Germany and other parts of Europe. I appear before you today on behalf of Nation-

wide, and, or specifically at the request and on behalf of the National Association

of Mutual Insurance Companies (NAMIC). NAMIC is a national trade association

representing over 1,200 property and casualty insurance companies. Its membership
ranges in size from small county mutuals to industry giants and consist of several

types of companies including mutuals, stocks, reciprocals, reinsurers, and surplus

lines carriers.

You have heard, and will hear additional commentary on the issue of banks, and

their proposal to engage in the business of insurance. This issue is significant and
has vast public policy ramifications as it affects the financial security of millions of

Americans.
NAMIC believes, Mr. Chairman, that to expand banking powers into the insur-

ance business, absent of state regulation of such practices, as currently provided in

all 50 state jurisdictions of this country, would be misguided, misdirected, and ter-

ribly short-sighted public policy on behalf of the millions of insurance consumers

across this country. I can assure you that if Nationwide were to acquire a depository
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institution we would expect to manage it under the appropriate set of rules and reg-

ulations designed for that business ... we also believe insurance should be managed
under its set of rules.

We believe, due to decades of business regulation by the states, as mandated by
Congress in the 1940's through the McCarran-Ferguson Act, that the existing sys-

tem of insurance regulation at the state level works effectively and efficiently for

both those regulated and those protected, the consumers. To exempt or preempt the
banking insurance from such regulation would disrupt and distort the insurance
marketplace across the country.
Mr. Chairman, H.R. 1062 is not "insurance neutral." Unless safeguards and provi-

sions of state regulation, as encompassed in H.R. 1317, are incorporated in any final

legislation, NAMIC and its members must oppose current legislative proposals. Our
concern about bank preemption from insurance regulation results from a series of
rules and opinions issued by the Comptroller of the Currency. These rules have uni-
laterally expanded insurance authority of national banks. For example, these rules

have:

• Interpreted existing statutory authority of small town banks to sell insurance in
rural areas in a way that permits money center banks with branches in small
towns to sell insurance nationally.

• Concluded that municipal bond guarantee insurance could be issued by national
banks as "standby letters of credit."

• Concluded that mortgage completion insurance could be issued by national banks
as "debt cancellation contracts."

• Pronounced that annuities are not insurance and can therefore be sold by national
banks without limitation.

• Pronounced that annuities can be underwritten by national banks as "deposit obli-

gations," there by forcing the FDIC to extend federal deposit insurance coverage
to this form of insurance.

In sum, these rules, absent any other clear expression of Congressional intent,

may very well serve as the foundation for future and drastically expanded erosion
of state insurance regulation and consumer protection.

Mr. Chairman, should banks engage in anv phase of the insurance businesses, we
strongly believe that such engagement should be conducted on a two-way street. It

should be conducted on a level playing field. To preempt state regulation or exempt
the banking industry from state regulation of insurance is not a two-way street ... it

is not even a one-way street ... it would be nothing more than a cul de sac . . . into

which insurance consumers would be trapped in every comer of this country.
Mr. Chairman, state regulation has, essentially, a two-fold purpose. First, it is de-

signed to protect and assure equity of consumer treatment by insurance providers.

Second, it is designed to protect consumers, and their long term financial needs,
through the financial regulation and oversight of insurance companies.
During the last several years, significant strides and progress have been made in

standardizing financial reporting and monitoring requirements. Minimum standards
of insurance company capitalization, or surplus maintenance, to assure individual
company solvency have been promulgated and are in place. These capitalization re-

quirements differentiate among insurance product lines and the associated degrees
of risks involved therein. Included in these standards are specific reserving require-
ments for various types of claims with which companies must comply. If banks were
to be preempted or exempt from state insurance regulation, such as the one I just
noted, such reserving or other solvency provisions of state law would not be applica-

ble to banks, therefore allowing much greater capital or "surplus" flexibility and li-

quidity for them, creating an extremely unfair and disadvantageous situation. To as-

sure tiiat insurance rates are not unfair, excessive, or inadequate, the majority of
insurance regulators across the country require prior approval of any insurance
rates before they are implemented. In other words, Mr. Chairman, before any pre-

mium increases may be effective in a state, regardless of whether the premiums are
related to automobile insurance, homeowners insurance, workers compensation or
any other line of insurance, rate proposals are closely scrutinized and evaluated by
insurance regulators. So long as the prior approval requirements are in effect, why
shouldn't all potential providers of insurance products be subject to the same rate
regulation? Exemption from such rate regulation would, it is so obviously clear, cre-

ate a vastly unfair and unlevel competitive environment in a particular state.

Second, Mr. Chairman, through various "market conduct" regulations the various
insurance departments of this country have promulgated a series of requirements
and regulations designed to provide adequate and equitable protection of insurance
policyholders. Market conduct laws and regvilations apply to insurance practices and
operations ranging from insurance nonrenewals and cancellations to reviews of
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agent conduct and activities claims handling and processing procedures to assure
compliance with unfair claims practices provisions, and individual company under-
writing practices, to assure that appropriate rates are being charged for various
lines of insurance. Such state regulation ensures that insurance products are being
offered in a way so as not to create discrimination, so that fair and prompt claims
handling practices are being adhered to, and to assure than honest marketing and
sales practices are engaged in. The fact, Mr. Chairman, is that these series of regu-
lations, in their totality, effectively serve to protect the consumers and assure the
long term financial viability of those offering customers insurance products.
Mr. Chairman, one additional feature unique to the state regulatory scheme has

been the development and successful operation of state guaranty funds. These
funds, including Doth property and casualty and life insurance products, are in place
in the various states and are funded through assessments of existing insurance com-
panies. They are designed to protect ana assure long term protection of policy-
nolders whose insurance companies may have become insolvent. Any companies or
business interest involved in the insurance business should and must be subject to
participation in such guaranty funds.
Language in the current draft of H.R. 1062 would permit subsidiaries of a finan-

cial service holding company to disclose to affiliates customer information as long
as the customer is given the opportunity to object to having the information commu-
nicated. If the financial services holding company is permitted to own an insurance
agency, and bank affiliates can release information concerning its customers current
insurance carriers, insurance premiums, insurance coverage, renewal date, income,
location of risk, etc., to the insurance affiliate, this amounts to a taking for profit
of the insurer's proprietary information by a third party beneficiary. Whfle it is one
thing to allow banks the right to market insurance to ALL their bank customers,
it is quite another issue to allow banks to target customers from information in
their mortgage files in order to "cherry-pick" the best risks. For example, the insur-
ance affiliate of the bank could contact the customer just prior to policy renewal,
be able to offer a lower premium, know more about the policyholder's current cov-
erage than the policyholder may know, and be in a position to make a sale without
the current agent or company even knowing what happened. For customers whose
insurance premium is held in escrow there would be nothing to prohibit the insur-
ance agent to lead into the sales call with "how would you like to reduce your mort-
gage payment?" This would not appear to be prohibited under the tying restrictions

applicable in the bill, yet would be an unfair sales practice.

The banks are arguing that any state limitations on specific marketing activities

of bank insurance afiiliates would be unfair discrimination. First of all, this is un-
true. There are many examples of laws which affect insurance companies differently

because of the corporate structure and those laws are generally not found to be dis-

criminatory. However, we think if it is appropriate as a matter of federal banking
law to prohibit improper use of customer information. This would avoid insurance
regulators becoming involved in the issue and unnecessary litigation in the states

on the basis of any anti-discrimination language in the statute.

Mr. Chairman, America does not need a dual system of regulation for insurance
products. A steady and sound regulatory system has been in place for decades. State

regulation of insurance is getting the job done effectively and efficiently. To exempt
from state regulation insurance products offered by banks would be unsound and
counter-productive to modernizing financial services delivery in this country and
protecting consumers of insurance products. We should clearly and vigorously echo

a comment made by a previous witness before the Committee . . . and that is that the

Commerce Committee's consideration of H.R. 1317 cannot be separated from the on-

going discussions and eventual consideration of financial institution reform. Cer-

tainly, at a minimum, one way to assure competitive equality and parity would be

to attach H.R. 1317 to H.R. 1062 . . . such an action would at least begin to level the

playing field.

In conclusion, NAMIC is not in a position to support any proposal which con-

templates affiliations within the same corporate structure between banks and insur-

ers. However NAMIC has taken the position that there are a few critical elements

which at a minimum would have to be incorporated in any affiliation proposal in

order to receive even initial consideration by NAMIC member companies: 1. All in-

surance activities would have to be conducted by an entity or entities separate from

any depository institution; 2. All such insurance affiliates would have to be subject

to all &e requirements of the appropriate state insurance regulatory authority; 3.

Any structure permitting such affiliations would have to be supplemented by a

grant of reciprocal authority that would permit both stock and mutual insurance

companies to engage in the business of banking and other activities in which deposi-

tory institutions are permitted to engage.
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Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
And our final witness is Steven Foster from the State of Virginia.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN FOSTER
Mr. Foster. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon. My name is Steven T. Foster. I am the Insur-

ance Commissioner for the Commonwealth of Virginia. I am also

the former President of the National Association of Insurance Com-
missioners, and I am here today to represent the NAIC before

these two subcommittees.
First of all, Chairman Oxley, I would like to thank you for the

opportunity to be here today on behalf of the NAIC, and I also

wanted to express my particular appreciation to Chairman Bliley

and Congressman Dingell and the other supporters of H.R. 1317.

I do not have many comments to make today about H.R. 1062, but
you should know that the members of the NAIC have formally en-
dorsed Chairman Bliley's bill, H.R. 1317, in our recently completed
summer national meeting convened this week in St. Louis.

As State insurance regulators, we believe adamantly that the
States, and not Federal bureaucrats, who are responsible for

overseeing banks or the security industry, but instead the States
should regulate the business of insurance, including the insurance
marketplace and those entities and those individuals in the sale

and underwriting of insurance.
The NAIC members have not taken a position on H.R. 1062, but

our members do believe strongly in the idea of functional regula-

tion in the sense that State insurance regulators—and, again, not
Federal banking regulators—should regulate and oversee the busi-

ness of insurance, regardless of the type of entity or individual en-

gaged in those same activities. All who sell or underwrite insurance
or solicit the sale of insurance should conform to the same laws
and regulations.

If the Committee on Commerce is to amend H.R. 1062, this com-
mittee must do exactly what Chairman Bliley said when he intro-

duced H.R. 1317, and I quote: "The traditional role of the States
in insurance regulation must be protected," and, also, "the commit-
tee should reaffirm the rights of the States to oversee the sale, un-
derwriting and solicitation of all insurance products, including
those sold by national banks."

All insurance activities by banks should be approved by State in-

surance regulators who should have explicit authority over insur-

ance activity in the respective States. Anyone who engages in in-

surance business, whether insurance sales or underwriting, should
and must adhere to the same State insurance laws and regulations.

In other words, a level playing field is important for all of those
who engage in the business of insurance.
Though the Comptroller of the Currency and other Federal bank-

ing regulators may disagree, I think the Committee on Commerce
and the 104th Congress should and must add the language of H.R.
1317 to H.R. 1062. Such an amendment would serve to clarify and
reinforce the fact that the McCarran-Ferguson Act of 1945 entrusts
the States and not Federal regulatory authorities with the jurisdic-

tion and authority to regulate the insurance business in this coun-
try.
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Whatever action the Committee on Commerce takes regarding
the affiliation of banks and securities, it is important to insure that
the appropriate regulators, in this case State insurance regulators,

retain jurisdiction over the business of insurance.

As Virginia's Commissioner of Insurance, my most important re-

sponsibility is to protect our consumers and the policyholders of

those companies licensed in Virginia. I attempt to do so by requir-

ing all of those who sell insurance or otherwise engage in the busi-
ness of insurance to comply with all of Virginia's licensing laws and
our consumer protection laws and regulations.

In Virginia, we happen to have a permissive environment. Our
laws do not distinguish between national banks and State-char-
tered banks, and our statutes do not prevent banks from selling in-

surance. But I hope you will all remember that it is the States and
not the OCC or other Federal banking regulators that are respon-
sible for protecting insurance consumers and policyholders, and it

is our duty to make sure the insurance industry remains finan-
cially sound for all Americans.
These are the most important functions of my office. The other

respective State insurance departments, and not Federal bank reg-
ulators, share in these same priorities.

I would like to thank you for this chance to testify, and I would
be happy to answer any questions, Mr. Chairman, you and the oth-
ers may have. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Steven Foster follows:]

Prepared Statement of Steven T. Foster, Commissioner of Insurance, Com-
monwealth OF Virginia on Behalf of the National Association of Insur-
ance Commissioners

Good day. Chairman Bliley; Chairman Fields; Chairman Oxley; members of the
Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance; and members of the Sub-
committee on Commerce, Trade, and Hazardous Materials. My name is Steven T.

Foster. I am the Commissioner of Insurance for the Commonwealth of Virginia. I

am also a former President of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
(NAIC). I served as president in 1993 and I remain active in the NAIC, our nation's

oldest association of state oflicials. The members of the NAIC are the chief insur-

ance regulatory officials from the 50 states, the District of Columbia, American
Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.

Perhaps I should start by describing the unique regulatory structure in the Com-
monwealth of Virginia. We have a three-member State Cforporation Commission
(SCO that has been vested with regulatory authority over many V^irginia businesses

and economic interests. These interests are as varied as the SCC's powers, which
are delineated by our state constitution and state law. No other state has charged
one agency with such a broad array of regulatory responsibility. The SCC is orga-

nized as a fourth branch of government with its own legislative, administrative, and
judicial powers. Appeal of decisions by the SCC can only be made to the Virginia

Supreme Court. The SCC's jurisdiction now includes insurance, securities, state-

chart-ered financial institutions such as banks, and public utilities. I regulate the

business of insurance as the Commissioner of Insurance responsible for the Bureau
of Insurance (BOI). I serve at the pleasure of the SCC. The SCC also includes a

Bureau of Financial Institutions, which regulates state-chartered financial institu-

tions—banks, savings and loans, credit unions, etc.—and examines these institu-

tions to assure financial soundness; oversees consumer finance companies; and is-

sues licenses to mortgage lenders and brokers, money order sellers, and debt coun-

seling services.

I will talk about H.R. 1062, the "Financial Services Competitiveness Act of 1995",

Representative Leach's legislation to remove many of the restrictions imposed by

the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 on affiHations between banks and securities firms.

But, first, you should know that the NAIC has formally endorsed Chairman Bliley's

bill, H.R. 1317, the "Insurance State's and Consumer's Rights Clarification and Fair

Competition Act of 1995", or equivalent language in another, appropriate legislative
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vehicle. This past Sunday, while meeting in St. Louis as part of the NAIC's Summer
National Meeting, the full membership of the NAIC discussed the merits of H.R.
1317.

We believe that state insurance regulators, not federal bureaucrats responsible for

overseeing banks or the securities industry, should regulate the business of insur-

ance, including the insurance marketplace, and those entities and individuals in-

volved in the business of insurance to the extent of their involvement in the busi-

ness of insurance. The NAIC members have not taken a formal position on H.R.
1062, but I would suggest that our members believe in the concept of "functional
regulation" of financial services. I realize that this term is subject to differing inter-

f)retations, but I do not doubt that my colleagues believe that state insurance regu-
ators, not federal banking regulators, should regulate and oversee the business of
insurance, regardless of the type of entity engaged in insurance activities such as
sales or underwriting.
Some of the members who serve on the Committee on Commerce are advocates

of creating a federal regulatory agency to oversee the business of insurance. In re-

ality, the fact remains Qiat over the years state-based regulation of the business of
insurance has worked. As an insurance regulator, I applaud the efforts of many in

this committee to help improve upon what state insurance regulators have been
doing. In particular, I want to thank Chairman Bliley, who introduced H.R. 1317.
During the NAIC meeting in St. Louis, many of my colleagues expressed apprecia-
tion for the motivation behind Chairman Blileys proposal. While I realize that the
Committee on Commerce may consider alternatives o^er than H.R. 1317 as amend-
ments to H.R. 1062, I must state at the outset that it is absolutely essential for

consumer protection that all who sell or underwrite insurance or solicit the sale of
insurance should conform to the same laws, regulations, and rules.

If the Committee on Commerce were to agree to allow affiliations between banks
and securities firms, this committee must do exactly what Chairman Bliley said
when he introduced H.R. 1317—"The traditiontd role of the states in insurance reg-

ulation must be protected"—and reaffirm the right of state insurance regulators to

oversee the sale, underwriting, and sales solicitation of all insurance policies, includ-

ing those sold by national banks. All insurance related activities by banks should
be approved by state insurance regulators who should have explicit authority over
insurance activity in the states. Anyone who engages in the business of insurance

—

whether insurance sales or underwriting—must adhere to state insurance laws and
regulations. A "level playing field" is important for all who engage in the business
of insurance. Though the Onice of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and other
federal banking regulators may disagree, I think the Committee on Commerce and
the 104th Congress must add the language of H.R. 1317 to H.R. 1062. Such an
amendment would serve to clarify and reinforce the point that the McCarran-Fer-
guson Act of 1945 entrusts the states, not federal bureaucrats, with the jurisdiction
and authority to regulate the business of insurance.
To organize my remarks on H.R. 1062 and possible changes to this legislation bv

this committee, I would like to refer to the eight-point "Glass-Steagall Framework
for Discussion" developed by your committee aides. I must admit, however, that I

do not know if this committee is still using this framework. Also, I have not actually
seen the legislative language, other than H.R. 1317, under consideration as a pos-
sible amendment to H.R. 1062. While the NAIC members were meeting in St. Louis,
I was prevented from following the ever-changing status of negotiations on amend-
ments to H.R. 1062.

First, my understanding is that the Committee on Commerce is considering lan-

guage that might preempt all state anti-affiliation laws. Under this proposal, federal
law would expressly permit affiliations among insurance companies, banks, and se-

curities firms. In the Commonwealth of Virginia, our statutes do not prevent banks
from selling insurance, but we do require that banks or their affiliates hold a license

as an insurance agency. What this means for a bank is that such a company's arti-

cles of incorporation must expressly authorize the bank to engage in the business
of insurance. Further, our laws do not distinguish between national banks and
state-chartered banks. We require the employees of banks to obtain licenses as in-

surance agents if they are going to solicit insurance. If a bank, through its employ-
ees, is going to solicit or receive a commission, then the bank or its affiliate must
be licensed. The individuals engaged in selling insurance must also be licensed.

Banks in Virginia are in the business of insurance to earn commissions, so there-
fore, these institutions must obtain agency licenses. By the way, this is not an ex-
pensive or burdensome process. A one-time fee of $15 is required for an agency li-

cense. There is no requirement for a bank to have a separate physical location or
create a separate entity.
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We already have a "permissive" environment in Virginia, but if one were inter-

ested in establishing a national two-way street—allowing affiliations between banks,

securities firms, and insurance companies—a number of states would find their

anti-affiliation laws preempted. I do have serious concerns about who will protect

the interests of insurance policyholders and consumers, especially without the pro-

tections afforded by H.R. 1317. Unless all who engage in tne business of insurance

play by the same rules, not only will insurance agents be at a competitive disadvan-

tage, but the insurance-buying public could also lose.

Second, the Committee on Cfommerce is considering a specific, federal definition

of "insurance." This has been implicitly and explicitly the domain of the states. In

Virginia, we have separate defimtions for each line of insurance authority. How is

it unfair if states define insurance as long as all entities engaging in the business
of insurance must abide by the same definition? We define "insurance transaction,"

"insurance business," and "business of insurance" to "include solicitation, negotia-

tions preliminary to execution, execution of an insurance contract, and the trans-

action of matters subsequent to execution of the contract and arising out of it." Va.
Code Ann. S 38.2-100. For purposes of our Unfair Trade Practices statute, an "insur-

ance policy' or "insurance contract": "includes annuities and any ^oup or individual

contract, certificate, or evidence of coverage, including, but not limited to, those is-

sued by a health services plan, health maintenance organization, legal organization,

legal services plan, or dental or optometric services plan . . . issued, proposed for issu-

ance, or intended for issuance, by any person." Va. uode Ann. K 38.2-501.

When my colleague, Jim Long, the Commissioner of Insurance for North Carolina,

testified before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade, and Hazardous Materials on
May 22, 1995 during a hearing on H.R. 1317, he told you North Carolina's defini-

tion. Commissioner Long added that while the states may have 50 different defini-

tions of "insurance," there are a number of similarities. Under H.R. 1317, states

would define "insurance." As the McCarran-Ferguson Act leaves regulation of the

business of insurance to the states, there is no federal definition. States have been,

and should remain, free to define "insurance." Contrary to the claims made by the

banks, there tends to be great uniformity among the states. Furthermore, everyone
purporting to engage in the business of insurance must abide by these state defini-

tions.

The framework definition may include an identification of certain products specifi-

cally considered to be insurance and certain products that would not be treated as

insurance. My understanding of the framework is that state insurance regulators

would be permitted to issue further definitions, but the Federal Reserve Board and
the OCC would have direct standing to file a lawsuit challenging a state product

classification. In Virginia, the BOI is one agency within the SCC. I do not have uni-

lateral autiiority to define a product as I see fit. Any effort at defining a product

would have to be done by regmation adopted by the SCC or by statute.

Third, under the proposed framework, state insurance regulators would retain the

right to regulate all sales of insurance. Anyone involved in the sale, underwriting,

or solicitation for sale of insurance in a state must qualify under that state's laws

and comply with all of that state's insurance regulatory requirements. It is for just

such a reason that the members of the NAIC endorsed Chairman Blilev's bill, H.R.

1317. In the Commonwealth of Virginia, we require all entities and all individuals

that engage in the business of insurance to have the appropriate licenses and to

meet all of the requirements of our insurance laws. Those who deal in insurance

products should be licensed no matter for whom they work. Only companies ap-

proved to do business in a state should be engaged in the business of insurance and

only licensed agents should be selling insurance products. Everyone who holds an

insurance agent's license in Virginia has to go through the same process for obtain-

ing and holding a valid insurance license. In short, everyone who sells insurance

in Virginia must meet the requirements of our law. I will tell you if there were an

exemption from state licensing laws for national banks, this would be extremely un-

fair to insurance agents and would prevent us from offering the same level of

consumer protection covering all insurance transactions.

Fourth, under the proposed framework, the OCC may authorize national banks

to sell insurance on tne same basis as state banks authorized to sell insurance in

states. On this point, I should note that Virginia does not discriminate between na-

tional banks and state banks. Therefore, we are dismayed when we hear that the

OCC has issued instructions to national banks essentially stating that such entities

can disregard state insurance laws and regulations. Remember, the McCarran-Fer-

guson Act of 1945 manifested Congress' decision that the states, not federal bureau-

crats, should regulate the business of insurance. The business of insurance is not

a power incidental to the business of banking. The proposed framework indicated

that where states prohibit the sales of insurance (other than fixed annuities, credit

:

li
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life, etc.) for all banks, national banks would not be allowed to sell insurance. Again,
I note that under Virginia law, national banks and state-chartered banks have es-

sentially the same rights to qualify as insurance agencies.

FiftJh, the language of the proposed framework would permit the OCC to continue
to allow national banks to sell fixed annuities. States may not prohibit such sales

within a bank, although they may continue to regulate annuities as insurance with
"appropriate consumer protections." States will be permitted to delineate the areas
in a bank where annuities and other exempted products could be sold, so long as
such regulation does not intentionally or effectively prohibit such sales. Banks
would also be allowed to continue to sell a list of products including credit life. My
suspicion is that this is consistent with the Supreme Court's decision in

NationsBank of North Carolina v. Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co. (VALIC) and Lud-
wig V. VALIC. Clearly, the Supreme Court deferred broadly to the Comptroller's
view of "incidental" bank powers for national banks. Further, in addressing the Na-
tional Bank Act, the Court rejected the position that annuities are an "insurance,"
rather than an "investment," product, but the VALIC Court said nothing about the
ability of states to regulate bank sales of annuities because this question was not
addressed. As Commissioner Long has told the Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade,
and Hazardous Materials, the NAIC filed an amicus curiae brief when both the
United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit and then the Supreme Court
heard VALIC. On those occasions, the NAIC contended that annuities are insurance
products, with insurance characteristics, subject to state insurance regulation, and
should not be sold by national banks in towns with more than 5,000 residents.

While the Supreme Cfourt specified that the VALIC decision was applicable to the
sale, not the underwriting, of annuities, the Court did not address the role of state

insurance departments in licensing bank employees as insurance agents; requiring
consumer disclosure that annuities are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insur-

ance Corporation (FDIC); or charging premium taxes on bank-sold annuities. The
Supreme Court also did not address the issues of whether national bank sales of

insurance are restricted to towns with fewer than 5,000 residents or whether banks
could potentially sell other insurance products.

In holding that annuities are not an insurance product, the Supreme Court left

unanswered a number of questions. It is appropriate that Congress attempt to fill

this void, not the OCC, as the Committee on Commerce is contemplating in the
framework. Nevertheless, I would still have concerns with the suggestion made by
some that banks do not have to use insurance companies to write annuity policies.

Do banks have the authority to underwrite annuities? I do not think VALIC
changed anything as far as state regulation: In Virginia, the BOI still treats annu-
ities as a line of insurance. I would argue that the framework is unclear as to

whether banks could underwrite annuities. As with the underwriting of traditional

insurance products, I am not sure that many banks would want to assume the risk

of writing annuities. My belief is that most banks would prefer to let insurance com-
panies continue to assume the risk, while the banks receive commissions for mar-
keting the products.

Sixth, the proposed framework would limit the sale of insurance by banks or
branches of banks to towns of fewer than 5,000 people and "contiguous rural areas."

There would be an exemption for more permissive states, as is the case in Virginia.

1 wanted to note that in 1991, Virginia repealed its own town-of-5,000 restriction

on bank sales of insurance.
Seventh, under the proposed framework, federal law would bar any "cross-market-

ing" (using bank customer lists to sell insurance) by banks for two years. After that,

existing customers must be given the opportunity to opt out of any cross-marketing
arrangements, while new customers must decide to be included. States may adopt
their own cross-marketing standards or prohibitions. Such state statutes will pre-

empt the federal standard, but states cannot discriminate in favor of state banks.
Further, states may not adopt "arbitrary" standards or those "which by intention
or result seriously impair the viability of an affiliation." Similar names and logos

would be permitted.
In his earlier testimony. Commissioner Long discussed his concerns with "t3dng."

Many of us have had our own experiences with credit life insurance sold by banks.
All of us know that there are problems with the tying of products, but typically we
do not get many consumer complaints because most consumers do not understand
there is anything about which to complain. Unfortunately, many consumers do not
realize that they are under no obligation to purchase insurance products from the
same bank in which they are obtaiinir.g a mortgage or other loan. Further, in order
to make a loan, especially a mortgage transaction, banks require fairly extensive in-

formation about customers. In short, a bank may have access to a customer's total

financial profile—his or her assets, obligations, etc.—information that a non-bank-

I
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affiliated insurance agent would love to have. As you can well imagine, most con-

sumers are extremely reluctant to divulge such information. I can see how banks'

access to such information might provide an extremely unfair competitive advan-

tage especially when dealing with higher-income consumers who are seeking estate

planning or more comprehensive financial investments. There is no level playing

field when banks have unencumbered access to consumers' financial information. At
the very least, the provisions of H.R. 1317 requiring compliance with state insur-

ance law are essential. How does one establish a level playing field if banks have
access to such information, but non-bank insurance agents do not?

Finally, the proposed framework includes a provision that national banks could

not refer a customer inquiring about or appljdng for a loan to an insurance affiliate

or subsidiary unless the customer specifically requested such information. A na-
tional bank making a referral to any insurance company, broker, or agent must in-

clude the disclosure of any affiliations. Further, the national bank must provide a
warning that such products are not insured by the institution, bank, or the FDIC.
If consumer protection is to remain a priority, I believe full notice and disclosure,

at a minimum, are reasonable requirements.
As the Commissioner of Insurance for the Commonwealth of Virginia, I place no

responsibility as high as that of requiring all who sell insurance or otherwise engage
in the business of insurance to comply with Virginia's insurance licensing and other
consumer protection laws and regulations. I would be remiss if I do not commend
Chairman Bliley and the other cosponsors of H.R. 1317 for their work to ensure the
protection of insurance consumers and policyholders. In addition, I want to acknowl-
edge the effort of the members and staff of'^the Committee on Commerce who have
worked to ensure strong and effective regulation of the business of insurance by the
states. I hope during your consideration of H.R. 1062 that you will all remember
that it is the state insurance departments, and not the OCC and other federal bank-
ing regulators, who are responsible for protecting insurance consumers and policy-

holders and assuring the financial stability of the insurance indust^. These are the
most important functions of the Bureau of Insurance in Virginia. The other insur-

ance departments, not federal banking regulators, share these priorities.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. I would be pleased to answer your ques-
tions.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Mr. Foster.

And let me follow up on your comment that Virginia allows for

the sale of insurance by banks. It is my understanding that was
a recent bill passed by the Virginia legislature.

Mr. Foster. In 1991, at the request of the Virginia Bankers As-
sociation and others, our laws were amended to take down what-
ever barriers there may have been prior to that time. Even before
that time, we had several—I think four national chartered banks
were able to sell in Virginia because they were grandfathered in as
to certain Federal banking restrictions. We did have at that time,

though, the 5,000 population statute. That was repealed in 1991,
along with any other restrictions as to banks selling or underwrit-
ing insurance.
Mr. OxLEY. You had the same statute as the original Federal

statute, the 5,000 people—population exemption, you mean?
Mr. Foster. We did have that statute until 1991. That is correct.

Mr. Oxley. That was repealed?
Mr. Foster. Yes, sir.

Mr. Oxley. That was part of the legislation that expanded the

bank powers?
Mr. Foster. That is correct.

Mr. Oxley. What has been the experience of the business of in-

surance in Virginia since that time, and particularly the effects on
consumer safety and competition among the agents?
Mr. Foster. Prior to that time, 1991—and since that time, frank-

ly, I have made no distinction as to the corporate entity or individ-

uals selling insurance. Prior to 1991, we had bank affiliates, both
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as entities and individuals employed by the bank, licensed like

every other insurance agent. That was not changed in 1991. The
legislature simply allowed more banks to avail themselves of that
same opportunity.

I worked for the Virginia State Corporation Commission, which
has been around for 92 years and regulates both banks and insur-
ance, and I think insurance regulation is appropriate to all of those
who sell or solicit the sale of insurance.

I work very closely with my bank counterpart, and I don't get in

his way, and he doesn't get in my way, but we have never drawn
a distinction, at least in my mind, as to why it should matter as
to who owns the entity or who pays the individuals selling insur-
ance. We have the same license fee for all. There is no preference
or discrimination, to use the term used earlier, against those who
work for a bank or a bank affiliate versus those who work for an
independent insurance agency.
Mr. OxLEY. So you are, essentially, a functional regulator?
Mr. Foster. That is correct.

Mr. OxLEY. Mr. Zimpher, regarding State insurance regulation,

is State financial regulation of insurance companies designed to re-

flect the particular nature and risks of insurance products?
Mr. Zimpher. Yes, Mr. Chairman, it is. I should probably let

Commissioner Foster speak to much more detail about that than
I, but yes. Yes, those reserving requirements are—reflect and
predicated the nature of the risk in a particular claim category.
Mr. Oxley. And can you tell us a little bit about the experience

in Ohio in that regard?
Mr. Zimpher. Well, I think we have had a good experience in

Ohio. As you know, Mr. Chairman, from your legislative days and
being perhaps a little closer at that point in time to insurance reg-

ulation or insurance issues, I think regulation in Ohio has been
very effective. I think we have had a—frankly, I cannot recall

—

need to be corrected—the last insolvency we have really experi-

enced in Ohio. I think particularly under the new NAIC's risk-

based capital requirements we are seeing very, very adequate re-

serves established, and they are being monitored vigorously. We go
through annual examinations in our offices in Columbus by the In-

surance Commission—Insurance Commission staff from all over
the country.
Mr. Oxley. Mr. Baptista, what is the effect of anti-affiliation

laws on your members, and what would the advantages be of pre-

empting such laws?
Mr. Baptista. The anti-affiliation laws, frankly, would prohibit

the—a nationwide financial service provider to be able to follow its

customers throughout the country. Unfortunately, the anti-affili-

ation preemption has gotten very much caught up in the turf fight

between the banking industry and the insurance agents, particu-

larly on how and by whom insurance products might be sold.

We think, at a minimum, to create some type of equity here, we
need to at least address the question of affiliation between the con-

struct of the Bank Holding Company Act. This committee could at

least provide the authority for a bank and an insurance company
to affiliate under a financial services holding company structure
without getting into the anti-affiliation preemption. And that would
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allow at least in those States that choose to permit banks to sell

insurance, to have the reciprocal market access so that insurance

companies would also have the ability to be in the banking busi-

ness in those States.

Mr. OxLEY. Let me ask you, Mr. Pfirrman, isn't the maintenance
of anti-aifiliation laws a States' rights issue?

Mr. Pfirrman. It is a States' right issue, but it is a States' right

issue I think that is appropriate for Congress to address.

Mr. OxLEY. Why is that?
Mr. Pfirrman. Well, when you are looking at a States' right

issue, you want to first determine whether there is a Federal inter-

est, whether it would be appropriate to—for the Federal Govern-
ment to preempt. And because of the commerce clause, I think that
there is a legitimate Federal interest here.

Then you look
Mr. OxLEY. You think the burden of proof is on those who would

wish to preempt State laws?
Mr. Pfirrman, The burden of proof is on those who wish—^yes,

I think that might be the case. But I think when you look at what
the State interest that you are trying to protect here is, I think
that the States have a legitimate interest in protecting or regulat-
ing how insurance is sold within their State.

I think that the anti-affiliation laws weren't enacted to—I think
the legislative history on New England, particularly in Connecticut,
is clear on this point. They weren't enacted to protect consumers.
They were enacted—insurance consumers. They were enacted to

protect insurance agents' monopolies, and I don't think that that is

an interest that outweighs the destruction of commerce that they
present.

Mr. OxLEY. So you don't have any problem with the Virginia sit-

uation as described by Mr. Foster? That is, the functional regula-
tion of products regardless of who happens to own the entity?

Mr. Pfirrman. No, we don't.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you. My time is expired.
The gentlelady from California, Ms. Eshoo.
Ms. Eshoo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My question is directed to Mr. Foster, and thank you for—all of

you—^for being here today.
Given Virginia's laws which permit banks to sell insurance prod-

ucts, as well as your support of States' rights and H.R. 1317, is

there any possibility in your mind that that legislation will reverse

laws in Virginia which give banks this freedom?
Mr. Foster. That is not how I have read—H.R. 1317 you are re-

ferring to?

Ms. Eshoo. Yes.
Mr. Foster. It simply leaves as a States' right issue—and Vir-

ginia, through its public policymaking process, our legislature,

heard the arguments on both sides; and they were quite strident

on both sides. In the end, those who were—who were suggesting

there should not be any barriers won the day. And I think it is ap-

propriate that Virginia ought to make that call for Virginia resi-

dents and those who purchase insurance.
And, 3 to 4 years later, we have not seen any complaints, frank-

ly, that there is any kind of inappropriate behavior on the part of
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those who are licensed as insurance agents. They have passed all

the requisite examinations, but they happen to work for a bank or
a bank affiliate. And so I would—as I read the bill, it would not
undo those things we have done, but we would like to maintain the
sovereignty of each State looking at that situation and making its

own determination.
Ms. ESHOO. I appreciate your response. I think that it in many

ways mirrors the California experience, but the individual that was
on the panel previous to you that represented the banks nationally
couldn't really speak to it. So I appreciate what you have said, and
I will yield back the balance of my time, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. GiLLMOR [presiding]. Thank you very much. I will use my

time for questions now.
And if I might direct a question to Mr. Zimpher pertaining to

your company—and I do understand your argument and some of

the other members of the panel for State regulation of insurance,
but assume that at some point in the future that your company ei-

ther attempted to or wanted to acquire a bank. How would you an-
ticipate that that acquisition ought to be regulated?
Mr. Zimpher. Mr. Chairman, under the appropriate rules in

place governing acquisition of banks, as you may know, under the
Bank Holding Act, a mutual insurance company, which Nationwide
is, and our subsidiary also is, we are prohibited from acquiring a
national bank, national depository institution.

But if the laws were changed to permit those affiliations, wheth-
er through a financial holding company or whatever structure, I

suspect we would fully intend to both acquire and to operate that
institution under the pertinent rules that govern. If that means
that we adhere to the Federal Reserve, FDIC or Comptroller of the
Currency rules and regulations, that is what we would do.

Mr. GiLLMOR. Let me ask Mr. Foster, one of the fears that have
been expressed by banks, if we end up with legislation that in es-

sence gives the State insurance commissioners the power to regu-
late and define what insurance products are for banks, one of the
concerns that has been expressed is—I am sure this would not hap-
pen in Virginia under the relationship and the way that you are
operating—but that they go very far in defining what most people
would consider a bank product as insurance and thereby try to

claim regulatory authority.

I mean, how would you deal with that situation?
Mr. Foster. First of all, I don't believe there is any basis for that

argument that some may be making. Insurance regulators are
quite accustomed, for example, to recognizing that insurance com-
panies can and may sell noninsurance products. Many of those
products are not under our jurisdiction because there is no transfer
of risk, there is no guarantee fund coverage and, under given
States' laws, there is no requirement those policies be approved.

I have seen no indication in my State nor have I heard from
other States where commissioners just unilaterally declare bank
products to be insurance products. My State as the example, I can't

declare anything unilaterally. If I want to make such a move to

suggest that a banking product would come under my jurisdiction,

you would have to go to the legislature where there is plenty of op-
portunity for due process and to be heard. Or I go, in my case, to
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the Virginia State Corporation Commission and they must hold a

hearing" and give notice, and they can only adopt regulations if

there is first statutory basis for such a regulation to be adopted.

I have been surprised to hear that suggestion by some that in-

surance regulators would simply deem a lot of bank products to be
insurance products so as to extend our jurisdiction. It does not hap-
pen as far as I know. It certainly has not happened in my State.

Mr. GiLLMOR. But if it were, you know, I think over a period of
time when you have 50 commissioners, you know, if you have 50
bishops, somebody is going to do the wrong thing and it is possible

you could have a rogue. I take it in your case, basically the Cor-
poration Commission is the referee. So I guess really my question
was, what kind of referee do you think you ought to have?
Mr. Foster. Well, Virginia is not one State but many States

have to go to a conference of legislators to have regulations heard
and to get approval. So in most every State, if in fact not in all

States, commissioners just cannot laterally adopt regulations or
just suggest for purposes of filing jurisdictional products that you
would have to file certain bank products.

I mean, most States' statutes, although there is great uniformity,
they are very specific as to what it takes to be an insurance prod-
uct. And we make those determinations, frankly, every week. We
are looking at new product development and to what extent, cur-
rently, insurance companies are selling or have been selling prod-
ucts which are noninsurance products.

If we deem them not to meet the test of being insurance, they
are not filed with my office. In fact, I have told some insurance
companies not to file them because many insurers will suggest,
well, we may—we filed this with the State. And that could suggest
to some consumers that it has been reviewed by the State or meets
State standards.
Many companies will call those sort of informational purpose fil-

ings, they are filed with the State just for informational purposes.
We discourage those and in fact don't accept them. I just think
there are enough safeguards built into every State's regulatory
adoption scheme where commissioners can't do. If they do attempt
to do it, there are appeal processes in place in every State where
a bank or group of banks could say, we think the commission has
gone—the commissioner has gone beyond his statutory authority,

we want to overturn his determination.
Mr. GiLLMOR. Thank you. Let me direct a question just to the

panel in general and anybody who wants to comment. One of the
concerns that a lot of people in the insurance industry have ex-

pressed have been the decisions of the Comptroller of the Currency
to basically expand national bank powers.

If the Commerce Committee were to pass an amendment to H.R.
1062 preventing the Comptroller of the Currency from further ex-

panding national bank powers, what impact would that have on
your views toward H.R. 1062? Mr. Zimpher?

Mr. Zimpher. May I jump off here. That is certainly a step in the

right direction, Mr. Chairman. That is a step.

The next step would be we would be much more comfortable in

terms of adopting an appropriate framework, in setting the appro-

priate parameters for discussions if the committee were to adopt
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H.R. 1317. We would certainly find that to be a much more pref-

erable resolution. But your question implies certainly in the right

direction.

Mr. Baptista. If I may, I think if the committee were to act just
unilaterally on the Comptroller moratorium without addressing in

some way the affiliation question—and I am not talking about pre-

empting State law here, I am talking about the definition of what
is financial in nature to include insurance—we would oppose that
amendment, and I think that would probably diminish the chances
of this bill being passed by the House because it is at least my un-
derstanding—I don't want to speak for the banking industry but
the banking industry would then oppose the bill. These issues have
to be dealt with in a way that gives everybody equal access or it

is just not going to work.
Mr. GiLLMOR. That is one-to-one, so I—Mr. Foster?
Mr. Foster. Mr. Chairman, you used the term "referee" earlier.

I think if anyone needs a referee, it is the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency because, from our standpoint, unilaterally, and just deeming
insurance products to be banking products. And I think it is safe

to say that States as insurance regulators can make the determina-
tion better. We look at those contracts all the time, and so certainly
as one commissioner, and I think I can probably speak for most,
we would support the reigning in of that kind of authority.
Mr. GiLLMOR. Thank you.
Mr. Pfirrman?
Mr. Pfirrman. I believe we would be opposed to that. We believe

that the Comptroller's actions have been consistent with Federal
law and necessary to keep pace with the changing financial serv-

ices environment and also necessary to help the American banks
keep pace with their competitors abroad.
Mr. GiLLMOR. Thank you very much.
The gentleman from New York, Mr. Frisa. No questions.

The gentleman from Idaho, Mr. Crapo.
Mr. Crapo. Are you almost done with this panel?
Mr. GiLLMOR. Yes, sir, unless you filibuster.

Mr. Crapo. No, I won't ask any questions.
Mr. GiLLMOR. There being no further questions, the Chair would

like to express the appreciation of the committee for your help on
this issue. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 2:17 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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The Honorable Jack Fields

Chairman

Subcommittee on Telecommunication and Finance

and

The Honorable Michael G. Oxley

Chairman

Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade

and Hazardous Materials

House Commerce Committee

2125 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: Financial Modernization Hearings; June 8, 1995

Dear Chairmen:

During the recent hearings on financial modernization. Representative Dingell raised

certain issues with Mr. Scott Jones, who was testifying on behalf of the American Bankers

Association ("ABA"). Mr. Jones indicated that the ABA would respond for the record to

these issues.

The attached documents arc responsive to these issues and I would respectfully request

that they be added to the record of the hearing.

Sincerely,

kMJiLWkv
Sarah A. Miller
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SIDDs
(Separately Identifiable Departments or Divisions)

With financial modernization, there is, increasingly, a convergence between securities and

banidng products making it extremely difficult to determine when a banking product ends and a

security product begins. In addition, certain securities activities arc recognized as being so

integral to banking that it makes very litde practical sense to separate these activities from

banking activities. In recognition of these ^cts, the Financial Services Competitiveness Act of

1995, H.R. 1062, would permit banks, under certain circumstances, to conduct securities

activities in separately identifiable departments or divisions of the bank ("SIDDs").

SroDs, GENERALLY

Under H.R. 1062, SIDDs would operate in accordance with fiinctional regulation concepts.

Specifically, securities activities conducted in a SIDD would be regulated by the Securities and

Exchange Commission ("SEC") by requiring the SIDD itself to be registered as a broker-dealer

under the Securities Exchange Act ("Exchange Act") and be subject to all applicable provisions of

the Exchange Act.

One important exception is made by H.R. 1062 to the functional regulation concept.

Specifically, so long as a bank with a SIDD is adequately capitalized under the federal banking

laws, the SIDD would not have to comply with the SEC's net capital rule. This provision was

added in recognition of the fact that the SEC's net capital rule would effectively preclude banks

from registering as broker- dealers. Unlike bank capital requirements which focus on credit risk,

broker-dealer net capital rules focus on liquidity risk and would, if made applicable to banks,

require disproportionately high levels of capital for illiquid instruments like bank loans.

H.R. 1062 permits only certain securities activities under certain very specific circumstances to be

conducted in a SIDD. Basically, a SIDD could be established under three situations:

• If a banking organization has established a securities underwriting affiliate (a bank

holding company subsidiary) eligible to underwrite all types of securities including

corporate debt and equity and mutual funds, then asset-backed securities backed

by residential mortgages, consumer receivables and consumer leases may be

conducted through a registered SIDD.

• If a banking organization has established a securities underwriting affiliate eligible

to underwrite all types of securities including corporate debt and equity and

mutual funds, private placement activities could also be conducted in a SIDD.

• Regardless of whether a securities underwriting affiliate is established, any activity

that is later determined by the SEC to be a security activity may, under approval

of the Federal Reserve Board, be conducted in a SIDD.

H.R. 1062 does not mandate that these activities be conducted through a SIDD. Banking

organizations would be free to conduct these activities through registered SIDDs, registered

bank broker-dealer subsidiaries or registered bank holding company broker-dealer subsidiaries.

Unlike SIDDs, stand-alone bank brokerage units would be subject to the SEC's net capital rule.

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION*
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Underwriting of corporate debt and equity and mutual fund shares could not, under any

circumstances, be conducted through SIDD; these activities must be conducted in an SEC
regulated bank holding company subsidiary. Nor, as discussed below, could bank retail securities

activities.'

H.R. 1062 docs not authorize the creation of any other SIDDs for capital markets activities.'

H.R. 1062 docs, however, add to the activities that could be conducted in SIDDs previously

established for municipal securities activities.

MUNICIPAL SECURITY SIDDs

Banks arc permitted, under Glass-Steagall, to underwrite and deal in general obligation bonds of

any political subdivision or state. In 1975, the Congress authorized the creation of the

Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board ("MSRB"). The MSRB was charged with adopting rules

applicable to municipal securities dealers. Municipal securities dealers were defined to include

banks that conduct their municipal securities activities through a "separately identifiable

department or division". Enforcement of those rules was, however, left to the bank regulators

and the SEC for bank municipal securities dealers, while enforcement of the rules for non-bank
dealers fell to the self-regulatory organizations ("SRO") and the SEC. Thus, the Congress itself,

over twenty years ago, first recognized the merits of allowing banks to conduct certain securities

activities through SIDDs.

H.R, 1062 would add to the activities that could be conducted through the municipal sectuitics

SIDD. Recognizing the important roles banks serve with respect to their state and local

government customers, H.R. 1062 would permit bank securities dealers to underwrite municipal

revenue bonds in the existing SIDD. Municipal revenue bond underwriting by banks would give

state and local governments better access to the capital markets and increased liquidity which, in

turn, results in lower borrowing costs (yield as well as underwriting costs) inuring to the benefit

of state and local governments and their taxpayer constituents.'

It should be noted that certain permissible securities activities could continue to be conduaed in

the bank without triggering, under any circumstance, the requirement to esablish a SIDD. These

permissible securities activities include underwriting and dealing in U.S. government and agency

securities, commercial paper, and other similar securities.

H.R. 1062 docs provide that a SIDD may be established for those banks that provide investment

advisory services to registered mutual fiuids. This investment advisory SIDD would be required to

register with the SEC as an adviser under the Investment Advisers Aa of 1940. SEC registration

would subjea this SIDD to regulation and examination by the SEC.

It should be noted that the SEC is on record in support of banks underwriting munidpal revenue

bonds pursuant to the existing munidpal securities regulatory system. Sc£, Testimony of Arthur

Levitt, Chairman of the SEC, before the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance and

the Subcomminee on Commerce, Trade and Hazardous Materials of the Committee of Commerce,

U.S. House of Representatives, June 6, 1995.

AMEUCAN BANKERS assocution**
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RETAIL SroOs

H.R. 1062 docs not provide for the creation of any other SIDDs, including a SIDD dedicated to

retail securities sales by banks. In fact, H.R. 1062 would strip away the current blanket

exemption from broker-dealer registration for banks under the Exchange Act. Under H.R 1062,

banks, engaging in retail securities sales activities, would either have to register with the SEC as

brokerage firms or spin the brokerage activity out of the bank and into a separate bank or bank

holding company subsidiary.*

Certain exemptions to the requirement to register are provided by the legislation, including those

situations where a baisk employs a third-party networking firm which is already a registered

broker-dealer and subject to all appropriate rules and regulations of the SROs and the SEC or

where the bank engages in only a small or ds minimis amount of transactions for its customers.

In this latter situation, the bank regulators and the industry itself, have adopted guidelines for

the retail sales of securities. In many instances, these guidelines are comparable to the rules and

regulations of the National Association of Securities Dealers.

None of these broker-dealer exemptions provide for the creation of a SIDD, ix., a separately

identifiable department or division subject to SRO and SEC rales and regulations with

enforcement of those rules vested in either the SRC, the SEC or the bank regulators.

CONCLUSION

H.R 1062 recognizes the important benefits to be gained by consumers, investors and the

financial services industry, itself, if banks and securities firms are allowed to affiliate. H.R 1062

also recognizes that because the legislation is not being written on a clean slate, appropriate steps

must be taken to accommodate the growth and development of both the banking and brokerage

franchises. SIDDs are such an accommodation. SIDDs comport with functional regulation

theory by allowing the SEC jurisdiction over bank securities activities. At the same time, SIDDs
allow business synergies developed over time between banking and security business lines to

continue by permitting the security activity in question to be conducted in the bank.

Obviously, to the extent, a bank sought to sell private placement, asset-backed or municipal

securities to the retail market, it could do so through the established SIDD. Any SIDD that sold

securities to the retail public would be subjca to investor protection rules established by the SEC,

the SROs and the federal banking regulators.

AMEUCAN BANKERS association*'
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A Comparison Of Broker-Dealer and Bank Capital Rules

Comparing bank capital requirements to broker-dealer net capital rules is like comparing apples

to oranges. Bank capital rules are designed to protect depositors and promote financial stability

by assigning capital to credit and other risks posed by financial transactions. Broker-dealer capital

rules seek to protect broker-dealer customen against the risk of broker insolvency and assign

capital according to liquidity risk.

Nevertheless, when a bank determines to establish a broker-dealer firm, that brokerage unit,

whether housed in a bank subsidiary or a bank holding company subsidiary, must comply with all

applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), the

National Associadon of Securities Dealers ("NASD") and the Municipal Securities Rulemaking

Board ("MSRB"), including the SEC's net capital rule, Rule 15c3-l. If a bank were to establish

a brokerage subsidiary, that subsidiary would be subject to NASD and SEC enforcement of those

rules.

Rule 15c3-l requires broker-dealer firms to maintain a minimum capital requirement of

anywhere between $5,000 and S250,000 depending on the type of activity being conduacd in

the firm. Thus, for example, if a securities firm did not hold customer fiinds or securities and
engaged in riskless principal type activides, then the firm need only hold $5,000 in net capital.

On the other hand, if a brokerage firm carried customer accounts and received and held

customer fiinds and securities, it would be required to hold $250,000 in net capital.

Underwriting of securities would not add to this minimum or floor capital requirement.

Net capital is computed by first adding up liquid assets and deducting liabilities and, thereafter,

deducting a certain percentage or haircut against each specific security asset class to allow for

market fluctuations. Haircuts arc determined according to the type of security and its maturity.

To determine if the floor dollar amount should be raised, a brokerage firm must also total its

aggregate indebtedness. Aggregate indebtedness is basically monies owed by the brokerage firm.

Secured liabilities are excluded from the aggregate indebtedness standard. The total aggregate

indebtedness ratio must not exceed 1500 percent of net capital (which is a leverage ratio of

about 15). If a brokerage firm is in its first year of operation aggregate indebtedness must not

exceed 800 percent of net capital. To satisfy the net capital rule, the brokerage firm must hold

cither the floor dollar amount or the aggregate indebtedness ratio, whichever is higher.

Bank capital rules, on the other hand, categorize banks according to whether they are well-

capitalized, adequately capitalized, undercapitalized and so on. The ability to engage in various

activities is very often conditioned (by statute as well as by bank regulator) on a bank satisfying

the requirements for the well- or adequately-capitalized category. Thus, well capitalized

iiutitutions may operate at a minimum leverage ratio of 10, adequately capitalized may operate at

a minimum of 12'/6 and under capitalized at a leverage ntio of 15. In order to determine in

which category a bank should be placed, three capital ratios must be evaluated.'

These direc ratios arc: the total risk-based capital ratio which measures total capital to risk-

weighted assets; Tier 1 risk-based capital ratio which measures Tier 1 capital to risk-weighted assets,

and leverage ratio which measures Tier 1 capital to total average assets.

AMEUCAN BANKERS /issocucnotf
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Capital set aside by a parent bank to establish a broker-dealer subsidiary would be considered to

be an asset of the bank for purposes of the bank capital rules as well as GAAP and, thus, would

be included in the bank's capital. If the broker-d^er were a bank holding company subsidiary,

the capital required under the Net Capital Rule for the bank holding company subsidiary would

not be included in the bank's capital. Rather, it would be consolidated with the financials

prepared by the holding company parent.

CONCLUSION

Clearly, under the Net Capital Rule, bank broker-dealer subsidiaries are required to hold at least

as much capital as non-bank afHliated broker-dealers. In fact, bank capital requirements may
require even higher capital to be held by the banking organization and its subsidiaries.

Consequently, no competitive advantage with respect to regulatory capital requirements exists for

bank broker-dealer subsidiaries.
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